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INTRODUCTION

On the 96 rolls of this microfilm publication are reproduced
the records from the decimal file of the Department of State,
1930-44, that relate to political relations between China and
Japan. The records are mostly instructions to and despatches
from diplomatic and consular officials; the despatches are often
accompanied by enclosures. Also included in these records are
notes between the Department of State and foreign diplomatic
representatives in the United States, memorandums prepared by
officials of the Department, and correspondence with officials
of other Government departments and with private firms and
persons. The State Department divided the decimal file into
chronological segments to retire inactive records. This
division has been maintained in this microfilm publication. The
records for the period 1930-39 are filmed on rolls 1-88 and
those for 1940-44 on rolls 89-96.

The Lists of Documents or "purport lists" filmed on rolls
345 and 346 (1930-39), roll 532 (1940-June 1944), and roll 628
(July-Dec. 1944) of M973 give brief abstracts of the documents
reproduced in this microfilm publication and serve as a finding
aid to the documents themselves. The arrangement of the entries
on these lists generally corresponds to the arrangement of the
documents in the file.
From 1910 to 1963 the State Department used a decimal
system for its central files, assembling and arranging individual
documents according to subject and assigning decimal file numbers.
The decimal file consists of nine primary classes numbered 0
through 8, each covering a broad subject area. The records
reproduced in this microfilm publication are in Class 7,
political relations of states. Each country had been assigned
a two-digit number. The country numbers assigned to China and
to Japan, for example, are 93 and 94, respectively. Thus,
documents bearing the file number 793.94 concern political
relations between China and Japan.

When one or more digits follow the second country number,
they represent a specific subject. This number, in turn, may
be followed by a slant mark (/). In such cases $he numbers
after the slant mark were assigned to individual documents as
they were accumulated on a specific subject. For example, a
decimal file number taken from a document reproduced in this
microfilm publication is 793.943/5. The number 3 following
the country number for Japan (94) signifies that the subject
is extraterritoriality, and the number after the slant mark
indicates the number of documents on this subject.
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The documents under one subject classification are generally
in chronological order, coinciding with the assigned document
number, which follows the slant mark. There are instances,
however, when a document file number was not assigned until a
date considerably later than the one on which the document was
received.
In July 1944 the number after the slant mark began to
reflect the date of the document instead of the number of
documents; for example, a document dated November 20, 1944,
would be numbered /11-2044. Documents dated as early as 1939
but not indexed until after July 1, 1944, also have been assigned
date numbers.

Cross-reference sheets referring to related records under
other subject classifications in the decimal file have been
reproduced as they occur, and appropriate cross-reference
notations appear in the Lists of Documents.
The file contains documents that were security classified
by the State Department, as well as those received from and
classified by foreign governments and other Federal agencies.
Documents that have not been declassified are not available as
part of this microfilm publication. The National Archives and
Records Service (NARS) does not have authority to make repro
ductions of such documents available to searchers. Documents
that remain classified have been removed from the file and
replaced by a withdrawal notice that identifies the document
and indicates the reason for its removal.
The records reproduced in this microfilm publication are
part of General Records of the Department of State, Record Group
59, and are a continuation of the records concerning political
relations between China and other states, 1910-29, which have
been microfilmed as NARS M341.

In the same record group are several diplomatic correspondence
series containing documents on relations between China and
the United States. They are copies of instructions from the
State Department to U.S. Ministers to China, 1843-1906 (rolls
38-43 of M77); notes to the Chinese Legation in the United States
from the Department, 1868-1906 (rolls 13 and 14 of M99);
despatches from U.S. Ministers to China to the Department, 18431906 (M92); and notes from the Chinese Legation in the United
States to the Department, 1868-1906 (M98). Also related to
matters concerning China are communications to special agents
of the United States from the Department, 1852-86 (roll 154 of
M77).
Several series of volumes contain material on relations
between Japan and the United States. There are copies of
instructions from the State Department to U.S. Ministers to
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Japan, 1855-1906 (rolls 104-108 of M77); despatches from U.S.
Ministers to Japan to the Department, 1855-1906 (M133); notes to
the Japanese Legation in the United States from the Department,
1860-1906 (rolls 66 and 67 of M99); and notes from the Japanese
Legation in the United States to the Department, 1858-1906
(M163). Also related to matters concerning Japan are communica
tions to special agents of the United States from the Department,
1823-86 (rolls 152 and 154 of M77) ; and despatches from special
agents to the Department, 1794-1837 (roll 10 of M37).
Despatches from U.S. consular officials in China and Japan
before 1906 are available as separate microfilm publications for
each post. Complementary to the despatches from consuls are
instructions to consuls.

The method of arranging the diplomatic and consular series
cited above was discontinued in 1906, when the State Department
adopted the practice of filing incoming and outgoing correspondence,
memorandums, and other documents by subject in a single numerical
series. Information on documents relating to China and Japan
for the 1906-10 period may be found through the use of card
indexes and Lists of Documents in the National Archives of the
United States. The Numerical File is available as microfilm
publication M862.
Several series in the State Department decimal file, 1910-29,
that relate to Chinese and Japanese affairs are available as
microfilm publications. In Class 7 there are two series regarding
Chinese affairs: one concerning political relations between
the United States and China (M339) and the other concerning
political relations between China and other states (including
Japan) (M341); and two series regarding Japanese affairs: one
concerning political relations between the United States and
Japan (M423) and the other concerning political relations
between Japan and other states (M424). Class 8, internal affairs
of states, has records concerning internal affairs of China
(M329) and internal affairs of Japan (M422). Additional
documents are in the remaining classes of the State Department
decimal file:

Class 0.
Class 1.
Class
Class
Class
Class

2.
3.
4.
5.

Class 6.

General. Miscellaneous.
Administration, Government of the United
States.
Extradition.
Protection of Interests.
Claims.
International Congresses and Conferences.
Multi-lateral Treaties. League of
Nations.
Commerce. Customs Administration. Com
mercial Relations, Treaties and Con
ventions. Commercial and Trade Agree
ments .
3
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In Records of Boundary and Claims Commissions and Arbitrations,
Record Group 76, there are records relating to the Claims Com
missions of 1858 and 1901 between the United States and China.
In Records of International Conferences, Commissions, and
Expositions, Record Group 43, are records of several conferences
in which the United States and Japan participated. There are
records of the Washington Conference on Limitation of Armament,
1921-22, which met to consider the limitation of armaments and
certain questions relating to Pacific and Far Eastern problems.
There are also records of the Commission To Represent the United
States at the Grand Exhibition of Japan, 1917. The exhibition
was planned for 1912 but had been postponed, and the records
relate mainly to the visit of U.S. Commissioners to Japan in
1908 and to their conferences with Japanese officials. Other
relevant records in Record Group 43 are those concerning the
Sino-Japanese Dispute, 1930-32 (documents gathered by Gen. Frank
McCoy, U.S. representative on the Lytton Commission), those of
the U.S. Element, Allied Council for Japan, 1946-52, and those
of the Far Eastern Commission, 1945-51.
In Records of the Foreign Service Posts of the Department
of State, Record Group 84, are records originally kept at U.S.
diplomatic and consular posts. Among these are records of the
U.S. Legation (later Embassy) in China, 1843-1945, and of the
U.S. Legation (later Embassy) in Japan, 1855-1936, as well as
those of various consular posts in those countries.

The records reproduced in this microfilm publication were
prepared for filming by Ralph E. Huss, who also wrote these
introductory remarks.
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Subject:
Contain (Aspects of the Situatj^fi\
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Honorable
The Secretary of State,

___ For im,-<
Gr.vh <
Washington./*! t»*e i)

Sir:

I tA 7

A) U>

y
I have the honor to refer to my strictly confi,y\ ■ ’ dential despatch no. 140 of February 27, 1940, in
‘
regard to Japanese activities on Hainan Island, and
to report upon certain aspects of the situation in
the light of information received from a foreign
resident of the island (through the Consulate General
at Hong Kong) and from other sources.

*
S
7

It will be recalled that, as stated in the des
patch under reference, the Japanese had set up a
separate puppet administration for the island; that
they had undertaken various works such as the con
struction of a large airfield near Hoihow and a naval
base, presumably for submarines, at Yulinkong
idie south side of the island; that the Taiwan-4
7Development Company had reportedly been granted
^monopolistic privileges for the development of agri^cultural resources; that the Japanese Naval authorities
grather than the Military authorities played the domin‘’ant role; and that it appeared that the policy of the
Japanese Government was directed toward the establish
ment of extremely close relations between Hainan and
the Japanese Empire or possibly the incorporation of
the island in the Empire.

\
As recently reported to me by the Consulate
General at Hong Kong, the informant while admitting
that he had no direct knowledge of the military
situation beyond the immediate vicinity of Hoihow said
that the central part of the island continued to be
inhabited and controlled by relatively primitive
aborigines; that around the edge of that area there
was a small zone in which Chinese guerrillas, who are
believed not to exceed 2,000 in number, moved and
operated but were not a menace to the regular Japan
ese garrison forces; and that all coastal areas wçre
occupied by the Japanese. The informant further
stated that he believed that the number of Japanese
troops stationed on Hainan was less than usually. W
estimated, but that there was a frequent movement &
of Japanese troops to and away from the island ,£hd
that
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that at times possibly as many as 15,000 were tempo
rarily there for resting purposes.

t

The informant was also reported as having stated
that the Japanese have in recent months resorted to
more brutal treatment of Chinese of the island, and
that indiscriminate killings and maiming of persons,
burning of villages, etc., have not been uncommon.
He also stated that in the past few months the Japan
ese attitude toward American residents had been less
favorable than previously and that there had been
more annoyances from search and petty insistence upon
formalities than theretofore.

In view of the military importance which the
Japanese evidently attach to Hainan Island, it is not
surprising that, as reported by Hong Kong early in
the year, they had also established airfields at
Limko ( $& Jh ) and Senglang ( (3*
?). Limko is
along the northern coast at the western entrance of
Hainan Straits about 80 kilometers west of Hoihow,
and Senglang, although its location in the absence
of Chinese characters cannot be definitely ascertained,
is believed to be about 35 kilometers east of Hoihow
and near P’uch’ien (
"iit ) at the eastern entrance
of Hainan Straits. With -the mty.n air base in the
north located at Kiungchow (
), it would seem
that these auxiliary airfields would afford bases for
an air patrol of the Straits as well as for incursions
into Chinese territory.
Except for occasional releases to the press by
Naval Headquarters, relatively little information
appears in the native press in regard to conditions
or developments on Hainan Island. However, early
in June a local paper published an interesting news
item which stated that the Formosa Automobile Com
pany, a Japanese concern, had been granted the sole
privilege of developing land communications on Hainan,
and that the company had embarked on a large scale
scheme of highway construction. It was further stated
that the company operated twenty-one bus services
over 948 kilometers of roadway and that on June 15
an additional bus service would be inaugurated between
Nodoa (
) and ^aklai <
) on the west coast,
a distance of 152 kilometers. In this connection it
may be pointed out that some years ago the authori
ties of this province started a highway construction
program involving chiefly the building of a network
of highways around the island. It is believed that
most of the coastal highways had been completed before
the Japanese occupation. It seems likely therefore
that except for the Nodoa-Paklai road, which a Chinese
map dated 1938 showed as having been partly built,
Japanese construction activities have to date been
chiefly confined to improvement of existing highways
and completion of short connecting sections. It
may be taken for granted, however, that the Japanese
win continue the construction of strategic roads,
as
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as it will be recalled was done in Manchuria, for the
purpose of bringing the whole island under control and for
the maintenance of peace and order.
Naval Headquarters are, according to information
given me by a responsible Japanese official, located
on the southern side of the island. Presumably they
are at Yulinkong, the naval base, or at the nearby
town of Sama (. As an indication that the
Japanese Navy now controls the island it may be said
that in the past few months local press releases in
regard to matters pertaining to Hainan Island have
emanated from Naval Headquarters. For instance, the
local Naval Headquarters released on June 6 a report
allegedly from Hoihow to the effect that as a result
of 141 mopping up operations in the month of May,
1,197 Chinese, members of guerrilla and "Red” forces,
were killed (884), taken prisoner or surrendered;
and for the first ten days of July the Japanese Naval
Press Section at Shanghai reported the occurrence
of 30 engagements on Hainan Island resulting in the
killing by Japanese naval forces of more than 500
Chinese communists and bandits. It may be pointed
out that these reports even though exaggerated would
seem to indicate that Chinese guerrilla and other
irregular forces operating on the island are likely
to be considerably larger than the 2,000 given in
the above mentioned Hong Kong report. It may be
assumed that such forces would not operate in large
bodies and that in view of conditions would from time
to time receive recruits from local Chinese and tribal
populations.
As throwing some light on the Japanese adminis
tration, it may be mentioned that unmounted photo
graphs recently submitted by an American resident in
connection with his passport application bore a stamp
showing that the photographs had been examined on the
date given by gendarmes of the Japanese Expeditionary
Force on Hainan Island. It is suggested that such
close inspection of photographs might be expected to
be enforced only in a military or naval zone.
Although a puppet "Provisional Government of
Hainan" was reportedly organized on July 15, 1939, in
addition to various local Peace Preservation Committees
which had been set up in the more important towns, no
mention of these administrative organs has been made
in the local press for many months. It seems not un
likely that these organizations have either entirely
disappeared in the face of more active Japanese admin
istration of the island or have passed into desuetude.
It will be recalled that the jurisdiction of the puppet
Provincial administration at Canton has never been
extended to Hainan.

SUMMARY
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SUMMARY
As reported to this office by the Hong Kong Consu
late General, a resident of Hainan Island has stated
that aborigines continue to control the center of
the island; that Chinese guerrillas believed to number
not more than 2,000 (probably an under-estimate) operate
in a small zone along the edge of that area; and that
the coastal areas are occupied by Japanese forces,
their numbers being it is believed less than the esti
mates usually seen although many troops have for short
periods been brought to the island for resting pur
poses. The informant further mentioned that in recent
months acts of brutal treatment of the Chinese were
not uncommon and that lately the Japanese attitude
toward American residents was noticeably less favorable
than in the past.
Reference was made to the establishment, as
reported by Hong Kong, of airfields at Limko and
Senglang which are respectively near the western and
eastern entrances of Hainan Straits, and it was pointed
out that these auxiliary airfields (the main air base
in the north being at Kiungohow) would afford bases
for an air patrol of the Straits as well as incursions
into Chinese territory.

As reported in the local press in June of this
year, the Formosa Automobile Company, a Japanese con
cern which had been granted the sole privilege of
developing land communications, was operating bus
services over about 1,000 kilometers of roadway. The
view was expressed that, as was done in Manchuria,
the Japanese might be expected to continue the con
struction of strategic highways for the purpose of
extending their control over the island and for the
maintenance of peace and order.
Naval Headquarters are located on the southern
side of the island, presumably at or near Yulinkong,
the naval base, and several press reports were briefly
referred to as indicating that the Navy is the Japan
ese agency in control of the occupied area. It may
be added that local puppet administrative organs which
had been set up by the Japanese appear to have dis
appeared and that the puppet Provincial administration
at Canton has never been extended to Hainan.
Respectfully yours,

American Consjil General
Original
One copy
One copy
One copy

and four copies to Department (Original Air Mail)
to Embassy, Peiping.
to Embassy, Chungking.
to Consulate General, Hong Kong.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
GRAY

NWN
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone. (Br)

From

Dated August 20, 1941

Division o

Rac’d 9:30 p.m. 21st

FAR
AU.

Secretary of State,

SHANGHAI VIA N.R

12

Department of Si

Washington

1124, August 20, 10 a.m

e 10 noon

Shanghai’s 679

Regarding passage of President Lines vessels through

-J

Nantao boom,

&

,

Steamship. RUÎH ALEXANDER of the American President

QI

•

Lines passed through

August 16*

(D

Nantaoboom onarrivalShanghai

Japanese naval authorities protested to company

01
CG
O
h)

and contended that such action was in violation of Japanese

naval regulations regarding passage of vessels through the
boom and informed the company that vessel should not clear

without their specific authorization.

It is understood

that American President Lines have addressed a letter to

the Japanese naval authorities to the effect that passage
of the United States vessel through the boom was made in
error and expressed regrets,

hotter is considered closed

and vessel sailed from Shanghai at 6 p.m. yesterday.

no

W

Sent to the Department. Repeated to Chungking, PeipingS co C7 za
by airmail to Tokyo.
~
LOCKHART
IMS
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WILL INDICATE WHETHER
Full rate
Day letter
Night letter

(

Telegram Sent

««!«««««»

X CONFIDENTIAL CODE X
NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

--------------------------------

z

Bepartment nf ^fate

"Browni PA"™"
VIA NAVAL RADIO

Charge Department:

Full rate
Day letter
Night letter

IVashington, ——

August 21, 1941

Charge to

$

ir cer.fau vzl Coat.

| ,
I ? V‘u“'ic 6f

AMEMBASSY,

C>r*h;K L>ii

'^2_21rr rn‘,n'f:4:*c <> -Mon*.

j

i

J

CHUNGKING.

During a call at his request on August 19, the

Chinese Ambassador said that his Government felt
QD
01

regretful and disappointed that China was
scarcely mentioned in recent statements and declara
tions by officials of this Government.

is discussed in a separate telegram.

ID

This question
That telegram

q.

OS*

also mentions one of my remarks to the Chinese Ambas-

q

I also said that absence of^mention

sador in reply.

of China was not intentional on the part of any high

?

official of the Government and especially the President;

that we have striven to show our deep and sustained interest
in aiding China and in seeing China succeed in resisting

armed attack and that we expected to continue to show
our interest increasingly as time goes on.

The Ambas

sador spoke with confidence to the effect that his
Government intended to continue indefinitely its resist-

'U
(/)

ance.

03
W

Enciphered by__ ç*_______________

« tl _ FE:GA:LJH

„

Sent by operator------------------- M.,

FE

X

, i ,n PA/H ^ADG
t9------ ———
1—It..

U. S. «OVCRHHEHT/^*S

^0
1 (/
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
GS
This t elegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore beirtg communicated
to anyone, (br)

Foochow via N.R.

FROJfeted August 23, 1941
Rec’d 9:50 p.m.

Secretary of State,

Washington.
August 23, midnight

Reference my telegrandated/July 22, 7 p.m.
During the past few days and nights fleets of

Japanese trucks have been busy hauling to the docks
large quantities of military supplies and foodstuffs
which are being taken to Pagoda Anchorage and loaded

aboard outgoing vessels.

Merchants from whom the Jap

anese military had ordered goods have been told deliv
eries must be completed before August 2®, some Japanese
officers are having effects crated and feverish activ

ity appears to prevail at Japanese military headquarters.
The above mentioned facts make it appear probable
that Foochow soon may be evacuated by the Japanese
forces now stationed here.

Sent to Peiping, repeated to the Department and to
Chungking.

RICE

HTM

I
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GS
This t elegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore beirig communicated
to anyone, (br)

Foochow via N.R.
Dated August 23, 1941
Rec'd 9:50 p.m.

Secretary of State,
Washington.

August 23, midnight
Reference my telegrandated July 22, 7 p.m.
During the past few days and nights fleets of

Japanese trucks have been busy hauling to the docks
large quantities of military supplies and foodstuffs
which are being taken to Pagoda Anchorage and loaded
aboard outgoing vessels.

Merchants from whom the Jap

anese military had ordered goods have been told deliv

eries must be completed before August 2®, some Japanese

officers are having effects crated and feverish activ
ity appears to prevail at Japanese military headquarters.

The above mentioned facts make it appear probable
that Foochow soon may be evacuated by the Japanese

forces now stationed here.

Sent to Peiping, repeated to the Department and to
Chungking.
RICE

HTM
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U - LIAISON OFFICE
APR 24 1941

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

APRIL 24, 1941.

PARAPHRASE

The following message was received from the Assistant

Naval Attache at Shanghai this date:
ON RAILROAD BELOW HANGCHOW AT CHUKI LARGE FIRES WERE OBSERVED BY
A FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT FLOWN OUT THERE BY JAPS OVER THE ABOVE
AREAS.

ALSO CHINESE TROOPS AT KINHWA.

AT KUCHI.

OBSERVED 52 PLANES ON FIELD

TOWNS AND COUNTRY SIDE AERE DESERTED.

ALSO OBSERVED ONE

Mr. Hamilton.
Mr. Hornbeck.

KO, 11G52, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) at 04 ।

I . QSD letter, May 3,

fiv

NÀBS Date—4—-f-y

•k 0 9 9

CC$

I

*£ 6 Z

DESTROYER AND EIGHT TRANSPORTS OFF CHINHAI.
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“Reduce

PfcCch'F.O

v^aktmen;

or

The

Cost

of

Government”

June 7,

Hempstead Civic
and taxpayers Association
srA.'VyEST

p. o.
26 PM I 46
Franklin Square. L. I.

LINDSLEY H. BURR. CHAIRMAN OF BOARD

telephone hempstead zseo

DIVISION OF
COMMUNICATIONS
AND RECORDS

May 24th. 1941

The War in chiha.

Hon. Cordell Hull.
Secretary of State.
Washingtod. D.C.
Dear Sir;

Recently we were told by
a prominent speaker, returned from
over 25 years spent in China, that
Japan would not have lasted over one
year in the "incident” in China had
not the United States premitted mil
lions of tons of scrap iron and other
vitally necessary war materials to go
freely to the Japanese.
Today we hear of the theft by Japanese
military of some Ten Million Dollars worth
of supplies owned by two American houses,
temporarily held in Chinese warehouses, and
intended for the Chinese forces. Also that
a protest was made by our Ambassador to the
Japanese Government.
May we have your comments; What has this
country gained by her liberal treatment of
the Japanese war outfit • Awaiting rep^y,

y 00.

“Reorganization of Government A Paramount Need”
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In reply refer to

FS

V

My dear Mr. Burr:

By direction of the Secretary of State the receipt

is acknowledged of your letter of May 24, 1941 In regard
to natters relating to the situation In the Far East.

The contents of your letter have boon carefully
noted and the spirit which prompted you to bring your

assured that the Department Is endeavoring to give

-J
(L
CH

constant and earnest attention to all phases of the

(L

views to our attention Is aopreolated.

You nay be

International situation, Including the situation In the

Far East, and to the many factors involved therein and
to maintain, In the very difficult circumstances which

confront us, a position which Is compatible with the

Q
CO
q

C ■'

Interests and welfare of the American people as a whole

and

Mr. Llndsley H. Burr,
Chairman of Board,
Meet Hempstead Civic and
Taxpayers Association,
Franklin Square,
Long island, Hew York.

~u
fn

r

O
~U
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•8*
and whioh ©onfonss to nothods whloh w oonslstent vlth
thio ©ountry’s law» and with th© ©urront opinion of the

Aaorloan people.

Slnoerely youra,

George Atohoooa, Jr.
Assistant Chief
Division of Far lastora Affair»
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(copied:ü-L:MG)

Original to FS andcopies
to i, V, FC and ü-irp^K

Copy of Cablegram Received in
Clear at the War Department
at 8:43, June ?, 1941

Chungking, Filed June 6, 1941.

No. 93.

Chungking bombed 19:22 to 22:10. June 5th,
•Ssrl®
fr°" hlgh altitude using flar**îSi”8
-démolition. One wave attacked Hal Tai® Chi- s*Y^al
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Paraphrase of Code Cablegram
Received at the War Department
at 8:35, June 8, 1941.
ST.A Tb

Chungking, filed 03:55, June 8, 1941.

Houte to F. C. for information
"when primarily interested desk
lias noted this.

Up until now Japanese air raids have been regular and

of short duration•

changed tactics.

Conduct of affairs greatly disrupted by their
May 5th raid from 18:10 to 23:30.

Three of the

attack waves preceded by plane dropping flares which were ex

tinguished on the ground five Minutes before arrival of bombers.
"1

4

Authentic reports indicate over 2000 persons died of suffocation
*

a*1** pa*1*»0

^arg®s’t Chungking shelter as direct result of locked

doors and length of raid.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

BEOEIVbD
%
subject:

yj^ morandum of Conversation

f’JGT 1941divis :0N CF FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS
_
„
date: June 21, 1941
DIVISION OF ..<? )
uVwpty Major General Kagesa to Professor K, S.
bates in regard to a possible settlement of the SinoJapanese hostilities.

PARTICIPANTS: M. S

Pates, Professor, University of Nanking, Nanking,

China.
Mr. Alger Hiss
Mr. John Davies

COPIES TO:

1—14Ü3

Hr. Bates' comments regarding conversations which he
held this spring with important Japanese leaders followed

7 9 3 .9 4 /i

• ro

A

closely the memorandum prepared, by him and here attached
Four ooints of interest were brought out in this conversa-

C
o

They are summarized below

tion.
1
General

regime

In the first two of three meetings between Major

.age sa, Military Adviser to the Wang Ching-wei

and Mr

Pates, General Kagesa gave the impression

that the Japanese military authorities would be willing

Ü

to withdraw" their troops from China proper as part of a

settlement of the Sino-Japanese hostilities.

When pressed

on this point in the third meeting, General Kagesa indicated
that he had perhaps given the wrong impression in the

r
c
♦j
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earlier* conversations and that Japan would not be able
to withdraw its troops from China south of the Créât Wall.

2.

Mr. Bates stated that General Kagesa had said

that Japan might ’’legally withdraw” its trooos from north

China but that ”in fact” the troops would remain there
upon ”invitation” of China.

3.

As a natural development of the foregoing,

General Kagesa Plainly indicated that the Japanese military

authorities were determined to maintain garrisons in
north China and Inner Mongolia 'for the protection of

’’Manchukuo” and China.

This, he stated, was because of

the threat of the Soviet Union, correcting himself each

time he made the statement by adding:
tern.”

”1 mean the Comin

General Kagesa stated that Japan must have garrisons

on the spot in north China and that one million Japanese
troops were needed for defense against Russia.

When asked

whether the stationing of Japanese garrisons in north
China and Inner Mongolia involved control of communications
and important economic interests, such as mines, General

Kagesa replied that Japan would have to control communica
tions but was vague with regard to the ouestion of economic

interests.
4.

Mr. Bates stated that when General Kagesa men

tioned a negotiated settlement with the Government of

China that he meant the Wang Ching-wei regime and that
when

A#
■%

J&.

-3-

when he spoke of ’’Joint Commissions” to regulate details
of any general Far Eastern settlement, he meant Japanese-

Nanking commissions.

FE:Davies:LJH
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from previous Jottings, after landing from a Japanese boat.
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1941.

O VMM
J

M&jor-GeneralZAagesa, Military Advisor to the Gang Ghing-wei Jovernmnnt9
he originated and fostered.
in uarch, 1941, a Japanese friend with
semi-official status saw on the table of Rev. W. P. Mills» Ranging, a copy of
the Report of the "Christian Study Conference® on the international situation,
held at Philadelphia in January, 1940.
The section on trie Par last aroused
his interest, particularly the concrete suggestions for lines of settlement
among Japan, uhina, and the united States.
He asked tnat the suggestions be
copied for presentation and possible discussion with mr. Sugihara, the keenminded and reputedly liberal Consul-General in Banking.
Mills asked that
Bates be included.
In a long conversation following careful study, Jugiaaru
went over all points for inquiry and understanding, and earnestly expressed
approval.
Hw went shortly afterward for a long visit to Tokyo, after arrang
ing intrdductions to major-General Kagesa, with the expressed desire tnat we
also talk very frankly with him.
Cur locus standi was the danger of worsen
ing Japanese-American relations, which we utilized to bring out the need for
significant change in Japanese policy and practice toward vhina, in terms as
specific as we could ma^e them.
Mills talked witn Aagesa on or about April 7th., wuile B. was in cnunghui.
rath of us took part in conversations April 26th. and doth.
Place, aôs of
ficial residence; total time, eignt hours.
Basis, Anglian and Japanese text?
from the document described above, in whicn tne essential /item for Japan was
the withdrawal of troops from China and full respect for Chinese sovereignty.
In the first two conversations, Kagesa expressed full agreement ana ap
proval, praising the fair position taken in the document.
He declared his
shame for the failure of Japan to live up to stated ideals in relations with
China.
Reiterated blame upon capitalists for preventing the idealistic army
men from implementing the Konoyc .Declaration and the Gang Ghing-wei Treaty.
Also blamed lower military ranks for conduct; they did not understand the nign
purposes of the guiding policy.
A. did not rise to repeated efforts to get
him to suggest improvements in the document or simply to point out difficulties
and problems.
in view of Bfis Intention to pass through Tokyo on tne way to
the United States, offered to arrange talk with matsuoxa, and also urged seeing
Ambassador Honda, wtio was traveling to Japan on the same steamer.
if Tokyo
and Chungking could reach an agreement, uang Ghing-wei would not be an obstacle,
it would not be difficult to detach Japan from the Axis.
The Ausso-Japanese
accord did not change the situation at all; far from a success for Matsuoxa, it
was a triumph for Stalin.
“TnTrd ddhversation, April 30th., opened with apology to m. and B. for
treatment at hands of Japanese Army in December, 1937, waicn had just been re
counted to A. at the Japanese im bassy.
a. still insisted the original pro
posals were all right, after thorough study in detail and the benefit of tne
previous discussions.
He was arranging a wire to Tokyo to have cugiharu fix
up the meeting with ^atsuoka, and promised an autograph letter to m. (duly de
livered to B.» and eventually transmitted through Terasaki, mentioned hereafter^
Also had arranged talk with Honda on steamer (which didn’t come off, for il. was
in conferences with an official group throughout the two days to xtobej his secre
tary courteously acknowledged the documents).
B. asked the aim of sending hit. to these diplomats.
K. : *1 want you to
talk as straight to them as you have to me. ^Matsuoka is always putting fortu
nice generalities, but he never gets down to business concerning China.1*
m. and B. had agreeu beforehand to press hard on certain specifications,
hoping to break through K’s too easy acceptance of the original propositions.
m. urged insertion of a time-li it for withdrawal, namely, six months from the
conclusion of an armistice.
This was made concrete by pointing out that if,
armistice could be attained in the summer of 1941, evacuation should be com’
by the end of the year.
X.

wiiQh
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1. maj jr-Jenera iZ^a.^esa > military advisor to the »<ang ühing-v»ex Jovcrnmeut,
wnich he originated and fostered.
in ^arch, 1941, a Japanese friend with
semi-official status saw on the table of Rev. «. 1. ^ills, x»anking, a copy of
the aex^ort of the "Christian Study Conference" on the international situation,
held at Philadelphia in January, 1940.
The section on trie Par last aroused
his interest, particularly the concrete suggestions for lines of settlement
among Japan, unina, and the united Utates.
de asied taut the suggestions be
copied for presentation and possible discussion with mr. Jugihara, trie keenminded and reputedly liberal Consul-uenerul in Banking.
^ilis asked taut
bates be included.
in a long conversation following careful study, ougiuura
went over ail points for inquiry and understanding, and eurnestl> expressed
approval.
Hw went shortly afterward for a long visit to Tokyo, after arrang
ing introductions to ma,;»or-Jeneral Aagesa, with the expressed aesire that we
also talk very frankly with him.
Cur locus standi was the danger of worsen
ing Japanese-xuiierican relations, which we utilized to bring out the need for
significant change in Japanese policy and practice toward uhina, in terms us
specific as we could make them.
mills talked witn Aagesa on or about April 7tn., wnile x>. w<>8 m ^nuiiguai.
xioth of us took part in conversations April 2oth. and ôùtn.
ilace, môs of
ficial residence; total time, eignt hours.
Basis, x>ngxisa and Japanese textr
from the document described above, in whicn tne essential /item for Japan was
the withdrawal of troops from China and full respect for Chinese sovereignty.
In the first two conversations, Aagesa expressed full agreement ana ap
proval, praising the fair position taken in the document.
He declared his
shame for the failure of Japan to live up to stated ideals in relations with
China.
Reiterated blame upon capitalists for preventing the idealistic army
men from implementing the Konoye Declaration and the &ang Ghing-wei Treaty,
nlso blamed lower military ranks for conduct; they did not understand the hign
purposes of the guiding policy.
4. did not rise to repeated efforts to get
him to suggest improvements in the document or simply to point out difficulties
and problems.
In view of Bfts intention to pass through Tokyo on the way to
the United States, offered to arrange talk with Matsuoka, and also urged seeing
Ambassador Honda, wno was traveling to Japan on the same steamer.
if Tokyo
and Chungking could reach an agreement, Jang Ghingpwei would not be an obstacle.
It would not be difficult to detach Japan from the Axis.
The Russo-Japanese
accord did not change the situation at all; far from a success for ^atsuoxa, it
was a triumph for Stalin.
“Tiïïrï ddhrersation, April 30th., opened with apology to m. and B. for
treatment at hands of Japanese Army in December, 1937, walcn hud Just been re
counted to A. at the Japanese imbassy•
A. still insisted the original pro
posals were all right, after thorough study in detail and the benefit of the
previous discussions.
He was arranging a wire to Tokyo to have Sugihara fix
up the meeting with matsuoka, and promised an autograph letter to a* (duly de*
livered to B., and eventually transmitted through Terasaki, mentioned |iereatter)g
Also had arranged talk with Honda on steamer (which didn’t come off, for H» was |
in conferences with an official group throughout the two days to Kobe; his aecre
tary courteously acknowledged the documents).
B. asked the aim of sending him to these diplomats.
A.: *1 want you to
talk as straight to them as you have to me. ^Matsuoka is always putting forta
nice generalities, but he never gets down to business concerning China.”
and B. had agreea beforehand to press hard on certain specifications,
hoping to break through K’s too easy acceptance of the original propositions,
urged insertion of a time-limit for withdrawal, namely, six months from the
conclusion of an armistice.
This was made concrete by pointing out that dfi an
armistice could be attained in the summer of 1941, evacuation should be completed
by the end of the year#
r
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K. at once said that he had previously aepnded too much on a clause pro*
viding for a joint commission to arrange details of evacuation.
Now it
time to state plainly the impossibility Qf complete evacuation.
(k.B. There
Of "postponement" or " stages*,LaiTTne might expect}.
-u.
pulled out a map and sketched Russian lines of advance converging upon North
China.
He declared that "we military men" have all along held that garrisons
must be maintained in Hopei Province and in Inner Mongolia, for the protection
of Manchoukuo and of China; he professed to show that kanchouKuo could not be
adequately defended against attack from Russia except by strong garrisons in
the area specified.
Two or three times he said "against Russia" or "against
the Soviets", and then altered the phrase to "against the Comintern".
Wang
Ching-wei had long objected to the garrisoning of North China, but after visit
ing the territory, he had come to see the necessity for such a course.
M. and B. emphasized repeatedly that this program invalidated all the
previous good principles regarding withdrawal of troops, independence, sover
eignty, and the like.
K. said the aim of friendly, independent states co
operating on the basis of cultural and economic interchange, was the only right
one.
"But wehaven’t time for that.
The world crisis permits no delay.’1
He rejected suggestions of a pact for mutual ^elp_p^p|^^l.l, presenting figures
to show that 9,000,000 tons of shipping would be required~To bring over and set
going the 1,000,000 Japanese troops needed for defence against Russia.
There
must be garrisons on the spot.
Final statement: as a military man, K.
could not set forth any other position than that agreed upon through the years
as absolutely necessary.
There were some hints of a so-called "higher policy1*
but nothing that could be counted upon.
B. Does such a garrison policy involve control of communications and
of important economic interests, such as mines?
K. Communications, de
cidedly, but only in so far as necessary for strategic purposes.
(No reply
on general economic interests).
B. The completeness of Japanese control in Manchoukuo inevitably arouses
much anxiety about any Japanese garrisons or controls in China.
K. laughed,
and said that many people were unnecessarily suspicious about imperialistic
ambitions on the part of Japan in China.
Manchoukuo was an entirely differ
ent matter.
He gave five minutes1 impassioned justification, on strategic
grounds, for admitted imperialism in Manchuria.
B. Also there is anxiety about thorough-going econnufaic programs made in
Tokyo.
They are inconsistent with the independence of China and with true
economic cooperation.
Cited, for example, the April 7th. announcement of
a Japan-China-Manchoukuo Economic Council, an organ of the Japanese Cabinet
und er Lieut.-General Suzuki; said by Dome! to be set up with the aim of de
veloping "a supra-national defence state."
K. replied weakly that of
course it was necessary To plan for the future; and that this effort was merely
for Japan’s part in the cooperation.

II. Civilian Japanese friends.
Shanghai, May 7th. and 6th.
a friend
fully trusted for character and competence, in years of hard nesting.
offi
cial but semi-independent position.
Second conversation included his con
fidant and collaborator or similar status, much involved in high groups at
Tokyo.
Much information on peace discussions August and October-November, 1940.
Chief points new to B.:
(1) The demand for garrisons in N. China, maintained
in August under General Itagaki’s direction, was definitely dropped by Tajiri
and Funatsu in Hongkong during the late autumn, under instructions from the
"Four-Minister Conference" (Premier, Foreign Affairs, Army, Navy).
(2)
Tokyo’s tardy willx&ness to postpone the recognition of Wang Ching-wei for five
days as a token of sincerity (in response to Chungking ’s demand for indefinite
postponement), was upset by the machinations and deceitful telegrams prepared
by Kagesa with Chow Fu-hai/ and Chen Kung-po.
These friends consider Kagesa very ambitious, aiming to be Chief of
Staff, and if possible, Minister of Uar.
Crafty, unscrupulous.
They
blamed him for failure to be frank with Mills and me about the Four Ministers
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the decision regarding stipulations for garrisons in h. China.
A.
is now in a bad hole regarding Wang Ghing-wei, and strains to save his own
standing.
He is an anti-Russian leader.
Honda is not of prime influ
ence t but is an avenue to Matsuoka.
The friends urged plain and helpful
talking in Tokyo for humanitarian reasons, despite the dubious introduction.
The army officers and litany officials need much battering to get them to face
the issues in China. -^Some of them can be influenced only by Americans,
since they are anxious about American programs in the Pacific.

ixnd

III. Nagai Ryutaru.
May 13th., Tokyo Club.
Former head of Einseito
and Minister of Railways.
Now Chief of the Fast Asia Section of the Im
perial Rule assistance Association, combining all organizations concerned
with China and Last Asia.
Grand oratorical manner, permitting only four
or five questions or statements by Bs, and those inserted with much effort.
B. asked the aims of the East Asia Section.
N. Replied first taat
the Association represented an effort to secure the powerful concentration
required by world conditions, but to do so in a manner peculiarly Japanese
rather than in European totalitarianism.
He professed complete renuncia
tion of the parliamentary and constitutionalist tradition.
Japan’s policy is essentially a movement for the liberation of Asiatic
peoples, trodden upon and insulted by Europeans for 400 years.
Japan is
providing the leadership and the organization.
Great surprise ana disap
pointment that Americans do not understand this aim of freedom.
&hat Ja
pan is doing in China is exactly li^e the American Revolution (note by B. —
1 suppose this comparison is limited to the throwing off of a European yoxe;
though it surely would not occur to a non-Japanese as a close analogy).
B. cites Manchnukuo as indicator that liberation is not a simpJe truth.
N. replies that China has no reason to fear or to complain of Japan’s atti
tude.
Good intentions proved by conduct in Manchou&uo, where extraterri
toriality and jurisdiction in the railway zone were given up to the new
independent state.
If China would break away from the influence of Euro
peans who keep her incited against Japan, and would recognize Japan’s peace
ful aims, all difficulties would be quickly solved in the generous measures
of the Konoye Declaration and the ^ang Treaty.
B. said Chinese and others could not appreciate peaceful intentions
in terms of an army of 1,000,000 men doing great injury through four years’
time.
reace would be possible by removal of the army, hardly otherwise,
b. showed restrained ire, and said that in three year* before the war, b3
cases of murder were the subject of diplomatic consideration.
had to
withdraw all our people from China, or fight.
We chose to fight.”
B. Thanks for plain speaking.
Fear long war and much trouble un
less policy can be modified to show real respect for independence of China,
American
IV.
Terasaki, Chief of the Bureau of/y////^X Affairs.
May 14th.
accepted letter to Matsuoka and documents, read by him and by Yamamoto (men
tioned below).
Made appointment at the Ministry, ana gave a luncheon to
eight persons, including Tanaka, the Hankow Consul General formerly in Ban
king, pre-war.
Invited Sugihara, but he was in the country.
T. thoroughly avoided any discussion or statement whatever on American
or on Chinese relations.
At luncheon he mocked Matsuoka*s garrulousness;
and said to an old friend of Matsuoka’s that no one ever had a conversation
with M. but could only listen to a monolog.
Friend agreed heartily, cit
ing experience even in family gatherings where political subjects were not
mentioned.
Matsuoka was reported to be making no appointments whatever for in
terviews, as his time was fully taken in official conferences.

V.
A civilian friend of proved courage and independence of mind, with
twenty-five years’ experience in public life.
Actively associated witn
the Ugaki faction, and frequently entrusted with special missions from tne
Konoye entourage.
Cabinet almost equally divided upon question of whether to plunge in

r
on the side of Germany.
Like/
fall in ten days.
Ugaki group pre
pared to take over the governs^* and 1108 secured the backing of almost
all officers with the rank ôf^enera^î lower officers oppose.
katsuoka
leaning toward the Germans. ^Nomura sent to k. proposals for a settlement
of Pacific questions with t1^ United States* including China matters in a
larger framework; L. kept idem in his pocket for ten days without mentioning
them to irlnce Konoye* anc ©till keeps them to himself.
(kay lb).

VI. Yamamoto* Chief ^f the Bureau of Asiatic Affairs* and Acting ViceMinister during the ilpiess of Chashi.
Foreign Ministry* May Ibth.
Courteous reference to the documents which he had read* but without
commitment.
Manner soft; not at ease in either Chinese or English* thougn
got along fairly well by using a mixture of the two.
Mild restatement of usual stuff.
Support of Aang Ching-wei.
"1
believe that Mr. hstsuoka has some plan for dealing with uhina affairs that
will be acceptable to American opinion.
1 thinx so."
VII. Yamagata* Ambassador-at-Large * on mission to ^exico and LatinAmerican countries* with a visit to Washington.
On steamer* May 26th.
Terasaki had told Y. to look me up on the boat.
At the first meeting he
had carried away copies of "Foreign Affairs” and of "Events"* saying that
such things were much needed oy Japanese.
Most courteous and friendly in many touches.
Trouble in the China
matter is on the field.
Officers there do not carry out the Tokyo program.
Cautious but clear reference to Kagesa as willful and devious.
Policy is
now being expressed by and around Honda; to foster and strengthen "China" by
assistance to Wang Ching-wei.
Y. answered all hard questions (kanchoukuo,
economic digging-in* and so on), by saying that time and determination were
required to carry out the high principles of the Knnoye Declaration and the
Wang Ching-wei Treaty.
B. But to the Chinese* and to Americans* Wang is not "China".
Y.
Wang is a real statesman.
Of course* if we hud only men like his predeces
sor* Liang* nothing could be done.
Our people have been much surprised by
the boldness with which Wang stood up for Chinese national interests.
We
must assist him* and leave the rest to him to manage with Chungking.
The Russian Treaty does not affect the anti-communist policy.
a
friend in the War Ministry told Y. the plan was to advance into the Northwest
and wipe out the communist base.
Japan certainly did not want to destroy
Chiang and leave China in the hands of the communists.
however* she could
not attack com^uni st$ only * and thus enhance Chiangfs power.
Japan wished
to__SLC_t against both in proper ratio.
B. of course emphasized again the necessity of feal independence for
China if peace was desired with that country and with the United States.
summarised

Impressions

froa the aboveand frql other contacts recently

--

1. The Japanese chiefs, or many of them, are much less confident than a
year or two ago.
2. But they are not ready to give up frankly and wholly their ambitions
in China.
3. In particular, they are inclined to twist and squirm about withdrawal
of troops.
4. Support of Vang Ching-wei is used as a slogan against those who negoti
ate with Chungking direct.
paper
b. There is fairly general agreement that the Russian
little
practical effect on Japanese policy and dispositions.
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June 21, 1941'

DATE:

PM i

Overture* by Major General Kagesa to Professor M. S.
Bates in regard to a possible settlement of the SinoJapanese hostilities. ■
^RO?''

subject

participants:

M. S. Bates, Professor, University of Banking, Banking,
China.
Mr. Alger Hi sa
Mr. John Davies

COPIES TO:

. li.H

9

iy4.

Mr. Bates' comments regarding conversations which he

hold this spring with Important Japanese leaders followed

closely the memorandum prepared by him and here attached.
Four noints of interest wore brought out in this conversa
They are summarized below.

tion.

1.

In the first two of three meetings between Major

General Kageea, Military Advisor to the Wang Ching-woi
regime, and Mr. Batea, General Kagesa gave the impression

that the Japanese military authorities would be willing
to withdraw their troops from China proper as part of a

settlement of the Bino-Japanese hostilities.

When pressed

on this point in the third meeting. General Kageea indicated
that he had perhaps given the wrong impression in the «ÆX

earlier

DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(B) and 5(D) or (E)
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earlier conversations and that Japan would not be able
to withdraw its troops frcra China south of the Great Vail.
2.

Nr. Bates stated that General Kagesa had said

that Japan might "legally withdraw” Its troops from north

China but that "in fact* the troops would remain there
upon "invitation" of China.

3.

As a natural development of the foregoing,

General Kagesa plainly indicated that the Japanese military
Authorities were determined to maintain garrisons In

north China and Inner Mongolia for the proteotlon of

"Manohukuo" and China.

This, he stated, was beoause of

the throat of the Soviet Union, correcting himself each
"I mean the Comin

time he made the statement by adding:
tern."

General Kagesa stated that Japan must have garrisons

on the spot In north China and that one million Japanese
troops were needed for defense against Russia.

When asked

whether the stationing of Japanese garrisons In north

Chlnaand Inner Mongolia involved control
and important economic Interests, suoh
y-gesa replied that Jan*- would

communications
«Ines, General

to control communica

tions but was vasf**e **th regard to the question of economic
intere»ts«

4.

Mr. Bates stated that when General Kagesa men

tioned a negotiated settlement with the Government of
China that he meant the Wang Ching-wel regime and that

when
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^Bishop’s
CClnse
Jbuni J$aint Alban
Washington, JL Cd.

epartment of State

June 21, 1941
JLiSChJ VhiL»

Ity dear Chief:

•hn2

: 1941

June 25,

1941

I have been requested by the Minister of the Chinese
Church here to write an expression of my deep feelings con-

cerning his people, the same to be read at the 4th annivei*-

sary of the invasion of China on July 7.

I am only too

glad to uo this, but it has been my practice, especially

formally as to the propriety of such a letter.

It will un

doubtedly be released to the press.

I should be grateful if you would advise me at an early

Go
I

policies now being pursued by our government

I

day if you feel the enclosed is consistent with the general

7 9 3 .9 4 /

in such critical times as these>to ask the Department in-

0

FaithfgZly yours,

Bishop of Vlushington.

Mr. Maxwell M. Hamilton, Chief,
Division of Far Eastern Affairs,
Department of State,
Washington, D.C.

G
£3*3

"ü
œ
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GREETING FROM
THE BISHOP OF WASHINGTON

I note with deep interest that on July 7 China and
all her people at home and abroad will mark the Fourth

Anniversary of their heroic defense against Japanese
aggression.

As one who has long admired the people of

China may I be privileged to Join its many friends in

this country by expressing the hope that at no distant
day China may once again secure her independence and be

freed from the terrible struggle she has waged against the
oppressors through these long years.

In General Kai Shek

and his splendid wife the people have noble examples of
Christian fortitude and courage.

It is such leadership

that has evoked the deep and sympathetic interest of the
people of America.

The Chinese people have shown extra

ordinary fortitude and courage in resisting their enemies
and have exemplified in a remarkable way their sterling

qualities of mind and heart.
May God hasten the day when peace shall come to this
distracted and war-torn people and may the world once

again resume its normal ways of amity and goodwill.
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. I Taxwell II., Hamilton, Chief,

Division of Far j&stern Affairs,
Department of State,

Washington, D.C.

iB

June. 25,

My dear Bl ehop F roeman t
I have received and read with interest your letter
of June 21, 1941, and its enclosure, in regard to the

propriety of your complying with a request received by

you from the Minister of the Chinese Church in Washing

ton for a greeting to be read on the occasion of the
anniversary on July % of the beginning of hostilities
between China and Japan.

While the Department does not undertake to pass
upon matters of this kind, we appreciate having such

matters referred to us and the opportunity thereby
afforded to offer informally such comments as may seem

helpful and appropriate.

In the present Instance there

would not seem to be any comment which we wish to offer,
ïour desire to be of oorvioo to China is, of course, in

accordance

The Right Reverend

James B. Freeman, D.D., LL.D., S.T.D.,
Bishop of Washington.

6.. A

/
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accordance with th» policy of thio Govemaont.
la connection with the draft of your proposed

greeting which was enclosed with your letter, I nay
■ention that General Chiang Kai-shek'a eumaao is
•Chiang* and that ho io generally referred to as General
Chiang Kai-shek.

The thoughtful spirit which prompted you to write

is much appreciated.
The proposed message of greeting is returned here
with.

Slnooroly yours,

Maxwell M. Hamilton
Chief
Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Enclosure:
Proposed message of
greeting, returned.

as
m

'
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Chungking, Iliad July 19, 1941*

lo* 127,
df^i

rv.r,n
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From Central ^ows July 18:

j
-

Clashes between National

Govornaeist forces end troop* of the eighteenth Group (Communiste)
04

Army reported to have taken plu co In eoutheaetom than»! and in
northern and western Shan^tun^ on July 3th,

In each instance

(f:
-k

olaehea resulted from attacks by CoMunlsts troops which had left
authorised sootore.

General Chu Teh, Cc^mmlot Cino, has

boon directed by National Military Council to order units

0
c.

I\...

responsible for attacks to return to original areas but no reply

received from General Chu up to date of despatch*

Ids tribut Ion i
Secretary of 1er
1—State Department
Assistant Chief of Staff, G*1
War Plana Division
Office of Moral Intelligence j
Mr. Lauohlin Currie

u

c
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August 19th 1941

The folio’.';ing is an excerpt from a cable received from
our Shanghai Office. No iranàdiate action appears necessary.
QUOTE: INASMUCH AS RUTH ALEXANDER HAD i ARGE AMOUNT OF CARGO FOR

DISCHARGE HERE ^ICH TOC LARGE FOR LIGHTERS ANU DISPATCH OTHER
WHARVES SLOW WE BE’THED VESSEL OUR WHARF DRAFT ON ARRIVAL 26

FEET WHICH SLIGHTLY IN EXCESS OF JAPANESE REGULATIONS 7 JETERS

HOWEVER THERE BEING 35 FEET AT LOW WATER AND FURTHER JAPANESE
VESSELS DRAWING MORE THAN 7 METERS HAVING GONE THRU BOOKS WE

ASSUMED NO OBJECTION TO OUR DOING LIKEWISE HOWEVER JAPANESE
EAVE TAKEN EXCEPTION AND ORDERED VESSEL NOT TO SML PENDING
DISCUSSION MEANWHILE VESSEL DELAYED ON ACCOUNT OF RAIN EXPECT
TO SETTLE MATTER SATISFACTORY AND COMPLETE DISCHARGE TO SAIL

TUESDAY NOON STOP IN ORDER TO AVOID MAKE G OFFICIAL ISSUE WE

CONDUCTING DISCUSSIONS DIRECT WITH JAPANESE AUTHORITIES
HOWEVER ARE KEEPING AMERICAN OFFICIALS INFORMED UNQUOTE

~
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July 7th, that date will ever live in Chinese memories. It stands with Sept. 18th (1931) as a
witness of unprovoked Japanese aggression. Linked with Sept. 3rd (1939) it also marks the full unmasking
of the Axis plot against world freedom. Four years have passed. The hope of a quick victory for Japan
was soon dispelled. The subjugation of China and the setting-up of Japan’s “new order” have failed before
the resolute resistance of the Chinese people. But victory is not yet won for China. The enemy still blockade
our coast ; they occupy large areas of our land; they bomb our cities and towns. Life everywhere is threaten
ed and imperilled by this mad lust for conquest.
How then do we stand as compared with former anniversaries? What is our hope of victory, whence ..
will it come ? Without question the situation is much more favorable than on July 7th, 1940. China was
then fighting very much a lone battle. Great Britain stood in great peril because of the collapse of France.
The United States policy, in the face of an approaching Presidential election, was friendly but uncertain.
French Indo-China had yielded to Japanese threats and pressure - the railway line was cut, and Indo-China
became a new base for Japanese attacks on China. Britain, likewise under pressure and fighting for time,
had ordered the closing of the Burma Road to transport of war materials to China.
What is the situation now ? China is linked inseparably with America and Britain, the two great
democracies of the West, in this mortal fight for world freedom. Under President Roosevelt, and with the
active support of his presidential opponent, Mr. Wendell Willkie, America has pledged herself to full aid to
beleagured Britain and China. The Burma Road has been open for nine months - not to be closed again.
America and Britain are standing behind China financially and with all possible military aid. This ABC
combination for the defence of world democracy is stronger than ever before. Victory is ours in China, if we
will seek unity of purpo&e and action, rather than personal, party or provincial advantage. THERE IS NO
OTHER WAY. If this war has taught us anything, it is that individual liberty, national sovereignty and
political and economic stability throughout the world can be had only by nation-wide and world-wide single
ness of purpose to fight for this type of freedom against the Nazi-Fascist totalitarian conception of life.
This is a war of ideas. Everyone should try to realize the political under-currents of this life anti
death struggle. For what is at stake is not only our immediate future, but that of generations to come.
Liberty, which has always carried the highest appeal to human enthusiasm and inspired men to the greatest
deeds has once more become the dominant pre-occupation and the ultimate goal of our existence. It is tôdefend liberty that the peoples of the democracies are prepared to die, because without liberty, or freedom/
life is not worth living.
While the idea of freedom is as old as civilization, political freedom only dates back about two
centuries. Its growth has been a very slow process, and like all great achievements and revolutionary
changes, it found its origin in philosophic expression long before it became a fact. It was Spinoza who in
1670 raid,
“The final end of the State consists not in domination over men, in restraining them by fear, or
subjugating them to the will of others. Rather it has for its end so to act that its citizens shall in security
develop soul and body and make free use of their reason ; for the true end of the State is Liberty.”
The basis of all true democracy is individual freedom. Wherever and whenever any theory of the
State or Government renounces or denounces individual freedom or liberty and endeavours to stamp it out,
such a State is the enemy of men, the enemy of democracy. The German writer. Nietzsche, spoke of
liberty as “the morality of slaves.” Hitler saw in human dignity and liberty his greatest potential enemies
and the greatest obstacles to his aims of world dominion. So his first pre-occupation was to stifle them.
In one of his recent speeches President Roosevelt urged a re-assessment of this our freedom. He
called America and Britain the refuge of all our liberties. He re-kindled in the older countries of Europe,
where for many the hope had faded, a new hope that two mighty countries still believe in and practice the
freedom that lives in men’s hearts. When Roosevelt spoke of the four essential human freedoms, he men
tioned in one breath with freedom of speech and freedom of worship, freedom from want and fear. Far from
stating a commonplace he unfolded in these words a vast programme and carried the attack into the aggres
sors’ camps.
In Great Britain the Prime Minister, Winston Churchill, has again and again in th? most positive
language and glowing rhetoric pledged the whole might of the British Commonwealth of Nations and to fight
till victory is won, not only for a world as it was before Sept. 3rd, 1939, but for a new and better world. He
said, “We are determined that the cause of freedom shall not be trampled down nor the tide of world pro
gress turned back by the criminal dictators.”
Speaking for China, Generalissimo Chiang Kai Shek has said,
“Resistance and Reconstruction are a single enterprise. They are two individual aspects of the
same vast undertaking. The energy which progressive nations are putting into their schemes of national
defence and economic reconstruction should rouse in us a spirit of emulation and the determination to advance
no less rapidly than they. We have to make reconstruction itself the centre of our concern. The work of
reconstruction will prove even more exacting and important than resistance............ In the midst of war we
must push forward the reconstruction of the economic basis for military preparedness. At the same time
there is reconstruction of the mind, of personal relationships, of society and of politics demanding equally
close attention. Ultimately the goal is complete realization of the Three People’s Principles and the estab
lishment of the Five-Rights Constitution.”
So we stand on the fourth anniversary of Japan’s undeclared war of aggression upon our country stronger, more united, regardless of position and wealth, than ever before. We feel assured that America,
Britain and China cannot fail in this defence of the democracies. Right shall triumph over might. The
liberty of the individual and the freedom of every nation to live in accordance with its national genius and
heritage must be maintained. But this can only be accomplished by a deep spirit of sacrifice and by sound
discipline. As the Generalissimo has said, “Each person must pl^ÎÈ^
z of a new man living in a new
age. Then shall we btrabhrtu create* a nevr China".”----hGATGASQ............

Chengtu, Szechuan!
Westerns.

t

July 7th, 1941

|
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On Magr 22nd Japanese bombers destroys* X? Chinese
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'' pianos on the ground about 200 miles north of
according to reliable reports from that city,

mentioned official!/.
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Chungking,

•i. June 8, 19*1.

Joute to F. c. for
■aen prifflarily interest nation
has noted this,
&St'
desk

Io. 95

City boatbod. 15:30, June 7 by twenty-seven levy planes frost
15,000 feet.

lair volume A.A.

A few Japanese pursuit also visible.

fire, but no visible results.

Three fires started la elty.

MIER
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Chungking, Filed «Tune 8, 1941.

No. 95.

City banbed 13»J0, June 7 by 27 Navy planes
from 13,000 feet.

Few Japanese pursuit also visible.

Fair volume antiaircraft fire but no visible results.
Three fires started in city.
jiiN 11 1941

MATER.
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:55, Jun® 8, 1941.

Up until new Japanese air raids have been regular and

of short duration.
changed tactics.

Conduct of affairs greatly disrupted by their
May 5th raid from 18:10 to 23:30.

Three of the

attack waves preceded by plane dropping flares which were ex

tinguished on the ground five minutes before arrival of bombers,
Authentic reports indicate over 2000 persons died of suffocation

and panic in largest Chungking shelter as direct result of locked
doors and length of rad4s^V'»"t“’"
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Copy of Cablegram Received in
Clear at the Tar Department
at 6:43, Jhne 7, 1941

Chungking, Filed June 6, 1941.

No. 93.

Chungking bombed 19:22 to 22:10, June 5th, by six

successive naves from high altitude using flares and light
demolition.

One wave attacked Bai Tang Chi.

Several bombs

dropped inside south bank safety sone causing small fire.

MAZER

u ~ L1AW« W- -i! ' I
/JN 11 1941
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WAR DEPARTMENT
WAR DEPARTMENT GENERAL STAFF
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE DIVISION G-2
WASHINGTON, D. C.

File ITo.

Date

June 9> 1941
?

SUBJECT:
A

Received, of th& Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2 the following

described communication s) :

Letter dated

i

Indorsement s) dated
Enclosure(s)

f
Study

3

Report

Paraphrase of Cod* Radiogram.

Toltyo, filed June 6, 1941.

Orme Wilson
--ûf f i c e r

Rank.

U - LIAISON OFFIOB
JUN 10 1941
DEPARTMENT OF ?•***

Office.

Far Eastern Section

,,,

■

Return to the A. C, of S., G-2
Jilt 1

NOTE:

State Department
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
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Alemoranc/um oZ Conversation
DATE: AugUSt 2, 1941

SUBJECT:

U. S . S . Tutulla »

participants.-

Japanese Ambassador, Admiral Kichisaburo Nomura;
Acting Secretary, Mr. Welles

TO: g, A-B, PA/H, EE,

1941

’ A
'i

7 9 3 .9 4

copies

The Japanese Ambassador called to see me this after

. .V

noon at his request

The Ambassador said that he had seen in the press
that I had stated that in view of the Japanese reply, the

Tutulla incident was regarded as closed by this GovernHe inquired whether that was to be regarded as

ment.

accurate

I said that the the statement was entirely correct;
that this Government regarded the incident as closed;

and that Ambassador Grew had been so informed

U

CO
£Z>

ro
TJ:SW:IJ

co

fi;
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Th# Honorable

Joseph C. Grew,

Amerloan Ambassador,

Tokyo.

/'

sir»

/

There is enolosed for your confidential infoxnatlon
a copy of a memorandum of a oonversatlon of August 2,
1941 between the Japanese Ambassador and the ihder Secretary

regard to the stsa -ship Tatuta Maru.

Vary truly yours,
Xor the Scoretary of states

Sumner Welias

^nolosuret
Uacwraiidus of ooneersatloa.
August 3, 1941, as stated*

'"I

•* A

21 1841IW
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION

Date:
SUBJECT:

August 2, 1941

SS* Tatuta Maru.

PARTICIPANTS:

Japanese Ambassador, Admiral Kichisaburo Nomura;

Acting Secretary, Mr. Welles.
COPIES TO:

S, A-A, PA/H, FE

The Japanese Ambassador called to see me this after
noon at his urgent request.

The Ambassador said that he was informed by the Nippon
Yus en Kaisha, the owner of the steamship Tatuta Maru now
in San Francisco, that the only way in which the vessel
could clear from San Francisco promptly because of the

libels and attachments against the vessel and its cargo

was for a bond to be placed by the shipping company to

cover the amount represented in these attachments.

The

Ambassador asked if I would be good enough to assist in
the matter.

I said to the Ambassador that 48 hours ago through
Mr. Acheson I had requested that the Treasury Department

make available from the blocked funds an amount sufficient

to make it possible to pest bond, should that be possible,
in order to permit this vessel to clear.

I said that I

felt sure, therefore, that the Treasury Department would

take action immediately in this sense as soon as it was
requested to do so.

The Ambassador expressed great appreciation.
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This tele grata contains—up to the last paragraph—

a summary by Mr. Butrick of a memorandum supplied by

Dr. Leighton Stuart, President of Yenching University,

at Peiping.
Dr. Stuart is in close contact with a good many

life;

7 9 3 .9 4 /

Chinese and a good many Japanese in various walks of

he has frequently gained and passed on useful

information; he offers from time to time analyses of
the situation which are useful; and he has long con-

(

\

cerned himself with the question and problem of bring-

o 17

‘1. "l"‘

ing about peace between China and Japan.

I feel moved to call attention to certain points
brought out in this report, namely, what is stated on

page three and the first four lines of page four.

Dr. Stuart says that an influential element among
Japanese leaders has been ready to open peace negotia

tions with Chiang Kai-shek but has

wanted a prior

assurance from President Roosevelt and Marshall Chiang
agreeing to a conference (for negotiation) and that

opposition to this element has stiffened in Japan.

He

i
CO *"0

then says (as summarized):

"Substantial Chinese opinion

CO

points
/X

O
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points to the ending of the war soon on terms acceptable
to China and the United States if the latter gives prompt
effective aid to China.

One qualified Chinese contact

allows the Japanese two or three years more on a purely

economic basis; another closely associated with the
Japanese thinks that a combination of moral and material
factors will force the Japanese to seek peace by spring
or early next summer.

The former chaiiman of the North

China puppet regime thinks the Japanese may not last
the calendar year.”

Reasonable attention should, I think, be given to

these estimates that the time factor is running strongly
against the Japanese.

In our formulation of policies

and procedures we should make the assumption that Japan
can be defeated (in China) without China’s having gained

a military victory—provided China’s resistance can be
maintained at a certain level of efficiency and for a

sufficiently long period.

In other words, Chinese effort

plus American aid plus time can produce a situation wherein

Japan’s effort in China may be automatically (but of course
only gradually) liquidated.
On the positive side, we should aid China toward the

producing of that situation.

On the negative side, we should

avoid taking any steps which would tend to prevent a develop
ing of that situation.

PA/H:SKH:BGT
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

emorandum of Conversation
DATE: July 30, 1941.

subject:

Japanese bombing of Chungking.

PARTICIPANTS:

Japanese Ambassador,
Acting Secretary, Mr

COPIES TO:

S, A-B, FE, PA/H

1—U93

morning at my request.

I told the Ambassador that I had

just received a message from the American Embassy in
Chungking and that by direction of the President I was

giving him a copy of the message for his information.
The Ambassador read the message aloud.
When he had concluded I said to the Ambassador

that by direction of the President I desired to inquire

sponsible officials of the Japanese Government had
authorized the bombing which had so nearly destroyed

American

■

through him of the Japanese Government whether any reP6l

A

The Japanese Ambassador called to see me this

:

t\ •
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-2Amarican Uvea and which was so clearly, from the accounts

rendered by American observers, deliberately undertaken.
I said that I felt I must make this inquiry in view of

the official assurances given this Government by the

Government of Japan after the Panay incident that every
necessary order would be issued by the Japanese Govern
ment to prevent any recurrence of such an attack.

I stated further that I desired to inquire of the
Japanese Government what measures, concrete and detailed,

ths Japanese Government proposed to take in order to pre
vent a further incident of this character.
The Japanese Ambassador asked me three or four times

to repeat my inquiry until he repeated it himself cor
rectly.

He then said that he was confident that no re

sponsible officer had authorized such an attack, which

he believed was due solely to the ’’green" aviators and
that the subordinate officers had been instructed to
bomb Chungking but to take the necessary precautions to
avoid danger to American lives and property.

I remarked

that it did not seem to me that if they had received

such instructions they had paid any attention to them.

I said that, as the Ambassador well knew, the gunboat
and the American Embassy were on the other side of the
river from Chungking and not adjacent to military

objectives
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objectives, and that I consequently could not accept
the Ambassador1s explanation.
Ths Ambassador then went on to say that in his
judgment there were only one or two alternatives to be

followed--either for the Japanese to abandon the bombiig
of Chungking or for the American Enibassy and gunboat to
withdraw to a safer place.

To this I merely replied

that the American Embassy and the American gunboat had
been located in places which, in our judgment, were re
moved from the city of Chungking, and that the second

of the alternatives’ that he mentioned was not, there
fore, acceptable.

The Ambassador said that he would immediately

report my message to his Government.

I stated to the

Ambassador that it was unnecessary for me to impress
upon him, in view of the situation <iich unfortunately
existed between the two countries, the importance of

the reply which might be made by his Government to this

message.

U:SW:PRH
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The îLjnorable
Clareaoe 2. Geusa,
American Ambassador, eiping.

Llri

There la enclosed for your aonfldentlal informtion a copy of & maorandua of a conversation which I
had on July 30, 1941 with the Japanese zcabasrador in

regard to the boobing on that date of the ü.r.c. SàSMlife

and the American Embassy area of Ghung^lng by Japanese
planes*

Very truly yours,
S’Jffiner belles"

Mting ceoretaxy

Enoloeuroi
Masaorendum of conversation
between AdMral Kiohisaburo
nosmra and Mr* Wailea,
July 30, 1941.

Copy to ChuiHïïlng.
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Ths Honorable
Joseph G. Grew,
Aaerloan Ambassador,

Tokyo*

Sirt

There is enclosed for your confidential Information
a copy of a .aeaorandua of a conversation which I haft on

July JO, 1941 with the Japanese Ambassador in regard to

the bombing on that date of the U*S*8* Tutuila aod the
Aaeriean Embassy area of Chungking by Japanese planes*

Very truly youra,
Sumner Welles

Anting Secretary

Snoloaure»
Mosorandua of conversation
between Admiral Kiohisaburo
Noaura and Mr* Welles,
July JO, 1941.

Field Distribution» Tokyo, Peiping (Chungking)*

FE:E«jLIHjMJK

8-2-41

?8
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DATE: August 2, 1941
SUBJECT:

SS.

participants:

Japanese Ambassador, Admiral Kichisaburo Nomura;

Acting Secretary, Mr. Welles.

COPIES TO:

S, A—PA/H, FE

Assistant Secrotary
of State

>^>^AUG 5- 1941
ACHESON

1— >493

The Japanese Ambassador called to see me this after

noon at his urgent request
The Ambassador said that he was informed by the Nippon

Yusen Kaisha, the owner of the steamship Tatuta Maru now
in San Francisco, that the only way in which the vessel

could clear from San Francisco promptly because of the

libels and attachments against the vessel and its cargo
was for a bond to be placed by the shipping company to

cover the amount represented in these attachments.

The

Ambassador asked if I would be good enough to assist in

the matter.

I said to the Ambassador that 48 hours ago through
Mr. Acheson I had requested that the Treasury Department

'‘

i" ■ '
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make available from the blocked funds an amount sufficient

to make it possible to post bond, should that be posèible,
in order to permit this vessel to clear.

I said that I

felt sure, therefore, that the Treasury Department would
take action immediately in this sense as soon as it was
requested to do so.

The Ambassador expressed great appreciation.

U:SW:IJ
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This telegram must be
closely paraphrased before being communicated
to anyone, (br).
From

Secretary of State

Washington

via

n.

r.

Dated August 28, 1941
Rec’d 6 p.m., 29th.
Division of

AUG 3 0
<£b-'
Department of sHm/i (z

August 28, 1 p .m.

Reference my telegram dated Augu^4 23, noon.

The Japanese at Foochow continu« to utilize all
available launches and many native cargo vessels for

ferrying trucks, ammunitionsand miscellaneous equip
ment and supplies to numerous transports at Pagoda

anchorage.

Japanese troops, few of whom are now

to be seen in the city, have dismantled a number of
structures and some defensive works which they had
constructed subsequent to their occupation of this
city.

Japanese planes, formerly seldom in evidence,

now daily patrol this area.

It is reported thdt

outward-bound ships having facilities for passengers
are crowded with Formosans and families of puppet

officials.
According to unconfirmed reports the Japanese

have ecacuated Lienkong northeast of here and that

town has been reoccupied by Chinese Governmant forces
rn
The weight of available evidence indicates "thrS
o» £
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evacuation of Foochow it likely to be complete

rather than partial and. that the troops withdrawn
are being taken southward.
Sent to Peiping.

Repeated to the Department

to Chungking and Amoy.

RICE
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THE COLLEGES

OFFICERS OF THE ASSOCIATED BOARDS
PRESIDENT

tHcELOO UNIVERSITY (SHANTUNG)

Fukien Christian University
VICE PRESIDENTS

J. H. ARNUP

HANGCHOW CHRISTIAN COLLEGE

Idl^pRED H. MCAFEE

f LLOYD 6. RULAND

cheIloo

LINGNAN UNIVERSITY

NANKIN*
GlNLJNGZJ

UNIVERSITY OF NANKING

ACTINO EXEC. 8EC*Y AND

WEST CHINA
HUA CHUI&shahghAI
HANGCHOW*

SOOCHOW UNIVERSITY

West China Union

Arthur V. davis
Edward h. Hume

u

HUA CHUNG COLLEGE

university

ASSOCIATE TREASURER

C. A. EVANS

YENCHI NG UNIVERSITY

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

Tel. Watkins 9.8703
cable: Abchicol

ItSCEl

SECRETARIES

UNQNQN

OLIVER J. CALDWELL
JOSEPH I. PARKER
VERNON B. RAMSEUR

UE, NEW YORK. N. Y.

division of

Mr. Maxwell M. Hamilton
Department of State
Washington, D. C.

IXUtCK

1941

Department of State

&

Dear Mr. Hamilton:

A

You will find enclosed herewith copies of two
recent letters from President J. Leighton Stuart of
Yenching University in Peiping.
We are not distributing these letters, owing
to the nature of the information they disclose. I am
sending them to you in the hope that you may find some
value in this informations

Very sincerely yours

(0
CM

(0

re

C. A. EVANS
Acting Executive Secretary
CAEsJP
Enc.

"U
(>•

PARTICIPATING with united china relief

'3
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June 21, 1941.
To the Board of Trusteesi
There is an opportunity to mail a letter to you by a method that will
be safe from Japanese censorship. I shall therefore make a few rather hurried
jottings under the topics which haye been so frequently commented on in my pre
vious reports. These will do little more than to record recent trends. The main
factor of China’s continued resistance was dealt with in the report sent you from
Chungking at the end of April. I want also to express my delighted approval of
the position which seems to have been taken by the American Government that it
is ready to renounce extraterritoriality when conditions permit, which can be
taken to mean when China is again at peace and independent. This is a statesman
like decision and will be immensely cheering to the Chinese people in the brave
struggle to win their freedom.

Japanese Policy. This remains vacillating and indecisive. The urge to drive
southwards is very persistent and is being vigorously stimulated by Germany.
The only serious deterrent is fear of America, especially among naval officers
and in financier-industrialist circles. A majority of the former were perhaps
against this dangerous risk last winter, a minority through the spring months
as they watched German gains in the eastern Mediterranean, with a still larger
majority opposing the move at this writing. X still hojd to the opinion that
they will not take this desperate chance. Their naval strategists are quoted as
saying they really fear that we shall declare or make war against them without
bringing our ships into action, confining ourselves to a long distance blockade
against which they are helpless, or to aiding Chinese military operations es
pecially in the air, or even to bombing their three or four great industrial
centres. Such considerations in addition to the inconclusive fighting in China
and the futility of their political maneuvres, their own acute economic ex
haustion and popular discontent, and the lack of conviction as to an Axis vic
tory in Europe, will combine to keep them cautious and confused. If they really
thought themselves to be fighting for national defense or if they felt more con
fidence as to the outcome they might as a purely economic issue carry on for
two or three years longer by totalitarian devices. But this psychological fac
tor must be increasingly reckoned with.
Having made repeated efforts to negotiate peace with Chiang Kai-shek
and having at last realised that these were futile on any such terms as they could
then have been accepted, they have been trying force and frightfulness again in
what seems like a fit of frustration. This has added no little to Chinese
suffering, notably in the war-capital as was intended, but there is no indication
of the weakening of Chinese endurance. Meanwhile those among Japanese leaders who
have been zealously working for a rational peace have been compelled to admit that
the present mood must pass and probably more hard facts be faced before they can
make much progress. One of their difficulties is the lack of a single leader
whose opinions carry weight and whose personality gives authority. As it is no
one would dare to advocate the seemingly unpatriotic and defeatist course of
ending the China war through the good offices of the American Government and by
withdrawing their armed forces from all of China, which they now know to be re
quired.

Our Government seems to have been dealing admirably with this situation.
For, as I have long argued, a firm determination to oppose further Japanese
aggression, convincingly but courteously brought to their attention, would be
sobering rather than provocative, the surest procedure for avoiding war now or
later. This seems to be what is happening. The intensification o? measures for
aiding China and for restricting exports to Japan could even be regarded as a
kindness in the sense of helping toward the decision they some day must make.
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Sympathy with them is permissable in so far as it leads to friendly
helpfulness. But the controlling attitude must be one of stern condemnation.
They began and have continued this unprovoked war for motives of territorial
conquest and economic exploitation with no intelligible explanation despite all
of their specious attempts. There is something grimly comical about these mono-*
tonously repeated cliches. They have conducted it with a brutality which has
been more inhumane as they became aware how completely they were failing to win
either through violence or propaganda. Their deceitful insincerity is disclosed
in the fact that for months they have been trying to come to terms with Chiang
Kai-shek, in which case they would - on the frank admission of leaders whose
names I could quote - at once discard Wang Ching’-wei and all their other puppets,
while flagrantly supporting these latter with all the meretricious travesties
of the real government of the country. Similarly thqy have within the past few
weeks been vainly intriguing to reach a non-aggression pact with Chinese Commun
ists, as they have succeeded after a fashion in doing with Soviet Russia, while
proclaiming that this war is for the altruistic purpose of destroying the commun
ist menaceI That General Chiang is justified in his contention that they are not
to be trusted is a conclusion forced upon any one who has been at all in touch
with their behavior as a nation in this whole adventure. Nazi Germany employs
fraud as a highly developed technique of statecraft. But with the Japanese it
seems to be something much more elemental in their racial tradition.
The Communist Issue. As I have emphasized in previous reports this is extremely
unfortunate and it has been further exacerbated on both sides by suspicions, pre
judices and constant local clashes. It derives from a long history. But it is
after all in the nature of a family quarrel and will not, in my opinion, lead to
civil war nor to any too serious weakening of resistance against Japan. The
Communist leaders can be counted on to support the Generalissimo in principle
and to carry on guerilla tactics and the organizing of the peasant masses against
their common enenjy, as well as to strive toward real democracy. The simplest
and most recent evidence of this which has come to my knowledge is the attempt
of the Japanese last month to seduce the Eighteenth Route Army (popularly known
as the Eighth Route or Communist Army) to form an agreement with themselves for
mutual non-aggression by which each would cease to interfere with the other's
aims. This dastardly intrigue was unequivocably rejected although it could have
been utilized to great advantage had the communist leaders really wished to em
barrass the Chiang Kai-skek government. The episode is of significance, however,
as revealing Japanese duplicity. Their only remaining argument for remaining
in North China is to fight communism whereas they have been secretly trying to
bargain with this avowed manace in a desparate effort to conquer the man whose
record is the best guarantee that any such threat to Chinese unity would be
effectivelt dealt with as an internal problem. The recent defeat with heavy
casualties in Southern Shansi after a most serious military advance they have
attempted in many months was due in part to the active cooperation of the
Eightheenth Route Army toward the end of the drive although this cost them
8000 of their best trained soldiers.
As the Communist leaders view the outlook there are three possibilities

(1) General Chiang because of pressure from his own associates and
the mounting hardships of continued resistance will be forced to some sort of
compromise settlement with Japan. This would lead to the amalgamation of the
Chungking and puppet governments, but to the establishment of another gowernment
in the northwest in which they would continue the struggle against Japan with
such help as they could get from Russia.

(2) General Chiang will depend so completely upon Anglo-American aid
and political guidance that for practical purposes these countries would domi
nate. This would result in three governments as long as Japan could protect
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Wang Ching-^wei in the occupied areas, respectively pro-Anglo-Saxon, pro-Japanese
and pro-Russian*

(3) The Kuomintang-Communist feud will be resolved into a revival of
the United front, with strengthened resistance, and such help frommall friendly
countries as did not impair their national independence. The Japanese and their
meaningless marionettes will then in time be successfully eliminated* They insist
that they themselves stand wholeheartedly for this third course and I believe that
this is true of their responsible leadership, though they have been seriously at
fault in not demonstrating this more convincingly and in allowing subordinates and
pretenders to come into conflict with units of the Central Army and to disobey
orders* On the other hand they have for many months received no remittances for
paying troops, no munitions, not even medical supplies especially designated for
them and held up at the border*

I should hope that American policy will include continued aid to the
Chungking Government up to the limit of our ability in proportion to other claims,
together with tactful pressure upon them to come to a working agreement with the
Communists in the interest of national solidarity* We ought sedulously to avoid
any appearances even of an "A.B.C*" (American-British-Chinese) alliance.
Manchuria* A brief summary of news which trickles through despite the rigid censor
ship may be pertinent as demonstrating what would happen here or wherever the
Japanese succeed in enforcing military domination* Except in so far as they have
exploited this territory to their own economic benefit - which has been by no
means satisfactory even to themselves - it is proving to be a calamitous failure.
The misrule for many years of Chang Tso-lin and his son and successor had given
the Japanese a superb opportunity to win the populace to welcome their more
efficient government with all of its material benefits^ the more so since the
great majority were ignorant settlers indifferent as to who ruled over them if
they were not too severly oppressed. But they have ignominiously and irretrievably
failed and are hated with a sullen intensity which even with improved administra
tion it would take long to obliterate* The somewhat higher quality of Japanese
officials who have been taldng the places of the vicious crowd who came first rea
lise this and are said to be much depressed* For there is something pathetic about
the obvious eagerness of Japanese for friendship and appreciation in the light
of their own consistently arrogant and rapacious behavior in dealing with subju
gated peoples. I could document these assertions with harrowing details learned
from reliable observers and am keeping a record of some of these for references*
But they warrant the conclusion that in this region where they had their chance to
make of it the paradise they promised they have shown themselves morally and other
wise unfit to govern a subject people. They are incapable of anything in the
nature of big brotherly or neighborly cooperation* They know only how to rule and
because of their methods and manners this can only be by savage terrorization*
To protect Manchuria from the insurrections they know will break out as soon as the
suffering inhabitants dare make the attempt they must maintain North China as a
buffer state* But the same conditions will develop here - have been doing so indeed
with an uncanny similarity of pattern - and they would be forced for the same rea
son to annex another strip of territory further south* And so on, as always with
imperialistic aims, especially when thus bungled* We in North China have realized
more clearly what our fate would be because of the Iboidering Manchuria experience
and its inevitable corollary* It is only the steadfast Chinese resistance and the
hope of more active,American succor that have kept us from this dreaded enslavement.
This would of course mean the destruction of Yenching University and of all else
that thwarts the Japanese aims*
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June 23
Teaching enda anotherWeir-tijne Sees lone It is in pleasing contrast to close with
a brief refer ence to the affairs of the University itself* Tomorrow is Commencement
Day as well as my sixty-fifth birthday* The personal anniversary fades into unimpor
tance amid these much more significant events* We shall give degrees to 195 Bachelors
(of whom 28 really finished their work last winter) and to 18 recipients of the
Master’s degree* An especial interest attaches to this year’s senior class because
its members entered here as freshmen at the outbreak of the present hostilities which
began, as you will recall, in and around Peking in the summer of 1937* Their college
course has therefore synchronised with the four years through which this war has been
dragging drearily oh. I am vividly reminded of the anxieties with which we then
determined to carry on in the face of the f dread unknown* Yesterday we had our
Baccalaureate Service when Dean Chao presided, two of the College Deans took part
and I tried to give a Christian message suited to these stirring times, This morn
ing I had to alternate between the closing exercises of our School of Religion and
our Elementary and Secondary Schools*
Interspersed with academic business there have been many social functions*
Last week there were two engagement parties and one wedding in my home, all being of
our own students* Yesterday afternoon I performed the wedding ceremony of two more of
our graduates at the P.U.M.C. where they are now both doctors on the staff* But the
wedding which has created the greatest sensation on our campus since the engagement
was announced three weeks ago is that of Mr* Michael Lindsay to one of his own students
graduating this year* He is the son of the distinguished Master of Balliol College
and is here by an arrangement with Oxford University by which we are experimenting
in the tutorial method with a selected group of promising students in what is known
there as the honors course or "Modern Greats". The wedding will be in the Hinde
Chapel the day after Commencement followed by a reception in our home - for he has
lived with me during the three years since he came*
Stephen Tsai arrived late last night but spent the night in the city»
I have only been able as yet to greet him and am eager to hear him tell of his ex
periences and impressions during his latest trip to the §tates.
Çhe Board of Managers will meet tomorrow afternoon» or those of their
number who are still in the North.
They will attend the exercises in the morning
and be in the academic procession.
This year again as hitherto since the War began
we shall carry out the entire cerem&nial of our stately and colorful graduation ex
ercises.
The only difference from normal times is that we issue no formal invita
tions, and refrain from public notices, thus avoiding the embarrassment of either
inviting or ignoring officiàls of the local government the authority of which we
have never recognised.
Students are free to invite their relatives or friends, and
all who would be welcome understand.
But the auditorium will be packed to capacity.
As I write, however, there is the sound of firing in one of the recurrent
battles which the Japanese carry on with the guerillas in the hills around us, and
we are meeting with serious obstacles in endeavoring to secure permits for our stu
dents to travel, and the attempt to force Japanese teachers upon us has again been

pressed.
When tomorrow it is at last all over I am to slip off with a small group
of faculty intimates for a picnic supper on the Summer Palace Lake nearby in this

perfect June weather as their charming scheme for celebrating the sixty-fifth

anniversary of an event quite important to me.
Very sincerely yours,
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June 23, 1941.
Mr. C. A. Evans
150 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

Dear Mr. Evans:
Herewith another report to be used as may seem desirable.
following paragraphs, however, are for the Trustees alone.

The

Stephen Ts’ai arrived here about ten o’ clock last evening. The
evening before, very fortunately, we had learned through some of our special
contacts with the Japanese army police that they were planning to seise him on
the train at the station or in passing through the city gate. The reasons
given are not clear but turn upon grievances the local branch of the army
police near us had against him for incidents prior to his departure for the
States, together with things he is reported as having said in the States.
Having learned of this intention, Mr. Hsiao, my assistant for deal
ing with Japanese issues, and I went to the station ourselves. When Stephen
left the train, we experienced a typical Japanese frame-up. A man who apparently
had been sent to shadow him on the train pretended to be violently angry over
the way Stephen had insulted his wife and himself. When Stephen remonstrated,
he struck him severely on the head. Two or three helpers joined in the row
and endeavored to attract attention from the army police who are nearly always
present on the platform.
Very fortunately, Mr. Hsiao, in talking Japanese, explained to the
one gendarme who turned up that Stephen insisted he had never seen these peo
ple nor had the slightest contact with them and he could not speak a word of
Japanese. My presence counted because of my nationality and position.

After the altercation had proceeded long enough for those concerned
to realize that they had no case, and Stephen had been persuaded to offer an
apology and bow in view of anything that might have happened, I took him by
my side and escorted him through the crowd to my car. Otherwise the plan
would have been for the gendarmes to carry all concerned to their headquarters
for inquiry. Their own agents would have been released and Stephen detained
on one pretext or another.

They were foiled in this particular attempt but we feel quite concerned
about the future. I had already arranged for him to spend the night with Dr.
and Mrs. George Wilder of the Language School, fearing trouble in passing through
the city gates or along the road at night. Nothing happened, however.
I should like to raise the question as to whether he would be t
wanted to continue promotional work next autumn in the States. If so, we had
better send him off as soon as this can safely be done. If the Trustees do
not wish to have him return for that purpose, we shall have to find some
method of sending him to a protected area. The Japanese will probably not
dare to invade the campus and seize him but may do so at any time when he is
outside or may make trouble for members of the family or servants. I suggest
you send a cable using the singly word ’’Wanted” or "Unwanted” which we will
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understand to refer to him. Most probably it was his cable announcing route
and time of arrival whioh was censored by them, thus leading to this episode.

We are also much concerned over the recrudescence to force Japan
ese teachers upon us. They have been trying in devious ways to compel us to
take one in each of our three undergraduate colleges. Thus far it has not
come to any official negotiations and I am trying to avoid this. If, However,
they press it, we shall appeal to the American Embassy to take it up with the
State Department as interference with American rights in this country and with
academic freedom.
We shall try to keep you informed, by cable if necessary, and I
hope the Trustees will take vigorous action in supporting the case with the
State Department and in giving the largest possible publicity* American
publicity unfavorable to them is the thing they seem to fear most and it
therefore becomes our strongest weapon.

Very sincerely yours,

JLSih
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In reply refer to

n

My dear Mr. Evans:

The receipt Is acknowledged of your letter of
August 12, 1941, addressed to Mr. Hamilton, enclosing
ooples of two letters from Dr. J. Leighton Stuart,

dated June 21 and June 23, 1941.

An additional copy of

Dr. Stuart’s letter of June 21 has been received through

We much appreciate your thoughtfulness in sending
us the two ooples enclosed with your letter, and will

bring them to the attention of other Interested officers

Sincerely yours,

1332

of the Department.

7 9 3 .9 4 /

the American Embassy at Peiping.

1

George Atsheson, Jr.
Assistant Chief
Division of Par Eastern Affaire

Mr. 0. A. Evans,
Acting Executive Secretary,
Associated Boards for Christian Colleges in
150 Fifth Avenue,
Hew fork, Hew fork.
FE:JD:LJH
8-16-41. 8-18.

FE
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DES
This telegram must be
From Nanking
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
Dated August 31, 1941
to anyone. (A)
Rectd 1:45 p,m.
Secretary of State,

Washington.

64, August 31, 6 p.m.
R ef erenc e Nanking’s 55, Augu st

<L

It is reported from several sources that the move-

’

Mu

ment of Japanese troops northward still continues; that

there are now less than 5000 in and near the city as

against twice that number a month ago and that garrison

C"

duties are being taken over by local regime forces.
Sent to the Department, repeated to Chungking,
Peiping and Shanghai, code text by mail to Tokyo,
PAXTON

CSB

~U
CO
C
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
GS
___________
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated From
to anyone. (SC)
DIVISION OF

Z Secretary of 3tatEyil!0?EAN

Washington^’

SEP

Peiping via N.R,

Dated August SO, 1941

Rec’d ll:4^a.m., 31st
Division of

FAR

affa

5 19.

Department of State

DEPARTMENT OF^Tj

August 307T“p7nu" ( SECTION ' ONE )
Since August 14, the Japanese Army has conducted

(D
04
•
FL
-f'-«

an active and at least moderately successful campaign
against Chinese communist forces In North China.

Through

the press, the (Chinese) new People’s Party, propaga-

ganda tours of officials and by other means the Jap-

—
Cl
C

anese have tried to consolidate Chinese public opinion

CM

rJ

against the communists.

In unoccupied Chin® the

Japanese have carried out the heaviest air raids of the
war and if one-tenth of their reports are true the Chinese

forces have lost large amounts of material, many ship

tn

rn

«j

loads, and the lack of effective action by the Chinese

&

against the Japanese whose lines must now be thinly
held at many places is difficult to understand when

one recalls General Hoying Ching's statement on July 7th O

that China has 5 million men in the field and 10 million
in reserve or training.

Uq4

There have recently been heavy withdrawals of

Japanese trorpg and materiel from North China and the
Japanese

x,c-b
q^-1

*1
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August 30, 5 p.m. from Peiping

Japanese doubtless hope to be able to turn over
the policing of the area to puppet troops (see my
$ q 3 • o H ly
August 30, 11 a.m.4 to Chungking) after the present

anti-communist drive.

The main railway lines of North

China are well fortified and Japanese troops will doubt

less continue to hold them, not only for purposes of
revenue but for strategic reasons.

The withdrawal of large numbers of Japanese troops

from China has given rise to much conjecture.
BUTRICK

KLP
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

IK
Thia telegram must be
closely paraphrased before being canmunicat cd
to anyone. (SC).

Peiping via N, R.

Dated August 30, 1941

Fpnu
ROM

Rec’d 12:50 pan., 31st.

Secretary of State
Washington
August 30, 5 p.m., (SECTION TWO).
Experienced observers here feel that Japan in
placing a million men in Manchuria hoped for early Ger

man successes in Europe and the consequent opportunity

of attacking the Soviet Union without much danger of
American or British action against her.

On the other

hand, if Soviet resistance and solidarity makes Germany’s

conquest doubtful, she realizes it may be advisable to
seek the best terms possible from the democracies.

In

either of these two cases she hopes to keep the ravages
of war from Japan proper, to maintain her fleet intact
and thus remain the strongest nation in the Far East and

a world power.

Although the coming winter will make

military operations against the Soviet Union, if under

into a decision by either her axis allies or the

democracies untils she can better determine the turn of
events.

Withdrawals of troops from China fit neatly
into

C o n fid e n tia l F ile

taken, more difficult, she does not want to be forced

DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(B) and 5(D) or (E)
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Into the picture.

If Japan fights the Soviet Union

she will need the troops, if she compromises she can

save face by saying that the withdrawal of troops from
China has already begun.

While the American community in Peiping is small,

I have heard nothing but approval of our government’s
resolute policy.
(END OF MESSAGE).

Sent to Chungking, repeated to Department.
BUTRICK

KLP

-. aS'1’
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
KD
Foochow via M. R.
This telegram must he
'
closely paraphrased beDated September 2, 1941
fore being communicated From
to anyone# (br)
Rec’d# 12:37 p# m.
of State',

Washington.

I

SEF^4

i941z-|

X. Department of StM^<

September 2, 5 p. m.
Reference my telegram dated August 28, 1 p. m.

There are still in Foochow only a few Japanese
troops some of which are throwing up hasty defense
works at strategic points including a hill beside
the Consulate.

Japanese planes have this afternoon

directed against Chinese troops near this city.
The staff of the Japanese army special service

section left this afternoon.

A few launches and

cn

as virtually all trucks and tanks appear to havetttfE

withdrawn from Foochow.

Sent to Peiping.

6824

still in this vicinity but other Japanese vessels as well

I

barges are standing by evidently to evacuate personnel

7 9 3 .9 4 /

been seen carrying out bombing operations apparently

&

Repeated to the Department,*^

to Chungking and Amoy.

RICE.
RR

“Ü
CO
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PM
---This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
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Foochow via NR.

From

Dated September 3, 1941.

Rec’d 3:14 a.m.

Secretary of State,
Washington.
PRIORITY.

September 3, 9 a.m.
Referring to my telegrams dated June X>, 7

June 18

n», Sept Ember 2, 5 p.m., and other t El Egrams

relativE to Japanese Evacuation of Foochow»

Between two and three today the last contingent of
Japanese troops withdrew from this city»

Except for

looting of Japanese evacuated properties, occasional

scattered rifle fire, and Japanese aerial bombardment
of the suburbs, the city appears to be orderly and

qui Et.
Guerrillas claiming connection with the Chinese
Twenty-fifth Group Army are in the city which has not,
however, yet been entered by Chinese regular troops»
Sent to Peiping»

Chungking and Amoy.

Repeated to the Department,

Peiping please repeat to Tokyo.

cn

RICE.
NK

T
œ
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

<’941 SEP 3
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DiV/i; c;; gp-

Îa't 1 ,

AMERICAN EMBASSY
Peiping, China, August 4, 1941

No. 36.
Subject: Damage to American Gunboat TUTÜUA
and Embassy Staff Residence During
Japanese Bombing of Chungking on
July 30, 1941.
Division of x

O1V181ÜN OF FOREIGN
ADMINISTRATION

AR EAŒRN/HAIRS

^SEP 1 ^1941

St^

ospafttment of state

Department of

r;. n. •

The Honorable
The Secretary of State

if)

Washington, D.C.

Sir:

I have the honor to refer to Peiping’s telegram
to the Department no. 192 30th.

(July, 1941), report-

ing that an emphatic protest had been made to the Japan
ese Embassy at Peiping in regard to the damage which
had been done to the American gunboat TCTTUILA. and the

staff residence of the American Bnbassy during a Japanese air raid on Chungking that morning.

There"17
...
<o
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There is enclosed for the Department’s records

a copy of the note of protest under reference.

Respectfully yours,
For the Jtmbàssador:

Richard P. Butrick
Counselor of Embassy

Enclosure
No.l. Note to Japanese Embassy
July 30, 1941.

Original and two copies to Department.
Copy to Embassy, Chungking.
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
Copy to Consulate General, Shanghai.
Copy to Consulate General, Hankow
710 U.S.-Jap./35O American Embassy Chungking/350 ’’TUTUILA**.

BRJ/js.

Mnr&.
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Enclosure No. 1 to Despatch
No. 86, August 4, 1941*, from
American Embassy, Peiping, re
Damage to American Gunboat
TUTUIIA and Embassy Staff
Residence During Japanese Bombing
of Chungking on July 30, 1941,

Peiping, China, July >C, 1941»
Sir and dear Colleagues
I have the honor to refer to my note of July 5,
1941 and my pfedeoessor’s note of June 17, 1941,

and earlier notes in regard to bombings by Japanese
airereft in the vicinity of the American Embassy

and the American gunboat TUTVIIA at Chungking.

A telegram has just been received from the
American Embassy at Chungking reporting that during
an air raid this .wrnlng Japanese planes dropped a
bomb eight yard» directly astern the TUTDILA. Power

boats of the WTOILA were badly damaged and a motor
out loose from its mooring? and drifted

sampan m
downstream.

Apparently there ’«ar no under water

damage to the TU’iDITA, and fortunately no casualties
among the personnel of the ship.

Paring the same

raid some damage was done to the staff residence of

the Eæbassy.

I must ask you to convoy sy most emphatic
protest
Y. Tsuchlda, KBquire,

Counselor of inbaony.
Embassy of Japan,

Peiping.
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- 2 protest to the appropriate and responsible Japanese
authorities at today*s bo®bin? which so greatly en

dangered the personnel of the TOTUILA and the American

Enbasay, and caused the saterial daaage described above.

In addition, I nust once s»re request that you remind
those authorities th?t on June 6 the then Japanese
J&lni steer for ïorcign Affairs informed the American

Aabassadoi’ at Tokyo that the Japanese 2fer Minister
iiad

iven assurances that special care would be taken

in the future to avoid endangering American lives and
property ia the course of aerial boobing in China. In

so doing, it is requested that you point out that,
aside from datsnge done to oth^r Aster loan property in

Chungking and elsewhere, the present is the third in

stance since the date on which those assurances were

given in which the American Embassy at Chungking and the

TÜTÜÏLA have been endangered or actually damaged and their
personnel imperilled by Japanese air bombs.
All rights are reserved in respect of losses or

damages suffered by the official American property under

reference.
I avail myself of this opportunity to extend to

you.
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yon, Sir and dear Colleague, the renewed aaeuranoes of

■T highest eoaslderatlon.
Ito» the Aatbaaoador*

Rlehard r. Botrlok
Counselor of B&aooy
710 US.-Jap./35O Am.Bnb.-Chungking.
HRT/jo.
1 A ttue copy
| the signed

IJ”1’

*
»

-J

.P’

W:

. .

■
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AMERICAN EMBASSY

No.176.

Nanking, China,
July 31, 1941.

Subject: Wang’s ’’State Visit” to Tokyo.

U-f

In U »1 | -

—I
The Honorable

<7 zV/ ;

;<

.------------- —---------------

‘COPIES SENT TO
j O-^AND M.l.p.

v

The Secretary of State,
Washington, D. C.

C

j

PIIO

-

Sir:
1/

I have the honor to enclose a copy of this office’s

G
G4

G.

c
c:
IT

despatch no. 112 of today’s date to the Embassy at Pei
ping in regard to the subject stated above.

Respectfully yours,

For the Consul General
at Shanghai:

112 of July 31, 1941.

800
JHP:T

In sextuplicate.

-Cl
a»
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Subjooti Wang’s "State Wit* to Wkyo

The Honorable
c. B. Genoa,

Àwerlean Aadiassator,

Peiping, Shinn*
Siri
X have the honor to rotor to thia offlee’s tele-

gran to the Bopartaent ao« 49 of tone U, J pou re
porting that «ppeottant* Wang Ghifig-woi was planning

a trip to Japan ant to anpplT available laforaatloa
regarding the rosalts attains* by hl» there on Mo
"State Tiait», wUeh took plane between Jane 13 ant Sts

SOflunri

the "State wisit" of ». Vang,

h«m

tain eeMSMlOM tm fatoo wUeh wmd* strragthm
the WmrtiBg regtae flMMlaUy, tipioaatloally, M
litarily ant oeonMieally.
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Speeches Wang has mads since his return and state*
meats by his adherents only claim the following results,
aside from wây prospects: a promised, loan of ¥300,000,*
000 and opportunity for increased tar revenues} announeesent of a eoamcn front against ccmunismi recognition by
GJeraany, Italy end six satellite states and the transfer
of Lieutenant-General Xtagaki, as persona man grata to
Wangj gssllfied approval of the "Cteatral Resorw Bank",
whieh my bo in process of reconsideration} ant publiai*
tjr concerning prospective limited withdrawals of lapanese
troops from a mall portion ot occupied Siangan south of
the Tasgtne.
Progress in fulfillment of Japanese undertakings
provided in the Wang-Abe agreements of last November is
proceeding with desperate slowness.

Though a great ovation seems to have been given
Wang in Japan there was no popular celebration of Wang’s
trip, before or after, in his ’’capital".

The idea of the "State visit" appears to have been

sponsored if not actually originated by Bonds and it was
reported locally that Chou Pu-hai would complete arrange

ments In Tokyo following which there would be a much more
detailed announcement of results achieved than has yet

been made.

However, though Chou returned to Banking on

July 14 little additional information has proved obtain
able concerning the details»

Bore is expected on Sonda* s

return but, in spite of earlier contrary rumors, It now
appears that he will not com back to his post at Banking

until possibly the latter part of Au&ist,

To judge fro® editorial items published in the Ban
king regime press, statements issued by local Chinese
leaders, and announeamnta made by Kang himself it would

sem that the principal results which were hoped for
from his visit and personal discussions with Japanese
leaders were:
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tial loan from Japan and increased tax revenues.
(2) Announcement of arntual Kinking-Tokyo defense
against Coanaunlsa.

(J) Recognition by other lowers and additional n»asures to increase the prestige of the Banking regime.
(4) Approval of the "Central Reserve Bank" by the
Japanese to the point where its notes would at least

partly replace Japanese military scrip and federal Re

serve Bank notes and, be, with Rational Currency, the

only aedia of exchange in occupied territory.
(5) Increasing replaeenent of Japanese troops by

his own Chinese troops in the interior of this territory
(no suggestion of Ranking troops to oppose Chinese Govern

ment troops in the front lines, has yet been advanced).
Increased political control of North China.

(6)

(7) Restoration to Chines® control of productive
enterprises and cooDtunloatlons and cessation of their
operation as Japanese "national policy companies”, i.e.

to assist further Japanese political encroaohaents under

the guise of economic collaboration.

It was pointed out

that the "charters to operate" granted by the former

"Provisional and Reformed Governments" to these enter

prises had been superseded by the "Mational Government"
and, in addition, that the Agreements of last November
stipulated that the enterprises were to bo readjusted.
(S) Restoration of "national sovereign rights over

foreign trade".
(9)

a

clarification of exactly what the Japanese

expect and demand of China.
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On* paper made the following bold statements la this

connection:
"During the past hundred year* Britain has
encroached upon China's rights, yet Qhina bu
tee»» not a colony but * semi-colony. Although
Japan ha» Aon» something that Britain has never
done la China, wo still can secure «osa baa!»
eocmcmio taras frcat Japan, according ta the
Pmm treaty la which it 1» clearly stipulated
that 'each country shall respect the other's
natural and original characteristics.’"

1/

liter© is enclosed a translation published by th*
"Central Press service of China" (a Banking regime news

agency) of the broadcast speech made on July 1 by "Pre
sident" %ang Ghing-wei, which constitutes his report on

the "State visit".
The chief significance of the speech was th» dearth
of announced aoconplishaents achieved by th» mission to
Tokyo.

Aside from a repetition of the familiar ollehds

to the effect that it is essential to "trust sincerely*
la Japan's intentions to deal honorably with China and

that what Japan expects of China Is only "mutual affec
tion and co-operation in establishing the Hew Order*,
it was explained that the local regt»» cannot have full

economic, political, military and cultural control of

China until the end of the hostilities.

The promised

loan of three hundred million yen is to assist In the

revival of commerce and the people's livelihood aad is
to ba taken as an earnest of good faith In the extension

of autonomous control of administrative, economic, cul

tural and ailitary affairs.

There followed a reference

to the Sural Pacification scheme, which is rumored to be
connected with arrangements negotiated in Tokyo (with no

signs of consummation as yet), to replace many of the
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Japan*** force* Ln th* interior of the "Peace Ar****,
1.*. well away from th* fighting front, with Ranking
troop*.

Th* next at*p «following th* establishment of

order* we* then eaid to be to laprcve the eeononie lift
of the people.

This doe* not «*«* likely to occur for

oowt tie*.

Wang also announced, a* a sign that the «Motional
dovermeat” had secured International standing it*

recognition toy Qear&xay and Italy and the prospective
recognition by the other dad* puppet state*.

Then,

after pouring contempt on Chungking's affiliation* with
th* deatocracl»*, and stating that Masking met «join th*
Axis (apparently th* far-Eastern Axis) to meet the situa
tion", he stated that it was essential that (1) China

should appreciate the "sincerity" of Japan, which spring*
froa her "love <xt Bast Asia", in establishing and helping

to strengthen th* "Rational Ccv*mH»nt* and (2) th*

strengthening of the "Goversmaent" depend* basically upon

th* efforts of the Chines* thanaelv** for'Poaee, AntiCcmssunlsa and National Reconstruction”!* order to *•coxsplish these purpose*.

All in all it 1* not a very ispresslvo *t*ta**nt
fro® a "chief of state* who had just returned fro® a

visit vddch had been announced a* a truwph for hi*
polioi**.

Mang Ching-wei, in * speech at the Central Party
Headquarters at Banking on July t, 1* reported to have

wade th* following remark*,

AU*1
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“In sy recent visit to Jupon all the important
problems were solved successfully, as can easily be
secs in the Joint Declaration issued by Irince
Konoye and myself. This proves that Japan has not
only helped the National Governssant to re-establish
itself but is also willing to help us to strengthen
the National Government so as to establish a model
of peace. The loan of ¥300,000,000 will be used
exclusively for the work of reconstruction, the
establishment of public order, the amelioration of
the people's livelihood, the protection of the
people's wealth and the strengthening of the national
resources.
"Ths international position of ths National
Government has beccœae more stabllsod following the
recognition by Gamaay, Italy and many other nations.
The reliance of Chunking on Soviet Russia, Britain
and America inspires no hope. The unification of
the countries in Bast Asia and the formation of an
axis tetwen themselves are absolutely necessary
both is ordinary and emergency tinea. Though we
are expecting constantly the repentance of the
Chungking regime, we mat fi^ht on with our own
force, as war and peace nw exist side by side
we are naturally confronted with numerous obstacles.
But the eatablishmnt of a new order in Last Asia
based on the principles of co-existence and ooprosperity will certainly be aocomplished if China
and Japan cooperate sincerely and march oa resolute
ly.
■’Lconcuic ooopoï'atiaa can bo carried out effi
ciently only when both sides are benefited, for the
laost important point in economic cooperation is to
make the productive capacity and the purchasing power
Increase simultaneously. Economic benefits can only
be obtained by re-production through production, ^hen
the productive power increase a, then there will be
enough capacity to produce sore. When the purchasing
power increases, then there will be a larger market
for the goods turned out continuously by the producer.
This mst be realised by everyone who talks of éco
nomie coopération.

“Peace, Anti-Coammisai and National Aeconstruotioa constitute the only way for the salvation of
China and Sast Asia. But the most important pre
requisite is our constant struggle. If we can march
on steadily toward our goal, no matter how many dif
ficulties and obstructions stand in our way, we
shall certainly achieve progress In our labourious
task. Since the outbreak of the Lukouchiao Incident,
asany of our soldiers and cmrades, have sacrificed
their lives. This is Indeed axioh to be regretted.
However, cm seeing the bfrtght hopes for the I’anAsianim advocated by the late Dr. Sun Yat-Sen, the
Father of the Chinese Republic, we feel wo should
stop warning and fight cm toward cur bright future."
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7511» appears to be bang’s latest statenent of acccat-

pllstaents.

If, as be says, *aH the important problème

were solved successfully’’ he has not yet provided any

evidence of their soluticm or oven details of Japanese
promises for action in solving than.

The actual results obtained now appear to have been:

(1) Promises to lend Banking three hundred million
y#n, presumably chiefly in the for» of credits for pur
chases in Japan and Japanese basking for banking to ob
tain Increased revenues froa taxation.

(2)

Joint Konoye-’ftang snnounceraent of ccmon defense

Oeuasalm»
(J) Arrangements for the much delayed recognition by

Germany and Italy (end six other Powers in the Axis oasp)
of the local regia» and the transfer to Loren of LieutenantGeneral ItagaJd, until recently Japanese Ohief-of-Staff at

Ranking, who Is understood to have been anti-pathetle to

Wang.
(4) Halted Japanese approval of the "Central Re
serve Bank", the rumor of which caused a decline in the

exchange value of Japanese military scrip in terns of

Chinese currency.

It has recently commenced to rise

again, leading to the suspicion that Tokyo w be re

considering its support of the local bank.

Mb steps

seem in prospect for any attempt to take the North Shine
Currency into banking’s financial fold.

(5) CoBncneeffiont of intensive publicity in regard to

the "Kurd Jaolf lection" campaign which is supposed to be

preparatory to ths gradual and partial replacement of
Japanese troops by local regime soldiers for police
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purposes in & limited. portion of the occupied area in

Ki&ngsu south of the Yangtze.
There are not even rwaors that banking’s political

control of Sorth China la to bo increased, or productive
enterprises and ccwamicatiens or "rights over foreign
trade* are to be restored to Chinese control, Japanese

cm China are to be clarified, econoaio relief
for the sasses is to be provided or the need for streng
thening China is to be recognized by Japan except la

cheap words.

If, as Wang broadcast in Japan before his return to
Hashing his agreeaents with Abe mist "be translated into
action thio year* a r«narkabXe acceleration of

pace will

be necessary.
respectfully youre,
for the Consul General
at Shanghait

J. Hall faxton
Aaorlcan Consul

IneXosurei
1/ Translation of a broadcast
speech bÿ "President"
^ang Ohlng-wel.
800
JHft'f

Original to the Eabasay, Peiping
Six copies to the Department
Copy to the Eabasay, Chungking
Copy to the Mtaar» Tokyo
Copy to the Consulate General, Shanghai
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Enclosure no.
to Despatch
no. 112 of J. Hall Paxton,
Amarloan Consul at Nanking,
China, dated July 31, 1941.

PRESIDENT WANG CHING-WEI BROADCASTS MOMENTOUS SPEECH

Foreshadowing another big stride towards the con

solidation of the National Government of China, President
Wang Ching-wei broadoast the first speech to the entire
nation over the Central Broadcasting Station at 10:25 p.m.
today since his return from the recent trip to Japan.

The

full text of the speech is as follows:

"The kind and courteous manner in which the Japanese
Imperial family received me during my last visit to Japan,
and the sincerity with which the Japanese Government

leaders discussed with me matters of crucial importance
as well as the ardent expectations and deep sympathy shown

by the entire Japanese public, have furnished China with
an evidence of the greatest value.

What this evidence

proves is Japan’s sincerity in advocating the establishment
of the New Order of Co-existence and Co-prosperity in East

Asia and Prince Konoye's sincerity in his Declaration

regarding good-neighbourliness, joint defence against
Communism and economic collaboration.

This sincerity

springs spontaneously from a true love for the Far East
in general and for Japan and China in particular.

I am

of the opinion that the general masses of China, nay the

whole nation, should dispel from their minds all the doubts
and misgivings which they have entertained during the past.

Generally, comradeship among individuals is founded entirely
on sincerity.

It is only when there is sincerity that there

can be mutual trust in sharing common responsibilities.

This is also true in the case of nations.
Demonstration
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Demonstration of sincerity is, as a rule, indispensable

to all great enterprises.

It is only when there is sincerity

that courage and resolution can be exercised unflaggingly.

Machinations or intrigues can never bring success.

Japan

has lately made it clear that she does not trust me alone

but the whole of the National Government and all of the

Chinese people.

Furthermore, what Japan expects of China

is nothing except mutual affection and co-operation in

undertaking the task of establishing the New Order of Co
existence and Co-prosperity in East Asia.

As for China,

I am of the opinion that all my colleagues in the Government
and all the people should likewise trust Japan.

The two

nations should unite together in a spirit of sincerity
and exercise persistently their courage and resolution

in sharing this heavy and tremendous responsibility so

that ultimately the impartant mission may be fully accom
plished.

Since tha conclusion of the Peace Treaty

governing Sino-Japanese basic relations, what the general

public is anxious about is the fact that although Japan

has on the one hand concluded a treaty with the National
Government, she is on the other still continuing to carry
on a war with Chungking.

Under these circumstances, the

National Government cannot avoid being restrained in
economic, political, military and cultural affairs.

the national powers cannot be fully exercised.

Thus

The

sufferings of the people cannot be fully relieved,

In

this manner, because nation-wide peace has not been attained,
many things cannot be done.

However, this condition is only

relative in nature, not absolute.

The joint declaration

made recently by Prince Konoye and myself clearly indicates
that during the continuance of the current hostilities

Japan
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greatest assistance within the bounds of possibility, so

that our government can exercise Its power in the realms
of administrative, economic, cultural and military affairs.
After the principle is decided on, all positive problems
will be solved.

In addition the loan of three hundred

million yen will help to revive commerce and industry and

to improve the livelihood of the people.

I believe that

the people suffering from the effects of war will be

comforted on hearing this.

At present, the Hural Pacifica

tion Commission has already begun its work of bandit

suppression, so the first important thing is to establish

peace and order,

Following the establlshmant of order, the

second step is to improve the economic life of the people,
therefore the two things which I spoke to you about on

January I may then be put into action.
However, I have another thing to announce.

If only

after complete peace has been attained can the whole body

of the people enjoy the happiness of peace and order, then,
before nation-wide peace is realized, not only the people

under the oppression of Chungking will suffer unspeakably
and wait for early death but the people under the National

Government will also Suffer directly or indirectly*

For

example, on account of the high price of rice, it is

impossible to describe the pains suffered by the Chungking
people.

A few months ago, in Foochow, the rice cost $500

a picul resulting in many suicides daily.

From this one

place we can see how things go elsewhere.

But the people

living in areas controlled by the National Government also

cannot avoid suffering from the reduction in producing

capacities
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Tnat is

why we must first establish peace and order in areas of the
National Government in order to improve the people's econo

mic life so that the sufferings of the people will be
relieved.

On the other hand, we must try to awaken the

people under the oppressive rule of Chungking so that they

will rife to join the Peace Movement with a view to relieving

all the people of their sufferings and then work together

for the establishment of the New Order of Oo-existenoe and
Co-prosperlty in East Asia.

One thing more, I respectfully

report to you all, my fellow-countrymen, that Germany and

Italy have already formally extended their recognition to
the National Government of China.

Following their formal

recognition, 6 or 7 more countries will recognize our
National Government.

All these indicate and prove that the

National Government has secured international confidence.

All these friendly countries have seen very clearly and
understood the foreign policy of our National Government,
the spirit of the basic principles of the Sino-Japanese

relations as embodied in the Peace Treaty, and in the
joint Declaration of China, Manchoukuo and Japan.

They

all know that the three countries have formed an axis to

protect East Asia, will be friendly to themselves and will

contribute to the world peace.
Just at this juncture Chungking has raised the hue

Did this cry
■
not come to an end when Germany and Russia made their
and cry for an international democratic front.

non-»aggression pact?

When Germany started to attack the

Soviets accusing Russia of violating the treaty, this same

hue and cry was raised again.

IS it not a pity and ridi

culous and at the same time pitiable?

My fellow-countrymen.
We
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tional Shanges and complications, there is no other way
for our country to follow except to join the Axis to
meet the situation,

My fellow-countrymen.

Since the

Lukuociiiao Incident, the Communists and the running dogs
of economic Imperialists have joined together to shout
slogans of depending on Soviet Russia, Britain and America.

This mistake has been committed again and again until we
have reached this unbearable situation.

The time has coms

for us to put a stop to the repetition of the same mistake.

It is the anniversary of the establishment of the
National Government today, July 7th is the anniversary of the
Lukouchiao Incident.

I recall the old saying that political

administration requires not much talking, so I will refrain
from speaking superfluously.

In short we remember our father

of the Republic whose will is followed by us all.

We con

tinue the work of the National Government created in Canton,

therefore, we should carry out the principle of Pan-Asianism
advocated by our National Father in his last speech, to

establish Sino-Japanese relations and firmly lay the founda
tion of the permanent peace in East Asia so that the Lukouchiao
Incident will not recur in future.

We should also note that

the two anniversaries occur consecutively at a time when the
international situation is becoming so intricate and changing

so rapidly.

It is also the time when the National Govern

ment is taking a further step in the development of its
political activities and its international position is

becoming more consolidated since its return to the Capital.

We should all push forward in a spirit of unity and with

joint efforts.

We must not miss the opportunity.

First,

we must know that Japan has sincerely assisted China to
establish
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establish the National Government, and is now sincerely

helping the National Government to strengthen its position;

we must appreciate Japan's sincerity which comes from her
love of East Asia in general and Japan and China in
particular.

We hope we shall soon attain complete peace so

that we can share the responsibility in building the New

We

Order of Co-prosperity and Co-existence in East Asia.

should answer sincerity with sincerity, and be conciliatory

and helpful in all matters, so that we may finally reach the

common goal and fulfil the common mission.
Secondly, we must realize that the strengthening of the

National Government depends basically upon our own efforts,
as only those who help themselves can get help from others.
How much effort have we exerted for Peace, Anti-Communism
and National Reconstruction since the return of the National
Government?

Personally I should first examine and reproach

myself, feeling that I have not worked with my utmost

efforts.

That is why I should spur myself on first.

Here

after efforts to strengthen the country must be started in
the Central Government and then gradually extended to various

districts first by administrative officials end then by
lower functionaries.

The National Government is an integral

body with the Central Government as the head and the local

authorities as limbs which cannot be dismembered.
must the National Government be strengthened?

Why

The purpose

is to make it strong so that it may be able to lay the
foundation of peace and gradually develop until complete

peace is realized.

The action to strengthen the National

Government has no selfish motive behind it; it is for the
purpose of gaining the capacity to shoulder responsibilities

and to speed up the fulfilment of its mission.

Thus the

Central and local authorities constitute an integral

structure
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aim of strengthening the government.

The Central authori

ties should discharge efficiently their responsibilities of
guiding local organs which should in turn ebey orders and
perform their duties.

Meanwhile, the Central authorities

should be in sympathy with the local organs while the local

organs should support the former in every way possible.
Efforts to strengthen the National Government are aimed to

attain general peace at an early date.

As Administrative

officials and functionaries are all officials of the
National Government, they should have the same spirit of
dutifulness except for the different degrees of emphasis on
their duties.

Administrative officials devote their

attention chiefly to the formulation of policies while
ordinary functionaries are concerned mainly with the execu

tion of such policies.

It is the administrative officials

duty to decide on the right policy; the functionaries are
responsible for the efficient enforcement of the policy to

be carried out.

The administrative officials have the

duty to direct and supervise the administration of affairs.
In case of inefficiency in the execution of policies,

the administrative officials are also responsible and cannot

avoid the blame also.

If the administrative officials

assume an air of dignity on account of their power to

decide policies and look down on the technical abilities
of the functionaries, it is, of course, wrong; on the other

hand, if the functionaries by virtue of their technical
abilities behave in such a manner as to make the policies

empty principles only and even to change their nature, they

will have thus done wrong to the administrative officials
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and to the country as a whole.

This often obstructs the pro

gress of the decided policy and bring an opposite result.
What has been said above about the relations between the

Central and local authorities and the relations between
administrative officials and fuctionaries is only common
sense.

But since the return of the National Government I

often feel that in such relations we have not been able to

reach satisfactory points.

Therefore, I cannot but reproach

myself first and then all my colleagues.
Pinally, I have one word to say to the people living

in the areas controlled by the new National Government.
I hope you will all first help to establish a foundation

for peace and then try to develop it gradually.

Another word I want to say to the people under the
oppression of the Chungking regime.

Your attitude of

vacillation has only caused the national vitality to be

wasted until it is all gone.

You should rise up at once

and take part in the Movement of Peace, Anti-Communism and
National Reconstruction, so that nation-wide peace may be

early realized.
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REPLY OF UNITED STATES GOVERNMEITf TO JAPANESE
REQUEST THAT CONSIDERATION BE GIVEN TO MOVING
THE U.S.S. TUTUILA AT CHUNGKING.

Division of \
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Department

'<•.*

il

The Honorable

The Secretary of State,
Washington

tf 'll
0
J -

} /

Sir:
Wiw. reference to my telegram to the Department,

no. 961(of July 8, 11 p.m., on the above subject, I have

the honor to enclose a cony of a memorandum of my conversa
tion thereanent with the Minister for Foreign Affairs on

duly 8, 1941, together with a copy of a statement marked
"oral" which 1 left with him at the time

Respectfully vours,

350
HMB:C

Joseph 0. Grew.

Enclosures:
1/2 As stated above

Copy to Embassy, Peiping;
Copy to Embassy, Chungking;
Copy to Consulate General, Shanghai
Original and 3 copies to Department
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Enclosure no. 1 to despatch
no. 5732 dated July 18, 1941,
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation

July 8, 1941.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew,
—and the Japanese Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Mr. Eatsuoka.

I brought to the personal attention of the Minister
for Foreign Affairs, during my conversation with him today,
the whole substance of the Department’s telegram no. 350,

June 24, 8 p.m., regarding the attitude of the United States
Government toward the Japanese request that consideration

again be given to the moving of the U.3.S. TUTUILA now in
service at Chungking.
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enclosure no. 2 to despatch
no. 5732 dated July 18, 1941,
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Left with the Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Hr. Matsuoka, by the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew,
on July 8, 1941.

Oral

Reference is made to the Foreign Minister’s note
of June 18 concerning the bombing of Chungking on
June 15, at which time the U.S.S. TUTUILA was endangered;
the Foreign Minister requested that consideration again
be given to moving the vessel, in accordance with previous
suggestions.
Tne Embassy has been instructed by its Government
to state that the U.S.8. TGTUILA is stationed at Chungking
on official service, which the American Government con
siders to be not only a matter of right but also of necessity
It is of particular service to the Embassy of the United
States, and it is not the intention of the Government of
the United States to move it. It is, moreover, in a
locality declared to be immune from aerial bombardment by
responsible Japanese authorities. The American Government
desires to reiterate its expectation, as conveyed to Mr.
Yoshizawa CBi^ector of the American Bureau) by Mr. Crocker
on July 19, 1940, that strict instructions will be issued
in order to prevent further jeopardy to the American Embassy
and the American vessel at Chungking.
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American Consulate Gener

.Tientsin, China, July 11, 1941*

Subject:

Transmission of Editorial on SinoJapanese "Conflict"
I

For f>wtr‘l'U'i*n-Ch#el<

Tîïïdïï]
Par I

The honorable

The Secretary of Stater

•

-----u
7^.

Washington.
SIR:

1 v
| »Z_ |____

I In U.S.A.

I

\^\

No,

\

1

~~

Hi O

:

“

J
I

I

COPIES SENT TO
O.N.I.

I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy
of my despatch no. 1345 of today’s date addressed

to the Embassy, Peiping, entitled "Transmission
of Editorial on Sino-Japanese ’Conflict’".

C

c.
Js,*'

Respectfully yours

c.c

Enclosure:
To Embassy, Peiping,
July 11, 1941.

’

COMMERCIAL AFFAIRS
Department of State

Caldwell
erican Consul General

co

800
ViEY:K
Original and two copies to the Department

CD

~ci
<?

I

É

***
. M."
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THE

N0 1345

FOREIGN
OF

...

SERVICE

THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL

Tientsin, China, July 11, 1941.

SUBJECT:

TraASmissionofBditorlal on SinoJapaneae "Conflict".

The Honorable

Clarence S. Causa,
American Aabasaador,

Peiping.

Sir i

I have the honor to transmit, as of possible
1/- interest, a copy of an editorial entitled "The fifth

Tear* which appeared in the July 8, 1941 edition of

the PEKING AND TISNT3IN TIMZS, Xngllah-language daily
published nt Tientsin, and which deals with the out
break and development of the Slno-Japaneae "conflict".

The
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The author of the editorial, Mr. W. V. Pennell,
is a prorainent and singularly well-qualified authority

on North China, having Just completed his twenty-fifth

year with the newspaper.
Asserting that this "war", which "still remains
one of the most terrible episodes in all history", was

not wanted either by Japan or by China the editor
develops the thesis that one "incident" led to a

counter "incident" and finally to the "China Incident",

which from the beginning has been a "war of frustration
Respectfully yours,

J. K. Caldwell
American Consul General

Endos’

1.

PEKING AND TIENTSIN
TIMES, July 8, 1941,
copy of editorial
entitled "The Fifth
Tear".

800
WET:K

Original to the Embassy, Peiping.
Three copies to the Department under
cover of unnumbered despatch dated
July 11, 1941.
Copy to the Embassy, Chungking.
Copy to the Embassy, Tokyo.
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Enclosure no. 1 to despatch no. 1345 dated
July 11, 1941, from the American Consulate
General, Tientsin, on the subject of
'’Transmission of Editorial on SinoJapanese ’Conflict”*.

SOURCE:

THE

PEKING & TIENTSIN TIMES,
Vol. XUI, No. 10530, July
8, 1941, Page 3» Tientsin.

FIFTH

YEAR.

The Sino-Japanese conflict has now entered its
fifth year: a simple statement that embodies one of
the most incredible facts in an era without parallel
in history. Nobody at the time believed it would
last so long. Only a few years earlier a good many
who had been moved to wrath and disgust by the Hankow
Incidents, Imagined that the Shaforce was quite big
enough to "clean up" the Yangtze and to occupy Hankow,
in the very heart of China.

This war, like the wars in the West in 1914-18
and at present, is a tragic and monumental disaster.
Think as one may of what good there has come out of
it, in heroism, selfsacrifice and discipline, it still
remains one of the most terrible episodes in all
history, devastating, destructive, and shattering to
the lives of uncountable millions.
It was a war, too, that was not wanted. Neither
the wild accusations against Japan as a result of
the trifling incident outside Peking, nor the furious
invective against China as a result of the hostilities
in Shanghai, are wholly just. At most it was intended
to match "incident** against incident. In a few weeks
the Lukouohiao Incident became the North China Incident.
A little later still the Shanghai Incident had merged
with the North China upheaval and the "China Incident"
was on.

Even those of us who were following closely the
silent struggle behind the scenes in the North expected
no more than a local explosion, which would soon be
settled by diplomatic means.

Of course, most of us had read H. G. Wells' "Shape
of Things to Come" which - written in 1933 ~ predicted
with astounding accuracy in broad outline the upheaval
which has so greatly affected all of us in China.
Indeed, in addressing a gathering in Poking toward
the end of 1935, the present writer began: "This year
is the first of the thirty years of what H. G. Wells
calls the Period of Maximum Insecurity in the Age of
Frustration. And this city of history is one of the
few specifically named as being the scene of some of
the 'quite monstrous things' to be expected in this
epoch."
It
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It was a period when wishthinking was at its height.
We either shrank in horror from, or openly Jeered at,
the lurid fantasy depleted by the novelist. Wells was
two years out in his dates and wrong in certain ml nor
detail, yet the frightful canvas he painted stands as
a singularly faithful prognostication of what has since
happened.

There was no indication from headlines in the
papers of the approaching storm in the summer of 1937.
Indeed, eyes had been turned to quite another direction to the crisis along the Amur, where a very grave RussoJapanese Incident seemed likely to lead to an irrevocable
clash. It was on the very eve of the Lukouohiao Incident
that it was peacefully settled. Both sides made their
contribution to this.

It seemed a good augury for a similar settlement
of the issues that had arisen in North China. Indeed,
with the re-emergence of Sung Cheh-yuan from his
prolonged sitdown strike at his native home in Laoling,
and the promising development of negotiations in Tientsin
on July 18f there was every reason to believe that the
incident would be localised and speedily settled. If there
were hotheads in both camps, the senior officers were in
favour of peace and strove with sincerity and ingenuity
to achieve it. In the end they were frustrated.
It is impossible in the space of a single article .
to go into the wide and varied political background of
that time, the play of rival forces in all major centres
and all the phenomena of the period. The actual Issues
had been crystallised. Japan said: "Concede us
economic cooperation in the North and we will return
East Hopei." The Nanking Government said: "Return
East Hopei and we will consent to economic co-operation
in the North."
From the first we have never ceased to regard
the failure to reach an agreement on one or the other
of these bases as one of the great tragedies of his
tory. Japan, being the stronger, might well have made
the gesture which would have corrected the balance of
forces in Nanking. Ever since the occupation of East
Hopei and the Tangku Truce in 1933 she had relied on
a patient if persistent diplomacy. For four years
the Army as well as the Embassy had worked for a
peaceful issue.
Those of us whose duty it was to record the
detailed development of that long and futile phase
know well enough how sincerely both parties sought to
avoid a fatal break. It is well to recognise this
today. It has been from the first a war of frustration.
The belief that Japan wanted the war is a fllacy.
Nor do we believe that when Nanking, disturbed by one
or two incidents in Shanghai, attacked the Naval Landing
Party there and precipitated a new crisis, the inten
tion went beyond the determination to match incident
with incident and to reveal the strength of its will.
In
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one of the greatest catastrophes of Asia’s long
history.

Could energetic international action have prevented,
or circumscribed, this disaster in the first critical
weeks around Shanghai, as it had in the earlier clash
in 1932? It is hard to say. It is common knowledge
that the British Ambassador, before he was struck down,
worked hard for appeasement as his predecessor before
him had done. If for no other reason, self-interest
dictated such a policy, in view of the immense British
interests hazarded by war in Shanghai and China generally.
The Powers, in any case, scarcely realised the
swift tempo of events, the heights to which passions
had attained after the long period of patient, diplomatic
fencing, or the magnitude of the catastrophe that loomed
ahead. They still thought in terms of 1932 and soon It
became too late for effective action.

On the anniversai’y of so great a tragedy there is
no warrant for petty-minded or testy recrimination. It
is rather an occasion for deep sadness, all the more
since we see the West similarly stricken with all the
woes of war. The question that is uppermost is our
mind is: What hope is there for the future?
la an optimistic answer possible? We think it is.
In the first place, there is a new note in Japanese
pronouncements in regard to China which cannot be mis
taken. In every great movement there is belief and
make-belief, there are idealists and cynics, men who
profess and men who practice.

Behind the demana for a new order in Asia higher
principles are struggling for a resolute affirmation.
It is unfortunate that the growing sense of solidarity,
which has attained much greater height in Japan than
in China so far, has as its emotional impetus a marked
hostility to third Powers. But some day that, too,
will be liquidated.

It is impossible to believe that the Japanese have
failed to gain a new respect for the Chinese. Expressions
which were common enough before and after the outbreak
of this long conflict have long since disappeared.
China, too, has gained a new position for herself in
the esteem of the world at large. This, too, is modern
China’s "finest hour." She will emerge in the full
plenitude of her historic position in Asia.
All wars are vain in the sense that the issues
which cause them ought so much more easily and painlessly
to be solved by peaceful means, and that they are waste
ful beyond calculation. But out of this welter of dis
cord, bloodshed, horror, and disruption of the lives of
millions, good will come in the end.
Ultimately
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Ultimately China and Japan will find a basis of
peace and of reconciliation. Ultimately there will
be a now order • a new order for all of us - in China.
The old Treaty Port or* ha* vanished. The signa and
tokens of a century of struggle are destined, to pass,
as they passed in Turkey after the Great War, and wo
believe that the new order out here will be part of
a much better world order which will enable all mankind
to turn from the destructive arts of war to the
constructive arts of peace.

Copied by: CPL
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EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Peiping, China, July 5, 1941

RECEIVE;

Bombing of Chungking on June 29, 1941»

.PARI MENTC

Subject:

7 9 3 . 9 4 / IS 8 0 O

The Honorable

DIVISION OF

EUROPEAN ATFAIRi

The Secretary of State,

«Washington, D. C.
department of state

Sir:

I have the honor to refer to Chungking's telegram
I

7? 3 , 3 y 7/^7/

to the Department no. 263Jof June 30, 10 a.m., in which
it was reported that the staff residence of the American

Embassy at Chungking was slightly damaged by concussion
during a Japanese air raid on the city the previous day.

There is enclosed a copy of the note addressed to
ll

u)

day to the Japanese Embassy at Peiping in regard to the

ü
CD

bombing under reference.

f

Respectfully yours,

Tor the AmroassadorA/^y /_______ ■£$
Richard P. Butrick
Counselor of Embassy

Enclosure:

-

—

— ■ ..'MNSW’H

IEa

<gj **

/•***
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Enclosure:

No. 1. Note to Japanese Embassy,
Peiping, dated July 5, 1941»
Original and 2 copies to Department.
Copy to Embassy, Chungking.
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
Copy to Consulate General, Shanghai.
Copy to Consulate General, Hankow.

710-U.S.Jap/350-Am.Embassy-Chungking.
BRJ/es

DECLASSIFIED* E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter. August 10, 1972
_NARS, Date 11-18-?$

Enclosure no. 1 to despatch no. $8,
July 5, 1941» from Embassy, Peiping
"Bombing of Chungking on June 29,

Peiping» July 5. 19U

Mr and dear Colleague:
I have the honor to refer to my predecessor’s

note to you of June 17, 1941 and to inform you that
the ..meriGan embassy at Chungking has again boon en
dangered by Japanese aerial bombing activities at that
city.

The American Ambassador at Chungking has tele
graphed that during a heavy Japanese air raid on June
29, 1941, concussion from bombs dropped near the terminus

of the motor road on the right (so-called vsouth”) bank

of the Yangtze River sunned slight damage to the wbasey

staff residenoe.

The Ambassador added that the planes

flew at a very high altitude, making accurate bomblag

difficult,
I mast ask you to convey to the appropriate and

responsible Japanese authorities ay emphatic protest

I» Tsuohida, Esquire,
Counselor of 'mbassy,
i&baaey of Japan,

Peiping.

DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(B) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
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at their continual ladlscrimlaata bobbing of chungir?

which repeatedly has endangered the lives of Aaerlean
officials and private citizens and lias on ^usuiy occasions

damaged American property, both official and private.
It is further requested that those authorities again be

informed that on June 6 the ilinistor for foreign Affaire
of the Imperial Japanese lovernaontj Informed the . xierisan

Ambassador in Tokyo that tha Japanese W Minister had

given assurances that special care would be taken in the

future to avoid endangering American lives and property

In the course of aerial bombing in China,
All rights are reserved in respect of losses and

damages suffered to the staff residence of the American
Sabasoy at Chungking.
X avail myself of this opportunity to extend to

you, uir and dear Colleague, the renewed assurances of

Kg highest consideration,
for the Ambassadort

Mohard
Butrick
Coonselor of JSabasey

BRj/es

DECIASSIFIEDt E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter. August 10, 1972
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE
OF THE
^tes OF AMERICA

AM 9 19

AMERICAN EMBASSY

Tokyo, July 21, 1941.

mVîSiON CNo. 5731. : ' ’ ’’-’JH ;
•<
SUBJECT:

li.-liuxwJ.IiÎjIku' 01 AliijaICj-lu IajjhBSY æî.1 Ctl'UNG'iklriG’
BY JAP^N^oh AlROkANT ON JUNxJ 29, 1941.

iR E
SE!y5
Department of

The Honorable
The Secretary of State,
Washington.

Sir:

I

With reference to ray telegram no. 9621 of July 8,
midnight, on the above subject, I have the honor to

enclose for the Department’s records a copy of my
note to the Minister for foreign Affairs, no. 1845 of

July 8,

•

.- — -

DECLASSIFIED»,E.O. 11652* See. '$&.. WW ar (E)
gWtjWt of State letter, August 10, 1972 a 9t.
..Pi ahtâÆjlrTTr
Q8**

,^'''-^

2/

.......... '

July 8, 1941, together with a copy of a memorandum of
my conversation with him on the same day.
Respectfully yours,

350
HMB:C

Joseph 0. Grew..

.

Enclosures:
1/2 As stated above.
Copy to Embassy, Peiping;
Copy to Embassy, Chungking;
Copy to Consulate General, Shanghai.

Original and 2 copies to Department.
Copy to Division of Commercial Affairs.

DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) «nd 5(D) or (s)
Department of State letter. August 10, 1972
By-PlUttr,
P«te

jinclosure no. 1 to despatch
no. 5731 dated July 21, 1941,
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

EMBASSY OF THE
TOUTED STATES OF AMERICA
Tokyo, July 8, 1941.
No. 1845

Excellency:
I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that
during a severe Japanese air raid on Chungking on June 29,
1941, at which time the British Embassy was badly damaged,

the concussion from bombs dropped on the south bank of the
river caused some damage to the staff residence of the

American Embassy.

I have been instructed by my Government to inform
Your Excellency that this renewed endangering of our
Embassy at Chungking is regarded as the more reprehensible
as it followed so closely on the assurances contained in

Your Excellency’s note no. 69 of June 18, 1941,
It is once more urgently requested that immediate and

explicit instructions be issued to the Japanese aerial forces

in order to prevent any further damage or jeopardy to the
American Embassy at Chungking.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your

Excellency the assurances of my highest consideration.

JOSERI C. GREW

His Excellency
Mr. Yosuke Matsuoka,
His Imperial Japanese Majesty’s
Minister for Foreign Affairs,
etc.,
etc.,
etc.,
Tokyo.

E.O. 11652» See. 3(E) end 5(D) or (E)

DEOÀSSIFIED*

Enclosure no. 2 to despatch
no. 5731 dated July 21, 1941,
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation

July 8, 1941.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew,
and the Japanese Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Mr. Matsuoka.

I made strong representations personally to the
Minister for Foreign Affairs today, leaving with him

an emphatic first-person note, regarding the most
recently reported endangering of the American Embassy
at Chungking through bombing operations of Japanese

aircraft.

I reiterated the remarks I made to the

Minister on June 16, dwelling upon the seriousness

of the risks entailed in such indiscriminate bombing

raids and of their potential results upon Japanese-

American relations.

Mr. Matsuoka stated in reply that

he would once more attempt to obtain the restraint of
Japanese aviators in China.

J.C.G.

DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, See. 3(E) end 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 _
P.
MRS, Daté

Department of State
Division of Far Eastern Affairs

September 9, 1941

For purposes of record, having
been adequately reported by tele
graphese ’ Ut
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE
OF THE

Ates-of America

fjf.PA

FP 7 ■
F ‘ /o., ;

1941 SEP 3

AM 9 37

AMERICAN EMBASSY
Tokyo, July 17, 1941

MMUNlCA i

No. 5719
SUBJECT:

REPORTED SECRET AGREEMENT BETWEEN GERMANY
AND OCCUPIED HOLLAND CONCERNING THE NETHER
LANDS EAST INDIES.
<.

Division.

FAR EASTERN *
19
Department of Si

CONFIDENTIAL

I
For D^lr h*’» :

The Honorable

r;t.i

i

The Secretary of State
Washington
Sir

With reference to my telegram to the Department
No. 957 of July 8, 7 p.m., with regard, to the reported
secret agreement between Germany and occupied Holland

concerning the Netherlands East Indies, I have the
honor to enclose, as a matter of record, a copy of a

memorandum of my conversation thereanent with the Min

ister for Foreign Affairs on July 8, 1941.
Respectfully yours,

Joseph C. Grew

1/ Memorandum of conversation.
710
HMB:nn
Original and 2 copies to the Department.

S X d3S

Enclosure:

DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652* See. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter* August 10* 1972 _ __
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch
No. 5719 dated July 17, 1941,
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation.

July 8, 1941.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew,
and the Japanese Foreign Minister,
Mr. Matsuoka.

My interview today with the Minister for Foreign
Affairs afforded me the opportunity of bringing directly
to Mr. Matsuoka’s attention, without mentioning the
source of the information, the reports of Germany’s

interest in a prolongation of the China Incident and

of a secret agreement between Germany and occupied
Holland with regard to the Netherlands East Indies.
The Minister made no attempt to refute these reports

but merely remarked that Japan would, as Germany’s

faithful ally, proceed with Germany "as far as possible".

DECLASSIFIED» K.O. 11652, Sec. 3(B) and 5(D) or (J£)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
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NOTE

SUBJECT

Relations between Japan and China.
Reports Prime Minister of Japan commented
on - in a speech and submitted to an
American press correspondent.

' 93
>

9 4 /| 5834

bas

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See_____ ________________________

(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated.. June 30, 1941________

£romI___ .State.J2ej)jwtment
°

’

Par Eastern Affairs
(Hamilton)

File No. __J21194Z2214____________________________
U
U. S. «OVntNMKNT MINTING OPFICK 1—IMO
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
DES

----------------- PLAIN
SHANGHAI VIA N.H.

From

Dated Sept Ember 4, 19 41

Rec’d 10:30 p.m., -5th

Secretary of State,

... ——.
/ Division of

Washington.

Z

TwÏËSSËSt TO

Following is summaarfr of a sj^temmt, which may not be

available at Foochow, issued yesterday by the chief of the

regarding the withdrawal of Japanese forces from Foochow,

Japanese forces are stated to have withdrawn after completely

blocking Chungking’s supply routes through this area and
in order to continue with Chungking operations elsewhEPE,
Japanese forces are said to have avoided destroying any

7 9 3 .9 4 / 1 6 8 3 5

press bureau of the Japanese Expeditionary Forces in China

Chinese establishments during the course of the withdrawal

which is said to have been carried out down the Min River

in broad daylight and without opposition from the Chungking
forces.

The statement concluded with the warningif

Chungking troops ever attempt to launch op erations*"de Stoned

forces will reoccupy the Foochow area and that all prepara
tions have been made to take such action if necessary.
Sent to Foochow, repeated to the Department, Chungking,

Peiping,

Copy by airmail to Tokyo,

LOCKHART

CSB

a.

PS/M S

to restore supply routes through this area the JapeSîese

DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5<D) or (E)
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By —Flifon 0,
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
FOOCHOW via N.R,

RS
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be-From
fore being communicated
to anyone, (br)

Dated September 5, 1941
Rec’d 10:20 a.m., 6th.

Secretary of State,
Washington.

September 5, 5 p.m.
Reference is made to Shanghai’s September 4
j

and my September 3, 0 a.m., and September 3, 7 p.m

relative to Japanese evacuation of Foochow,
According to unusually reliable sources the

last Japanese transports passed down the Min River
from

of Pagoda anchorage and nearby Mam (?),

below Foochow, at 9 a.m., September 3 and remaining
Japanese naval vessels left there a little over one

hour later.

Despite statement to the contrary con

tained in the press release as summarized in Shanghai’s
telegram under reference the Japanese are reliably
reported just before their departure to have set fire
to an arsenal and the buildings of the Chinese naval

establishment at Mamoi, to have blasted dry docks

there and a few hours after their departure to have
bombed that town,
(1
Japanese naval planes yesterday morning ideally
bombed and machine gunned sections of FoochoW^uv have
\

not
1

h

DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, See. 3(B) and 5(D) or (B)
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*
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-2-, Unnumbered from Foochow, September 5, 1941; rec’d
10:20 a.m., 6th.

not reappeared here since then.

All Americans in

this city and its suburbs as well as at or near

Pagoda Anchorage have been reported to this Consu
late to be uninjured and so far as is known no further
damage has been inflicted on American properties

at these places.

According to an informed foreign

source the Japanese have not evacuated Sharp peak,
at the mouth of the Min River, which they occupied

June 27, 1939.
Sent to Peiping, repeated to Chungking, Shanghai
and Amoy; Peiping please repeat to Tokyo.

RICE

DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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Department
Division

of

of

State

Far Eastern Affairs

September 9, 1941

Hankow's despatch No. 344, July 30»
1941 and Peiping despatch No. 86, August 4,
1941.
Enclosed with the despatches are copies
of the representations made in regard to the
bombing of the Tutulla on July 30, 1941.

Hfr

FE:Pales:VPJ:SS
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No. 344.

b1. i'A-,ï’^‘AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL
M SEP 3

PM ff”' Ohlna- Iuly 30 • W*1-

Ui VI Sn v tt OF
COM‘‘f‘MICA FIONS
Subject? Boin^'ihg of U.S.S. TUTUILA and Embassy
staff residence during Japanese air/
raid on Chungking, Szechuan, on July.
30, 1941

&
^ 9 3 .9 4 /1 - 6 8 3 7
‘

The Secretary of State,

Washington.

Sir:

~

I have the honor to refer to telegram No. 319

sent to the Department by the American Ambassador at
Chungking on July 30, 1941, regarding the bombing of

U.S.S. TUTUILA and Embassy staff residence during the

P S /A C

Japanese air raid on Chungking, Szechuan, on July 30,

DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(B) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 __ _
Pi
Date
.

-21941, and to enclose, in duplicate, copies of the

emphatic protest addressed today to the Japanese
Consulate General at Hankow.

Respectfully yours,

C. J. Spiker
American Consul General

Enclosure:
1.

To Japanese Consulate General,
Hankow, July 30, 1941.

Original and 1 copy to the Department;
Copies to Embassy, Chungking;
Embassy, Peiping;
Embassy, Tokyo;
Consulate General, Shanghai;
Consulate, Kunming.

350

CJS/MÏH

DECLASSIFIED: £.0. 11652, Sec. 3(B) and 5(D) or (E)
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch No. 344 of" July 30, 1941,
from Consul General C. J. Spiker, Hankow, China, to
the Department of State on the subject:
"Bombing of
U.S.S. TUTUILA and Embassy staff residence during
Japanese air raid on Chungking, Szechuan, on July 30,
1941.”

AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL

Hankow, China, July JQ, 1941«

Sir and dear Colleague:
In confirmation of my oral representations to

you thia afternoon, I have the honor to inform you
that I am in receipt of an urgent radiogram from

the American Ambassador at Chungking stating that
during an air raid by Japanese planes this morning,
a bomb was dropped only eight yards astern of the

U.S.S. TUTUILA, badly damaging the ship’s power
boats and cutting the moorings of a motor sampan

which drifted down river,

fortunately the personnel

of the American vessel suffered no casualties.

Bombs

dropped by the same planes damaged the residence of

the American Embassy staff.

I protest most strongly against this further
instance of the disregard by Japanese aviators for

the safety of the American official representatives
and the buildings or vessel which they occupy at
Chungking.
As pointed out to you at the time of my call today

on June 6, 1941, the Minister for foreign Affairs of
the Imperial Japanese Government informed the American
Ambassador

H. Tanaka, Esquire,

Consul General for Japan,

Hankow

DECLASSIFIED» £.0. 11652, Sec. 3(8) and 5(D) or (8)
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Ambassador in Tokyo that the Japanese War Minister

had given assurance* that special care would be taken

in future to avoid endangering American lives and
property in th© course of bombing by Japanese planes
in China.

It is requested that this fact again be

brought by you to the attention of the Japanese
military and/or naval authorities responsible for

these bombings of Chungking.

At the same time,

attention is most earnestly directed to the serious

repercussions likely to ensue from indiscriminate
bombing attacks Imperilling the lives and property of

the American Ambassador and his staff and of American
naval personnel at Chungking.

I am confident that you will agree with me as to
the importance attaching to prompt and effective
measures to be taken by the responsible Japanese
authorities to prevent a recurrence of such dangerous

activities of the Japanese air force.
On behalf of the American Government, I reserve

all rights In respect of losses or damages sustained
as a result of actions of the Japanese armed forces.

I have the honor to be,

Sir and dear Colleague,
s
;

i

_ ,
i
<. .□«............. ?

Your obedient servant,

a-5«34 aW cr«- I

Mk.

J

|

0. J. Spiker
American Consul General

2 copies to the Department;
Copies to Embassy, Chungking;
Embassy, Peiping;
Embassy, Tokyo;
Consulate General, Shanghai;
Consulate, Kunming.
350

CJS/MYH
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Department ot
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7 9 3 .9 4 /1 6 8 3 8

"T r

346, September 8, 6 p.m.

Follovdng information has been given me con
fidentially by the C^Zna National Aviation Corpora

tion Chief Pilot in Hong Kong.

China National Aviation Corporation plane in
ward bound from Hong Kong was fired upon at 5000
feet altitude at 8:50 in the evening of September 4th

at Paklo about 100 miles north of Hong Kong by anti
aircraft guns.

Between fourteen and twenty bursts
ÿlane
were fired but/was/not hit. He thinks the firing

was done by Japanese as the Chinese are not known
to have anti-aircraft guns in that area.

China National Aviation Corporation has been

informed by a source it considers entirely reliable

P S /M W

that the Japanese Minister to Nanking informed the
Italian Consul, Spignelli, there that bombing of

Chungking would cease this month and that Japanese
air force would concentrate on bombing Burma road

and on an effort to destroy airplane communication
between Hong Kong and Chungking.

Sent to the Department.

Repeated to Chungking

and Peiping and to Kunming.
)

EMB

i'
.«Ml» IIUIIIIMM. .. . ■.

SOUTHARD.
.i .

Ü
<P
jp* "
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PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

TO BE TRANSMITTED

TELEGRAM SENT

>
(Full rate
Collect < Day letter
I Night letter

-----------------------

Charge Department:

partair

Bepartawntxrf

Full rate
Day letter
Night letter

Washington,

Charge to

September l^T 1941

$

AMEMPASSY,

'l hh citait wst sent ir ccnfidw ti:l Cod».
1i
or cartful!» pu.cr.r.uecjWor»
•jsirsf, carr:n;unicated It

CHUNGKING VIA NAVAL RADIO.

AMEMBASSY, PEIPING
AMERICAN CONSUL, HONG KONG.

INFO:

<2/ C

,

.

I

i

/

,

Hong Kong1’s 346, September 8, 6 p.m., firing from

ground1 on'China'National Aviation CorporationZplanef/

Please endeavor^to establish'nationality of^the
forces^ in' occupation of' Pal/lo at the time7 the plane ^as"7
fired upon and report your findings^ Hong Kong, which is^
hereby'instructed'to repeat^ these findingsto the Department
^To

, I

/

.■

and at the same time/^report to the Department whether the
plane'at that time^ was'following a regular^passenger'time 1

A

schedule or a' regular' air mail/ course ^or whether^it was'making

el detour'.
1

I

/

V*

\

Ilf

Hong Kong is hereby directed to repeat to Tokyo the
z/'
(
/
.Ftelegram under reference as well as the telegram called for in
the proceeding' paragraph/ Chungking ’repeat' present' telegram'

1

/

/ I

to Kunming for information and possible pertinent comment.
/

I

I I

I

:

Repeated to Peiping«and Hong Kong.

Sent to- Chungking.

f

iT I»»™
793.94/16838

/

\AÂÀ-

siA" _.. F

3

W>

Sent by operator------------------- M.,-------------------- » 19----- --------------1—1402

U. S. «OVIRNMtHT FR1NTIN* OFFICR

'■

$
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TEM
This telegram must be .
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone. (B)

Chungking via N. R.
From

Dated September.10, 1941

Rec’d 12îg5^p.m*

4

Secretary of States

Washington.

383, September 10, 6 p.m.

(SECTION ONE)

The Minister for Foreign Affairs sent for me

this afternoon and expressed the hope that the

President will say something helpful and reassuring
to China in discussing the Far Eastern situation

However, notwithstanding

all the material assistance China is receiving from
the United States there is considerable uneasiness
amongst the Chinese public generally regarding the
American-Japanese conversations.

S E C T i O'"!"'

in his speech on Thursday.

7 9 7 . 9 4 / I6 R 3 9

TRIPLE
PRIORITY.
?
4

In discussing what
!|

he understands to be the proposals involved in those
conversations he commented.

(1) that the proposed

regional arrangement would permit Japan to gain a

ro

breathing space and concentrate her whole-

iiJ

DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, See. 3(E) end 5(D) or (E)
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1342
TELEGRAM RECEIVED
EJ
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased before being communicated
to anyone. (B)

Chungking via N. R,
from

Dated September 10, 1941
Rec’d 11:45 a.m.

Secretary of State,

Washington.
TRIPLE PRIORITY.

383, September 10, 6 p.n. (SECTION TWO)
strength against China, and (2) that whatever May

be the result of the conversations it is hoped that
economic pressure against Japan will not be in any

way relaxed as long as her aggression continues in

China.

I learned that these observations have been

communicated to the Chinese Ambassador at Washington.

He also told me that contrary to his usual practice

the Generalissimo

is receiving the representative of

the United Press and giving him an exclusive inter

view to the general effect that China has borne the
burden in the Far East for over four years and not
withstanding any regional arrangements, China will

continue to fight Japanese aggression.
(END OF MESSAGE)
GAUSS

RR

□>99l/f6*26Z
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Hong Kong via N.R.
“®ro SeptEmber 10, 1941
fore being communicated-------to anyone, (br)
Rec’d 4:23 a.m., 11th

0’S

From

Secretary of State,

Washington.
348, September 10, 4 p.m.

One of the senior British officials i'n Hong

Kong has informed me confidentially and informally
that a summary of information from his official sources

indicates that the Japanese forces remaining in

the Hong Kong, Canton and Macao areas have become

comparatively so small in number that the military
and naval authorities here have for many weeks wondered
why the Chinese do not make some military effort to

reoccupy various Kwangtung ports and trading (*) and
thus curb Chinese bandit activity which seems to be

beginning.
This officer said that while he had np definite

figures as to the Japanese remaining there are as his

general information indicated constant departures with
replacements mainly Formosan or puppet troopiâ^in lots

of a few hundred for garrison duty.

He further said
v>

that British naval and military officers here wegg

m

inclined to admit that the Japanese were more or^edK

abandoning active military effort in the general
Kwangtung and Kwangsl area and that the Chinese, whose

forces.
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forces greatly outnumber the Japanese, could, practically
reoccupy all this territory with probably little or no

serious opposition.
Sent to the Department.

Repeated, to Chungking,

Canton and. Peiping.

SOUTHARD(*)

(*)

Apparent omission.
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BS
—
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased before being connimicated
to anyone*
(SC)

“Chungking via N* R

September 11
FROM
Rec’d. 11:40 a.m.

1941

Secretary of State
Washington
TRIPLE PRIORITY
.384, September 11

(SECTION ONE)

Supplementing my no. 383, September 10/6 P*n
I believe that we must realize that any Mater

ial relaxation of political and economic pre ssure
04

on Japan permitting her to concentrate her strength

on China would arouse the widest resentment in thi
country and cause repercussions that night seriously

CD

weaken the determination to carry on resistance

00

Lease-Lend or other aid to China would not overcocw-

that resentment

co

The Generalissimo is undoubtedly thoroughly sincere in his determination to fight Irrespective of any
CD

regional arrangement that may be made with Japan, and

O
he would have the support of o substantial group of

influential civil and military leaders
However, in evaluating the present situation at

Chungking and in China it must be borne in mind that
there are considerable numbers of Chinese who feel sin

cerely that a continuance of resistance night not be
in the

CO
U
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in the best interests of China, in that China night

not now fare badly in negotiations with Japan, and
that ultimately in any circumstances China end Jap

an must arrive at some comon understanding in thE

Far East»

It is not difficult to pErceivE that the

resentment attending some such regional detenti

as

proposed - is resentment against America and the demo
cracies - night strengthen

their influence in Gov

ernment councils
GAUSS
RR
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
NWN
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased before being communicated
to anyone. (SC)

Chungking via N. R.
ffteôsd September 11, 1941

Rec’d. 12:25 p.m.

Secretary of State,
Washington.
TRIPLE PRIORITY.

384, September 11, 7 p.m. (SECTION TWO)
The Generalissimo and his supporters might not

be able to prevail against a growth of such influence
within the government; and the Generalissimo might

retire and clear the way for a settlement.

We must

all bear in mind that there is the possibility that
peripheral disaffection on the part of some provincial
leaders such as Yen Hsi Sian for instance might at

any time weaken the position of the present government
and the resistance.

While Japan is known to be withdrawing some of

her forces from China it is significant that the Chine
armies appear to be unable to take advantage of this
situation on any front.

After more than 4 years of

resistance the Chinese armies are poorly equipped and

scantily supplied and they are not capable of more
than a continuing defensive in areas into which the

Japanese cannot readily penetrate.

Difficulties of

terrain and of communications and supply precludes

the probablity
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-2- 384, September 11, 7 p.m. (SECTION TWO) from Chungking.
(

the probability of any present large scale Japanese

offensive unless her armies are heavily reinforced.
Meanwhile, however, Japanese air forces are wreaking
unremitting havoc on the undefended cities and

villages in Free China and the trade blockade is

gradually Impoverishing large areas, with resultant
y
lowering of morale.

(END OF MESSAGE)

GAUSS

JRL
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STATE
AD^SÇR- Cfî J^bulTICAL-ÎRE

V/V

afcCRETAKTTJ

OW»S'0M Of

Ref ereh^e-^6t ached p^stftp EP/ 2 1941

î

a message received from the
at Tokyo on August 23, 1941
1. It is assumed that our own naval
authorities will assure us that no American
naval vessels have been In the neighborhood
of the Bungo Channel*.

M

2. On the basis of the assumption made
in the preceding paragraph, it is suggested
, that no foreign vessels were in the Channel
(at the time alleged and that the entire inci
dent was fabricated by Japanese officials
for the purpose of placing our officials
in a defensive position psychologically or
for the purpose of arousing alarm among
* certain Japanese.
3. On the basis of the assumption made
in paragraph one an alternative hypothesis' .
may be that there were observed German
vessels—hardly likely to have been cruiser»—
whose presence in the Channel, even if not
anticipated by those Japanese units which
observed them, gave the Japanese no ultimate
cause for alarm.

♦Note: The Bungo Channel lies between
Kyushu and the Island of Shikoku and leads
into the Japanese inland sea.
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PARAPHRASE

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

August 25, 1941.

The following was received from the Naval Attache Tokyo
-«■KMMHt

August 23, 1941:

HAVE LEARNED FROM CONVERSATION ’ITH AIDE TO MINISTER OF THE NAVI
THAT CINC COMBINED FLEET AND 0F1ICIALS IN THE DEPARTMENT ARE QUITE

. ORRIED OVER TH POSSIBILITY OF A SURPRISE ATTACK ON Ti EIR FLEET,
APPARENTLY CAUSED BY THE FOLLOWING INCIDENT:

ON THE l.IGHT OF JULY

31 SUBMARINE VITH FLEET AT ANCHOR SUKUMO REPORTED PICKING UP SOUND

OF PROPELLORS OP' T'"0 VESSELS APPROACHING BUNGO CHANNEL FROM THE

EAST ARD.

MMKKXEKEX DUTY DESTROYERS WHICH ’."ERE SENT TO INVESTI GA^!1

SAW TWO CRUISERS RUNDING DARKENED, ’'HIGH DISAPPEARED IN A SOUTHERLY £

DIRECTION BEHIND SMOKE SCREEN ’HEN THEY 'ERE CHALLENGED.

THE AIDE

HINTED THAT THEBE CRUISERS WERE BELIEVED TO BE U. S. IÎAVAL VESSELS

BY SOME OFFICERS.

CC:

......................

Mr-.Hornbeck.
Mr. Hamilton

Reproduction of thi3
aimrwued
<. ' W. n an*
s!S-;;“y

is not
tn®

oj

”-N

-
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Division of

FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS
Mr* Maxwell M. Hamilton
Department of State
Washington, D. C.

0

r
/
7^?. “7//

Tj

AUG 3 0 1941
Department of S

Dear Mr. Hamilton:

You will find enclosed with this letter
a confidential statement which recently arrived from
President J. Leighton Stuart of Yenching University.
We are giving this document very limited circulation,
because of the possible consequences to its author if
the Japanese were to become acquainted with its contents.
We feel that it should be
your hands, and we are also
sending a copy to Dr. Hornbeck.

f

(f
ÙI
(1
*

0
c
■k
•h

Very sincerely yours,

C. A. EVANS
Acting Executive Secretary

CAEjJP
Enc.

btr

1941

£î2?ÊNT 6Fji£

(0

PARTICIPATING WITH UNITED CHINA RELIEF

•ij
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A COHFIDEUTIAL WMQRAED® - JULY 14, 1941

The Japanese are now in a self-created quandary» A long conceived national
policy of aggrandisement at the expense of countries weaker in modern armaments led
them to seise Korea in 1910, to make a similar attempt in Eastern Siberia after the
previous European War (foiled by American intervention), to add Manchuria in 1931, and
in 1937 to begin the annexation of China by sections» They have long dreamed of extend
ing their empire into the southern islands and would have taken advantage of the present
European War to do so wire it not for their fear of America» Meanwhile they have Joined
the Axis, have resented the German-Russian agreements, have made one themselves with
Russia, their traditional enemy, despite monotonously stressed slogans against communism,
and now that Ge many has attacked Russia - again without taking Japan into her confi
dence - they are pandering whether to renew the attempt to steal Eastern Siberia regard
less of the obligations of that peculiarly worded pact with Russia.

This incomplete resume is given merely by way of reminder» In all this
there has been no clearly formulated policy beyond the basic urge» Japan has watched
and waited, plotted and deceived» She has been opportunistic and often wavering as to
issues of expediency, with no moral inhibitions whatever» The same has been notably
true of the China War, both as to its inception, its continuance, and the various
blundering attempts to end it. Their loaders, and perhaps the majority of their people,
differ only as to details of procedure or degrees of aggression. It is supremely impor
tant to keep all this in mind as the time approaches when Japan will be forced to seek
a peace negotiated between America, China and herself, or possibly a conference includ
ing Great Britain and more comprehensive in its scope»

Japanese statesmen, and even high military officers, have become steadily more
aware of the necessity of settling the China War by (1) dealing with General Chiang
Kai-shek, (2) the withdrawal ef all armed forces from Chinese soil and territorial waters,
and (3) some form of American participation. But the later two of these conditions are
especially obnoxious and so unpopular that any individual or group advocating them would
be in real danger* Last October Mr* Matsuoka, with permission from an Imperial Con
ference, and in a handwritten letter proposed to General Chiang the withdrawal of troops
within a year or, if this wore too long a period, six months» This was the first official
approach, although there have been many informal attempts both before and since» Its
rejection by General Chiang was very disconcerting to Mr, Matsuoka. The so-called Am
bassador to the Banking puppet regime, Mr» Honda, has since made a similar proposal to
settle the war by diplomatic means and when he and Wang Ching-wei had obviously failed
and he was finding it difficult to explain this in Tokyo he sent an appeal to Mr» Wang
to come and help him out» This is the chief reason why Mr» Wang made the trip in the
early summer instead of next fall as originally intended.

For some months past an influential element among Japanese leaders has been
ready to open the way to peace negotiations even on the three conditions mentioned above»
They want to be assured that the President of the United States and General Chiang
would agree in advance to such a conference. But they have been forced to realise that
their most serious obstacles are internal» The opposition has stiffened with the aware
ness that the hoped for discussions with General Chiang or his representatives are
impossible, and with the shifts caused by the Russian War» Their military and civilian
exploitation of occupied territory - especially in Worth China - has been so thorough
going that any thought of the economic consequences of troop withdrawal spells humilia
tion and financial disaster» It must be expected therefore that another cycle,of watch
ing European events, renewed frightfulness such as in the bombing of Chungking, intri
gues in various directions, etc», must run its course» It may therefore be expected
that about next October there will be a recrudescence of peace feelers.
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One convincing instance of the unprincipled nature of Japanese opportunism
ic their treatment of co^.unisa. This has always been one of their arguments for
the China TMr and remine almost the only one» It is the ostensible reason for join
ing; the antl-conintern axis alliance* Yet when they saw a fancied advanta-e in mak
ing an a;pre0i^n.t with lues la they did so, Just as they are now preparing to attack
that country on her eastern border if or w?wn tiiey think they con get away with it.
Thia spring they attempted an intrigue with Chinese communists on a sort of liwandlet*live or Mutual non^aggression basis» in order that both might weaken Chiang
Kai~shek who had previously fought Chinese CQM.Axnim for some ten years, not only
unaided by Japan but while that country was sedulously fomenting sectional strife
ais»d against Chiang’s unification program.

It is to tlia credit of the cocn iuiist leaders tMt they were hipervioixs to
these seductive offers. Coon after tlie Geraan invasion of Russia IMo Tse-tung the leader popularly suspected of party rather tlian national loyalty - issued a
tliree-point order to all party members the substance of which is to do nothing pro*
vocative and to be patient in all internal relations# to work for recovery of the
united front against Japan, and to support the democratic nowmnt witliin China and
throughout tlie world together with Great Britain» the Wilted States, and Russia,
against awry form of dictatorship.

They have for tlx© present at least abandoned their southward drive, despite
much preparation and may lingering impulses. War is it probable that they will carry
out the Siberian venture, at any rate unless there is a Russian collapse. Even in
this event they fear America. There is therefore only the remotest danger of war be*
tween these tv/o countries. Quite recently student demonstrations are reported to have
boon staged in Tokyo against on .k^rican war as being too dangerous - and this with
out police interference, American pressure can be effectiw now as never before.•«
Ihe glabrous icealixaticn of this warrior race as fighting for national honor can be
ignored. ‘They are now at any rate merely opportunist, vacillating and sordidly concorned with economic axxieties or ai^s. Aid to China - tlw :nore spectacular the
better - and increasingly stringent blockade masures, are all that is needed. The
Chinese who know th®a best wonder wlsy we delay.

Among those Chinese opinions all point toward a speedy ending of the war
on boras acceptable to China and the United States if the letter will give nor© prompt
and effective assistance. ®wn as things are, and always assuming that Japan gets no
great benefit from unforeseen European happenings, these shrewd observers feel tlsat
Japan cannot carry on very much longer. As a purely economic issue one of thon allows
taro or tliree years. But the psychological element cannot be Ignored. Another Chinese
who Ims been closely associated with than thinks that the ocmblnation of ^oral and
material factors will force Japan to secure a settlement by spring or early sunmr of
next year. Tiie former Chairtaan of the local puppet government predicts V.iat this nay
coxae ^ven within the calendar year.
Hot only for its own great gains but because of its direct bearing on the
course of events in hurope, this relatively insignificant African, expenditure would
seeia abundantly worth while. Military aviation and currency stabilisation would seen
to be tlie met beneficial foras for such aid both in view of China’s needs and in
impressing Japan with th® futility of continuing her intrusion upon Chinese independence
If the tliesis of this isumorandira that the prevailing Japanese mod is one of perplexed
and worried opportunism is at all correct, it follows that America c&a avert later
dangers for herself, prove th® reality of her goodwill for China, and actually serve
the better interests of Japan by tlie measures advocated above.

J. L. 8
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In the attached confidential memo
randum of July 14, 1941, Dr. Leighton
Stuart, of Peiping, makes statements of
fact and estimates of the situation as
follows:
1. "... Last October Mr. Matsuoka,
with permission from an Imperial Conferenoe, and in a handwritten letter
proposed to General Chiang the withVjô
drawal of troops within a year,or, if
this were too long a period, six months
This was the first official approach,
although there have been many informal X'
attempts both before and since. Its
rejection by General Chiang was very
disconcerting to Mr. Matsuoka. ..."
cr

2. There is "only the remotest
danger of war* between Japan and the
United States. American pressure can
be effective now as never before—in
the form of aid to China and of
increasingly stringent blockade measures.
“ ... Japan cannot carry on very much
longer*.
Informed Chinese in touch with
the Japanese believe that if the United
States will give more prompt and effec
tive assistance there should be "a speedy
ending of the war on terms acceptable to
China and to the United States*.

PA/H:AHlss:BGT
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IX

My dear Mr. Ivans »

The receipt Is acknowledged of your letter of
August 39, 1941, addressed to Mr. Banilton, enclosing
a copy of the confidential aeaorandua dated July 14,
1941, prepared by Dr. J. heighten Stuart.
Tour courtesy in supplying us with Dr. Stuart’s

weaoranda and letters •— which we read with interest <*•
io much appreciated.
Sineerely yours,

Valter A. Adas»
Assistant Chief
Division of Mar Bastorn Affairs

|0,

Mr. 0. A. Ivans,
Acting Sxooutlvo Secretary,
Associated Boards fear Christian Colleges in China,
1 •
WO fifth Avenus,
/
Vow Tort, le* Tort.
J.

n:JD:BMS
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attached confidential memoX^rand&ft'* <Sf July^L4, 1941, Dr. Leighton
N^^tfl^|;)SM^rl.F^lping, makes statements of
fêhj^aaid/ estimates of the situation as
follows:
1. "... Last October Mr. Matsuoka,
with permission from an Imperial Con
ference, and in a handwritten letter
proposed to General Chiang the with
drawal of troops within a year or, if
this were too long a period, six months.
This was the first official approach,
although there have been many Informal
attempts both before and since. Its
rejection by General Chiang was very
disconcerting to Mr. Matsuoka. ..."

2. There is "only the remotest
danger of war" between Japan and the
United States. American pressure can
be effective now as never before—in
the form of aid to China and of
increasingly stringent blockade measures.
" ... Japan cannot carry on very much
longer".
Informed Chinese in touch with
the Japanese believe that if the United
States will give more prompt and effec
tive assistance there should be "a speedy
ending of the war on terms acceptable to
China and to the United States".
PA/H:AHiss:BGT
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Dr» Stanley K. Hornbeck
State Department
Washington, D. C.

4 1941

”UG 30 1941

Dear Dr. Hornbeck

The enclosed statement by President
Stuart of Yenching University may be of interest to
you and your colleagues• Xïe are also mailing a copy
to Mr. Hamilton.

Oring to the confidential nature of
Dr. Stuart’s statement, and the possible results to
him and to Yenching University if it fell into un
friendly hands,Vive are making a very limited distribu
tion of this document.
Very sincerely yours,

C. A. EVANS
Acting Executive Secretary

CAE:JP
Enc.

PARTICIPATING WITH UNITED CHINA RELIEF
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A CONFIDENTIAL KJUORAMDüU - JULY 14» 1941

Th© Japanese are now in a self-created quandary. A long conceived national
policy Qf
at th© expense 6F côàhtrîss weaker in noderh armements led
them to seise Korea in 1910» to make a similar attempt in Eastern Siberia after the
previous European Ear (foiled by American intervention)» to add Manchuria in 1931» and
in 1937 to begin the annexation of China by sections. They Mve long dreoaed of extend
ing .their wipirc into th© southern islands and would have taken advantage of the present
European Ear to do so were it not for their fd^Ftjf Awrioa. S^anwhll® they have joined
the Axis» Have resented the German-Russian agreements, have made one themselves with
Russia» their traditional enemy» despite monotonously stressed slogans against cossaunism,
and noFW that Gcrmny has attacked Russia - again without taking Japan into her confi
dence - they are pondering whether to renew the attempt to steal Eastern Siberia regard
less of tlw obligations of that peculiarly worded pact with Russia.

This incomplete resume is given merely by way of reminder. In all tills
there has been no clearly formulated policy beyond the
urge. J^g^„ haswatched
and waited» plotted and deceived. She has been opportunistic and oFten wavering as to
issues'of “expediency»
moral Ixxhibitions^whatever. The same has been notably
true of the China Ear, both as to its inception» its continuance» and the various
blundering attempts to end it. Ihgijr.
a»d perhaps the mjority of their people»
differ only as to details of procedure or degrees of aggression. It is OETSWly impor
tant to keep all this in mind as the tiw approaches when Japan will be forced to seek
a peao® negotiated between America, China and herself» or possibly a conference includ
ing Great Britain and more cmprelwnsive in its scope.
Japanese statesmen» and even high military officers» have become steadily more
aware of the necessity of settling the China War by (1) dealing with General Chiang
Kai-shek» (2) tlie withdrawal of all armed forces from Chinese soil and territorial waters»
and (3) some form of American participation. But the later two of these conditions are
especially obnoxious and so unpopular that any individual or group advocating them would
be in real danger. Last October Mr. IMtsuoka» with permission from an Imperial Con
ference, and in a handwritten letter proposed to General Chiang the withdrawal of troops
within & year or» if this wore too long a period» six months. This was the first official
approach» although trier© have been many informal attempts both before and since. Its
rejection by General Chiang was very disconcerting to Mr» Matsuoka. T1» so-called Am
bassador to th® Hanking puppet regime, Mr. Honda, has since made a similar proposal to
settle the war by diplomatic means and when he and Wang Ching-wei had obviously failed
and he was finding it difficult to explain this in Tokyo he sent an appeal to Mr. Wang
to CCK3® arid help him out. Tills is the chief reason why Mr. Wang made the trip inytha
early summer instead of next fall as originally intended.
For some months past an influential element among Japanese leaders has boon
ready to open the way to peace negotiations even on the three conditions mentioned above.
They want to be assured that the President of the United States and General Chiang
would agréa in advance to such a conference. But they have been forced to realise that
their most serious obstacles ar® internal. The opposition Us stiffened with ths aware
ness trial the hoped for discussions with General Chiang or his repx*esentatives an®
impossible, and with the shifts caused by tlxe Russian Kar# Their military and civilian
exploitation of occupied territory - especially in North China * has been so thorough
going that any thought of th© economic consequences of troop withdrawal spells humilia
tion and financial disaster. I'E must be expected therefore that another cycle» ofjjtohiog EurOiWan events» renewed frightfulness such as in the bombing of Chungking» intri
gues in various directions» etc.» must run its course.x It my therefore be expected
that about next October there will be a recrudescence of peace feelers.
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Qm <xmvLnoin& instance of the unprincipled nature of Japanese opportunism
le their treatment of coa-umim. ïMs has always
me of their arra^snts for
ths China T&r and remine almost the only one. It is the ostensible reason for join
ing the antl*c<mintem axis alliance. Yet when they saw a fancied advantage in mk*
bag, an agroovwnt with Russia tliey did so, Just as they arc xmjw preparing to attack
that country on her eastern border if or when they think tlw? -m get amy with it.
This spring they attempted an intrigue with Chinese ccrrnmUta on a sort of IItomuu!let*liw or mutual ncm-agf^roolon basis» in order tnat both Mght wokmi Chiang
Kai*shek ■who had previously fought Chinese eco iunlm for s»e ten year©, not only
unaided
Japan but while that country we s@dulo:wly fonsntlng sectional strife
almd against Chiang’s miflortion program.

It is to tb»a credit of the com uniat loaders tMt they were impervious to
these seductive offer». boon after tlie Geram invasion of Russia IMo fsc-tung *
the leader popularly suspected of party rather tlwi national loyalty * issued a
Uwoe~point order to all party sambers the substance of which is to do nothing pro*
vocative and to be patient In all totcnial relations» to work for recovery of the
united front against J&:?an, and to support the democratic mwmnt within China and
throughout V*e world together with Great ritalnt the united kbates» and Hussia,
against ew^’ form of dictatorship.
They haw for the present at least abandoned their southmrd drive» despite
much pi^p&ration and mny lingering impulses. Mor is it probable tiiat they will carry
out the Siberian venture, at any rate unless tilers is a Russian collapse. Evon in
tills event thgy.Xlftr
is tlmrofow only
remtest
war **Quito "rocertïy student deiionstmtiœia are reported "'to ’ have
been staged in Tokyo against to .t^ericto wr as being too dangerous * mid this with*
out police interference.
.^•SUTt
M.
Wfcra* • •
^The gtaiormw ideallaatlcn of this warrior race as fighting for national honor can be
l^sored. They are 2aa*
an7 rats mrely opportunist, vacillating and sordidly eon*
I oenwd with cocnonie ewxietlcs or aim.
* ^he »re spectacular the
/ better *
l^gakMe.^ieMUra.s» are all that is needed. The
! Chinone vho know thm best wonder why w delay.

these Chinese opinions all point toward a speedy ending of the mr
œ terms acceptable to China and the United ttatec if tlxo latter will glw more pr»pt
jmd .affectiw assistance. Even as things are, and always assusiing t^jat Japan gets m
great benefit from unforeseen European MppeningB» these slurewd obsorvwro feel tliat
As a purely wconmic issue one of them allws
two or tlirsc years. But the psychological eloasent cannot be ignored. Another Chinese
who tea been closely associated with them think® that the combination of woral and
mtorial factors will force Japan t-c soowo & settlwamt by spring or early sumer of
not^yMy. Tie formr ChainMn of tlm local puppet gowra^ent predicts tlmt this
oone' evor. Mthin the calendar year.

^'ot only for its own great gains but bacauee of its direct bearing on the
course *>f ownts in Europe,
insii^aific&at ^wican expenditure would
alnudautly wtà yMUt lUÛt&ry aviation ahd currency stabilisation would oeen
to be tlw met beneficial foms for such aid both in view of China* » needs and in
ta}>resalag Jtr;<n vdth tlw futility of continuing her intrusion upon Chinese independence.
If the thesis of thie jsw^ortodxm tlmt the prevailing Japanese mood ie one of perplexed
and worried opportunism is at all correct, it follows that America can awrt later
dangers for herself, prove the reality of her goodwill for China, and actually serve
th® better interests of Japan by
Treasures advocated above.
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September 4, 1941.

Dear Mr. Evans:
I acknowledge with thanks the reeelpt

of your letter of Auguet 29 and its enclosure,

a confidential memorandum dated July 14, 1941
prepared by Dr. Stuart.
fours sincerely,
STANLEY K. HORNBECK

Mr. C. A. Evans,
Acting Executive Secretary,
Associated Boards for
Christian Colleges in China,
150 Fifth Avenue,
MewYXork, Mew fork.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
TEM
_
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone, (br)

Xlanton via N. R

Dated September 11, 1941
From

Rec’d 9:55 a.m. 12th

Secretary of State

Washington
Department of

60, September 11, 5 p.m

Reference Hong Kong’s 348, Septembei/10, 4 p.m

it has been learned from a reliable source that a
considerable number of Japanese tanks possibly as

many as one hundred was moved last night in the

direction of Whampoa, presumably for transportation

elsewhere by sea.

There have .been no indications of any recent
departures of Japanese troops from this area and it

is questionable whether further withdrawals are
practicable without at least compensatory reinforce

ment.

There has already been a slight decrease in

this sma (?) a.
Canton for week.

No new troops have been seen at
According to press reports, some

Formosans have arrived nearthe Hong Kong border.

Peiping, Hong Kong.
MYERS

SEP 2 2 1941

Sent to the Department, repeated to Chungking,

DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, See. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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telegram received
CORRECTED COPY

EJ
This telegram must he
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone.
(br)

From Q^^on via N. R.

Dated September 11, 1941

Secretary of State,

Washington,
Ti

60, September 11, 5
Reference Hong Kong’s 348, September 10, 4

p.m*, it has been learned from a reliable source
that a considerable number of Japanese tanks pos

sibly as many as one hundred was moved Inst night

z in the direction of Whampoa, presumably for trans-

iji
Cm

. v
i I
, !-\ ;

portation elsewhere by sea,

4a

There have been no indications of any recent
departures of Japanese troops from this area and it

is questionable whether further withdrawals are
practicable without at least compensatory reinforce

ment.

There has already been a slight decrease in

tne size of this occupied area.
oeen seen at Canton for week,

Ho new troops have

According to press

reports, some Formosans have arrived near the Hong

Kong border.

Sent to the Department, repeated to Chungking»
Peiping, Hong Kong.

MYERS

ALC
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Hong Kong via N, R*
NWN
This teie
1941
eioseiy p
fore being communicated------to anyone. (Br)
Rec’d. 5:40 p.m

From

Secretary of State

Division

Washington

356, September 12, 5 p.m
A well-known American newspaper

statements are believed by Consul Ward in this

instance to be fairly reliable, asserts that the
Hong Kong representative of Marshal Chang Hsueh
Liang states that Chang is now in Chungking, and

that it has been decided to place the Marshal at the

qj

head of all Chinese troops in the north, including

.n.

Ct

G'J

the old Tung Pei forces, various provincial levies,
and the Chinese Communists.

It is conjectured that

his record before Hsian makes Chang the one man who

-n

(f

could procure the absolute loyalty of these diverse

C
T

groups in a drive to recover the north.
Even if this story is pure propaganda on the

part of the Tung Pei partisans, it is believed to
be significant as an expression of the feeling
which is being widely voiced among representative

A

Hong Kong Chinese ip favor of Chungking action aga^gstg

what is feared here may amount to a "sell—out" of”*
China by the democracies.

'1

Sent to the Department, repeated to Chungking

and Peiping.

t

)

GW

SOUTHARD

1
J
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Hong Kong via N. R.

Dated September 12, 1941

Rec'd. 5:40 p.m.

Secretary of State,

Washington.
356, September 12, 5 p.m.

A well-known American newspaper reporter, whose

statements are believed by Consul Ward in this
instance to be fairly reliable, asserts that the

Hong Kong representative of Marshal Chang Hsueh
Liang states that Chang is now in Chungking, and
that it has been decided to place the Marshal at the
head of all Chinese troops in the north, including

the old Tung Pei forces, various provincial levies,
and the Chinese Communists.

It is conjectured that

his record before Hsian makes Chang the one man who

could procure the absolute loyalty of these diverse
groups in a drive to recover the north.

Even if this story is pure propaganda on the

part of the Tung Pei partisans, it is believed to
be significant as an expression of the feeling

which is being widely voiced among representative
Hong Kong Chinese in favor of Chungking action against

what is feared here may amount to a "sell—out" of
China by the democracies.

Sent to the Department, repeated to Chungking

and Peiping.

SOUTHARD

X

-*"•
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT

Japaneses bombing of Chungking area despite
promises following bombing of TUTUIIA.
Memorandum giving - as example of quality and
vaiuêit^ promises made by Japanese Foreign Office

ad

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See_____ ___ Memorandum.
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated------- August 15,1941------

j*om |....Sta±aJ2ap4ujh____ /
PA/h - Hornbeck

File No-------------711,94/2376
0. 8. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 1—1540
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TELEGRAM
'lïïljtie
1wuab

52 Via RCA

THE PRESIDENT:
IN THE NAME OF CHRIST AND FOR THE CAUSE OF HUMANITY
TO TRY TO AVERT THE

I

IMPLORE YOU

IMPENDING CRISIS OF THE PACIFIC PRAYING FOR THE

7 9 3 .9 4 /

F., Tokio Sept. 4, 1941

I

IN THE WISDOM OF LEADERS OF TWO COUNTRIES.

6849

PERMANENT PEACE OF THE PACIFIC AND ASSURING YOU OF MY UNFAILING FAITH

Toyohiko Kagawa.

"U
co
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September 12, 1941

,o-

To th» Anerioan AnteaaaAor,
Tokyo*

Thera is enclosed a copy of a telegraa rooolvoA at
the Vhite House fro# Dr. Toyohiko Kagawa.

It la desirad

that the Habtaay aake appropriate aoknovledgaent.

Snolosure:

Copy of telegraa, September 4,
1941, fro* Dr. Toyohiko Kagava,
Tokyo, to the President.

1>
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OF GENTRY OF FREE CHI.
Kai

■

Ve?»

Szechwan

(Jnwstu

\

The President
The V/hite House
/
Washington DC USA /

OV

\

West. China

«.hlFEKRFTJ
TO THE
department of state

\
Secretary to the President

.y dear hr President

Allow us to send to ybtfthis brief statement upon
the occasion of the Fourth Anniversary of the Sino-

CO
01

to

Japanese conflict.

The entire Chinese nation is deeply cognizant of

the enduring services you are rendering towards ano
•

Ch
co
JI

J GMGq • ' 7 • ‘ ...... , _

■ Wi&lp. -warm .per.s.Qnal regards.

Lqg

j

’ ‘Sineere-l-y

"U

CO
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OPEN LETTER FROM THE ASSOCIATION OF GENTRY

of
FREE CHINA
on the
FOURTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE WAR WITH JAPAN

July 7th, that date will ever live in Chinese memories. It stands with Sept. 18th (1931) as a
witness of unprovoked Japanese aggression. Linked with Sept. 3rd (1939) it also marks the full unmasking
of the Axis plot against world freedom. Four years have passed. The hope of a quick victory for Japan
was soon dispelled. The subjugation of Ghina and the setting-up of Japan’s “new order” have failed before
the resolute resistance of the Chinese people. But victory is not yet won for China. The enemy still blockade
our coast ; they occupy large areas of our land; they bomb our cities and towns. Life everywhere is threatened and imperilled by this mad lust for conquest.
How then do we stand as compared with former anniversaries? What is our hope of victory, whence
will it come ? Without question the situation is much more favorable than on July 7th, 1940. China was
then fighting very much a lone battle. Great Britain stood in great peril because of the collapse of France.
The United States policy, in the face of an approaching Presidential election, was friendly but uncertain.
French Indo-China had yielded to Japanese threats and pressure - the railway line was cut, and Indo-China
became a new base for Japanese attacks on China. Britain, likewise under pressure and fighting for time,
had ordered the closing of the Burma Road to transport of war materials to China.
What is the situation now ? China is linked inseparably with America and Britain, the two great
democracies of the West, in this mortal fight for world freedom. Under President Roosevelt, and with the
active support of his presidential opponent, Mr. Wendell Willkie, America has pledged herself to full aid to
beleagured Britain and China. The Burma Road has been open for nine months - not to be closed again.
America and Britain are standing behind China financially and with all possible military aid. This ABC
combination for the defence of world democracy is stronger than ever before. Victory is ours in China, if we
will seek unity of purpose and action, rather than personal, party or provincial advantage. THERE IS NO
OTHER WAY. If this war has taught us anything, it is that individual liberty, national sovereignty and
political and economic stability throughout the world can be had only by nation-wide and world-wide single
ness of purpose to fight for this type of freedom against the Nazi-Fascist totalitarian conception of life.
This is a war of ideas. Everyone should try to realize the political under-currents of this life and
death struggle. For what is at stake is not only our immediate future, but that of generations to come.
Liberty, which has always carried the highest appeal to human enthusiasm and inspired men to the greatest
deeds has once more become the dominant pre-occupation and the ultimate goal of our existence. It is to
defend liberty that the peoples of the democracies are prepared to die, because without liberty, or freedom,
life is not worth living.
While the idea of freedom is as old as civilization, political freedom only dates back about two
centuries. Its growth has been a very slow process and like all great achievements and revolutionary
changes, it found its origin in philosophic expression long before it became a fact. It was Spinoza who in
1670 raid,
“The final end of the State consists not in domination over men, in restraining them by fear, or
subjugating them to the will of others. Rather it has for its end so to act that its citizens shall in security
develop soul and body and make free use of their reason ; for the true end of the State is Liberty.”
The basis of all true democracy is individual freedom. Wherever and whenever any theory of the
State or Government renounces or denounces individual freedom or liberty and endeavours to stamp it out,
such a State is the enemy of men, the enemy of democracy. The German writer. Nietzsche, spoke of
liberty as “the morality of slaves.” Hitler saw in human dignity and liberty his greatest potential enemies
and the greatest obstacles to his aims of world dominion. So his first pre-occupation was to stifle them.
In one of his recent speeches President Roosevelt urged a re-assessment of this our freedom. He
called America and Britain the refuge of all our liberties. He re-kindled in the older countries of Europe,
where for many the hope had faded, a new hope that two mighty countries still believe in and practice the
freedom that lives in men’s hearts. When Roosevelt spoke of the four essential human freedoms, he men
tioned in one breath with freedom of speech and freedom of worship, freedom from want and fear. Far from
stating a commonplace he unfolded in these words a vast programme and carried the attack into the aggres
sors’ camps.
In Great Britain the Prime Minister, Winston Churchill, has again and again in th- most positive
language and glowing rhetoric pledged the whole might of the British Commonwealth of Nations and to fight
till victory is won, not only for a world as it was before Sept. 3rd, 1939, but for a new and better world. He
said, “We are determined that the cause of freedom shall not be trampled down nor the tide of world pro
gress turned back by the criminal dictators.”
Speaking for China, Generalissimo Chiang Kai Shek has said,
“Resistance and Reconstruction are a single enterprise. They are two individual aspects of the
same vast undertaking. The energy which progressive nations are putting into their schemes of national
defence and economic reconstruction should rouse in us a spirit of emulation and the determination to advance
no less rapidly than they. We have to make reconstruction itself the centre of our concern. The work of
reconstruction will prove even more exacting and important than resistance............ In the midst of war we
must push forward the reconstruction of the economic basis for military preparedness. At the same time
there is reconstruction of the mind, of personal relationships, of society and of politics demanding equally
close attention. Ultimately the goal is complete realization of the Three People’s Principles and the estab
lishment of the Fht^Jghts Constitution.”
So we stand in the fourth anniversary of Japan’s undeclared war of aggression upon our country stronger, more united, regardless of position and wealth, than ever before. We feel assured that America,
Britain and China cannot fail in this defence of the democracies. Right shall triumph over might. The
liberty of the individual and the freedom of every nation to live in accordance with its national genius and
heritage must be maintained. But this can only be accomplished by a deep spirit of sacrifice and by sound
As the Generalissimo has said, “Each person must play the part of a new man living in a new
v
41 we be able to create a
China ”

D. K. CHOW,
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From

Foochoi

GS
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone, (br)

Dated September 17, 1941

Rec’d 6:15 a.m., 18th

Secretary of State,
Washington.

September 17, 4 p.m.
I have just been informed by General Li Chueh,

Commander of the Seventieth Amy, that the Japanese

who recently took Santu Island, situated on the north

east coast of Fukien in what is considered to be one
of the best natural harbors on the coast of China

have made dispositions which would appear to indicate

they intend to convert it into a naval base.

He

states that about 15 Japanese naval vessels are now
anchored there and that several hundred men and

equipment including anti-aircraft guns have been

landed on the i siand.
Sent to Peiping.

Repeated to the Department,

Chungking and Shanghai

cn
m
RICE
co

co

EMB
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

PARAPHRASE
Telegram no.
Promt

Dated: 9-17-41, 4 p.m.

(Unnumbered)

Rec'd: 9-18-41, 6:15 a.m.

Foochow

The Commander of the Seventieth Army, General Li
Chueh, has just told me that, having recently taken

Santu Island on the northeast coast of Fukien and
believed to be one of China’s best natural harbors,
the Japanese have made dispositions which would seem
to show that they plan to turn this harbor into a
naval base.

General Li Chueh says that the Japanese

have approximately fifteen naval vessels anchored
there now and that they have landed on Santu Island
not only equipment, including anti-aircraft guns, but

sevaalhundred men.

RICE

U-L:SM:MPM
9-19-41
Copies to WAR - Major Dusenbury.

£*
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Divisionjof

FJÆ

Secretary of State,

Washington.

«
^/Department ef

66, September 16, 2 p.m.

(SECTI^T ONE)

Local Japanese reports now confirm earlier
Chinese one issued shows a sustained fighting
between Chinese and Japanese forces in Tayun,

Mountains, along Hunan-Hupeh border from south

east of Yochow,

The Japanese make the claim that

after a four days battle, September 7 to September

11, they returned to their bases after accomplishing
their mission of defeating and scattering Chungking
concentration threatening the Japanese in Yochow
area.

Chinese radio reports allege that they In

flicted heavy losses on the Japanese and forced re
treat northward, that hostilities continue.
Preliminary to these operations the Japanese
started withdrawal of a considerable number of (?)

and mechanized equipment from as far as north

Slnyahg, Honon and from other points to east and
west of Peiping-Hankow Railway.

I am reliably
m
informed that "°

DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, See. 3(E) end 5(D) or (E)
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#66, September 16, 2 p.m. from Hankow via N. R.
(SECTION ONE)

informed that they also withdrew a considerable portion

of the force engaged in August in fighting near Shasl.
Such forces were embarked at Hankow for unknown des

tinations down river or for points on Tungting Lake
to which a number of transport vessels were sent

under naval escort.
SPIKER

ALC
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FrowP011^0'7 via N.R,

Dated September 19, 1941

Rec’d 1:45 p.m.

Secretary of State,
Washington.

66, September 19, 2 p.m. (SECTION T’70)

For first time in several years, there has

been a wholesale commandeering of farmers, coolies,
and others who have been embarked for unknown des
tinations.

Local situation remains quiet.

The military

have recently been busily equipping a number of

military establishments with electrified barbed
wire protection, this leading to belief that present

reduction in forces may not be temporary measure.
END OF MESSAGE.
/

Sent to Department, repeated to Chungking,
Pe ip ing, Shanghai•

SPIKER
WSB
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Telegram no.

66

Hankow via N. R.

From!

Dated: 9-16-41, 2 p.m.

Rec*d: 9-18-41, 11:17 a.m

In confirmation of a report previously issued by
the Chinese, the local Japanese have now issued one
to the effect that in the Tayun Mountains, from south

east of Yochow along the Hupeh-Hunan frontier, there
is sustained fighting between Japanese and Chinese

troops.

It is claimed by the Japanese that when they

had accomplished what they set out to do, to defeat

and scatter the Chungking concentration threatening

the Japanese in Yochow district, they returned to their
bases.

The Japanese claimed that this mission was

accomplished in the course of a battle which raged

from September 7 to September 11.

According to radio

reports of the Chinese, hostilities still go on and
the Japanese, having suffered heavy losses from

Chinese hands, have been compelled to retreat north

ward .

Before the above operations, a large number of

(?) and mechanized equipment had tJase begun to be
withdrawn by the Japanese from as far as north Sinyang,
Honon

DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, See. 3(B) and 5(D) or (K)
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Honon, as well as from other places to the west and
east of the Hankow-Peiping railroad.

From dependable

information that I have received, I have learned

that the Japanese likewise withdrew a good part of
the force which took part in combat near Shasi during
the month of August.

Some forces of this kind departed

from Hankow down the river, their destinations unknown,
others for points on Lake Tungting to where some trans

port vessels were dispatched under naval escort.
There has occurred for the first time in a number
of years a large scale commandeering of coolies,

farmers, et cetera, wrho have been sent off to unknown
points.

The situation locally continues to be quiet.

Of late the military has been busily engaged in
affording protection to several military establishments

by means of electrified barbed wire.

Thus it is believed

that the present reduction in troops may not be for

the moment only.

SPIKER

U-Lf'ÉSMîMPM
9-22-41

Copies to Colonel Dusenbury.
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STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL FOR THE AMBASSADOR AND COUNSELOR
On September 19 the Japanese Ambassador called at his

request and said that he had received nothing further from his

(

Government than a report of the explanatory statement made to

I said that we had received
A
your report of your Interview on Septemberwith the Foreign
you by the Foreign Minister.

*,
t

Minister and of the explanatory statement which had been given “7
u)
you, and that subsequently you had reported that you had been
told that the Japanese Government was going to communicate to

you the basic terms which the Japanese Government desired to

offer to China, and that we had hoped that the Ambassador
would bring those terms to us that evening.

The Ambassador replied that he was yet without instruction^

on this point and that he had carefully reported our views to
In reply to his question as to whether the

explanatory statement made to you served to clear up matters
so as to enable us to go ahead, I said that in my opinion the
explanatory statement did not bring us forward materially and

that we still felt that the September 6 proposal narrowed down
Enciphered by---------------------------------

Sent by operator____________ M.,------------------- » 19----- ,--------------------------------1—1402

U. S. aOVERHHSNT PRIHTIN* OPPICE

C o n fid e n tia l F ile

his Government.

[
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Washington,
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$

the original program.

In reply to the Ambassador’s inquiry as

to whether the question of the withdrawal of Japanese troops

from China was not the main difficulty, I agreed that it was an
I

important difficulty but^that there was also the problem of

bringing back the proposal to the broad-gauge program for the
entire Pacific area which we had talked about consistently

during the course of our informal conversations.

I said that it

would not be consistent with the purpose we had in mind if Japan

should be pursuing courses of peace in one direction and an
opposite course in some other direction.

In reply to a further question by the Ambassador, I said
any views on the formula con

that we had not yet

tained in the Japanese proposals for dealing with the question
of the relations of the two countries to the war in Europe.

that he had reported to his Government our

Nomura

views in regard to the question of the withdrawal of Japanese

troops from China but that he had received no instructions.
I expressed the hope that we would soon hear from the Japanese

Government and that in the meantime we would continue to study
A

the proposals.

I added that we were equally as desirous as

the Japanese of moving along as fast as possible.

Enciphered by______________________
Sent by operator____________ _ 19___
1—1462

U. S. eoVKRNMKNT PRINTIM0 OFFICI
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Washington,

Charge to

The Ambassador referred to our desire to consult third

$

governments and said that while it was not for his Government
to have anything to say about this, it desired to make clear

that its proposal to us was for a. bilateral agreement.
said that we understood this

I

that we desired to work out

independently with other powers interested in the Pacific
programs supplementary to and consistent with our proposed
arrangement with Japan.

In response to my inquiries in regard to possible develop

ments at the time of the forthcoming anniversary of the con

clusion of the Tripartite alliance, the Ambassador gave no
indication that he was apprehensive of developments of an
untoward character.

/
cv
2,0

FE:uWB:HNS
Enciphered by____ ____

______

Sent by operator

M.,____________ , 19.___ ,________
1—1402

U. S. GOVI«NM£NT FRINTINO
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Dated September 18, 1941

Rec’d 6:13 p.m., 21st

Secretary of State,

V/ a shing t on •

--------------- —----------——-

COPIES SENT TO

0>N>L^$P

63, SEptenbEr 18, 6 p.:,i.

Yesterday at about 12:30 p.m. eight bombs
were exploded in two Japanese controlled cinemas
and in several streets in different parts of the

city, which explosions reportedly killed a number
of Chinese and Japanese.

Partial law was enforced

throughout the city until further notice (?) of

this morning.

This bombing the most serious since

the Japanese occupation was seemingly intended as
a demonstration on the eve of Chinese Government

anniversary of the Mukden incident.

Sent to the Department, repeated to Peiping,
to Chungking.

MYERS
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From

EJ
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone, (br)

Hong Kong vio. N.R
Dated September 18, 1941

Rec’d 6:10 p.n., 21st
/ Divisionrf

Secretary of State
Washington

7

9 4 /1 6 8 5 5

v4

Department of

369, September 18, 10 a .n.

Reference Department’s 216^/Septcmber 15
8 p.m. to Chungking

Plane shot at was specially chartered by a
Chinese bpnk to carry banknotes to the interior
but was following the regular China National
Aviation Corporation passenger and nail route

from Hong Kong
Sent to the Department, repeated to. Chungking

and to Peiping for Tokyo
SOUTHARD

NPL

S /D R

co
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From

Department of

X-----------

GRAY

EJ

Honking via N. R.
Dated Septenber 18, 1941

.

Rec’d 3 p.n., 21st

C
04

Secretary of State,

OPIES SENT f0

Washington•

0.N.L.MD
66, Septenber 18, 2 p.n.

L--------- v

Last night, during an anti air practice, a

railway station.
tlirEE pErsons

wete

(Ji

0)

bomb explosion occurred thE Shanghai*-Nanking

It is understood that at least .

killEd and about forty injurEd.

Sent to thE DEpa.rtr.iEnt«

pEiping and Shanghai.

REpEa.tEd to Cnungking,

By mail to Tokyo.
PAXTON

PEG

m

T7

to
cn
CD

i

"0
Û0

u
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z
Canton via N. R.
'
This tEiegUELEGRAM RECEIYEQ .
no
1Q41
closely paraphrased be—
Dated september 18, 1941
fore bring communicated---------to anyone, (br)
Rec’d 6:03 p.m. 21st
/

From
Se ere tary of State ,

Washington.

/

j L-

I
Department of

62, September Ip, 5 p.m.

In the early hours of September 16 and 18
Japanese soldiers, numbering probably 1,000 or

more, with equipment were seen embarking in
four small Japanese transports at Honani "point

opposite Shameen which is a place of storage for

military supplies including a lot of lumber recently

arrived.

As embarkation was unnecessarily noisy

and as Japanese troops have previously never em

barked from this place which is very conspicious
it is thought that these troops were destined to

points within the delta area rather than to more
distant points.

Evidence exists that Japanese forces in
Canton and vicinity have been increased but whether
thE additional troops havE corns from thE interior,
co
from other parts of China (as for instance from

•W

Foochow which seems not unlikely) or from Japan co

|

Ê

is not known.

Sent to the Department, repeated to Chungking,

Peiping, Hong Kong.
MYERS
NPL
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GRAY

§ffé?M>w via N.R.
Dated September 19, 1941

Rec'd 1:17 p.m., 22nd.

(0

Secretary of State,

01

Washington.

COPIES SENT TO

(.0
.JÏ.

September 19, 9 a.m.
One bomb exploded in a Chinese hotel restaurant
last night and another exploded at about the same
time in a different part of the city.

01
CO

JI

Martial law

was proclaimed over a large area and is still in
Effect.

Sent to the Department.

Repeated to Peiping,

Chungking,
YEARNS

JRL
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m
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No. 281

jJŒRICnN CONSULATE

Kunming (Yunnanfu), China, August 25, 1941.

STRICTLY

</

k

'\OepartmentofS*^x'

SUBJECT:
COMMERCIAL A FFA IRS

D e p a rtm e n t o f S t a t e

Speech by Chairman Lung Yun;
Military Developments in Yunnan.

RKOEIVED,

WViSjobj nf

!('■
/,j

é

N

COPIES SENT TO

O.NJL AND Min
The Honorable
Dmtrihutiw -Check
The Secretary of State, Tirade For
I
7
.
TôffTT

Washington.
Sir:

/

?erit ivs

ôni 7

mir>

I have the honor to refer to Kunming ’s tele
grams to the Embassy, Chungking of July 25, 3 p. m.
and July 26, 11 à. m., regarding military matters,
and to report a speech delivered recently by Chair
man Lung Yun, with comment thereon.
On August 16, 1941, Chairman Lung run deliver
ed an address before the Fifth General Meeting of
the Yunnan Provisional .assembly, in which in part,
he reviewed the existing military situation and
Yunnan's relation to it. The text given below is
stated to be the gist of the speech as noted down
by a local correspondent of the Chungking TA KUNG
PAO, from whom the Chinese copy was obtained. The
version of the address which appeared in the local
press was brief and contained little reference to
military conditions except a few general statements
which might have been derived from the first para
graph of the text given below. However, references
have been heard locally in conversation to state
ments made in the last paragraph of this text, and
the belief has been expressed by Chinese that the
original text was censored, as the pronouncements
of the Provincial Chairman are usually published
in full in the press. A translation of the unoffi
cial text is as follows:

"With

•u
D

o
t

cc*

T

“4
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MWith practically a complete occupation of Indochina
enemy moves in his southern expansion drive vdll
continue without cessation. When his forces in that
country are fairly entrenched and prepared, it is
likely that either Thailand or Yunnan will be at
tacked. If it is Yunnan the Japanese have in mind,
then it would be to the advantage of the enemy to
fall on Kunming through a straight drive to the cap
ital of the province. In talcing this course there
are two distinct advantages, namely, it offers the
shortest cut to the heart of the province, and it
is the route along which communication appears to
be most convenient. As to western Yunnan where the
land is mostly covered with high mountains that part
of the country ’would be impregnable. However, in
the case of the enemy launching an attack on Yunnan,
it is likely that it would first send a small number
of troops in an attempt to capture a few strategic
points and then try to improve communi cation lines
in the> rear and strengthen its transport routes be
fore its main troops start an onslaught. But it
must be remembered that on both sides of the YunnanIndochina Railway line there are legions of troops,
all in high spirits waiting for a chance to smash
up the Japanese army. It goes without saying that
any Japanese plan to invade the province vdll be
flatly frustrated.
••The food supply of Yunnan, which has hitherto de
pended on rice supplies from Indochina, has never
been very plentiful. Although a blockade was im
posed on the Yunnan-Indochina border a year ago
whereby rice supplies from Indochina were complete
ly stopped, the market for foodstuffs was neverthe
less fairly stable ovdng to the splendid management
of the Government which had ordered District Govern
ments to store up sufficient foodstuffs in their
granaries. The rice that we are eating today all
comes from granaries in various districts and it is
hard to think what we vdll have when it is complete
ly consumed. In this connection I should like to
point out that I have consulted the Central Govern
ment authorities about this problem, to which Chung
king has agreed to give its highest consideration.
At present there are more than two hundred thousand
troops in the province, and if there would be an in
crease of soldiers here the food problem of the civil
ian population is sure to be affected. Yunnan vdll
do its utmost in this war of resistance and it will
not shirk any responsibility if it is called upon to
make sacrifices, however it should not be extravagant
(with its resources) until the necessary moment ar
rives and should be strictly economical until then.”

Interesting points in the above version are the
statements

DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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-3statements that there are now over two hundred thou
sand troops in Yunnan; that a straight drive to Kun
ming would be the most feasible route for a Japanese
attack on Yunnan, a move toward the west being highlydifficult; and the prediction of possible tactics to
be used if the direct route is chosen.
Some observers profess to see in the comment on
Yunnan’s bare self-sufficiency in rice and the closure
of import routes, coupled with the warning that fur
ther stationing of troops here would dangerously af
fect the entire food question, a rationalization of
the Provincial Chairman’s reluctance to concur in the
entry of further Central Government troops into the
Province. In the last sentence, in particular, the
argument is advanced that the food resources should
not be squandered by troop consumption until the time
for fighting is at hand, which is patently specious,
as the presence of sufficiently large forces of Chung
king troops would be in itself a strong deterrent to
an attack on the Province.

It has not been possible to learn even approximate
ly the number of Central Government troops which have
come into Yunnan. It is known that some outside troops
were brought in last autumn and were stationed to the
east of the Indochina railway. It is believed that
sporadic Japanese aerial attacks, throughout most of
the past year, against small tcwns in southeastern
Yunnan and near the Yunnan border in Kwangsi and Kwei
chow, may have been directed principally against Na
tional contingents. The Consulate has recently learn
ed from British official sources that the Fifth Route
/irmy of Kwangsi troops were being brought into Yunnan;
from an j^jnericar connected with the local Air Force
Cadet School the information was obtained that this
-army had already established a headquarters in Kunming.
It was surmised that troops from Kwangsi would be found
more welcome to the local military than any others
which might be sent, in view of the long independence
of the Kwangsi forces before the present war and the
fact that General Pai Chung-hsi and Lung Yun have by
report been on good terms in the past. While the Chi
nese armies traditionally live on the country where
they are stationed, it is assumed that during war-time
it has. been possible for the Central military direction
to supply in some degree its forces in the field, and
it is possible that Chairman Lung’s appeal may be di
rected toward assistance from Chungking in respect to
troop provisioning in this Province. Except for bad
crop years, Yunnan produces enough rice for its ow
use, the problem always, however, being complicated
by transportation from provincial production centers
to large consumption points, and by hoarding and spec
ulation currently. However, it is believed that Chair
man

DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, See. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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-4man Lung’s objection is not incapable of being sur
mounted if it is actually based upon food stringency.

The Consulate discounts the interpretation of
this speech as a departure from the Provincial Chair
man’s adherence to the National Government cause.
It is possible, as rumored, that he has had the at
traction of independence through Japanese assistance
placed before him, and the opportunity for Japanese
pressure may recur should an attack be made on Yunnan.
However, the tortuous course of the Wang Ching-wei
regime, the latter’s obvious impotence under his Ja
panese masters, and the indecision and cleavage in
Tokyo over the whole question of his authority, has
doubtless not been lost on Lung Yun. It is still be
lieved that the Chairman desires mainly to have cer
tain attributes of independence in the Province re
served to him, both in respect to paver and pecuniary
matters; however, if the force of circumstances should
make necessary a diminution of his prerogatives it is
not believed that he vzould make an overt move of sep
aration unless the National Government were markedly
weaker than it now is. It is probable, on the other
hand that Chungking will exert efforts to preserve
Yunnan’s status to the extent possible during the
conflict, but its strength and influence in Yunnan
has grown to such a degree during the war that an
attempted bolt by the Yunnan authorities would mean
disaster for them, although it might be embarrassing
for Chungking’s military position in the south.

A recent sign of the continuing insistence by
the Provincial authorities on independence in pecun
iary matters was the demand, made of the Yunnan-Burma
Highway Commission, that the Provincial Bureau of
Finance trucks be exempted from all licenses and in
spections on the highway. This demand may be accepted,
with some reservations, and will, of course, mean that
Provincial organizations generally will have freedom
to engage in the various rackets connected with trans
portation on the Burma Hoad. The fortunate persons
in control in the Province are benefitting handsomely
from the enlarged use of the highway and this latest
move is an indication that they do not expect to fore
go the toll which is regarded as a routine perquisite.
It may be expected that quick assets will be in even
greater demand than usual if, as reported, Yunnan ca
pitalists were hard hit by the recent freezing order
of the American and British Governments. It is com
monly reported here that Chairman Lung was one of the
largest Chinese holders of foreign assets caught by
the freezing order, and that he is not happy about
the power over him thus given the National Government.
One informed Chinese banking source stated that of
the assets of Yunnan capitalists in foreign countries,
an estimated 60 per cent is under American control,

30
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-530 per cent is in Hong Kong and Rangoon, and 10 per
cent with the French.
In other directions, there does not appear to
be a lack of cooperation with the Central authorities
as concerns defense. In connection with the expected
stationing of jsnerican pilots here for air defense
(their arrival date is still uncertain), numerous de
tails have had to be worked out in conjunction with
the Yunnanese. One American technician (formerly at
tached to the Air Force Cadet School) who is working
on the ground radio and telephone communication service
of the project, stated that some difficulty was en
countered with the Provincial authorities in obtaining
the equipment and labor desired for the network as
planned. However, he stated that the objection was
based upon the financial outlay required of the local
government for the service, and that the American de
fense corps itself was welcomed by the Yunnan military.

A rumor has been circulated here to the^effect
that two subordinates of General Lu Han (/^J^) , who
are commanding troops of his First Army in Kiangsi,
have gone over to the Central Government forces; these
men are Generals Sun Tu (16 ;/L) and Lu Tao-yuan
two of the best-known Yunnan commanders at the front.
According to this report, the two commanders issued a
circular stating that although General Lu Han had re
covered from his long illness (he underwent a series of
operations something over a year ago) he. still is not
actively participating in the war and can no longer
give the excuse of illness for his inactivity - hence
the change of allegiance. General Lu is the chief
military subordinate of Chairman Lung, and is generally
mentioned as being in command of Yunnan troops south
and west of the Red River in Yunnan. His illness, real
or feigned, enables him to live in isolation here, as
he seldom appears at any official functions. The Con
sulate has been unable to find any confirmation for the
above report within the bounds of discreet inquiry.
General Ho Ying-chin left Kunming for the north
by highway on August 23, after spending some time in
the Province, his third known visit during the past
year. Presumably military and transportation matters
were investigated, although one report believed to have
some basis of probability was to the effect that he
also looked into the opium smuggling situation. Ac
cording to this report, large-scale smuggling of opium
from Yunnan into Szechwan is proceeding via the Kunming
Luhsien (Luchow) highway, where the product is taken
over by soldiers of P’an Wen-hua
Deputy Paci
fication Commissioner for Szechwan and Sikang; these
troops, which are said to number 100,000, formerly were
under the command of the late Liu Hsiang.

SUMMARY
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In a speech delivered to the Yunnan Provisional
Assembly on August 16, Chairman Lung Yun predicted
the possible course of a Japanese invasion of Yunnan,
which is regarded here as a distinct possibility fol
lowing the end of the summer rainy season in the Prov
ince. According to an informal version received, the
Provincial Chairman’s most significant observations
were that Yunnan can in ordinary times supply only
its own rice needs, that the increase of troops in
the province would seriously strain its food resources,
and that its supplies should not be squandered until
the moment for military action comes. It is possible
to construe these statements as a reasoned argument
against the further entry of Chungking troops into
the Province, but it may also be an appeal for further
Central Government assistance in connection with pro
visioning of the armed fcrces here. Chungking troops
in Yunnan are believed to have been increased recently,
notably by the reported arrival of the Fifth Route
Army from Kwangsi. The Consulate does not interpret
this particular speech of Lung’s as a significant de
parture from his support of Chungking. Owing to a
number of factors, he will probably remain in line,
but he still will desire a large measure of power and
financial independence in the Province, and there are
signs that the Provincial authorities will continue
to insist on their old prerogatives, especially those
of a pecuniary nature. There are no visible indica
tions of lack of support here for National Government
measures in defense or in economic matters, although
there are rumors of a change of allegiance to direct
Central Government control by two commanders of Yunnan
forces in the field. General Ho Ying-chin has just
completed another visit to Yunnan, with the defense
situation believed to have been his principal subject
of discussion.

Respectfully yours,
Try/'L. perkins,
.american Consul.

In septuplicate to the Department;
Original and two copies by air mail.
Copy to Embassy, Peiping.
Copy to Embassy, Chungking.

800
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From
TRB
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone.
(br<)

Chungking via N.R.

Dated September 19, 1941

Secretary of State,

Washington.

Department’s 216, September 15, 8 p.m.
Chief of Chinese Military Intelligence states

that Paklo is now and has been occupied by Chinese

troops for at least a period of two weeks but that

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 6 8 6 0

September 19, 5 p.m.

Japanese troope^.often operate very close to that

city.
Sent to Hong Kong.

Repeat to the Department.
GAUSS.

BB

P 8 /D R

DBŒASSIFIED»
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TELEGRAM RECEf^

This HlSSpaffl pjjis^JiE----------qïqsEi^ gàpaphrased bEs
Sip'fei 3-9 j 1941
fore beiqg gommuniqa^g^.
to anyone, (br)
From Rec’d g gL.mt> 25rd
Secretary of State,

|

Washington.

I

|

\[q

/

u <.

tjfpart ment of States

271, September 19, 2 p.m. (SECTION ONE)
(Begin summary)

•r-:

The possibility exists that

through failure to evaluate Japanese duplicity the

£

opportunity to obtain a quick and permanent con-

i;>

elusion of Japanese aggression may be lost.

Japa

nese propaganda has (?) (?) timid reluctance in the

Far East with skill.

However, there undoubtedly

exists in Japan considerable race pride which might

take a desperate course regardless of consequences.
This supplies the element of reality without which

fj0
ni

p
§

~g

all Japanese blustering would have but little force.

The Japanese have failed to conquer China by
force and they know it.

They have failed to con

quer through puppets and they know it.

They hoped

to succeed through the Axis alliance but that is
now very dubious.

They are very worried and see but

one hope, a compromise in the Far East which will
enable them to wait, with their military and naval

forces still strong, an opportune time to strike
southward
destroyed,
\
//

Q

pî
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southward or into Siberia»
butrick

HSM
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Peiping via N-. R.
This telegramTELEGRAM RECEIVED
closely paraphrased beDated September 19', 1941
fore being communicated------------to anyone, (br)
Rec’d 5:18 a.m. 22d
From

Secretary of State,
Washington.

271, September 19, 2 p.m.

(SECTION TWO)

The Japanese have asserted that they would

never negotiate with Chiang or any third country;
They have now abandoned both stands and conversa
tions are going on in Washington on the basis of

the Nine Power Treaty and other principles to
which the United States is committed.

Seemingly

complying with American desires, the Japanese will

doubtless haggle over what they will describe as

minor details or sacrifices which they should not

be asked to make.

They will urge concessions with

great plausibility and persistence.

The Japanese

hope to be left with wedges which they will drive

home after peace has been declared.

To put it briefly the danger in the present
Washington conversations and in further diplomatic
measures is not (repeat not) that they may lead to
war, but rather that they will lead to a highly

deceptive illusion of peace.

(END SUMMARY)

(END OF MESSAGE)

Sent to the Department, repeated to Chungking
and Shanghai.
NPL

BUTBICK
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From Peiping via N.R.
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased beDated September 19, 1941
fore being communicated
to anyone. (SC)
Rec’d 5:19 a.m., 22nd.

Secretary of State,

Washington.
(L

272, September 19, 3 p.m.

My number 271, September 19, 2 p.m., sum
C-

marizes a memorandum handed me by Leighton Stuart.

C
c
r

Please consider source confidential.

I asked his basis of memorandum.

He replied

it represented his own thoughts based on his ob
servations of Japanese action and character during
his many years in North China.

Stuart also informed me that from sources
in which he has faith he had obtained the following:
at an imperial conference about a week ago the trend

-y

of discussion favored opposing arrogant American

interference and maintaining traditional national
honor at any cost.

Hiranuma loudly declared

bravery of imperial troops proved during four

j-.j
•

years of war in China and no doubt imperial navy

could give equally good account of itself in case

N5

of Pacific war but China war had given no satisfactory result and he asked what could be gained

from

j
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from further conflicts.

One general asked him

what would be his own solution.
China war as soon as possible.

He replied end
The Emperor nodded

approval while Hiranuma was speaking.

»

After

Hiranuma’s report there was confused silence and

Emperor indicated conference ended.
Sent to the Department.

Repeated to Chung

king, Shanghai.

BUTRICK

ALC

* ’•wife

iSfeU?/ '■

bi HII •
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WALLACE MacMULLEN, D.D.
M. JOSEPH TWOMEY, D.D.
WALTER L. WHALLON, D.D.
VICE

PRESIDENTS

Telephone . WAtkins 9-0739

September 20, 1941
Honorable Cordell Hull
Secretary of State
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Secretary!
The late news of the turn of events in the Nazi-Soviet conflict may give
fresh encouragement to Japan to continue her intensive aggressive warfare upon the
great nation of China. We hope that however the news indicate even an eventual
victory of Hitler and the Nazi over Bussia - which, pray God, may not be the result
of that great struggle - our nation will not in the slightest let down on China and
make any agreement with Japan which would be contrary to Christian and true American
principles. We believe if ever there was a time in the history of our nation when we
should stand firm as a mighty rock against the aggressors seeking to dominate the
world and subject peoples of other nations to their iron will and their dictatorship
ways, that time has not only come, but greater foresight on the part of the leading
liberty loving nations of the world should have prevented the horrible conditions that
obtain in so many parts of the world.
May I say that had your suggestions years ago been followed by some other
nations, particularly Great Britain, respecting the Japanese invasion of Manchucuo,
an untold measure of death and desolation might have been prevented. With Great
Britain and the United States now so thoroughly awake as to what must be done and with
a full knowledge of the ease with which Hitler and the Japanese break their word or a
treaty to suit their own pleasure and profit, we most earnestly hope that you, as
Secretary of State, and the President will hold to our assurance to China that we will
see to it that she and other nations fighting at so great sacrifice against more
powerful enemies will not be let down through any proposed agreement with Janan how
ever immediately or later profitable it may appear to be to the United States and
the detriment of the leaders and people of the Chinese nation.
O
While not speaking directly for the twenty-two denominations this Alliance^
represents, I am convinced that the great bodies of them want our officials at Washx*
ington to give increased aid to China and to continue such a high economic pressure jgn
Japan as will prevent any encouragement to Japan that we are lessening our aid to
China or relating in our déterminât ion to do all we can to cause Japan to move bodies
and baggage out of China and to make as far as is humanly possible those amends for
the crimes committed against China during the last four years.

Assuring you of our earnest thought and prayer for you in the great respon
sibilities you are carrying as Secretary of State and in conclusions you must ^neces
sarily reach in these dark and dangerous days of world history,
(\W z
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October 1,

1941

In reply refer to
FS 793.94/16653

My fleer Dr. Bowlby:

The Secretary of State has asked ae to acknowledge

*

the receipt of your letter of September 24, 1941 in

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 6 8 6 3

regard to natters relating to the situation in the

Far East.
The oontenta of your letter and Its enclosurea
hare hern noted with care and the apirlt «hloh prompted

you to bring your views to the Depart■ent’e attention

la appreolated.

You nay be assured that we welcome and

give careful consideration at all tines to thoughtful

consents and expressions of opinion on any phase of our
foreign relatione.

P S /S B H

Sincerely yours.

Oeorge Atoheson, Jr.
Assistant Chief
Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Marry L. Bowlby, D.D.,
Lord’s Day Alliance
of the United States,
150 Fifth Avenue,
Mew York, Mew York.

|

/& J
//
/^ /

/''£ g /
FEsHPF’.MFGiSS

9/29/41

/
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Department of State Z

Hon. Cordell Hull eurofe?:
Secretary of State^OV 2 c\
Washington, D'.C.
My dear Sir
Current newspaper reports declare that Japan is insist
ing upon a special status in the Far East, demanding
considerable control in China. Negotiations now being
conducted seem to have reached a virtual standstill in
view of the mandatory attitude on the part of Japan.

■
û

3Ut a time when our interests are imperiled in the
Pacific, American security requires preservation of
ÿ|’
our freedom of action in the Pacific without sacrificlng American principles concerning China. China
has been aiding American security by its continued
resistance against Japanese aggression. This resistance
must be fortified by an accelerated aid to China and
continuous economic pressure on Japan so as to prevent
a Japanese victory. Nor should we permit any Japanese
interference with American shipments to Russia which
is aiding our defense in resisting the Nazi forces of
aggression. A fullhearted collaboration of American,
Britain, China, the Netherlands and Russia would be
the surest guarantee of victory over the forces of
aggression. To this end our foreign policy must con
tinue to be directed.
Faithfully

JHC/meh

‘0
C/)

O
IÜ
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1701, September 23, 7 p.m.
SECRET FOR THE PRESIDENT, THE SECRETARY AND UNDER

triment of Stain

SECRETARY.

In conversation with the Chinese Ambassador today
he said that fighting in Hunan Province is still in
C
4'-»

progress and that the Japanese losses there have been

particularly severe.

He added that according to in

formation received by him from his government while

c
C

there had not as yet been any break in the Japanese

lines the Chinese commanders did not believe the Janco
anese could continue to support the present scale of!

£3

losses much longer but would retire.

--

K

co

w

In response to my inquiry the Ambassador said
that Soviet deliveries of war material are continuing

-p-

but on a much decreased scale as the Chinese G-overn-

mentj recognizing the Soviet position at the present

which is being met.
The Ambassador expressed the opinion that the
Japanese would make no effort to occupy Thailand "un
less and until the United States and Great Britain

become seriously involved elsewhere."
JRL

STEINHARDT

Confidential F it

time, had reduced its requests to a bare minimum—
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Hong Kong via N. R.

This telegram must bE
closEly paraphrased be
fore bEing commun!catEd
to anyonE,
(Br)

FROiJPatEd September 22, 1941

Rec’d, 5 p.m,, 23d,

Secretary of State,
Washington.

377, SEptEmbEr. 22, 2 p.m.
‘/

IbtS?

telegram No. 369/ SEptEmbEr 18, 10 a.m.

Chungking reports that thE chiEf of ChinEsE
military IntElligEncE statEs that Paklo is now and

Cm
ei

CL

has bEEn occuplEd by ChinEsE troops for at least

two weeks but that Japanese troops operate very close

c

to that city,

L.

Sent to thE Department, repeated to Chungking

and to Peiping for Tokyo.
SOUTHARD

CSB
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
Foochow via II» R
Id)
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be From Dated September 22, 1941
fore being communicated
Rec Td. 4:50 p^
to anyone,
(br)
Mvisloxfiof
FAR EA

Secretary of State
■7a shing ton

V*
September 22

Reference my telegram/àated September 16
I have just been informed by Chinese military
authorities that Japanese troops and ships have been

entirely withdrawn from Santu Island and its harbor.<

Sent to Peiping, repeated to Dep artment to
Chungking and Shanghai
RICE

C
c
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Dr PAR -MENT Of SI V(
PhokkhBOH or Philosophic^|
Hahvard University
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I I

Ar
Ux

16 Quincy Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts

September 21, 1941

o IS

■i

■ ■ N iJ R t u >. ■ '"i.) ,

Hon. Cordell Hull
Secretary of State
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Secretary:

October 6, 1941

In then negotiations with Japan, the sticking
point will of course he the ’face’ of Japan, which requires

some sort of privileged position. Again, as a matter of course

we can not acknowledge any such privileged position for Japan
at the expense of China. The question then becomes whether we
can find for Japan a privileged position which is not at the

expense of China.

Your attention may have been called to the ideas

of Professor William Hung of Yen Ching University, who thought
that Chiang Kai Shek might accept a genuine buffer state in

Manchukuo, as distinct from the sham state now set up. A legi
timate sphere ofà development in such a state might be provided

for Japan, under explicit guarantees.

g

Justice in any settlement does not mean a mechaniol
equality; it would be unjust not to recognize the gifts o^jenjgjrprise and coordinate effort of Japan. Let her have the special

privilege of showing Asia how a backward area can be brought
forward in Korea and Mandnkuo. And if she wants further scope for

leadership, let her have the privilege of rebuilding destroyed

factories and colleges in China and competing withvthem on a free

footing. Perhaps she would like to lead also in rooting out the

DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, See. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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opium business!

Or if this is too pointed a suggestion,

she might be given the task of suggesting a League of Nations
for Asia which should enlist the voluntary co-operation

of

Asiatic peoples, and which should carry through regional
problems while bringing the more general issues into a

wider association, - whatever shall be the inheritor of the

League. The idea of an organ for expressing special interests
of Asia is not a badn one; and if we could get it into Japan’s

head that such an organ would function only if its members were
actually thinking rather than acting under Japanese compulsion,

it might be a gre?t day for Japan and for Asia.

Respectfully,
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In reply refer to
EL 793.94/16868

FW

The Secretary of State has asked me to acknowledge

the receipt of your letter of September 21, 1941 in
regard to matters relating to the situation in the Far
East.

The contents of your letter have been noted with

7 9 3 .9 4 / 1 6 8 6 8

My dear Professor Hocking:

care and the spirit which prompted you to bring your
views to the Department’s attention is appreciated.

You may be assured that we welcome and give careful

consideration at all times to thoughtful comments and
expressions of opinion on any phase of our foreign

relations.
Sincerely yours,

/£ •

George Atcheson, Jr.
Assistant Chief
gg s'Division of Far Eastern Affairs

GW
William Ernest Hocking, Ph.D.,

Cambridge, Massachusetts.
FE;HPF:MFG:FCC:SS

10/6/41

PS/G K C

16 Quincy Street,
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plain

,
Peiping via «
N. tR.

fR°m

Dated September 24, 1941
Rec'd. 9:30 p.m. 25th.

Secretary of State,
Washington.

Twentyifoufth.
Peiping Dome! under Tokyo date line September

24 reports the CHUGAI SHOGYO leading commercial

daily as stating that even if an amicable agreement
between Japan and the United States is reached

there will be no room for peace advantageous to
Chungking unless it reports and decides to "cooperate"
with Japan.

Domel also reports that Ishii deputy spokesman
of the Information Board states that contrary to
Chungking propaganda all Is quiet on the eastern
front of the Manchu Soviet border.

Mister Ishii

further states that while oil shipment from the

<z>
££
co

Netherlands East Indies and the United States have

ceosed as a result of the freezing order Japan is

continuing to import from Mexico settling accounts
direct.

Dome! also quotes from an editorial appearing
in the

<2

È

s*i
P
fe.

P
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-2- Twenty-fourth, from Peiping
in the Japanese TIMES and ADVERTISER today stating

that the depleted rice bowls of the Chinese people
will cause them to realize that American and British

freezing regulations and the so-called Haid for China’*

are hurting the Chinese people more than anyone else.
Sent to Chungking, repeated to the Department.

BUTRICK

CSB

; A
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Dated September.24, 1941
fore being communicated
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From REe<d,^f45 p,m,$ li^h.
Secretary of State,
Washington.

65, September 24, 3 p.m. (SECTIOrUONE)
During the past few days statements Issued

by the headquarters of the Japanese South China

C

expeditionary force admit that reasonably heavy

CM

fighting is taking place north, east and southwest
■T-

of Canton.

The statements meager as to detail,

C
ü

report Japanese successes at Tseng Shing approxi
mately 35 miles east of Canton and close to the

C

mouth of the East River and Tsungfahsien, approxiraately 25 miles north of Canton.

It has also been

announced that since the morning of September 20
Japanese forces have been attacking the West River

area and that the situation is developing in their

favor.
No definite Information is available with
regard to the fighting north and east of Canton but

a foreign resident of Kongmoon who arrived hers
today has informed me that on September 18$10

<3

w

anese.transports landed an estimated 10,000 tifibps

in that city and have been engaged with Chinese
forces

T
r
r
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65, September 24, 3 p.m. (SECTION ONE) from Canton.

forces west and northwest of Kongmoon since that

date.

My informant states that this is the heaviest

movement of Japanese troops in the Kongmoon area

during the past two and a half years.
LUDDEN
GW
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Canton via ÏÏ..R.
Dated September 24, 1941
Rec’d 3»33-p.m», 25th

Secretary of State,
Washington.
65, September 24, 3 p.m. (SECTION TWO).

According to my informant, the Chinese forces
engaging the Japanese are Central Government

troops under the Command of Lieutenant General

Teng "character number 8,870" Lung "character
number 7,479" Juang "character number $ttbàérc

hriuilM0'"C5ü0"•

He also stated that

on September 23

the Chinese were holding lines near Tats eh approx

imately 10 miles west of Kongmoon or near Hokshan

approximately 15 miles northwest of Kongmoon*
These widely separated outbreaks of fighting

along the perimeter of the occupied gone may have
1

resulted from weakening of Japanese garrisons or

may indicate more determined Chinese pressure on
Japanese forces in this area*

Sent to the Department, repeated to Chungking,

Peiping, Hong Kong*
(END OF MESSAGE)*
LUDDEN*
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Department of state
division of

Far Eastern Affairs

October 3, 1941
EPTITTZISl

PA/H

C/-4-.

muigl
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xtUO

•WRk
"WAA
Chungking’s despatch no. 134, September 12,

1941.
This despatch encloses a memorandum of
conversation between Mr. Gauss and Dr. Quo
Tai-chi with regard to the American-Japanese
conversations. The subject-matter was
reported in Chungking’s telegram of
September 10, 6 p.m., but is set forth here
in more detail.
yill presumably wish to
read all of the
which is most
interesting.

FE:Davies:MJF
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EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Chungking

Subject:

September 11, 1941

Transmission of lemorandum of
Conversation with i. ini st er of
Foreign affairs on jeptomber

xir Lail

1941

ion ol

(f FAR EASTERN ÂFFAIHSÛ
. 1941
VUepaiirfment

of State

(.0
Grade

I

(D

•m

. CM

pL4
The honorable
The Secretary of
/ashmgton

ÜQT14 ]94]

tat e,

"‘\tyt~NT

fir si

T have the honor to refer to rr^ telegram of/ September
10, 6 p.m. and to enclose a memorandum of my conversation
or yesterciay afternoon with the .inister of Foreign Affair
rep-;araing the situation in tne Far** ast with particular
reference to China
^espectiully yours,

' J
Gauss

Enclosure:
i emoranduri of conversation

Criminal and two copies to Department by ^ir
Two conies to Department by pouca
710

-ail

a
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Enclosure No. 1 to
Despatch No. 134, dated
September 11, 1941, fran
American Embassy at
Chungking.

Memorandum of Conversation
Present:

The
Dr.
The
Mr.

September 10, 1941

Minister of Foreign Affairs,
Quo Tai-chi.
American Ambassador, Mr. Gauss.
Service.

The Ambassador called on the Minister of Foreign Affairs
this afternoon at the latter's request.

The Foreign Minister opened the conversation by referring
to the recent statements regarding negotiations at Washington
between the governments of the United States and Japan. He
said that these reports, and the failure of the President to
refer specifically to Japan in his recent speeches and state
ments, had given rise to considerable uneasiness on the part
of the general Chinese public; and that while he and the Gen
eralissimo had confidence in President Roosevelt and the United
States, they felt that it would be very desirable if the
President in his forthcoming speech oi September 11 would
make some reassuring and helpful reference to China. He asked
that the Ambassador transmit this request to Washington,
The Foreign Minister went on to say that the Generalis
simo was granting an exclusive interview to the UNITED PRESS
correspondent in Chungking. He mentioned that this was not
the usual practice of the Generalissimo who had not received
the foreign press for some time; but that he had urged the
Generalissimo to grant the request of the UNITED PRESS and
to use the opportunity to issue a statement. The Minister
said that the statement would be to the general effect that
China has borne the brunt of the fight against Japan and
Japanese aggression for over four years and has sacrificed
much blood and treasure, that it does not regret these losses
and will continue the struggle to a successful conclusion
regardless of what may happen, but that it believes any
negotiated peace or arrangement with Japan not to be to the
advantage of China, nor, in the long view, to the advantage
of the United States because Japan is the enemy of all other
powers in the Far East.

At this point the Foreign Minister made some remarks on
Chinese morale. He acknowledged general appreciation of
American material aid to China and said that the announcement
of the sending of an American military mission to China offset
the failure to refer to China in the statement following the
Roosevelt-Churchill meeting. But in a general way he gave
the impression that the Chinese people felt that they had
suffered a great deal during the past four years and that
they were apt to be easily discouraged by suggestions that
they are not receiving wholehearted support from the United
States.
The Minister then said that the Chinese Government had
received "rather definite information" that the negotiations
in Washington had reached a feirly concrete stage; that after
the Roosevelt-Churchill meeting the United States, with British

support
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-2support, had presented to the Japanese a proposal along the
following general lines: Japan, together with France, Thailand,
China and the other concerned countries, to agree to the
neutralization of Thailand and Indochina, and Japan in return
to be granted access to raw materials sufficient for her
"legitimate needs”• The Konoye letter, he said, had indicated
Japan’s general acceptance of these principles, with the modi
fication that Japan be entitled to keep not more than 10,000
troops in Indo-China. The foreign Minister appeared to think
that this had been agreed to by the United States after Japan
had given a general undertaking not to increase or strengthen
the bases or fortifications in Indo-China, and not to embark on
any "new military adventures"»

The Ambassador indicated an interest in the source of the
Minister’s precise information on the subject» The Foreign
Minister stated that Ambassador Hu Shih had reported only the
neutrality suggestion; the rest of the information concerning
the Konoye letter had come from "other sources". Mr. Gauss,
explaining that he was uninformed of any proposals or arrange
ments such as those outlined by the Foreign Minister, read to
the Minister a paraphrase of the department’s telegram no. 209
of September 2, 10 a.m» in regard to the informal exploratory
conversations which had been proceeding for some time but had
reached no conclusion» The Foreign minister aste d the ambassador
to reread the sentence regarding the consideration only of
proposals conforming with basic American principles. He com
mented that the statement was "very general".

Having indicated his confidence in the reliability of his
information, the Foreign Minister turned to a discussion of the
effect such an agreement would have upon China. It would first,
he said, relieve pressure on Japan. He admitted some uncertain
ty as to when the promised access to raw materials for Japan
was to come into effect - whether immediately or not until after
conclusion of peace - but indicated his strong belief that it
' would result in prompt relaxing of the economic restraints
(freezing of funds and export control) which japan was now be
ginning to feel very severely. At the same time, by relaxing
the pressure on Japan (the Foreign Minister here appeared to
refer also to political pressure) it would give Japan a breathing
spell to watch international developments. The second general
effect would be, by reducing tjie scope of Japan’s activity, to
make it possible - and likely - for it to devote a larger
share of its strength and resources to the exploitation and
further conquest of Ghina. The foreign Minister expatiated at
some length on this latter point, and said that Ghina could not
view the proposal as isolated from the general situation in the
Far East and that it could not be expected to welcome an arrange
ment which would inevitably, directly or indirectly, work to
Ghina’s disadvantage.
The Foreign Minister then made some remarks along lines
suggesting^that the proposed agreement was aTso not to the
interest of the United States. He mentionehe unreliability
of the Konoye government or of any government in Japan, and said
that*any agreement entered into by one government could be
easily disavowed by a succeeding cabinet. He went on to say
that, according to his information, the line followed by -am
bassador Nomura in Washington has been to promote the impres
sion that there is still a liberal element in Japan, which if
given
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-3given a chance might be able to overcome the more extreme
influences in the country; but that, if Japan continues to
be subjected to pressure, the Konoye government will be over
thrown and this so-called liberal element will be submerged by
a government of military men. The Minister referred to the
tactics used by Japan in 1931 when the Japanese Ambassadors in
Washington and London were successful in pleading that it was
better to give the liberal government a chance than to force
V its overthrow, and compared that situation with the presents
^He remarked that the ’’liberal” elements in Japan had never succeeded
in winning out over the extremists. Developing this idea, he
said that, just as the Japanese militarists have set up puppet
governments on the Asiatic continent, so also they had organIized puppet governments in Japan, and that Konoye’s cabinet was
nothing more than a puppet of the military, intended to serve
as a stop-gap and to be gotten rid of when no longer useful.
Adverting to the desire of the Japanese to gain time,* he appre
ciated that the United States and ^reat Britain might also wish
to delay a crisis. But he felt that Japan had more to gain by
delay than the United States.

The Ambassador referred to reports of differences of
opinion between Japanese military and naval groups, the latter
perhaps being now disposed to seek some settlement in the -tar
East. The foreign Minister did not entirely agree. He said
that there were factions and divisions of opinion in the
Japanese Navy just as in the ^rmy; that undoubtedly a more
conservative section of the Navy hesitates to risk an encounter
with an opponent as strong as the United states; but that the
extremist element in Japan was still strong and the situation
might be forced by other factions such as the Army. As an
indication of the strength of these extremist elements and their
dissatisfaction with the policy of the present government,
1 he mentioned the recent assault on Baron Hiranuma who he beIlieved was selected as the victim because he, rather than Prince
Î!Konoye, was actually the strongest member of the cabinet.

The foreign Minister then turned to a discussion of what
he termed the community of interests between China and the
United States and the mutual advantage of the two countries
’’sticking together”. He twice made a statement to the effect
that for material as well as for moral reasons, for strategic
as well as for political considerations, the United States
should support China.
rhe Ambassador asked the foreign Minister for his opinion
of the likelihood of a Japanese attack on Russia. The Minister
again referred (in vaguer terms, however, than before) to the
reported provision that Japan would not embark on fresh military
undertakings. But he indicated his opinion of the worth of
this by saying that he thought the chances of an attack still
good. He went on to say that the equivalent of five divisions
of Japanese troops had now been withdrawn from China, that
extensive military activity continued in Manchuria, and that
winter would not deter the Japanese from operations in Siberia
in as much as their mechanized equipment could continue to
operate and might find the freezing of the rivers an actual
advantage.

The
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The Ambassador asked whether there had been any recent
Japanese peace overtures toward Chinas The Minister replied:
"Yes, in Washington". He said that he felt that he enjoyed
the complete confidence of the Generalissimo in this respect
and that he was sure the Generalissimo would not receive any
proposals for a negotiated peace with Japan. He said he under
stood, however, that "sometime ago" the Japanese had asked
President Roosevelt to put Tokyo and Chungking in touch with
each other, but that the President had declined, giving as his
reason that if the Japanese wished to make peace with China
there was nothing to prevent them from approaching China
directly.

The Foreign Minister then made some remarks concerning
general principles of the democracies and said that the eight
points agreed upon and announced by President Roosevelt and
Prime Minister Churchill constituted the best statement of their
policies and objectives that had so far been made. He added
| that this was "more than the United States had when it entered
I the last war".
The Ambassador brought the conversation back to its starting
point by asking for a summing up of the views which the Minister
wished him to communicate to Washington by telegraph, The Min
ister asked that there be included the hope that the President
would make some favorable reference to China and that as long
]as Japan was continuing its aggression in China, the United
■States would not relax in any way the economic measures now
enforced against Japan. He again referred to the subject of
Chinese public opinion and said that much of what he had been
saying was merely a repetition of writings of Chinese political
commentators in the press. There followed brief mention of
several recent articles in such papers as the CENTRAL CHINA
DAILY NEWS.
As he was taking his leave, the Ambassador said that he
assumed that the Chinese Ambassador in Washington had been
informed of the views of the Chinese Government regarding the
proposed "arrangement" under discussion between Japan and the
United States and that Dr. Hu Shih had communicated these views
to the Department of State. The Foreign Minister remarked
that -ambassador Hu Shih, whose attitude is that "one should
not doubt a friend" may have been diffident about making
China’s position known. He said that he had this morning
telegraphed to Dr. Hu telling him that he had invited the
American Ambassador to come to see him today, and telling
Dr. Hu Shih to make the Chinese views known in Washington;
however, he did not expect that Ambassador Hu would be likely
to be able to see the Secretary of State immediately.

Mr. Gauss took his leave, saying that he would com
municate the Foreign Minister’s views to Washington.

J.S.S.
JSS/CEG/gws
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There is forwarded with the

Ambassador Gauss at Chungking a mem1

sh from
the conversa-

tion which the Ambassador had with the Minister for Foreign
Affairs on September 9, 1941.

j
On the basis of this conversation Ambassador Gauss
^rlported to the Department by telegraph on September 10
that the Foreign Minister seemed apprehensive of the

American-Japanese conversations and that the Foreign

Minister hoped that, regardless of the outcome of the con
versations, economic pressure against Japan would not be

relaxed.

In a subseauent telegram the following day

Ambassador Gauss reported serious misgivings on the part
of the Chinese Government in regard to the American-

Japanese conversations and pointed out that the “considerable

numbers of Chinese” who questioned the desirability of con
tinuing hostilities with Japan might be substantially

strengthened following any ’’regional detente” agreed ccbon
by the United States and Japan.

H

You will recall that we telegraphed Ambassador

oo
on September 12
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-2on September 12 pointing out that the measures which we

have taken vis-à-vis Japan will be altered or removed

only as the situations which gave rise to those measures
are altered or removed and that in our discussions with

the Japanese ’’any sort of arrangement allowing for the

continuance of aggression in China has not repeat not been
given any consideration whatsoever”.

We also added that

those nations resisting aggression may expect to continue
to receive moral, political and material support from

this nation.
Ambassador Gauss informed the Foreign Minister of the
substance of the Department’s telegram and later reported

that the Foreign Minister was “obviously relieved and
grateful for the information”.

It is interesting to note that, as reported in the
attached despatch, the Chinese Foreign Minister stated that

Ambassador Hu Shih had reported that the United States, with

British support, “had presented to the Japanese a proposal
along the following general lines:

Japan, together with

France, Thailand, China and the other concerned countries

,

to agree to the neutralization of Thailand and Indochina,

and Japan in return to be granted access to raw materials

4

sufficient for her ’legitimate needs’”.

S
1
J
•I
i

The Foreign

Minister added that from “other sources” the Chinese

Government
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Government had. learned that the "Konoye letter" indicated
general acceptance of the above principles but stipulated
that a maximum of 10,000 Japanese troops be allowed In

Indochina.

The Ambassador reports that the Foreign

Minister seemed to believe that the United States had ac
cepted the proposal to station Japanese troops in
Indochina following a general undertaking by Japan not to

embark on "new military adventures" nor to strengthen
bases or fortifications in Indochina.

t

«

SchmidtîMHP
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EMBASSY OF THE

b»J’AFJMEN?WJWSTATES OF AMERICA
No. 109

Subject:

1941 SEP

August 28, 1941

Chinese.-Amarican Relations: Memorandum of
cgl®O%fcSwith the Forei8n Minister.

Air Mail
<£
CM
(T

■b

The Honorable
The Secretary of State,
Washington, D. C,
Sir:

I have the honor to enclose a memorandum of myconversation with the Chinese Foreign
_ Minister on August 26
My
(
call on the Minister was informal and without specific pur-743M,
pose other than to exchange views on current developments. .1^ r
However, during the course of the conversation, I took^z
'*y
occasion to inform the Minister of the Department’s views/
as set forth in its telegram no. 200/of August 22, 6 p^m. in' \l
reply to the ^nbassy’s telegram no. 339"of August 11, “p.m. /(='?
transmitting an implied suggestion by General CHIANG Keri-sï&k
that the American declaration regarding Thailand should haft
included a warning to Japan not to invade Yunnan provittûe.fe
Respectfully yours,

C. E. Gauss
Enclosure:
1/ Memorandum of conversation

Original and one copy to Department by air mail
Three copies to Department by pouch
Copy to Peiping
JCV/cwc
710

TJ
(T?
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch
No. 109 dated August 28, 1941
from the Snbassy at Chungking.

Memorandum of Conversation.

August 27, 1941

Subject:

Chinese--«merican relations.

Present:

Dp. QUO Tai-chi, Minister for
Foreign Affairs.

Ambassador Gauss.
Mr. S. S. LIU, Chief of the European
Department of the Foreign Office
and Acting Chief of the American
Department.

Mr. Vincent.
The Ambassador made a courtesy call on the newly appointed
political Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. FU Pingchang the afternoon of August 26th. This cal 1 completed, he
proceeded to the heme of the Foreign Minister for an informal
visit.

Following an exchange of comments regarding the extreme
difficulty of obtaining living quarters in Chungking, the
Foreign Minister inquired whether Dr. Henry Grady had reached
Manila yet and said that he hoped that Dr. Grady would find
time to visit Chungking. The Ambassador said that Dr. Grady
was in Manila; and that he had had a telegram from the High
Commissioner, Mr. Sayre, concerning Dr. Grady’s plans. He
said that he would inform Dr. Grady of the Foreign Minister’s
invitation to visit Chungking.
The Ambassador informed the Foreign Minister of the substance
of the Department’s telegram no. 200 of August 22, 6 p.m.
which was in reply to Embassy’s telegram no, 339 of August
11, 7 p.m. transmitting an implied suggestion by General Chiang
that the American declaration regarding Thailand should have
included a warning to Japan not to invade Yunnan province. In
brief, the Ambassador stated that official American declara
tions in regard to Thailand had not in any way indicated a
shifting of American support of and sympathy for China; that
it was not considered that any specific mention of Yunnan
would contribute to a clarification of the American Government’s
attitude nor was it considered that absence of mention of
China in the Government’s declaration in regard to Thailand
would result in any misunderstanding; and that no clearer
expression of the American purpose to assist China could be
made than that contained in the address of the President on
March 15 when he referred to American policy as one of ’’un
qualified, immediate all-out aid” to China and to other
countries resisting aggression. The Foreign Minister indica
ted appreciation of the Department*w viewpoint.
The Ambassador said that he had been informed by the Depart
ment of Dr. HU Shih’s statement approving the eight points
contained in the joint Roosevelt-Churchill declaration and
also

£
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- 2 also of Dr. Hu’s expression of concern that China apparentlyhad hardly been mentioned in the course of the conversations
between the two leaders and the Secretary’s reply thereto.
The foreign Minister said that Dr. Wellington KOO had reported
to him, on the basis of a conversation with Mr. Anthony
Eden, in regard to the Hoosevelt-Churchill conversations
but that Dr. Hu had made no report as yet. Dr. Koo had said
that the President and Mr. Churchill had agreed upon the
issuance of a stern warning to Japan. In reply to Dr. QUO’s
inquiry, the Ambassador stated that he had no official in
formation concerning the Atlantic conversations.
The Ambassador referred to the foreign Minister’s statement
to the press approving Mr. Churchill’s broadcast speech of
a few days previous and expressed his satisfaction that
Dr. Quo had seen fit so to express himself. The Foreign
Minister said that the newspaper men had asked for his re
action to the statement by Churchill that conversations
were in progress between the United States and Japan regard
ing the Far East and he had told them that he was not in the
least apprehensive on that account. He said that there
seemed to him to be no reasonable basis for reaching an un
derstanding with Japan {he said that you could not bargain
with a tiger for its skin); that any settlement in the Far
East must be a part of a general world settlement; that the
principles of the Nine Power Treaty should form the basis
for a Far Eastern settlement. He sei d that China could no
longer be treated as "the object" of negotiations by other
powers; that events of recent years had definitely made her
the arbiter of her own destiny. Questioned with regard to
the effect of the reported conversations upon those elements
among the Chinese who might not be averse to caning to terms
with the Japanese he said that those elements were without
influence - "had no leg to stand on".

There followed a discussion of the possibility of a Japanese
attack against Siberia. The Ambassador referred to reports
of the increasing Japanese military strength in Manchuria
and said that there seemed to be many indications of a Japa
nese intention to invade Siberia. Dr. Quo said he thought
that Japan would attack and expressed the hope that China
might be in a position to take action against the Japanese
flank. He said that the Chinese troops would have to be
better equipped, however, for such a movement to be undertaken.
The Ambassador indicated that much depended upon the ability
of the Chinese to transport munitions, equipment, gasoline
and other necessities over the Burma road; that the extent of
American aid to China was largely conditioned upon capacity
of the road as a transportation artery. The Foreign Minister
agreed and expressed the hope that conditions on the road would
improve. He said that he had informed the Generalissimo soon
after his return to Chungking over the road that a "czar" was
needed to take full charge of the road and transport operations
As the Ambassador was leaving, J»r. Quo asked when the Military
Mission under General Magruder might be expected in China. The
.ambassador stated that he was without advice from the Depart
ment of State regarding the Mission.

J. C. V
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Dated September 24, 1941
FROivPcc’d. 10:33 p#m.,25th

Secretary of State
Washington

67, September 24, noon

Referring to my telegram No. 66z September 16
2 p. m., Japanese military report intensification

Chinese Hunan offensive on September 18 when their
naval forces supported by heavy air attacks allegedly
effected landing on south bank of Tungting Lake near

mouth of Hsiang River.

At the same time land forces

from Yoyang area moved southward and by September 20

had reached south bank of the (?) River near line of

railway.

Navy claims that its forces have'now

occupied Lulingtan on west bank of Hsiang River but
air forces are reported still bombing places on east

bank and very heavily attacking Changsha and Chinese

forces proceeding to front line.

Today’s Japanese
OCT

and Chinese reports agree that portion of the

(?) River and are moving southward.

Large numbers

of Japanese wounded continue to arrive here.

21941

Japanese land forces have succeeded in crossing the

Chinese

guerrilla activities against reduced Japanese forces

to north
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to north of Yangtze appear on the increase.

Local

situation remains quiet.
Sent the Department, repeated to Chungking,

Peiping and Shanghai.
SPIKER.

KPL
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Telegram no.

Prom:

Hankow

67

Dated: 9-24-41, noon
Rec’d: 9-25-41, 10:33 p.

Reference is made to my telegram of September 16,
no. 66.

According to reports from the Japanese military,

on September 18 the offensive against Chinese Hunan
was intensified when Japanese naval forces, it is

alleged, supported by heavy attacks from the air, made
a successful landing on the southern bank of Tungting
Lake in the vicinity of the River Hsiang.

In con

junction with this operation, a southern move was
made from the Yoyang area by land forces, which by the

twentieth of September had arrived at the southern

bank of the River (?) in the vicinity of the railroad.
It is claimed by the Navy that Lulingtan on the
Hsiang River’s bank has been occupied by naval forces.

However, according to reports, localities on the eastern

bank are still being bombed by the air forces which
are likewise reported as attacking Changsha heavily,
as well as Chinese troops marching to the frontier

line.

The reports issued by the Chinese and Japanese

today all agree that a successful crossing of the
River
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-2River (?) has been made by part of the Japanese

landing forces which are proceeding in a southern

direction.

There are still arriving here considerable

movements of wounded Japanese.

It appears as if guerrilla

fighting by the Chinese against reduced forces of the

Japanese is increasing to the north of the Yangtze.
The situation locally continues to be tranquil.

SPIKER

U-L:SM:MPM

9-30-41

Copies to Colonel Dusenbury
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KD
Thia telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
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FROMHong Kong vla n. R.

Dated September 24, 1941
Rec'd. 7:40 a.m.,26th

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 6 8 7 4

Secretary of State

Washington
382, September 24, 10 a. m

According to Hong Kong newspaper reports which
local British and Chinese military intelligence
offices regard as reasonably accurate, a Japanese
column said to number 2,000 men landed at Kwonghoi

on September 20, and book Taishan on the 22d.

The

movement is believed to be a foraging raid of no

P S /L B

strategic importance.

Sent to the Department.

Repeated to Chungking,

Peiping and Canton.

SOUTHARD.
HSM

co
£
»
p
À

£

-S'
Co
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Secretary of State,

Washington.
404, September 26,

I assume that the Military Attache’s radio re
ports on the Japanese offensive against Changsha

are being made promptly available to the Department.’
The Chinese position appears to have become serious.

There is scant optimism as to the outcome.'

The

Japanese offensive, if successful, will place them
in control of the rich agriculture section of eastern
Hunan; (?) Hunan rice harvest would fall into their

qj

hands; they would be favorably situated, to extend
operations to the strategic rail center at Hengyang;

and the valuable antimony and other mineral resources

of the province would be within their reach.
*

While military observers consider that the moment

would be opportune to initiate a counter offense afe
Ichang or other places, the Chinese do not appear Ui

3

co fa
_jæ
Ê

be prepared to move.

GAUSS
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A confidential telegram (no. 404) dated September 26,
1941 frosi th* American Aabaasador at Chungking read* sub

stantially as follow*»
Ths radio reports of th* nllltary attach! with regard

to the Japanese drive on Changsha are, X assun*, being

proaptly aade available to the Department»

From all in

dications the position of ths Chinese has becoae serious
and with regard to the outcome there Is llttlo optimisa.
Xf the Japanese are successful In thia oaapalgn

they will be in a position to control eastern Hunan1a

highly productive agricultural areasj there would fall
to them the rice harvest in Hunan) there would be within

their reach the valuable entlaony and other mineral
sources of Hunan) and they would be In a favorable posi

tion to advance to Hengyang, which la a railroad center

of considerable strategic importance.
The Chinese do not sees to be making preparations

for a wove against Xohang or other Japanese-held point*

although military observer* are of the opinion that thia
would be an opportune tine to undertake a counteroffensive

against such positions»

7P
FE:JD:MHP
9/29/41

FE
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TRB
From Peiping
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased beDated September 26, 1941
fore being communicated
to anyone, (br)
Rec*d 12:45' aim., 28th.

Secretary of State,
Washington.

/pï^îsîôn/'C X.
(|

282-, September 26, 11 a,m.

“

W

^^partment of sty

For the past week there has been intense
Japanese air training over Peiping including low

flying over streets as would be employed in en

filade firing, and high flying evidently practicing
altitude bomb sighting.

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 6 8 7 6

I

As many as 27 bombers have

been noted in the air at once which is more than
has been customary for many months.

Sent to the Department, repeated to Chungking.
BUTRICK.
CSB

3

p
ÜÜ
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

****

9/26/41

In view of the possibility
that it was the Chinese who fired
upon the plane, Paklo having been in
their hands at the time; of the dif
ficulty of being able to distinguish
at that hour of dusk (8:50 p.m.) and
at that height between commercial
and bombing planes; of the general
legal weakness of our CNAC claims;
and of the certainty of getting an
unsatisfactory reply from the Japan
ese Government to any protest we
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Kunming via Chungking & N*R
TRB
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be- From Dated September 23, 1941
fore being communicated
Rec’d 3:20 a.m.j 27th,
to anyone, (br)

Secretary of State

l/J. “2 -

Washington

V'

Department oT State

September 23, 2 p.m.
Reference Department’s 216 September 15, 8 p.m
to the Ambassador.

As China National Aviation Cor

poration pilots rarely stop over here no information
has been obtained concerning firing on plane.
Chinese officer of local air force school
stated

in general discussion of subject that

Japanese are and have been for a long time in

pos

session of Paklo although Chinese guerillas oc

casionally take and hold points in general vicinity
of that place.

It is believed unlikely that guerrilla

units would be in possession of or be able to man,

it is believed, an anti-aircraft battery.

Sent to the Department repeated to rfong Kong
and Peiping for Tokyo

o

BROWN

o

rt
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No. 995
AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL

Hong Kong, August 20
FAR EA>WBN|A0FAiHS f

COPIES SENT TO

SlPMv

Confidential

'x^Department of

Subjects Movement of Japanese troops
and munTtTôns down the Pearl
River-from danton.
The

Honorable

'

~

The Secretary of Statfes j
•

FC

i

om ?

mio
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Lt-o Washington, D.

i&lr

i

co

I have the honor to refer to the Canton Consulate

Seneral.’s radio of August 16, 12 noon (its no. 48) on
the subject of the movement of troops and transports

UVID'H'WiOO

on the Pearl River, and, as of possible value in con

firming the information contained in it, to report that
according to a statement given to Consul Robert S. ward ♦

of this office by the local British Military IntelliU'-

gence Office, fifty-six Japanese transports proceeded

up that river to Canton and forty-eight came down it
the period from the first to the fifteenth of
August.

Of this number, eighteen are stated to have

gone up and thirteen to have come down on the two last
days of that period.

00

This movement is described as being on a smaller

scale than that which occurred during July, and it is

stated that at the present time the transport is largely
of

♦This despatch was also prepared by Mr. Ward -
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of military supplies and equipment rather than of men,

although the withdrawal of troops Is also continuing
on a reduced scale.
It is believed in Hong Kong that part if not all

of the troops being withdrawn are destined for French
Indo-China, and the British informant responsible for

the shipping figures quoted above also referred to a
detachment of some 8,000 Japanese troops which had
embarked from the Canton area several days ago.

This

circumstance is being noted because it indicates that
the figures may have come from the same original source
as that quoted in the telegram from the Canton Consulate

General referred to above.
It is stated here that no replacements are being

despatched for the Japanese troops being withdrawn, and

that the Japanese have in consequence been obliged to

considerably shorten their lines.

The same informant

asserts that some nervousness has been noted among the

Japanese as to whether they would be able, with their
present reduced garrison, to resist a possible counter
attack on Canton by the Chinese.

It appears, however,

to be the opinion of representative British military
officers that the Japanese could still hold the city.

American Consul General

In quintuplicate to Department;
Copy to Bnbassy, Chungking;
Copy to JSribassy, Peiping;
Copy to Consulate General, Canton.
800
RSw/g
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INTERNATIONAL MISSIONARY COUNCIL
Composed of the following Organizations
National Missionary Council of Australia
Société Belge de Missions Protestantes au
Congo
CONFEDERAÇÂO EVANGÊLICA DO BRASIL

National Christian Council of China
Conseil Protestant du Congo
Dansk Missionsraad
Deutscher Evangelischer Missionstag
Société des Missions Evangéliques de Paris
Conference of Missionary Societies in Great
Britain and Ireland

Cablegrams: Intmission, New York
Missions Code
Telephone; CHelsea 2-3233

National Christian Council of India, Burma, and
Ceylon
National Christian Council of Japan
Committee on Coopération in Latin America
Concilio Nacional Evangêlico de México
Near East Christian Council
Nederlandsche Zendingsraad
Netherlands India
National Missionary Council of New Zealand
Norsk Misjonsrad

Foreign Missions Conference of NorthtwekiJ
(United States and Canada)
J’W
Philippine Federation of Evangelical Churcw
Confederacy de Iglesias Evangélicas del «
Rio de La Plata
National Christian Council of Siam
Christian Council of South Africa
SUOMEN LÂHETYSNE^VOSTO
SVENSKA MlSSIONSRADET

Association

of

Missionary Societies

in

land

Chairman: John R- Mott, 156 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Secretaries: William Paton, 2 Eaton Gate, London, S.W. 1
A. L. Warnshuis, 15j^ Fifth Avenue, New York City
Treasurer?SrFREBERiCJ^ELLEEN, 156 Fifth Avenue, New York City

156 Fifth Avenue

New York, N. Y.
Js

September 9, 1941
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Dr< Stanley K. Hornbeck
Department of State,
Washington, D.C.
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My dear Dr. Hornbeck:

I do not think that I i ormed you that
Dr. Toyohiko Kagawa curtailed his visit in this country, cancelling
a considerable number of engagements, and returned to Japan on the
S.S. TATUTA MARU« We have evidence of his having arrived in Tokyo
in the form of the following cablegram which we received on
September 3rd*
FV101 VIA RCA-F

TOKYO

50 5/610S

SITUATION EXTREMELY SERIOUS STOP^HTAGI,f®S^>ENT ROOSEVELT
IMMEDIATELY STOP AN EFFORT TO OVERCOME THE PRESENT CRISIS OF THE
PACIFIC IS IMPERATIVE FOR THE FUTURE OF MANKIND STOP PRAYING FOR
YOUR UTTERMOST ENDEAVOR STOP I AM TRYING MY BEST HERE WITH UNFAILING
FAITH.
TOYOHIKO KAGAWA

I understand that cablegrams of similar content
were also sent to secretaries of the Federal Council, Dr. Stanley Jones
and possibly also to Mr. John Foster Dulles.
For your information I may add that the following
cablegram was sent in reply on September 5th:

«

KAGAWA TOKYO

CO

3RJ

CAN YOU GIVE ANY ASSURANCE JAPANESE AUTHORITIES PREPARED TO NEGOBy
_________________________________
__ _____
________
COMPREHEN
SIVE.
SETTLEMENT ON SOME
SUCH BASIS AS PROPOSALS PHILADE®—
CHURCH CONFERENCE FEBRUARY 1940 SEE PAGES SEVEN EIGHT PAMPHLET CONFLICT
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9-9-41

IN EAST ASIA STOP,IF_ YOU CAN GIVE SOME SUCH ASSURANCE TO MIGHT EXERT
INFLUENCE URGE OUR GOVERNMENT SUCH NEGOTIATIONS OUffiWTCT. SRR NO LAS'
M^pSgTS BUT PLEDGE CONTINUANCeHaYERAND
cW^iaTcoKRad eship.

Yours truly,

ALWsMB
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My dear Dr. Warnshuist
Your letter of September 9, 1941 to Mr. Hornbeck
in regard to an exchange of cablegrams between the
International Missionary Council and Dr. Toyohiko Kagawa

has been received.

Mr. Hornbeck is now absent from his

office for a short period of leave and I take the liberty
of making acknowledgment on his behalf

A telegram of the same general tenor as the one re
ceived by the International Missionary Council was received
at the White House from Dr. Kagawa and the American Embassy

at Tokyo has been instructed to acknowledge its receipt.

Your courtesy in making available to the Department
the information contained in your letter is appreciated.

P S /H

Sincerely yours,
7/

4;

Maxwell N. Hamilton
Chief

Division of Far Eastern Affairs
Dr. A. L. Warnshuis,
Secretary,
.
International Missionary Council,
c
156 Fifth Avenue,
New York, New York.

'\
'
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September 5, 1941.
I called Mr. Dulles back on the tele
phone and stated to him that I thought
that ho had the matter well lined up In
what appears in the statement recorded at
the bottom of the first page hereunder.
I said that with regard to the question
of "averting pending breaks between
[the] two nations", it is my opinion
that the orisis today is in Japan rather
than between Japan and the United States.
Mr. Dulles said that he felt that it
should bo suggested to his and other such
correspondents that thoy should direct
their efforts toward influencing the
situation within their own country. I
expressed concurrence.

I had stated at the outset that I
could express to Mr. Dulles only my
personal and official opinion and that
what I might say would bo not for quota
tion or attribution.

PA/H:SKK:ZMK
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to Sino G-2 are using» south of

HinnfSTon-l brigade made up of detachments from

Uth and 6th Divisions*

probably a field training for recently

arrived replacements or a foraging expedition*

r^5.^

IB #1 - 9A%1
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Office of Bavai Intelligence
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Paraphrase of a Code Badiograa
Received at the Wat Department
at 21:28, Septenbor 8. 1941

Chungking, Septcaber 8, 1941
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have entered Burna nor is it oonteaplated to send any there.

Japanese invasion of Barna via Indo-China or Thailand to bo
blocked by Chinese concentration in Baer, Western Tunnan.

BABBETT
IB #1

9/9/41

Distribution:

«« State Department
War Plans Division
Office of Bavai Intelligence
G. H. Q.
Intelligence Branch
Collection Section
Mr. Lanchlin Corrie
British fepire Section
Bar Eastern Section.
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British Military Attache says Mr Chi8ftf^*oops
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

This telegram must be
closely paraphrased before being communicated
to anyone, (br)

Hankow via N. R.

Dated September 29, 1941

Secretary of State,
Washington.

Ref erenc e my 66jxSeptember 16, 2 p.m., and 67

September 24, noon.
Japanese report that their.forces after rapid

advance southward from Milo River took northeastern

gates of Changsha on the evening of September 27 and

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 6 8 8 3

79, September 29,

have since been proceeding with mopping up operations

in city and vicinity.
Appropriate representations have been made to
local Japanese authorities looking to protection of

American Lines and property in that city.

Peiping and Shanghai.
RR

Repeated to Chungking,

SPIKER

o
o
to

CD

P S /L B

Sent to the Department.
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Dear l'r» Hamilton;-

I .would like to pass on one item which emerged in my talk with
the Japanese Aribassador yesterday.
ue went over the possible bases of peace:

\
°

1.
2.
3.
4.
of
5.

The recognition of l’âne hukuo by China.
Suppression of Communism by China.
Suppression of Anti-Jananese prpnoganda by China.
The recognition of the territorial and political integrity
China by Japan.
The joint defence of North China by China and Japan against
Conmuni sm.

X pointed out that this last item cancelled out the fourth item
and would spoil the whole agreement, for if it were carried through it would
leave a disgruntled China, which would be a non-co-operative China*
Then 1 suggested this compromise: Suppose Japan should clear
out all troops from all China, including North China and Mongolia according
to point four. Then suppose that China should enter into agreement with
Japan, that, in case she is attacked by a third party, Japan would come
to her help. That would cover Japan's contention that she needs China's
co-operation against a northern invasion and it would cover China's conten
tion that she is not territorially and politically free as long as Japanese
troops are upon her soil.
The Japanese Ambassasor said in reply that this would open a new
possibility and that he personally would agree to such an arrangement. ’’But,1’
he added, ”X am not sure whether Tokio would agree”•
X pass this on for what it is worth.
possibility at this point.

It seems to me there is a

F V/793.94/ 16884

•i

e•

PS/H
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BY

FROM

MANCHURIA

I

In the midst of the gigantic struggle of nations when
Aggressor Powers are crushing weaker nations and subjecting
millions of free men to the degradation of slavery, we, refugees
from the Northeastern Provinces of China otherwise known as
Manchuria, solemnly mourn, on this tenth anniversary of the
commencement of Japan’s work of horror and death in China,
the loss of our hearth and home and pay homage to those com
patriots who, since September 18, 1931, have laid down their
lives that the Nation might live.

To-day we also wish to express our profound sympathy with
the millions elsewhere in China and in many countries in Europe
who have undergone the same fate and suffered the same agony
as we have during the past ten frightful years.

A BLACK LETTER DAY

‘

r j.

OCT

< W

Z

We wish further to remind the peoples of the civilised world
of the real meaning of this Memorial Day, the 18th of September,
which might well be called the Black Letter Day of Humanity.
This Day is just as fateful to the Chinese people as it is to the
nations in Europe and Africa. On the night of that day; in the
city of Mukden, the world was destined to witness, in the Japan
ese invasion, the veritable beginning of a Period of Aggression
in which were released the evil forces that have culminated in
the present catastrophe, which so gravely menaces the life and
work of the world.

“
^ S /H

11941

Ever since September 18, 1931, our dire trial as well as
momentous events in Europe, involving the honour of the great
and the betrayal of weaker nations, have awakened us to the

'
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to Resistance by force of arms in the so-called “ Sian Incident.”
This was destined to create, in 1937, the First Anti-Agression
War Front: and ever since the Chinese National United Front
has been established and the entire Nation has valiantly fought
for the same Cause for which Great Britain and her Allies have
been fighting since the Nazi aggression on Poland.

realities of power politics and the weakness, if not collapse, of
international statesmanship. In spite of the avowal of high
purpose and “super-talk” about collective security and obser
vance of treaty obligations and the League Covenant, the world
during the inter-war period was ruled by the law of the jungle
and governed by considerations of immediate self-interest instead
of the law and ethics of the truly civilised mind: the strong
sought satisfaction at the expense of the weak—the strong was
to be appeased, the weak ignored. Lack of courage and fore
sight on the part of responsible leaders of certain Great Powers
to frustrate the designs of Aggressor Powers and the unfor
tunate receptiveness to the tatters’ threats and bluff account for
the failure to nip aggression in the bud. Had these responsible
leaders in the League of Nations in 1931-33 wisely responded
to China’s appeal to check Japan, the League of Nations would
not have been so treacherously wrecked and Signor Mussolini
and Herr Hitler would not have been given the opportunity to
embark on their devilish work of death.

On this tenth anniversary of the Japanese inauguration of
which should be described as an Era of World Aggression, we feel
that we have the right to voice our sentiments and convictions
and our hopes and fears to our compatriots and to the leaders
of our Nation as well as to the civilised peoples and leaders of
those Nations who are upholding the noble Cause of fighting
Fascist Aggression and of reconstituting conquered nations.

SEEDS OF DISSENSION
We, on this occasion, when a certain powerful group and
its press are sowing the seeds of dissension, cannot refrain from
emphasizing to our compatriots and Leaders that disruption of
our hard-wron unity will necessarily mean National disaster and
defeat and that only on a just and democratic basis can be
founded the edifice of a lasting and sincere unity.

THE 44SIAN INCIDENT”
We, who are from Manchuria and since 1931 have been
suffering the worst of cruelties, horrors, and humiliations at
the hand of our Aggressor, must admit that the failure of our
Leaders to pursue a positive policy in checking aggression when
it could have been checked shall forever remain as a fateful
blunder which History will not condone. In spite of the univer
sal sentiment of the country for resistance and the heroic example
of our fighting guerrillas under General Ma Chan-san, which
elicited the admiration of the world, our Government and Leaders
remained indifferent and at that time insisted on non-resistance.
As a result, Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang was compelled to submit
to the express orders of the Supreme Military Command to
desist from resistance, when the National Government decided
to rely unreservedly on the League of Nations to effect an im
mediate and just settlement of the Crisis then known as the
“Manchurian Incident.” But when convinced of the tragic
futility of Non-Resistance, Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang, under
most difficult circumstances and in the absence of political
machinery whereby a policy concerning the life and death of
the Nation could be peacefully changed, undertook to bring about
the historic change of our National Policy from Non-Resistance
— 2 —

We wish to press this point with a historical case. His
torians of later generations will not fail to trace the invasion
of Manchuria to the Civil War of 1930, when the National
Government summoned the Northeastern territorial armies to
go to their rescue. As a result of this, the Northeastern Pro
vinces were denuded of their best fighting units, which served
as an opportunity and an inducement for the Japanese to launch
their attack on Mukden and effect the seizure of these Provinces.
So, in dissension and disunity we ushered in foreign invasion.
And on this day when we are still fighting the very enemy, we
wish to implore our Leaders in the words of a great American:
•“ United we stand, divided we fall.”

ETHICS OF EXPEDIENCY

/

We wish also to call the attention of our Leaders, in whose
hands the destiny of our Nation lies, that in international tran
sactions a different code of ethics from that which governs the
social relations of individuals prevails and is practised for the
sake of expediency. Therefore, unless serious guarantees, such
— 3 —
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as those given to Czecho-Slovakia, Poland, Greece and other
Powers, are given to China we cannot be certain of our future.
We sincerely and seriously wish to pledge our support for the
“ ABC ” Bloc, which was originated by the advocates of China’s
intervention two years ago and profusely publicised by Govern
ment leaders in recent months. But as long as no serious under
taking is concluded between China, Great Britain, the Soviet
Union and the United States; and as long as the War in Europe
and the War in Asia are not considered as one and merged, the
possible “ ABC ” Bloc or any true common international front
against Fascism would remain a mere rhetorical expression and
a futile gesture.

On this day, we wish also to express our long suppressed
sentiments. For the past ten years, the people of the North
eastern Provinces have been either roaming and moaning, like
wandering outcasts, always in distress and ignored, or slaving
and starving under the whip and clutches of our deadly foe.
We all long and yearn to see the dawn of the day of liberation
when those who slave shall again enjoy the dignity and decency
of free men, and those who wander in distress shall be free to
return again to their home and soil. In the midst of our plight,
we implore and pray that the Government may give our fighting
guerrillas some real assistance instead of token support, and
release Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang who has been illegally de
prived of his freedom for no other reason than the part played
by him in bringing about the change of our National Policy
from non-resistance to active resistance to Japanese aggression.
If this be a crime, Posterity will judge us.
In this hour of national trial, we have, for the love of our
country and for the dignity of our Leaders, exercised not a little
reserve as to much that might relevantly be said here.
We venture now to address a few words to the peoples and
Leaders of those Great Powers who have condemned the infamous
deed of Munich and have been rallying the world on their side to
fight for the Cause of Freedom and Human Decency. To them
we wish to state plainly our hopes and fears.
We are told that there exists in Great Britain and America
an influential school of thought which, it is alleged, harbours
the view that Manchuria might be sacrificed in order to appease
Japan in the interest of the situation in the Pacific. We fear

that, in the hours of distress and illusion which may come in
the course of the war, this school of thought may decisively
influence the decisions of the great statesmen of to-day as the
school of appeasement influenced the rulers of the pre-war days.

RESTORATION OF MANCHURIA
We wish to point out that Manchuria is an integral part
of China, which the blood, sweat and tears of more than thirty
million Chinese have moulded from a wilderness of the North
into an economically developed region. In the whole of China,
it is the richest in resources and in fertility of soil. It is larger
than the Japanese Empire. Manchuria is to us what the Missisppi region or the Middle West is to the people of the United
States of America.

We wish also to stress the vital point that if Manchuria is
not restored to China, it will become the “ Alsace-Lorraine ° of
the Far East and the cradle of conflict in the Pacific.
Once more we wish to remind the world that, with the
invasion of Manchuria, Japan inaugurated the present Era of
World Aggression with its inevitable miseries and terrors. If
Manchuria is not restored to China, the death of millions of
Chinese soldiers and the sacrifice borne by hundreds of millions
of Chinese shall have been in vain ; and the War of Anti-Aggression and for Freedom and Human Decency, for which the man
hood and womanhood of Europe and Africa are fighting and
suffering shall also have been in vain.

To-day there is an urgent need of a World United Front
against Fascist Aggression, and we look for the assistance from
friendly nations.
Dated the eighteenth day of September, 1941.

Signed:

Signed:
Chow Ching-Wen
Chang Ting-Shu
Tuan-Mu Hung-Liang
Ho Ching-Hua
Yu Yi-Fu
Han Yu-Tung
Ting Wei-Han
Tung Chu-Shui
Chow Ching-Wu
Wang Fu-Shih
Ma Chen-Lin
Chang Ting-Chu
Chang Tso-Sun

_ 4 _

— 5 —

Wu Yu-Fang
Chao Ting-Yao
chai Kuei-Ju
Lin Chuan
Chao Chung-Yen
Chai Te-Peng
Wang Ying-Tze
Tu Lin-Chiang
Huo Yu-Seu
Lo Pin-Chi
Wang Ta
Li Tien-Hua
and 349 others.
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DIGEST WEDNESDAY PRESS LOCAL PRESS SHANGHAI

OFFICE OF CENTRAL CHINA TELECOMMUNICATIONS CO-PANY LOCATED ÛM FIRST

FLOOR CORRIDOR OF CATHAY HOTEL X SLIGHT DAMAGE DOTE ONE FAN

INJURE.^ X CHINA TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY FORMER CHINESE GOVER’^NT

CONCERN RECENTLY TAKEN OVER BY JAPANESE REUTER CHUNGKING THIRTY
THOUSAND PRO JAPANESE TROOPS REPORTED MUTINIED IN NORTHERN HONAN

PROVINCE IN ARE*

IN VICINITY OF JINYANG PONAI

ME.NGHSIEN AND CH I YUAN

All BUT TJO OF FIFTY JAPANESE OFFICERS INSPECTING CHINESE TROOPS
>;ERE KILLED X AFTERWARDS CHINESE TROOPS ATTACKED JAPANESE POSITION

CAPTURING hENUSI EN AND INFLICTING ^IX HUNDRED CASUALTIES X FOLLOWIN

DAY JAPANESE FORCES AT .J. YANG COUNTER (1*")

ATTACKED IN DIRECTION

OF FENH3IN X SEVERE FIGHTING SAID PROGRESSING 3ETWEEN CH|mEcE

AND JAPANESE TROOPS LOCAL PRESS SHANGHAI

NUMBER OF STRICKEN

IN CITY RAISED TO THREE THOUSAND AS ONE THOUSAND WORKERS OF PAPER

BOX FACTORIES STRIKE X TWO THOUSAND ..ORMERS OF FORIEGN STYLE
ITURE SHOPS STILL ON TRIKE LOCAL PRESS (15*) SHANGHAI

OF GASOLINE INCREASE TAXI

FURN

DUE TO COST

CAB FARES INCREASED NINETY CENTS REUTER

HUNAN HUPEH HIGHWAY CAPTURING STRATEGIC TOWN OF.^UNGSHAI}| X
JAPANESE SUFFER EIGHT HUNDRED CAUSALTIES
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DETECT I VË TPMîCTC*!" POL I CE BUREAU AND CURRENTLY HEAD OF HANGCHOW
RIVER POLICE SHOT AND KILLED IN FR^àjW^SS I ON BY THREE GUNMEN
LOCAL PRESS SHANGHAI TWO JAPANESEJWfeW? SHOT AND SERIOUSLY
WOUNDED I NN INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENT BY TWO CHINESE GUNMEN X ONE
CHINESE PEDESTRIAN INJURED IN FRAY ON EVE TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF
MUKDEN INCIDENT DOME I TAIYUAN JAPANESE FORCES CARRIED OUT MOPPING
UP OPERATIONS AGAINST FORTY THOUSAND CHUNGKING TROOPS IN TAHSIN

AND WUTAI MOUNTAINS IN SHANSI PROVINCE DURING PAST WEEK X TWO
THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED EIGHTY ONE CHUNGKING TROOPS KILLED ONE

THOUSAND AND SEVEN HUNDRED TEN TAKEN PRISONER X JAPANESE FORCES
DESTROY SIX ENEMtf BARRACKS THREE ARSENALS THREE MUNITIONS DUMPS
AND THIRTEEN PROVISIONS DEPOTS X JAPANESE FORCES CAPTURE THIRTY
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^SlX RXKK8 MACHINE GUNS SEVENTY FIVE TRENCH MORTARS NINE HUNDRED
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^SIXTY SIX RIFLES TWO HUNDRED THIRTEEN REVOLVERS ONE HUNDRED EIGHT'S)
.^THOUSAND ROUNDS OF VARIOUS AMMUNITION LOCAL PRESS SHANGHAI FRENCH (0
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A.AND WESTERN AREA MUNICIPAL POLICE FORCES COOPERATING IN CLOSE
UNJISON BREAK TERRORIST GANG OF EXTORTIONISTS W I CH VICTIMIZED

SHANGHAI THEATERS AND SHOPS FOR PAST HALF YEAR X ARREST OF THIRTY
MEMBERS OF EXTORTIONIST GROUP X MET STIlL SPREAD FOR FORMER
POOTUNG POLICE CHIEF BELIEVED RESPONSIBLE FOR MANY/ BOMB
EXPLOSIONS FOLLOWING REFUSAL TO PAY SUMS DEMANDED LOCAL PRESS
SHANGHAI FIRST THE IN PAST TEN YEARS ALL LOCAL THEATERS AND
AMUSEMENT RESORTS WILL BE CLOSED THOUSHOUT TODAY OF OCCASION OF
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF MUKDEN INCIDENT OF SEPTEMBER EIGHTEENTH
NINETEEN THIRTY ONE X STRICT PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES BEING

CARRIED OUT THROUGHOUT CITY BY VARIOUS POLICE ORGANIZATIONS
TODAY TO PREVENT OUTBREAK OF UNTOWARD INCIDENTS LOCAL PRESS
SHANGHAI FULL TRAM SERVICES RESUMED IN INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENT
TODAY FOLLOWING END OF BRIEF STRIKE CALLED AS PROTEST AGAINST
INJURIES SUFFERED BY CHINESE CONDUCTOR AT HANDS OF RUSSIAN
PROBATIONARY SERGEANT OF SHANGHAI ''UNICIPAL POLICE
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Secretary of State,
Washington.
401, September 25, 3 p.m.
During the past week the policy of the

Chinese publicity control authorities toward the
Japanese American conversations appears to have

changed from one of permitting frank and critical
expression of concern to one of discouraging dis

cussion and speculation by minimizing the conver**
sations and giving the impression that they are

deadlocked and by emphasizing China’s part in the
fight against aggression.

Several recent statements have been widely
quoted and apparently provide the keynote for the

new attitude.

These are:

the section of the

Generalissimo’s interview of September 10 with the
United Press in which he states his determination
to fight until victory and his confidence in

China’s friends and belief in the spiritual alliance

of the

DECIÂSSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(B) and SCD) or (B)
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401, September 25, 3 p.m., from Chungking.

of the anti-aggression nations; the Foreign Minis

tères press conférence statement of September 15

(see Embassy's 392 September 16); and the General
issimo's address to the nation on September 18th
anniversary.

On September 16 and 17 the official CENTRAL

DAILY NEWS, the military paper SAO TANG PAO and

the Influential independent TA KUNG PAO carried
lending articles which, without specific reference

to the Washington conversation, developed the
theme that China should be proud of its great

historic past, should have confidence in itself
and its friends, and should not sit back and

expect others to win its battles.

Some of the smaller private papers have
continued rather critical comment but sections of

several of their editorials have been deleted
by the censors.

The ISHIH PAO, categorically,

said that the United States must place help to

China on an equal basis with that to Great Britain.

On the occasion of the Mukden incident anniversay,
the SHIH SHIH HSIN PAO an H H Kung newspaper and

the SHEN HUA JIH PAO Communist stressed the theme
that Japan

DECLASSIFIED»
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401, September 25, 3 p.m., from Chungking.

that Japan was the original aggressor and that
present was "no time to be talking of an agree
ment".

The HSINSHU PAO a paper of the local

gentry, in a censored article said that just as

the United States has no delusions of being
cable to make close relations with both English and
Germans so also it must realize that it cannot be

friendly with both China and Japan.

However the

papers which are considered to reflect official

opinion have all within the past few days spoken
of the conversations as deadlocked or discontinued

The departure on leave of Dp. Hornbeck has been
noted as an indication that no progress is ex

pected by the American side.

Statements by

Nakano and Mabuchi has been interpreted as ad
verse reactions of the Japanese military faction.

The September 21 censored article in the CENTRAL
>

DAILY NEWS, which sums up most of this recent
comment reaches the following conclusion.

While the talks have been going on to the
present point of deadlock, all avenues of

Japanese aggression have been effectively blocked.
Russian resistance and the advent of winter have
sunk
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sunk Japanese hopes for an opportunity to Invade

Siberia, and a new route for aid to Russia has
been opened through Iran.

The United States,

Great Britain and the Netherlands East Indies have

been steadily strengthening their possessions in

the South Pacific, and Siam has been encouraged
by promises of aid to defend itself.

As for China,

where the Japanese have already found themselves

unable to make further advances, the coming of the
American military mission, the President’s stressing

of aid to China in his second lend-lease report
to Congress, and repeated indications of American

interest in the maintenance and development of
communications to China through Burma all show

determination to speed and intensify its aid to
China.

GAUSS

CSB
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DIOCESE OF SOUTHERN OHIO
, < «

412 SYCAMORE STREET

' '

OFFICE OF THE BISHOP

'

1941 .. -.!-• >)

■'

CINCINNATI, OHIO

9 U

September 27, 19U1

The Honorabïjÿ'ïi^déïl Hull
State Depa!rB)neht,?J,',''N
Washington? ‘D .’d. ' ’

V**

Q*
My dear Mr. Secretary:

This is a word to express my keen approval of the
steps taken by you and your associates to block further
aggressions by Japan. Wide contacts with people in many
parts of our Country make me absolutely certain that the vast
majority of the American people believe firmly in a strong attitude which will not only stop further Japanese aggression,
but bring such pressure to bear upon that Country that present
aggressions would have to be withdrawn.

i",

Not only has appeasement, as tried out in various
situations during the last few years, been totally useless,
but in almost every case the appeasement effort has been of
tragic advantage to the aggressor.

p,
çg

.

q

\
(X '
Q\3

\

O
It is natural that as a minister I should feel strongly
the moral implications of the continued aggression of Japan
against China. In a long study of this whole situation I have
felt ashamed, as I am sure you have, of the aid that we have
rendered to Japan in carrying on this brutal attack upon the
neighbor Country. However, it is not only the moral question,
because a long study of the whole Pacific situation convinces
me that, from a practical standpoint, our own safety can be
best assured by rendering more and more aid to China, and bring
ing more and more economic pressure upon Japan, until that
Country cannot carry on any successful aggression against either
China or any other Country.
As we all know, the appeasement elements in our Country
are still strong. I write to urge that their specious argumentso
be rejected, so that the great advantage we have gained in recent
months, resulting in the limitation of Japanese aggression, will-1
not be lost.

. ,
3
P

—-

w

You have the whole-hearted backing of the vast majority
of the American people.inèvery effort you may be able to make to“
aid China and restrict Japan’s aggression. We all say, ’’Keep up
the good workI More power to youI ”

,~J
-n

___

__ .......

_

s.
T

,

I take the opportunity of writing you directly about
this, since I’ve always felt that I am privileged to know you
personally since the day that we received degrees from Yale on
i the same platform. \
Very sincerely yours,

tn

|
I
I
|
H
7,
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Mr dear Bishop RCbecai

th» reoelpt Is aoknowlodgod of your letter of
September 2?, 1941 la regard to this country's relations

with Japan and China.

Tou war b« asswed that tbs views expressed la your

letter have been carefully noted and that the spirit which
profflpted row to make row views available to we is ap

preciated.

four kind expression of endorsement of motion

taken by this Government in connection with the situation

in the Far East is also approoiated.
I say add that we at all times welcome and give
careful consideration to expressions of opinions from

thoughtful sources on ear phases of our foreign relations.
Sincerely yours,

Cordell

Z

.s,•
j.94x>*

The Right Reverend
'

8 1941 Fife

Henry W. Hobson, D.D.
EcnryBishôptofaQhloÿ. ’
.^ Sycamore street,
?-i.jSs;.op
Cincinnati, Ohio.

EEjfeïlHHS/MHP
10/4/41

io/6

^FE
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
TRB
This telegram must bE
closEly paraphrased beforE bElng communloatEd
to anyone., (br)

Canton via N.R.
From

DatEd September 30, 1941
REc'd 10:35 a.m., Oot.l, 1941
Division.of

Secretary of StatE,
Washington.

j FAR

I

|

N^»rtment

69, SEptEmbEr 30, 5 p.m.
REfEFEncE Canton's 65, SEptembei>^24, 3 p.m.
iu« J
and Hong Kong's 382, SEptEmbEr 24,27:10 a.m.
Official JapanEBE announcements statE that

JapanEsE military and naval forcEs which have
bEEn opErating in thE West River arEa WEst and
southWEst of Kongmoon for thE purposE of dEstroying

ChinEsE suppliEs and cutting tradE routEs to unoccupiEd arEas, havE aocomplishEd thEir mission and
wete

withdrawn on SEptEmbEr 29 for opErations

eIse-

1

WhETE,

Fighting north of Canton along thE Canton-Hankow
Railway continues and according to JapanEsE statEmEnts
it would appEar that a junction with JapanEsE forces

operating southward along thE railway in Hunan Province

re

(n® evidenee of recent reinforcement z

of Japanese troops in the Canton area ether

than that reported in my 62, September IS/7

t

61941

inforcements

Without the arrival of strong

OCT

may be intended.
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69, September 30, 5 p.m.,

______ ____

from Canton.

5 p.m.) it is doubted that the numerical strength
of Japanese forces in this area is sufficient suc

cessfully to push forward into Northern Kwangtung.
Available information Indicates that at the moment

Japanese forces have not advanced beyond the peri

meter of the occupied zone.
Increased aerial activity has been evident at
Canton during the past ten days and Japanese aerial
strength has been reinforced by the arrival of
about 30 two-engined bombers.

The vernacular press

reports that Shiukwan, present provincial capital,

and other points in Northern Kwangtung are being
heavily bombed.

Sent to the Department, repeated to Chungking,

Peiping Hong Kong.
MEYERS
GW

A
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

AP
Hong Kong via N, R,
Thia telegram must-tre
n
closely paraphrased beDated October 1, 1941
forE bEing communicated
to anyone, (br)
From Rec’d 6:34 a.m, ; 2nd

Washington.

394, OctobEr 1, 2 p.m.
My September 24, 10 a.

I

7 9 3 .9 4 / 6902

Secretary of State,

ChinESE prEss rEports datElinEd thE 29th from
the Shulkuan allege the withdrawal from the

ChEngsha, Sunchong and Tikhoi area northwest of
Toiahan, and from Toishan itself, of the Japanese

column which occupied that area a week ago,

Chinese

Military Intelligence office in Hong Kong (?) to

verify this claim, and local Chinese Chamber of Com
merce, which has contacts in Toishan, has not been

informed.
Reports of considerable quantities of food and

the coast are accepted here as confirming impression

that raid was for foraging purposes, although it
might also have been intended to cause diversion of
o
Chinese forces.
S4

Sent to the Department, repeated to Chungkingya
co
Peiping and Canton.
È
SOUTHARD
NPL

■* '* *

'va

P S /L B

other stores looted by Japanese troops and moved to
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DEPARTMENT OF SljWE

* Wo?’Wck
1n

----V
/ j_
-------------------------------------- -rf^(QNS

ADVISER ON POtmCAL Relations

'0
‘ÿ.
c

>941

y

fvisiçm •■' x
( FnB EA5.TFJIN AFFAMA :

AugustlS, 1941

' „ Dcpartme» 1 of State

This draft seems to me to beg the question/* •

In the incoming telegram, it is reported that atten
tion has been drawn to the fact that the democracies have

enjoined Japan "against agression toward Thailand, Singapore,
Netherlands Bast Indies, et cetera" and the further fact

that there have been no such warnings by the democracies
(0

enjoining Japan against an attack on Yunnan and the Burma
Road/ whence^"it would almost seem that the democracies had

qj
q

\

pointed out [underscoring mine] to Japan what she might
make as her military objective" [that being China].

Q)

The

\

<0

point, in my opinion, well and accurately made.

q

K

CM

The telegram goes on to say that the Minister for

Foreign Affairs is going to instruct his Ambassadors here

and at London to raise the point.

Further, that the M.F.A.

commented that there are various pacts amongst the

democracies "except China" [i.e., so far as pacts are co|t
cerned China is outside and alone].

Further, the British
c»
Ambassador indicated sympathy both of thought and of in-œ
tention.
It does not seem to me that any of the points made by

P
fe
“Q
co
A)
X

the Generalissimo, the commentators or the M.F.A. are
refuted

•7
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refuted by the statement suggested in the first paragraph

of the draft.

It does not seem to me that citing of a

statement made by the President in March that the American

people " ... have got, a policy of ... all-out add for
Britain, Greece Cl J, China ... " will be, under existing

circumstances, either soothing to the Chinese (especially
men as keenly realistic and as highly intelligent as are

General Chiang and Dr. Quo) or helpful to our objective of
supporting Chinese morale and^supper^ng’"China1 s^p^y sical

resistance.
Unless we can give Gauss—which I believe we could—
something better to say than this, we would better let him

continue to "refrain from making any comment except" that
which he did made.

I regret that Gauss did not^how some '

of the sympathy which the British Ambassador showed.

If we

are going to give Gauss a special instruction it seems to

me we might at least tell him to tell the Generalissimo and
Dr. Quo thats Government has in mind and is sympathetically

studying pointe such as those under reference.
Incidentally, I myself have been pointing out for several

months past that the course taken by the major democracies
toward, discouraging the Japanese from other^adventurings
inevitably drives the Japanese toward intensification of

their operations in and against China; and, I have urged, in
the
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the light of that fact, that we should Intensify our own
efforts to strengthen the Chinese toward resistance by

them of the intensified Japanese attack.

The present

Intensive bombings of Chungking, Kunming, Chengtu, et cetera,
are confirmation of what was to be and was anticipated so

far as estimates are concerned.

PA/H:SKH:FLB
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Department

of state

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

October 13, 1941

OCTI 7 1941

& WK1»
Reference Tokyo's despatch no. 5803,
August 22, 1941, entitled "Transmitting
Translation of Poster Displayed throughout
Japan Issued by Cabinet Board of Information,
July 1, 1941".
The poster enclosure is not so much
significant for what it contains as it is for
what it is designed to do. The Embassy finds
it significant that press and propaganda
agencies of the Japanese Government now
stress the strength of the nation and its
capacity for war and observes that "the
morale of a people. fatigued from four years
■ of fighting in China, is apparently in need
; of strong stimulation, especially if in the
near future Japan expects to find itself at
war with a firs_t_ rate Power or Powers."
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EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Tokyo, August 22, 1941

No. 5803.

SUBJECT:

TRANSMITTING TRANSLATION OF POSTER DISPLAYED
THROUGHOUT JAPAN ISSUED BY CABINET BOARD OF
INFORMATION, JULY 1, 1941.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Cm|

I-.'
MK. nvrtiNDECK

0C1 là 1941

The Honorable

/■

\

OCT - 3 1941

/
DIVISION OF
ESE^RCO AFW PUBLICATION

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

DIVISION OF RESEARCH & PUBLICATION

The Secretary of State

Washington

PUBUCATIONS DISTRIBUTION UNIT

OCT 3

1941

Sir:

I have the honor to enclose, as of possible
interest to the Department, a poster (accompanied
by the Embassy's translation thereof) issued on the
fourth anniversary of the China Incident by the Cabinet
Board of Infoxmation.

This poster, designated as

Number 1, has been widely displayed? in public places

throughout
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throughout Japan.

It surveys the events of the past

four years, reminding the people of the nation’s
achievements during that period.
It appears to the Embassy to be significant that

the press and the propaganda agencies of the Japanese

Government now stress the strength of the nation and
its capacity for war.

The morale of a people, fatigued

from four years of fighting in China, is apparently in
need of strong stimulation, especially if in the near

future Japan expects to find itself at war with a first

rate Power or Powers.
Respectfully

yours,

Enclosure:
1/ Translation of poster.
(Original poster single
copy only)

800
JKE:nn

Original and 4 copies to the Department.
Copy to Division of Commercial Affairs.
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch
No. 5803 dated August 22, 1941,
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Translation by the American Embassy at Tokyo of a
poster printed in Japanese and displayed throughout
Japan in public places.

Poster No. 1 issued by
Board of Information
on

July 1, 1941.

The China Incident now in its fourth year.
Preparedness!

Readiness!

The present is the time

Recall this!

to renew our determination.

On September

11, 1937, at the Hibiya Public Hall Premier Kbnoye
broadcast a speech on Japan’s holy war on the Chinese
Continent, "the gist of which is as follows:

Japan has been obliged to start a holy war with the

object of establishing a permanent peace in East Asia
which is a task worthy of admiration.

If we should

fail to settle this question at the present time, it is
quite plain that there will arrive a time in the future

when our descendants will be obliged to settle this

question under conditions

more difficult than now.

If so, it will be the glory of the Japanese people of

our own era to solve in our present age this gigantic

historic task.

We are therefore gladly willing to per

form our responsible duties.
This is the immutable belief and determination of

our 100,000,000 people.

Let us unflinchingly realize

DECLASSIFIED»
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this ideal in the munitions factories and in our daily

life.
Japan*s Activities during the past
four years.

On this anniversary day of July 7 we shall review

what progress Japan has made since the outbreak of the
China Incident.

On November 6, 1937, namely four months after the
beginning of the China Incident campaign, a tripartite
anti-communism pact was signed by Japan, Germany and

Italy, thereby causing a sensation among all nations.
On November 26, 1937, Italy formally recognized Man-

ch ukuo.
In March 1938 a question occurred over the British

concession in Tientsin, China, culminating in a general

anti-British movement in East Asia.

When Anglo-Japanese

conversations were opened in July, Japan emphatically
insisted on international justice in East Asia and thus

deepened the reliance of the Asiatic races upon her.

Wang Ching-wei, who secretly deserted Chungking on

December 18, 1938, raised his voice for the restoration
of peace and the relief of his country by responding to

the "Konoye Announcement" and openly severed his rela
tions with Chiang Kai-shek.

In July 1939 the new

National Government was established in China with Wang

Ching-wei as chief executive.
achieved a remarkable advance.

The China Incident thereby
On March 30, 1940, Nan

king was declared once again as the Capital of New China.

On September 12, 1940, Japan-Netherlands East Indies
conversations were started
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On September 27, 1940, a Tripartite Alliance
was concluded between Japan, Germany and Italy.

The

establishment of this alliance is highly significant
because it is an epoch-making event in world diplomacy.
With the new alliance as the guiding spirit, the whole

world is now proceeding with the task for the estab
lishment of a new order in the west and the east.

On June 19, 1940, the Emperor of Manchukuo visited
Japan.
In July 1940 General Abe was sent to the new
National Government of China as a special envoy and

preparations were at once started for the conclusion
of a treaty of amity.

On November 30, 1940, a Japan-

China fundamental treaty was signed and by virtue of

this pact the National Government is now sharing the
task for the establishment of an East Asia Go-Prosperity

Sphere.
On March 11, 1941, Japan’s mediation in the Thailand

French Indochina border dispute was successfully achieved

and as a result the friendly relations between Japan
and Thailand, and between Japan and French Indochina,

were enhanced considerably.

In April 1941 Foreign Minister Matsuoka visited
Moscow, Berlin and Rome with the result that the bond
of ties connecting Japan with Geimany and Italy was

strengthened more than ever before.

On April 13, 1941,

Matsuoka again visited Moscow en route home and a

neutrality treaty was negotiated between Tokyo and
Moscow.

On Nay 20, 1941, the ratifications of the new

pact were exchanged.

On June 11, 1941, a Japan-Soviet commercial pact
was concluded.
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On June 17, 1941, Wang Ching-wei of the National

Government visited Japan and was accorded on June 18

special treatment as a guest of the Imperial House.
July 7, 1941, marked the end of the fourth year
of the China Incident.

Japan is ready to enhance its

position at home and abroad with redoubled energy.

Japan, as a high degree national
defense state. is proceeding steadily
toward the realization of its
plans.
In the first year of the China Incident (1937):

On August 10 there was promulgated the Law re
lating to Synthetic Oil Manufacturing Industry.
On August 11, the promulgation of the Law re
lating to the production of gold.
On August 13, the promulgation of the Law re
lating to Iron Manufacturing Industry.

On September 10, the promulgation of the Law
relating to the Mobilization of -the War Muni
tions Industry.
On October 12, the organization of the National
General Spiritual Mobilization Central League.
On September 25, the establishment of the Plan
ning Board.

In the second year of the China Incident (1938):

On April 1, the promulgation of the National
General Mobilization Law.
On April 4, the promulgation of the Law re
lating to the control of Factory Enterprises.
The decision and publication of a Materials
Mobilization Plan by an urgent Cabinet confer
ence.

On August 24, the promulgation of the Regula
tions relating to Restrictions for Employment
of School Graduates.
On December 16, the opening of the Asia Pro
motion Board (Koa-in).
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In the third year of the China Incident (1939):
On January 7, the promulgation of the Regula
tions relating to the Utilization of the
People’s Professional Capacities.
On February 28, the inauguration of the Expan
sion of the Productive Power Committee in the
Ministry of Commerce and Industry.

On March 31, the promulgation of the Regulations
relating to Restrictions for the Employment of
Workers; of the Regulations relating to Restric
tions on Working Hours in Factories; of the Regu
lations relating to the Control of Wages and
Salaries; of the Regulations relating to the
Training of School Specialists; and of the Regu
lations relating to the Training of Technical
Experts in Factories and Other Industrial Work
shops.
On June 24, the enforcement of the Law relating
to the Protection of Military Resources Secrets.

On July 8, the promulgation of the Regulations
relating to the Requisition of People’s Service.
On September 18, the enforcement of the Regula
tions for Regulating Prices.

On November 28, the institution of investiga
tions concerning shifting of labor.
On- December 22, the enforcement of the Detailed
Rules of the Employees Health Insurance Law.

In the fourth year of the China Incident (1940):
On April 1, the inauguration or expansion of the
Army Arsenal Headquarters; of Aeroplane Arsenal;
of the Army Woolen Goods Factory; and the Avia
tion Research Institute.

On July 7, the prohibition of the manufacture
of luxurious articles.
On October 1, the promulgation and enforcement
of the Total War Capacity Research Institute,
an official organization. The Fifth Census.

On October 12, the inauguration of the Imperial
Rule Assistance Association (Taisei Tokusan Kai).
On November 23, the organization of the Japan
Industrialists' Patriotic Association; and the
movements of Industrial Patriots in Japan.
On December 12, the inauguration of the Scien
tists Mobilization Association.

* ■> ► 4 . x.
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In the fifth year of the China Incident (1941)î
From January 1 to March 31, measures for in
creasing the production of coal.
On March 31, measures for self-supply of iron
and stool •
On April 26, the inauguration, of the Iron-Steel
Control Compapyt

On May 1, the enforcement of collection of
metals in Japan, and the reorganization of
the Planning Board.
On May 3, the promulgation of the Law relating
to the Essential Machinery Manufacturing Industry «
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In reply refer to
RP 793.94/16904

the transmission to the Library of propaganda material,

FW 793. 9

wartime publications, etc., encloses a poster and a

4/

The Secretary of State presents hie compliments

to the Librarian of Congress and, in oontinuation of

I

Department from the American Embassy at Tokyo, Japan,
with despatch no. 5803 of August 22, 1941.

Enclosures ;
Poster and translation.

6904

translation thereof which haw been received by the
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Boute to F. C. for inforlitlon

1.

paragraph two below and previous radio on same subjeot

voluntarily sent me by Siao G-2 seems to be for propaganda
purposes, although Japanese undoubtedly have suoh a plan.
2.

If Japanese Government will not authorise seizure of t jlD (N

International settlement and French concession.

by

Army, High command thereof proposes to blockade these areas as

was done in Tientsin 2 years ago.
justifying suoh action.

Incidents to be mannfaatured

Purpose, to fame consular body to

accept Japanese supervision.

Above action waiting return from

Kwangtung to Nanking of Wang Ching-wei.

BARRETT

Distribution

IB #10

~£tate Department
"Assistant chief of Staff, 02
War Plans Division
Offioe of Naval Intelligence
G. H< Q>
Intelligence Branch
Collection Section
£.O.
Far Eastern Section

31 1372

SABS DO’®'-

RESTRICTED
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The following was received from the Naval Attache at

Chungking under date of August 19, 19411
NO EVIDENCE HERE THAT DECISION HAS BEEN REACHED OR DATE

FIXED.

SINO INTELLIGENCE HAVE INFORMATION DATED 6 AUGUST

ALLEGING THAT JAPS HAVE ALL PLANS MADE FOR OCCUPYING SETTLEMENT BY SUDDEN NIGHT OPERATIONS, WHICH INCLUDE CAPTURE OF

<0

*

'Î i-U

4TH MARINES BY 2 BATTALIONS OF GARRISON TROOPS. SCHEME IS
PROBABLY THE SAME
OTHER DETAILS îT|'-/’^T2
INCLUDE USE OF JAPANEsFtrSkTS^^ CHAINED CHINESE TO TAKE OVER DUTIES
OF AMERICAN AND BRITJJH OFFICTàtc
'*^xviALS| BUT not to GIVE CONTROL
TO PUPPET GOVERNMENT FOR TIME BEIRq

CCt

Mr. Hamilton
Mr. Hornbeck

K' 2
'
0)
L
'
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CORRECTED COPY
AF
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased before being communicated
to anyone* (br)

FROMHanol via Ne R*

Secretary of State,
Washington.

147, October 1, midnight,

One*

Dated October 1, 1941
Recfd 11:50 a.m*; 2nd
/divisionof \

|

I

J

j

001^1941
N^qwtment of Statef

There is no apparent change in the situa

tion and from 14 to 30 (the French authorities are

unable to ascertain the number exactly) Chinese re

F W 793

main in Japanese hands at ^anoi and Haiphong*

Those

Chinese who have been contacted after release have

.9 4 /

not complained of maltreatment and have reported
that the type of questions asked by the Japanese in

dicates that the latter are interested in the where

I

6907

abouts of certain Chinese connected with the Chinese

Government, none of whom were arrested by the Japa
22

nese*

70

Wang Ching WeiTs agents have been actively
-Q
spreading rumors among the Chinese that there will 25

I

Two*

itself more favorable to Wang Ching Wei*

At a dinner

a few days ago, attended by prominent Chinese mer
chants who were afraid to stay away, these agents
stated

Aha,*' * .

P S /B H

be no further trouble if the Chinese community shows

DECLASSIFIED* E.O. 11652, See. 3(5) end 5(D) or (B)
of State letter, August 10, 1972
NAfc. Daté

-2- #147, October 1, midnight from Hanoi via N. R».
stated that after the arrival of Yoshizawa it will be

easy for Wang Ching Wei to obtain special facilities

in Indochina»
Three.

The only reply received by the Government

General to its protests has been indirect, through the
office of liaison, to the affect that the Japanese
felt it necessary to take steps to suppress active pro

Chiang Kai Shek agents in Indochina.

Several days

ago th» JapanfesEheld a press conference for Annanite

journalists only at which the Japanese stated that
their forces were menaced by the activities of pro

Chiang Kai Shek elements in Indochina and that despite
Japanese protests the Government -General had done
nothing to remove the menace.

The Government General

refused to permit the publication of the above.

Four.

High officials of Ministry of Justice ex

press the view that the personnel of the Chinese Con
sulate General (now at Caobang) and other prominent
Chinese should not return to the city for the present

as they admit that adequate protection is impossible
under existing circumstances.

They assure me that

everything possible has been done to secure the re

lease of the Chinese still held but they point out
that the

DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) end 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter. August 10, 1972
Daté
...

-3-

#147t October 1, midnight from Hanoi via N. R,

that the releasB^dEpends upon Japanese willingness and

not upon French insistence.
Sent to Cavite for repetition to the Department,

Chungking, Peiping, Hong Kong, Shanghai.

REED

DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, See. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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_

TELEGRAM RECEIVED-. B.
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
2~to anyone, (br)

Dated October 1, 1941

FtSesi’d. 11:50 a.m. 2nd

Secretary of State,
/(Washington.

o-in

2-

ivision of
FAR EAS^R^AIRS
C*C1 3 - 19 41

October 1, 12 midnight

>

rtrnent «f

and from 14 to 30 (the French authorities are unable
to ascertain the number exactly) Chinese remain in
Japanese hands at Hanoi and Haiphong.

Those Chinese

who have been contacted after release have not

complained of maltreatment and have reported that

7 9 3 .9 4 / 1 6 9 0 7

"hErE: is no apparent change in the situation

the type of questions asked by the Japanese indicates
that the latter are interested in the whereabouts
of certain Chinese connected with the Chinese

Government, none of whom were arrested by the Japanese
Wang Ching Wei's agents have been actively

spreading rumors among the Chinese that there will
be no further trouble if the Chinese community (?)

itself more favorable to Wang Ching Wei.

At a

dinner a few days ago, attended by prominent Chinese

merchants who were afraid to stay away, (?) agents

statedr-i

P S /L 3

Two.

DECLASSIFIED*

E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(V) or (E)

.. .................... .............

-2- #147, October 1, 12 p.ip, from Hanoi.

stated that after the arrival of Yoshizawa it will

be easy for (?) (?) (?) (?) (?) facilities in

Indochina.
Three.

(?) (?) by the Government General to

its protests has been indirect, through the office
of liaison, to the affect that (?) felt it necessary

to take steps to suppress (?) (?) Chiang Kai Shek
agents in Indochina (?) (?) the Japanese held a

press conference for (?) (?) Journalists (?) at

which (?) (?) that their forces (?) (?) the activi-

•

ties of (?) elements in Indochina and that despite
Japanese protests the Government-General had done
nothing to remove the menace.

The Government General

refused to permit the publication of the above.

Four.

High officials of Ministry of Justice

express the view that the personnel of the Chinese
Consulate General (now at Caobang (?) ) and other

prominent Chinese (?) return to the city for the
present as they admit that adequate protection is

impossible under existing circumstances.

They

assure me that everything possible has been done

to secure the release of the Chinese still held but
they point out that the release depends upon Japanese

willingness

DECIASSIFIEDt E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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By -MUftn
Date

-3-

#147, October 1, 12 p.m. from Hanoi.

willingness and not upon French insistence.
Sent to Cavite for repetition to the Department,

Chungking, Peiping, Hong Kong, Shanghai.
REED
LMS

Note:

Questioned groups have been serviced.
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No. 5765

SUBJECT:

OF THE

PM 2 05

AMERICAN EMBASSY

Tokyo, August 1, 1941

DiVf;:
HMbNiCAi'.'

to
oi

DAMAGE SUSTAINED BY AMERICAN EMBASSY AND THE
U.S.S. TUTU ILA AS RESULT OF JAPANESE AIR RAID
OVER CHUNGKING ON JULY 30, 1941.

<0

a
to
to

\ Department otState

For Di*trihuti«n-Chwk

TSïdJî
Par

i

|

| Yes |

Tofl-i.i

I

~T

Tn U S A

|

|

No_

I

The Honorable
The Secretary of State,

<5
Û

Washington•
S

1

r

:

With reference to the Department’s telegram No. 443,
— -m.W H7i
July 30, 1 p.m., and to the Embassy's telegrams No. 1134,
1
— 793.9^/474/ /

July 31, 1 p.m., and No. 1138, July 31, 6 p.m., I have
the honor to enclose herewith for the Department's records

copies of the memoranda of my conversations on July 31,

3•E?

1941, with the Acting Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs,

tel

tâ

....

DECIASSIFIEDt S.O. 11652, See. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter. August 10, 1972 „
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Kumaichi Yamamoto, and the Minister for Foreign Affairs,
2/

Admiral Teijiro Toyoda, respectively, with regard to
the damage sustained by the American Embassy and by
the U.S.S. TUTÜTIA at Chungking during the course of
an aerial attack upon that city by Japanese aircraft

on July 30, 1941.
3/

There is also enclosed a copy of my

signed note No. 1867 of July 31, 1941, which I read to

and left with the Foreign Minister at the time of our
conversation.

Respectfully yours,

Joseph C. Grew

1/ Memorandum of conversation with Acting Vice Minister
2/ Memorandum of conversation with Foreign Minister.
3/ Note to Foreign Minister.
350
JCGtnn

Original and 2 copies to the Department.
Copy to Division of Commercial Affairs.
Copy to Embassy, Peiping.
Copy to Embassy, Chungking.
Copy to Consulate General, Hankow.
Copy to Consulate, Kunming.

DECIASSIFIEDt E.O. 11652, See. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch
No. 5765, dated August 1, 1941
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation.

July 31, 1941.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew,
and the Acting Vice Minister for
Foreign Affairs, Mr. Yamamoto.

The Acting Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Mr. Yamamoto, called on me at the chancery in the
Embassy at eleven o'clock this morning and said that

they had just received word of damage caused to the

U.S.S. TUTUILA during a bombing attack on Chungking
by Japanese naval planes and that he had come on be
half of the Foreign Minister, Admiral Toyoda, who was

absent from the Foreign Office, to express the deep
regret of the Japanese Government at this incident.

Up to the present, Mr. Yamamoto said, they had received

no details.
I said to the Acting Vice Minister that I had just

received instructions to see the Foreign Minister him
self on this matter and that as soon as my instructions

were ready I would ask for an appointment.

In the

meantime I said that I would withhold any comment but

I expressed to him my appreciation of the courtesy of

his call and expressions of regret.

HECLASSIFIEDx E.O. 11652, See. 3(B) and 5(D) or (B)
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Enclosure No. 2 to despatch
No. 5765, August 1, 1941,
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

July 31, 1941.

Conversation.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew,
and the Japanese Foreign Minister,
Admiral Toyoda.

Following the call of the Acting Vice Minister
for Foreign Affairs on me this morning I asked for an

appointment with the Minister for Foreign Affairs
himself.

After some delay the Minister’s Secretary

informed me that Admiral Toyoda desired to call on

me at the Embassy at two o’clock, later changing the
appointment to 2:30.

At 2:30 I was informed that the

Foreign Minister was then with the Prime Minister and

that Admiral Toyoda would be glad to have me come to
see him at 2:45 which I did.

I am unaware of the

reason for the Minister’s change of plans.
I read to the Minister my signed note setting

forth the details of the bombing of the TOTUILA, in

cluding the unanimous opinion of three American offi

cials who had observed the bombing from the hill im
mediately overlooking the ship that the attack was
deliberate; also that the weather conditions were ideal.
I thereupon made the most emphatic representations and

to indicate the very grave nature of the incident I
read to the Minister the observations which I had made
to his predecessor Mr. Matsuoka on June 16.

I also

read to him the oral statement made to Mr. Matsuoka on
July 8 regarding the attitude of the Government of the
United States toward the Japanese request that considéra

tion again be given to the moving of the U.S.S. TUTUILA
as set forth in the Department's telegram No. 350,
June 24, 8 p.m.

DECLASSIFIED»

E.O. 11652, See. 3(E) end 5(D) er (E)

The Minister said that he had sent the Acting

Vice Minister to see me this morning to convey his

regrets at the incident and he repeated on behalf of
the Japanese Government and himself expressions of sin

cere regret.

He said that so far as he could remember

a new instruction had been sent only recently to naval
aviation officers carefully to avoid jeopardizing the

American Embassy and the U.S.S. TOTUILA in their bomb
ing operations over Chungking, and as a naval officer

formerly in control of aviation he could assure me that
these young aviation officers were strictly obedient to
orders from their superiors.

He could therefore only

assume that in proceeding to its military objective the

bombing gear of the plane in question had loosened dur

ing flight and that the bomb had droppe d without any

intention on the part of the pilot.

The Minister sev

eral times repeated his conviction that the incident
was purely and simply an accident but he recognized the

potential gravity of the results of such accidents and

said that once again he would have the most explicit
instructions sent out to the Navy’s air arm to avoid
such risks.

I repeated to the Minister my own conviction that

the incident could not possibly have been accidental
especially in the light of the evidence of the several

attacks on our Embassy and ship during the last several
weeks.

I once again pointed out the deplorable effect

which this new incident would have on American public

opinion and that in the present tenseness of our rela
tions it seemed to me questionable whether these rela

tions could stand the strain of an American fatality

DECLASSIFIED» 8.0. 11652, See. 3(5) and 5(D) or (8)

-3or the sinking Of the TÜTUILA in the course of further
bombing operations.

In closing the conversation I said that my Govern
ment must reserve a further expression of its views

which I assumed would be communicated through Admiral

Nomura in Washington.

J. C. G.

DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, See. 3(B) and 5(D) or (E)
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Enclosure No. 3 to despatch
No. 5765, August 1, 1941,
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the Japanese
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Admiral Toyoda.

EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Tokyo, July 31, 1941
t«

No. 1867.

h

Excellency:

Ê'
p; '
;

I have the honor, under urgent instructions from

my Government, to bring to Your Excellency's immediate

and serious attention the operations of twenty-six
Japanese aircraft at Chungking which on July 30 narrowly

missed the U.S.S. TUTUILA, caused considerable damage
and loss to the vessel, and likewise damaged the staff

residence of the American Embassy.
The attack was witnessed by three United States

officials frcm a hill immediately overlooking the ship,
and their unanimous opinion was that the bombing was a
deliberate attack on the Embassy area and the U.S.S.

TÜTUILA which missed its targets only by a fraction of
a second.

The bombers approached the city frcm the

northwest at a height of about fifteen thousand feet.

Upon reaching the city they changed course to a line

directly over the U.S.S. TJTUILA and the American Em
bassy.

Having crossed the city without dropping any
bombs

His Excellency
Admiral Teijiro Toyoda,
His Imperial Japanese Majesty's
Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Tokyo •

DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(1) and 5(D) or (1)
0fASfc#8 War, August 10, 1972 .
By^Ltt^ 0.
Daté U-/8*7$

-2bombs, they dropped, a bomb load on the foreshore across
the river opposite the ship.

The left center of the

formation, dropping its last bombs, swept across the

river and passed directly overhead.

One bomb struck

near the stern of the U.S.S. TUTUILA., shattered an out
board motorboat, and threw it upon a motor sampan which,
sinking by the stern, was not lost as it was tied fast

to the ship.

The stem superstructure of the gunboat

was bent inward by the blast and swept by a huge wave

which collapsed the awning and washed away various
articles of the ship’s gear.

The personnel escaped

injury only by a miracle.
Several bombs were dropped in the vicinity of the

Amarinan Embassy, causing damage to the staff residence.

I may add that the attack was carried out under
ideal weather conditions.

I shall have the honor to make orally to Your Ex
cellency certain observations with regard to the serious
view taken of this attack by my Government.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your
Excellency the assurances of my highest consideration.

JOSEPH C. GREW

DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, See. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From
BS
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone*
(br)

Foochow via N. R
Dated October 1, 1941

Rec’d, 7î04 p.m.,2d

Sccretaiy of State,

Washington

«I'M

Reference my telegram no. 28 Zf August 15,

1 pern*

Chinese authorities here state that their forces
late in September reoccupied Hritan (Pingtan) Island*

Sent to the Department repeated to Peiping and
Chungkiang*

Peiping please infom Tokyo

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 6 9 0 9

37, October 1, 7 p.m

RICE

6c' ,f^s
P S /L B

CO
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No.
NO.

Emb.
o
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5

Subject:

Damage to U.S.S. TUTUILA at Chungking and
to Embassy Staff residence during Japanese
air raid on July 30, 1941.
| Y<* |

For D*trihu';■w>-pb««’k

The Honorable

Grade f

The Secretary of State,

For

[

WASHING!!

<3 Nt

b

Sir:

No

0 1 6 9 1 /^ 6 * 2 6 2 .

Shanghai, August 15, 1941.

ho

I have the honor jro refer to telegram No. 319
of July 30, 9.30 a.m’., from the American Ambassador

at Chungking on the above subject, and to enclose a
copy of the letter in regard to the matter that this
office addressed to the Japanese Consul General at

Shanghai on August 1, 1941
He was reminded of the representations made to
him on several previous occasions regarding Japanese
aerial activities which have endangered the lives of

the American Ambassador and his staff, and damaged

the Embassy and the U.S.S. TUTUILA.

Mention was also

made of the regrettable effect of such incidents on
American public opinion, and of the aggravation of

the existing strained relations which would inevit
ably ensue

Al 1 rights were reserved on behalf of the American Government, the members of the Embassy, and

the

I

TJ
CD

DECLASSIFIED; E.0. 11652, See. 3(E) end 5(D) or (S)
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_
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DatS

.^j^ZjSSa,

2 -

the personnel of the U.S.S. TUTUILA.

Respectfully yours,

Ffsnlr T.Tôckhart
American Consul General

V
Enclosure;
Copy of letter to Japanese
Consul General, August 1st
350
EA

Original and, two copies to the Department,
Copy to Embassy, Peiping.
Copy to Embassy, Chungking,
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo,
Copy to Consulate General, Hankow.
Copy to Consulate, Kunming.

DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(B) and 5(D) or (B)
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Enclosure to Despatch No. A&A August 15, 1941, from
the American Consul General at Shanghai, on the sub
ject: "Damage to U.S.S. TUTUILA at Chungking and. to
Embassy staff residence during Japanese air raid on
July 30, 1941.”

AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL
Shangh ai, China

August 1, 1941.

Sir and dear Colleague:
I have the honor to inform you that I have re
ceived a telegram from the American Ambassador at
Chungking stating that during an air raid carried out
on the city of Chungking on the morning of July 30th
Japanese planes dropped a bomb eight yards directly
astern of the U.S.S. TUTUILA. The ship’s power boats
were badly damaged and its motor sampan was cut loose
from its moorings and drifted down river. The Ambas
sador also stated that during the same raid some dam
age was done to a residence of the Embassy.

I have had occasion previously to make represen
tations regarding Japanese aerial activities over
Chungking which have endangered and damaged the Amer
ican Embassy and the U.S.S. TUTUILA. I most emphatic
ally protest against these further activities which
almost resulted in the U.S.S. TUTUILA suffering a di
rect hit and which damaged not only that vessel but
also an Embassy residence. 1 feel sure that you must
be aware of the fact that incidents of tMis nature
seriously arouse the American public and greatly ag
gravate the strained relations which unfortunately ex
ist at the present time. I strongly urge that you
personally take this matter up with the appropriate
Japanese military and naval authorities, with a view
to ensuring that stringent and effective instructions
are immediately issued to prevent further attacks upon
American lives and property.

On behalf of the American Government, the mem
bers of the Embassy and the personnel of the U.S.S.
TUTUILA., all rights are reserved in respect of losses
and damages sustained as a result of action by Japa
nese armed forces.
I have the honor to be,
Sir and dear Colleague,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed) FRANK P. LOCKHART
American Consul General.

T. Horiuchi, Esquire,
Consul General for Japan,
Shanghai.

(A true copy EA)
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
BS
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone; (br)

Hankow via N. R.
From

Dated October 3, 1941

Rec'dé 5227 a.m.

Secretary of State,

73, October 3, 10 a.m.

Reference paragraph two of-my telegram no.
72, October 2, noon.

The Japanese (?) today announced that they

I I

have accomplished their objective of decisively

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 6 9

Washington.

crushing Chungking’s military resistance both in

North Hunan and Kiangsi, Japanese forces have evabnated Fengsin and Wuning end returned to their

bases at Nanchang and other points along Kiukiang

Sent to the Department.

Repeated to Chungking ,

Peiping, Shanghai.
SPIKER
RR

P S /L B

Nanchang railway.

DECLASSIFIED»

E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

’ft™
This ttlcgriffifeBPRAM RE^ÈWÉÔr "•Bclosely paraphrased be—______ Dated October 2, 1941
fore being communicated
to anyone, (br)
Rec’d. .3*50 a*m«,3d

According to a Japanese official announcement

forces reportedly engaged in military operations

against Chinese units north of Canton presumably
near the perimeter of the occupied area have been

ordered to return to their stations as their obje ctives have been attained.

7 9 3 .9 4 / 1 6 9 1 2

appearing in the local press this morning Japanese

In the light of available information it is
fairly plain that these operations and tiiose(?)
in the delta area southwest of Hongmoon were main
ly designed to stop trade with unoccupied areas which
had continued by devious routes despite Japanese

Reports have indicated that the -5
CO
Japanese have carried away considerable plunder.

military reasons.

kt least some of the Japanese troops which
were

P S /L B

blockade measures and to break up nearby Chinese troop
o
concentrations, seemingly for political rather thanSZJ

DECLASSIFIED: S.O. 11652, See, 3(E) end 5(D) er (E)
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-2- #70, October 2, 5 p.nt from Canton

were sent into the Kongrioon area cbout a (?) ago
hrvE returned to Canton*

Sent to the Department, repeated to Chungking

Peiping, Heng Kong*
hYERS
NPL
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
NWN
This tElEgram must bE
closEly paraphrased before bEing communioatEd
to anyonE. (br)

"Hankow via N. R.
FRÇ^fEd October 1, 1941
Rec'd. 10:52 a.m. 3rd.

Secretary of State,

Washington.
71, OctobEr 1, 2 p.m.

10 p.m. and prEvious.

ThrEE AmErican and two German prEss corrEspondEnts from Shanghai uridEr Escort of JapanEsE Military
officErs flew ovEr Changsha and Chuchow, Hunan

yEstErday.

AmErican prEss rEprEsEntativEs havE

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 6 9 1 3

REfErEncE my tElEgram No.'70, SEptEmbEr 29,

informEd mE that thEir plane repeatedly circlEd low
ovEr Changsha and environs which were obviously in

complete possession of the Japanese.

American and

other foreign flags were being flown over foreign
Fires were burning in certain bombed
o

areas but no other signs of continuing disorder.

Large concentrations of the populace in certain
streets and in one mission compound and a number
of foreigners who waved to airplane’s occupants.

Property known to be flying American and other
foreign flags appeared to be undamaged.

Japanese

cP

P^L B

properties.

DECIASSIFIED: 8.0. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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-2- #71, October 1, 2 p.m. from Hankow.
Japanese yesterday claimed that their forces took

Chuchow,

railway junction south of Changsha, and

allegedly "after accomplishing their mission"
retired northward to Changsha.

The correspondents

saw Japanese forces moving northward short distance

outside of Chuchow,

Dive bombers were active over

villages to east of railway line between Yoyang

and Changsha.
Sent to the Department repeated to Chungking,

Peiping, Shanghai.
SPIKER
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
TEM
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone, (br)

Hankow via N, R.
FR®&ed October 2, 1941
Rec’d 3:06 a.m. 3rd

Secretary of State,
Washington.

72, October 2, noon.

Reference my 71, October !,“•£ p.m. and previous.
In a more than usually naive proclamation, the
Japanese Central China army headquarters has announced

that its forces having accomplished the purpose of

the Hunan offensive are withdrawing from Changsha

today and returning to their original bases after
demonstrating to third power representatives i.e.
(the newspaper correspondents mentioned in previous
messages) the ability of the Japanese Army decisively

to defeat Chungking’s forces and "to move with ease

The proclama

tion naively (?) with the statement that *If the

719

Chinese dare to claim the recapture of Changsha after

OCT

into Hunan and Szechuan at any time."

voluntary evacuation by its conquerors forces oriental^

leisure will be impaired."

Accompanying news reports

refer to the (?) repulse by retiring Japanese of
Chinese units which are attacking it apparently not
having heard

DECIASSIFIEDt E.O. 11652, See. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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fr-JUfon
NABS, Date

-2-

#72 j October 2, noon* from Hankow via N. R.

having heard of their defeat at Changsha.

Japanese

claim 18,000 Chinese killed and 30 divisions routed.
Japanese wounded continue to arrive in Hankow.

It

is believed that their losses have been endangering,
particularly along (7) river where they were held

for several days.
Japanese headquarters report that during last
week their detachments in north Klangs! moving west

ward from Nanchang and the Klukiang railway here
succeeded in occupying Fengsin and Wuning.

Sent to the Department, repeated to Chungking,
Peiping and Shanghai.

SPIKER

NPL
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

DATE: OCTOBER 1, 1941

32>AîgS.jAPAyBSË EXPLORATORY TALXSj
CHXKaSS-JAPANESE HOSTILITIES

SUBJECT: bKiïS)

PARTICIPANTS:

SECRETARY OF STATE HOLL A3© TEE CEIKESE
AMBASSADOR, DR* HU SHIH

■n
=s
COPIES TO:

I

flrat referred to the armed conflicts in both the Beat

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 6 9 1 5

The Ambassador of China called at agr roquoet.

and the Boat and inquired what ho thought of the situa
tion in the Beat*

Later X showed bln a nap giving the

position of the armies on the Russo-Gorman front.

The

Ambassador did not undertake to shod any light on the

western situation, but turned to the East.

He said that

the morale of ths Chinese was high, and that the outlook
\.C
ni good. I pointed out the probability of a German

move into the Middle East and thon X inquired of him
what be thought the Japanese would do with respect
Ho dis

counted the idea of any particular moveswnt by Japan

except

P S /G K C

thereto, apart from their conflict with China.
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DATE: OCTOBER 1, 1941
SUBJECT:

STAîgs-jàPAMESii EXFLOMTORÏ TALK J
CHItoSU-JAPAU&Sii HOSTILITIES

PARTICIPANTS:

SECRETAIS OF STATE HOLL AMD TIE CSIXÜ4E
AMBASSADOR, DR. HU SHIH
T]
«

COPIES TO:

I

first referred to tho armed conflicts in both tho East

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 6 9 1 5

The Ambassador of China called at my roquoet.

and ths West and inquired what ho thought of tho situa
tion in the West.

Later X showed him a map giving tho

position of tho armies on the Rusao-Oorman front.

The

Ambassador did not undertake to shed any light on tho

Western situation, but turned to ths Bast.

He said that

the morale of tho Chinese sms high, and that tho outlook
was good.

X pointed out the probability of a German

move into the Middle East and then X Inquired of him
what he thought the Japanese would do with respect
Ms dis

counted tho idea of any particular movement by Japan

except

P S /G K C

thereto, apart from their conflict with China.
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except In fighting Chin*.
I said to the Aabassador that I had no particular
purpose in asking him to ocme to see ras except to say that

there was really nothing naw in the exploratory conversa
tions, wixich have been taking place from time to time

between officials of thio Governaont and the Japanese
Government, the min talks having taken place between

the Japanese Ambassador and myself•

X added that the

situation was virtually the same as before and that this

Government, of course, has had no other purpose, as has

been repeatedly stated to the Ambassador and to his Gov
ernment, than to discuss fully with China any pertinent

questions which might arise in the possible event that we
should reach the stage of negotiations.

X made it clear

that the chances oi this latter possibility at all times

have been one out of 26 or 60 or oven 100.

X further

stated that wo expected to continue to aid China until

a satisfactory settlement Is made.

The Ambassador seemed

pleased to have been called in for a report by oe relative
to our exploratory talks with Japan.

Tao Ambassador had nothing particularly new to toll

m except to answer a few questions with respect to the

battle of Changsha and the Improved relationship between
the

DECIASSIFIEDx E.O. 11652, See. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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th* Chinee* Cosnmlsts «nd th* other Chinese forces.
E* indicated that Outer Mongolia and Tibet «ere about

one-half Chinese while Inner Mongolia was chieflyt if
not *xolly, Chinese.

He «aid he did not know aueh

about conditions in Manchuria tnd that he was not at

all sure that Japan oontenplatod an attack on Siberia at
any early date.

C.E.

S CHtMA
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TO BE TRANSMITTED

PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

Telegram Sent

Full rate
Day letter
Night letter

(

PLAIN

Bepartnrent of ^iate

Full rate
Day letter
Night letter

«SC

Washington,

NO DISTRIBUTION

Charge to

$

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE
PARTAIR

Charge Department:

<

X CONFIDENTIAL CODE X

AMEMBASSY,
CHUNGKING (CHINA)
536

October 3, 1941

1 hl. ctblt w»5 ur! k c»nfid*< till Cod*,
liquid
careful),

Iwwg c*ir,manicat*< U

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL FOR THE AMBASSADOR.

quest.

In response to my inquiries as to his reactions

toward the world situation he made no comments which served
to shed any light on the European and Near Eastern theaters

of war but took up the situation in the Far East.

He spoke

optimistically of the situation and commented on the high

Chinese morale.

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 6 9 1 5

On October 1 the Chinese Ambassador called at my re

In reply to my query whether he thought

Japan could take action in conjunction with the probable

of any move by Japan except to continue fighting China.

I told the Ambassador I had no repeat no particular

purpose in asking him to call but to mention that there
were no new developments in the/exploratory talks which were
being held from time to time with the Japanese, that the
situation remained virtually unchanged and that, as we have
repeatedly told the Ambassador and his Government, this

Government intends to discuss fully with China any pertinent
questions in the possible event that we should reach a stage
Enciphered by____________

Sent by operator____________ , 19
1—1402

V. s. OOVCRMMENT PRINTIHO OFFICE

P S /W H A

German move in the Middle East he discounted the likelihood
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PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER
Full rate
Day letter
Night letter
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Telegram Sent

TO BE TRANSMITTED
confidential code

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

PARTAIR

Bepartawirt nt

Charge Department:
Full rate
Day letter
Night letter

2^

PLAIN

Washington,

Charge to

$

of negotiations with Japan.

I Indicated that the

prospects of our reaching a stage of negotiations with
Japan remained a very indefinite possibility.

The Ambassador seemed pleased to have been called in
but he gave me little Information except In regard to the
battle of Changsha and Improved relations between Chinese

Communists and other forces.

FE : JWB/MWS:HES

Enciphered by-------------------------------Sent by operator

M„19___ ______________________
1—1463

U. S. GOVERNMENT FRINTINO OFFICE
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Memorandum of Conversation
DATE:

SUBJECT:

uax^ STATES-JAPAMESE KPLOKATOBX TALKS:
SHIMSB-JAPANESE HOSTILITIES

PARTICIPANTS:

SEORSEAMf OF STATE HULL AMD THE CHIHiiSE
AMBASSADOR, DR. HW SHIM

5»

OPO

The Ambassador of China called at my request.

7 ^ 3 . ^ 4 /1 6 ^ 1 5

COPIES TO:

X

first referred to the armed conflicts in both the Rast
and the West and inquired what he thought of the situa
tion in the West.

Later I showed him a nap giving the

position of the armies on the Russo«Ooraan front.

Tho

Ambassador did not undertake to shed any light on tho

Western situation, but turned to tho East.

He said that

tho morale of the Chinese was high, and that tho outlook

1 pointed out the probability of a Gorman

move into tho Middle East and then I inquired of him
«hat he thought tho Japanese would do with respect

thereto, apart from their conflict with China.

He dis

counted the idea of any particular movement by Japan

except

C o n f id e n t ia l F ile

was good.
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except in fighting China.

I said to the Ambassador that I had no particular
purpose in asking him to oau to see no except to say that

there was really nothing now in the exploratory conversa
tions, which have been taking place from time to time

between officials of this Government and the Japanese
Government, the main talks having taken piece between

the Japanese Ambassador and myself.

I added that the

situation was virtually the same as before and that this

Government, of course, has had no other purpose, as has
been repeatedly stated to the Ambassador and to his Gov

ernment, than to discuss fully with China any pertinent
questions which might arise in the possible event that we
snould reach th© stage of negotiations.

L

made it clear

that the chances of this latter possibility at all times

have boon one out of 2b or bO or oven 100.

X further

stated that wo expected to continue to aid China until

a satisfactory settlement is made.

The Ambassador seemed

pleased to have been called in for a report by mo relative

to our exploratory talks with Japan.
The Ambassador had nothing particularly new to tell
mo except to answer a few questions with respect to tho

battle of Changsha and tho improved relationship between
tho

DECLASSIFIED»

E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(8) and 5(D) or (1)
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
PLAIN
Tokyo via Shanghai & N.R, -

EJ

From
Dated October 2, 1941

k/--------- BtsJd 5:20 a.n., 5th
Division

Secretary of State

Department ef

OPIES SEN I To
ON.I. AND MJ.D
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Washington.

FABEASrajlitaiRs

1563, October 2, 5 p.m

Evening papers report announcement today by
Colonel Mabuchi, Chief Army Information Department

Imperial Headquarters, regarding military operations
Shanghai area.

He explains withdrawal Japanese

force from newly occupied area follows accomplishment
objectives of campaign, namely, annihilation Central

P S /L B "

Army in Ninth War Zone and destruction resistance

organization that zone.

Indestructible national .de

fense sphere of Imperial Army, including French Indo
china, has completed economic blockade ring against

Chungking.

Chungking propaganda to contrary not- o

withstanding, Japanese Army has structure and fightingl
power adequate for second blow to Changsha and if

necessary, it can carry out advance to Chungking and
Chengtu any time•

Sent Department via airmail to Shanghai,

GREW

ALC

।
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PLAIN

DES

From

Chungking via N

R

Dated October 4

1941

Rec ' d 6:11 a.m*, 6th

Secretary of Sta
Washington

410, Fourth

/Divisionjpf

FAR

'1941,
partment »f

COPIES SENT TO

0NI
-----tyyiï.. m.i.d.

Chinese editorial comment during past week
has been chiefly concerned with the fighting in
North Hunan.

The opinion was commonly expressed

that a prime Japanese motive -was the hope that a
show of strength would have a salubrious effect

on the Japanese American conversations.

The news

of the Japanese retreat, which occassioned wide

spread celebrations in Chungking, was the subject
of extra editions on October two and victory edi
torials on October three.
The Moscow conference has been largely ig-

nored.

The first paper to comment on it was the^

HSIN HUA JIH PAO Communist, which since the Russ©3

'

German war has favored all possible aid to RussiS?
c3
On October one it expressed a hope for the succesfe
of the conference and pointed out the need of England

taking offensive action on the western front.
October

On
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410, October 4, 1941 from Chungking via N. R.

October three the SAO TANG PAO, a military paper,
rather bluntly expressed the opinion that present

measures of material aid to Russia were entirely
inadequate, that Great Britain must send an expedi

tionary force to Russia and make landings in France
and Belgium, and that ’’America cannot be merely
the arsenal of the democracies, but mist join the
struggle”.

On the same date the SHIH SHIH HSIN PAO

a . .55 Kung paper said that the fact that the con

ference was held and the high position of the dele
gates chosen showed that England and America realize

that the defeat of Russia is also their defeat.

However China»s defeat will also be a defeat for
England, America and Russia.
countries must work together.

All anti-aggression

The burden of res

ponsibility for resistanc e rests upon China in the
Far East, Great Britain the Middle East, Russia in

Europe and upon the United States in the Atlantic

end eventually in the Pacific.

GAUSS
WWC
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JH’JH
Hanoi via N. R.
This telegram must be
From
closely paraphrased beDated October 6, 1941
fore being communicated
to anyone, (br)
Rec'd. 2:4gp.m............
vision} of X.

f FAR

Secretary of State,
Washington.

\
Department of State

|

J

My 147, October 1, 4 .^m.

There is no change in the situation as regards
the release of the Chinese still detained by the

Japanese.

The Government General is understood

to have sent a further protest to the Japanese

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 6 9 1 8

1.

150, October 6, noon.

asking the release of the Chinese and the return of

the property seized on September 26.

Sent to Cavite for repetition to the Department
Chungking, Peiping, Hong Kong Shanghai.

P S /L B

REED
CSB

o
o

05

o
CD
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I am a Chinese soldier# Right now I am taking part in the
fighting on the shore of the Yangtse River against our enemy» the
robbers of Eastern Asia*-the Japanese militarists#

It is spring now#

My address iss

Sept. 10. 19hl#

I wish you health and happiness#

(signed) A Chinese soldier» P*an Ling-ySn
(surname» P*an)
P‘an Ling-yttn»
Sub-number 17»
P. 0. Box Fa (fô ) 15U»
The Fourteenth Army»
Changhsa» Hunan» China#

A# W# Hummel»
Chief» Division of Orientalia<

I

I am very stupid and do not know how to write English# So I
send you this letter in Chinese» thinking perhaps you would like to
read a letter from a Chinese soldier#

69 9

1

During these years of warfare we have reooived much help from
countries which love righteousness and peace# Especially from
your country» the united States of America» we have received arms»
medicine» money» and encouragement# We are all grateful to you#
Now we are fighting a war of emancipation# When we win this war
we will try our best to repay you for what you have done#

I

I
. !
: /

/

Now the Japanese» after attacking us by force» by economic
means» by thoughts» and by politics» have been unable to win# They
have occupied a large part of our country» but right in the occupied
territory there are tens of thousands of our countrymen# Millions
of our warriors are in every city» every mountain» every forest»
and all over the farmland. As soon as our loader» General Chiang»
gives the order to counterattack» we can at once change the occupied
territory into the graveyard of the Japanese invaders#

"zpx. 9 4

We have fought gloriously for five years# The longer we
fight» the higher our spirit* and the more confident we are of final
victory# This shows the world that the Chinese Republic is not
to bo looked down upon anymore#

DECLASSIFIED:
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TELEGRAM RE<5W$ED
Tokyo via Shanghai & N.R.

Dated October 5, 1941
From

Rec’d.

1:47 p.m.,7th.

Secretary of State,

■Eôpîëssëntto
1S71, October S, 11 a.m.

I** j
\ /

0NI/^ri9

Although vernacular papers make no mention

of speeches made last night by War, Navy and

Welfare Ministers which were broadcast nation*»

ally from a public rally in Tokyo the ADVERTISER
quotes then at length.

Summary:

War Minister stressed growing international

strain and necessity people uniting under lead**

ership government.

Importance attached to care

bereaved families.
Navy Minister said despite Imminent col

lapse Chungking its resistance continues account
Third Power aid.

Future of Nation not clear

but Navy prepared for al 1 eventualities. Thanks
extended to Nation for comfort given men under
OCT

arms.

achieve its mission and that success will depend

upon unity of people,

^or the long road ahead

the people must devote their energies to
perfecting

!»

Welfare Minister said Nation attempting to
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«4B*» #1571, October 5, 11 a.m. fran Tokyo
perfecting notional structure.
reaved families first essential.

Aiding be

End summary.

Sent to the Department via airmail

Shangha i.

GREW
EDA
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jCT

9

QCî-7 M

1941

partment of State

Referring to previous correspondence regarding the dropping
of bombs by Japanese aircraft which damaged the U.S.S. TUTUILA,

there is enclosed copy of a report from the Commander

Yangtze

Patrol dated August 2, 1941.
Respectfully,

Encl

The Honorable,
The Secretary of State.

Captain, 9. S. N.

By direction

T
œ
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REFER TO FILE NO.

FF6-1/A16-3/C7M)

(05-hrb)
UNITED STATES ASIATIC FLEET
YANGTZE PATROL

U. S. S. LUZON, Flagship,

August 2, 1941.

Subject:

Dropping of bombs by Japanese aircraft in the
vic Lilt y of U.3.3» ‘OTUILA (PR4) at Chung
king, China*

present incident is the result of a pure mistake made
in the pursuit of a difficult operation.

"In conclusion I am, indeed, glad to hear that
there were, fortunately, no casualties suffered by
your personnel.

"I have the honour to inform you that in view of
the occurrence of the present Incident, I have
strictly warned the air units under my conrand against
a repetition thereof and have taken measures which
will completely root out this type of untoward
incidents*
"Sincerely yours,

Admiral S. Shimada,
CoiK;ander-ln-Chlef of
the China Seas Fleet, l.J.N."

WILLIAM GLASSFORD

2
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REFER TO FILE NO.

(05-hrb)

m-l/A16-J/(754)

UNITED STATES ASIATIC FLEET
YANGTZE PATROL

U. S. S. LUZON, Flagship,

August 2, 1941,

From

The Cornnander YANGTZE PATROL.

To

Th© Comandsr-in-Chief, U.S. ASIATIC FI-EET.

:

Subject:

Dropping of bombs by Japanese aircraft in the
vicinity of U.S.S, TUTU ILA (PR4) at Chung
king, China,

Reference:

(a) Comynngpat letter FF6-1/A16-J/(O749) of
July JO, 1941, addressed to Admiral S,
Shimada, l.J.N,
(b) Admiral Sfcimda*s reply dated 31st July
1941,

1,
Reference (b), received in reply to reference
(a), la quoted herewith for the information of the
Coriander-in-Chief, U.S, ASIATIC FLEET.

"Dear Admiral Glassford:
“*I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt
of your letter of JOth July in which you state
that during an air attack carried out on Chungking
by Japanese naval air units on the morning of
July JOth, bombs, which fell perilously close to
the t.S.S, Gunboat TUTU I LA, destroyed her boats
and caused some damage to the gunboat itself.
Simultaneous with the receipt of your letter, I
received a report from the commanding officer of
the Japanese naval air force on the spot that a
bomb had landed about 350 meters from the U.S.S.
TUTUILA due to fault in operations of a part of
the formation,

"I express my sincere regret for the occur
rence of the present incident in spite of the fact
that the naval personnel under my coiviand have
been consistently warned and cautioned against the
rise of this type of error, and at the same time
I would like to have you understand that the
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R^c’d 2:37 p.m., Sth
From

Secretary of State,
V’ashington.
74, October 7, 5 p-.m.
According to a reliable informant, last
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Evening and early this morning there was observed
the movement of military supplies and Japanese

troops from Canton to the railhead of the Canton

Samshui line.

About 1,000 fully-equipped soldiers,

500 horses and many horse-drawn (*) were seen and

it possible that additional forces proceeded by

another route.

As this office has received information

believed to be reliable th°t Kwangs! troops in
considerable numbers had recently occupied Tsingyun

nn the north river seme forty miles north of Samshui,

movement is directed against the above-mentioned
Chinese concentration.

Unconfirmed reports of

lighting about halfway between those towns have

o
2

*

oo

r

7n

been heard.

Japanese airplanes based on Canton continue to
be active-.

Sent to Department.

«•••“

Repeated to Chungking,

Peiping, Hong Kong.

NK
(*) Apparent omissl'-n.

MYSRS

P S /L B

it seems not uiHLikely th^t this Japanese troop
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TRB
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to anyone.
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Dated October 8» 1941
* xy 1
3;37 a.m., loth

Secretary of State

Washington.

October 8, 2 P«m.

'XJJepartmentof?tate
Xh- ,

.1 ■ y

£ Z 6 9 l/ f r 6 £ ^ Z

I have

just be~n reliably informed that ex-

’

ceptionally heavy fighting is in progress all

around Ichang and right up to inner perimeter of
the Japanese defences.

The whole area is under

artillery and small arms fire.

Japanese military admit Chinese attacks along

the front stretching from Ichang northeastward along
the line through Kingmen and Suihslen to

Slnyang,

d V /9 d

Honan.

Local press flooded with accounts of alleged
Japanese successes along Yellow River with signi

ficantly meager references to believedly disastrous
Hunan campaign.

Reports indicate continuing retreat

from Hunan to ïoyang base harried by Chinese forces.

Large part of Japanese naval flotilla returned today

to Hankow from up river convoying numerous small

o
T"1
to

craft.

Sent to Department.

Repeated to Chuagking,

Peiping and repeated to Shanghai.
SPIKER

PEG

£
—
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

/

------------------------

pp
This telegram must be
cIosely^naraphrased before bein\ communicated
to anyone 7\(br)

/

/

Hankow via II.R.
FROM

_7

Dated OctoberX, 1941
/
Rec’d 3:37 >a.m. IDth.

Secretary of State,

/

Washington X

/

73, October 8,\2 p.m.

/

I have just beenSrEliably informed that Ex

defences.

The whole area i\ under artillery and

small arms f ire ./

\

Japanese inilitary admit Chinese attacks along
/
\
the front stretching from Hunan t\ Yoyang base
harried bjr Chinese forces.

Large part of Japanese

naval flotilla returned today to Hankow from up
river/convoying numerous small craft. \
/ Sent to Department repeated to Chungking,
PeXping and repeated to Shanghai.

\

7
/

PEG

\
SPIKER

\
\

23A 9!

Ichang and right up ty iràuzr perimeter of the Japanese

/ f ’P * £ 6 1

ceptionally heavy fightWg is in progress all around

DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
EJ
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be- fore being communicated
to anyone, (br)

Hankow via N, R.
^Dated October 13, 1941

Rec'd 10:10 a.m.

Secretary of State,
Washington.
75, October 13, 3

Reference my 73, October.8, 10 p.m.

Japanese military headquarters announce that on
October 11 and 12 their forces counterattacked and

succeeded in routing Chinese force of 30,000 which
attacked Ichang area beginning October 8th; further

that the Japanese are also successfully countering
Chinese offensives in Shasi and (?)kingmen areas.

Japanese admit that a large Chinese force crossed

the river below Ichang and reached outer line of
defence of the city but failed to occupy it as
claimed by Chungking.

Reports from the same source

show the Chinese have cut communications between

Ichang and Tangyang; that they occupy Shayang on the
o

Han River and are attacking from north of ChungsiCEJig
also in Suihsien, Yingshan and Sinyang (Honan) ar^is

where nine Chinese divisions have allegedly been ffi—t
feated.
Sent to the Department, repeated to Chungking,

Peiping, Shanghai*

SPIKER
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S.O. 11652, Sec. 3(B) and 5(D) or (E)
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EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No. 139

Chungking, September 16, 1941.

CONFIDENTIAL.

Subject:

Air Mail.

Military Attache’s reports
on the Chinese military
position.

co
CJ

OJ

The Honorable
The Secretary of Dtate,
Washington, D.C.

Sir:

OCT

2,1 194U

I have the honor to refer to two recent reports sub
mitted by the Military Attached of this 4nbassy to the War
Department. These reports are no. 113 of September 11 and
no. 114 of September 12, 1941. The Embassy understands
that copies of the Military Attaché’s reports, which are
deemed to be of interest to the Department, are made avail
able to the Department by the War Department.

The two reports in reference were found by the Bi
to be especially interesting. -Heport no. 113, which quotes
a report of the British Military Attaché', to which Colonel
Mayer appends his comments, seems to reflect a knowledgeable
and sound viewpoint. Report no. 114, which is a quotation
from a British Military Intelligence Report, contains very
arresting description and comment on Chinese guerrilla
training and tactics.

uhile the Embassy is not prepared to pass judgment on
the strictly military phases of the reports, it findsHhat

^^14

.. ____ ___ ____ -
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(
>

!
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in general the discussion and deductions conform with its
own opinions on the situations described. Of special per
tinence is the discussion in report no. 115. The early
paragraphs of that report are summarized in Colonel Mayer’s
''Comment";
"The observations in the above report on the
difficulty of movement and supply of artillery in
the back areas are concurred in. This point should
receive consideration in selecting materiel under
the Lend-Lease Bill for China.
"With regard to guerrilla operations, while
these cannot in themselves defeat the Japanese and
drive them out of China, yet if pursued with vigor
they would be instrumental in containing large
Japanese forces and making the problem of supply along
the tenuous lines of communication difficult. Un
fortunately the Chinese have not pushed this type of
operations with spirit."
The later paragraphs deal with the probable effects of
continued Japanese occupation of eastern China. In sum
mary, these effects are foreseen to be: (1) growth of
Japanese and puppet vested interests to the point that their
eradication will prove to be very difficult; (2) probable
Chinese preference for continued Japanese danination as an
alternative to the inevitable upheaval which would accom
pany the return of the Central Government; and (3) tendency
on the part of foreign firms for reasons of trade to support
Nanking rather than Chungking.
The -Hiibassy believes that the Department will find the
two reports of more than passing interest.

Respectfully yours,

C. E. Gauss

Original and one copy to the department by air mail.
Three copies to the department by pouch.
710
JCV/cwc
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

'

Adviser

on

Political Relations

October 23, 1941.

note Mr. Gauss’ explana
tion of why the Interview was
given.

PA/H:SKH:FLB
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EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No

140.

Chungking, September 16, 1941.

Subject: Press Interview given by General Chiang Kai-shek.
.dr kail

V- f\
...

V-

'

*

I have the honor to refer to my teleg^bm no. *583 of
September 10, 6 p.m. and to enclose for trie Department’s
information and records a copy of the text of the interview
given by General CHUNG Kai-shek to kr. Fisher, the United
Press correspondent, on September 10, 1941. General Chiang
rarely gives press interviews butait is under st ooS^fîaïTe^
fjelt that reports,. o.y ..meric an-Japanese conversations in
'Washington ^calleafor a statement of the kind given in his
interview.

Respectfully yours,

C. S. Gauss

Enclosure :
1/ Text of U.P. correspondent’s interview with
JCV/wr
800

Original and one copy by air to the Department
Three copies to the Department by pouch

7 9 3 .9 4 / 1 6 9 2 6

/
The Honorable
The Secretary of State ,\
Washington, D
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch No. 140 dated September 16,1941
from American Embassy at Chungking.

Text of the United Press Correspondent’s
interview with the Generalissimo on
September 10, 1941:

For more than four years China has resisted Japanese
aggression. Japan, the first to disturb world peace, is
still striving and scheming to develop her aggressive designs.
However, her fighting strength has diminished perceptibly
and so has her arrogance.
Two factors have been largely responsible for the
situation which confronts Japan today: First, China’s
determined resistance, and second, economic sanctions
enforced under the leadership of the United States such as
the freezing of Japanese assets and the embargo on the ship
ment of war materials to Japan. It is evident that the prime
object of Japan’s present diplomatic moves is to bring about
the cessation of Chinese resistance or what she calls the
liquidation of the so-called China incident, and the relaxa
tion of economic measures directed against her by the United
States and other democratic powers.
I would emphatically tell our American friends that for
her part China will not waver in her policy of continuing
resistance to the bitter end nor will she fail to make any
further sacrifice required until the Ear East and the world
at large are assured of a permanent and righteous peace.
At the same time I hope and believe that while China is
continuing her fighï~economic sanctions directed against
Japan by the United States and other nations friendly to
China will be intensified or at least in no way relaxed.
1
Such should be, and I trust, isT^TEe bond of understanding
binding all nations interested in Pacific affairs that are
committed to the policy of opposition to aggression.

Since the invasion of Manchuria in September 1931, the
Japanese Government has, in furthering its national policy,
employed a practice of alternating between a show of con
ciliation and open intimidation. *K)n numerous occasions in
the past, both the Chinese Government and the American
Administration have been duped by its trickery. I am
confident that the governments of all friendly nations will
show they have benefited by their painful experiences in
their dealings with Japan and will not permit themselves
again to be lulled into a transitory and false sense of
security.

Copied: HHK

DECIÀSSIFIEDï

B.o. 11652, Sec. 3(E) end 5(D)

(a)

Chungking, • ;®i tomber 16, 1941.

î :O . 140 .

subject; l'ress Interview given by Geners 1 chisng Kni-shek.
iir Me 11

The Honorable
Tne Secretary cf State,
Washington, D. C.
Sir:

1/

I have the honor to refer to my telegram no. 383 of
September 10, 6 p.m. and to enclose fcr trie Department's
information t.ad records^ copy of the text of the interview
given by General CÏÏIAHG Kai-shek to Mr. Fisher, the United.
Press correspondent, on September 10, 1941. General Chiang
rarely gives press interviews but it is understood thet he
felt that reports of . merican-Jepanese conversations in
Washington called for a statement of the kind given in his
interview.

Respectfully yours,

0. K. Geusa
Enclosure:

1/ Text of U.P. correspondent’s Interview with Generalissimo
cJCV/wr
800
•free

of signed on.
tinal

I

Vu-

* ./Ï
/

\

Original and one copy by air to the Department
.three copies to the Department by pouch
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch No. 140 dated September 16,1941
from American Embassy at Chungking.

Text of the United Press Correspondent’s
interview with the Generalissimo on
September 10, 1941:
For more than four years China has resisted Japanese
aggression. Japan, the first to disturb world peace, is
still striving and scheming to develop her aggressive designs.
However, her fighting strength has diminished perceptibly
and so has her arrogance.

Two factors have been largely responsible for the
situation which confronts Japan today: First, China’s
determined resistance, and second, economic sanctions
enforced under the leadership of the United States such as
the freezing of Japanese assets and the embargo on the ship
ment of war materials to Japan. It is evident that the prime
object of Japan’s present diplomatic moves is to bring about
the cessation of Chinese resistance or what she calls the
liquidation of the so-called China incident, and the relaxa
tion of economic measures directed against her by the United
States and other democratic powers.

I would emphatically tell our American friends that for
her part China will not waver in her policy of continuing
resistance to the bitter end nor will she fail to make any
further sacrifice required until the Far East and the world
at large are assured of a permanent and righteous peace.
At the same time I hope and believe that while China is
continuing her fight economic sanctions directed against
Japan by the United States and other nations friendly to
China will be intensified or at least in no way relaxed.
Such should be, and I trust, is, the bond of understanding
binding all nations Interested in Pacific affairs that are
committed to the policy of opposition to aggression.
Since the invasion of Manchuria in September 1931, the
Japanese Government has, in furthering its national policy,
employed a practice of alternating between a show of con
ciliation and open intimidation. On numerous occasions in
the past, both the Chinese Government and the American
Administration have been duped by its trickery. I am
confident that the governments of all friendly nations will
show they have benefited by their painful experiences in
their dealings with Japan and will not permit themselves
again to be lulled into a transitory and false sense of
security.

Copied: HHK
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department of state

Division of Far

eastern

Affairs

October 21, 1941

«fl-

Chungking’s despatch 143, September 13

1941.

Enclosed with the despatch is a copy of
an editorial from the Central Daily News
which the Minister of Foreign Affairs in
conversation with the Ambassador stated was
representative of the views of leading
Chinese political commentators.
The editorial is briefly summarized
in the last paragraph of the despatch
(page 2).

793.94/16927

FE:Fales:MBW
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EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Chungking, September 13, 1941

Subject: Transmission of Article in the CENTRAL
DAILY NEWS Referred to by the Minister
of Foreign Affairs in Conversation of
September 10, 1941.

Air mail

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 6 9 2 7

The Honorable
The Secretary of State,

Washington, D. C.
Sir:

i

\

I have the honor to refer to my despatch no. 134
of September 11, 1941, regarding my conversation of
'
September 10 with the Minister of Foreign Affairs, and
££
to enclose, as of possible interest to the Department,
a translation of a signed leading article in the
CENTRAL DAILY NEWS of that date, to which the Minister
made specific reference (see page four of the memo
randum of conversation enclosed with the above-mentioned
despatch) as being representative of the views of what
he termed "leading Chinese political commentators".

P S /L D

The author of the article, Mr. CHANG Chung-fu, is
a professor of international law at the National Central
University and is highly regarded in Chinese circles as
an authority on international affairs.

j

t-'' 1
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Air Mail

The CENTRAL DAILY NEWS is the official organ
of the Ministry of Publicity of the Kuomintang and
therefore can be considered to reflect official
party and government views.
'x
ft

The article itself warns the United States in
connection with the present American-Japanese
exploratory talks by referring to Japanese attempts
in 1917 to make political capital in China out of
the Lansing-Ishii Agreement, and in 1931 to persuade
Secretary of State Stimson that pressure on the then
existing cabinet would cause it to be succeeded by
an extremist military government.
Respectfully yours,

Enclosure:

1/ Translation of leading article in
CENTRAL DAILY NEWS of September 10,
1941.
Original and two copies to Department by air mail
Two copies to Department by pouch

710
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Enclosure no. 1 to despatch no. 143 dated September 13,
1941 from American Embassy at Chungking, China

September 12, 1941

Translation of a special editorial article, by CHANG
Chung-fu, in the CENTRAL DAILY NEWS of September 10,
1941

Respectfully Calling America's Attention.
From Prime Minister Churchill's broadcast of
August 21st and Secretary of State Hull's statement
of August 25th we have learned that America with
"limitless patience" (the Prime Minister's phrase)
is carrying on "informal negotiations" (the Secre
tary of State's phrase) with Japan to seek a just
and peaceful settlement which will "give Japan a
guarantee of her legitimate interests" (Prime
Minister's phrase).

On August 28th Admiral Nomura delivered Konoye's
letter to President Roosevelt. Afterward, Mr. Hull
stated that there had been a number of conferences
between the two countries. On August 31st and Septem
ber 2nd Mr. Hull again stated that the conversations
with Japan were still progressing but had not arrived
at a stage of concrete negotiation and that there were
no new developments.

From the above we know that the "informal negotia
tions" between America and Japan are still going on.
The number of Chinese people who have expressed their
concern in this regard are not few, but we must acknow
ledge that in the midst of these conversations Secretary
of State Hull on September 4th gave Ambassador Hu Shih a
guarantee as follows: "China need not have any concern
regarding the exploratory conversations between Washing
ton and Tokyo." Mr. Hull at his press conference on
August 25th had already said that informal negotiations
were going on between the tw<j countries but that America's
attitude remained unchangedAwas still based on the
principles enunciated in his statement of July 16, 1937.

In these informal conversations between America and
Japan, we do not believe that America will sacrifice
China to reach an agreement with Japan; we do not believe
that America will discard the fundamental tenets of its
foreign policy; we do not believe that America will
repudiate its repeated statements; we do not believe that
America will abandon its consistent Far Eastern policy.
But there is one point - a most important one - which we
still wish to bring before America, to call to the
attention of all our American friends.
Japan

DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
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Japan is an opportunist, a specialist in bluffing;
its strength is limited but its ambition is unbounded.
Therefore it often uses methods of deception to divide
its enemies and to cause internal disagreements among
them. In the winter of 1917 Japan signed with the
United States the Lansing-Ishii Agreement. Afterward,
it on one hand distorted the meaning of the agreement
and on the other hand, in advance of the mutually
agreed-upon date for promulgation, secretly notified
the Peking Government of the agreement hoping to create
in China the impression that it had been sold out by
the United States. After the September 18th incident
Debuchi, the Japanese Ambassador in Washington, pled
earnestly with Secretary of State Stimson not to
aggravate the Far Eastern situation so as to avoid
arousing the Japanese people to the point of causing
a military government to take over in Tokyo. The
impression created by Tokyo was that the intense
patriotism of the Japanese people was very sensitive
and that if outside pressure increased the Japanese
militarists would come to power.

Under these considerations, Secretary Stimson for
two months after the Mukden incident tried by every
means to avoid adding to the difficulties of the Japanese
Government in the hope that that Government would be able
to restrain the Army and bring about a settlement. But
Mr. Stimson was wrong. Washington’s tolerance was regarded
by Tokyo as gullibility. In his book "The Far Eastern
Crisis", Mr. Stimson said: "Gradually during those months
it became evident that the (Japanese) army was gathering
behind itself as it made these successive moves the
support of a powerful nationalistic feeling among the
people of Japan. At the same time the still more discourag
ing fact became almost equally clear that the Japanese civil
government not only could not check the army’s course, but
that in some important respects it was willing to profit
by the army’s action." (Page 55.)
When Mr. Stimson decided that he could not continue
tolerant, Japan’s scheme to separate England and America
had already succeeded. Therefore in the Spring of 1932,
although the American Government repeatedly announced its
nonrecognition policy and attempted to invoke the Nine
Power Treaty, the British Government was unable to co
operate.
Is the Japanese Government in the present conver
sations seeking to use the same intrigue? This is what
we wish to call to the attention of our American friends.
Japan has already created the impression abroad that if
these conversations fail the Konoye Cabinet will fall and
that its place will be taken by a Government of the most
rightist elements. Meanwhile all the right-wing organi
zations and newspapers in Japan such as the Greater Asia
Society, et cetera, are strongly urging a firm policy
toward the United States. But even Konoye himself at a
conference on September 3rd of government and war industry
representatives used the threatening words: "The only way

for
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for Japan to meet the present emergency is to mobilize
the whole economic strength of the country.” This sort
of atmosphere is very similar to that of the time after
the Mukden incident.
Have our friends, especially American, given
sufficient attention to and guarded against the
possibility that Japan may still be using this intrigue'

JSS/OWC:MCL
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In reply refer to
FE

My dear Mrs. Baker:

The Secretary of State has asked me to acknowledge

the reeelpt of your letter of September 21, 1941 In regal'd

to assure you that the eontontc of your letter hare been

carefully noted and that your courtesy In bringing your

▼lewsto the Department*o attention la appreolated.

Sincerely yours,

Georgo Atcheson, Jr.
Assistant Chief,
Division of Far Eastern Affairs

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 6 9 2 8 -1 /2

to matters relating to the situation In the Far East, and

^

Mrs. Charles W. Baker,
20 South Mountain Avenue,
Montclair, New Jersey.
OCT

FEjH^FsFAMjSS

9/27/41
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This is a report based on a talk with] PauïJÊjr~raiT,l,lin(r
native born American, who for the last ten years has représetfced the
Wty.
.......... * after
"■
KprVrç /,
GMECO in India and China and.................................
has just returned
a hree-year
service in Hong Kong
OCT 6 1941
Outstanding

points in the interview folio

1,
The morale of the Chinese is complete
and the Cantonese completely united and convinced that eventü
Japanese will be driven fro® China

3.
The unification of China will be stepped forward
materially as soon as Madame Chiang Kai-Shek’s plan for the compulsory
teaching of a universal Chinese language, based on the Mandarin tongue,
gains widespread operation.
4.
Wang Ching Wei, a renegade from the Chiang Kai-Shek
forces, has a considerable following of Chinese in Japanese-occupied
China but the belief in conservative Chinese circles is that much of the
following has been forced by the Japanese and will fade away when any
realcrisis threatening China comes.

7 9 3 .9 4 / 1 6 9 3 3

2.
The more educated and better established Chinese
merchants report a great increase in the Chinese belief in ultimate
victory against the Japanese by the arrival in larger quantities of
some of the supplies of war from the United States.

5.
The Japanese will never conquer China until they
sink every junk and sampan in the coastal waters and rivers and smash
every piece of bamboo that can be used as a yoke to carry baskets slung
from either end.

6.
Generally the Chinese feeling toward the United States is
excellent but we should never make any promises to the Chinese that
we fail to carry out eventually.
The Chinese is meticulous in keeping
the promises he makes.

7.
China is short of all kinds of metals necessary to the
maintenance of a war machine and her leading merchants were beginning to
ask where the promised supplies from the United States were.
This was
a month ago when Annis left Hong Kong.
It was offset by reports that
increasing US supplies were being received just before he started for
this country.
8.
China, after the end of the European conflict, will xxxx
never again give free access to German goods as the Chinese feel that
o
the Germans let them down in signing up with the Japanese .
On the
other hand Annis says that when peace comes with the Democratic Nations f
victorious China will prove to be one of the United State’s best
—
export customers as she favors U.S. goods.

£
|~
u

CO

9.
The embargo against shipments of oils and oil products
to the Japanese along with many other things has made the tie between

"‘s
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China
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2.

China and the United States

muoh stronger.

10.
The educated ChineseJj»M*«4]dering with increasing
audibility whether,after the war is
title'yJnited States will change
the immigration law so that there «11 be a Chinese quota included on a
pro-rata basis with other aliens. / That is a Question most frequently
asked of American business representatives gfcer they have gained
the confidence and friendship of tîTê ClfHffiïe.
It is one they
consistently give evasive replies about.
In explaining his belief that the Chinese will never again
allow the good trade relationship onee prevalent with Germany, he
said that following the recall to Germany of Nazi trade experts bids
were asked for German merchandise
and merchandise from other countries,
on the circulars distributed there was a government stamp bearing the
words "No German Gsdds are Wanted."

The Chop, or trademark, still is exceedingly important in
China , despite many clever Japanese forgeries, and Annis cautions
all American firms to maintain the quality of their merchandise which
has been and will continue to be exported to China •

Conservative Chinese report that there are as many Chinese
guerilla bands operating behind the Japanese forces as there are in front
of them and these activities have contributed a lot to the failure of
the Japanese forces on so many Chinese fronts.
All missionaries sent to China, should, in Anis’s opinion,
be trained sanitation experts, and preferably medical students, as the
Chinese are becoming more willing to adopt current American medical
and sanitation proceedure than they were ten years age.
Grafting Japanese military officers have let many trucks
and other materials of war slip over the border
and it is common
practice to tear down.all types of heavy machinery, automobiles and
trucks along with many ether vital supplies and pack them into crates
weighing 50 to 60 pounds.
These are then carried by the Chinese over
the most rugged mountain passes and reassembled for use against the Japan
ese.

Annis said that the Chinese believe that the Japanese are
playing a colkessal game of bluff in their appeasement hints to the
United States and are convinced that the appearance of a large US Naval
force would cause the sons of Nippon to scurry back to their home
ports.

From what he has seen of the Chinese and the Japanese Annis
believes the Chinese are a healthier race and can stand more punishment.
He saidthat in Hong Kong where there is a concentration of
more than 800,000 refugees the authorities have been storing large
quantities of rice and other grains sufficient to prevent starvation
for at least six months or possibly a longer period .

g g ItJI >
rrrrr
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Date

/China

October

1, 1941.

Welker

This is a report breed on a talk with Paul E. Annis,
native born American, who for the last ten years hrs represented the
GÆCO in India and China and has just returned after a three-year
service in Hong Kong.
Outstanding

points in the interview follow;

1.
The morale of the Chinese is complete with the Mandarin
end the Cantonese completely united end convinced that eventually the
Japanese will be driven from Chine.

2.
The more educated aid better established Chinese
merchants report a great increase in the Chinese belief in ultimate
victory against the Japanese by the arrival in larger quantities of
sore of the supplies of war from the United States#

3.
The unification of China will be stepped forward
materially
soon as Kadere Chiang Kai-Shek’s pian for the compulsory
teaching of a universal Chinese language, breed on the Mandarin tongue,
gains widespread operation.
4.
Vang Ching Wei, a renegade from the Chiang Kai-Shek
forces, has r considerable following of Chinese in Japanese-occupied
Chine but the belief in conservative Chinese circles is that much of the
following has been forced by the Japanese and will fade away when any
reelcrisis threatening China cores.

5.
The Japanese will never conquer China until they
sink every Junk and s&mpen in the coastal waters and rivers end smash
every piece of bamboo that can be used as a yoKe to carry baskets slung
from either end.
6.
Generally the Chinese feeling toward the United States is
excellent but we should never make any promises to the Chinese that
we fail to carry out eventually.
^he Chinese is meticulous in keeping
the promises he rakes.

7.
China is short of all kinds of metals necessary to the
maintenance of a war machine and her leading merchants were begiiuiing to
ask where the promised supplies from the United States were.
This w?s
a month ago when Annis left Hong Kong.
It was offset by reports that
increasing US supplies were being received just before he started for
this country.
8.
China, after the end of the >uropean conflict, will jœxm
never again give free access to German goods as the Chinese feel that
the Germans let them down in signing up with the Japanese •
On the
other hand Annis says that when peace cores with the Derocrrtic Nations
victorious China will prove to be one of the United State’s best
export customers as she favors TT.S. goods.

G.

The embargo against shipments of oils and oil products

to the Japanese along with many other things

has rade the tie between

DECIASSIFIED»
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i

China

2.

China and the United States

much stronger.

10e
The educated Chinese is wondering with increasing
audibility whether,after the war is over, the United States will change
the immigration law so that there will be a Chinese quota included on a
pro-rata basis with other aliens.
That is a question rest frequently
? sked of American business representatives after they have gained
the confidence and friendship of the Chinese.
It is one they
consistently give evasive replies about.

In explaining his belief that the Chinese will never a^ain
allov the good trade relationship onee prevalent with Germany, he
said that following the recall to Germany of Nazi trade experts bids
were asked for German merchandise
and merchandise from other countries,
on the circulars distributed there was a government stamp bearing the
words °No German Codds are Wanted."
"’he Chop, or trademark, still is exceedingly important in
China , despita many clever Japanese forgeries, and Annis cautions
all American firms to maintain the quality of their merchandise which
has been c:nd will continue to be exported to China •

Conservative Chinese report that there are as many Chinese
guerilla bands operating behind the Japanese forces as there are in front
of them and these activities have contributed a lot to the failure of
the Japanese forces on so many Chinese fronts.
All missionaries sent to China, should, in Anis’s opinion,
be trained sanitation experts, and preferably redicrl students, as the
Chinese are becoming more willing to adopt current American radical
and sanitation proceedure than they were ten years ago.
Grafting Japanese military officers have let many trucks
end other materials of war slip over the border
and it is cormon
practice to tear down all types of heavy machinery, automobiles end
trucks along with many other vital supplies and pack them into orates
weighing 50 to 60 pounds.
These are then carried by the Chinese over
the most rugged mountain passes and reassembled for use agf inst the Japan
ese.

Annis said that the Chinese believe that the Japanese are
playing a coLtessal game of bluff in their appeasement hints to the
United States and are convinced that the appearance of a large US Naval
force would cause the sons of Nippon to scurr^ back to their home
ports.

From
t he has seen of the Chinese and the Japanese Annis
believes the Chinese are a healthier race and can stand more punishment.
He sridthat in Hong Kong where there is a concentration of
pore than 800>0G0 refugees the authorities have been storing large
quantities of rice and other grains sufficient to prevent starvation
for at least six months or possibly a longer period .
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PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

I
TO BE TRANSMITTED

Tri rnnAu

Oi-a.*

confidential code
x nonconfidential code

TELEGRAM SENT

Full rate
Day letter
Night letter

{

---------------------------—

Bepartnrent of

Charge Department*.

Full rate
Day letter
Night letter

x

partair

"Gray
Washington,

Charge to

PLA"

QQJ XI
00ji'■■Wil

$

5 f Ai\.
AMEMBASSY,

TOKYO VIA SHANGHAI AND NAVAL RADIO.
AMEMBASSY, PEIPING.
AMEMBASSY, CHUNGKING.

Reference previous telegrams in regard to damage

to the Tutuila and Embassy staff residence at Chungking
during air raid of July 30.

One.

The Department desires that you address a

note to the Foreign Office in which, after making

7 9 3 . 9 4 / I6 9 3 3 A

INFO:

appropriate reference to the assurances conveyed to the

Department by the Japanese Ambassador on July 31 in
regard to indemnification to be made for damages

sustained by the U.S.S. Tutuila and the American Embassy
at Chungking as a result of Japanese aerial bombing, you

inform the Foreign Office that the Navy Department has
advised the Department that the damages sustained by

the U.S.S. Tutuila are in the total sum of Twenty-seven
Thousand Forty-five Dollars and Seventy-eight Cents
($27,045.78), United States currency.

Two.

For your information the above-mentioned sum con

_

, specified:

Enciphered oy______________________

Sent hy operator

M.,____________ _
1—1403

______________________
U. S. eOV»NHENT PRINTIN9 OFFltt

P S /H

tains items of damage classified as follows, in the amounts
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TO BE TRANSMITTED

PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

*

CONFIDENTIAL CODE

Telegram Sent

Full rate
Day letter
Night letter

{

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

PARTAIR

PLAIN

Bepartnrent of

Charge Department:

Full rate
Day letter
Night letter

Washington,

Charge to

$

(a)

United States Government:

Twenty-five Thousand

Seven Hundred Fifty-four Dollars and Thirty-eight Cents

($25,754.38).
(b)

U.S.S. Tutuila wardroom mess:

Five Dollars

($5.00).
(c)

Commissioned personnel of the U.S.S. Tutuila:

Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00).

(d)

Crew members of the U.S.S. Tutuila:

Two

Hundred Eighty-six Dollars and Forty Cents ($286.40).

(e)

Dry-docking charges:

Five Hundred Dollars

($500.00).
The above itemized classification should not be trans
mitted to the Foreign Office unless such a statement
is requested,, in which case you may supply it in the

form of an unofficial letter.

Three.

You may add that the Department has not

yet received from the Embassy at Chungking a statement

in regard to Embassy property damaged or destroyed as a

result of Japanese aerial bombing, but that as soon as
such a statement is available the Foreign Office will

be informed.

Enciphered by___________________________

Sent by operator__________

A/.,___________ ,
1—1482

19____ ______________________
V. ». «OVCRNHENT PRINTIM OFFIC»
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t

TO BE TRANSMITTED

PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

'

Full rate
Day letter
Night letter

(

Charge Departments

CONFIDENTIAL CODE

Telegram Sent

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

PARTAIR

PLAIN

Brpartmeni nf ^tate

Full rate
Day letter
Night letter

Washington,

Charge to

$

Sent to Tokyo via Shanghai.

Repeated to Peiping

and Chungking.

A

eGp>

FE:EPT:LJH/MJP
Enciphered try___ ____________
Sent by operator

M„----------------------- » 19____ _____________________________
1—1462

U. S. eOVIRNMEMT FRINTINS OFFICK

7

DECLASSIFIED!

E.o. 11652, Sec. 3(E) end 5(D) or (E)

Mr.

a message regarding the Tutulla, the substance of which

follows:

7

•si
(0
04

.

7??.?// W z^fJS zt
On O/tober 11, 1941. the Department (drafted
by FE In all probability) sent a telegram to Tokyo
- ~ stating that thej^atJ2X„damage..Jo
I . r7>7
the.Tutulla-ffiould.. amount to 829,045.78 with the
<\\U’ J
request that the Foreign ÔfflcÉ "beIhTo'rmed of
,<¥11
this In as much as the Japanese had agreed to
’
undertake the payment of the expenses of the
bombing. Although this message was conveyed to
-4T
the Japanese for the purpose of obtaining the
money, no specific request or demand for such
<’
payment.was made.
’ ’

•

(Û

0)
(0
04
04

Mr. Ward stated that Mr. Bennlnghoff (of FE),
vfao was attached to the Embassy at Tokyo at that
time, recalls having transmitted the aforementioned
message to the Foreign Office and reporting back
to the Department to that effect. However, he has
no recollection of any response from the Japanese.
Therefore, Mr. Ward feels confident that the
telegram of October 11, 1941 to Tokyo was the last
communication of any consequence on this case.

DCR Is unable to locate the green of the
telegram of October 11, 1941 at this time.

iS;

Mr. Ward stated that If you care to have additional
Information concerning this matter, he will be glad to ~
talk with you If you care to call hlm.
Zl
co

U-L:MPMullls

-3<
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED™™ OF FOREIGN
SERVICE ADMINISTRATION

MAR 171942

FROM GRAY

EJ

DEPARTMENÇT OF STAT^jv'

Tokyo via Shanghai & N.R.
«

>

C i i < V^b-

,\*v

Dated October 14, 1941
Rec fd 6:56 a^m., 15th

Division tif

'Secretary of State
4

Washington

epartment of Stat

OCT 18 1941

1620, October 14

4

Department’s 650

October 12^ 1 p.m. Bombing

of U.S.S. TUTUILA July
The Embassy has not received an instruction
concerning the assurances in regard to indemni'

fication conveyed by the Japanese Ambassador to

the State Department on July 31.

In these previou,

instructions, instruction no. 2224, (repeat 2224)

is missing

A summary of the pertinent portions of

the note or conversation in question would assist
the Embassy in preparing its note to the Foreign

Minister in compliance with the instruction con
tained in the reference telegram

Sent to the Department via Shanghai, repe-ated

to Chungking, Pe iping
50

GREW
QO

NPL

CD
-P*
ro
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Date

PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

TO BE TRANSMITTED

X CONFIDENTIAL CODE

Telegram Sent

Full rate
Day letter
Night letter

(

11 SC U

PARTAIR
PLAIN

t nf ^tate

Charge Department:
Full rate
Day letter
Night letter

X

NONCON FI DE NTI AL CODE

Washington,

Charge to

1941

October

$

If W

AMEMBASSY,

TOKYO.
Your 1620, October 14, 4 p.m. , bombing of
Tutuila gTilji 3l$7

'
The assurances in question were set forth in the
Deoartment1 s 451, August 1/ 11 a.m.,Mnaragraph one,

CL
*

'

,

item (4).

/Vn,
Mail instruction no. 2224,August

—

2,relates

to

awaitingentry to American

cargoeson Japanese shins

ports at the time of the institution of freezing
regulations.

<L
oi

If in the next pouch you do not receive

that instruction, please inform the Department.

793.94/16934

FE:EPT:LJH

OCI
Enciphered by----------------------Sent by operator----------------------- M.------------ --------------, jg
i—1402

U. S. OOVHNHKNT PRINTIN4 OFPICI

OR <3^
18 1941 '

C

<L

04
Im
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DEPARTMENT OF S

Adviser on
c*

*

political

R

-..-r 1
;U,s °NSNOTgS

October 17, 1941

\

J

U.P. news flash from Tokyo, October 17, 1941:

"Newspapers generally said that no matter who
y

succeeded Konoye. the country would expect the new
Premier to pursue the Chinese War to victory and
à

to establish Japan* s ’greater East Asia co-prosperity

f

CM
(s

sphere*. ’’

C
CM
Cl

-i
ft

0

to
to
CD

’

CM
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FAR EASTERN AFFAIR

CT 10 1941
Permanent Address:

150 Fifth Avenue
New York

epartmentef State

Mr. Maxwell Hamilton
Head Bureau of the Far East
Department of State
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hamilton:

I do not want to unnecessarily impose upon your time and perhaps your
patience, by a continuation of the matter which I raised with you and Ifr.
Dean Acheson regarding a possible basis of settlement with Japan and China.
However, several other things which seemed to me to be relevant, have come
to me and I pass them on to you for what they are worth.

If the two things which I mentioned could be put together, I think
they would form a basis of possible peace. The two things to which I refer
are:
(1) That Japan clear out all troops from China, including north
China, and that China then make a treaty with Japan that in case she is
attacked in the north by a third party, Japan would come to her help.
This would give Japan what she says she needs, namely: a join.t defense of
north China against Communism; and it would give to China what she wants,
namely:
Territorial and political integrity.
I wrote you that the Japanese
Ambassador said that he personally would agree to such a solution in the
north, but that he was not sure what Tokyo would do.

JUN 2 8 1943

(2) That New Guinea should be turned over to Japan for her surplus
population.
I am pursuaded that unless some provision is made for Japan’s
surplus population any agreement which is now made would have to be made
over again within ten years. With an arable territory as big as California,
she has twelve times the population of that state.
This is a real problem
and must be provided for; otherwise, we will have an unstable situation in
the Far East.

I suggested that I thought two or three things would come out of such
an arrangement: First, that you would save Japan’s face; second, that you
would provide for Japan’s surplus population of New Guinea; with a popula
tion of six hundred thousand, it could probably sustain twenty millions;
and third:
You could relieve pressure upon China and get a generous peace
for her in view of the fact that you had been generous to Japan elsewhere; and
fourth:
It is probable you might detach Japan from the Axis by such a stroke.
If these two things could be bound up together, namely: The treaty
in regard to north China, and the giving over to Japan of New Guinea, you might

DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) «nd 5(D) or (E)
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Mr. Maxwell Hamilton- #2
October 8, 1941

have then a key to a stable peace#

The objection which you raised, and it is a real one, namely: that
the Netherlands and Australia might say that we were giving away territory
belonging to somebody else, and on our part we are doing nothing. My reply
was that the Netherlands and Australia should be willing to sacrifice some
thing in order for a stable peace in that section#
My further suggestion
is this: Why could not the United States offer a money compensation to the
Netherlands and Australia in giving over New Guiana to Japan? Suppose we
offered fifty millions of dollars to each.
This would be a wise expenditure
of money, for two days of war would consume that much, and more#
I know that the prestiges of government must be considered; but it
seems to me that the greatest prestige that any government can gain is the
ability to settle a matter by generous attitudes which will meet the psycho
logical factors involved. No nation ever lost prestige by generosity.
I
feel that a wise radicalism at this time will be true conservatism.
I need not tell you that I did not raise the question of New Guiana
in my talk with the Japanese Ambassador.

With my best wishes for you in your very responsible position,

ESJ:MH

4-,‘

4^, >'
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October 13, 1941.

"n
s2

My dear Dr. Jones:
I havo raoel/ved your letter of Ootcber 0, 1041, la

regard to the situation in the Far Bast.

The thought which prompted you to communicate to
ua a further expression of your views on this subject
is appreciated.

Sincerely yours,
CD

CM

Maxwell M. Hamilton
Ohlof
Division of Far Boston Affairs

Dr. 8. Stanley Jones,
ISO Fifth Avenue,
lev York, Hew York.
CT

13

il

'

FE:JWB:HE8
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
LET
This télegraà must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being èommunicated
to anyone. (Br)

Hong Kong via N, R.
FROM

Dated October 22, 1941

Rec’d. 12s28 p.m., 23d.

Secretary of State,
Washington.

9 2 A 9 I/fr* ’ ZA£

437, October 22} 10 a.m.

My September 12, 5 p.m.
Hong Kong representative of Marshal Chang

Hsueh Liang has informed Consul Ward that he has
definite and reliable Information confirming the

previous report that Chang Is in Chungking, where
it is believed that he is being permitted to see

certain ranking leaders, among them Pai Chung Hsl.
Tung Pei partisans in Hong Kong understand, however,

that the project to free Chang and replace him in
command of the northeastern armies is opposed by

General Ho Ying Chin and several others of group
whose dismissal Chang demanded at the time of the

Hsian coup.

If this opposition can be overcome,

Chang will be freed some time during December or the
o

first part of January, they assert.
Sent to the Department.

IO

Repeated to Chungking oo

, _ , ,

Ed

and Peiping.

SOUTHARD
JRL

°,

«X
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From liilitary spokesman, September 23> 19U-3-•
Japanese force commission three whole divisions, parts

of two others, one independent mixed brigade, and heavy
artillery brigades, total strength about eighty thousand,

(50) attacked in four columns from north bank Hinchiang

River with objective Changhsa on September eighteenth*
Simultaneously Japanese naval landing forces estimated one
thousand land south shore Tungting Lake where they are held*

five points between Kweiyi and Kakow September 20 and are
now held that area with exception force at Viukow which has
made some advance southeast*

Chinese attacked Japanese left

flank in Yangligchieh - Kwanwangchiao - Changlocheh area and
recaptured last named point (fifteen (150) kilomoters north of

Changlochieh) September 21*

Heavy fighting now going on west

of Kwangwangchiao and northeast of Yanglingchieh.
chances taking Changsha depend outcome
on their left flank*

Distribution:
Sfcate Department
VMr Plans Divfaicri
Office of Naval Intelligence
G. He Q*
Intelligence Branch
O.AeSeW.
~ ~~
'
Far Eastern Section
Collection Section
Uth Army

Japanese

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 6 9 3 9

Three columns moved east of and one west of Canton - Hankow
Railway* Ten thousand (100) Japanese crossed 0“ilo River at
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Tn the present campaign in Hunan Province

according to C-2

of the Chinese General Staff, identification of Japanese units ii

as follows*

From east to west, JJd division (two regiments), bth

division, Jrd division, IJth division (one brigade), all east

.'

J c /
of the Canton-Hankow railway, and west of the railway part of
the Ljth division*

<’

The Chinese started a counterattack on the

Japanese left (oast) flank, but the both Japanese division in

turn has struck the rear of the Chinese counterattacking force

able that the Chinese can stop the Japanese north of Changsha as
they did in 1959 when the Japanese were unable to make use of

their artillery and air support.

BARRETT

IB
S.O.

®

9/2UA1

7 9 3 .9 4 /I 6940

Tn my opinion it is improb

which is in a very tight situation*

1

Distribution:
State Department
Vfar Plans Division
lj\
Office of Naval Intelligence
G. H. Q.
Intelligence Branch
0*A.SeWe
Collection Section

I '

par Eastern'Section

i‘

■

M "0

• • .
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BeceiyeFi
at 21 si

1941

D
Chnngjclag, September 26, 1941.

According Central Save, Changsha* Japanese south
of Milo Hirer now driving southwest from Pingklang meeting strong

opposition»

Columns on south hank Milo Biver have been strongly

reinforced hut are being held»

Chinese now engaging Japanese west

of Lullntang twenty-five kilometers south of Tungting lake.
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w^nglrlng,

September 26.

With reference to the Chinese central Hewn report from
Changsha that pingkiang has been taken by the Japanese who also
are moving additional units across the Milo River,

the Chinese

forces in this area are in a very dangerous situation.
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1941

From Military spokesman, September 291\ epartmept
At 09:00 today official telegram from Changsha reported

city quiet and still in Chinese hands.

Detachment Japanese plain

clothed troops entered north gate evening September 27 and were

Attack held on north bank Laotao River with two right

columns twelve kilometers north of city, center column fifteen

kilometers northeast, and left column twenty kilometers east

Chinese counterattacks north and south Milo River have completely
cut Japanese communications.

Chinese have retaken Wkow, Changio*

chieh, and Heinshih on south bank Milo have advanced south to line
half way between Milo and laotao Rivers.

7 9 3 .9 4 /I 6943

wiped out*

On Japanese left flank

have reoccupied Chingching and Kaochiao about forty kilometers

northeast of Changsha.

Japanese claim to capture of Chuohcw

fifty kilometers south of Changsha ridiculous.

Report from shanghai

that party foreign newsmen would visit Changsha September 29 was

Japanese Canard.

Hsueh Yueh commanding Chinese in Changsha area

telegraphed September 29 his forces now in positipnrattack in flank
and rear Japanese Changsha who will soon b^dut of rations and ammun«

it ions

Commanding General Japanese third aWfe^fod&h d&isions killed

in action.

In recent advance south of Milo RiWk Jecpanesordid not

»

take Pingkiang but turned southwest toward Change^^a:

point about ten kilometers east of former
Japanese September 29 occupied Chingawan one hundr<

&

Province
{meters north
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of Canton and North Hiver and are advancing northeast»

Another

column moving up railway has reached Yinahenyao eighty kilometers
north of Canton»
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Chungking, September JO, 19U1

।

V Department of State /

According to Chinese Intelligence^ reporcs f

Changsha, the Japanese have not yet captured the city because
of strong counterattacks by Chinese forces south of the Milo

Hiver*

The Chinese quickly liquidated about thirty Japanese

parachutists who tried to cut the railways at the Chuohow

CD
>1

junction south of Changsha on the 28th.

CD

Moving south in the

direction of the Changsha-Chekiang Railway, leading elements

0)
co

of the Japanese 6th Division arrived at the Liuyang River
about 30 miles east of Changsha,
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Chungking, October 1, 19U1

Chungking received no messages from Changsha on the moi
of October 1,

the JOth,

The Japanese may have occupied the city on Tuesday,

In any event, Chiang Kai-shek did not give orders that

Changsha was to be held at all costs, although such instructions

were rumored in Chungking,

m the movement on Changsha the Japan

ese were again and again counterattacked on their left (east) flank
by the Chinese, but each time outflanked the counterattacking troops.

The Chinese have now concentrated in strength east of Changsha and

are ready to force a decision.

The foregoing was from the Chief of

the Headquarters Staff of the Military Affairs Commission, General
Shang Chen,

Foreign military observers at Chungking think Japanese

will reorganise and then advance on Hengyang,
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Major activities now in Kiangsi province in Nanchang^^^

Fengoheng area,
pated:

m capture of Changsha following units partici-

102nd Division, hth, 206th, 6th, lOJrd, Jrd, 211th*

further advance to be made*

No

Consolidation and clearing of rear

areas naw in progress •
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TELEGRAM FROM CHUNGKING
Oct ober 2. 1941»

The Changsha campaign involving 100,000 invaders

has developed into a major victory.

The Japanese are

retreating northwards from the city carrying insuffi

cient supplies of food, but large quantities of muni
tions. Over 60,000 Japanese are now cut off from the

rear and sandwiched between Changsha and the Milo
River by stronger Chinese forces.

With exception of

aircraft, the invaders enjoy no advantage in equipment

owing to the complete destruction of roads.

As in the

winter of 1939, patriotic Hunan peasants,as well as
strategy, played an important part.

The Japanese are

also retreating on the Kwantung front.

car

i

■I
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Memorandum of Conversation

DATE: October
subject:

1941

Recapture of Changsha by Chinese troops

participants:

Br. W, B. Pettus, New York
Mr. Atcheson

COPIES TO:

(0
□ po

1—1493

Dr. Pettus telephoned from New York to say that he

(Û

had Just received a telegram from his son, an American

\

surgeon at Yale-ln-Chlna Hospital, Changsha, as follows?
“Chinese have retaken Changsha today
October 3. Yall CYale-in-ChinaJ minor damage.
Staff unhurt. Sheltering 8,000 refugee families.“

FE:Atcheson:HNS
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NOTE

Japanese Government willing to evacuate
all troops from China.
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL FOR THE AMBASSADOR AND
COUNSELOR ONLY. Informs of call of Japanese
Minister - Counselor who stated -.

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See____ Tel^*661,10pm_________________________________

Dated

Opt. 144941

......... W

File No_____ 711.94/2366a____

__ Confidential

Fite

M W /S d

(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Japan (-)____

__________
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ctm... orr^tt., <

planned to use all troops in the V and VI War Zones to drive the

Japanese east of the Han River and establish a defensive line along

that river.
artillery.

Chinese would have nmerioal superiority, including

The attack developed successfully and Chinese morale was

high, but Chungking suddenly called off the entire operation and in

>|
O
J
•

spite of protests by their commanders, troops ware ordered back to
their previous positions.

this unexpected action ।

<0

Apparently, political reasons accounted for \
(1) the Chinese hope that the Japanese will

start operations against the Russians in the par East if the Soviet

CT)
01

defense weakens in the west) (2) the Chinese wanted to wait and see

the outoarae of the U. S.-Japanase conferences.

Military reason:

fear that the Japanese would shift rapidly from the Changsha area and

strike vulnerable Chinese concentrations,
offensive is practically over.

in any event, the Chinese

The Russians, from whom this story

comes, were greatly disappointed at the outoon».

CT)
GO

They undoubtedly

planned the operation and probably had advisers with front line troops. ~

Their main interest, of course, is in seeing that the largest possible

numbers of Japanese are contained in China.
PPS'TP’CTEr
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The following was received from the Naval Attache at
ChwagfcXag October 19, 1941s

~i,

v

p£

CHINESE INTELLIGENCE ASSERTS NEW JAP PREMIER RECENTLY ARBITRARILY
TRANSFERRED AT LEAST FOUR MORE DIVISIONS TO MANCHURIA CONTRARY

TO KONOYE’S WISHES AND IS DETERMINED TO INVADE SIBERIA. THIS
PRODUCED OPEN BREAK WITH KONOYE FORCING HIM TO RESIGN.* CHINESE
CLAIM NIP STRENGTH IN NORTH NOW TWENTY FOUR REGULAR INFANTRY AND
TWO FULL MECHANIZED DIVISION WHICH WITH SIX RAILWAY AND EIGHT

MINISTER
LONG ACQUAINTANCE
oemppat
NORTHWARDCLAIMS
MOVE WITHIN
TWO WEEKS. WITH
NÔ^NFoEtm Sr^VS?1™

DRASTIC REDUCTION OF SOVIET STRENGTH STTTi
THIRTY FIVE AND FORTY DIVISIONS.

v™es™IMATED

BETWEEN

7 9 3 .9 4 /

BORDER BRIGADES AGGREGATE TOTAL THIRTY THREE DIVISIONS
TATTER
BEING REPLACED BY NATIVE TROOPS AND RESERVISTS? CHINESE WAR

I
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
HRS
FROM

f uepartment of SI

GRAY

AF

g^POLIT/^,
;i’ûtLr %
ÛCï 2X1941

Tokyo vie- Shanghai
& N.R.

Dated October 22, 1941

Rec ’d 6:10 a.m.; 24th
Secretary of State

1670, October 22, »<5bn.

Department’3^650, October 12, 1 p.m. bombing of

TUTUILA,

First person note dated October 20 has been sent

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 6 9 5 3

Washington

to the Foreign Office
Sent to the Department via Shanghai* Shanghai

please repeat to Chungking, Peiping

HPD

P S /A D

GREW
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Chungking, October 14# 1941»

Japanese reinforcements arrived at Ichang on October 1J,

//

and the Chinese were forced to withdraw from the city»

The Japanese

troops came from the Changsha front in northern Hunan (one regiment

plus one battalion of the IJth Division), and from the Han River
front (one brigade of the 59th Division)#

At Chengchow in northern

<£
04
.
<L

Honan no major operations appear imminent, though fighting continues

on a small scale#
sources•

This information came from Chinese Intelligence
-

~

u
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EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Peiping, China, August 27, 1941»

Subject;

"Four Years of Sacred War."
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Sir;

I have the honor to transmit herewith a resumé,
taken from the Peking Chronicle, of a pamphlet in Japa
nese entitled "Four Years of Sacred War."

The resumé is of interest as being a typical Japa
nese exposition and justification of their war of aggres
sion ih China.

The resumé brings out that the four years'

war has enabled Japan to throw off its dependence on Great
Britain and the United States for acceptance as a great

world power;

and that the complacence of the Japanese

people has been overcome and they are now welded into a

dynamic nation which realizes its proper mission in the
world.

2
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world., namely, that of the leader of Asiatic nations

in building up the Greater East Asia Go-Prosperity
Sphere.

Richard P. Butrick
Counselor of Embassy

Enclosure:

Article from August 27, 1941 issue
of the Peking Chronicle.
Original and 5 copies to Department.
Copy to Hnbassy, Chungking.

710-Sino-Jap/800 Peiping.

RPB/es
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CHRONICLE,
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1941

bad to fight all these^ hostile
fapan Achieves Constructive
Powers singlebatded.
Pre-Affair Psychology
Results After 4-Year War Another Mtr portant pofnt is
The following is condensed from a pamphlet isSütd by the
Press Section of the Japanese Ministry of War entitled'. “Four
Fewrs of Sacred War” published by the “Tokyo Niclii Nichi”
atnd "Osaka Mainichi” and translated by “Contemporary
Opinions”.

Ithat under the stress of the
Coina Affair, Japan has at
last come to realize its proper
îmlssionTn the world. If no
China Affair had: broken out
and if Japan had been asleep
dreaming a dream of easy and
illusory peace,
we
should
never have built up the high
powered national defence that
uç see today. What was the
psychology of the people im
mediately before the China

We have been at war in I National Government after
China for fully four years. At escaping from Chungking, the
the outset of hostilities we difficulties In obtaining the
endeavoured to localize the barest necessaries at Chung
fighting and to settle the dis king were beyond imagination
pute on the spot but the pro and that as a result of tie
vocation of the Chiang Kai- severance of the French Indo
fac>____that
China and Burma routes last I
t
_ ,
,
jihek Army aggravated the ZZa
* section of the people,
situation until it has turned summer and the advance of a certain
more
alert
than
the
rest,
were
Into a state of general war. Japanese troops into French
So long as the Chungking Indo China and blockading of crying danger, most of the
afigime dances to the tune of the aid-Chlang routes, the cost people were oblivious to the
Britain and the United States of living at Chungking has general trend of thé wôrld and]
and continues to fight Japan, risen to be the highest in thé were satisfied to rely on the
capital that Britain and the
any settlement of the China world.
United States could lend us,
tAffair will not be easy.
On the other hand, we do
When we look back on the not hesitate to claim that dur indolent and content with ease
road we have travelled Mi the ing ths constructive years that and comfort.
§pme people might think
last four years, we cannot fail the C^ina Affair has lasted,
to note how much has been millions of young and middie- that Japan’s national stieugjh
accomplished.
By victory aged Japanese, who are the j ba® been exhausted by t£e
after victory, the greater part mainstay of Japan’s national । China Affair and its natural
of the politically important life, have gone .to China and , resources nearly depleted but |
region of Coma has been placed have come in touch with the j the fact is that its national
under Japan’s control and at Chinese in their homes and'
and • strength
**tr®nwth has been
huen increased.
Inrraaaftci.
present areas totalling two and have seen Chinese land and In ths Russo-Japanese War,
a half times the size of Japan people for themselves. This in a war lasting only one year
are. occupied ry our troops. constitutes an immensely valu and a half, first reserves and
Moreover, within these areas able experienoe for the Japan second reserves were succès?
splendid work of rehabilita ese people. Fiist-hand know sively called up and toward
tion — pol.tical,
economic. ledge of and sympathy for the the end the troops were found
.... help no end ...
__ *° k* growing older and older
Ideological and cultural—is Chinese will
in our
being pushed under the Na work of supporting China and an<^ young men fewer and
tional Government headed by of building up the Greater East I ewer. It is curious to note
Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere as ’ that in the current war, it was
President Wang Chicg-wei.
The public is’too prone to leader of the Asiatic Nations, -only in the first stages that
If there had b’en no Chios bearded middle-age men were
judge the je ults of the China
struggle only in terms of the Afialr and no opportunity had sent 1° tbe front and with the
military, ma erial ai d tangible been afforded Japan for d.s-1 progress of warfare younger
results such a* the occupied playing its armed and con- and younger men. have been
areas, .enemy cead left on the structive energies, Japan may dispatched, until now the men
field, enemy arms and am- have had to remain helpless in ' at tbe font are mostly vigormunition seized, but rte total a tight cottier of the world In ous youths at the top of their
results cannot ba so judged. A the fcse of the world upheavals fighting power.
modern war is a total war, so now going on. The position [ It is said that the Germans
that political, economic, ideo. Japan has secured through its j won their blitzkriegs by mobil-1
logical and cultural résulta immutable resolve and armed izing 8ooj,qoo officers and’
are also highly important. It might is an enviable one. Is men but Japan has won victory i
happens that such results, it not because Japan has shown after vic.ory in China with the I
which may not be so generally its fighting on the Continent minimum strength. If neces- !
agpïStïated, have been garner that it now has a voice in sary, it is not at all impossible |
ed by us in the China Affair.
regard to the southern issues? to mobilize more than it has 1
While dealing severe blows It may be said too that it is ever mobilized. It should not
to the Chungking reg me both because Japan’s international be forgotten that Japan has
In material and moral fields, position has been so advanced accumulated and nourished a
Japan is now engaged In a by the China Affair that it has fighting strength in four years
gigantic program of ^construc been successful in bringing what it would have taksn 20tion. The peculiarity of the about the Thailan i French 30 years to build upinordlnChina Affair lies in that the Indo-China armistice.
arf times. The saihe can be
Had Japan remained idle
BestrucHon of the old order by
said of the materials supply.
armed force h progrès Mvg andHnactive tbè navhl and air
hand in hind with the con^ i bases along the cpjtsl of Caina The sacrifices that the pec pie
■traction of a new order. Wei wbhld ■ have fallen into the have made more or less for the
ânust gain a better insight into hands of third Powers hostile last four ye^rs have enabled
•he constructive side of tfaer to Japan * and Japan would th^batfon'td accumulate and
China Affair.
have been subjected to coun build up an enormous fighting
ter-blockade and exposed to machine. Productivity has
Cost Of Living Rises
incessant
> air raids; Where been expanded more than it
The blows sustained by the
as^
now,
no
hpsvHe air, (force has ever been consumed. Not
Chungkiog/ iégime are not confined to defeats on the field. can secure anybase wiibin a only Is Japan now dealings
Its economic position is ex radius of effective action on with the China Affair success-"
>(>w i“ny. !»«•**• is at the same
•remely
precarious.
The the Continent, nor any hostile
___ j jsnfjtime building up â total
political frictioh between the navy utilize any base
Kuomintang a:d Communist ficlent to withstand Jipan’3 strength sufficient to enable
Party Is daily growing intense. blockade. It there had bsen ; t0 break through the worst
According to a tigùly. placed no such solemn Ucts establish- contingency and to construct
®®n»ber of the Chiang Govern- ed-bjP the* China Affair, per- j the Greater East Asia Co-Prol&mt, who recently joined the haps we may long ago have sperity Sphere.
1
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Department of

Hanoi via N.R
FROftUa October 24, 1941

Rec’d 12:43 a.m., 25th
SPECIAL ?’/**/*£jf

Secretary of State

DIVISION

Washington

<4
1%

7 9 3 . 9 4 / Ib 9 5 7

164, October 24,

My 150, October 6, noon, detention of Chinese

by Japanese military authorities.

By letter dated

October 22, In reply to my recent letter regarding

the release of the Chinese arrested by the Japanese
military authorities September 26, the Governor

General states that so far as can be ascertained

24 Chinese are still detained at Hanoi and 4 at

-Iteiphfrfg .(147 having been released at Hanot and
2 at Haiphongl;

He states further that he has made

a further emphatic demarche to Uchlyama of thr Yoshi-

zawa mission ( my telegram no*158, October 14, noon).
°
According to certain Informants those Chinese stillf^
eo
detained by the Japanese military authorities are
being badly treated.
Sent to Cavite for repetition to the Department,

Chungking, Peiping, Hong Kong, Shanghai*
please repeat to Tokyo.

REED
HSM

Shanghai

(7

p
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
PD
Th! s t El £ gram s t b E
cl os Ely paraphrased be
fore bein# communicat Ed
to anyone. (br)

Foochow via N.R.

FR0M- Ed October 25, 1941
RecM 11:00 a.n. 26th.

Secretary of State,
Washington.
Octob Er 25, 2 p.m.

According to usually rEliabdrE sourcss Japan es e forcEs this morning Evacuât Ed Sharp PEak, also known
as Ch’uan Shih (Chinese telegraph codE 1557 and

4258), an- inland dominating the mouth of the Ilin

River which they had held since JunE 27, 1939 and
on which is located thE relay station between
Shanghai and Hong Kong of thE eastern ext Ension

Australia and China Telegraph Company Limit Ed.
ChinEsE forces are stated already to have reoccupied
the island.

Sent to Peiping, repeated to thE Department,

RICE

OCT 311941

Chungking, Shanghai end Hong Kong.
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Hankow via II. R.
This ^TELEGRAM received
closely paraphrased beDated October 25, 1941
fore being commun! ctrbed--------to anyone, (br).
Rec’d 10:55 p.m.
FROM

Secretary of State

/ Division of*

77 ' October 25, 10 a.o.

,

Reference my 75, October 12> and previous.1
For past week, large numbers of Japanese
forces withdrawn fron Hunan here been streaming

through Hankow and are moving up railway or up
Ilan River to strengthen points from which forces

were withdrawn to participate in Hunan campaign.

Japanese report that subsquent to final defeat
of Chinese in Ichang battle on October 14, fighting
has continued in lake region lying between Shasi

and Shayang and that Chinese are now retreating

toward Hohsueh on the Yangtze.

Fighting also

continues to east and west of Han River in Kingshan,
Chunghsiang, Kingmen and Tangyang areas.

Aside

from a bomb throwing in Hankow, allegedly by

Chungking terrorists, on October 21, and subse-

o

quent precautionary measures by the military, the
local situation has remained quiet.
Sent to the Department.

Repeated to Chungking,

Peiping Shanghai.

NK

SPIKER

co
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

TEM
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone, (br)

FRQMchow via N. R.
Dated October 26, 1941

Rec’d 6 a.m. 27th

Secretary of State,
Washington,
October 26, 1 p,m.

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 6 9 6 0

Reference my telegram

Rear Admiral Li Shih Chia, in charge of Min
River defense, last evening (?) that Japanese
forces have evacuated Sharp Peak,

He told me,

however, that the Chinese now in occupation of

the island are a pirate or bandit force under one
Lini Ho who has been cooperating with the Japanese*
I am informed by reliable source that all Chinese

naval craft in the Min River were lost when the
Japanese occupied Foochow, that Chinese naval

operations against the so-called pirates, who are
equipped with fast motor vessels, therefore, may

be expected to be attended by considerable difficulty,
Sent to Peiping, repeated to Department, Chung-

king, Shanghai and Hong Kong-,
RICE

WSB

co

CO
4^

P S /L B

forces here have not yet been recognized and that
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EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NO. 92

Peiping, China, August 8, 1941.

Subject:

Damage to American gunboat Tutuila and
Embassy staff residence durlngTapanese
bombing of Chungking on July 30, 1941.

7 9 3 .9 4 /

-assOCT 3 0 5941
DBPARTMENT'O
’,iATB
The Honorable

I

6961

The Secretary of State

Washington, D. C

%

Sir:

I have the honor to refer to this Embassy’s des<
patch no. 86 of August 4, 1941 transmitting a copy of
the note of protest addressed to the Japanese Embassy
at Peiping in regard to the damage which had been done

to the American gunboat Tutuila and the staff residence
of the American Embassy during a Japanese bombing of

Chungking on July 30, 1941
There are enclosed for the Department’s records

copies of the Japanese Jsnbassy’s reply to the note
under

CO
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under reference and of the acknowledgment thereof

Respectfully yours,
Foi^the/Ambassado^:/Lt.

Richard P. Butrick
Counselor of Embassy
Enclosures:
No. 1. Copy of note from Japanese Embassy,
Peiping, dated August 5> 1941.
No. 2. Copy of note to Japanese Embassy,
Peiping, dated August 8, 1941.

Original and 2 copies to Department.
Copy to Embassy, Chungking.
Copy to Jitabassy, Tokyo.
Copy to Consulate General, Shanghai.
Copy to Consulate General, Hankow,
71O-US-Jap/35O Am.Embassy-Chungking
350 "Tutuila".
BRj/es
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Enclosure no. 1 to despatch no.92,
August 8, 1941, from Embassy,Peiping,
"Damage to American gunboat Tutuila
and Embassy staff residence during
Japanese bombing of Chungking on
July 30, 1941."

(THUE copy - es)

JAPANESE EMBASSY
PEKING

August 5, 1941.

Sir and dear Colleague:
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of

your communication dated July 30, 1941 to the effect
that during an air raid by Japanese bombing planes on
July 30, a bomb dropped eight yards astern the TUTUILA,
an American gunboat, at Chungking, power boats of the
TUTUILA were badly damaged, a motor sampan was cut loose

from its moorings and drifted downstream, and some damage

was done to the staff residence of the Embassy.
In reply to the above note, 1 have the honor, to

state that the substance of your communication has been
duly transmitted to the competent Japanese authorities,
and to advise you that in regard to incidents of this

kind you will ask the American authorities in shanghai
to take up the matter with our uonsulate-General there,

with a view to causing the earliest investigation pos
sible.

1 avail myself of this opportunity to extend to
you, Sir and dear colleague, the renewed assurances of

my highest consideration.

Y. Tsuohida
counsellor of Embassy

Richard P. Butrick, Esquire
Counsellor of .embassy,
Embassy of U.S.A.,
Peking
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Aug.8,1941

^?eXo?tFe no. 2 to despatch ao.-92,/
from anbassy, helping, "Damage to
American gunboat Tutuila and Snbassy
residence during japaneae bombing
of Chungking on July 30, 1941."

Peiping, Angust 8, 1941*

£lr and dear Colleague:
X have the honor to refer to your note of

August 5» 1941 in reply to mine of July 30, 1941
in regard to damage done to the •’■aerlcon guftboat
Tutuila. and the staff residence of the ..merlcaa

"îabassy during a Japanese air raid of July 30, 19U
on Chungking, and to state that X have seen apparently
authentic press reports to the effect that the Anarlean Government is satisfied with the replies it has

received from the Japanese Qoverment and regards the

incident as closed.
I avail myself of this opportunity to extend

to yoe, Hr end dear Colleague, the renewed assurances
of my highest consideration.

For ths Ambassador:

Richard P. Butriok
Counselor of imbaesy
ï. ïsuchids.» inquire,

Counselor of jabassy,
3mbaasy of Japan,

.Peiping.

BRJ/es
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EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

to. 125
Subject:

Peiping, China, September 6, 1941.

Japanese restrictions regarding travel
between the occupied and unoccupied
areas, Swatow Consular District.

’ ’^tribution^Chtck

O
T1ÏÉ Honof^ible
The Secretary of State,
Washington, D. C.

Sir:

I have the honor to transmit for the Depart
ment’s records a copy of Swatow’s despatch no. 46

of August 16, 1941 on the subject of Japanese restric
tions regarding travel between the occupied and nn-

occupied areas of the Swatow Consular District.
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- 2 Enclosure:

Despatch, no. 46 from Swatow Consulate
dated August 16, 1941»
Original and 3 copies to Department.
Copy to Embassy, Chungking.
(Without enclosure)
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.

811.1 Swatow/710 Sino-Jap/800 Swatow.
BRJ/es
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NO. 46

, , oO.ATCH NO-—

THS FOREIGN SERVICE
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

amerioan Consulate,
Sumtow, China, August 16, 1941
Subject:

Japanese Restrictions Regarding Travel
Hatwean the Occupied and Unoccupied
Areas, Swatow consular District.

Ths Honorable

0. E. Uauos,
American Ambassador,

Peiping,
air:
I have the honor to refer to ay telegram of

August 3, 1 p.a. to the Embassy, repeated to the

Department and to the Embassy at Chungking, concern
ing a report which appeared in the local Japanese

controlled press to the effect that the Japanese mili

tary had made regulations prohibiting the movement of
all goods and persons between tho unoccupied and occu

pied areas.

The regulations, It was anxlouncod, were

applicable to all persons including foreigners.

A copy, In translation, of tho article which ap

peared in tho YAT TUNG PAD on August 1, 1941, Is en
closed.

The regulations as reported have not boon made

tho subject of an official communication from tho
appropriate Japanese authorities.

Postal service between tho occupied and unoccupied

areas

_____ ________

■'.'5
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areas was discontinued, without notification, on
/ugust 1.

■:..

Respectfully yours,

,

Kenneth J. Yearns,
American consul.

Enclosure:
Copy, in translation of newspaper article.
(One copy of Chinese text forwarded to
Embassy, Peiping, and Embassy, Chungking)

True cjpy ef

■
,

« W r t4 .l4 i.b l

Original and two copies to Embassy, Peiping,
Copy to Embassy, Chungking.
Three copies to Department (ria Peiping)

iu ,

,

.

090/811.1

1
?

a
I
r
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fxoa konneth J. Tourna, American consul at swatow,
CUM on subject of "Japanese Metalations RaMfdlng
Trgvol Between Oecuplod and Onoccuplod Areas, Swatow
consular District.*

Proclamations issued by tho Goausander-in—Chief
of the Japanese Army and the Oommander of the
Japanese Expeditionary army in Eastern Kwangtung
concerning the prohibition of traffics of all
persons and goods between peaceful zones and
unpeaceful sones.

?
"Proclamation

Notice Is hereby given that froa august 1, 1941,
all comaunicat!one between and all Inward and outward

aovemonts of goods to and froa the Japanese occupied

territory and the region occupied by tho wandering

troops under Chiang Begins shall be prohibitede
The promising National Government under Mr. Wang

Chlng-wel la now under rapid expansion and has recently
been recognized by ton countries, vis, Japan, Nanchukuo,
Germany, Italy, etc.

however, the outrageous Chiang

still fails to wake up from his fantastic dreaming of
anti-Japanese war, and with his rapidly sinking body

has wrongly caused his people to suffer from calamity.
With a view to eliminating his wrong idea of continuing

the fruitless anti-Japanose war, and to saving the people,
stops have to be taken to interrupt his communications

and the inward and outward movements of materials so as
to cause the already wounded Chiang Begins to bo exhausted

it is hoped that tho publie will

and ruined ciulakly.

understand tho present action taken, and will live and do
business peacefully under our occupied territory, voluntary

assistance must be given tho military authorities in carry
ing out tho blockade,

my one who dares to commit a vio

lation purposely shall be seriously punished.
Commander-in-Ghiof, Japanese Amy."
"Proclamation
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"Proclamation
As of the date hereof, this Army decides to
strengthen the blockade and to enforce the inter
ruption of the cowaunloations of persons and goods

between the peaceful and unpeaoeful sones.

The

various rules listed below shall bo strictly observed:
1.

The movement of goods between peaceful and
unpeaoeful zones, no natter how much is the
quantity, shall be prohibited. This shall
also be applicable to movornants of currency
to or from these sones.

2.

All peral to for proceeding to the unpoacoful
zone issued by the Army prior to July 31
shall bo null and void.

3.

Even overseas Chinese shall bo prohibited
from going to or through the unpeaoeful zone
via Swatow. This shall also be applicable
to travellers going abroad.

The foregoing shall be observed by ell, no matter

what nationality.

Violators shall be executed.

Commander,
Japanese Expeditionary Army In
Eastern Kwangtung.
August 1, 16th year of
Hlrolta (1941).
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INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS WATCHERS
REC ci VEO
DEPARTMENT Or

,941 OCT 27

P. O. Box No. 392

,vrt.,.HONG KONG
b A) *

CHINA.

AM 9

September 21, 1941

Mr, Cordellno‘|c;
Secretary ofState,.;^,"
Department or State,
Washington, D. C.,
U. S. A.

' Division of*^
F/J F’STK.1 AFFAIRS
^Department ,f State
—

My dear ar. Hull,

I

......

I hare the honor to enclose herewith for your

Information a message by Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek

entitled "WE EXTREMELY TRUST IN OUR FRIENDLY NATIONS" and
an article by General Chen Cheng entitled "INSPECTION OF

THIS VICTORIOUS YEAR AND OUR SELF-ENCOURAGEMENT".
In his article General Chen gives a good account

of China's War of Resistance.

It will, I think, be of

interest to you.
Wishing you great success.

Veru truly yours,

Frederick S. Hall
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WE EXTREMELY TRUST IN OUR FRIENDLY NATIONS

BY

Generalissimo Chiang Kai-jhek

General Executive of Kuomintang and concurrently
Chairman of Military Council,
China.
Message to the Chinese people on the occasion of the
10th anniversary of Mukden Incident, September
18, 1941, Chungking.

Translated by
Frederick s. Hall
Director of international Affairs Watchers,
Hong Kong.

FELLOW-COUNTRYMEN THROUGHOUT THE STATE:
It has been exactly 10 years since our Humiliation

Day, September 18, established.

In these 10 years our fel

low-countrymen in the North-Eastern Provinces (Manchuria)
not only have not been released from the tyranny of the

Japanese but have suffered greater oppression and greater

Insult as time goes on.

And in these 10 years our fellow-

countrymen throughout the state have made positive prepara

tions patiently and, finally, started their sacred resis
tance under the leadership of their Government.

They have

suffered unprecedented losses; yet they are parepared to
face the greatest sacrifice that they should make in the pro

gress of this war.

Why our fellow-countrymen as a whole,

regardless of sex and age, are contented to face such sacri
fice?

It is because they do not tolerate even the slightest

infringement of the territorial and administrative integrity

of the Republic of China.

It is because they have determined

to recovenfthe North-Eastern provinces from the hands of the
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2.
Japanese and to save their 30 million fellow-countrymen in

the North-Eastern Provinces out of their bitter, dark life.
Our resistance will never cease before the complete expulsion
of the invaders from our soil and the thorough frustration

of their sinister design are achieved.

And our sacted re

sistance will never cease before the achievement of the genuine

freedom of our fellow-countrymen in the North-Eastern Provinces

and the complete recovery of the territory of our North-Eastern
Provinces.

fellow-countrymen, the Republic of China will lose

its geographic defense and its natural resources necessary for
its national defense, if the territory of the North-Eastern
Provinces were not recovered.

Our fellow-countrymen as a whole

will meet the same fate as do our fellow-countrymen in the

North-Eastern provinces, if our 30 million fellow-countrymen
in North-Eastern Provinces were not released as free and in

dependent nationals.

So the life of our fellow-countrymen in

North-Eastern Provinces and that of our fellow-countrymen

throughout the State are an integral body.

And the territory

of our Pour North-Eastern provinces and that of the State as
n
a whole are an integral body. No separation of our territory
will be tolerated.

This nation and this territory will exist

together with any other part of their respective bodies and

will die together with any other part of their respective
bodies.

This is an indisputable principle, to which we strictly

adhere,

our fellow-countrymen throughout the State have made

every sacrifice nbessary to struggle desperately with the

enemy in these 10 years, because we have determined to fight
for the emancipation of the whole Ohlnase nation and the
freedom of life of our fellow-countrymen as a whole, or in

other words, for the complete independence and freedom of
China. Then we can be admitted as qualified descendants of

Wang T1 (Chinese).

Fellow-countrymen, you must know that our North-
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Eastern Provinces not only possess

the superior manpower of

SO million hard-working people but *40 million Mow (Chinese
acre) farmland, 200 million Mow uncultivated land, 600 million
Mow of forest and 8,000 million tons of metal and non-metal

mines underneath the ground.

We may say that the greatest

natural ressources relating to the life of this nation and to
the livelihood of our people and the most important require
ments necessary for the reconstruction of our modern national

defense completely lie in our North-Eastern Provinces.

The

ports, forts, mines, railways a d other important communication

reconstruction referred to in the PROGRAM 0? NATIONAL RECONS
TRUCTION by our late Leader (Dr, Sun Yat-sen) almost concentrated

on our North-Eastern Provinces.

These abundant natural resources

and rich manpower closely connect the life of our State and

nation.

We may say that we can live if we possess them; we

will perish if we lose them.

How can we allow the enemy to

take them away as a tool to subjugate this State and to menace
the world?
According to the general situation of the world, we

know more firmly that our North-Eastern Provinces not only

connect the life of China but the safety of East Asia and
the world.

The peace-loving nations of the world can never

live peacefully and the ideal of disarming Japan, the aggressor

nation, can never be fulfilled before the recovery of our

North-Eastern Provinces is achieved.

Prom this we feel that

the bitter sufferings, heroic resistance and sacrifice by

our fellow-countrymen in the North-Eastern Provinces in these
10 years under the tyranny of the enemy are of great signi

ficance and vrikie.

Our 400 million fellow-countrymen have not

forgotten you, my fellow-countrymen in North-Eastern provinces

and your miserable position and sufferings for even a single

day and they have not stopped for evdn a single day their
fierce struggle and sacrifice for the recovery of the North-

Eastern Provinces and your salvation.

Our fellow-countrymen
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as a whole are suffering together with you, and are even suf
fering tenfold more than you.

For this reason you must make greater sacrifice and
greater struggle to carry out our protracted warfare spiritually

and materially behind the enemy.

You must not tolerate the

enemy to occupy our North-Eastern Provinces peacefully.And you
must not tolerate him to utilize our manpower and natural re

sources to invade our soil and to slaughter our fellow-country

men.

This is the minimum duty that you, my fellow-countrymen

in the North-Eastern Provinces, must ftilfil today.

If our

fellow-countrymen in North-Eastern Provinces will fulfil their
duty in coordination with the heroic resistance of our fellow-

countrymen in other parts of this State, the bright road for

our fellow-countrymen as a whole will appear before our eyes.
Fellow-countrymen, you must further know that our

Four North-Eastern Provinces have great and important bearing
on our National Revolution and thd world situation.

In my

report to our late Leader after I have organized the revolu
tionary campaign in the North-Eastern Provinces and closely

inspected their condition In the 3rd Year of the Chinese Re

public 1914)

I stated inter alia, "The Three North-Eastern

Provinces are not the crad^le of our National Revolution but

the last destination of our National Revolution.”

The pro

blem of North-Eastern Provinces célosely connects the situa

tion of the whole world and the whole problem of East Asia

that we could not settle it at the toutset of our revolution.
It can be fully settled only at the achievement of our Na

tional Revolution.

Upon the outbreak of September 18 Inci

dent I have pointed out the international character of the

problem of the North-Eastern Provinces to my soldiers and

civilians throughout the State.

Immediately after the out

break of July 7 Incident I have further told my soldiers and

civilians through^the country that sinceAhave determined to
resist the enemy we will only fight on for the preservation
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of the existence of our State at the gamble of our national

life and that no half-way compromise will be tolerated.

I

added, “China’s War of Resistance will be settled only at the

time when the whole world problem is solved.”

As I have then

/Lt,
noticed the actual ambition of the enemy andAtroubleus situa
tion of Europe which would Inevitably lead to the second world

war, I further stated, "China’s resistance must be maintained
heroically and be linked up with the world war in order to get

the Ear Eastern problem and the European problem solved com

pletely at the conclusions of the Asiatic war and the European
war.”

All these words would have been remembered clearly by

you, my fellow-countrymen throughout the State.

Now our North-Eastern Provinces have been occupied
by the enemy for 10 years.

However, it seems to me as if it

were an event happened yesterday.

tember 18 Incident

Since the outbreak of Sep

I have taken the task of revenging for

my country as the supreme duty in my life-time and I have
realized that the real settlement of the Sino-Japanese war

can only be achieved after a protracted struggle and through
great sacrifice by our fellow-countrymen as a whole.

After our examination of the sinister designs and

atrocitles of the enemy and our survey of the position of
this State and of the development of the world situation,
we have decided our national policy of resistance to Japanese
aggression,-firstly to strictly preserve the territorial and

administrative integrity of China and secondly to uphold
international justice and righteousness and to overttiow the

tyrannic forces of aggression in order to rebuild the lasting,
genuine peace of East Asia and the world.

We have struggle

unremittingly according to this policy in these 10 years. Today
the war has proved mot only the accuracy of this policy but
its sure achievement in the future.

My fellow-countrymen through the state must know

DECLASSIFIED»
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that Japan’s design of invasfion of China did not initiate on

September 18, 1931, nor in the Chia Wu War (sino-Japanese wqr
1894) but from as far back as Ming Dynasty.

At that time a

Japanese stateman stated in his letter to the King of Korea,

"To penetrate into Ming Kingdom across mountains and seas in
order to assimilate their more than 400 islands.”

Later an

other stateman bluntly stated, *To get territory from the
Ching Dynasty ....

To seize one province from the Ching Dy

nasty as our base, on the continent,"

prom this we know that

Japan's design on China had rooted as far back as 300 years
ago.

The Japanese invasion of Korea aimed at the usurpa
tion of our North-Eastern Provinces.

And in the Chia Wu War

she also aimed at the occupation of our North-Bastern Provinces.
And in the Russo-Japanese War in 1904 she still aimed at the

seizure of our North-Eastern Provinces,

so our national hu

miliation has started as far back as 300 years before September
18, 1931.

The Japanese invasion of our coastal provinces then

had been clearly knowato even women and children.

The Japan’s

design of invasion has extended and become quite clear before

and after September 18, 1901.

ïor instance, in Tanaka Memoran

dum it stated that Japan msut conquer China, Asia Minor, India
and South Seas, monopolize East Asia and conquer the world and
the North-Eastern Provinces are the first place to be occupied
%
as Japan's commander towel for world conquest, so We cannot
leave/out our North-Eastern Provinces when we talk about the
history of the Struggle between China and Japan.

And our

friendly nations must not ignore our North-Eastern provinces
if they apply sanction against Japan as an action against

her ^invasion of East Asia and the world.

This idea not only

the people of China should fully understand but also the Govern

ments and peoples of our friendly nations must realize.
Since the position of our North-Eastern Provinces con
nects the life of China and the safety of the world so closely,
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China can in no way reconstruct herself if she loses her North-

Eastern Provinces.

If Japan possesses our North-Eastern Provinces,

she will not only utilize them to subjugate China but utilize
them to invade the world.

Therefore, for the preservation of

the existence of our State and the safety of the world we must

smash Japan’s invasion and recover our North-Eastern Provinces.
Then we can fulfil the duties we owe to our nation and to the

world.
Fellow-countrymen, our North-Eastern Provinces have

been occupied for lOjears.

And our soldiers and civilians

throughout the State have suffered great insult and sacrifice
for 10 years.

In regard to the world situation, the world

has fully realized China’s resistance.

The position of our

resistance at the present is much different from that of our
resistance immediately after September 18, 1921.

After the

outbreak of September 18,incident our friendly nations not

only have sympathized with us but also have assisted and co
operated with us, not only in worjd but also in action.

Par

ticularly the Unites Statep, the sponsor of the Non-Recogni
tion Principle, has, under the wise leadership of President
Roosevelt, applied strict economic sanction against Japan on
the one hand and extended her aid of munitions and materials

to us to strengthen our forces against aggression on the

other.

Britain, Soviet Union and D* E. I. whose interests

are in common with those of the United States and China have
also sympathized with and assisted us unceasingly and have

taken parallel actions against Japan.

grateful.

To this we are deeply

It is the heroic , protracted resistance of our

soldiers and civilians throughout the State that can accept

such aid and can put Japan to this isolated position in the

Pacific.

However, in fact, this position is caused by

Japan herself.
At the outbreak of September 18, Incident Japan has
already made herself the common enemy of Britain, the United
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States, soviet Union, Holland and China.

Honjo,|he creator of

September 18 incident, said in his letter to Minami, the then

Japanese War Minister, "The regeneration of China and the ad

vances of the United States and Soviet Union are the foe of

Japan’s national policy.

Before we wage war on the United

States we must subjugate China and soviet union.

In this proT''*

gram our first step is to occupy Manchuria and Mongolia in

order to make them independent States and our second step is
to Invade Siberia in order to make the 8ea of Okhotsk and the
Sea of Japan as part of Japan’s marine territory.

Then we

press American force to withdraw to Hawiian Island and British

force to west of Singapore.

of the Pacific Ocean.

We will monopolize the hegemony

Under these cirdistances, D. E. I.,

Australia and New Zealand can oe taken as easily as we take

things out from our own pocket."

so I say Britain, the United

States, Soviet Union and Holland and the other nations of the

Pacific Coasts have been listed as the objects of invasion in
Japan’s program which has been carried out sim. September 18, 1931.
The occupation of our North-Eastern provinces on September 18,

1931 is only the starting point of her program?invasion.

Now Japan’s continental policy and oceanic policy
zX
have been completely shatter by the resistance of China. Both
her northward-advance plan and southward-a^Af^plan have been
hel# up by us.

This is the spiritual

of our resistance in the past 10 years.

and military success

Now not only she can

not get another so-called "Divine Wine" as she did in the

first worldAbut also she cannot prevent herself from falling
into panic dilemma.

Now she den** not to make the same bluff

to the nations of the Pacific Coasts as she did previously.

This is the greatest significance and success of China's re

sistance today.

Thus our fellow-countrymen throughout the

State must realize that although we have suffered bitterly

in the War of Resistance, our struggle and sacrifice have

made an unprecedentedly great contribution to this State, to
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our nation and to the world.

We extremely truat in our

friendly nations, and we are absolutely optimistic at the
future of our resistance to aggression and firmly convinced

that the glory of the struggle of this nation will permanently
exist in human history.

fellow-countrymen, today our resistance is gradually
advancing to the position^have expected in these 3 years, and

the destiny of our North-Eastern Provinces has been heli in

the hands of the whole people of China.

I must particularly

ask you, my fellow-oouhtrymen to realize my words that the

Three North-Eastern Provinces are the last destination of our
National Revolution,

for the independence of our State, the

equality of our nation, the achievement of our National Revo

lution and the materialization of the THREE PRINCIPLES OP THE
PEOPLE our fellow-countrymen as a whole must unanimously

stride toward the last destination of our revolution at any
We are not tolerated to take ease even for a

sacrifice.

single hour,

for this reason I must ask my fellow-countrymen

throughout the State to remember deeply the famous advice,

"Heaven will only help those who help themselves." and to
realize the truth of the advice, "only those who help themsel

ves can command the help from others."
Now our lost territory has not yet been recovered

and our ultimate victory has not yet been attained.

At this

time when international situation is developing in our favor

we must help ourselves, strengthen ourselves, encourage our
selves and respect ourselves.

We must be prepared to face

the worst and most dangerous situation with our undaunted

spirit.

We must struggle further and further and make sacri

fice to the bitter end so that we can achieve our immutable
policy and accomplish our task of armed resistance and national

reconstruction.

ûn this painful day in commemoration of our-national
humiliation I ask my fellow-countrymen in the NortheSastern
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Provinces and my fellow-countrymen throghout the State to
think of again and again our great patience and bitter struggle

during the 10 years after September 18, 1981.

The drops of

blood and tear shed by our fellow-countrymen, regardless of
sex and age at the front and in the rear since July 7, 1937
(C-

have formed a river or even a sea, thèr.tidè of which jvash «way

the rank odor of the aggressor and traitors in the Pacific
Ocean and sweep away all obstacles to peace. The history of
the
the lasting peace of East Asia and/world is written with these
blood and tear.

It is the most painful and greatest page that

the Chinese nation contributes to human history.
I dmy clearly speak to our friendly nations and I

ma1’’ clearly warn our enemy that the shedding of our blood aims
at

the preservation of the independence, existence and ter

ritorial and administrative integrity of the Chinese nation.

We will, at any sacridee, recover our North-Eastern Provinces

and rescue our fellow-countrymen in the North-Eastern Provinces
in order to eradicate the humiliation that the enemy has in
flicted on us since September 18, 1931.

We will release our

Notth-Saetern Provinces and other occupied areas from the ty

ranny of the enemy.

We must achieve the geuine independence,

freedom and equality of China and rebuild the lasting, righteous

peace of East Asia and of the world.

Then the alm of our armed

resistance is attained.

If,on the soil of China there remains a single Japanese

soldier and before the territorial and administrative Integrity
of China is completely recovered our resistance will never

cease.

I firmly believe that the encirclement and pressure

on Japan by our friendly nations of the Pacific Coasts will

not relax but be tightened day by day.

Jrom now on, we will

only stride forward and struggle to the bitter end according

to our immutable national policy which has been pursued since
September 18, 1931.

The State which created the disaster of

East Asia 10 years ago will collapse and perish on account of
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our protracted War of Resistance.

This is what we taken as

a stimulant and warning to us on this memorial day.

Fellow-countrymen, before our last breath we must
do

out

best to be worthy of our soldiers and civilians who

had sacrificed their lives for the country and to be worthy
of oar brave, loyal masses in the occupied areas under the

tyranny of the enemy, in order to fulfil the duties we owe
to mankind and to international justice!.
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INSPECTION OF THIS VICTORIOUS YEAR

AND OUR SELF-ENCOURAGEMENT

by
General Chen Cheng
Commander-In-Chief of Troops in 6th
War zone.
(Notable strategist, and right-hand man
of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek)

Message in commemoration of China's War of Re
sistance, July 7, 1941.

Translated by
Frederick S. Hall
Director of International Affairs Watchers,
Hong Kong

1. Preface
THE National Revolutionary War of Resistance which

fights for the independence and freedom of this State and
nation, or, in other wards, the Anti-Aggression War which

fights for the justice and peace of the human world has been
fought for 4 years exactly*

This is the glorious day in

commemoration of the regeneration of this nation and the pre
dominance of jsstice and peace in the world.

Today, on the

war anniversary of the victorious year, we indeed feel un
limitedly happy and optimistic when we inspect our past and
view our future.

On the one hand, we must soothe the soul:

of our mjirtyrs who had sacrificed their lives in the War of

Resistance and on the other, we must pay respect to our sol
diers and civilians as a whole who are struggling in this War
of Resistance.

Above all, we must pay homage to our supreme

Leader (Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek) for his wise leadership
and gratitude to the peoples of our friendly nations for theit

sympathy and aid to us.
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With a tiny insular state the Japanese have exerted

u

their utmost to imitate the J^ropean and American States indus

trially in these few decades and have succeeded in main ng

their country a semi-industrial State.
of their own power

They haveAbeen aware

attempted to conquer their neighbor

by takihg advantage of the difficulties of the latter.

Jfa'hx

from history we well know that the dream of^ambitious men will

but plunge their country as a whole into ruinous position.
Because of her lucky victories of the Chia Wu War (sino-

Japanese War in 1894) and the Russo-Japanese War Japan has become

arrogant and audacious.

In these two wars she had already ex

erted her full strength.

But the battleground of the former

confined only to the area of Korea and that of the latter to
Liaoning and Yellow sea.

In other wards, Chia Wu War was merely

a war between Japan and Li Hung-chang himself and thé RussoJapanese War was only a war between Japan and part of Russian
troops garrisoned in Siberia.

Being fully aware of her limited

power she had ceased her action in time in her favor.

Today,

however, Japan with a limited amount of power is hostile to

China as a whole and all other countries of the Pacific Coasts.

Thus her defeat has been perfectly sure.
Generally this State looks

decades,

poor and weak in these few

so the new force of our revolution and the great un

derlying power of our national consciousness have not yet been

realized by the short-sighted Japanese.

The strategic characterics

of this agricultural State have particularly been neglected by

them.

Japan with flimsy national strength, limited natural

resources and unsound, semi-equipped army invades this gigantic,

powerful agricultural State at this hour when its national
consciousness is growing up furiously.

The temporary loss of

place on our part in the first stage of the war is Inevitable.

But it is quite clear to everyone that to which side wMA the
ultimate victory will belong.

She now attempts to materialize

her plot of attacking the other nations by taking advantage
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of the grim fight of the world.

But thia is an act that^ac-

celerate her collapse.
Since the outbreak of the War of Resistance this

State has strictly adhered to its national policy of simul
taneous armed resistance and national reconstruction for its

own regeneration and the attainment of its ultimate victory.

Now the demarcation between the victor and the vanquished has
been very clear to everyone and the day of our ultimate victory
is approaching.

We recollect the comment by our late deader

(Dr. Sun Yat-sen) in the 2nd lear of the Chinese Republic (1913)

on the possible Sino-Japanese war that China will win the war
in the 5th year of the war.

We should but higly appreciate

the far-sightedness of our late Leader after we have observed

what have occurred in the past.
Now let us inspect the causes and results of the

successes made by our heroic ressitance in the past 4 years
and^the sure defeat of Japan in order to find out the guiding

principle for our struggle, henceforth.
2. Insepction of 4 years of resistance

Since the outset of the War of Resistance our General
Executive (Generalissimo Chiarçj ^ai-shek) has strictly adhered
to the accurate, supreme national policy of armed resistance
the enemy
arid national reconstruction - to resist/on the one hand and to

reconstruct our state on the other.

Armed resistance is to

protect our national reconstruction, and national reconstruction
ZQ.
is to strengthen our armed resistance until^attainment of our

victory.

In the duration of the war we have passed through

many dangers, difficulties and troubles.

This is attributed to

the close unity and firm revolutionary spirit of our soldiers
to

and civilians,! and, above all,,the calmness, far-sightedness and
patience of our General Executive.

Upon our evacuation from shanghai, the fall of Nan
king and our evacuation from Wuhan (Wuchang and Hankow) anxiety
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had been caused throughout the State.

Japan has repeated£ytried

to force us to make peace with her at our expense.

But our

General Executive denounced Japan’s fabrications on the one

hand and ^adjusted our military front, calmed the people and

our determination of resistance to the bitter end
on the other.

The surrender and betrayal of Wang Ching-wei,

the butbreak of the European War, the signing of the Tripartite
lÆ
Pact and*signing of the recent NeutralPact between Soviet Union
and Japan have caused some anxiety in this nation.

But our

General Executive with great foresight has pointed out to the

whole nation the right way open to us.

Subsequently everything

has come out within his prediction and we have thus turned our

disaster into fortune and danger into safety.
On the contrary, the policies of Japan, viz., «Quick
fighting and quick settlement’’, «Quick peace and quick con
clusion*, «Protracted war", "War to support war"

and "Chinese

versus Chinese" have been frustrated by our Immutable national
policy.

Whenever they have experienced an adversity they

changed their policy once and their political circle shaked

once.

They are in lack of competent leaders.

]?ive Cabinets

have been changed; but no one could make a remedy.

Their sol

diers and civilians feel deeply depressed, hate the war and

are ti$ed with their invasion of China.

At any moment they

would rise up to overthrow their militarists who have plunged

their nation into this ruinous position.

The facts occurred

in|these 4 years explain that the wisdom of our supreme Leader

and the far-sighted, accurate national policy of this State
are the principal essentials of our victory.

Now let us inspect our protracted warfare of attri
tion which has strengthened our position as time goes on and

then we will notice the repeated successes we have made.

(1) The fact hat we force the enemy to fight
major battles in Shanghai and in the valley of
the Yangtze River is our first strategic success.

Upon the outbreak of Lukouchiao Incident (July 7, 19?7)
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we hare decided to offer ressltance.

In order to gain the

initiative our supreme command, according to fixed plan, forced

the enemy to fight major battles in Shanghai and in the valley

of the Yangtze River where geographic position is in our favor.

This is to reduce the effect of the better equipments of the
enemy, or, in other words, to disarm his heav^y mechanic equipmeats with a view to put/him to almost the same position as

ours.

The Battle of Shanghai had fought for g months, forced

the enemy to reinforce his troops again and again and frustrated

his dreams of "Conquering C^ina without war” and "Quick fighting
and quick settlement".

We have thereafter drawn the enemy into

the inland through the Battle;of Nanking and Wuhan.

Now the

main enemy forces are still held up in the valley of Yangtze

River.

In each battle he has paid a very great cost, particu

larly in the ■“’attle of Wuhan which had fought for 5 months and
annihilated several hundred thousand invaders and was the first
major battle after the Battle of Shanghai,

In these two battles

we have laid down the foundation for our victory of this war

and attained unexpectedly nice fruits.

Up to now the enemy is

still held up deadly in the Lien Shan Mountain area between
Hunan and Hupeh Provinces.

strategy.

This is the first success of our

Our General Executive often said, "The Japanese

occupation of Nanking is our

irst success and their occupa

tion of Wuhan is our second success."

Now this remark comes

true.
(2) The fact that we force the eneiqy to
advance into the inland, extend his battle
ground, to dissipate his troops, to prolong
his line of communication in his rear and to
weary his soldiers is the second success of
our strategy.
We adopt the strategy of protracted warfare of attri

tion. /Because of our poor armament as compared with that of
the enemy we have made use of our other favorable factors to

attack the weak points of the enemy for the attainment of our
ultimate victory.

The enemy with industrial armament favors
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BritzkriQgg.

But this country possessing a big size of ter

ritory and being an agriculturally economic State whose mobi

lization is comparatively slow favor; protracted war.

It is

to exchange space for time and to avoid decisive battle in

the preliminary stage of the war.

It is to weary the enemy

State by protracted fight; to harass the enemy by interrupting

his communication; to dissipate his forces by extending the
battleground; to hold favorable geographic position to watch
for his defects; and not to launch counter-attack until his
fresh thrust tires.

This means that at the beginning the

defender is to exert his utmost to preserve the status hC

aims^and then to retreat slowly in order to gradually shift

the focus of resistance to the inland.

By this way it will

create a state that the further the assaulter advances the

longer his line of communication will become,

in his rear he

must leave a great number of troops for garrison.

Thus his

military power greatly decreases, and he will find himself
unable to smash the defender and reluctantly stop his advance.
This is the time for the defender to exercise his momentum
of fight.

Since the outbreak of this War of Resistance we have
directed our operation according to this principle.

We have

tempurcr'ily left part of our territory to Japanese occupàtîon.

But this is the inevitable step that must be taken to achieve
the «Jim of our protracted warfare of attrition and to secure

the/continued existence of our State and nation.

Since Japan

ceyinot smash our field troops to achieve her aim of "Quick
fj^hting and quick settlement" and since we resist her un
remittingly, she is forced to take the silly step of extending

I

her battleground aad occupying more cities and strategic

points, such as Wuhan, Ichang, Canton, Swatow and other im
portant cities in North China in an attempt to press us for

surrender.

Now the invaders have penetrated more than 1000

kilometers into the inland (from the coast) and the sphere
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of battleground covers as much as 18 provinces.

Recently the

sphere has extended to Indo-China and will very lively extend
to the Pacific or Siberia in the future.

in regard to Japanese army, its mobilization has al
ready reached its climax.

The more than 30 Divisions engaged

in war in China (being 2/3rds of their total army) have been
completely held up.

In this more than 1000 kilometers stretch

and in the big battleground of 18 provinces the Japanese can
only maintain their communication line and hold several stra
tegic points.

Nevertheless they have shown their difficulties

in preserving the existing state.

For instance, they are un

able to make safe their communication, the life line of mili

tary transportation.
interruption.

It is under our threat of attack and

As a matter of fact, in the valley of the Yang

tze Hiver the Invaders only occupy a few strategic points.
Many important areas along the River are still held firmly

by us as a menace to their transportation.

According to Sta

tistics, we have, up to the present, destroyed more than 300
Japanese warships and vessels, big and small, and the number
of destruction and interruption of railways and highways by m
in the rear of the Japanese are innumerable.

The funding

districts of the strategic points now under Japanese occupation
and the political control over the masses and economic interests
there, are still completely in the hands of our armies.

In

other wards, the Japanese only occupy the strategic points

themselves and not the surrounding districts of the points,
nor the line of their communication.

Our armies control these

strategic points by occupying the surrounding districts and

the line of their communication.
In regard to Japanese navy, the enemy declares that

he has 200 warshiprand 4000 aeroplanes.

These number would

seem great to China but very small to the United state.

when

After such small numbers of warships and aeroplanes have been
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destroyed in the Pacific Ocean, the Divisions now engaged in the
war in China will, I fear, be put to a much more terrible posi

tion than the British in Dunkirk.

The only way open to the

Invaders is to submit their arms and surrender.

In 1812 Napoleon led 450,000 troops to invade AiOscow
from Prussia.

Moscow.

There were only 100,000 men left when he reached

Subsequently he was defeated by Nustia and only one

thousand men were left when he arrived at home.
sent more than 20 Divisions to China for war.

Now Japan has
She cannot, hov?-

ever, concentrate more than one Division in a single place. All
munitions and daily necessities of the Japanese soldiers do de

pend on the supply from Japan Proper. Por instance, even sour
soldiers
plums and mazagans that the Japanese/eat daily are also supplied

from Japan Proper,

Prom this we can imagine what difficulties

Japan now experiences in transportation.

This is the greatest

success of our protracted warfare of attrition.

Simply by this

way we can force the enemy to collapse gradually.

But our armies

are, in addition, staging positive attacks on him unceasingly.
This is our strategic success in the case of space.
(2) The fact that we force the enemy to
engage in protracted war, drain his fighting
power, demotAlise his fighting will and
weaken his fighting strength with result of
pressing him to take defensive (beyond the
climax of offensive) is our third strategic
success.

The aim of the enemy is "Q,uick fighting and quick
settlement”, while ours is Protracted warfare of attrition".

Since his plots of "Quick fighting and quick settlement" and

"Quick peace and Quick conclusion" have been shattered by us

completely, the enemy is compelled to follow us to fight a

protracted war.

This Is the most prominent victory of our

The attrition we have inflicted on Japan in the dura<r>
tion of this protracted war and the deterl^tion of her offen
armies.

sive power are explained by the following fighres:-

A. Casualties of Japanese stfioldiers have amounted
to, 1,900,000.

Prom this we can see the extent of
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B. Initiative.

In the first stage of the war the

initiative was mostly in the hands of the enemy.
now it is mostly in our hands.

But

In other wards, the

enemy has been forced to take defensive and is losing
his subjective position as time goes on.
0.

The duration of major battles*

xhere were more

than ten major battles since the outbreak of the war.

The longest one in the first stage was 160 days
(Battle of Whan) and the shortest one was 41 days
(Battle of Taiyuan).

The average duration of the

major battles was 100 days.

But, in the second stage,

the longest one was 84 days while the shortest one
was 13 days.

The aeverage duration was 30 days.

Recently the average duration has decreased to 16 days.

This tells of the decrease of the duration of Japan »s
fighting power.

D.

Time of preparation for major battles on the
In the first stage the longest

part of the ehemy.
one was 90 days.

But la the second stage it increased

to 160 days (sometimes to one year).

This shows the

gradual increase of time of preparation for his attack

and the Interruption of his replenishment.
E.

The distance of advance by the enemy in each

fiajor •/attic

major battle.

In the first stage the longest advance

by the enemy is 452 kilometers and the shortest one tas

230 kilometers.

His average advance was 320 kilometers.

However, in the second stage his longest advance was
only 200 kilometers.

meters.

His average advance was 90 kilo

At present in each major battle has been forced

hack to his original position by our soldiers,

from

this can see that the attacking power of the enemy in

the second stage was 350$ less than his in the first
stage.

As a matter of fact, touch power is on the de-
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crease.
Prom the points above-mentioned we can clearly see the

attrition and degeneration of the fighting power of the enemy.
The Japanese offensive had reached its climax when Hankow was

seized.

Thereafter the enemy turned his offensive into defen

Now his power id degenerating day by day.

sive.

On account of

his successive failures the eherny has lost his own confidence

The sol

and admitted that he cannot conquer China by force.

diers and civilians of the enemy State are now in grievance.

and and anti-war voice are heard very often.

Murmur

This

has fully exhibited the loss of his fighting will and the fact

that the further he fights the weaker he becomes.

In addition,

his economy is in the course of collapse, his political posi
tion is shaking and his people are in anxiety.

On our side, our armies only possesed resisting power
in the first ptage.

However, since the outset of the second

stage,Lwe have been able to deal counter-blow, or, in other

wards, we have been able to deal counter-blow to the enemy
c
when he attqks us. prom now on, we can gradually turn our

defensive into complete offensive. Our fighting power at the
present is already over 300$ more than oùrs at the outset of
this war.

Above all, the undaunted spirit of our people has

been greatly developing with the progress of the war.

As 8

matter,of fact, the greater pressure the enemy exerts on dur

masses in the guerrilla areas the greater ressitance they offer;

the surrender of the puppet armies to us increased as time goes

on; and all firmly believe that China can never be subjugated,
al
This is the exhibition of our nation undaunted spirit. This
invisible power is greater than that of any aeraplane and can

non.
fight

Prom this we can see the fact that the further our armies

the stronger they become.

Ttfcough 4 years of resistance

our tactics and fighting skill have made great progress.

This

is the USird success of our strategy.
(4)

The fact that we force the enemy to create
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more hostile states leading to his isola
tion and dilemma is the great success of
both our political stratagem and military
strategy.

Our War of Resistance fights for the preservation
of world justice and peace.

We are the righteous side which

commands aid from others.

Almost all State of the world sym

pathise with and help us.

The only enemy of our resistance is

Japan.

Consequently we have been in the favorable position in

international conduct since the outset of the war.

Although

the outbreak of the European War and the establishment of the
i4,
Tripartite Pact and of the Soviet-Japanese weutral^*act seemed
unfavorable to us outwardly, we have actually received no harm

but benefit.

The loss of German and Italian friendship on our

part could do nothing harmful to us.

On the contrary, we have

caased the confidence in and further aid to us by the United

States and her positive preparations for war in the Pacific
Ocean by virtue of our possibilities of defeating Japan. This

means that we have gained a fortune through disaster, further,
4
in regard to the Soviet-Japanese Neutral^Pact, Soviet Union

will never sacrifice her friendship with China and and will
never pursue the unwise policy of appeasement with tiger from

the viewpoint of her own interests.

Of Japan's imagined

enemies Soviet Union is one of the strongest in her opinion.

After the outbreak of the German-soviet War Japan attempts
to extend her aggression by taking advantage of the opportunity

Consequently «he is hostile to the States of the Pacific Coasts
This means that we have created the encirclement of Japan
in the Pacific.

Under this dangerous encirclement Japan is now

in full fright.

Recently she has been bluffing the United

States.

Alas, her bluff brings no effect but instead causes

greater American aid to us and further American defense in
the Pacific,

from the inspection of the interantional situa

tion we can see the simultaneous success of our palitical

stratagem and of our military strategy.

All facts above-mentioned are the greatest achieve-
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ment of our heroic resistance in these 4 years and the strong

security of our victory of this war.

?.
The present situation of our
resistance and our prediction on its
future development.
Our resistance in the past 4 years has laid down the

We feel very bright and happy

foundation for our victory.

when we view our future .

In regard to the present situation

and bur prediction on the future development of this war, I

present my brief comment hereunder
(1) The present position of Japan and its
trend in the future.

The rapid international situation in these 4 yeara

has encouraged the ambition-of Japan on the one hand but
increased her difficulties on the other.

In the 4th year of.

the war we have frequently heard of the appeals by the leaders
of the Japanese Government to their people for calmness toward
the seriousness of their national disaster.
fully shown their fright and anxiety.

This fully has

’

In that year Japan’s

most prominent desire was to expand southward by taking ad
vantage of the European War.

On account of her impotence

her bluff against the Unltfcd States and Britain and her plot
on D. E. I. could not be fufilled.

Japan has now reached the

position as described by Sun Pin/ foremost strategist in
zx.
the
Chinese history) as follows:- *In protract* fight/poor equipped

army would defeat the strong one.

The aééacking-power of the

latter on city would deteriorate.

Protract^ fight drains the

efforts of the aggressor State.

When the strong army has been

defeated by the poor equipped one and when the power of the
aggressor State has been exhausted and its materials drained,

others will take advantage of the opportunity to fight against

them.

At that moment even wise man is unable to save the

situation.H

However, according to the present state of affairs

Japan still not awake: from her dream but attests to make her
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last struggle to gamble her national destiny when oppor

tunity occurs to her.

Whether she gambles it in China, or

in the south Seas, or in Siberia, we cannot predict as she

herself is still hesitating.

But whenever she gambles she

will certainly meet her fiml collapse.

According to her pre

sent status, Japan has already reached the position that even

wise man is unable to retrieve the situation.

If there is

actually a wise man in Japan who can survey the position of

his mother country cold-mindedly and is desirous to preserve

its life, there would be no possiblity for him to retrieve
the situation.

But when Japan is under the control of her

ambitious militarists as she is at present the wise^ can do
nothing but will witness the ruin of his mother country by
militarists.

(2) The present situation of our re
sistance and the preparation we should
make henceforth.

Our military front at the present is not much dif
ferent from that of two years ago.

But our fighting power

has increased to more than 300$ as stated above.

In addition

to our regulars, all our fellow-countrymen in the rear of

the enemy are our combatants.

The so-called one million

guerrillas only apply to those who have been organized pro

perly.

The animosity against the enemy of our nearly 200

million fellow-countrymen, male and female, in the rear of

the enemy is much higher than that of out fellow-countrymen
in our rear who have not been directly trampled by the bar-

bafous invaders.

In addition to their voluntary attack on

the invaders, they take up the great task of supplying our

regulars guerrillas in the rear of the ehemy with war ne

cessities.

At present, bfcthe.-yar prisoners many were cap

tured by our masses.

Up to the 4th year of the war our

armies have made great progress in tactics and fighting

skill qualitatively and increased to a great extent quanti-

œciASsn™.
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tatively.
previously our large troops could not move easily
on. account of the activities of the enemy planes and small

troops dared not to more under the threat of annihiliation by

them.

Now because of the progress we have made in air defen

se, scores of Divisions can move both day and night; because

of the consolidation between our soldiers and civilians, of

the promotion of our fighting skill and of the degeneration
of the fighting power of the enemy armies, even a single man

is able to stage activities behind the enemy.

for instance,

we often detail 2 or S men to wreck the railways and to cut At,
cables of the enemy,

sometimes these men wrecked the trains,

tanks and bridges of the enemy.

The communication line of

the enemy are often interrupted by us.

The cables we cut from

the enemy have been taken as part of replenishment.

This is

an instance that we obtain part of replenishment from the

enemy.
In short, in these 4 years of ressitance all des

cendants of Wang Ti (Chinese), whether soldiers icnd civilians,
have fully exercised their undaunted spirit.

The greater

oppression the enemy exerts the stronger the resistance we

offer,

Jhe more cruel the enemy is the stronger our animosity

against him becomes.

The characteristic of this great people

that "to die as broken jade rather than to exist as in intact

tile" has shown in every corner of this country.

There are

some wicked trdtors who are fed and mastered by the enemy.
But they are very, very small in number.

They are the ele

ments in want of determined will but indulgent in prostitu

tion and gambling.

They have already been put 4n the i±sk

black-list of our revdution.

they will be eliminated by our

revolution even if they do not surrender to the enemy.

After

these corrupt elements have surrendered to Japan they will
become a poison to Japan and the ferment of her corruption,

which accelaate her collapse.
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Because of the elimination of these elements our front
Becomes pure.

A good citizen will never surrender to his na

tional enemy.

For instance, the puppet armies submitted to us

as soon as they bave received arms and ammunition from the
enemy.

Such events are innumerable.

From this we can see that

our fighting will becomes stronger and stronger and our fight

ing power Increases as time goes on.

Although we have attained such great successes in
these 4 years, our ultimate victory is still beyond our hands.

Thus, in addition to the strengthening of the factors of our

victory, we must make every preparation to deal the final,
death-blow to the enemy when he stages his final struggle.

In these 4 years of ressitance our military supply is sufficient.
No great difficulty has been felt. There have been some minor
be
difficulties, but they can never/avoided in the duration of
protracted war.

We must positively exercise our perseverance

and patience to fight for the attainment of our ultimate
victory.

(3) The trend of the world war and its re
lation with our War of Resistance.

The international situation is in our favor as I have
already mentioned above.

Now, in the world a clear demarcation

has been drwan between the aggressor nations and anti-aggressor

nations.

We are firmly convinced tftat the anti-aggressor

nations will win.

Ih the first stage of the war we absolutely

alone resisted the enemy.

Later we commanded the sympathy of the

world and now material aid from the world. This means that this

nation has been linked up with the other anti-aggressor nations.
Today China's standing in the world is not second to that of

any other Power.

Without China's resistance in these few

years the brutal Japanese would have stretched their hands to

Oceania and Siberia.

If Chinâts resistance would have been

smashed the Japanese aggression would have become much more

violent and the world situation would have greatly changed.
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Because of our powerful ressitance both Asia and the .Pacific

Ocean have been stabilized.

The encirclement of Japan by the

States of the Pacific Coasts will certainly clarify the situ

ation of Asia.
In regard to the European War, Britain and Germany

are now in the state of stalemate and the Axis-Powers turn
their aggressive direction to Soviet Union*

The outbreak of

the German-Soviet War outwardly seems very sudden.

It is,

tt.

however, in fact, within our exposition.

The signing of the

German-Soviet Pact is the temposary rapprochement between

these two nations.

them still exist.

The underlying contradictions between

On the side of Germany, she used the Pact

to release the menace in her East in order to concentrate her

power for assault on Britain and France.

On the side of soviet

Union, she used the Pact to encourage Germany to wage war on
Britain and Prance and to keep berself out of war with a view

to strengthening her national defense.

Today Germany has, more

or less, established her hegemony on the continent of Europe.

The urgent work that Germany must do from now on is how to ex
tend and stabilize her hegemony bn the continent of Europe. To
Azstruggle for sea supremacy with^two naval powers — Britain and
the United States — is not a wise policy for her to adopt in

view of her present naval power.

However, the only nation that

can obstruct her land supremacy today is Soviet Union.

The

outbreak of the German-Soviet War is the total explosion of
the contradictions between these two nations.

It would be too

early if we make a definite Judgment on the future of that

war at the present.

But we can predict that the whole European

situation cannot be settled within a short space of time.
Therefore, we are desiro-us that the far-sighted leaders
of our friendly nations will seek for the clarification of the

Asiatic position at this opportunity.

According to the present

state of affairs, Japan has been wearied seriously.

On the
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continent of Asia China’s persistent spirit of struggle
will certainly defeat Japan.

If war breaks out between

Japan and Soviet Union, Japan’s attrition and ruin will be
After the clarification of the

aggravated and expedited.

Asiatic position China with her immense manpower and natural
resources will continue to join with the United States and
Britain.

To sweep the criminal nations who destroy world

peace with the total power of the world will never he un
successful.

Now time is crucial.

We seriously hope that

the far-sighted men of our friendly nations will make great

determination to prevent the extension and prolongation of

the war.
4.

The essentials of our ultimate victory.

Our victory of the war has been sure, our ultimate

victory is approaching.

Yet this yictory can only be attained

through the exertion of our greatest efforts.

The way of exer

tion is, positively, to stengthen our power of attack on the

enemy unceasingly and, negatively, hot to commit any act that
yould please our enemy and disappoint our friends.

These are

the minimum requlrèmênts for our ultimate victory.

On this

subject I hereby make a comment as follows as reciprocal en

couragement between you, fellow-countrymen, and me.
(1) The strengthening of our fighting frill
and the promotion of our spirit.
After a war has been fought for lengthy period the

general condition will be laxness, weariness and dullness in
the belligerent States.

This condition is prevailing in Japan.

But in China who fights for her own existence there is no such

stat£

existing but sealousness, briskness and high-spirited

ness.

However, the closer oun ultimate victory comes the more

difficulties we will face,

for the attainment of our ultimate

victory we must further strengthen our last-5-minute fighting
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will and further promote our morale.

We must stride forward

positively in order to pass through the last difficult channel.

(2)

The unity of spirit and unanimity.

China who has been a weak nation for long is able
to resist the Japanese aggression under the direction of our

General Executive on account of the close unity and unanimity
of her people, upon which our successes made in the past relied
and upon which our victory in the future depends.

Our î*el-

low-countryment throughout the State must watch and punish any

act that would undermine our unity, obstruct our resistance

and betray our country under the mask of patriotism. The damage
done to^State and nation by these traitors is much more terrible
than that by Wang Ching-wei.

(3) Military operation first and victory
first.
In the duration of war we must take military victory

as the supreme goal, because everything will finish if military
operation fails.

To win military victory my fellow-countrymen

throughout the State must, I ask, contribute all their power
to meet the requirements of our military operation.

Anything

contributing to our military victory must be done at any sacri

fice.

Anything detrimental to our military victory must be

removed at any sacrifice.

'rictoiy.

Then we can attain our ultimate

our a.ner.1 sxecuti.... remark that military operation

would/30$ while economy would be 70$ in thla_war does not mean

that we can despise the effect of militaryoperation but that
our military preparation has been completed to the full..extent
of our power and our economy which basks up our military opera

tion still requires our further exertions.
source of our military strength.

Economy is the

The strengthening of our

economy means the strengthening of our military power.
y
(4) The unification of military cownan^
and the solemnity of discipline.
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The sanctity and the unification of command are the
supreme essentials for directing war.

Military

absolute and soldiers must obey unconditionally.

the command of the Generalissimo is sacred.
order means the observance of discipline.

order is

Above all,

The obedience of

Our soldiers and

civilians throughout the State have observed discipline unani

mously and faithfully after the outbreak of the war.

However,

at this moment when our ultimate victory is approaching there

have occurred some painful events of insubordination by few
armies.

(The Communist armies.)

We predict that they would

not commit such act if they were not deceived by the enemy and
traitors.

I hope sincerely that my fellow-countrymen through

out the State and my comrades as a whole will encourage re

ciprocally in order to achieve our great enterprise of armed
resistance and national reconstruction.

(6) The fosterage of fighting strength
and the stabilization of the society.

The enterprise of armed resistance and national re
construction means that we are to reconstruct our state in the

duration of armed resistance.

This reconstruction principally

aims at the fosterage of our fighting strength.

For instance,

conscription, food, prices of materials, etô. are the prin
cipal questions that must be solved in order to foster our

fighting strength and stabilize our society.

Thus the improve

ment Of conscription, th. d.relopa.nt of the source of soldiers,

the increase of production, the stabilization of the society

and prohibition of hoarding are the work in which our Govern

ment, soldiers and civilians as a whole must exert their
joint efforts.

The above are only the principal problems; there are
still many other works to be done.

In short, in these 4 ^ears of resistance we have ex

erted our greatest efforts and attained very great successes.
Yet we must pass through much greater difficulties before
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we can attain our victory.

When we recollect the past and view

the future we clearly see the truth of our ancient saying, “In
first
a walk of 100 miles the difficulties in the/10 miles are as
great as those in the first 90 miles."

We must not foil the

successes We have made in the past through great sacrifice. I
ask that my comrades and fellow-countrymen as a whole will
stride.forward to accomplish our great mission of armed resis

tance and national reconstruction and to lay down the foundation

for world peace and justice.

I solemnly take this idea as a

message in commemoration of the anniversary of China’s War of
Resistance In this victorious year.
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The Honorable
The Secretary of State,

I

6964

Washington, D. C.
Sir:

I have the honor to enclose a copy of this office’s
COMMERCIAL AFFAIRS

Departaeat o f S tate

despatch no. 124 of today’s date to the Embassy, Peiping
in regard to the subject stated above.

O

Ü

s

<
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In sextuplicate.

to

P S /R H

Copy of despatch no. 124
of September 17, 1941.
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were passed at al<M without being observed.

Casonflra-

•< rwaors, probably exaggerated, ar* that the auaber
of Japan*** effective* new in the city *f hanking to
less then * thensasd.

leeel Chinese troop* **•* to he Uercasinglr taking
over th* gerriefon duties v*e«t*d hr the Japan*** forces
in ill* ere*.
Oeser*! Bata 1* çuoted in the English nee* servie*

of th* mi->l PSSfiM mv«® or OHM r***i»tly m having
•aid at • press interview, after a tour of th* *****
along the south hank of th* Taagtse bet**** Wanting ant

Shanghai, theta "Th* way to attain eeeylete pea** free

local pease ie to establish first an ideal local pea**
area free which the work nay be extended,

«h*« ester is

restored in a peace area, govern»*** authority san be

exercised, eeoaoal* ant éviterai nativities ana be re

vived «at tn* recèle** livelihood san be laproved.

Under

the leadership of Fresldeat %**g Ching-wei, the work of

rural pasifieatiea has been Mt only * test far the Fosse
keveasat but ala* a proof of tbs realisation of peso* and

national r**oa«tru«tioa.

In ay iaepeetim tear in sens

of the pease areas, X fount that both fays»*** saltier»
ant Chis*»* yea** worker* are fully aware of their

alseiaa ent render entval assist**** 1* the •aupalga.*
Qas*ral Mata is further reported to have salt that

he «as happy to see the eloa* eosp*r*tiea b*twe*a Chines*
aat fap*a*a* soldiers,

*W*a th* work of rural ya*ifl*a->

tian is soselrt**, the Jap*»*** fartes «ill hast ever te

4
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the Hatieaal Government of Oda» the m>*Mbmv of
oaiatalalng peace and order «at then withdraw fron th*

Chine** territory*, ho 1* alleged to have declared.
Imm, it e>p**r* that tho Hural Pacification

Caapelgn, which wae intended ta clear eertala area*

at

guerrilla* a* that th* local Chl&eae fore** could held

than attar th* departure of th* <*paa*»os la net proceed
ing according ha plan.
A* prevloualy reported tejr thia atria*, there Maa

bee* acHM *candal la regard to the handling of
Paelfieatioa Gaaÿaiga»

Many

Um

at the faraar* are

durai

aald to

bo «oaplaialog that, although the Ccmnlaalon prwreaaoa
te relier* the di*tree* or the yoofle, to throve their
livelihood and to régénérât* rural eacnoajr it haa in

feet, teroacht only «leery to the*/

It la alleged that

the dhisaae '’Gcveranant’’ treats, when they have driven

>

out th* guerrilla* after an eagageacmt la it**lf danger©»*

to the lives of the peaceful lahebltaate, theaaelv** fall

t© lootlad, itldaepplag and extortion*.

The effloora

living in daapalg» U*cd<juartara at Sooehow, which la

fwt*»

far It* **lag-»oag girl**,

are aaid to ayant nor*

tine on woaaa «nd win* than on th* battl*-fl*K.

an a reeult

ef thia

Farhagc

Irregular dlaelpUae, eevaral hoaha

are reported to have been thrown and a tambor of aaaaaainatloaa to have taken place in sooehow itaelf and other

place* lx the faeiflaetlon Area, inelodlng* it !• rtmored,

1

an attack on wan* Chlng-wel hlaaeXf during hi* vi«it to

that area last wok.

\
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American Consulate General

coâScW&fën’ China>

September 19, 1941.

AHû

Subject-

Nanking Military Forces in the

The Honorable

The Secretary

of

State,
For Pir’fribi’ti'n-Owk

WASHlNGTCrçjT^te

I V-x I
i

No

I
;

i^i

SIR:

despatch no. 147 dated September 19, 1941 to the

Embassy at Peiping on the above subject.

I

7 9 3 .9 4 / 6 9 6 5

M 1 £>
I have the honor to enclose herewith copy of

Respectfully yours,

M. S.
American Co

Enclosure:
Copy of despatch no. 147.
In quintuplicate.

800
MSM/ccw

ers
'
ul General
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Canton, China, September 1», 1941.
STRICTLY COigXDEmAL

making Milita» gorges jji the Canton Area.

The Honorable
C. X. Ocum,
American Ambassador,

Peiping,
Sir:
I hare the honor to acknowledge the reeelpt of your
strictly confidential instruetloa of August 88, 1941,

stating that the Embassy desires to receive such information

as ay be obtainable in regard to the organisation, develop»
sent and netivlties of military forces under the Nanking

reglae, and to report suoh information on the subject es
is now available.
Reference is made in thia connection to ay confidential

despatch no. 807 of September 10, 1940 to the Department

under the subject "Certain Aspects of the Political Situation

with Particular Eeforenoo to Japanese Control of the Canton

Area", in which it was reported that the recruiting end
training of puppet troops in the Canton area were being
actively carried on, that surrendered bandits and guerrillas

were being incorporated in these forces and that they were
being used mainly for garrison and constabulary duties in

the interior.

It may be mentioned that ths Carman, a

a*.

.....
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Mr. i&yer-Mader, who had been connected with the "Bestoration

41

Army**, one of the military organisations then «slating, la

understood to have returned to Gemany many Months ago.

From the beginning of the Japanese occupation of Canton
(October 21, 1998), the Japanese military have encouraged

the creation of local Chinese forces and some of the larger
Military groups formed during the first eighteen months of
the Japanese occupation were organised with the cooperation

of bandit or ei-bandit chieftains and were largely recruited

from their followers.

;Joiae of these groups were reported to

have been recruited with their arms.
Iho establishment at Canton on May 1, 1940 of an office

of the Military Affairs Comission at banking was apparently

the first stop taken by the Hanking regime to reorganise local
forces us units of the "Central Army1 *.

Lei Au-yat (

)

was sent hero by hanking as head of that office and hie first
tank, according to a speech made by him on the occasion of

the first anniversary of the establishment of the Canton Office,

was the organisation of a branch at Canton of the Hanking

Military Academy for the training of officers.

Lei further

stated in his speech that he also organised the 2nd Mixed

Brigade which is now known as the 2nd Independent Brigade
and that he than undertook the organisation of the 3rd and
4th Route Armies which have recently been reorganised as the

39th and 40th brigades of the 20th Division of the "Central

Army".

According to e recent press report, Wang Ching-wel,

Chaiiwin of the Military Affaire Commission, In May appointed

Lieuteaant-Oeneral Lei as Coaaander of the SOth Division.

CoinoV-eA^Z
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Oolnoidently with the establishment of the Provincial

Government at Canton on May 10, 1940, there was organised
the headquarters of the "Xwmgtung Peace Preservation Army*

(/^

with Acting Provincial Chairman

Chan Ju-too (f^-^1^5.) as Comaander-Ln-Chief and Chang Tongfan

) ns Vice Oomander-in-Chief.

During the months

that followed, this army was rapidly built up both by ouatomary
recruiting and the incorporation of acne of th® independent

military unite or groups referred to above, end on Why 10,
1941, Provincial Chaiman Chan in a speech stated that this
amy consisted of eight reminents which together with instruc

tion Unite and Special Service Corps numbered about 10,000 «en.

In August the Chairman announced that Hanking had ordered the
reorganisation of this army as a unit of the national defence

force to be known as the 30th Division and that Lieutenant-

General Chang Tong-fan had been appointed as Its comander.
The upkeep of this force, he stated, would henceforth be borne
by the 'Central and Provincial Governments*.

At about the same time, the abolition of the Canton
office of the military affairs Comission and the Headquarters

of the Peace Preservation Army was announced as well as the

early organisation of the Canton Pacification Office
with the Provincial Chairman Chan lu-teo as Chief,

Lieutenant-General Lei Au-yut as Vice Chief and Lieutenant-

General Chang Tong-fan as Chief of Staff.

In an interview

Lieutenant-General Lei was reported to have stated that these

changes had been ordered by Wang Ching-wet and that this mili
tary organ was established for the purpose of effecting cen
tralised control of military affairs and greater cooperation

between administrative and military authorities.

It has been
22WIM
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- 4 reported that the Pacification Offiee has been eetablished
but that its formai inauguration scheduled to take place on

September IS has been postponed beeause of the temporary

absonoe from Canton of the officers above-mentioned (who are
said to bo at the moment at Hanking).
Besides those three units — 80th and soth Divisions and

2nd Independent Brigade — which are at least under the nominal

control of Hanking, there is the Fuklen-KWengtung Frontier
Defance Army

^-^^ ) under the oomaand of Wong

Tal-wei (-^- X djt ) » who was a^ong the followers of Chan Kwlngning (Ch*on Oh’iung-ralng

^ ), a prominent figure in

kwangtung polities about twenty years ago.

This force which

is understood to be on the Fuklon-Kwangtung border has not
as far as is known been Incorporated in any of the aboveaentloned units and le believed to nmber only some 1,000 men.
There are, of course, police forces at such cities as Canton

aud Futshsn, village guards for the protection of villages
against robbers, et cetera, and sand-field protection corps

in various districts primarily organised for the purpose of
collecting a tax on alluvium under cultivation, but these do

not fall within the purview of this report.

There is also a Kwangtung River Defones Force (
4^)^) with headquarters at Canton, the head of which is
Admiral Chiu EWal-eheung ( 4$

) * who w®8 oommaader of

Canton River Defence under Marshal Oh’on Chl-t*ang.

This

force comprising five armed launches supplied by the Japanese

Is being used for river petrol work.

It is believed that

they were formerly Chinese property.
The Canton branch of the Central Military Academy at
Hanking was opened on April 1, 1940, and, according to press
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report», provide» short tern

ooutmi

and e course in political training.

for officer» and cadets

Mray of its studenta

have reportedly been inducted into the local forces and sone
of them have been sent to the central ncaderay at Nanking for
additional training.

In October 1940 press reports stated

that there were about 480 students In the local academy.
Indications are that netlve steps nre being taken

fur

ther to develop end to increase the strength of these Nanking
troops.

Recently It wcs reported in the press that 100

will be enlisted so officers of the 2nd Independent

cadets

Brigade,

and according to a Chinese report believed to be reliable a
large number of soldiers, said to be as ærny us 8,000 or
10,000,(probably belonging to the soth Division) is being
drilled near I'ungkl

Canton.

about thirty miles south of

In the vicinity of Canton Chinese recruits are daily

undergoing training, presumably under Chinese drill masters.
Their equipment in use when drilling consists of rifles and

mchlne-guns.

Troops of the 30th Division (until recently

known as Iwangtung Peace

reservation Amy) at Canton are

smartly dressed and have e soldierly bearing.

Except for one

regiment (formerly a.own a» the fourth which is in the S^tow

area) these troops ere believed to be in the Canton area.

It

may be expected that the Japanese army keeps in close touch

through liaison officer» or other means with these units and
places at their disposal only limited quantities of equipment
and ammunition.

Information believed to be reliable is to

the effect that since Chang fong-fan’s connection with the

Iwangtung Peace Preservation Army, now the 30th Division,

there have been no Japanese officers with the unit but that

pryylonfll
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- a previously there had been three officer# with each battalion.
It is reasonable to assurao, therefore, that there are Japanese
offio er s with the other two unite of the "Central Army”.

These Chinese troops occupy, according to reliable informa

tion, some border outposts where no Japanese asIdler3 are
stationed, but in the main, it la understood, tho larger

concentrations are to be found in the violaity of Japanese

garrisons and frequently participate in operations with Jap
anese troops.

Reports of desertions are heard from tine to

time but such reports have been in recent months less frequent

than formerly.
No Information is available as to the strength of these

forces.

However, on the basis of the Provincial Chairman's

statement referred to above and other somlngly reliable
reports, it is thought that the present strength of the two

divisions and one independent brigade is at least 20,000 men.
It Is the announced purpose of the military authorities, es
reported on several occasions in the press, to bring the
organization of these units in line with the organisation of

the aContrel Ar iy", which is believed to bo similar to that
of the armies of the National Government, and to recruit these
units to full strength.
jh.8 throwing some light on the character of these troops,

it has been learned that at least two of the brigade commanders

of the 20th Division were formerly robber chiefs and it is
believed that the successor of one of the oontnander» who resent
ly died is of that ilk.

At present this office has no biogra

phical information in regard to Lieutenant-General Lei other

than that he was sent here by Hanking nor of the oomander of
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the 2nd Independent Brigade.

H

Concerning Lieutenant-General

Chang, Commander of the 30th Division, the local press In

Dooember 19.9 et the time of his appointment a» Aasi«tant
Chief of Staff of the .eace and National Salvation Array, later

absorbed in the Peace /-reservation nrmy, stated that he had

been graduated from a military academy in Japan and had been
connected with a certain military organisation in north China.
It has been learned that he la a native of one of the Manchurian

provinces and that he has a Japanese wife and as Indicated
above it appears that the Japanese have the greatest confidence

in him.

As possibly reflecting local Chinese opinion in regard

to puppet forces in general rather than providing ®n Index as
to the actual character of their personnel, local Chinese, It

Is understood, commonly characterize these troops by the
Chinese saying "not half a person is good".

However, as

indicated above and in previous despatches dealing 4.th this
subject, there is no doubt that these forces contain (as do
many other Chinese eraioa) a large number of ox-bandits and

otnei* ne’ei'-do-wllu.
Shis office is endeavoring to obtain additional informs»

tioa on this subject and will promptly report such information
as may become available*

,;ith Japanese encouragement various Chinese military

units were formed in tho Canton area following the Japanese

occupation of this city on October 21, 1988.

According to

available information the first step taken by the Nanking
Heglme to reorganise local forces as units of the "Central

Army" waa th® entablishment at Canton on May 1, 1940 of a
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Shortly before that date the Nanking regime*e emissary Lei

Au-yat opened e local branch of the Nanking Military Academy

for the training of offleera.

Since the above date these

various Chinese units, in which there were many former bandits,

.-ere reorganized as the 2nd Independent Brigade, the 20th

Division and most recently the 30th Division comprising the
Kwangtung Peace preservation Army which came into being
coincidently with the establishment of the '’Kwengtiinr Provin

cial Oovernment" on ’d&y 10, 1940.

Only very' recently there

has been established the Canton pacification Offioe with the

provincial chairman and commanders of the two divisions no

Its principal officers.

It was stated that this organ was

designed to unify control of military affairs and obtain

greater cooperation between administrative and military
authorities.

Recruiting and training are being actively carried on

and it is the announced purpose of the concerned authorities
to develop these units in confomlty with the organic system
of the "Central army* and recruit theta to full strength.

Although no information as to the present strength of these
units is available, it Is believed that they number at least

g0,000 mon.

The Japanese army undoubtedly controls these

forces and indications are that through one means or another

it keeps in close touch with them.

These forces are used

in military operations in conjunction with Japanese units

and also perfora garrison duty in the interior aa well as
occupy outposts where no Japanese soldiers are atotioned.

The

$
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The reliability of these forées is questionable

Respectfully yours,

M. 9. Myers

Marleau Consul General

Originel to
One oopy to
I’ive copies
One oopy to
800

^3M/oc*

Mnbosay, Peiping.
Embassy, Chungking.
to the Dep^rtaent.
Consulate General, Hong Kong.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Adviser

on

Political Relations

November 28, 1941

This situation cannot be
untangled or be made to work by
agreements. Either the Japanese
stay in and govern China (it being
more than doubtful whether they are
capable of governing the Chinese)
or the Japanese military get out
(through operation—which will re
quire time—of many forces too strong
for them to overcome) and their
"carpet-baggers" get out and the
Chinese govern in their own country.

W4?
PA/H:SKH:FLB

i

I
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
DIVISION OF FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS

October 30, 1941»

Peiping’s despatch no. 151, Septem
ber 27, 1941.
This interesting despatch comments
upon the overlapping and the independence
of various Japanese agencies in North China. •

If time permits it is worth reading;
otherwise, note the summary on page one.

For comments upon German influence,
see the last sentence on page three.

FE:Fales:MJK
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EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Peiping, China, September 27, I944
Subject:

Japanese Agencies in North China.

94/
I

6966
The Japanese Expeditionary Force in
north China has always been a strong advo
cate of the complete autonomy of north China;
its functions however are primarily military.
Other agencies in this area are the Armydominated Asia Development Board, the Japa
nese Army Special Service Section and the
Japanese Gendarmerie, each of which functions
to a large degree independently of the other.
Since the establishment of the Asia Develop
ment Board, the authority of the Japanese For
eign Office in China has been seriously cur
tailed, and the inability of the civil authorities
to curb the activities of the military may acfn
count in part for the frequent futility of "third-0
power” diplomatic Representations made in connection with acts Committed by the Japanese
military in China. *Even though, on the termination of hostilities in China, the Japanese milltary may be withdrawn, it seems probable that
the Asia Development Board or some similar agency
representing Japanese vested interests will con
tinue to function in north China and will prove
. to be a formidable obstacle to a settlement
, satisfactory to China, Japan and third-power
J interests.
I

3
H
H

-j.
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I have the honor to submit herewith a report out

lining briefly the scope of the activities of the more
/

important Japanese agencies now functioning in north

China.

Due to the dearth of reliable source material,

it has not proven feasible to prepare a more detailed

and comprehensive report on the subject.

It may be seriously doubted whether there has ever
been an attempt on the part of the Japanese authorities

to define the limitations to the authority of the various
agencies under discussion;

if so, little attention is

paid to any such official limitations, as in practice their
activities are so diverse that they constantly overlap, with

resultant confusion not only among the populace in general

but among Chinese and Japanese official circles as well.
This overlapping of authority tends to render the curbing

of the military by the civil authorities even more difficult,
and may to a certain extent explain the frequent futility of

"third-power" diplomatic representations made in connection
with acts committed by the Japanese military in China.
The Japanese Expeditionary Force in North China.

The supreme Japanese authority in north China is at
present General Okamura, the Commander-in-Chief of the Japa

nese Expeditionary Force in north China, whose headquarters
are in Peiping.

General Okamura*s interests, however, are

primarily military, and in routine political administration

he interferes rather less with the Japanese sponsored
North China Political Affairs Commission *

) than do other Japanese agencies.

(

Nevertheless, much

to the annoyance of the Japanese Embassy and perhaps

other
♦Chinese regime set up in north China by the Japanese Army.
Its jurisdiction is variable but roughly corresponds with the
areas north of the Yellow River under occupation by the
Japanese Army.
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- 3 other Japanese agencies in this area, he is in the habit
b
of negotiating broader issues directly with the Commission.
He is recognized as the chief exponent of the complete
autonomy of north China and the main obstacle to the ex
tension to this area of the influence of the "Nanking**

regime.

Since his assumption of office on July 7, 1941,

he has successfully opposed all efforts of Wang Ching-wei
g
even to visit Peiping.

During the past few months the Japanese military au
thorities in north China have been reliably reported to

have entered into negotiations with one or another Chinese

clique with a view to obtaining their cooperation in the

establishment of a government in Peiping whose association

with the "Nanking" regime would be even more nebulous than
that of the North China Political Affairs Commission.

In

May of this year, the military were understood to be negoti

ating with the Chinese Communists for a type of "stand
still" agreement whereby neither would interfere with the
g
other in certain spheres of activity and influence. During
the summer unsuccessful attempts were said to have been

made to win over General Yen Hsi-shan, the Chairman of the
b
Shansi Provincial Government. According to well-founded
reports, the local Chinese National Socialist Party,

actively assisted by official German interests and the
Japanese military, are now planning to set up a "North

China Autonomous Government" which would be in position

to operate independently of a possible general settlement
growing out of present Japanese-American negotiations, and

in such a way as to protect Japanese vested interests in
b, d, g.
this area.
The
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The North China Liaison Office of the Asia Development
Board.
The Asia Development Board also known as the Asia
Promotion Board or The China Affairs Board, has been

aptly described as a super-government - a controlling

administrative body for all important Japanese activities
in China, whether political, financial, social, cultural
d
or economic.
The parent organization has its headquarters
in Tokyo, and liaison offices are maintained in Shanghai,

Peiping, Tsingtao and Kalgan.

(A translation of the

imperial Ordinances for the official organization of the
Asia Development Board may be found in Tokyo’s despatch
no. 3549, December 23, 1938:

"The Asia Promotion Board

(Koa-in)w.)
The North China Liaison Office of the Asia DevelopS
ment Board was established in Peiping on March 12, 1939»
Its scope of activity covers the entire area administered

by the North China Political Affairs Commission with the

exception of the Tsingtao Municipality which has its own
Liaison Office (under the direction of a Japanese naval

officer).

True to the traditional recognition of north

China as a Japanese army reservation, the Chief of the

North China Liaison Office has always been an Army officer.
The present Chief is Major General Shiozawa.

The Political Department of the North China Liaison
Office maintains contact with the Japanese sponsored North
China Political Affairs Commission;

the Economic Department

of the North China Liaison Office undertakes liaison work

with the (Japanese) North China Development Company, the
major holding company for the myriad Japanese ’’state policy”
companies
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companies in north China (Peiping's despatch no. 2043»
dated January 10, 1941, "Monopolistic Agencies Used by
Japan in Exploiting the Economic Resources of North

China");

the Economic Department also interests itself

in the activities of the various foreign firms operating

in north China*

Even the Chinese Postal Administration

does not escape the watchful control of the North China
Liaison Office whose orders, often hastily drafted and ill-

conceived, are obeyed by the postal authorities without
&

question.

An officer of the Japanese finbassy in Peiping

is permanently assigned to the Liaison Office to maintain
a
contact between these two organizations*
The North China Liaison Office often issues peremptory
orders to the Japanese sponsored North China Political Afe
fairs Commission.
With regard to the freezing regulations
issued by the Commission on July 28, 1941 (Peiping's 189,

July 29, 5 p*m*), allegedly in retaliation to American
freezing measures, it is learned indirectly from a local
Chinese official that the Commission had no part whatever

in their preparation.

It seems that the Liaison Office

sent the Commission a copy of the regulations drawn up in
the Japanese language and that the latter had them transe
lated into Chinese and promulgated. They are being en

forced by the local Chinese authorities, in cooperation
with the Japanese Army Special Service Section

) 311(1 tile Japanese Gendarmerie (

The Japanese Army Special Service Section*
The Japanese Army Special Service Section is another

independent Japanese authority in north China.

The head of

the Section is understood to be a direct appointee of the

Ministry
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Ministry of War.

Formerly the Special Service Section

wielded an Immense influence throughout the Japanese oc
cupied area, but since the establishment of the Asia

Development Board, its importance has decreased somewhat

and it now acts largely as an instrument for the enforce
ment of regulations issued by the Asia Development Board.
It is also the political agency of the Japanese Army and

as such serves as the intermediary between the Army and
f
the Chinese people.
In this respect it is closely as

sociated with the Hsin Min Hui (New People’s Association),
a Japanese sponsored Chinese political party in north
f
China modeled on the Concordia Society in "Manohukuo”•

Its importance and authority Increase in proportion to
the distance from Peiping, and in the smaller cities and

towns in north China its influence is still paramount. It
is this organization which, by its ubiquitousness, its

narrow interpretation of odd and sundry (and sometimes

conflicting) regulations, its often complete disregard
of the rights and privileges of extraterritorial foreigners,

and generally speaking the callousness, venality and lack
of tact of its enforcement officers has been responsible

for much of the interference with American interests in
g
the interior.
The program of the Special Service Section

seems to be to gain control of and in the end entirely to
take over the various foreign missionary institutions,
schools and hospitals in north China, which in the sus
picious minds of many of the enforcement officers are

centers of Chinese nationalism and anti-Japanese agitation.
The intensity with which this program is conducted and the
manner in which it is carried out seem

to vary considerably,

depending
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of the moment and on the personality of the local official in charge.

The Russian "White House" was established under
Japanese military auspices in the summer of 1937 and is

headed by a Japanese official attached to the staff of

the Special Service Section.

So-called White Russians

and many other foreigners without consular protection are

required to register at the "White House", to furnish en
thusiastic audiences on "patriotic" occasions, and to sup

ply the strongest and most intelligent of their youth for
service as guards or as officers in the Russian "Antifa
Communist” Army.

The Japanese Gendarmerie.
In many ways more dreaded than any other Japanese
agency, at least so far as the residents of Peiping and

other large urban centers in north China are concerned,
is the Japanese Gendarmerie which apparently functions

independently of both the Special Service Section and the

Asia Development Board and is responsible only to the Japae
nese Gendarmerie Headquarters in Tokyo.
In addition to
its basic function of maintaining discipline among the

Japanese military forces in north China, this organ is
very active in suppressing any suggestion of Chungking
g
or Communist sympathies among the populace. The Gendarmerie
Headquarters in Peiping is located on the premises of the

former Peiping National University where many of the former

class rooms now serve as places of detention for persons

suspected of being engaged in subversive activities. Such
unfortunates are often arrested without reference to the

local
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local authorities and held for months without trial.
Mr. Serge Polovoy, now on the staff of Harvard University,
was detained for nearly two years in this institution
&

without any charges ever having been brought against him.
' Recently an American citizen was arrested by Japanese

Gendarmerie at the Peiping railway station as she was
about to leave for the United States and was questioned
at the Gendarmerie Headquarters for nine hours before
g
being released.

A Special Service Department of the Gendarmerie
controls the Special Service Sections of the Bureau of

Police (Chinese) in Peiping and other municipalities in

north China.

The Peiping Special Service Section main

tains a Foreign Affairs Office which, among other activi

ties, makes a practice of terrorizing employees of foreign
firms and foreign government offices in the hope of obtain
ing information in regard to the activities of their em

ployers.

Attempts have been made from time to time to

bribe or intimidate members of the Chinese staff of this
Embassy, the National City Bank of New York and other Ameri

can institutions in Peiping;

representations to the Japa

nese Enbassy have so far tended only to suspend temporarily
g
this obnoxious practice.
The Japanese Embassy.

The Japanese Embassy at Peiping is a branch of the
In practice it is under the
a
administration of the Japanese Bnbassy at Shanghai. It
Japanese Embassy at Nanking.

supervises the work of the Japanese consular offices in
north China.

The ranking consular officer in Peiping is

a
concurrently the head of the consular police in north China.
The
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- 9 The consular police have no authority over, and habitually

refuse to concern themselves in any way with, any cases

involving members of the Japanese armed forces.

The con

sular police exercise police functions, including the

maintenance of sanitation and discipline,among the
rapidly-growing Japanese civil population.

The Embassy

at Peiping is the liaison office between foreign diplo
matic missions and the Japanese military and civil au

thorities in north China.

It undertakes, often unwillingly,

to act as the intermediary between the North China Political
Affairs Commission and the British and American Embassies

and other diplomatic missions in Peiping whose governments
do not recognize the Wang Ching-wei regime.

Since the establishment of the Asia Development
Board, the prestige and authority of the Japanese finbassy

and consular service in China have steadily declined.

It

is known that the Japanese Foreign Office bitterly resents

the inferior position it now occupies in China, and that it
hopes eventually to reestablish its authority.

It is under

stood that during the visit of Wang Ching-wei to Tokyo in

May of this year he was promised that the activities of the
Asia Development Board would be substantially curtailed and

that civil (as ppposed to the military) authority would be red, g
establised in China.
However, several months have now
passed and there is no indication that this promise is to

be carried out, at least in the near future.

In fact,

short of a complete Japanese military collapse, it may be
safely presumed that even after the termination of the

present hostilities in China and the withdrawal of Japanese
military forces from the mainland,the Asia Development

Board or some similar agency representing Japanese vested
interests
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interests will remain in north China with scarcely

diminished powers and that such agency will prove to
be one of the chief stumbling blocks to a reconciliation

between Japan and China, and to an understanding between
Japan and the United States.

ours,

Respect

the

bassai

Richard P. Butrick
Counselor of Embassy

Enclosure:
Sources of Information.(Strictly Confidential)
Original and 4 copies to Department.1'
.
Copy to Division of Commercial Affairs.'H^^xXiG
Copy to Embassy, Chungking.
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.

800-Peiping

ARR/es
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Enclosure no. 1 to despatch no. 151,
September 27, 1941, from Embassy,
Peiping: "Japanese Agencies in North
China".
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

a.

Japanese Embassy, Peiping.

b.

Dr. J. Leighton Stuart, Yenching University.

c.

Local Russian residents.

d.

Local newspaper correspondents.

e.

Local Chinese officials.

f.

American businessmen and missionaries.

g.

Snbassy files, principally confidential
telegrams to the Department.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

AF
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone. (SC)

Chungking via N. R,

Dated October 29, 1941
Rec’d 1:08 p.m^

Secretary of State,
Washington.

429, October 29, 7 p.m.
The Minister for Foreign Affairs is sending me
tomorrow a message from Generalissimo to President

which Hu Shih will receive and be Instructed to de
liver.

Following is brief outline of the message as-

communicated to me orally by (*)

"Chiang considers concentration Japanese, troops

in Northern Indochina as preparatory to move into

Yunnan within a month and brings forward three

points »

(1) Japanese move into Yunnan and severing

of Burma Road is preliminary

WSB

(■») Apparent omission

C onfidential Fn 9

GAUSS

DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(B) end 5(D) or (E)
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
NWN
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone. (SC)

FSSMMKgking via N. R.

Dated October 29, 1941
Rec’d. 3:02 p.m.

Secretary of State,
Washington.

429, October 29, 7 p.m., (SECTION TWO).

move outward; (2), if Japanese are successful

in cutting Burma road, Chinese morale will be badly
shaken and the policy of resistance endangered;
and (3), China has sufficient land forces for defense

but requires support of an air force in order to

stop the Japanese*

Chiang liants British air forces

from Singapore and American air forces from Manila
in volunteer status.

He asks President to use his

influence with British.

He points out that defeat

of Japanese in a campaign which may probably have

effect of causing them to abandon plans for a
southern move.

Full text of message will be radioed when

received.

(END OF MESSAGE)
GAUSS

CSB
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PARTAIR

5C

PLAIN

Washington,

Full rate
Day letter
Night letter

November 4, 1941

Charge to

$

AMEMBASSY,

CHUNGKING, (CHINA)
-TRIPLE PRIORITY.
CONFIDENTIAL

7 p.m
The Chinese Embassy has just brought to the Department
a telegram dated Chungking November 2 containing a message

from the Generalissimo to the President.

In this telegram

there is given what apparently is a text of "views" com
municated to Mr» Churchill by the Generalissimo; and a
message to the President
We suggest that the approach which you are instructed

to make be made to the Minister for Foreign Affairs.

Perhaps

he has already given you a copy of the message above under

reference.

Ô

H -4.Q
PA/H:SKH:FLB

FE

j

■J
0
SO

3 Carbon copies

Enciphered by

W lestroyed

Sent by operator_________
1—1462

u. s. government printing office

Z 9 6 9 !/^ A * 2 « Z
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----------------------------- -

Charge Department:

PARTAIR
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Full rate
Day letter
Night letter

«sc

Washington,

Charge to

November 3, 1941

$

AMEMBASSY,
CHUNGKING ( CHINA) .

Hi" .tin «J-:

,---Ir tonfc

st, «‘♦••'i/lli pars-'

r>

G1(i< 4

. >• ■’

«* mi.nl^ec H MVA. r
C (*
. ..... .. u |1f y,

CONFIDENTIAL.

eye)

/£

I
*

7

1.

There have come to this Government, and have been

communicated to this Department in various ways, during the

last three days, three different versions, through as many
channels, none of them through you or the Chinese Ambassador

here, and all differing in one or more important particulars,
of a message from Chiang Kai-shek.

2.

Please get from the Generalissimo or the Minister

for Foreign Affairs as exact a statement as possible of the

Generalissimo's estimate of the military and political
situation, especially as regards Japan's possible contempla
tion of new operations against Yunnan and the Burma Road,
and of what it is that the Chinese Government is suggesting
I
that this Government do in the premises. Inquire also

what the Chinese Government is suggesting to the British
Government.

Enciphered ly____________________

Sent hy operator

M. 19___ _______________________
1—1402

u. S. 4QVKKNMENT FtlKTlM® OFFICt

7 9 3 .9 4 / 1 6 9 6 7
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Collect (Nighdetfer

p“

Charge Department;

Washington,

Full rate

Day letter
Night letter

—2—

Charge to

$
Government.

3.

In your conversation with the Generalissimo or

the Minister for Foreign Affairs, you may make it a point
to say^ln the form of mere observâtion^Jand

initiative^

ao on youy-own

that this country is confronted at present

with the problem of giving material aid not only to China
but to Great Britain, to Russia, to the Netherlands, and
to some twenty other countries that are amassing arms for

purposes of essential preparedness; and, in addition, we

are forced to equip ourselves toward preventing or resisting
possible attacks upon us in two oceans, with a possibility

even of having to fight in self-defense on both fronts
simultaneously.

You should say that we are having to

consider, in our strategy of production and distribution

of materials and equipping of our own armed forces, the

whole world, and that it is essential that, keeping

constantly in mind all theatres of actual and possible
operations, timing, coordination, et cetera, we give our

program and efforts proper balance.

4.

You may also say, on the Department’s authority,

.that roundabouts methods of sending messages and use of

Enciphered by ..______________
„

,

Sent by operator, 19__ _
1—1402

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE

several
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PA^
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Washington,
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Charge to
$

several different channels In each of which the messages

are reported In different words, causes delay and confusion
in the giving here of appropriate attention to the important
subject matter of the original and authentic version of

the meeeage.

5.

You may also

,//

toy thlon

the Department’s authority

to the Naval Attache and to General Magruder, adding that.
in our opinion recommendations involving questions of high

political policy, no matter by what officers made, should

either be channelled originally through the Ambassador or
be filed in paraphrased duplicate with the Ambassador for
immediate report by him with his comments to this Department.
Quite apart from any question of Departmental Jurisdictions,

this view rests on considerations of efficiency involving
factors of time, of cooperation, and of coordination in

procedures for best serving the interests of the United
States in formulation of policy, in relations with and

negotiations with other Governments, and in operations of
implementation.

6.

After reporting on paragraphs one and two above,

please give in a succeeding telegram, your comments and

Enciphered by
Sent by operator

estimate.

M.t, 19__ ,_________________
1—1462

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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PLAIN

Charge Departments

Washington,

Full rate
Day letter
Night letter
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$

estimate.
7.

For your information, messages referred, to In

paragraph one above came (a) from the Generalissimo, via
T. V. Soong, to the President; (b) from the Naval Attaché

to the Navy Department; (c) from General Magruder to the

War Department, Magruder’s report stating that you had.
been informed.

4

PA/H:skh:flb
Enciphered by

Sent by operator

M..
1—1463

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICB
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Washington,

November

Charge to

$

XCONFIDENTIAL CODÇÇ

AMEMBASSY,

CHUNGKING (CHINA).

1941

*

(0
01

6C
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.'-

(D

Your 429, October 29, 7 p;m., and related messages

yj The Chinese Ambassador MiM on

CD
(0
0)

•Mt the Presldent’sÙmmmbmÉ^taBBB message for General Chiang
Kai-shek in reply to the Generalissimo's message of Novem-

A

ber 2 (delivered to the President/bjÿ the Chinese Ambassador
on November 4) and to General Chiang’s earlier message
(delivered by Soong on October 30).

In his reply to General Chiang the President stated in
substance:
That the situation created by the threat of a

Japanese

attack in Indochina against Kunming has for some time been very^O
much in our minds; that high officers of the Department of

o
(Z)

State, the Army, and the Navy, immediately upon receipt by
the President of General Chiang's messages, gave renewed and

urgent considerations to all aspects of the problems pre-

sented; that our

o
J

conclusion was that, while the gravityr£

of the situation should not be underestimated, the present

■D
J

state of Japanese preparations for a land campaign against

Kunming did not indicate the probability of an immediate attatdg
Enciphered 6g

Sent 6g operator_______ ____ M.,

(P
19.
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®"4rti^would call for substantial preparation and inten

sive operations, in view of the formidable resistance to
be offered by Chinese land forces and of the character

of the terrain; that in the light of the importance
of the Chinese forces being adequately prepared and equipped

we feel that at present our most effective contribution
would be to expedite Lease-Lend materials to China and

facilitate the building up of the volunteer American air
contingent; that while we are subject to demands of
many sorts from many directions and are sending materials
not only to China and Great Britain but also to the

Dutch, the Russians, and some twenty others and our
own defense problem calls for prompt supply in large

amounts, the President nevertheless will do his utmost
toward expediting increasing amounts of material for

China; that meanwhile views are being exchanged with

the British in regard to the situation as a whole and
to the tremendous problems confronting us with a

view to practicable and effective coordination of
effort; that these measures together with those which

the British doubtless are undertaking and the great

efforts which China is at the same time making to
Enciphered hy-------------------------------Sent iy operator

M.,------------------, 19----- ---------------------------------1—1403

U. S. 80VWHMINT FSIHTIM* OFFICt
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$
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(

Charge Department:

QraiT

Washington,

increase the defenses of Yunnan, are all logical
steps toward safeguarding against any developing

threat of an attack upon Yunnan; that the situation
is being indirectly influenced by constant significant

factors in the situation as a whole such as our military
and naval defensive forces in the Philippines which are

being increased steadily, our fleet at Hawaii which lies

along the flank of any military movement by the Japanese
from Indochina into China, and increasing defense pref>
^arations by the British and Dutch in their territories

south of China; that on numerous occasions we have pointed
out to the Japanese that pursuit of aggression and con

quest would have various consequences and we will con
tinue to impress this upon the Japanese; that extraordinary

obligation rests upon us in connection with every move
considered and every decision made to take into full
account both long-range and short-range potentialities

in widespread fields of developments; that the efforts
of all of us who are engaged in resistance to the forces

of conquest will have to be sustained over a long period;
and that the situations and problems discussed in the

correspondence between the President and General Chiang
Enciphered by______________________
Sent by operator____________ M., 19____ _______________________
1—14C2

0. S, 0OVERNMKNT PRINTIN* OFFICI
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$

will continue to have the constant attention of the
President and of this country.

FE:GA

Enciphered &y__________________
Sent by operator

M-.................................... 19____ ,__________
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED^* FO/fiïfe

m«.hqa^

NO]/ fi- jg^j

From
BAS
This telegram muet be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone. (SC)

o<

Chungking via N.R.
Dated November 1, 1941

Rec’d

5:46 a.nu: 5th

Secretary of State,

Washington.

5^3/
-4ëfi-, November 1, 11

Reference my 429,

0<

stand from Foreign Office proposed message re

ceiving further consideration by Generalissimo.
GAUSS

DECIASSIFIEDr

fî.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

TELEGRAM RECEIVED
FROM
EJ
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone, (br)

Foochow via N. R.
Dated November 1, 1941

Rec’d 9:07 p.m., Nov. 4th

Secretary of State,
Washington.

November 1, noon.
Reference is made to my telegrcysf dated October
26, 1 p.m.

I have received from a foreign source, confir
mation of Chinese official statements that the pre
sumably Japanese-controlled force mentioned in my

telegram under reference left Sharp Peak for Matsu
Island on the night of October 25 and that Chinese
Government forces occupied Sharp Peak the next day.
Sent to Peiping.

Repeated to the Department,

Chungking, Shanghai and Hong Kong.

NK

NOV 1 If 194'

RICE
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

ÀLH

FROM

This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone. (SC)^.----Zp* POLITfoo'^.
Secretary oA State* i % 1941

Peiping via N.R,
Dated October 31, 1941

Rec’d 3:17 a.m., Novi, 5

1941

ion oft1 X

Humors î

Vfa shin g tonfrj&jrflfr

cm
irtment of State

<c

334, October 31, 2 p.m.
The following ia a summary of a memorandum of

a
(C

renarks to Leighton Stixart by one of his Chinese

friends whose opinions on Japanese politics he has

learned to respect.

Stuart says that this Chinese is

in contact with many Japanese leaders and is popu-

o

larly regarded as a traitor but Stuart feels that he
is honestly keeping the welfare of both Chinese and

Japane se.
(BEGIN SUMMARY^: All Japan wishes to End the

China affiar and from the Japanese point of view the
Tojo cabinet, like the Komye cabinet, is organized
for peace rather than war.

Lhile the Konoye cabinet

was primarily narvy the To jo cabinet is primarily

army; thus the army which started the China conflict

is given a chance to end it.-

Japan is opportunist

and will move either north or south depending on-

European developments.

Only a conviction of real
dang»» .

O

Q
o
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#334, October 31, 2 p.m,, from Peiping via N,R,

danger of a clash with the United States will stop
her.

The T: jo cabinet will continue diplomatic

efforts in various directions until next crisis leads

to its downfall and succeeding cabinet will be
definitely either more moderate or so remilitaristical
seems expedient,

Japan’s policy has always been to

break up China into separate units as most suitable

to Japan’s desired hegemony.

Japan can carry on as

at present for another year.

As regards the China

affair,. Japan’s main interest is to save her honor
(face) and economic gains in North China while a great

problem is how to liquidate Wang Ching >'£1.

A con

tinuance of the present American pclicy of increasing
pressure with sufficient free play to encourage the

Liberals while avoiding undue provocation of extre
mists will ultimately bring Japan to a settlement witti-

out war with the United States.

(END SUiiiiiARX)

It seems to me that Japan is so deeply entrenched

in North China that little faith could be placed in

any commitments she might make to give up her economic

control of this area, particularly if Japanese troops
were permitted to remain in China either temporarily or
permanently.

Sent to the Department, repeated to Chungking.
BUTRICK

E.o.
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Chungking via N. R.
FROBtted November 3, 1941

Rec *d 8:48 p.m.
t-lsion of x

Secretaiy of State

EASTERN AFFAIRS
COPIES IN ."AP.AT.

Wa shing ton

'

SENT TO O^L. AND

M.I.D. INACOM I DEN'

435, November 3

5 p.m., (SECTION ONE)

7=b3 .

Reference my 431 of November 1, 11 aim
Foreign Minister has now sent me copy of

^ 4 / 6^7

Generalissimo’s message to President which was

telegraphed yesterday to Hu Shih who no doubt will

I

make it available to the Department.

I am forwarding

copy by airmail unless instructed to repeat it by

I

radio.
The message differs in form but not in substance
from that originally summarized to me by Foreign

P b /A D

Minister.

It is not yet certain that Japan will under
take the difficult invasion of Yunnan frcm Indochina

but I believe it is certain that in any case large

Japanese air forces will operate from that base

against the Burma Road within China and against the
3s»
American or- any other volunteer air force when they

enter China.

It is time, of course,

that a major defeat of

a Japanese attack upon Yunnan would have very

advantageous

to

C

S

W
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-2- #435, Nov Ember 3, 5 pfm.ÿ (SECTION ONE) frcm
Chungking.

advantageous effects in restraining Japanese ambitions
in the Far East.

If it should be found possible and practicable
to send Anglo-American a ip units into Yunnan they
should be in sufficient force to maintain themselves

against heavy Japanese air concentrations.
GAUSS

—P<..nÎL"< Mgaac—Date

U-/g*7$
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DES
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone. (SC)

Chungking via N. R.

FROM

Dated November 3, 1941
Rec'd 6:45 a.m., 4th.

Secretary of State,

Washington.
PRIORITY.
435, November 3, 5 p.m. (SECTION TWO)
Half or token measures would prove disastrous.

Maintenance and supply of such an air force in Yunnan

would heavily tax facilities of the Burma Road, oper

ation of which would probably need to be under effective

military control.

Advance depots of supplies would

need to be built up at once.

]

Time factor is of utmost

«
■I
-|
,|

inportance if as the Generalissimo thinks, Japanese
are to move in immediate future.

The successful invasion of Yunnan by the Japanese

|

J

would probably seriously affect Chinese morale and

deprive China of supplies for continued organized resistance.

I do not believe however, that it would re-

ÿ

i

suit in any early solution of Japan’s problem in China.

Ü£+}

î

Japan would still find herself obliged to maintain

pl
g

;

P

I
f

large forces inthis country foran indefinite'^EEriod.
(END OFMESSAGE)

GAU SS
bb

j|

J

a
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A telegraa of Moveuber 3, 1941 froo tho Aærlcan

Aabassador at Chungking reads substantially as follava*
A oopy of General Chiang iai-ahek^s noseage to Presi

dent Roosevelt haa now boon received by the American

Ambassador from the Minister for Foreign Affaira.

On

November 2 thia message was cent by telegraph to tho
Chinese Ambassador in Washington, who will doubtless nako

a oopy available to the Uepartmont.

Unless instructed

~

to do otherwise the American Ambassador will forward a

;

copy of the message by air nail.

Although in fora the

noaoaga differs from that summarised originally to tho

c

Anorioan Ambassador by tho Minister for Foreign Affaire,
the substance is the sane.

As yet it is not certain that

the difficult invasion of Yunnan Province fro» Indochina

will bo undertaken by Japan.

However, tho Amerioan to*

bassador feels euro that in any event operations from that
base will be oarriod on by Japanese air forces in largo

numbers against the Burna Road in China and, when they
enter China,against any volunteer air foroo, including

tho Aaorleen.

That a major defeat of the Japanese in an

attack upon Yunnan Province would bo very advantageous
in restraining Japan*s ambitions in the Far East io, of
course, trqa.

In ease tho sending into Xunnan Province of

feasible
own against
heavy

Anglo-American air units should bo found possible and
the unite should bo strong enough to hold their

DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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heavy concentrations of Japanese air forees.
Measures would rtiult in Maaster.

Malfwway

Tiw facilities of the

^untft Hoad would be taxed very heavily by the traffic
necesssry to aalntain ana supply an air force of thia hint
in ïiœnen and it would probably bo necessary for the road
to be operated under effective Military control.

Ar. la»

saedlatc roqulreaent would bo the building up of advance
depot* of supplies»

In oass the Japanese are to aovs iwn,

ea General Chiang Kal-sbei believes.they will do, the

footer of tie* is of the greatest issportanoo.

It Is likely that Ohina would be deprived of supplies
Kooeeeary for continued organised resistance and that Chinese

«orale would be affected seriously if the Japanese were to
carry out a successful invasion of Tunnan Province.

The

A»»rloan Ambassador la not of the opinion, however, that

such a sucoeesful invasion would bo inetrunentsl in solving

at an early data Japan’s problem 1» China.

It would still

be necessary for the Japanese to Maintain for an indefinite

period of tins large mashers of troops in China.

FE:ËGC:1
11/4/41

FE
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458, November 6, 3 (?)
Reference Department’s no. 252 of November 3,

7 p.m.

I called on the Foreign Minister this morning.
With regard to Paragraph Two of the reference tele
gram, I requested any more precise and detailed in
formation that might be available to permit of an
exact evaluation of the situation.

He said that

he would endeavor to obtain further information and

let me have it as soon as possible but stated that
there might be some delay.

Regarding Paragraph

Four I informed him of the Department’s comments
with which he readily agreed saying he would men

tion them to the Generalissimo when he saw him this
afternoon.

He was obviously embarrassed that the

matter had been put forward, perhaps prematurely,

through other than regular diplomatic channels.

said that the message to Churchill quoted in the
message

He

DECIASSIFIED»

E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

1384

CORRTCTZD COPY
-2- 438, November 6, 3 (?) from Chungking

message to the President was sent through the British
Ambassador here.

Without special reference to the Generalissimo’s

message, I took advantage of an opportunity to 'make

the general observations contained in Paragraph.

Three*

In the conversation that ensued the Foreign

Minister manifested a clear understanding of the

American Government*s position.
My replies to other portions of the reference

telegram will follow.

The Department’s no. 254 of

November 4, noon has been received^

GAUSS

a------- ............
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Washington

1941

438, November 6, 3
no.

Reference Department’

I called on the Foreign

a ter this morning

reference tele-

With regard to Paragraph Two

gram, I requested any more p ecise ahd detailed in-

lable to p rmit of an

exact evaluation of the s/ituation.

He skid that

I

formation that might be av

7 a 3 . 9 4 / Oy 7 2

7 p.m

he would endeavor to obtain further information and
let me have it as

as possible but state

that

Regarding Paragraph

elay.

Four I informed h

f the Department’s comments

p s /A

there might be some

with which he readily agreed saying ha would men

through otyer than regular diplomatic channels.

He

said that/the message to Churchill quoted in the
message to the President was sent through the British

Ambassador here.
Without

C o n fid e n tia l F ile

matter had yfcen put forward, perhaps prematurely,

d

tion them to tilt Generalissimo when he saw him this
/
afternoon. Hef was obviously embarrassed that the
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
TEM
■---------------- Hankow via N. R.
This telEgram must be
closely paraphrased beDated November 4, 1941
fore being communicated FROM
to anyone, (br)
Rec’d 3:33 a.m. 7th
Secretary of State,

Washington.

79, November 4,
77,

Reference first

Japanese report that after

7 9 3 .9 4 / 1 6 9 7 3

October 25, 10 a.m.

concentrating forces at Slnyang Honan they launched
heavy northern (?) Chinese equivalent of fifth
army on November 1, occupying Chenyang on the second

and Junan yesterday.

Japanese report capture of

large food and other supplies being removed by the
Chinese from Kioshan and other points northward

along the line of the Peiping-Hankow railway.
Local press during the past few days has shown

stronger yet restrained attitude toward the United

P S /L B

States which is again urged to mrnd its ways and

cease its "economic oppression" and resistance to
the "immutable" Far Eastern policy of Japan which is

g

alleged to be prepared for any eventuality if pre-

t-*
tn

sent conversations in Washington fail.
Sent to the Department.

Repeated to Chungking,

Peiping, Shanghai.
SPIKER
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AMT
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone*
(A)

îuMAng via Chungking
and N*R*

Dated November 3, 1941
Rec’d 8:42 p.m., 8th
Division of

Secretary of State,

1941

Wa shington.
epartment of

November 3, 3 p.m.
It is understood on g

authority that

Chinese military here is s

iously concerned

over possible Japanese invasion Yunnan Province*
It has been decided to prohibit temporarily all

commercial trucks from using Kweiyang highway
from here in order to rush military supplies

there along Burma Road into the interior, with
possibility that return trip will be used for

bringing troops in*

Anti-air raid practice has <

included parachutes as targets.

It is learned that general Ho Ying Chin has* §
again come to Yunnan and that additional central*

-

P

S O
government troops are being sent to the southeastern
border.

PERKINS
PEG

j-

1
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( COH FX DOTIAh)

A tolegras dated Hoveabor 3, 1941 has been resolved
fro» the Aaerlcan Consul at Xwmlng reading substantially

as followsl
Ths Consulate understands froa Information received

frost good authorities that the Chinese allltary at Running
is seriously ocnoemed in regard to the possibility of the

invasion of lunnan Province by the «Japanese.

A decision

has been made to prohibit for ths tine being the use of the

Kwelyang highway fro» Xunnan by oonaerolal trucks in order

to rush supplies of allltary oharaotor to the interior
along the Sums Road, with a possibility that return trips

will be utilised for the purpose of bringing in troops,

in connection with entl-air raid practice parachutes have
boon Included as targets.
It has been ascertained that Central dovernaent troops

in additional nuabera are at the present tine being sent
to the border along the southeastern part of the province*

and that General Ho Xing Chin has ooaae to Xunnan again.

FE:EPT:MHP
11/14/41

FE
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EJ
-----Thia telegram oust be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone, (br)

Chungking via N. R,
FRORPtEâ Novenber 8, 1941

Secretary of State,

Washington.

445, November 8,
OCTOBER MONTHLY SURVEY.

Attention has been focused during the past
*

Early in

/1?6

month upon the military situation.

October the Japanese advance against Changsha

1

Well planned,

9 2.69

turned into a precipitate (?).

probably Russian planned, diversion attack by Central

Government armies at Ichang and in the Ilan River area

were primarily responsible for the Japanese with
drawal from Changsha.

their "victory".

Chiang visited the

The Chinese were elated over

The Generalissimo and Madame

Hunan front.

Changsha victory came reports that the Chinese had

recaptured Ichang,

These reports, although premature.^

gave the Chinese cause for celebration (?) the Oc

tober 10th anniversary.

The hurried despatch of

Japanese reinforcements to Ichang end the

Han River

area resulted in orders calling off the Chinese of

fensive in that direction.

^2

Following upon the-^

Chengchow in Honan was
captured

O
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captured by the Japanese about the middle of the

month but was evacuated at the month's end.

The

military situation in Central China is now sub

stantially that existing prior to the Changsha
campaign in September.

GAU33

NPL
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RS
Chungking via N. R.
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be- FROftf^Ed November 8, 1941
fore being communicated
to anyonee (br)
Rec’d 7:29 a.m., 10th.

Secretary of State,

Washington.

two features, more psychological than military,'

invite attention.

One is the fact that the

Japanese undertook the Changsha campaign and
failed.

That they intended to take and hold

Changsha would seem obvious; that their defenses

elsewhere were so weak that they were unable

to do so is also obvious.

The willingness of

the Japanese to launch an abortive campaign of

this character, was said to be ill-conceived,
is significant not so much as an evidence of
recklessness but as their inability to gauge
the opposition.

The other fact is that the

Chinese after showing themselves capable of

initiating an offensive, quickly abandoned it

in the face of Japanese opposition.

The spirit

of the Chinese troops was reported to be good

and the incentive to recapture Ichang strong.
Various

7 9 3 .9 4 / 1 6 9 7 5

In assessing this (?) of military activity

FW

445, November 8, noon, (SECTION TWO)

DECIASSIFIEDt £.0. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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*
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-2-, #445, November 8, noon, (SECTION TWO)
Chungking via N.R.
Various reasons have been given for cessation

of the Chinese offensive; none satisfying except
possibly the general one that the Chinese high

command is not in a frame of mind to engage the

Japanese except in a defensive manner.

About the middle of the month interest
transferred to external military matters.

Hie

Chinese, apparently making a hasty and perhaps

hopeful estimate of the significance of change
in Tokyo and of the fortunes of battle in Russia,
became convinced that a Japanese invasion of

Eastern Siberia was imminent.

GAUSS

WSB
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
WM

------------------

This t elegram must
bE closely paraphrased from
before being communi
cated to anyone, (br)

Chungking
Dated November 8, 1941

Rec »d 8:36 a.m., 11th

Secretary of State,

Washington.
445, November 8, noon (SECTION THREE)

with later reports of Japanese military preparation
in northern Indochina, interest then shifted and

anxiety grew into positive fear that a Japanese
invasion of Yunnan would take place in a matter

of weeks.

This situation urgently reised questions

of Chinese ability to defend the province; of the
possible effect upon Chinese resistance if the
Japanese succeeded in capturing Yunnaufu and sever
ing the Burma Road route; of the need of airplane

support to combat Japanese aerial attacks; and of
the advantage from the standpoint of Far Eastern

peace of defeating the anticipated Japanese cam
paign.

At the month’s end the invasion appeared

to be more in the nature of a possibility than a
probability.

It was considered probable, however,

that a concentrated Japanese aerial attack on the
Burma Road in China would be undertaken in any
event.

There

DECLASSIFIED* E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(B) or (E)
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4445, November 8, noon (Sec. 3) from Chungking
There were no interne! political developments

of specie! note; nor . any change in Kuomintang Com
munist reletions.

Reports were current of increas

ing undercover dissatisfaction on the part of non
Kuomintang political groups which foresee dangers

in the present one party system of control but no
immediate significance is attached to these reports.

There is no avoiding the feet, however,

that a type

of secret service surveillance and political in
tolerance is developing which bodes no good for

the future.
Reports indicated some progress in consoli

dating authority and in improving transport con

ditions on the Burma Road.

Special investigation

was made of the revenue collection situation on

the Road and abuses were reported to be in the
process of correction.

Goods were moving at an

increased rate but lerge stocks were still in
storage in Burma and in depots £ long the road be

tween the border and Yvnna.nfu, the letter compro
mising muchly needed military supplies.
GAUSS

wc
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Chungking vin K> p.

FRONPated November 8, 1941
Rec'd 7:37 a.m., 10th

Secretary of State,

Washington.

445, November 8, noon, (SECTION FOUR)
The economic situation continued to be a source

of grave Concern.

The rice price and with it other

pricfg which declined somewhat in September rose
rapidly in October and the inflationary trend gained
momentum.

Faced with the necessity of financing the

large government deficit Chinese financial (?) were

perplexed as to how to meet the situation except

through the continued issuance of new currency.
There were conflicting reports regarding the suc
cess of land tax collecting in kind.

The prospects

were not enco’uiraging for the sale of ’’rice bonds" to
wealthy landlords on a volunteer basis.

Reported

opportunities for (?) agricultural and small indus

trial establishment production as a step towards
meeting the shortage of consumer goods apparently
were being overlooked by Chinese economists more

interested in trying to solve the problem from the
money

DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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#445, November 8, noon, (3ECTI0N FOTKi), from

Chungking.
money end.

3ir Otto Neimeyer arrived in Chungking as head

of a British economic mission.

ITe was accompanied

by Merle Cochran on a brief visit of investigation

of stabilization and freezing problems.
The American Military Mission arrived in Chung

king on October 10.
Dr. Henry Grady visited Chungking early in the

month in the course of an investigation in the Far
East in regard to defense commodities and transport

matters.
(END OF ME33AGE)

GAU33
W.3B
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Chungking via N.R.

CJ
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased bi
fore being communicati
to anyone. (SC)

Dated November 10, 1941
Re.c’d 12:35 p.m

Secretary of State,
Washington.

NOV12 194|

PRIORITY.

,,
*444, November 10

3 p.m

Reference paragraphs one, four and five of

your No. 252,/November'3, ? p.m.

■ One.

Magruder showed me his telegram No. 28

and I accepted his statement that he has been un
able to find opportunity to suggest that matter

should be taken up through diplomatic channels.
Two.

I trust Department has received copies

of Magruder’s 32 of October 31 and 39 of November
3 which were shown to me by the military attache
on morning of the third.

Foregoing are only

messages from Magruder shown to me.

Only substantial difference between

Magruder’s 28 and

my

429, October

*29,

was That

Magruder said no mention was made of American
reinforcements of any kind whereas the proposed

message to the President as later drafted asked

for American

APR 101943

Three.

DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(B) end 5(D) or (B)
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-2- #444, November 10, 3.p.m., from Chungking

for American air support.

Telegram of naval

attache did not purport to convey any message

from Chinese authorities.

We do not know what,

message Chiang sent to President through Soong.
Four.

Magruder is now in Burma.

When he.

returns I will bring your 252 to his attention.

Five.

My Estimates .of the situation were
i )b JI
included in my 435 and 441.

GAUSS
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Chungking® Military Attaché's report
on comments made by the British Military
Attaché, dated September 11, 1941.

The British Military Attaché feels that
theiuXfhlnese army has not offensive power
and^it lacks aircraft and artillery.
Even If
supplied with artillery he foresees tremendous
difficulties in moving 'the big guns over
the great distances to the front fl* without
an adequate road system.
In the opinion of the British Military
Attaché guerrilla forces alone will not be able
to bring about a decisive change in the mili
tary situation.
J
He points out that the fact that the
I
appear to be making^’mTlTtary'progress
lin China should not be
equanimity.
IgThe Japanese âré steadily consolidating their
Ifeoonoml'^^politloal position. '""Another dis^iturbing"factor is ïûe^lncreasing self-sufficiency
fof the Japanese forces in China.
The British
'Military Attaché observes that "if the Japanese

consider
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'COMMENTS Of TORRENT EVENTS #1

BRITISH 1ç/a COMMENTS ON CHINESE ARM?

CEPA;;TMENT OF STATE I
z

British sebolligenMi reliable.

0 CT 2 S 1941
nr ,’;-nrr?T,
By a»»j

Report discounts probability of a Chinese general offensive and
questions ultimate success of guerrilla operations alone. ihoroasing
oo-operation with Japanese by Chinese and foreign firms in occupied
areas a source of danger* Factor of self-suffioisnoy of Japanese
forces in China.
The following summary of a secret report by the British
Military Attache, Chungking, is forwarded as a natter of interest,

"One cannot look upon the much advertised general
offensive on the part of the Chinese as a practical
possibility. The two pre-requisites are said to be air
craft and artillery* They are unable to explain hear they
propose to get the artillery (if it wore available) to
the front and supply it with asnunltion, when roads are
nan existent in sods places to a depth of over 200 Miles
to the rear* m this type of country (paddy fields and
mountains) cross country movement is Impossible and the use
of waterways would not solve the problem, pack artillery
and nertars are all they can hope to use*

"The regular anay is not an offensive force and I
doubt if it oould profitably be used as such except in the
event of a general Japanese withdrawal* By occupying
defensive positions it does, to sons extent, contain the
Japanese, and opportunities for local offensives scnstlee
occur and are oooasionally exploited, when the Japanese
choose to advance*

"The question now arises as to whether or not a con
ation on guerrilla warfare is justlJEed IB VUm of the
generally accepted fact that guerrilla «calvities imp only
bo successful If they are co-ordinated i l^h and a^| compleaenbary to offensive action by the n ©i
• But, this view holds good when there is a pa Jr
obtain>';
ing a decision priaarily by Military on nd_____
•reforo'of
doubtful application under the conditlapdjwhich p^yail In
China

7!

Uth AlUy
r Mission

China

U3

September 11, 191*1
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"The faat that Japan appears to make little progress in
China from a military point of view should not he looked upon
with equanimity, unless we are prepared to accept the gradual
economic and political domination of eastern China by Japan* The
longer she is pennitted to occupy these territories undisturbed,
the more ineradicable will become her vested interests and those
of the Puppets* Finally, the time my com when the Chinese In
the occupied areas not only accept Japanese domination, but nay
do all in their power to ensure its continuance as an alternative
to facing the inevitable upheaval which would accompany the return
of the Central Government*

|
"There are also indications that certain foreign firms in
I China are only too willing to do business with the Japanese or
• the Puppets* In course of time, as they become more deeply in
volved, and this is inevitable unless their Governments are able
and willing to control their activities, they will tend to
support the NANKING rather than the CHUNGKING regime* It is
fortunate that the Soviet-German hostilities and the consequent
closing of the Siberian route have to a great extent prevented
Germany from gaining any économie advantage as a result of her
I recognition of NANKING, Otherwise, certain British and American
I firms might have made this an excuse for even closer collaboration
I with tho Puppet Government*

"Another factor of some importance is the increasing selfsufficiency of the Japanese forces in China which is recognised
by tho Chinese authorities* If tho Japanese consider it neces
sary to maintain an army of nearly 1^ million men, it can be
maintained more eoonomioally on the Continent than within the
Japanese Empire, and in addition* this distribution has
strategical advantages and provided unrivalled opportunities for
realistic training on the land and in the air*"

COMMENT* The observations in the above report on tho difficulty
of movement and supply of artillery in the back areas are concurred in*
This point should receive consideration in selecting materiel under the
Lend-Lease Bill for China*
With regard to guerrilla operations, while these cannot in
t
themselves defeat tho Japanese and drive them out of China, yet if pur
sued with vigor they would bo instrumental in containing large Japans so
forces and making the problem of supply along the tenuous lines of
communication difficult* Unfortunately the Chinese have not pushed this
type of operations with spirit*

DISTRIBUTION*
6 G-2
1 Chungking
1 Embassy
1 Manila
1 File HK

/s/ william Mayer
William Mayor
Lieut* Colonel, Field Artillery
Military Attache

^OMFIDF

From n/A, China

Original by Clipper to G-2
5 oopiee by pouoh

Report No. 11}

September 11, 191+1
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Reports belief that Japanese will make an -•
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For the original paper from which reference is taken

See_____Tel^-#33^_£pm___________________________
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, eta.)

Dated—Nov»10-.-1942------------

File No

To°m} -®an6°on—(Bradjr)

740.0011 P.W./610____________________
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE
NOTE

SUBJECT

Chinese and Japanese military affairs.
Extracts of a secret report describing
training scheme at Chinese Guerrilla
training school at Manchiang, N.W.
Kiangs!; Chinese forces and Japanese
tactics also described.

gee

Report #114
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, eta.)

Dated

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 6 9 7 9

LDP

For the original paper from which reference is taken

s*Ptember 12, 1941

"

Military Attaché, China

<?'■
File No.

893.00/14809
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793.94

CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT

Sino-Japanese Relations.
Call of Japanese Minister, Mr. Kaname Wakasugi,
to discuss three principal points of difference
relating to bringing troops out of China, to
applying non-discriminâtion commercial policy
to entire Pacific area, and to further clari
fication of Japanese attitude towards the Tri
partite Pact as it might relate to JapaneseAmerican relations.

ad

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See __

________________________________
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated —_9.çt .1<> 1/17^.19.41...

ï?om I ...State..Da»tju_.
I

File No_____

Secretary - Hull

711.94/2393___________________________________
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT
Relations between Japan and China.

One German is understood to have already arrived as
adviser to the police and others aneeexpected soon.
The Japanese do not appear to have been consulted on
these appointments nor to be pleased by them.

.9 4 /1 6 9 8 1

For the original paper from which reference is taken
,
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Tel. #71, 9 am.
(Despatch, telegram, Instruction, letter, etc.)
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xxïaxx |

China (Nanking)
Paxton
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Following^a^lf^del ’Ved "this date from Naval Attache

Chungking :
TROOPS ARRIVING DAILY HAIPHONG PLUS STEADY STREAM OF

j

SUPPLIES AND MATERIAL REPORTED ARRIVING AT FORMOSA AND

HAINAN INDICATE POSSIBLE INVASION YUNNAN.

SUCH OPERATION

WilLE DIFFICULT WOULD BE FEASIBLE IF EXECUTED IN FORCE.

(D

CHINESE «

CONTEKION THAT IT WOULD BE TURNING POINT IN BATTL1 FOB ASIA

“B™1? »? KUBMING WOULD COMPIETELÏ CRUSH I
SINO RESISTANCE WHILE PENETRATION EVEN TO MENGTZE WOULD .CLOSE !
BURMA ROAD.

FOREIGN ATTACHES HEBE AGREE

MINIMUM REQUIREMENT IS ? DIVISIONS AND PREFERABLY TEN

E.O. 11S52. Sec. 7æ) ar-1 ^'D' oi ®

MR. Hornbeck
Mr. Hamilton.

DECUXSiF’ED

O*’—T,
1972 ।
,
By—
NARS Dat6.._Z^<YX 1 7

’

0)
<0
h)
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Chinese military intelligence corrects report of
Japanese
in Manchuria and adjacent regions reported in Chungking’s
No
Identifications as follows»

Prior to recent mobilization:

Manchuria»

Divisions Nos

Regulars,
Border guards,
Garrison troops,

Korea»

1-8-9-10-11-12-14-23-24-25

Regulars »

Saghallen»

Total

Regulars »

10

U
3
19-20
7

2

Since mobilization»

V, &

J,

,

Manchuria»
(Thru» Rashin, Yuki
Seishin, where it
was hard to make ob<
} servations)

2-16-53-54-55-56
Unidentified

Total, including 19 regular divisions
Designated for IJanohuria but not yet enroute

6

3

29

u

Total present and intended
The official Chinese view is that the japanese~M.il begin
an offensive in Eastern Siberia within two weeks»

It should be

noted that several months before the beginning of the Russo-German

war, the Chinese predicted the date it would start, and missed it

««on cwv

:
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by only a few days#

In Indo-China the Japanese are laying in supplies for 100,000
troops, but the Chinese report of large additional troop movements

into Dido-China has not been confirmed.

It is estimated that there

are nbt more than l|0,000 there at present.

MYER
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Distribution#
Defense Aid Director
China Mission
Division of Defense Aid Reports
Mr. lauohlin Currie
Under Secretary of War
Assistant Secretary of War
Chief of the Army Air Forces
Assistant Secretary of war for Air
Chief of the Air corps
Assistant chief of Staff, g-J
Assistant Chief of Staff, WPD
G.ÏÏ.Q.
State Department
Director of Naval intelligence
l|th Army
Situation Section
Eastern European Section
Far Eastern Seotion
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JBAS
---------------- Hong Kong via N. R.
This telegram must be
closEly paraphrased be
FROivPatEâ November 15, 1941
fore bEing communicatEd
Red1d 6:30 p.m.
to anyone. (br)
Secretary of State,

Washington.
^73

November 15, :

British Military IntElligEncE in Hong Kong

for reports broadcast last night over BBC indicating
considerable Japanese troop movements in Pearl
Rivrr delta.

It has no evidence of any more than

routine transport movements, mostly down the river,
such as have been kept up fairly (?) for the last

7 9 3 .9 4 / 1 6 9 8 6

believes that there is slight if any foundation

two weeks.

Pearl River has been closed to other than
Japanese naval traffic for two days, but it is
Somr observers

SS
conjecture that closure followed decision of USS Sc
io H
MINDANAO to proceed to Canton on the 13th and
œ
œ ?
was intended to prevent observation of (?) movements.

Sent to the Department,

Repeated

Peiping, Canton.

SOUTHARD
NFL

P S /A D

Expected to be reopened today.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
FROM
TEM

This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone. (SC)

Chungking via N. R.
Dated November,15> 1941
Rec’d 9:55 a.m. 16th

Secretary of State,

Washington.

The Foreign Minister has not yet given me the

I

Considering the

/ 6

detailed information requested.

ÿ*+

Department’s 252, Novemb^< 3, ? p.m., paragraph
>
two and my 438 of November
3 p.m.

7^3.

451, November 15

circumstances, I shall not press him unless the

7

Department so desires.
GAUSS
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ïïfiï/or sr.-'AMERICAN CONSULATE

!9il X/ 17

American Foreign Service, Hanoi, Indochina.
October 6, 1941.

PM 12 05^

«vision of y
E ASTEF. J AFFAIRS

ÜV1 - EIK
Department of Stæ

Subject:
1—1055

Arrest of Chinese by the Japanese Military at
Hanoi and Haiphong.

[______ Fo"

The Honorable
The Secretary

|

r'!wk

.
of

State,

I

For

I

V(^

|

‘

j

(

;

:

| In Ü.A.A. I
|

!

I

Washing i on.------------------------ ■------- —----------

Sir:

_

i

I have the honor to refer to my telegram no. 147lof October 1,

1941, 12 noon, and to previous telegrams reporting the arrest of a
number of Chinese by the Japanese military authorities at Hanoi and

at Haiphong, and to enclose, as a matter of record, copies of my
letters to the Governor General, dated September 26 and October 1,

1941, and a copy of the Governor General’s communication of Octo
ber 3, 1941, in regard to efforts to secure the release of those
Chinese who still remain in the hands of the Japanese military

authorities.

Respectfully yours,

For the Consul at Saigon,

Charles S. Reed II,
American Consul,

Enclosures:
1« Copy of my letter dated September 26 to Governor General.
2, Copy of my letter dated October 1 to Governor General,
3® Copy of Governor General’s letter dated October 3, 1941,

In quintuplicate to the Department (Original by air mail)
Copies to the Embassy, Chungking, Peiping and Tokyo
Copies to Consulates General, Hongkong and Shanghai
Copy to Consulate, Saigon

800/704
CSRtij

f

/

;

V

r

:

...
... ;

v.

.

-
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Enclosure no. 1 to despatch no* 249, dated October 6, 1941,
from Consul Charles S. Reed II, at Hanoi, entitled "Arrest of
Chinese by the Japanese Military at Hanoi and Haiphong"*

Hanoi, Indochina,
September 26, 1941*

The Consul of the United States of America to
His Excellency the Governor General of Indochina,
Hanoi*

Excellency,
I have the honor to refer to my letters of September 28,
1940, and to Your Excellency1s replies of October 2 (No* 4344*
APE), and 11 (No. 4507-APE), 1940, in regard to American consular
officers extending good offices on behalf of the Chinese Govern
ment and private interests in Tonkin*

In pursuance of such offices I have the honor to urge that
Your Excellency take all possible and immediate steps to secure
the instant release of those Chinese nationals arrested by the
Japanese military authorities at various places during the early
hours of this morning*
It is unnecessary to stress that the
Chinese nationals in question are lawful residents of Indochina
and that they are entitled to all possible protection from such
arbitrary and high-handed activities on the part of the Japanese
military authorities*
At the same time, I have the further honnor to urge that
the Japanese military authorities be compelled to restore the
property filched from the hotels and houses in which the Chinese
nationals in question were residing at the time of their arrest
by the Japanese military authorities.

It has no doubt been brought to Your Excellency’s attention
that, among other illegal actions, the Japanese military author
ities broke into and occupied the premises of the Chinese Consulate
General, that during this occupation they searched the premises,
taking away and destroying a certain amount of property belonging
to the Chinese Government and to the personnel of that Consulate
Generale The Japanese military authorities have, to the best of
my knowledge, arrested and still detain three Chinese servants
employed at that Consulate General and I trust that every effort
will be bent to secure their instant release*
I myself visited the premises of the Chinese Consulate Gen
eral after the Japanese military authorities had departed and I
am able to testify to the fact that the Japanese military author
ities have taken away property belonging to the Chinese Government
(documents, seals, gasoline, et cetera) and to the personnel of
the Chinese Consulate General (clothing and personal effects)•

I avail myself of the opportunity, Your Excellency, to
reiterate the assurances of my highest consideration*
For the Consul at Saigon,

Charles S. Reed II,
American Consul*

His Excellency
The Governor General of Indochina,
Hanoi.

DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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Enclosure no. 2 to despatch no. 249, dated October 6, 1941,
from Consul Charles S. Reed II, at Hanoi, entitled "Arrest of
Chinese by the Japanese Military at Hanoi and Haiphong" ,

Hanoi, Indochina,
October 1, 1941.

The Consul of the United States of America to
His Excellency the Governor General of Indochina,
Hanoi*

Excellency,,
I have the honor to refer to my letter of September 26,
1941, in regard to the activities of the Japanese military
authorities at Hanoi and Haiphong during the early hours of
that date, in the course of which the Japanese military author
ities arrested a number of Chinese nationals, including em
ployees of the Chinese Consulate General and appropriated
property belonging to these Chinese nationals as well as prop
erty belonging to the Chinese Government,

As Your Excellency is aware a certain number of Chinese
nationals are still detained by the Japanese military author
ities and I venture to urge again that Your Excellency take
steps to secure the instant liberation of these Chinese nation
als and the restoration of the property seized by the Japanese
military authorities. At the same time I venture to urge again
that steps be taken to ensure the future safety of Chinese
nationals and property from similar activities by the Japanese
military authorities.
I avail myself of the opportunity, Your Excellency, to
reiterate the assurances of my highest consideration.

For the Consul at Saigon,

Charles S. Reed II,
American Consul,

His Excellency
The Governor General of Indochina,
Hanoi,
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Enclosure no. 3 to despatch no. 249, dated October 6, 1941,
from Consul Charles S. Reed II, at Hanoi, entitled "Arrest of
Chinese by the Japanese Military at Hanoi and Haiphong".

LE GOUVERNEUR GENERAL
N* 742*/APE

Hanoi, le 3 October 1941.

Monsieur le Consul,

J’ai l’honneur d’accuser reception de votre lettre N* 704
du 26 Septembre 1941, par laquelle, en votre qualité de représent
ant des intérêts privés chinois et du Gouvernement chinois, vous
avez bien voulu me demander de prendre toutes les mesures utiles
pour obtenir la libération des Chinois arrêtés dans la nuit du
25 au 26 Septembre 1941 par les Autorités militaires japonaises.

Les opérations effectuées par les Japonais ont éré exécutées
sans que ce Gouvernement Général en ait été informé, et en viola
tion des droits de souveraineté de la France en Indochine. Des
protestations énérgiques ont été adressées, tant par moi-même
auprès des Autorités militaires locales japonaises, que par le
Gouvernement français auprès du Gouvernement de Tokio.

Des démarches ont été également effectuées tant à Hanoi
qu’à Tokio, pour obtenir la libération immédiate des Chinois
arrêtés, et la restitution des objets et documents enlevés par
les militaires japonais.

Je ne manquerai pas de vous tenir informé de la suite qui
sera réservée à ces interventions.
Veuillez agréer, Monsieur le Consul, l’assurance de ma haute
cons idérati on./.

(Signé)

J. Decoux

Le Vice-Aniral d’Escadre J. Decoux
Gouverneur Général de l’Indochine.

Monsieur le Consul des Etats-Unis
d’.Amérique

-HANOI-
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE
NOTE

SUBJECT
Closing of Peasl River to all but Japanese military
traffic on Nov. 13/ and 14.

Reports reason for - is the visit of the Commander in
Chief of the Japanese fleet in Chinese waters.
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For the original paper from which reference is taken

See_____ Tel

#85 4PM__________________________________
(Daspaldç talagrnm, instruction, latter, etc.)

Dated

November 13, 1941

£rom!
yo
।

Canton (Myers)

File No___ 793.94112/436__________________________
SOVUNUnT MINTING OFFICI 1—IMO
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Canton via N. R.
Dated

November 13, 1941

Rec1 d

1:06 pern.

Secretary of State,
Washington.
85, November 13, 4 p*m.

Reference my 82, November 12, noon.
Thn visit of the Commander in ChiEf of the

Japanese flEEt in ChinESE waters is reoorted to bE

thr reason for thE closing of thE rivEr.

He

is bEliEVEd

to havE arrived hErE.

Certain unusual activities have been noted during
thE past week thE significancE of which is not yet

ascertainable.

LargE numbErs of cooliEs possibly

as many as 10,000 havE bEEn EngagEd, paid fifteen
dollars in aàvancE and sEnt Eastward by Army motor
trucks and many army trucks loaded with wooden rail

way tiEs havE bEEn seen moving in thE samE direction.
Furthermore army mrn have bEEn putting up considerable

additional telephone firing in the Eastern suburb.

It is rumored, that the coolies are bEing used for

building dEfEnsE vorks*
Although some additional troops may havE recently
arrived th^rE is no Evidence of any unusual concentration

in this

DECLASSIFIED^ £.0. 11652, Sac. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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#85, November 13, 4 p.m. from Canton via N. R.

in this ar^a.

Sent to the Department, repeated to Chungking,
Peiping, Hong Kong; Hong Kong please inform Commander

of the South China patrol.
MYHRS

GW

n
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«age vas received from the Assistant

f /

«aval Attache at Shanghai under date of July 17, 1941s

ORDERS HAVE BEEN ISSUED RESTRICTING BRITISH SHIPPING SORTH
OF HONGKONG TO VESSELS UNDER FOUR THOUSAND TONS.

FOREIGN

SOURCE REPORTS HEAVY JAP TROOP MOVEMENTS BY RAH, OBSERVED

THRU HARBINEN BOUTE NORTH DURING PAST WEEK.

NO UNUSUAL

1CTIVITY NOTED AT HSINKING INDICATING MAY BE COMING VIA
PORT OF RASNIN.

WSUSSW®

M
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According to British estimates the Japanese Will need

at least four to six divisions for an offensive toward Kunming

and such a force has not yet been sent to Tonkin.

Five thousand

have been landed at Haiphong and 15,000 more are being landed

"without haste•

Hine hundred trucks also being put ashore

Preparations are being made for receiving 20,000 additional at

a later date
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Defense Aid Director
China Mission
Division of Defense Aid Reports
Mr. Lauchlin Currie
Assistant Secretary of War
Assistant Chief of Staff, WPD
jCeH.Q.
State Department
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Director of Naval Intelligence
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■*
Situation Section
Par Eastern Section
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Appointment of commission to investigate FarEastern situation.
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Cable from Madame Chiang Kai-shek to Lauchlin Currie.

(b)

30. 1941.
ut Sï^.
£ v

; > - 1941 J
The following is a summary of the Generaliss
with General Magruder:

U îMtswi^^esterday

The Generalissimo is deeply gratified at the arrival of the Magruder
mission, which is unlike the German and Russian military missions engaged
by the Chinese Government. The Magruder mission owes its origin to the
American Government and is for the common interests of our two countries»
The Generalissimo recognizes the friendliness of America’s action, especially
at this time of tension when all officers are needed by the home government»

■

\
MAR 1 51944

: X

DIVISION Of
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f

1941
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If immediate action is taken by Britain in sending air reinforcements,
her territory will be saved at a fraction of the cost, and the Pacific
problem simultaneously solved, because Japan will concentrate her largest
air force in Indo-China and, if destroyed by a combined air force, the
threat to the Far East will be finally removed.

I

Chennault has only forty-nine pilots, consequently strong air reinforce
ments are essential. It is requested that America strongly urge Britain
to send their Singapore air force to cooperate with Chennault in order to
save the democratic position in the Far East. Britain and America should
be as concerned as China in preventing the loss of Yunnan, because if the
Japanese occupy Yunnan their next step will certainly be to attack British
Far East territory and precipitate war in the Pacific.

9 3 .9 4 / 6 9 9 2 -

Definite information has reached the Generalissimo that the Japanese
plan to attack Yunnan on November 2» This move may possibly be averted if
America takes immediate action, by informing Japan that an attack on Yunnan
through Indo-China would be viewed by America as a definite step toward
southward expansion and that America cannot remain indifferent» The
Generalissimo points out that if Yunnan is lost and the last lifeline for
materials from the outside world is severed, the morale of the Chinese
people and the army will be so shattered that continued armed resistance
will become impossible» He is confident that, with forces in Yunnan and
available nearby, the Chinese will be able to hold their own in land fight
ing, if reinforced in the air»
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PARAPHRASE OF RADIOGRAM

Received at War Dept. Message
Center 11-1-41 5:54 A.M.

FROM:
TO:

No. 32

CHUNGKING
AGWAR

FIRST

PART ONE

(five parts)

An attack on Kunming by the Nipponese will result in a serious situation
for groups of American volunteer airmen. For consideration are offered
the remarks that follow, although I have no information as to American or
British proposed military plans of action in the Orient:
Sfcr N°. 28 has already advised you that Chang Kai-shek, in our interview,
made the question of air support for Chinese Armies of first important above all meaning strengthening of the American Volunteer group.

Termination of First Part- Magruder

MAR

1 5 1944
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STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

PARAPHRASE
#32, Incoming.

LARTjmO If the Japanese decide to attack in the direction of Kunming
the last of November, and if they avoid and do not violate British Territory
there are a few courses that can be followed, listed herewith:
I - Do not in any way give any direct support. This also would include
the American Volunteer Force; although the groups are paid from Chinese
funds and not by our funds, tacitly, we are responsible for it and it is
sponsored by this Government. If we do not let them fight, we would be
breaking our agreement and faith with the Chinese.
II - If we should let the American Volunteer Force participate in conflict
we would have to overcome the following:- the equipment is rather poor
and their supplies are very poor.

Note our 16 - 20. It is understood that the Chinese can in no way give
effective assistance as their air force is not up to the point of combat
with the enemy.'
PART THREE - They have not staff or officers who are trained in staff duties;
also they are short of trained Commanders. They are not qualified to be
committed for at least two months or more. Their number is too small to be
committed against the Japanese by themselves. No doubt would prove very
ineffective. If they should meet the Japanese in combat and the first American
Group defeated or destroyed, the moral effect would be very, very bad, and no
doubt the repercussions in the United States would be very serious, if it was
known that they had been committed not properly equipped.
Ill If the American Volunteer Group should by any chance be reinforced by
squadrons of our personnel and equipment supplied from either this coun
try or any of our Islands, would also possibly provoke war with Japan. This
is not necessarily a fact and if it is done in a proper manner, the strength
for combat American Volunteer Group could then be exchanged. This may in
crease the value. In this way, valueless Chinese bombardment units could be
made of some use.

PART FOUR - All American organization units and the equipment should be
assembled and made ready for combat. This should be done in the Islands
and sent by carrier up to the vicinity of Burna.

‘
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IV
Everything has been suggested for the General to have the British do
something in regards to reinforcement of the American Volunteer Group.
Note my 28. I have been informed by the British Ambassador that neither he
nor his government can do anything, without full backing by the American
Government•

V
This would be the same as four except that the support would be forth
coming from the British interests and that Singapore would then be
strengthened by various organization of Americans. That both American units
and British units would then be combined and go to the aid of China. Without
my knowing the government plans and intentions, what other committments have
been made or where; also the number of units that are available from our
aviation. Owing to this, a clear cut plan and recommendation cannot be made
here, I cannot make a recommendation as to the best course of action to be
made. We cannot formulate this plan here.
PART FIVE. - These points are very pertinent.
If we make no prompt investigation on the parts of the United States as well as the English, it might
start trouble enough to provoke a war. This of course, might not follow,
Perhaps if diplomatic pressure is combined, it mi-ht
but one cannot tell
The effective effort
cause Japan to desist from making any decisive attack
and intervention would bolster the fighting land troops of China, and would
be a tremendous assistant.
If, by chance, the American Volunteer Group should
be moved alone from the area of Burma, and then placed in Kunnan, it would
without a doubt be placed automatically in a position that it would have to
be committed and then perhaps attacked either in position on the ground or
air. This pressure, one way or the other, must be prompt to be effective.
The performance of material should all be superior much so to the Japanese,
figures we estimate on Jap strength which will no doubt be operating from
the different fields in Indo-China. We plan to make recommendations as to
the strength we shall need for a force to neutralize these Indo-China fields.
This strength will be told you at a later date.

i<ET
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Part I
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Parts 2 and 3 - Being service
Part 4 -

■

CD

Then made direct request that Washington be inf ormedTinmediately
of the threatening situation by me and urge that President Roosevelt
intercede with British Government London - to have his defenses
supported by Singapore Air Forces. The Generalissimo further asked
that I personally appeal to the same effect to the C in C of British
at Singapore.

$
.*[1 An announcement of the Administration to the effect that a Japanese

p>f move southward would be detrimental to interests of U. S. was quoted

V’/
bim and be argued that, if Kunming was attacked, the American
^4 Government could properly interpret such an attack in that light.,
g?,/
7'

Still more serious was the fact that this would be the first step
of a more effective movement toward the south. He also stated that
the U. S. right to trade with the Chinese would be infringed upon
if Burma Road was out.

Part 5 -

Generalissimo further pleaded that Mr. Roosevelt be urgently re
quested to put pressure of a diplomatic nature on Nipponese and to
ask the English at same time to advise the Japanese that if Kunming
was attacked, it would be detrimental to both American and British
interests. It is his belief that if this action is taken, Japan
would give up her plan.

c?

Generalissimo stated that he and the English Ambassador had dis
cussed the problem of air-support several times. His wife interrupted
to say that promise of aid of large land forces had been given by
Chinese in case of Japanese attack on Singapore, but that the
English authorities had refused to promise air-aid in case an advance
towards Kunming was started — except in the case that territory
belonging to the British Enpire was attacked.

Chiang Kai-shek was informed by me that his request could be
transmitted by me to Mr. Stimson.
Before seeing the Generalissimo a draft of a cablegram on the
probability of an attack on Kunming had been prepared by me. At
present indications are strong that such an attack is contemplated.
There is but slight doubt that if this attack is made and is a
success the resistance of the Chinese would stop. Without effec
tive air support it is true without doubt that the enemy1s decisive
effort might be successful.

MluCJWfiï
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That Kunming is at the moment the key to the Pacific may not
be an exaggerated statement at present- Chinese air force has
no combat value. At present strength and as equipped now,
the volunteers from America alone are ineffective and several
months will elapse before they are ready for combat, Lendlease quotas of material for aviation as now scheduled will be
insufficient and arrive too late. The only hope is if Singapore
forces or units, properly organized, from Manila could arrive
in time to give real aid to defending Chinese troops.
A report on the interview was made to the Ambassador and this
cable has been read by him.
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CABLE FROM GENERAL MAGRUDER FOR ATTENTION OF GENERAL MARSHALL AND
SECRETARY STIMSON, October 28, 1941

Part 2 -

He made a particular point of the five questions mentioned
and stated that he was very satisfied with all the methods
of approach, that had been made.
One point he picked out the first thing was aviation and stated
this item was the principle item at this time. He was very
strong and exceedingly fluent in a request that he would like
to have our Mission take over and have complete control of
his aviation. Then, to take complete charge of the general
development of the aviation section. He disregarded the
forces of his own ~ that is the Chinese ~ and stressed
particularly the American Volunteer Force under Chennault.
He acted and seemed to think the American Volunteer Force
was the only one that counted.

He expressed his desire many times that he would like to have
a high ranking American Aviation Officer sent to the force
over there and he, of course, would be given command of his
(K.C.S.) air force.
This did not give me any chance to comment on these points
So I did not have a chance to discuss same.

He became very interested and intent in regards to the fact
that another emergency about which he would like to talk and
PAP.T 3 <ask" immediate assistances^; He told me that he had information
that the Japanese were all set to attack our City of Kunming
and that they would come through Indo China. Their plan was
to cut the Burma Road. He says that Uaxembar^abo,^
would without a doubt be the date. He said that he could
resist any attack if he could concentrate his land forces
but he could only do this w^th plenty of air support. He
i then repeated his request.
He said he had plenty of resources
i to defeat the Japanese but only with plenty of air support.
(I He wanted to know if this would be forthcoming.
■■

The General insisted that the end would come if Kunming was
lost. L agreed on that point. His estimate of the situation
is that the key city to the Pacific was Kunming and no doubt
if that city was destroyed, China would fall, and that without
a doubt the Malay Asia area under the attack would and inevitably
follows, nothing in the world would then stop a war in the
Pacific. That war would be a certainty .\He further estimated
that if China held, no war in the Pacific would occur, or at
least, the peace might be saved.

3EORE'£
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Part 3- continued.

He says that air support must be given to China and he repeated
this is very necessary to be effective. He repeated this more
than once. ^He repeated that the British should give all aid
to the American Volunteer unit. The idea must be sold and the
British convinced that this is a necessity. He inferred ^hat
no other help or assistance would be forthcoming in time. *He

I

He pleaded that the situation was very critical and he repeated
this ymr times saving that the British would ba the only support
would
the only way
that peace could be preserved in the Pacific.
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at 14:39

of Code Hadio
the War Depar
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[

Manila, October 25, 1941

It is estimated by local information» mostl^ hearsay»

thered

by a source hitherto fairly reliable that there are, altogether,
The source»

about 600,000 Japanese combat troops in Manchoukuo.

who visited most of the named places during mid-September, gives the
following distribution of numbers and units at each place:

Hailar-Manchuli - 100,000 - 8th, 9th and 21st Divisions; galift 60,000 - 7th, 64th Divisions; J&Ufe (^*at. 52? North ~ Long. 126° 30*

East) - 10,000 men; Pelan - 25,000 - 54th Division; Ghiamusso - 40,000

39th, 52d Divisions; JfanMpaaian (Northeast of Chiamusso) 40,000 - 19thPJ

83d Divisions; Mishan - 15,000 - 43d Division (part); Suifenho - 25,000^
Tunghine (south of Suifenho) - 15,000; Ghan^mfang - 50,000;
35,000 - 12th, 14th Divisions; Harbin - 50,000 - 15th, 86th Divisions; C
H«1 nlrfng - 30,000 - 22d Division; Mukden - 20,000 - 35th (part), 36th ’ ,

(part) Divisions; Dairen - 20,000.

These strengths total 535,000, to

this should be added 60,000 men at the least to account for Divisions

reported previously.
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paraphrase

October 30, 1941

Following was received this date from Naval Attache

Chungking:
TROOPS ARRIVING DAILY HAIPHONG PLUS STEADY STRTAM OF
SUPPLIES AND MATERIAL REPORTED ARRIVING AT FORMOSA AND

HAINAN INDICATE POSSIBLE INVASION YUNNAN.

SUCH OPERATION

'"HILF DIFFICULT ’"OULD BE FEASIBLE IF EXECUTED IN FORCE.

CHINESE

CONTENION THAT IT ”’OULD BE TURNING POINT IN BATTL FOR ASIA
BELIEVED CORRECT.

CAPTURE OF KUNMING 70ULD COMPLETELY CRUSH

SINO RESISTANCE WHILE PENETRATION EVEN TO MENGTZE T"OULD CLOSE
BURMA ROAD.

FOREIGN ATTACHES HERE A^RF-E

kCtiSi®N5txA3®x

MINIMUM REQUIREMENT IS 7 DIVISIONS AND PREFERABLY TEN

MR. Hornbeck
Mr. Hamilton.
i

t.O. HS52. Sec. 3®

OSD te»».

3'

<$Y)

HABSO»«-ZÀ--------
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
EJ
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased before being communicated
to anyone,
(br)

Canton via N. R,
RO"* Dated November 17, 1941

Secretary of State,

Washington,
88, November 17, 3 p,m,
/ 7(?3 ‘Hi'Ÿ‘yu
My 85, November Ip, 4 p.m, and Hong Kong^s 493,

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 6 9 9 8

November 15, 11 a,m.
Reliable information is to the effect that about

1500 locally recruited coolies have been recently
sent to Annam,

The transportation of these coolies

would account for pome of the transport movements re
ferred to in Hong Kong’s telegram.

There are no (?)

the withdrawal of Japanese troops from this city.
On November 12 a Japanese river vessel en route
from Kongmoon to Canton was attacked by Chinese ban
dits who allegedly killed the Japanese on board in

being transported by that vessel,
z

Sent to the Department, repeated to Chungking, 2
to

_

Peiping, Hong Kong,

<3
45.
MYERS
NPL

P S /A D

cluding guards and escaped with a large sum of money

..

_d

'

.

' . . '

.. . / -
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Reports decreased. Japanese activity in Caobang and. Laokay
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being preliminary to attack on China from Indochinese
bases, iare a bluff.
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Hanoi via N. R.
Dated November 14, 1941

Rec’d 3:20 a. m.,15th.

Secretary of State,

>7a shing ton.
177, November 14, 4 p. m.
Recent travelers to Caobang and Laokay, renort

decreased Japanese activity in those areas this fact
tending to substantiate the belief that the Japanese
activities in Tongking, publicized as being a pre|

liminary to an attack on China from Indochinese
bases, were and are probably a bluff.

_.

While such

an attack is apparently not entirely out of the
the majority
question/of observers continue to believe that the

..
Janenese concentrations in Tongking are for the
ÿreinforcement

of the Japanese in the South.

However

an increasing number of observers are beginning to

believe that Japanese preparations in the South are
also somewhat of a bluff and these observers point

out that the present reported-insufficiency of

equipment will prevent e Japanese advance Into .

/

'

Thailand for the time being..

Sent to Cavite for repetition to the Department,
Chungking, Peiping, Hong Kong, Shanghai; Shanghai
'please repeat
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177, November 14

please reneat to Tokyo.

4 p. m., from Hanoi.

Repeated to Bangkok
REED

WSD
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TELEGRAM RECEDED
Chungking via N. R*
FROM

Dated Nov Ember 18, 1941

In his inaugural address before the second
plenary session of the Peoples Political Council,

General Chiang dealt almost exclusively with the

Chinese wer of resistance and the
situation.

international

He expressed confidence that the United

States and Britain had no intention of dealing lightly

with any of the aggressors including Japan, and
expressed a belief that now is the time to liquidate

"the Japan incident".

To avoid disaster, he pointed

out two conditions which Japan must fulfill:

(1)

the abandonment of the policy of aggression "with
drawal of all forces from Chinese soil including the
o
northeastern provinces and similar withdrawal J3om*j5
Indochina" and (2) the abandonment of Japan-Axis
co
aJ.liane e.
È

OnE of the seven ChinEsE Communist delEgatcs

attendEd the meeting of the Council,
The Poreign

g
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#452, Novonbcr 18, 5 p,m,, from Chungking.

The Foreign Minister and the Minister of War
addressed the Council at closed meetings.

It is

understood that the Foreign Minister’s report followed
lines quite similar to the address by the General-

issimo and that the War Minister, in reporting on
military affairs, stated that some of the best units
of the Chinese Army had been transferred for the
defense of Yunnan.

In his speech the Generalissimo

made only brief reference to "Army’s massing troops
in Indochina with the objective of cutting China»s

lines of communication."
GAUSS.

HIM
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embassy of the

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Chunking, November 4, 1941

Washington, D. C.
Sir:

I haveZthe honor to refer t°) the Embassy’s telegram
and to enclose a trans-

ft

Is basea. with regard to certain
Chinese Government in connection vith stabilization and
’’freezing" operations in China.

s
o
Û?

Respectfully yours,

q.

E. Gauss

Enclosures:
As stated

Original and one copy to the De5^rnouch
Three copies to the Department by P
One copy to Shanghai.
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Enclosure no. 1 to despatch
no. 201, dated November 4,
1941, from the American
Embassy at Chunking.

Translation of a third-person note addressed by the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of China
to the Embassy of the United States of America

Trans. : Hsi 10/27/41
Checked: JSS 10/27/41
Typed : MCL 10/28/41

Dated: Oct. 25, 1941
Recd.: Oct. 27, 1941

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs presents its compli
ments to the American Embassy and has the honor to request
that the Embassy refer the following matter (to the appropri

ate authorities) for action.
It is noted that, in order to facilitate
China’s import and export trade, the American
Government, when it froze Chinese funds, designated
a number of Chinese and foreign banks to take charge
of the necessary financial transactions, under the
requirement that they submit monthly reports to the
American financial authorities of the particulars
of receipts and payments. This kind of an arrange
ment was necessary for the protection of legitimate
Chinese and foreign commercial interests, however,
it naturally follows that in order to be thorough,
investigation should at the same time be made to
ascertain whether all companies and traders are
operating in accordance with the terms of their
permits. The Chinese Government has the honor to
propose, as a further step of cooperation, that the
American Government supplement the provisions by
requiring Chinese and foreign companies and merchants,
to whom permits have been given, to submit monthly
reports to the Chinese Commission for the Control of
Foreign Exchange concerning the receipts and payments
of Chinese foreign exchange handled by them. The
Commission, when it finds it necessary and upon
presentation of cause, may then consult with the
American Government and request the cancellation of
permits already issued or the issuance of additional
pe units.

The above measure is actually necessary to effect a
complete control of foreign exchange and to attain the

original objective of the capital freezing.

The Ministry

has the honor, in inditing this third-person note, to
request that the Embassy transmit a telegram to the American

Government for its agreement and action.

The courtesy of

an early reply is requested.
-SEAL OF THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN
AFFAIRS OF THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA-
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Handed me by the Chinese Ambassador I
November 14, 1941.

VEB - 4 W

In a telegram to the Ambassador dated November 11,
iêralissimo Chiang Kai-shek asked whether the United States

Government had received any definite information, from the
a

British Government in regard to China’s appeal for the aid
of British air force in the defence of Yunnan province,

expressed the earnest hope that as no time should be los

ision of
ifiAR EASTERN AFFAIRS

the present emergency, the United States Government might!
Department of Stwy

again use its good influence to persuade the British Govern^--<

ment to give a definite favorable reply at an early date.

In a telegram dated November 12, Dr. Quo Tai-chi,
Minister of Foreign Affairs expressed the belief that China’s

CD
04

(D

appeal for help must have received the favorable consideration

of the American and British Governments as is evidenced by
the announcement of the withdrawal of American marines, the

O
O

references to China by the President in his address to the

CM

delegates to the Conference of the International Labor

U3

Organization and the speech of Prime Minister Churchill pledg
ing support to the United States in the event of war with
Japan, and by other utterances by other high officials of the

United States Government on Armistice Day.

ments

All these pronounce-

in the opinion of Dr. Quo, constitute important warnings

to Japan.

He feels, however, that these utterances and the

actions hitherto taken by the American and British Governments

in support of China must be supplemented by further action in

order effectively to achieve practical objectives.

"0
CO

He fears

for example, should the Japanese start to invade Yunnan tbejr
might, first of all, concentrate their air strength on the^

destruction of the small American volunteer air unit which^Q-S
now in Burma.

I

See/3(B) end 5(D) or (I)
tier» Annst 10( 1972
Pete
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Radiogram
Department

_____ _

U*

NOV 14 i94i

Aooording to information said to have boon given to the

German embassy in Peiping by the Japanese military, Mr. Kurusu^ th#
Japanese special envoy, is bringing proposals «obodying the following

points»

First, Japan will withdraw from the axis,

second, she wishes,

9 3 .9 4 /1 7 0 0 4

jvoteD

Psi]

for reasons of "face”, to postpans settlement of the yanohukuo problem.

Third, negotiations on ths subject of a new distribution of zones of

influenoe in the Paoifio.

Fourth, japan to continue economic expansion

to the south, but to oease her military and politisai novranonta in that
quarter.

Fifth, Japan will agree to China’s returning to the status

she occupied prior to the start of the present war on July 7» 19J7.

FE

E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) 0» ®

O£tf> latter, May 9, 1972 |
naas d,..

0-2 contient,

A

»

'( 9

|

'

MUNSON
,

a»;

U 1

11/

^^1

|

OÊ feels that tills report must at present be accepted
with reserve.

Distribution!
China Mission
Mr. lAushlin Currie
Assistant Secretary of vaw
Assistant Secretary of W for Al/
Chief of the Army Air Forces
Chief of the Air Corps
Assistant chief of Staff, G-J
Assistant Chief of Staff, WPD

SK

G.H.Q.
«State Department
Director of Haval
Situation section
Far Eastern section

CONFIDENTIAL

/M O S

The Nipponese military are very much against these JWWlMs*
; g LlA^^ VJ z
DECLASS!'!!!
|
..
i

TELEGRAM RECEIVED
x n
-- Kunming Via Chungking & N. R.
This telegram must be
-°
closely paraphrased beDated November 18, 1941
fore being communie ate (FROM
to anyone.
(A)
Rec’d 11:59 a.m., 23d

Secretary of State,

Washington.
November 18, 3 p.m.
Official anxiety here as to a possible Japanese

invasion of Yunnan continues to swell.

General

Yu(?) Peng has urged four government banks to remove
excess banknotes and valuables to Chungking or other
place

of safety (?)

(?)

air raids on this city.
large numbers (?)
advertising (?)

(?) invasion or intensive
(?} continue to move

(?) in

(?) hundred trucks being (?)(?)

(?)

(?)

CH

(?)

__
q

source with military (?)s

states that central (?) forces in the province now

(?) four (?) thousand (?) although this figure may
be high.

Tu(îjning.

I?) Ministry of Foreign Affairs

rison commander of (?) Ming.

Americans in (?)
province

(?)

(?) southeastern part of the

informed of (?)

situation.

PERKINS

NPL
Repetition of entire message requested.

P b /Æ

mechanized army is reported to have been named gar
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KARS, Daté

141/
Chungking via N, R,

AF

er 25, 1941

fore being communicated
to anyone,
(SC)

Rec’cL 7:13 a,n,

Secretary of State

Washington

f FAO EASTESOFTAffiS

460, November

134!

of State /

OF

I have brought to the attention of General

Magruder the Department’s 252, November
and 263, November 10, 11 p.m.

W

(
L
GJ

7 p,m,

He states that he

a.

made no recommendations on high political policy

and adds that informal recommendations have been

made by him to the Generalissimo covering subjects

c

j 1

C'

such as the following
One, . Movement of arsenal materials

Two, .Appointment of Chinese officials to head
activities in Rangoon and Lashio, and

Three,
Burma road.

G

Improvement of transportation on the

>

He informs me that he has requested

the War Department to make available to the Depart

ment paraphrase of his messages which might be of
interest and that similarly he will pake paraphrases

available to me

,

o

With rEfcrencE to thE Depar taEnt1^ 253^ NovEmber 3, 11 p,m« General Magruder concurs in general

7*

with the estimate contained in
November 7, 4 p,m,
EDA

v

y

e Embassy*# 441, o
co
to
GAUSS

a

©
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Eon. Covell Hull,
a- Seçfetary of State.
Washington, D. C.
Dear Ur. Hull:
I have hever had the pleasure of meeting j’ou: but, I assure
you, I am as much interested in the welfare ,f the United
States as you can possibly be, and that I hate aggression as much
as you possibly can.
(You may care to look at Who*s Who in America.)

I realize, of course, that this letter may never reach
you personally; and I realize that - even if it does - you may
consider it presumptuous, or may already have had the tame
thoughts; but, even so, I cannot refrain from writing it.

I have had a good many years of active practice and have
taken part in a great many conferences; and my own experience
has been that, where there are a number of different interests,
to effect a compromise, some concession must be made to
every one.
Supposing, then, that you insist upon the viewpoint of
the United States, of course; but
Supposing China ceded all, or some part, of what
is now occupied by Japan, to Japan (reserving to all
Chinese therein the right to remove, with their
personal possessions, before a fixed date); and
Supposing Japan paid to China some certain sum of
money (without expressing whether it is a purchase-price
or damages or what)?
This would enable Japan to claim to her people that Japan
now had this additional terriroty absolutely7 and forever,
and had paid only so much (without stating for what), which
in no way compared with the cost of further war.
At the same time, it would enable China to claim to her 5
people that they had been paid for the territory and
o
damages as well, and hud, also, thereby, gotten rid of the
—*
cost of further war.
so
7n

S
CT

(The territory ceded and the amount paid would, no doubts
depend upon the bluff, the nerve, the greed, the need and
the confidence of Japan and China, respectively: but ?
with the desire of both to be rid of the war and of both to
/\
have your approval - you could, I am sure, bring them to an
x
agreement of some kind.)

I remain, as always, with respect
Yours faithfully.
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NAfe. Date

Un.

r'1941'

In reply refer to
FE 793.94/17007

My dear Mr. Haceltont

the receipt of your letter of November 26, 1941 In
regard to matters relating to the situation In the

Far East and to assure you that the contents of your
letter hare been carefully noted and that your courtesy

In making your views available to ns la very much
appreolated.

Sincerely yours,

George JLtcheson, Jr.
Assistant Chief
Division of Far.Eastern Affairs

ufe
2

-Z
I®41

Mr. John H. Hatelton,

220 Broadway,
Mew York, Mew York.

FE:^j;NHS

11-29-41

FE

z o o ii/f r s « sezA U

The Secretary of State has asked ne to acknowledge
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ALH

TELEGRAM RECEIVED
•Peiping via N.R.
_

Dated November 24,.1941

FROM

Rec’d 5:05 p*m*, 26th

o.N.t
Following from Tainanfu by mail.

"November 21, 3 p*m*

CONFIDENTIAL

Referring to my despatch no, 392

October 31st

and to subsequent Japanese press reports concerning
Japanese military operations against Chinese Communist

troops said to number 20,000 in Southern Shantung*
While the Japanese continued to claim successes

up to November 10th the press has been strangely

silent regarding military developments in Southern
Shantung since that time«

In this connection an

CZ5
American citizen who has just arrived here from Tsinanfu^
reports that the past few days have witnessed the

retreat to that place from the south of a considerably

force of Japanese troops*

Informant states that these

troops appeared to be greatly fatigued upon arrival,
which would indicate that they may have been obliged
to resort to forced marches to escape annihilation,
the fate which their press section had reserved for

their

DECLASSIFIED: B.O. 11652, Sec. 3(B) and 5(D) or (S)
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-2-

#361, November 24, 5 p.m., from Peiping via NyR.\

their adversaries.
By ^ail to Peking in code.

K/7TH0RNE."

Sent fükthe Department, repeated to Chungking

and Shanghai.

BUTRICK
’"SB
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By
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NASs. Date
12-/8*75

PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

TO BE TRANSMITTED

CONFIDENTIAL CODE

Telegram Sent

Full rate
Day letter
Night letter

{

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

PARTAIR

Department nt ^tate

Charge Departments

Full rate
Day letter
Night letter

Mgfp It

PLAIN

Washington,
This CJOie

Charge to

r

'

$

brnr-f COiHffidMt

:< i .vol*.

November

1941

'yL*/ ;

AMEMBASSY,
PEIPING

VIA NAVAL RADIO

l7oo j

confidential telegram dated November 21, 3 p.m.

In view of the subject matter of Tsinan's telegram

repeated it to the Department in Paraphrase and in a
more confidential code.

1—1483

U. S. S0V«l««MT *•!«««• OFF*»

I

under reference, it would have been preferable to have

7 9 3 .9 4 / 7 00b

Your ma 361, November 24, 5 p.m., quoting Tsinan’s

DECLASSIFIED» B.O. 11652, See. 3(E) and 5(D) or (B)
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By MUfin P,.SLaÜ&ix^e

TELEGRAM REC^jy^D
Tokyg via Shanghai & N.R.

From fitted Npyiembgr.PBj 1941
Bgcîà 2:89 p.m., 28th
K

................

Washington.

:-

2 : 194,

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 7 0 0 9

Secretary of State,
■4T TO

Department sf

1843, November 25th, 3 p.m
ASAHI article.

With view protection only

supply route, Burma Road, Chungking forces
taking militarily agressive attitude with

attempted encirclement Japanese troops in

North and South Indochina.

Therefore Yunnan

Province with Kunming as its heart becoming

serious threat to Japan.

As pointed out in

premier Tojo’s Diet speech, Japan solved
effected thorough settlement China incident by

armed force.

Paralleling formation Japan

encir

clement camp military movements Southwest China
wi
constitute "cancel" of disposition China incident.*”* 0
&

□

"0

With military from in Indochina solidified urgently?*

necessary Japan cut off Chungking connections with
third powers in order dispose China incident

through driving Chungking into helpless isolation.
KOKUMIN

2
CO

DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, See. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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By -JlUfen ,P.
rifés» Ortê

-2- #1843, November 25th, 3 p.m., from Tokyo
via Shanghai and N.R.
KOKUMIN editorial.

That Washington authorities

have remained in constant touch with envoys

other ABCD countries since resumption nego
tiations with Japan gives unfortunate impression

of American intentions.

Negotiations are

problem to be settled by Tokyo and Washington
and any interference from London, Chungking

or elsewhere inadmissible.

Most singular that

Hull should have realized all these hostile,
countries and nosed as their representative.

Patience has limits and we should adhere our

determination that negotiations not be pro
tracted,

Sent Department via Shanghai.
GREW

DECLASSIFIED:

E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

-CORRECTED COPY—

OS
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone* (A)

Hankow via N.R.

Dated November 28, 1941

Recrd 4:42 a.m*, 30th

Secretary of State,

Washington*

\0

.40

*

'X Oepartme : n '1

84, November 28, 2
Japanese are in coi

mined number of troops ■

nd of this area an undeter-

ether with their motorized

and other equipment including many small boats for the

use of landing parties.

Transport down river being

effected by largest and fastest steamers*

Largest

withdrawals appear to be down the Hankow Railway and up

railroad between Yoyang and Wuchang.
hand,

On the other

there are a large number of civilian arrivals

from down river, these including technical experts from
Japan to assist in rehabilitation and for operation of

one of largest cotton mills formerly under British

control*
Sent to the Department, repeated to Chungking,

SPIKER

CSB

DEC 1 5

Peiping, Shanghai*

DECLASSIFIED:

£.0. 11652, See. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

TELEGRAM RECEIVED
HRL
Hankow via N.R,
This telegram must be
FROM
closely paraphrased beDated November 28, 1941
fore being communicated
to anyone. (A)
Rec’d 4:42 a.m., 30th

Secretary of State,

y\^JP?isionof \
f FAD EiHERH/EFAIRS ],
I
IL_

Washington.

28, 2 p.m.

X---------------- S

(?) are in command of this area (?) undetermined

number of troops together with their motorized (?)

(?) equipment including many small Uoats for the

Transport down river

being (?) by (?) and (?) steamers.

10

use of landing parties.

7 9 3 . 9 -t/ I 7 0

\ Department of State /

84, November

Objectives

appear to be down the uankow Railway (?) railroad
between Yoyang and Wuchang.

On the other hand (?)

among the (?) have been large numbers (?) of
civilian arrivals from down river, these including

13
(r

technical experts from Japan to assist in rehabill"
tation and for operation of one of largest cotton

mills formerly under British control.
o
Sent to the Department, repeated to Chun^cir^,
Peiping, Shanghai.

g;
â
SPIKER

GW

Note:

questioned groups have been serviced

hS
H

C

DECIASSIFTEDt

B.O. 11652, See. 3(E) and 5(D) or (B)

TELEGRAM RECEIVED
FROM

Copies sent to
:'M.

PLAIN

1IA

Tokyo via Shanghai
and N. R.
Dated November 27, 1941

6:17 a.m», Dec. 1st

Secretary of State,
Washington.

I

7 9 ô . 9 4 / 7 OU J

Rec’d.

1858, November 27, 6 p.m.
MIYAKO editorial.

pnn's most urgent task is

completion China affair, that is, destruction Chang

regime.

For this purpose necessary direct thrust

at seat Chang regime and take clean sweep influences

desperately endeavoring maintain Chang regime exis
tence, though not for us here to say which to choose

first.

We must either demand reconsideration those

sending material^ Chungking by southern route or use
force intercept transportation route.

Time has come

for decisive action to oonflunmate China affair.
Sent Department via Shanghai.
GREW
KLP

o
m
o
cn

co

**
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OF
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American Consulate

Swatow, China, September 20, 1941

Subject:

Bombing Incidents at Swatow on the Anniversary of the Japanese' Occupation of
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The Honorable

The Secretary of State
Washington.

Sir

'

/)U
5

I have the honor to refer to my telegram No. 26/
September 19, 9 a.m., to the Department concerning two

hnmbing incidents which occurred at Swatow on the night
of September 18, the tenth anniversary of the Mukden in
cident

The
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■ The first bomb exploded at about 9 p.m. in the Cen
tral Hotel and a second bomb exploded about half an hour

later in the Chung Shan Park.

So far as can be ascer

tained there were no casualties.

The Japanese-controlled

newspaper has made no comment on the incidents.

Martial law was declared over a large area of the city
and cordons were placed around the hotel and park.

Per

sons who happened to be in the vicinity of the bombings
were detained for questioning and other suspects were taken

into custody later.
The Japanese authorities have now undertaken a house
to house census similar to the one made after the Grand
Theater bombing in April*.

About 500 Chinese passengers

were closely examined by gendarmes before their embarka
tion on a British vessel yesterday.

Shortly before the

vessel was scheduled to sail the passengers were all taken
off for further examination and were unable to sail.

The blockade ** of the unoccupied territory has been
tightened.

the city.

Chinese are unable to cross the harbor or leave
These restrictions are similar to the ones made

after the bombing of the theater at which time Chinese em

ployed in the drawnwork industry were prevented from en
tering or leaving the city.

Respectfully yours,

Kenneth J. Yearns,
American Consul.

* Despatch No. 98, April 17, 1941, to the Department,
copies to Embassy, Peiping and Chungking; Consulate
General, Shanghai.

♦♦Despatch No. 49, August 30, 1941, to the Embassy,
copies to Chungking and Department (via Peiping).
800
KJY/hjo

Original and four copies to Department.
Copy to Embassy, Chungking.
Copy to Embassy, Peiping.
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Division of Far Eastern Affairs

December 6, 1941

1941.

Swatow’s despatch no. 143, September 23.

Rumors in regard to Japanese withdrawal
from Swatow resulted in the arrest of
several persons said to have spread the
rumors and said to be agents of Chungking.
As it was feared the Japanese would loot
the city before withdrawing, a wave of buying
and a resultant increase in prices insued.

There are no imminent signs of the
immediate departure of the Japanese.
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UNITED «tatrs OF ■AMERICA
American Consulate,

Swatow China, September 23, 1941.
Subject:

Humors Regarding Japanese Withdrawal
from Swatow.
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The Honorable

The Secretary of State,

in

Washington.

cr>

Sir:
g
I have the honor to report that when news of the
Japanese withdrawal from Foochow, in early September,

T
CO

reached. Swatow rumors immediately circulated to the effect

o

that the Japanese military also planned to withdraw from
this port.
The
,76'
• .J«SSW5;
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The rumors increased, and. became so persistent that
the Japanese authorities finally took action and arres
ted a number of persona who, it was stated, had started

the rumors.

The Japanese-controlled press also publish

ed a denial, attributing the reports to Chungking pro

paganda.
It appears that certain formosan and Chinese mer
chants started or were responsible for the spread of

the rumors.

Many residents became alarmed and hastily

purchased stocks of provisions*

Merchants thereupon

raised commodity prices to new high levels.
Some impetus was given to the circulation of the

rumors after the Chinese municipal authorities, acting
on behalf of Chinese charitable guilds, had approached

the Japanese authorities for permission to hold a three
day memorial ceremony in the Buddhist temple in honor of
the Chinese and Japanese soldiers and civilians killed
during the "renovation of East Asia".

The Japanese au

thorities gave permission for the ceremony and the dis
tribution of rice but stated that the date should be ad

vanced from the end of September to September 11, 12, 13.
Rumors then circulated stated that the Japanese au

thorities had advanced the date because they intended to

proclaim martial law for a week beginning September 15,
during which time the streets would be cleared of all per
sons.

The military would then loot the city and quietly

evacuate*
Martial law was, in fact, declared during certain
hours on September 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, but only on one
day did the restrictions last for most of the day. During

the five day period the commander of the Japanese forces
in
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in South, chine visited Swatow on an inspection trip.

Ha

left on September 15 and the restrictions were relaxed.
A few days later, on September IS, two bombing incidents

occurred and restrictions were renewed in certain city
areas.*

Some reports received from Chaochowfu indicate that
the Japanese military might withdraw from that city.**

on

the other hand a withdrawal from this outpost would weaken
Japanese control over the small occupied area and make the
immediate Swatow area subject to guerrilla attacks.

At

the present time only a handful of Japanese troops are

stationed at Chaochowfu, supported by the unreliable Chinese

"Peace Preservation Corps".

Chinese regular troops and guer

rillas have been active in the Chaochowfu area ever since
the occupation, but, lacking supplies and equipment, they

have not been able to conduct an offensive.
It is reported that Formosan and Japanese marchants

in Chaochowfu have removed to Swatow and that many of them
have left or are leaving the port because of the cessation

of the once profitable trade with the unoccupied area.
Several thousand Japanese and Formosan civilians still re

side in Swatow and, despite rumors to the contrary, there
are no signs of their imminent departure.

Japanese ves

sels continue to import and export general merchandise but
the volume has decreased.

According to all reports Japan

ese merchants have been hard hit by the "freezing" regula

tions and by the blockade*** of the unoccupied area.
Respectfully yours^^^^^^^

Kenneth J. Teams,
American Consul.

♦Telegram
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♦Telegram No. 26 September 19, 9 a.m. 1941 to Department;
repeated to Peiping and Chungjdng.
♦♦August 1941, Political Report.

♦♦♦Despatch No. 46 August 16, 1941 to the Embassy, Peiping;
copies to Chungking and Department.

820.2
KJY/hjc
Original and four copies to Department
Copy to Embassy, Peiping
Copy to Embassy, Chungking
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo
Copy to Consul General,Shanghai
Copy to Consul General,Hongkong
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No. 154.

Chungking, September 24, 1941

Sub j ect:

Transmission of Text of Speech by
Generalissimo~5HIANG Kai-shek~on
the Tenth Anniversary of the Mukden
Incident.

lj FAE E|
Department ot

The Honorable
The Secretary of State,
'y

Washington, D. C.

Sir:

I have the honor to transmit a translation,S
o
supplied by the International Department of the w

S
R

Central Publicity Board, of Generalissimo CHIANG <0

1
C5

Kai-shek’s message to the Chinese nation on
September 18, 1941, the tenth anniversary of the

Mukden incident.

The speech affirms the unity of the four north
eastern provinces with the rest of China, says that

their riches must not be permitted to strengthen the

forces
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forces of the aggressors, and announces China’s deter
mination to fight until they are again an unqualified

part of China.

Reference is made to the objectives of

the anti-aggression powers, as outlined in the Roosevelt-

Churchill Eight Points, and to America’s leadership in
recognizing and aiding China’s part in the common
struggle.

Respectfully yours,

Enclosure:

1/ Translation of message
as stated
Original and four copies to the Department by pouch
Copy to Embassy, Peiping

800
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Enclosure no. 1 to despatch no. 154 dated September 24,
1941 from American Embassy at Chungking

(COPY)
GENERALISSIMO SPEAKS ON THE NORTHEAST AND
TERRITORIAL INTEGRITY
In the message of which the following is a full
translation, Generalissimo Chiang reaffirms China’s
unalterable determination to recover the northeastern
provinces invaded by the Japanese ten years ago. The
preservation of Chinese territorial integrity
categorically demands it, and the nation has vowed
to rescue the people now living there under enemy
oppression, he insisted.

Today we commemorate the day of national humiliation that
occurred on September the 18th just ten years ago. For a decade
our northeastern fellow-countrymen have endured under the
oppression of the Japanese a hellish life of spoliation and
outrage from which they are still undelivered. Their sufferings
on the contrary are increasing. This decade has seen the whole
people under the leadership of their government pass, in
indignation at the intolerable wrongs done them, through a
period of energetic preparation to the point of entering upon
their crusade of resistance.
Consequently losses without parallel
in history have been incurred and today the war continues, the
will of the nation unanimously prepared to make all the sacrifices
required. This is because we are resolved to assert and maintain
the absolute inviolacy of China’s territorial sovereignty, to
recover the lost territory of the northeastern provinces and
to release their inhabitants from the atrocious miseries of
invasion. There will be no cessation of resistance until the
Ja ,-anese armies are wholly expelled from the land and the
thought of conquest utterly eradicated from the minds of the
Japanese, until the freedom of the northeasterners is regained STFand their provinces restored. It is a matter of the loss to China'\
of an area geographically essential to her national defenses
—
where there are resources equally indispensable to us. We can
—1
go so far as to say that if liberty and independence cannot be
O
won for the thirty million northeasterners the whole country
—will eventually be like them enslaved beyond all hope of
"'•Î1
deliverance. Their lives are one with the lives of all other
•
citizens and the soil whereon they live is one with the rest of
the country; there can be no separating any portion of Chinese
territory from the whole. Surviving, we shall survive together;
or, if we perish, we shall perish as one man. This we must hold
an unassailable axiom of our policy.

The boundless sacrifices of the past decade have been made
for the sake of achieving the complete liberation of the Chinese
nation and people and of securing for them a status of true
independence and equality among the nations of the world.
Worthily to bear the name of descendants of the Yellow Emperor
we shall have to achieve no less.
In
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In the Northeast there dwell thirty millions of a fine and
sturdy population; there are 240,000,000 mow of farmlands; there
are 200,000,000 mow of fertile land yet uncultivated; there are
600,000,000 mow of standing timber; there are 8,000,000,000 tons
of unmined metal and other minerals. Some of the resources most
important to our people’s livelihood are to be found there; all
the conditions essential to the reconstruction of a modern
nation prevail there. The ports, strategic positions, mines,
railways and other lines of communication detailed by Dr. Sun in
his plan for industrial development were largely centred about
the Northeast. Its abundant material and human resources touch
the life of the nation nearly; without them it can scarcely be
preserved. They are certainly not to be given up th the enemy
for use against China and the world. Taking a world view of
things, we see that the Northeast, apart from its bearing upon
Chinese national survival, is of the first consequence to the
safety of East Asia and the entire world. As long as the North
east remains under the control of the Japanese the peace-loving
nations of the world can know no immunity from their acts of
aggression. The proposal to "disarm the aggressor nations” will
all the more obviously be impracticable while Japan is still
in possession of such a source of strength.

The prolonged hardships and heroic deeds of the north
easterners are of a significance and value the whole nation keeps
ever in mind as it strives to bring them relief.
In fact the
sum of all that the rest of the nation has endured and lost may
a thousand times exceed that of their sacrifices. They should be
thereby inspired to greater efforts in the struggle against
the enemy in his rear, in the endeavor to render his occupation
of the territory as little profitable as possible to him. That
is the minimum measure of responsibility they can hold theirs.
If they can fulfill it they will be effectively seconding the
splendid work of resistance in all other parts of the country,
and we shall all be marching together on the sure road to our
goal.
It must be realized how closely relevant the fate of the
four northeastern provinces is to the advance of the revolution
and the development of world events. In 1914 I had an opportunity
for careful study of northeastern conditions, and in a memorandum
I then presented to Dr. Sun I wrote: "The northeast is rather
the destination of the revolution than a starting-point for it.
The area involves problems affecting the whole international
situation. Its problems are not to be solved during the initial
stages of the revolution but approached as the revolution nears
completion." I again emphasized the international character of
the northeastern question at the time the Mukden Incident
occurred, and since Resistance began I have frequently reminded
you that "the life of the entire nation being committed to this
bid for survival, there can be no compromise short of the goal."
I further made clear that "the duration of the war and the
nature of its conclusion will be determined in conjunction with
the general restoration of world peace and security." When I said
that, it was fully evident that Japanese ambition and European
quarrels had rendered inevitable a second world war. I also said:
"China’s resistance will be resolutely fought on, becoming a
part of the world conflict, and concluding when Far Eastern
and European problems find a common and integral solution."
These words of mine command the assent of the entire nation.

The

mCUSSïra».
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The decade that has elapsed seems to me but as the passage
of a day, for from that time I have considered it my peculiar
responsibility to see the nation’s honour vindicated and vengeance
for the outrage exacted. It became my conviction that a long war
must be waged if a genuine settlement of the issue was to be had.
On the one hand I perceived the extremities of enemy ambition and
brutality; on the other I reviewed the geographical, international
and other features of our national position. Then I defined the
national policy of resistance to Japan as follows: Firstly, China’s
territorial sovereignty and administrative integrity must be
preserved intact; Secondly, respect for international justice and
equity must be enforced and the forces of aggression overthrown
in order to establish permanent peace in the Orient and the world.
For ten years our attachment to these principles has brought with
the course of events proof of their correctitude and cause for
confidence in their attainability.

The origins of the Japanese ambition to conquer China are
to be traced far further back than September 18th, 1931. Even in
Ming times the predatory proclivities of the Japanese had become
fully apparent. In those days Toyotami Hidekichi gave expression
to the idea of ’’crossing the mountains and the seas, entering
the land of Ming and making ours its four hundred counties.”
Later there was wild talk from one Shusin Soejima of ’’seizing
lands from Ching (the Manchu Empire)” and of ’’making one
province of the Ching domains a base on the Continent.” So we
see that the covetous desire for Chinese soil took root some
three hundred or more years ago. At the time of the invasion of
Korea and during the subsequent war with China the Japanese made
the possession of our Northeast their objective. When in 1904
they entered upon the war with Russia they were intent on the
same prize. The humiliation to which they have subjected China
goes back three centuries to the days when their pirates marauded
on our coasts; tales of their deeds are still current among the
people of those districts.
September 18th, 1931, however, is a date that marks the
point at which Japanese aggression took on full definition of
its enormous scope, being seen, as the Tanaka memorial put it,
to seek ’’the conquest of China, Asia, India and the South
Seas” and ’’the domination of East Asia as a means to conquest
of the world.” The first step was the seizure of the Northeast
to serve as a field headquarters in the campaign of global
aggression. The history of conflict between China and Japan is
written about the theme of the Northeast. Those powers resolved
to prevent Ja an’s encroachment upon Asia and other parts of the
world can ill afford to neglect the importance of the Northeast.
That the leaders and publics of all countries should be properly
aware of the relevant facts is as necessary as knowledge of them
among the Chinese people. The loss of the provinces to China
would inhibit her national reconstruction, and in Japanese hands
they would be utilized not only in the destruction of China but
also in the prosecution of aggressive expansion elsewhere in the
world. Our survival and world security alike demand the expulsion
of the invader from the Northeast and its integral restoration
to the Chinese state.

These ten years have been years of trial and sacrifice for
our armies and people. Today we find our cause has won due
appreciation of its merits among the peoples of the world. Great
indeed is the contrast between China’s circumstances in 1931 and
the position in which she stands today. Since then the nations

friendly
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friendly to us have added practical action to verbal expressions
of sympathy. America in particular, under the leadership of
President Roosevelt and Hr. Cordell Hull, has proceeded from
the "non-recognition principle" to one of drastic sanctions
against Japan and material aid on a large scale for China. Other
countries, such as Britain and Soviet Russia, are acting vdth a
proper sense of their common interests in a similar manner and
in collaboration one with another. All this has deeply gratified
and elated us.

Though it has been resistance that has drawn the acclaim
of the just-minded and consigned the Japanese to irremediable
isolation in the Pacific, this state of affairs is to be referred
at bottom to the action of the Japanese themselves in making
enemies of China and the powers when they set out on the career
of aggression that began vdth the Mukden Incident. At that time,
in a letter to the then War Minister Minami, Honjo wrote: "China’s
revival and the progress of America and Russia are equally inimical
to the national policy of Japan. Preparatory to war with the
United States, China and Russia must be crushed and a separate
country made of Manchuria and Mongolia under Japanese occupa
tion. The next step must be invasion of Siberia in order to
convert both the Seas or Okhotsk and of Japan into Japanese
territorial waters. Going on, we must drive the Americans east of
Hawaii and the English west of Singapore. In this way the Dutch
East Indies, Australia and New Zealand shall all come under our
hegemony." So we observe that Japan was in those days already
bent upon bringing Britain, America, Russia and the Netherlands
within the scope of her aggression.
On September the 18th, 1931
the Japanese initiated the unfolding of a tremendous scheme
comprising their Continental and Oceanic policies, the develop
ment of which whether to north or south has been prohibited by
our resistance. They are pinned down and deprived of all freedom
of movement as a result of the spiritual and military endeavours
we have made in this decade of struggle. Today there is no
"divine breath" to blow them the good fortune they experienced
at the conclusion of the previous European war; they are irresolute
and perplexed; they dare not repeat their former reckless feats
of outrage to the interests of the Pacific powers. We ought there
fore to keep in mind how great is the achievement that has
rewarded the exertions of resistance, how immense the contribution
made to the good of the nation and the world. On the one hand
we are full of confidence in the nations friendly to us and
supremely optimistic regarding the future of the fight against
the aggressors. On the other hand we believe a place of high
honour and renown in the pages of human history is reserved for
the part we are playing in that enterprise.

Bellow-countrymen, resistance has now reached a stage we
anticipated three years ago, and we have in our grasp the
destiny of the Northeast. I wish you fully to apprehend the
meaning of the phrase I used: "the Northeast is the destination
of the revolution." The success of the revolution and all that
will attend upon it can be attained only through united and
persevering devotion of the national energies to that end;
indolence or complacency cannot be permitted to impair that
constant devotion. Remember: "Heaven helps those who heln them
selves" and "others always help him who helps himself." Until
all lost territory is recovered victory will not have been gained.
The favourable aspect of international affairs should only move
us
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us to enhanced self-mastery and self-reliance, so far from
inducing any mood of relaxation and sanguine expectations of the
best. We must continue in the spirit of independent renascenee
evoked by this war, being prepared at all times for the worst
possible eventualities. From height to height, slipping only to
regain a new foothold, we must press forward to the realization
of our unvarying policy and the fulfilment of our responsibilities.
On so solemn a day as this I would have every citizen search
his heart and reflect upon the record of action and endurance
this decade and especially the years since 1937 have laid up.
It is a record of blood and tears shed without distinction of
place or person. The waves of a flood of national wrath have
beaten on the aggressor’s ranks and are washing away the miasma
of invasion and the fetor of treachery, dispersing the vapours
that would threaten to obscure the hope of peace for Asia and the
world. The story is one of the noblest and most moving in the
annals of mankind and it has been written, we can plainly inform
both friends and enemies, that the independent existence of the
Chinese people as a nation may be preserved together with our
territorial sovereignty and administrative integrity.
Death shall
not daunt us nor difficulties obstruct our utter determination
to free the Northeast and its inhabitants from the oppression
under which the land has groaned since 1931
With a status of
true freedom and equality China shall take her place in a system
of lasting peace in the Orient and the world reestablished
on foundations of justice and equity. Failing that end, there
can be no cessation of resistance. While a single man of the
invader’s forces remains upon our soil and the slightest
infraction of our territorial sovereignty persists, resistance
cannot halt. I am sure that the Pacific powers friendly to us
will continue a steady tightening and strengthening of the cordon
of restraining pressure they have drawn about Japan; that in
no case will they slacken it. For our part we shall go unwaveringly
upon our way. In the course of the ten years past and under the
blows of our prolonged resistance the criminal initiator of
aggression in the Far East has been weakened to the point of
collapse and awaits the consummation of his ruin. That is the
reflection that should hearten and spur us on as we commemorate
this day of national mourning. Fellow-countrymen, let us
endeavour for every day each of us has to live to show our sense
of the sacrifices made by those who have died for the cause, and
worthily to display our feeling for the loyal citizens labouring
under the tyrannies of the enemy in all we do to discharge our
responsibility towards mankind and its ideal of justice among
nations.
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address made by Madame Chiang Kai-shek on
October 10 reveals as clearly as anything I
have recently seen coming out of China the
psychpl o gical results upon China of certain
phases of our policy or lack of policy toward
tEât^co untry •

Madame Chiang’s speech reveals a conflict
which in varying forms exists in all Chinese
who are at all currently informed, including
a surprisingly large number of the coolie
class—a conflict between (a) gratitude for the
great work of American relief and charity
organizations and (b) a bitter resentment at
our sale over a period of four years of war
materials to Japan (I encountered this feeling
even among persons identified with the "puppet”
regimes). A second major conflict is one
between (a) appreciation of the recognition,
implicit in the Lend-Lease program, of China
as a partner with the United States and
Great Britain and (b) deep disa%>pointmepr|; and
uneasiness at not being kept promptly aSS hd
fully informed and not being consulted Witip
regard to Far Eastern matters and at thfiP g
apparently studious avoidance of mentioigofD
China

,'
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-2China in many of the major American
pronouncements with regard to the fight against
aggression.
It is evident that the Chinese
feel that we have treated them in a cavalier
fashion and that we have made them lose face,
all of which has had a damaging effect upon
their morale.

The portions of Madame Chiang’s speech
revealing this psychological condition have
been underlined. The most significant are
perhaps:
"We feel that we have earned equality
of status with the other democracies, but we
do.jaot .want it granted to us >in charity. . .
Walhaye an indispensable rightj to be consulted
and tQ make our voice heard when others
deliberate about Asia and the Pacific. We
arg__the^.^enior nation in the stand against
therefore we ought not to be
treated as a junior in the common councils of
the anti-aggression nations. . . We cannot
rest secure until you unreservedly recognize
our right to take our full share of respon
sibility in planning a world order that will
prevent future aggression. . . We-in China
believe that you are now fully aware of the
futility of trying to preserve democracy
in one corner of the world at the expense of
nations struggling for democracy in other
parts of the world.”

FE:Davie s:MJK/MBW
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THE FOLLO'wIHG XS THE FULL. TEXT OF THE SPEECH

IVM<

gy MHb.. CHIaJW KaX..>HEE OM THE OCCXDl N OF THE DOUBLE TuHTM, CHINA’S

Jm À * I 14<L ~-àY •

10DAÏ, TH ". m -n^TH ANNlVsRBARY OF THE fiV UUUC OF CHINA,

FH10 DAY OUR rOFH HUNDRED FIFTY MILLION PEOPLE RECOWSXGRàXE ÏHàmU
»iLm 10 THE STERN DUTY OF WINNING VICTORY ABD FR^^DOM FOR THE

H«PUBLIC FOUNDED BY DR. SUN YAT SEN.

XE APPRECIAIS THE FACT 1’HaT

YOU «AK CHOSE» THIS DAY TO EMPHASIZE AAORXCAM SYMPATHY FOR CHINA

THROUGH IKK UNITED CHINA RELIEF CAMPAIGN.

<u

YOU MAVà COHBIMD YOUR

LLIhF ORGAhlZATl'iNa IN OÀDER TO CO-OPEhATE «.-ITH EACH OTKiR AfcD
l«CR-AoE -THfc S.FFICIOCY OF YOUH HELP.

IB CHINA MO LONGER STAND ALONE.

-:

YOUR UNANIMITY JHOWâ »HaÏ hE

I KNOW THAT I SPEAK FOR ALL THE

HEN 1 TELL YOU HOW DEEFU tg ARE MOVED BY THIy'-5
A3
THIa là A DAY Oh WHICH II IS FITTING FOR AH-.HXCAN» AND

MlLLIiMs OF OUR V~”PLE

KmOWLlDOL.

CH1«A~,L i • iiLMEMBSR THE TRASH I ?«.i OF HAT I ..AL FREEDOM > RICH 1L.--Y HAVL
u CQ:-i*Oa AND TO CmiSlDUi TH* IDEALS TO WHICH 1HEY A*iE DEVOTED.

■3>ii CHIMElE O'Æ MUCH TO AMERICA» AID AND* EWiPLE IN i’HL PA^l
AND TO AM -.RICAN AID ABD lYMPATHY IN THE PREugNT.

WÏ OWE MUCH AHO

ARE A F&s'LE WHO DO MOT FORGET OUR DEBTS

BECAUSE

>71D RUCH.

HAVE ALREADY

WS FEEL THAT NO PEOPLE HAS GIVEN MOHE IN BLJQD AND

SACRIFICE TO THE COMMON CAIL.K OF LIBERTY AMD DEFENDS AD Al;.‘ST AGOREsalON.
TIM YEARS AGO OH SEPTEMBER lftt 193I AÎ MUKDEN JAPANE.4C TROOP-J

UNDER THE CLOAK OF NIGHT BEGAN AN INVASION OF CHINA’S HQRTHWTERN
PROVlMUiS, AN INVASION PLOTTED LONG YEARS IN ADVANCE AMD EXECUTED WITH

RAVAGE RUTHLESSNESS.

MORA WAS AT STAKE THAN CHINA’S INTEHiL-TB, THOUGH ’’
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CHINA*IN1LRA.--.TO J8CLDDXD TH» LIVES «ND HàJ^INU, OF THIRTY MILLION
FAOPU. IM THA NORTHLa-T.

l:iT4WUfI':-H.»L TEaCs .-»»□ -ÏCU“ITY

aT JTaKLj

40 WAS INTERNATIONAL HONOR, WZIHOUT WHICH mm CANNOT BE PEACE AND SECURITY

AMONG HATIONS.

YET THE WORLD WATCHED THAT INVASION FROM ARAR Ai’D DID ROT

FEEL ITSELF THREATENED.

THE STHONO AND SECUM NATIONS HANDLED JAPAN WITH

KID GLOVES AND EVADED CHINA*S APPEALS TO COLLECTIVE ÜKCURITY RATHER THAN
RISK A SHOOTING WAR."

WE CulMESE W:utE BEWILDERED.
COULD «01 DE THE ONLY VICTIMS.

IT WAS CRYSTAL CL.-AH TO U.» THAT WE

OTHER NATIONS THAT WERE STRONGER THaN «E

WERE EftDAHOmtiG THEIR OWN SECURITY BY TIMOROUSLY REFUSING TO SAFEGUARD

THEIR OWN INTERESTS.

WE KNEW THAT WE WERE IN THE FORELINE TRENCMEB BUT WHEN

WE LOOKED ABOUT TH&HE WERE A3 YET NO SECOND LINE TRENCHED.

INSTEAD WE COULD

HEAR FROM THE GREAT DEMOCRACIES OHLY ANEMIC ARD FUTILE PROTECTS AGAINST

DELIBERATE AJMHUsBlON.

WE WAITED.

THE GENERALISSIMO UNIFIED AND LED UJ;

TEACHING AN» TRAINING THE PEOPLE; PREPARING THE AKKYj WAITING FOR THS
SIT/AL, DREADFUL CHALLENGE.

OF JULY, 1S37.

MOh

THAN FOUR YEARS AGO IT CAKE, ON THE S&VLNTH

SINCE THLN WE HAVE £&SN LOCKED IN THE BITTO UTRUÜULE FOR

LIVE OR DEATH, FREEDOM OR SLAVERY.

NONE BUT A CHINESE CAN E ’&R KNOW HOW

DEEP AND MOW DARK 13 THl VALLEY THROUGH WHICH WE HAVE FOUGHT OUR WAY DURINO
ALL THESE YEARS.

I SHOULD POT BE FAIR TO MY OWN COUN.KYMKN OR TO YOU, THE

FRISNÔÜ uF KY COUNTRY, IF I DID NOT TELL YOU SOMETHING OF THE DAHKNiJS AND

OF THE JUFF.RIMÎ .RICH W HAVE UNFALTERINGLY CONFRONTED.

IN SPITE OF A STAGGERING INEQUALITY IN AHNS, EQUIPMENT AND
ANMUNITI N WE STRUCK BACK.

INCH OF OUR TERRITORY.

WE HAVE SINCE BEEN FIGHTING TO RECOVER EVERY

WE DO NOT WANT AN INCH OF ANYONE ELSE’3 'IER-hITORY.

WK AltE FIGHTING TO VINDICATE THE FREEDOM OF KY RY 30UL OF OUR OWN PEOPLE.
WE DO NOT WART TO ABATE A JOT OF THE FREEDOM OF AhY OTHER Pl£ RLE.

WK ABE

FIGHTING FOR THE PEACE AND SECURITY OF OUR CHILDREN AND OUR CHILDREN’S
CHILDI'-EM.

WE DO NOT WANT TO MENACE IN THE ^LIGHTEST THE SECURITY AND PLACE
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OF ANY OTHER Ffifi.jOU.»,

'■'& XAKT TO KAYE OUR 0-T» 40V ’.RJGUNT FR&K FROM ANY

«4'aDuJ OF tiLX&ii INTLiiF&R4i:*Q&*
OF ANY OTHER COUNTRY.

<■>■«. 90 NCT GAl’I TO TRâ>3FÀâS OH THE AFFaIR»*

THESE AKE SIMPLE THINGS, EASY TO UNDERSTAND.

AfllTUDE TOWARD THEM IS ALSO SIMPLE.

OUR

»E FE L THAT THEY ARE THINGS WE CAN

CLAIM FOR OURSELVES BECAUSE WE ARE ALSO >«ILLING TO GRANT THEM TO OTHERS.

»■?>. BELIEVE NOT ONLY IN EQUALITY BUT IN RECIPROCITY.
WE HAVE NOT HELM FIGHTING FOR OURSELVES ALORS.

WE HAVE BEEN

FR * THE

FXOHTIW FOR YOU ARD ALL OTHER LIBERTY LOVING NATIONS A3 *KLL.

BÂGINHISO WE HAVE BEEN &EFKHDIHG PRINCIPLE THAT TOUCH THE WHOU ,’OBLD A3

CLOSELY AS I HEY TOUCH US.

IN FIURTIHO FOR OUR OWN HOMES

DEFENDED YOURS.

w£ SCORCHED TH* FACE OF OUR LAND TO DELAY AND TO DISMAY THE ENEMY.
GAVE A Fu,. EXTRA MONTH., OF PEACE TO COUNTRIES NOT YET Aï YAK.

THUS WL

BUT WE COULD

KOT DO MORE THAR POSTPOME THE DOOM IMPENDING BECAME T«& DEMOCRACIES OR

THEIR PART WERE ROT YET IVADY TO ACXNOWLCDOE THAT OUR CAUSE WAS THEIRS.

DURING THESE LONG AND WEARY YEAH3 OF ’-«'AH *£ HAVE SUFFERED MORE
THAN THE SHARP AGONY OF MERCILESu INVASION.

’

WE HAVE SUFFERED ALSO FROM TH» |

INCREDIBLE PARADOX OF OOH FRIENDS HELPING THE ENEMY.
YOU HELPED OUR WOUNDED, OUR uICK ARD OUR DESTITUTE.

WE WERE GRATIFIED WHEt|

wg Wx’RK GRATEFUL WHEN

YOU HLLPûD Us TU REPLACE UNIVERSIïXàS DESTROY ED BY THE JAPANS».- WE WERE
GiUTLFUL, BUT
'^OND^XD ALL THE TIME WHY ‘SHIPS LOADED *.ITH AMERICAN

i

(

MATERIAU; CB034h.D THE OC&AN LNDLKSSLY KITH FULL CARGOES TO Ri2PL£I»l3H JAPAN* j

AGILITY i'C KILL US A»D MAIM US, ORPHAN OUR CHILDREN Ai-iD i-LDUCE OUH SCHOOLS 1
AND USUriliV TO RUBBLE AND ASH8.3.
BECAUSE YOU ARE FRIENDS OF CHINA, BECAU-E YOU HAVE GIVEN TIME AND

W0M,WNiai A'iE

MORE THAN MONEY,TO HELP US IN THE TASK WE HAVE SET

OUR aria, I BELIEVE THAT YOU WILL UNDERSTAND WHEN I BAY THAT WE WERE FIRST
IN THE BATILL, THaI’ WE ARE AS YLT AT THE COUNCIL TABLE.-

<S FELL THAT ««
MMWMeMenw»^^

HAVfc

LEGALITY OF STATUS WITH THE OTHER DEMOCRACIES, BUT WE DO NOT

WM4T IT OivUmS TO US IK CHAMTYo

HAW WODÏ» MMO©UOX AK» JUSfXCK IM
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A^u aHD ïii& PACIFIC, IHEREFOHÂ -< FEEL XK HAVE *8 X«DZ^PENSAÔLS KI9HI TO

<: /
f
J

Bfe’ CuNSULMB AND TO MAKI OUR VOICI HEARD WHIM OTHERS DELI BA^ît IBW'IMa
'■■'■ asé ths pacific, we are m senior «axiom in the stand adaiïut aggression,
' ... .. ............
ï^*W»(MW;_rfB.O^TjtOT.TO.|Aw /CREATED A3 A JUNIOR IB THS COMBCB COpMCILS OF

|

tü* Am-AÜfiREWlUM NAXXOHS.

F
f

EFFORT^, BâArtX ANÔ' BÏRAWW'TBOüGH «E ARE, AFTER FOU» YEARS OF BITTEREST

|

f'4E CABRQX-WX SECURE UNTIL YOU UBMSKRVaDLY HiCOÜNlEE OÜH HIGHT i’O ÏME

:
4

« HAV& PAID ;iUCH À PHlffiÊ TO D&F&’ND OUHSi&VM ÀG-AIWJT âGWO^loæ THAÏ

|

f

.?«'

Bin T là WHY WE CANNOT FOR À MOMENT KIO.AX OU»

OUR FULL SHAiU OF JMUFUWIBXLXTY IH PLANHIBO A UObXD OHDRR THAÏ ^ILL PREVENT
♦.->'■■'

........ Mi..

'. -■■■■

•_ . -->.

- . ’ - „....
<. ,

.

- - •■

................

FUi'UfU AGGRESSION.
~~~--- -

OBL FINAL *ORD.

Wâ IN CHINA BELIEVE THAT YOU ARE NOW FULLY A<A!i£

‘

OF
THE FUTILITY w«*<OF
TRYING
TO MEOERVE
D&uOORACY X»
ONE
CORNER OF THE WOlxLD
*»-—u^M
-■■ • -‘ <**•
•
'
*
-•
■•'■->■
...'- A*.-■•....

i

AT THE &XPKNSB OF NATIONS SIRUOGLIW WR DEMOCRACY IN OTIMR .PARTS OF THE

■

WE VaLUE THS TRADITIONAL CURRENT OF SYMPATHY FLOWING FROM YOUR

i

WOHLS.

.'

COUNTRY TO OURS.

;

WE ENOW THAÏ TUI» SYMPATHY EXISTS AMD IT WILL GIVE US A

SPECIAL TRUST AND CONFIDENCE IN AIURICA AND A SPECIAL AFFECTION FOR YOU.

f
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

\ Department of State

American Consulate General-

OVO.T.

Canton, China, September 25, 1941.

SUBJECT:

Japanese Blockade Between Canton and
Unoccupied Territory.

COPIE.

O. N. I. A n O j ù

. :

The Honorable
The Secretary

t) •

I

!

of

State,

Smith,

! 1,1 ‘ ‘ -v l
f
j 0/9/ 7 1^IP

Washington.

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 7 0 1 5

SIR:

I have the honor to enclose copy of despatch
no. 148 dated September 25, 1941 to the Embassy

at Peiping on the above subject.

to
£o

In triplicate
8QQ
WS/ccw

Received

P S /D R

jÿ Curban Copies
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No. 148

September 25, 1941.
confidential

SUBJECT; JaRfiMSS
Between Canton
and Unoccupied Territory.
The Honorable

C. E. Causa,
Amerloan Ambassador,
Peiping.

Sir:

I have the ho/ior to refer to ray telegram no. 41,
July 30,79 a.a. with regard to recent Japanese efforts

to enforce a blockade between Canton and unoccupied

territory and to inform the Kabassy further in regard
to these ueaeures.
A traveler recently returned from Sainom (

,

about twenty-five ailes west of Canton on the Canton-

Samshui Railway stated that on or about the 29th of
August the Japanese Array posted in all towns on the border

of occupied territory adjacent to Sainara a proclamation
warning all persona against crossing into unoccupied areas.
Attached to these proclamations is a map on which n red

line running roughly from Kongraoon ( >C-

north of sainara to Kongchuen (

) through Samshui

) » thirteen miles

north of Canton on the Canton-Hankow Railway, represents

the barrier between occupied and unoccupied territory.
will be noted that this line intersectn the important
s;nu/rgling

It

M

■<

H

■

■

gy

r
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smuggling route between Canton and Lupao on the North

Biver, whioh in recent weeks has considerably declined
I

in importance owing to Japanese anti-smuggling precautions.

Severe penalties are reported to have been imposed on
■

persons caught attempting to cross this "No Man’s Land"
between occupied and unoccupied territory.

A foreigner

recently reported having seen the bodies of approximately
fifty coolies who had been beheaded for attempting to

-1

smuggle cargo into Free China.

Bandit gangs operating

on the edge of occupied territory are said to bo charging

« V'’*?--*

anywhere from NC^IS to NC$200 a head for smuggling persons

across the ’’line", and one Informant stated that approxi

,f, ,4 ^S«f't‘S
5
&
»
i

mately NC^200 per picul (133 1/3 lbs.) was being charged
for arranging the passage of cargo through to Lupao.

■
■

,

‘

-.

As Japanese garrisons are inadequate to stop smuggling

^’

activities, the Japanese are reported to be relying to a

*
>

considerable extent on puppet troops at various points
along the perimeter of the occupied zone.

The value of

these troops is Questionable, however, as they are reported
to be not averse to accepting bribes, and many of them were

formerly bandits.
Conditions similar to those mentioned above are reported
to obtain cast of Canton, particularly In the vicinity of

si

ahektan and Lheklung on the Canton-Kowloon Hailvmy.

A barrier

or ’No Man’s Land" surrounds Sheklung on three sides, and

communication with Canton is most difficult: travelers report

i

that in order to leave Sheklung one must first obtain a

1

certificate

II

«

-fr

/
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- 3 certificate from the police, which certifient© mist be

stomped at each barricade or sentry post between Sheklung
and Sheictan, from which point the railway to Canton is in
operation.

It is further reported that travelers leaving

Sheklung for the west must be accompanied by an armed guard
and may carry no more than two cattles (2-2/3 lbs.) of
provisions.

The city of Sheklung Is stated to hove been

largely evacuated and those remaining are said to have

great difficulty in earning a living and obtaining food.

All Chinese boats are reported to have been removed from the
river.

Further hardship is caused by the Japanese refusal

to permit communication between villages located in the

'Mo iian’e Land", 02 a result of which serious shortages of

foodstuffs have arisen.
As is the case north and northwest of Canton, clandes
tine traffic between Jhektun and Uheklung and unoccupied

areas to the north and east exists, but only on a snail

scalo and with the connivance of local puppet officials
and bandits, who exact a considerable toll.
There seems reason to believe that these Japanese
blockade measures have for the time being seriously inter
fered ./1th large-scale smuggling from Canton to unoccupied
territory, particularly the smuggling of such products as

gasoline and kerosene.

It rennins to be seen whether In

the face of reduced Japanese garrisons, increased demand

for smuggled pi’oducts, possible defection and dishonesty

of puppet troops, and the profit to be gained fro», illicit

traffic, the Japanese can continue effectively to blockade

trade with the interior.
SWMAHY
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- 4 SUMMARY
Beginning in July 1941 Japanese military authorities
took drastic steps to blockade traffic between Canton and

unoccupied territory.

A barrier in the nature of a "No

Man's Land1’ ws created surrounding, the city on three Bides,
and persons were forbidden under penalty of death to cross

into Chinese-controlled areas.

With the assistance of

bandits and local officials, however, a limited amount of

traffic in persons and goods has been carried on.

It remains

to be seen whether these blockade measures will continue to

be effective in the face of Chinese pressure on reduced Jap
anese garrisons, dishonesty of puppet troops and other

factors

Respectfully yours,

Raymond P. Ludden
American Vico Consul

Originals to iàabœsy, peiping
One copy to Embassy, Chungking
3 copies to the Department.
800

WS/cow

I
i

&

■ *• -'-Su

•«*
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
BAS
-------------------Canton via N. R.
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased beFrom Dated December 1, 1941
fore being communicated
to anyone (A)
Rec1 d 9:24 a.m

Secretary of State,
’.'ashington.

a

SI, December 1,

2 o.m.

There has been considerable'movement of Japanese

troops during the past three days, it being estimated,
that about 4,000 with equipment have come to Canton

a
u

from the ’Test River area and intermediate places.

Beginning yesterday troops and equipment have been

c

moving eastward by train and road toward i’hampoa and

œ

Croyshektan on the Tast F/ver.

This morning loaded,

pack animals some of ’"hi ch ’’ere camouflaged. and
some 20 tanks accompanied by trucks carrying gasoline

’■rere seen moving in that direction.

Large truck

parks

d

u

near the city which were recently filled are now largely

D
In the light of the general situation and of
o
recent developments in this area including road
tn

o

building and repairs and the presence of camouflage?
pack animals and. of pontoon bridge sections among §

the supplies being transported, eastward this movement
would appear to be in the direction of the Hong Kong
border
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;*e91, December 1, 2 p.m. from Canton via N. R.

border and to denote a redlsposltion of troops in
anticipation of possible eventualities.

However, as

it has been in any case reported that four coastal

transports including two fully loaded with troops were
seen late last week proceeding seaward on th'e lower

Pearl River it is possible that the main movement
is to Indochina.

Various reports indicate that many pill
boxes are being erected as defense works along the

edge of the city particularly on the north and

east sides and that anti-aircraft defenses are being
put up east of the airfield.

Sent to the Department, repeated to Chungking,
Peiping, Hong Kong.

MYERS
'■JSB
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

TEM
Canton via N. R..
This telegram must-tor------------Closely paraphrased be-*
Dated December 2, 1941
fore being communicated
to anyone. (A)
FRO“ec*d 10:21 a.m.
Secretary of State,

|

Washington.

92, December 2, 4 p.m.
iH 6 lb?
I '
My 91, December 1, 2 p.m.

Information which is believed to be reliable

is to the effect that the eastward increased
troop movement from Canton mentioned in my telegram

under reference is the beginning of a move north
ward against -£sQ. designed to be the provisional
capital of this province and is expected to in

clude the reoccupation of Waichow on the east river.

It was also learned that over 800 horse-drawn twowheel carts loaded with foodstuffs were despatched

from Canton.

It is now estimated that up to noon today
about 8,500 troops have passed through Canton,
Sent to the Department, repeated to Chungking,:

Peiping, Hong Kong.
o

“ERS

NPL

5

3
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BORO KONG (U83 MINDANAO)
NOVEMBER 22, I9HI.

FROM: CAMPBELL - U. 3. TREASURY HSPRHSEWTATIVE
TO»

DIVISION OF INf'STIGATIONS AND PATROL

FOLLOWING INFORMAT IVE MESSAGE FOR SECRETARY AS RESULT OF C08TÏRSATI0N TODAY WITH

DR. KAM CHIAHOU FORMER VICE MINISTER FOREIGN AFFAIRS

SI MOE OCTOBKR rnl3’r CHINESE

POLITICAL OPINION HAS CRYSTALLIZED INTO THREE PRINCIPAL GROUPS ARD SINCE USA

JAFAR CONXKHBNCES THIS HAS GROWN MORE DEFINITE

FIRST THE PRO AXIS ARD PEACE GROUPS

HAVE GROWN FURTHER TOGETHER BECAUSE OF THEIR ULTIMATE OBJECTIVE SEMIGOLOH THE
FORMER TRYING TO ARRANGE PEACE WITH JAPAN BY INDIRECT NEGOTIATION THRU GERMANY AND
UTTER TRYING BRING ABOUT PEACE BY DIRECT BARGAINING WITH JAPAN SECOND THE ANTI
AXIS OR CONTINUED RESISTANCE GROUP AND THIRD THE PEOPLES OR REAL NATIONAL

RESISTANCE GROUP ' REACTIONS BY THESE GROUPS TO PRE Si!KT USA JAPAN CONFERENCES

FOLLOWS SEMICOLON THE PRO AXIS AND PEACE GROUPS OF WHICH HOY ING CHIN MINISTER OF
WAR COMMA CHU CHUAHUAA STRONG KUOMINTANG ORGANIZER AND CYXN PZFU MINISTER OF

EDUCATION ARE PROMINENT SEE THAT NEGOTIATIONS ARB OPPORTUNITIES TO CONSOLIDATE THEIR
OW POSITION FOR THEIR SPECIAL INTERESTS IN CHINA AND BELIEVE USA WILL YIELD TO

JAPAN TO A LARGE EXTENT IN ORDER TO BRING ABOUT EACE BETWEEN CHINA AND JAPAN
SECTION TWO TO FOLLOW

E°'
K>-

Cepyîtaidîll/26/Ul

' r:D'

I I
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HONG KONG (USS MIHDAHAO)

I0TMKI 23. 1941.
FHOMl

CAMPBELL - U. 3. TREASURY REPRESENTATIVE

TO

DIVISION Of INVESTIGATIONS ABD PATHOL

i

section

no or vaumtM ro& rnomua

the anti axis group

or

which

GENERAL TAILI HEAD Of GENERALISSIMO SECRET SERVICE COMMA WANG SKIS

OKI PARTY MINISTER ST PUBLICITY AMD QUO TAICHI FOREIGN MINISTER ARE

PROMINENT AND ANXIOUS TO SEE USA MAKS SETTLEMENT WITH JAPAN MIRO
ABOUT WITHDRAWAL Of JAPAN TROOPS PHOM NORTH CHINA BUT ALLOWING JAPAN

RETENTION GT MANCHUKUO FOB TIME KEIKO PLUS A LABOR AMERICAN LOAM TO

STABILISE CHINESE CURREWCY PROBLEMS

THETALSO SEE THESE NEGOTIATIONS

AS OPPORTUNITY TO WAIT ABD BARGAIN WITH PRO AXIS AND PEACE GROUPS AS
SUCH A PEACE WOULD GIVE USA STROKS HARD IM CHUA AND SOUTH PACIFIC IN
ewt."
CASE THIS KIND OT PEACE DOES MOT MATERIALIZE THIS GROUP WILL OPENLY

BLAME USA TOR NOT TAKING DECISIVE STEP Of GOING TO WAR WITH JAPAN

! THEY WILL URGE USA TO TIGHT

CojyiKJ 111-26-41

8E0TI0H THREE TO FOLLOW Ft® SECRETART

«t/si/îWn

rçoïq* «fM*

«rt •» •*»

*U K W||M« «Tll va

W>H, ••< MtyMVt)

KUUMVO
covssn io sk

JDKVSSISS» MOUS WHO UXM SUUSMDH «I1T JUB1 UXKU M
icrn 04 mm uxri mummoo 10 ioiw oh

s<moae

Kt VISSAI 10 «MS

skkeui u xvm vsiho so loiioat

KWÏM OH M1SKU WH SV ffiUHOOV UOISMOSU NOM SK UMOHSU KWHMK OSHOWD
SV SUM 04 armOMHOS SI OKVS KWMH KH ® S3HBIMM00 UISAMOOI TVWOO TfifWKU IBB
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-OCM iras (orv irrarra <o mmoa ko vkxho an soi ni* vsa wb siob onv anoro sibb

‘BUDUnOV KTïJ SKSÏMK V OIV SIISIÏ BSKYWOUKS MOU *110 OW ‘SlOISmOU OKSOOU
oimsocT via is «un»v nr ma» ona uiraa ko» iiu

vmo n snsmvo

mo «SB BBIA KliWIttlS ISMVKf K WHMK <UV SSWTOOIUIS TMUMI IVOIWMV
so «flvost nui

«boom 1MU

iras ssn si sovu so itnwisso* xamixtm v svbb

ko xom Kf w sKoiKiBoani (ncwtiw v«* •»*•*

t«*«) tvkoibvi

•IUFM HOIBAAlBSaoO ISOWO ‘JUSVd JUDU90S TfflOWO ISUl» ‘1MVS VKH0 «KOI
CTimorncv

km msn axv moi mm a «mm xwa&a vnu» « marri oisvwmkk 10

unsvasu m ns *mv uaoi ukaok nh ch ‘bnkv non u»m us <o «simoo

ffTÆuau cMvssiui Tria km kuoks ns

iivcraois km uvsmm io nus kouou

<msv4 nv sioisvoiwuii ko aoisisu

«os

IAIBVBWHHU 1KMVKI4 *S *A • HWMVO

«MOU

*H(6l •« 13DMUQK

(avKvaist sa)

mm mm

‘saw .
ZZ6T *0T ^sn5nv ‘jaq^ef ef&lS J° îuan^redsa
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

DIVISION OF FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS
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With reference to the question whether this Govern
ment should, without endeavoring to work out matters any

further than we have now gone with*Japan, proceed with
arrangements for a meeting between the President and the

(jD

Prime Minister with the understanding that such a meet-

q,|

Ing would be preceded by a public announcement that the

4^
\

purpose in view is to effect a frank exchange of views

between the heads of states and that the negotiation of
an agreement is not contemplated, there are given below

O
—

certain considerations both pro and contra the holding

i

of such a meeting:

PRO.

(1) The holding of such a meeting under any cir
cumstances might be Interpreted In certain quarters as

indicating that Japan Is beginning to question the
ability of Germany to win the war in Europe and that

Japan Is seeking to explore the possibility of

withdrawal in effect from the Axis.

To that extent,

':
--

there might accrue a temporary advantage to the forces0'
opposing

£"
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opposing Hitlerism.

Long-swing advantages would be ob

tained, however, only If the meeting were followed by

materialization of peace In the Pacific and of a return

to normal commercial relations.
(2) There would be likely to occur In Japan as an
Immediate psychological effect of such a meeting the

development of public opinion in that country along
lines favorable to the United States.

The Japanese

people are war-weary and would welcome prospects of
peace and a return to more normal relations with the

United States and to more normal Internal conditions.
The reaction In Japan might well give an Impetus toward
halting, at least temporarily, Japanese aggression,

would probably strengthen for the time being any ele
ments In Japan earnestly desiring to follow peaceful

courses and might enable the Japanese Government, If it
so desired, to make a substantial movement toward with

drawal In fact if not in name from the Axis and to co

operate with this and similarly minded nations.
(3) Such a meeting might serve as useful evidence
to the Japanese people that this Government entertains

no hostility against Japan and Is willing to listen to
a presentation of Japan's case.
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(4) Such a meeting would, afford, an opportunity for
the President to talk with the utmost candor directly

to the Prime Minister of Japan and to make clear In a
way that would be Impossible through diplomatic channels
the determination of this Government to adhere to Its

principles and Its policies and the Intention of this
Government to oppose further aggression by Japan.
CONTRA.
(1) Regardless of whether we announce in advance

that the negotiation of an agreement is not contemplated,

there Is bound to be widespread belief that some agreement
is In prospect.

Even If subsequent to the meeting we an

nounce that no agreement has been concluded, it is likely

that there would be widespread belief that some kind of
secret agreement or understanding has been reached.

This

belief probably would be dispelled only through the con
tinuance for some time thereafter of our present measures

against Japan.

The presumptions that would thus be created and
continue to prevail would have a far-reaching and imme

diate effect In China detrimental to the Interests of
the forces opposing aggression.

Even though we have

categorically assured the Chinese Government that we

will not in any way sacrifice the principles for which
we stand and even though the Chinese Government has

publicly
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publicly announced Its confidence In this Government,
there would probably occur a lowering of morale and an

Impairment of the will and determination to continue

resistance to Japanese aggression.

Such a development

might readily set In motion In China a process of
political disintegration and disaffection which play
into the hands of Japanese Imperialists.

If present

morale In China were seriously Impaired, it would
probably be most difficult to revive in China the
psychology necessary to continue effective resistance

against Japan.

The misgivings of the British and the Dutch and
other Governments would probably not be as serious as

in the case of China but there might result, neverthe
less, a breakdown In their efforts to maintain a firm
front against Japan.

(2) Announcement of the meeting would arouse Japa

nese people's hopes that the meeting would be followed
by a settlement of the "China affair", the cessation of

this country's aid to China, and the restoration of
normal commercial relations with the United States.
When those hopes failed to materialize within a short

period, would not the resulting reaction In Japan be
more detrimental to our Interests than If the meeting

had
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Moreover, such a meeting would cre

ate Illusions for the Japanese people and would operate
as a factor to hide from the Japanese people the wide

discrepancy between the viewpoints of the American and
the Japanese Governments.

(3) The effect of such a meeting upon the American
public would in all probability be unfavorable, parti

cularly among those groups which have exhibited an un

compromising stand on the question of stopping Japanese
aggression.

Other sections of the American public might

obtain the erroneous impression that the positions of

the United States and Japan are not wide apart and there

might thus occur a weakening of public support for
future measures which it might be desirable to take

against Japan.
It is believed that the arguments contra the hold

ing of the proposed meeting of chiefs of Governments

under the conditions outlined outweigh the arguments

pro.
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1* The general trend of the intcrmtioikil sitivation in the Orient
roxnains somewhat dormant an<: all indications lead to the belief tliat
such will be the case until there arc oome decisive results of the
EUbtX>-GErJ..zl operations in the west.

u
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2» ..i'varent Lbrthvrard» Thoie ia evexy indication, however, that
there are plans, on the part of the JAPAHL3E military, to make a move
in the north should there be any indication of a G/llkAh victory over
RIL-uIA» According tc informant there were same 500,000 JATAilEwE
troops on the KlANCHUflAH border about July 1st, and the number has been
steadily increased, to what he believed. to be in the vicinity of 750,000
men* It is believed that a move will be made northward through liAILAR
to CHITA, where the trans-Siberian railroad would be severe:', dXBEHIA
thus cut in two» It was not believed that the JAPaNLGE have any idea
of attacking in the vicinity of VLADIVOSTOK inasmuch as the fortification
of that area is too extensive and formidable» As flirt- er indication
that the military movement trends toward, the north, rather tlian the
qsouth, it was pointed out tlxat all permnent quartern and construction
are found in North China and not in the southern portion»
3» krofits at Shanghai» Tu© informât stated that the JAP^HJjSE
are naking too much money and profit from the control of dlUNGKlI to
have any desire to see an active war with the UNITED STATES and BLITAIN
which might result in the closing of the port» The ,Tsqueeze” now being
exercised, in addition to the JAPANESE imposed taxes, is so tremendous
that even the JAPAH11/E officials are becoming wealthy» Those individuals
aro somewhat hard pressed as to the disposition of the money received,
as they cannot send it back to JAPAN, they do not dare take the chance
of sending it to foreign countries and, as a result, thu^ are investie;
huge sums in real estate» They are buying buildings, stores, hotels,O
etc», all of which are being sold ty the ADJUGEES, F1U21CH, and
&
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BRITISH at prices between two and three times their actual
valuations It has been ossiblc to send money out, until about a
month ago, hence the foreign element would rather have the cash than
the actual properties.
In exercising the "squeeze" the JA>ANESE found difficulty in
dealing direct with CHINESE and therefore work through a few of the
guerilla generals who play the game both ways* In return for this
assistance the JAPANESE furnish arms and anwnition to the guerillas
for their operations and those are oft times used against the
JAPANESE or sole! to other CHIIHSE forces for use in col totting the
JAPANESE campaign*

4* Business at Shanghai* .seventy-five percent of the cotton
fabric manufactured in the Orient cores from the SIOGHAI district,
tine the JAT? ANISE Fiave no desire to hav^ this supply cut off* It
was said that a large proportion of the cotton fabric is sold in
Fr.EE CHINA* A large proportion of the JAPANESE war budget has core
from the taxes and funds collected in SHANGHAI and. controlled ports,
which adds to the desire to keep those points functioning and
bringing in as much revenue as possible* There are a consiccrablo
number of UNITE! STATES dollars available in trio locality an- these
are bought up whenever possible ly local Japanese officials*

5* French concession at. Shanghai.* In SHANGHAI the FRENCH
concession is now practically run by the JAPANESE and exercises
scarcely any independent action.
6* hhite ritssians* The EHITE KUSEIANS are between t^o firea,
as they must pay "squeeze" for identification cards to show that they
are not comimistn, and they have no liking whatsoever for the
<j A/aiNESl»*

7* Jap nese .Intel -i^once* JAPANESE intelligence services are
found active in all quarters. It was stated ti_at each branch of
service has its own intelligence section, such as the special œrvlcGS,
gendarmerie, military and navy. They seem-, to work under the plan of
having as many Informers as possible and out of the mass of raterial
collected there will be found something of value*

Ê. I&r policies* Should thoro be a state of actual war, it was
the belief of informant that there would bo no naval sorties into the
open, but rather that the JA.:AN SEA would be mined, and thus blockaded
any action would oe forced to come to them* The results of aerial
bombardment of cities of JAPAN as a means of bringing about the defeat
of the country was questioned, inasmuch as such action would not
greatly affect .he military or naval situation* He fait that they
would be able to hold off any attack for a matter of two or three
years, and rather supported the theory that the government has stocked
large supplies of foods and. other necessities, and are holding them,
under rationing regulations, for just that purpose. As a last resort
the fleet wouIg cglio out and seek an open anga.gen.cnt, but that
indicated to be the very ultimate action.
It also was emphasised that the JAPANESE nation lias never known
a major military defeat, and therefore the people are highly
optimistic as to their capabilities*

9* The informant stated that there was a general fooling in
SHANGHAI that the attempted assassination of HIRuJRA was the work
of the BLACK DRAGON society rather tian any other organization*

G-2* HARN* TFTT,

Report No* 14*

Page 2
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10. He also claims that there is a general belief that the
BRITISH gave the "go ahead" signal to the SIAMESE in their attack
on INDO-CHINA. He was strongly of the opinion that the UNITED STATES
had been tricked in this move, largely due to our inexperienced
diplomatic personnel then in THAILAND.

KENDALL J. FIHLDaR

Lt. Colonel, Inf.,
Aoting A.C. of 5., G-2

02. HA^L. PyTT.
Page 3.
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Chungking,

The best available information from conflicting reports
indicates that the Japanese occupied Changsha during most of the J

It is probable that when parachute

period September 27-30.

troops entered the city, Chinese forces withdrew but returned
later and after sharp action destroyed the Japanese units»

Chinese will continue
■ % with consequent upl
that the Japanese will

Changsha, the

e do no

it appears now, if the Ja

As

6 consider this ba tie as a great victory.
in morale

do

not now seem likely

turn,
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.panese drive on Chengchow, according to Sino G-2 is to

oreO^K .version in north Honan against Chinese counter attack in
5th and 6th War Zones, already begun, reports of which have been
suppressed#

One regiment, Japanese L|th Cavalry brigade, has crossed

New Yellow River west of chungmou on Lunghai Railroad and is attack
ing Hsinoheng south of Chengchow#

Two regiments 55^ Division, one

brigade 110th Division, and one tank regiment have crossed New

Yellow River south of Chungmou and are moving westward on Chengchow#

One regiment, 55th Division has crossed Old Yellow River north of
Chengchow and is moving south#
Sino 02 seriously concerned over danger of loss of Loyang

and threat vitally important cities Paochi and Sian#
Loyang in considerable danger since Japanese 55rd and 21st
Divisions on north bank Yellow river in South Shansi are free and

unhampered since Chinese were driven out of Chunhtiaos<
H&&X Sec. 3(E)
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Chungking, October 8, 19U1»
From Military Spokesman, October 6th:

Twenty thousand Japanese troops have retreated across

Milo River,

Japanese forces which again landed on south shore
This landing was to relieve

Tungting Lake have withdrawn»

pressure on Japanese west flank and evacuate wounded to Yochow*

f
I

i

4J

■|

Japanese west column part of IJth Division following railway
falling back on Kweiyi,

center column consisting of 3rd and Ijth

Divisions after rendezvous at Lichiao retreating toward Hsinshih,
East column consisting 6th, part of 55r^>

l^JOth Divisions

assembled at Fulinpu moving north toward changloohieh,

Chinese

units now in position attack Japanese north and south of Milo
River from all sides»

Japanese units in Changsha operation came

from following areas:

Jrd from Han River front; Ijth from Suihsien

area Northern Hupeh; 6th from Yochow Northern

13th from

Ichang sector; part of 35**d from Northern Ki
Wchang area.
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Chungking, October 8, 1941*
On the Changsha front, the bulk of the retreating Japanese forces

have withdrawn across the Milo River, and some elements are across the

Hsinchiang River on the Yochow side»

On the Ichang front, Chinese attacks have carried close to the
city.

Japanese reinforcements may be on the way since the 116th

Division is reported as having been moved from Asking to Hankow»

On the Chengchow front, the Japanese 55th Division, one regiment
of the 110th Division, and the l|th Brigade of Cavalry crossed the

Yellow River north and east of Chengchow and captured the city on
October U»

Chinese lines are now about 5 utiles south of Chengchow»

Japanese strength is believed insufficient to endanger Loyang by a

drive west along the Lunghai Railway.

The seizure of Chengchow may
-■ °\
be an attempt to relieve Chinese pressure on Sinyang about 100 miles

north of Hankow.

r"

/-?y

O

J

Source of the foregoing:

Chinese Intelligence»

*

Russian sources at Chungking, in contact with Soviet advisers

J

on all fighting fronts, think that the Chinese offensives in the 5th

and 6th V?ar Zones will probably succeed if carried out according to

plan.

They say the 5Uth Group Army, which is composed of some crack

Central Government divisions, is ready to meet any Japanese attempt o
to cross the Yellow River west of Chengchow and to drive on Loyang»
S
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The jUth Group Amy has done nothing for a long time but keep an

eye on the communist forces in the northwest*
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Chungking, October 8, I9I4.I.
According to the Russian military attache, at

Chungking, the Japanese were forced to abandon Changsha

primarily not because of Chinese counterattacks there, but
because of offensives in adjacent war zones, especially

the 5th and 6th*

Nevertheless, Changsha was a Chinese

victory since the Japanese could not accomplish their plan

to hold the city.

In their withdrawal to the north,

Japanese losses were probably not very great*
(L
4
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Paraphrase of code Radiogram
Received at the War Department
at 00:53, October 12, I9I4I

n!
Singapore, October 10, I9I4I
Japanese troops engaged trr~the fighting around Chengchow

have been identified as the 35'th and part of the 110th divisions»

■ <
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Chungking> October 12» 1941

General Ho Ting-chin, the -Minister of War, and General Szu
Yung-chang, director of operations,

say that the Japanese arestlll

holding strong points In Ichang and another on the south bank which

dominates the city, and that the Chinese may be driven out soon.

General Szu stated that the Chinese troops attacking Ichang are not

very good, and Is pessimistic as to their chances of success.

It Is

thought that the Chinese were not well prepared for this offensive.

but started It for morale effect on the anniversary of the republic,

and to make an Impression on the «American mission.

mayer.
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— State Department
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October 17, 1941

Singapore,

British Intelligence reports following identifications of
Japanese divisions in the Ichang area:

13th and 39th.

Also

I

reports that the 28th Division has probably been made inactive,

1.
it

troops being used in the formation of the triangular 48th
Division.

1

General Hiroshi Nakagawa has been relieved from command

3

of the 48th.
CV'isioaof
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Nothing but unconfirmed reports on the Japanese uee! of gas

at Ichang have been received by the general staff intelligence, and
the Soviet information is that gas was not employed.
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Memorandum for Secretary of State.
The following information has been received from
the Naval Attache Chungking:

• •'

Rl E. Scnuirmann,
By direction.
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7

Active participation of all American and British
Far East Air units would be the only hope for blocking
invasion of ïunnan. The Chinese now seek such participation.
The supply and protection of available fields would however
be a very serious task not presently feasible under existing
conditions. Transport over the Burma Road is still insufficient
and lacking coordination. Problem is possible of solution
only if highest home authorities order Immediate action thereby
justifying seizure and operating under foreign control of all
available transport including civil air transportation. Believe
that Chiang Kai Shek will support this and also that general
public reaction would inspire voluntary Chinese codperation.
The present indirect methods for timely results are totally
inadequate.
i
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Japanese failure end tuer* le nothin to ecnflw» Chineee reports to tno eoatrery.

“hare

Im

ao doubt the Jap soldier to tired of war.

>-&.!. c.aaT.sB.tx

«■'o told roy.«rta of lowered «orale ramg Ja^aa-ae with roaerrtttoae.
Xe there any llkcliheod ta the «ear future of eoordinatod guerilla

4.

activity by the Chiaoeot

Janunry ehoold

mo

in readinasa If Ckhtw Uuerilla eesspaalec each

nueberiag l®0 era. with IS a»ra reedy to take the field by April.

The

adoption of thia type of organisation on a wider scale will liiaro on the oueweo

of the first unita. . At the present tl»« finances are the nain limitation to
their oetebltehneat.

Goa donaraliesime Chiang lai »hek control the entrenched interests

d.

now operating the

a erstioni

*umc

head to a degree that will afford efficiency in its

are there any ladieatieno that a oontrelliag body will be »et vçl

ïrenap',rt»t'on «marts »'* a» the way to China will be able to law»

prove the Koad'e operation «Ithouph sock lapimveaeat will ho alow,
indications a controlling - e<y under Oeaeral fu la soiag oterted.

there ore

it io

cot lasted that top e»>' fteU.« of th» rood will ba ®9,Dn© t»ne Monthly.

aamentl.

.1^.

foreign control of t^o hnvd is nooee«« ry to noft^-to the vested

iatereota a»w la ohorge.

It io donbtod bore the! Conor'1 Yu

the way af the Seed’s la^>r®ve®«Mt.

or*

offer nue» la

The D.S. adviser in the ^ar Office, hr.

xi&nteia, sets the po««ibla «wcthly top on the '‘nrwe head at about 90,000 teas.

Io present opor^tiag eaweity is half that.

Dnat'-e h»ve aecunulated daiMt the

Rsad io the artewt tWt with the present «apaettiae in force, one year will be
needed te cla»r the aceonnilRted snppiy dwpa off the road.

0.

A general eemtMtery sutde by the 'Tit V is attache io thnt Chios’•

AdbUlee* «eels are chartered ®f aHtUwy and aircraft and the lack of say

eyetoe in the >w»n

facilities.

l<?r*»vw?»aai of all these are roquieltea
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Paraphrase of Code Radiogram
Received at the War Departmen
at 20108 November 12, 1941.

FAR HS^fiJgpi
Apartment of State

ng, November 10, 1941.

NOV 20 VW
v0*», owwww oi

According to the most recent information,

Chinese have demolished the Yunnan Bailway as far north as
Pi-shih-chai, the station for Mengtse.

Details of the defense

of Yunnan will not be available before the group now looking

over the situation gets back here around the first of next

month.

X have sent In all other available data (see Ko. 82.)

MAYES
11/12/41

Distribution:

China Mission
Mr. Lanchlln Currie
Chief of Engineers
Assistant Chief of Staff, WPD
O. H. Q.
/State Department
z Director of Bavai Intelligence
Tourth ixKj
Situation Section
Par Eastern Section.

WSKFB
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■i tiftffëfôfaW'FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS
October 9,

A-S
Mr.

FP
Mr

tant Secretary
<»f State

3V™

1941

Emardt

,

MR7 SHAW

■■''114

in a personal letter to an officer of this Division
dated September 5

1941

Ambassador Gauss at Chungking

wrote as follows:
"We have had a hectic spring and summer. The
air raids have been much more frequent and more in
tense than in past years.
They opened up rather
mildly but soon got into full swing. Last week-end
they attacked new areas, bombing in the first and
second ranges of hills behind the south bank.
(In
fact we got caught in the raid on the first range
while en route back to our cottage in the second
range which sustained some damage to window glass.)
This is bringing the planes and their poorly directed
salvos nearer and near to the south bank.
There is
no resistance to the raids except ineffective anti
aircraft fire which has not yet been observed to
make a hit. The planes fly in formation, drop their
salvos in formation; and are followed at spaced
intervals by more waves. As many as 130 bombers
let go their loads on Chungking in a day; and during
the moonlight period 5 days each side of full moon,
the raids also come at night.

11A prominentrpiftJ^ado
ajountoÀp
bombingjthat has bqqn experienced nere; there they"
have’resistance which disperses the formations and tf*
chases them and brings them down, etc. etc.
I do <x>
not

4
0
J
0

*
rt
fcj
q
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this thing for 1-2-3 years at Chungking and I fear
to be^cheerful? bef°re 10ng> However> we all try
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XoVOnbOr 12, 1Û41.

: X'
: V

Maomromi rot TCT rmaxunr

Vehave examined the corrected telegram of Novem
ber

to you from Chiang Kai-shek.

The corrected ver

sion simply fillo in and clarifies certain minor
omissions and garbles in the message as previously re

ceived.

Thue, there is perceived no need to make any

change in the massage which you are to hand to Hu Shih.

FE

,

PS/G D

FE:MMH:HE8

7 9 3 . 9 4 / I7O3OA

/ .
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Novonbor 10, 1941.

MEMORANWM FOR THS PRESIDENT

There le attached for your oonolderatlon a draft

of a aeeaage fro® you to Generallsalao Chiang Kal-ahek

In reply to hie message to you of November 2 which vac
delivered on November 4 by the Chinese Ambassador.

If

this reply meets with your approval, It le suggested

that you ask the Chinese Aabaeeador here to call and
that you deliver the reply to the Ambassador with the
request that ho transmit It to Generalloolmo Chiang
Kal-ehek.

Enclosuret
Draft
message.

FE;JWB:HE3

FE

PA/H
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To Generaliaalno Chiang Kai-shek from President Roosevelts

X have for some days had before me your noasage of
November P which was delivered to mo through your Ambas

sador hero on November 4; also, your earlier message

which was delivered to me through Dr. T. V. Soong on
October 30.
We have had for some time very much in mind the
situation oreated by the monaeo of a Japanese attack

against Kunming from Indochina to which you call special
attention.

When X received the first of your messages

under reference, officers of this Government, including

high officers of tho Department of State, the Army and
the Navy, entered immediately into consultations in or

der to give renewed and urgent consideration to all as
pects of tho problems underlying that situation.

It

soon became our conclusion that, while it would bo a

grave error to underestimate tho gravity of that situa
tion, it did not appear that preparations by Japan for

a land campaign against Kunming had advanced to a point

which would indicate probable immediate imminence of an
attack.

Given tho difficult character of the terrain

and

DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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•nd the formidable resistance which your land forces
would offer In Xunnan, an invasion of that province
from Indochina by land forces calls for substantial
preparation and extensive operations.

At the sane tine

wo fully realise that it la Important that your forces
be adequately prepared, equipped and disposed in all

branches.

Under existing circumstances, taking Into

consideration the world situation in its political,
military and economic aspects, we feel that ths most
effective contribution which we can make at thio moment

is along the line of speeding up the flew to China of

our Lend-Lease materials and facilitating the building
up of the American volunteer air force, both in person
nel and in equipment.

Ve are subjected at present, as

you know, to demands from many quarters and in many

connections.

We are sending materials not only to

China and Orest Britain, but to the Dutch,

the Soviet

Union and some twenty other countries that are calling
urgently for equipment for self-defense.

In addition,

our program for our own defense, especially the needs

of our rapidly expanding Navy and Army, calle for
equipment in large amount and with great promptness.
Nevertheless, I shall do ay utmost toward achieving ex

pedition of increasing amounts of material for your uss.
Meanwhile

DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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Meanwhile we are exchanging views with the British Gov

ernment in regard to the entire situation and the tremendous problems which are presented, with a view to
effective coordinating of offerte in the most praotioa-

ble ways possible.

X believe that you will share ay feeling that

«ensures sueh as the foregoing, together with such ae
the British doubtless are considering, adopted and in-

pleaented simultaneously with your intensive efforts to
strengthen the defenses of Yunnan Province are sound

stops toward safeguarding against such threat of an at
tack upon Yunnan as aay be developing.
fluencing that situation)

Indirectly in

American military and naval

defensive forces in the Philippine Islands, which are
being steadily increased, and the United States Fleet
at Hawaii, lying as they do along the flank of sny

Japanese military movement into China from Indochina,
are over present and significant factors in the whole

situation, as are the increasing British and Dutch de

fensive preparations in their territories to the south.
This Government has on numerous occasions pointed
out to the Government of Japan various consequences in

herent in pursuit of courses of aggression end aonpuest.

We

I
I
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We ehall continue to laproeo this point of view upon

Japan on every appropriate occasion.
In the present state of world affaira, I feel—and
I an confident that you will agree with ne—that there

recta on the United States, in connection with every
novo which it considers and every decision which It

sakes, extraordinary obligation to give intensive
thought to widespread polltioal stresses and strains,
to both long-swing and short-swing potentialities, and

to ths weight of various possible and probable advan

tages in ooaparicon with the weight of other possible
or probable disadvantages.

The world conflict is now

being waged in aany theaters and with a great variety

of weapons, both physical and coral.

Bosletanoe to the

forces of conquest takes aany foras.

In all probability

the efforts of all of us who are engaged in that resist

ance, efforts of China and of the United States and of

■any other countries, will have to be continued and be

sustained over a long period of tine before our coun
tries, one and all, will again be node secure and our

people again bo enabled to turn their whole thought and
effort to peaceful and eonstruetlve pursuits.

I
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I ceeure you that ths situation and the proWisi

which are the subJost of this oorrosponOenee will eon»
tinue to hare wf own en®

oountry1* oonotant attention.
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to Chifing Kai-shek (vtaT>Y. Soong)

-r -«ware of the serious danger which you
have polÈtYCrSut in your message regarding Japan* a liapendin?
new drive against China* Yhile the Japanese stay threaten
South China* I am not certain that they would attack Yunnan
with the present forces at their disposal at Tonkins: which
are reported to be only half of what ay military experts
think they would require for such a venture. Japan may strike
first in such territories where she can get the asteria!
which she lacks because of embargoes against her* However»
I do realise the gravity of the situation if the Japanese
should take Kunming» X am studying special means to help
strengthen the International Air Force you have and give
Immediate support in personnel and material.

: T

3<'

Brooke Popham informa me Colonel Chonnault 1b ready to
mow into China with three squadrons in ten days1 time and
is asking Chenn&ult how we can best help him.
X will keep in touch with you and I hope to send more
definite statement of what we can do# Heedless to ssy, X am
keeping the President informed#

I

1

«

/ pivision of
( F; ?i EASTET.il AFFAIRS

I

;'•!

•f’

1 ■ 13-'- '

x, Department of State;
>‘îâ

J*

Wov 17 |94i

^>4^
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Wowember 17, 1941.

Dear General Marshall:
Attached hereto and for your confidential informa

President has aade to messages referred to In the first
paragraph thereof from General Chiang lal-shek.

This

reply was handed to the Chinese Ambassador on Movember 14.

I

703

Tours sincerely,

7 9 3 .9 4 '

tion there le sent you a copy of the raply which the

I

A

Stanley K. Bornbeck
Adviser on Political Relations

Enclosure.
General George 0. Marshall,

Way Department,

Washington, D. C.

17 1941py

PA/H:8KH:FLB

P S /G

The Chief of Staff,
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To deneralleeieo Chiang Kai-shek fro» President Koocevelt

1 nave for aowe days had before ®e your aeesage of

Kovsebsr 2 whleh was delivered to no through your Ambassador

here on Uovesi.er 4; also, your earlier message whisk wee
delleered to *e through Dr.

T.

v.

Soong on Ootober 50.

Vo have had for some tine very uueh in mind the
situation created by the æenaee of a Japanese attaok against

Kunming fro* lodooblna to whleh y?u call epeoial attention,
vhen I resolved the first of your mosaages under referenda,

offleere of tots Government, iMludlng high offloers of the

Department of State, the Amy end the Mavy, entered iææediatsly into consultations in order to give renewed and

urgent consideration to all sapants of the problems under

lying that situation.

It soon became our tonelusion that,

vhlle it would be a grave error to underestinate the gravity

of that situation, It did not appear tost preparations by

Japan for e land campaign against Kunming have advanced to
a point which would indieste probably imminence of an
attack.

Given the difficult character of the terrain and the

formidable reslstonoe whlob your land fores* would offer
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in Xunnan, an invasion of that provinee fro» Indoehine
by land forces «alls for substantial preparation and
extensive operations.

At the ease tine we fully realise

that it la important that your forces be adequately

prepared, equipped and disposed in all branches.
«sitting olroueatenues,

Under

taking into consideration the

world situation in its polities!, military and eoonoeio
«scoots, we feel that the soet effective contribution which

we can sake at this eqvent is along the line of speeding
up the flow to Chine of our Lend-Lease uateriRls end

faollltating the building up ©f the

serican volunteer

air force, both in personnel and In equipment.

«» are

subjected at present, as you know,

to desands fro» sany

quarters »nfl in neny connections.

fc*e ere sending naterl®!»

not only to China and Greet Britain, but to the Dutch, the
Soviet Union and eo»e twenty other oocatries that are

o»llln« out for eoulpnent for self-defense.

In addition,

our progrès for our own defense, especially the needs of
our rapidly expanding Ssvy and Arny, calls for eculonent

in large asount end with great promptness.

Nevertheless,

Î shall do ®y utsoet toward achieving expedition of increas

ing amounts of satoriel for yeuruse.

Meanwhile we are

exchanging views with the British Government in regard to
the entire situation and the treeendoue problee which la

presented, with a view to effective coordinating of efforts
in the *ost practicable ways possible.
I

DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

jmbtæ

-*s*
I holiovo that you will share «y feeling that •oaeures
«Mit as tho foregelag, together with such ae the British
douhtloee are ooneiderlng, adopted and inplenentod

eiaultaneonoly with year intonelvo offerte to strengthen
the defenses of Yunnan Provlnoe are sound etops toward task
throat of an attack upon Yunnan as my exist or aay develop

Indirectly lafluenolng that eituatiom

Anerioan ellitary

and naval defensive forces in the Philippine Islande, vhioh
sro being steadily inereacod, and the United States Fleet

at Hawaii, lying ae they do along the flank of any Japanese
allitary aovoaeat into Ohlna free Xndoohlna, are over

present and oignlfiossit fee tore in the whole citant ion, ae

are the increasing British and hatch defensive preparations
in their territories to the couth.

foe
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Thia Government has on numerous occasions point ad out
to the Government of Japan various consequences Inherent in

pursuit of courses of aggression and conquest.

*e shall

continue to impress this point of view upon Japan on every
appropriate occasion.
I fool—and I as confident that you will agree *lth

as—that in connection with every move which the United

tetee

contemplates and every decision which we sake we have tne

responsibility of giving intensive consideration to vide
spread political stresses and «trains, we must estimate both

long swing and short swing potentialities, and we must weigh
various possible or probable advantagee against various possible

or probable disadvantages.

The world conflict is now being

waged in many theater» «nd with a great variety of weapons, both

physical and coral,

takes many forms.

Resistance to the forces of conquest

In all probability, the efforts of all

of us who are engaged in that resistance, efforts of China

and of the United States and of many other^countries, will

have to be continued and be sustained over a long period of
time before our countries, one and all, will again be made

secure and our people again be enabled to turn their whole
thought and effort to peaceful and constructive pursuits.
I assure you that the situation and the problems which

are the subject of this correspondence will continue to have

my own and uy country's constant attention.
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low will realise alee that the Aovorneont of the

United States la every novo which It la now eakiag, both

la word and la deed, has the responsibility of giving eost
careful eoneldoretion to pollhleal as well as military
stresses and strains, that we have to ^etinato both short'

swing

mA

long-swing potentialities, shA that wo have to

weigh «any possible or probable advantages against sang
possible or probable disadvantages la sApnootion with

almost every eove regarding which we aakg a decision.

The

world ooafliot io being waged in many theaters and with a
great variety of weapons.

Resistance to

conquest takes «any fores.

forooo of

Tn all probability, the efforts

of all of us who are engaged in that reslst^nee, the efforts

of China and of the United States and of stalky other eeuntriee
will have to be continued and sustained over a long period

of ties before our countries, one and all, will again bo
nade secure and our people will bo enabled to turn their
whole thought and effort «gain to peaceful and constructive

pursuits.
I assure you that the situation and the problen which

are the subject of this correspondence will continue to

have our constant attention.

PA/H:SKH:PLB
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lovember 17, 1941.

Dear Admiral Stark:
Attached hereto and for your confidential Informa

tion there is sent you a eopy of the reply vhieh the
President has aado to Messages referred to In the first
paragraph thereof from General Chiang Kai-shek,

this

reply was handed to the Chinese Ambassador on Movember 14.
Tours sincerely,

Stanley X. Hornbeck
Adviser on Politleal halations

Enclosure.

Admiral Harold R. Stark, U.6.H.,

Chief of Havel Operations,
levy Department,
Washington, D. C.
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November 19, 1941

In aoaordance with your mcmorandua of November 19,

1941 transmitting a telegram of November 16 addressed to
you by the Honorable Charlee A. Sprague, Governor of

Oregon, there la enclosed for your consideration a draft

Governor Sprague’s telegram le returned herewith.

<\a;
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télégraphia reply to Governor Sprague.

I

7

05 Ic

EnclosuresI
1. To the Honorable
Charles A. Sprague.
9. From the honorable
Charles A. Sprague,
Noveaber 16, 1941.

Cüy

.

FE:EpC;LJH
n-19-41.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

November 19, 1941

THE HONORABLE
CHARLES A. SPRAGUE,
GOVERNOR OF OREGON,

SALEM.

Tour telegram of November IB, 1941, In regard to

the Far Eastern situation has been received and your
courtesy in giving me the benefit of your views in this

matter is greatly appreciated.

Tou may be assured that

we are giving oareful attention to every phase of this
situation and that all that this Government has in mind

or has had in mind at any time in regard to peaceful
settlements in the Pacific area and any other area rests

on the fundamental principles which we have consistently
practiced and championed of justloe and fair dealing

among nations, equality of treatment and of opportunity
and respect for the rights of others.

FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT

rEîlâ^LJH

PA/H
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON
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TELEGRAM
THE WHITE HOUSE
Washington

CA623wuki 52 D.L.

Salem Org., Nov. 15, 1941

THE PRESIDENT:

Strongly urge no appeasement of Japan and no settle

from occupied territory in French Indo China and China.

Japan was the original aggressor and its extension of

control in China and Southeast Asia is a grave threat
to the national interests of the United States.

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 7 0 3 2

ment of controversy except on basis of Japan’s withdrawal

Charles A Sprague, Governor
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT

Situation in China.

/

BH

793 • 94

States that if Japanese should attack Yunnan Chinese
troops would pour into Indochina; states Chinese
forces along border are sufficient to meet any
eventuality.

47033

For the original paper from which reference is taken

Tel.

noon
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

November 24, 1941

File No.

893.OO/U823

From iKunming(Perkins)

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE

1—1540

PS/M W

Dated
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This telegram must be
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fore being communicated
to anyone•
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Yunanfu via Chungking cz N.R.
Dated November 24, 1941
Rec’d 11:23 p.m., 25th

Secretary of State,
Washington.

November 24, noon.
In an interview with Central News Agency

He said that

*€

optimism as to present situation.

bb

correspondent on November 21 Chairman Lung expre ssed

if the Japanese should attack Yunnan Chinese
troops would pour into Indochina, remarking that

topography of Province prevented possibility of

a blitzkrieg.
are

He said Chinese forces along border

sufficient to meet

,ny eventuality.

As to food

supply of Province he said that this would not

become a problem as Central Government was believed

to have a plan for solving this question
Rice situation continues serious here with

O

market virtually closed, small amounts only or

sold to ordinary buyers at rates approaching thrEE

(P

hundre d dollars per picul, a rise of about one
hundre d percent since November 1.

Press reports

that Provincial authorities will request loan

of daily

Q
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Unnumbered November 24, noon, from Yunnnfu

via Chungking cc N.R.
of daily quantities of rice from Military Supply
Bureau for sale to public at fixed prices,

hith-

holding by farmers and dealers continues in
evidence, with food collections for military un«"

doubtedly a factor in creating artificial situation
aside from the question of possible supply shortage
FERRINS.

HPD
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT Probable

effect of United States’ advocation of certain
points in proposed modus vivendi upon relations between
Japan and China.

Conversation with Minister for Foreign Affairs who pointed
out the-.

wha

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See

Dated TL0V*

File No

________________________

(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

__________

^om|

China(Chungking)-Gauss

Zik24£O87___________________________
u. «. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE

1—1540
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division

of

Far Eastern Affairs

December 4, 1941.
-EFT*

Chungking's despatch 208, November 10,

1941.
At a reception for the Press, the
Generalissimo made a formal statement
couched in rather careful terms. Preceding
the reception he interviewed some of the
outstanding correspondents and he is
understood then to have emphasized the
Chinese expectation of an attack on the
Burma Road and the serious effect on
Chinese resistance and the democratic
cause of Japanese success in such a drive.

FE:Fales:NHS
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Subject: Statement Hade by Generalissimo. CHB^G
Kai-shek to the foreign Press. on Nov§?ki
ber 7_, 1941.

The Honorable
The Secretary of* State,
7/ashington, D. C.

Sir:
I have the honor to transmit as of possible interest
to the Department the full text, as supplied by the
CENTRAL W7S AGWCY, of a prepared statement made by
Generalissimo CïÜ'aNG Kai-shek at a reception on November 7
for the representatives of the foreign press now ill ChungkinsThe reception was a recognition of the special- Ip!
interest in China evidenced by the unprecedentedly ;*lai^
number of foreign correspondents now in this city.^gTvtehtythree representatives of ~ American, British, Nrench'“3ind
Russian news agencies, the two largest American broadcasting chains, and American and British newspapers were present,
These included such well-known men as Edgar kowrer and
Leland Stowe of the Chicago DAILY NWS, Vincent Sheean of
the New York HERALD TRIBUNE, and Royal Gunnison of the
NORTH AFRICAN NEv/SPAIER .hLLLiNCE.
•
.

The

<
p
q
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The statement itself is coached in rather careful
terms.
It states, inter alia : ”fhe initiative is still
with the aggressors ... At this moikent, however, there
is a greater degree of organized unity among the democratic
anti-ag-ression countries ... 7/e (China) have come to
constitute an essential part of the front-line defense of
territories beyond the borders of China ... Behind all of
us there stands a country (apparently referring to the
United States) whose people and great leader are ready to
support the victims of aggression with economic resources
and military strength, and assist them at the cost of
material and human sacrifices ... On several, fronts the
aggressors are now arrived at an impasse ... Consequently
they have resorted to intimidation, but in vain, for no one
is any longer afraid of the paper tiger to which they may
oe compared (this is similar to vernacular comment on the
American-Japanese talks and’ recent Japanese actions such
as the despatching to the United States of Kurusu) ... Ue
believe that after the war there will come about a funda
mental reform of the life and thought of humanity ... All
peonies must follow the Christian way of universal lovem’

Although reported in the press as an interview, it
is stated by persons present that there was no opportunity
for questions nor any further comment by the Generalissimo.
However, immediately prior to the group reception the
Generalissimo received separately, for brief interviews of
ten minutes each, five of the leading correspondents tempo
rarily in Chungking (Vincent Sheean, Edgar kowrer, C. E.
MacDonald of the London TILES, D. Woodward of the London
®/S CHRONICLE, and R. K. Macdonald of the Sydney MORNING
HERALD).
It is understood that in at least two of these
interviews, the Generalissimo dealt in more detail with
the military situation in China, particularly emphasizing
the Chinese expectation of a Japanese attack on the Burma
Road in Yunnan and the serious effect on China’s resistance
and the democratic cause of Japanese success in such a
drive.
Respectfully yours,

Original and two copies by airmail to the Départirent
Two copies by pouch to the Department
Copy to Embassy, Peiping
800

JSS.’KCL
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Enclosure no. 1 to despatch no. 208 dated
1941 from American Embassy at Chungking
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STATE1ÆNT MADE BY GEîÆRiiLISSIi.O CHIANG KAI-SHEK
AT RECEPTION ON NOVEMBER 7, 1941 FOR TEE FOREIGN
PRESS IN CHUNGKING.

HIt is not often that I have the opportunity to meet
all the representatives of the press from friendly nations.
I remember one such occasion in Nanking in the third month
of our War of Resistance, and another in Chungking in 1939.
You will all understand that there are responsibilities
which make it difficult for me to discuss every phase and
every detail of the long and cruelly exhausting War of
Resistance against Japanese aggression.

I am all the more glad to have this opportunity of
meeting so many of the representatives of the press of
so many of the countries which are like China actually
fighting against aggression and invasion, or like America
courageously supporting the struggle against aggression.
This is a very significant point in our united struggle.
The initiative is still with the aggressors. Resistance
is now fu ly aroused, in the West and in the East, but
it is still tne aggressors who plan where to strike the
next blow.
At this moment, however, there is a greater
degree of organized unity among the democratic, anti
ng session countries in the steps they are taking to carry
each new blow and forestall each new threat, We Chinese
have been acutely conscious of this growing unity,
be
have served the longest in the front lines; we see clearly
that on each and every front the opportunity to pass from
defense to counter-attack and final victory will defend on
the degree of unity and coordination between all our fronts
in the world.
Je believe that after the present world war there will
come about a fundamental reform of the life and thought of
humanity.
The following are facts that may serve to corro
borate this contention.
Let me recall that there was a time when only we Chinese
ourselves and a few foreign friends were fully aware of our
will and strength to hold out. Most others thought we could
not possibly endure the punishment inflicted on our flesh and
blood by the superior armaments of Japan.
But we held out, and
it is because we have held out for ïaore than four years that
Japan is so immobilized in China as to be unable to launch
any fresh adventure elsewhere. We have come to constitute an
essential part of the front-line defense of friendly territories
beyond the borders of China, and particularly of territories
bordering the Pacific.

There followed a time when few outside of Britain felt
that sne could avert the invasion of English soil. Knowing what
it is to fight against such odds, all the free citizens of
China, and especially our front-line veterans, offer unstinted
tribute to the heroism that has defended the English Channel.
We honor especially the daring and self-sacrifice that went
out to meet the aggressors in Norway, in Greece, in Crete and
in Libya.
Again

DBCIASSIFIEDt
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Again there followed a time when few, outside of Soviet
Russia, felt that on a battlefield ideally suited to the
German armored columns it would be possible to resist for
long the German armies which had already won victory after
victory elsewhere.
Cur veterans at the front and our citizens
in the rear are unanimous in their conviction that the heroic
spirit of Russian resistance is bound to achieve final victory
by exchanging space for time as we ourselves did in the first
phase of our successful resistance.
Each of these phases repeats the lesson that we Chinese
learned in 1931; when resistance begins on one front, it
must be kept up.
Otherwise, new fronts are threatened.
When there is resistance on more than one front, it must be
coordinated with that on others if united action to overthrow
the common enemy is to succeed.
Otherwise, the initiative
rests with the aggressors.
The importance of this lesson is
emphasized by the fact that behind all of us who are fighting
there stands a country whose people and great leader are ready
to support the victims of aggression with economic resources
and military strength, and assist them at the cost of material
and human sacrifices,
^.erica’s efforts and adherence to
principle have been most fully understood and deeply appreci
ated the longest in China, where we know that in the modern
world the front extends all the way from the factory to the
trenches.

from four years of Chinese resistance and from the facts
I have adduced all ... en may know that armed force is not a
thing inordinately to be feared and hereafter there will be
none oppressed by the fear of armed aggression and the threats
of aggressors, and their doctrine that might is right will
accordingly be banished from the earth.
All peoples must follow the Christian way of universal
love in their treatment of one another. 7/e believe that the
true equality of man with man and a genuine world peace will
be realized through the victory of justice and equity in this
war.

Military effort is closely related to productive effort.
The military and economic mission of friendly countries which
are actively co-operating with oui* whole defence effort - at
the front, in our arsenals, on our lines of communications,
mere their work extends throughout the economic and financial
fields - are one o.;: the strongest bases upon which is being
built the unity of the nations fighting aggression.
The
benefit of the unity already achieved is apparent.
On several
fronts the aggressors are now arrived at an impasse forbidding
further progress.
Consequently'77 nave resorted to intimidation,
but in vain, for no one is any longer afraid of the ’paper
tiger’ to which they may be compared.
This means that the
initiative is almost within our grasp.
In the very near future
I believe that you will find my words proved true by event.
•Then I shall have the pleasure of seeing you again.”
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Secretary of State,
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December 1, 11 a.m.

\Department.fStatey/

about three Japanese transports have left

Tsingtao daily loaded with troops.

These

troops were in summer uniforms and are

7 9 3 .9 4 /

During the past ten days an average of

I

in the Yangtze valley north of the river as

7037

believed to have been withdrawn from areas

Japanese troops in Shantung have been in
winter uniforms for some time.

Reliable

information as to numbers and destination is
not available here but it may be deduced from
the above that

they are southward bound.

Sent to Peiping.

Repeated to the Depart

"0
co

ment and Chungking,

o
MEYER
LMS
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EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Chungking, November 11, 1941

No. 209
Subject:

CONFIDENTIAL

Generalissimo's message to the
President in regard to AngloAmerican Aviation Units for Use
in Yunnan Province.

Air Mail
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The Honorable
The Secretary of State
Washington, D. C.

C.

Sir:
I have the honor to refer to the Department's
telegram no 2o2 of November 3, 7 p .m. and to enclose
a memorandum of my conversation with the Foreign Minister on November 6 in regard to the subject above stated

Respe

fully yours,

Gauss

a

Enclosure;

Memorandum of Conversation, dated November 6, 1941
Original and four copied by air mail to the Départmènt

710
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c
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Enclosure no. 1 to despatch no. 209,
dated November 11, 1941, from the
American Embassy at Chungking, China.

mwwdii

OF CONVERSATION.

Nov emb er 6, 1941.

Present :

Sub j ect:

The Foreign Minister, Dr. Quo Tai-chi
The Ambassador, Mr. Gauss
Mr. Vincent

Generalissimo’s message to The President in
regard to Anglo-American aviation units for
use in Yunnan Province.

The Ambassador called on the Foreign Minister by appoint
ment.
He stated that he had received a message from the De
partment of State asking for as detailed and precise an estimate
as possible of the military and political situation which led to
the Generalissimo’s message to the President anticipating a Japa
nese invasion of Yunnan from Indo-China and the request for Ameri
can and British air support for the Chinese land forces. (Refer
ence, Department’s telegram no. 252, November 3, 7 p.m.). Mr.
Gauss said that he would appreciate receiving any available infor
mation of a precise character from the Generalissimo and the
Foreign Minister, for communication to Washington.
Dr. Quo replied that he was seeing the Generalissimo and
would ask for further information; but there might be some delay
in obtaining it.
ivir. Gauss mentioned the confusion which had been occasioned
amongst the American officials concerned in Washington because of
the several channels tnrough which somewhat divergent versions
of the Generalissimo’s message reached Washington prior actually
to the receipt of the official tert itself by Dr. IIu Shih, the
Chinese Ambassador at Washington, and by this Embassy.
Dr. Quo readily agreed with this comment and said that he
would mention the matter to the Generalissimo when he called on
the latter this afternoon.
Dr. quo continued that he had re
ceived a telegram from Dr. Hu Shih on the same subject; he had
mentioned three channels by which information on the subject had
reached Washington.
Dr. Quo indicated that he had been embarrass
ed by the fact that non-diplomatic channels had been used, and
used prematurely, in communicating with Washington.
He referred
to the time lapse that had occurred between the receipt by him
of the original Chinese draft of the Generalissimo’s message on
October 29th, and the receipt of the final English text on Novem
ber 2d.
He had not anticipated, when he gave the Ambassador a
rough translation of the original Chinese draft on October 29th,
that there would be such a delay in getting out the final message.
In response to an inquiry he said that the final text of the mess
age to Churchill - contained in the message to the President - had
been handed to the British Ambassador on the afternooâ of Nov. 1,
when the British Ambassador was calling on the Generalissimo with
Kiir Otto Neimeyer, apparently in regard to another matter.

The Ambassador then turned the conversation to the general
situation in America, and, without specific reference to the mess
age from the Generalissimo to the President, made observations
along the lines of those outlined in paragraph 3 of the Depart
ment’s telegram no. 252, stressing especially the problems faced
by the American Government in its endeavors to give material as
sistance to so many countries fighting aggression-and at the
same time provide for its own defense.
^Dr. Quo manifested a
sympathetic understanding of the difficulties and problems facing
the United States in this respect.
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There followed a brief conversation on the problem of
Chinese defense in relation to the General Far Eastern situa
tion and the situation in Europe. ^Dr. Quo, while app rently
not as convinced as he had appeared to be on October 29th, that
the Japanese would attempt a land invasion of Yunnan from Indo
China, said that it seemed certain in any event that the Japanese
would attempt to stop traffic over the Burma Road by heavy air
attacks by planes based in Indo China.
While admitting the
possibility, he did not seem to think that the Japanese would
wish further to endanger relations with Great Britain through
invasion of Thailand.
He said that the possibility that the
Japanese would invade Yunnan must cause the Chinese to take the
utmost precautions, end he stressed the advantageous consequences
which would ensue from Anglo-American air support of the Chinese
armies; a Japanese invasion of Yunnan could thus be turned into
a decisive defeat for Japan.
Dr. Quo said that he was aware,
however, of the limited air strength of the American and British
forces in the Far East. (Mr. Gauss had commented that he personal
ly did not believe that the American air strength in the Philip
pines had yet been built up to a point where there was any excess
of planes or pilots available; end that it was his impression
that a somewhat similar situation existed at Singapore and in
Burma).
He also acknowledged that the American volunteer groun
in Burma would need to be thoroughly trained as an experienced
operating unit before entering Yunnan.
He commented that he
understood that the Japanese have an improved type of plane
copied from the Messerschmitt and that it could be expected that
the Japanese would employ large and efficiently equipped squad
rons in any attack on Yunnan.
Commenting on the trip of former Japanese Ambassador Kurusu
to the United States, Dr. Quo asked Mr. Gauss whether he had any
recent information on the conversations at Washington.
Mr.
Gauss replied that, as he had pointed out before, the conversa
tions at Washington were exploratory to determine whether any
possible basis might exist for discussions and negotiations; so
far, his messages from Washington did not indicate that any such
basis had been found.
Dr. Quo again expressed his confidence
that the American Government would take no action in the Far East
inimical to Chinese interests.
He said that it appeared that
both Japan and the United States are ’’playing for time”; that
time is on the side of the United States unless Germany is able
substantially to overcome Russia’s resistance and carry out an
invasion of the Middle East.
JCV/CEG/gs

C.E.G
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
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GRAY

Swatow via N« R.
FROM

Dated December 4. 1941

Rec’d 3:16 a.n,

Secretary of State
Washington,

December 4, noon.

, ^9,

Department’s service December 2.

no, 26 repeated as follows:

My telegram

26 September 19, 10

One bomb exploded in a Chinese Hotel Yung last
night and another exploded at about the sane tine
in a different part of the city.

Martial law was

proclaimed over a large area and is still in ef-

feet,

Sent to the Department, repeated to Peiping
Chungking
YEARNS
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December 11, 1941

Hong Kong’s report 1026, October 11, 1941.
According to an American missionary who
traveled through the Changsha area this year’s
rice crop in Hunan has been excellent (approx
imately 80% of the maximum) and therefore
15% better than average; the Central Govern
ment planned to relieve the serious rice
shortage by the purchase of Hunan rice and
the sale of it at Government prices in the
affected districts; it appears that the
Japanese drive into Hunan and Changsha was
the destruction of the rice crop rather than
the capture of any particular city; the
Chinese were probably able to get the greater
part of the crop removed before the Japanese
were able to reach the area; Chinese morale
appeared to be very high.
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No. 1026
AiviERIGAN CONSULATE GENERAL

Hong Kong, October 11, 1941y^p£-i3iOn of
JRNJTFFAIRS

Department of

Subject: Transmitting a memorandum of
a conversation with an America
citizen on the subject of
recent trip through the Changsha
area.

The Honorable

The Secretary of State,
Washington,

I have the honor to enclose, as of possible interest
and for the files of the Department, a copy of a memo
randum on the subject of a conversation with Robert B.

an American citizen and a former member of the

acuity of Yenching University in Peiping, on the subject
of

his recent trip through the Changsha area of Hunan

Province.

Summary of the Memorandum.

Mr. Foulton states

that travel between Hong Kong and Changsha is now fairly

regular and easy; that it is possible to reach the latter
city in three days; that the train between Shaokuan in

o
Kwangtung and Hsiangtan in Hunan has a regular nightly g

express comparing favorably in service to European traiflf
before the present war.

He proceeded to Changsha and

thence to Yuan Ling on the Yuan River, a five-day trip

to the west of Changsha.

In returning he had to travel

by sampan through the canals to the south of Tung T’ing
Lake, and near the Hsiang River was picked up by a

Chinese
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- 2 Chinese military launch.

The lieutenant in charge of

the launch told Foulton that he was detailed to the

collection of rice and its transport to Changsha.

The

harvest was an excellent one, and this officer believed

that the object of the Japanese in attacking the area

at this time was rather to destroy this crop, on which

Chungking was relying to partially solve its rice pro

blem, than to capture any particular city.

The Chinese

were therefore making every effort to collect as much of

the crop as possible before the Japanese could reach the

area, and remove it to places of safety.

Mr. Foulton

believed that at the rate at which they were working they
may well have been successful in saving a large part of

the crop.

The Hsiang River was very closely mined by the

Chinese, and on the way back from Changsha Mr. Foulton
observed large-scale movements of Chinese troops toward

the front.

On September 25 Changsha was bombed, the Ming

Teh School, which was being used as a storehouse for rice,
being among the objectives attacked.

Continuing his trip

to Shaokuan, Mr. Foulton arrived there on the 27th.

That

city was heavily bombed the next day, bombs falling close

to a clearly-marked American missionary residence, which
suffered considerable damage, the adopted Chinese child
of an American missionary being killed.

Mr. Foulton stated

that the morale of the Chinese in the areas through which

he had passed was very high, and that there appeared to
be no doubt in Chinese minds that China would be ultimately
victorious.

A description of Mr. Foulton's experiences in the

bombings of Changsha and of Shiukuan written by himself
appeared
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- 3 appeared in the South China Morning Post for October 2,

1941, and a copy of that article is also being enclosed

to complete the Department’s files.

The bombing opera

tions were evidently typical of those carried out by
Japanese ’planes over other Inland and generally unpro

tected Chinese cities.

Respectfully yours,

Enclosures :
1. Memorandum;
2. Newspaper clipping.

In quintuplicate to Department;
Copy to Embassy, Chungking;
Copy to Embassy, Peiping;
Copy to Consulate General, Canton.
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE CONSUL GENERAL

Subject: Conversation with Robert B.
Foulton, American, on his~
recent trip to cHangshaT"

The South China Morning Post of Thursday (October 2,
1941) carried an article describing the bombing of Chang
sha, Hunan, and of Shiukwan, Kwangtung, by Japanese

planes, stated to have been written by one Mr. R. B.
Foulton, described as a former member of the faculty of
Yenching University and a member of the teaching staff
of Yale-in-China at Changsha.

To procure a first-hand

account of his trip, I got in touch with Mr. Foulton

through missionary acquaintances here and asked him to
call at the Consulate, which he did this morning.

Asked about conditions of travel between Hong Kong
and interior points in China such as Changsha, he replied

that it was now possible to travel from Hong Kong to
Changsha in three days; that a party of four persons who

were proceeding to Yuan Ling (
River (

) on the Yuan

) in Hunan to teach in one of the schools

there had left Hong Kong on August 30 at 8:00 p.m. by
plane to Namyung.

From Namyung they went by passenger

truck to Shaokwan (Shiuchow or Kukong), which they reached

the 31st of August.

On September 1 they took the train

from Shaokwan north (over the tracks of the old CantonHankow line) to Hsiangtan ( $$

) in Hunan, which

they reached at 9:30 the next morning (September 2).
Hsiangtan

At
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Hsiangtan they waited for a boat, which left for Chang

sha at 2:30 that afternoon, arriving at Changsha at

5:30 or 6:00 the same evening.

This was not, Foulton

stated, an unusually fast trip, since it would now, with
the present transport facilities in the interior of

Kwangtung and Hunan, be possible to make it in forty-six
hours.

Foulton stated that he himself went up from Hong
Kong on August 28, arriving in Shaokwan on August 29,
leaving for Hsiangtan on August 31, and arriving in

Changsha the following day.

Trains are being run on a

regular schedule, according to Mr. Foulton, there being
an express from Shaokwan for Hsiangtan every night, leav
ing at 6:00 p.m. and arriving at its destination at 9:30

the next morning.

The runs are made at night to avoid

the danger of interruption by bombing, and although
trains occasionally are held up for considerable periods
by damage to the road, it is quickly and efficiently re

paired, and the schedule again resumed.

The run is re

latively a quick one, the cars are clean, the food is
fair, and acceptable first, second, and third class ac

commodations are provided.

Mr. Foulton described the

arrangements as European style, and as comparing favora
bly with trains on the continent of Europe before the

opening of the present war.
On his trip up to Changsha, Foulton noticed no troops

movements, and saw no signs of any unusual activity. On
the 6th of September he left Changsha by a river steam
boat for Changteh (

) via the Hsiang River (

Tung

)
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Tung T'ing Lake (

)» and Yuan River.

Changsha he went on to Yuan Ling (

From

), which is

the present seat of the senior and junior schools of

Yale-In-China and of various other missionary schools
and institutions from central China.

Foulton states that

the city has several times been bombed, having once been

burned by incendiary bombs.

There were no raids during

his visit there, although the air-raid alarms sounded
every day.
He left Yuan Ling on September 19, reaching Changteh
on the 21st.

There he states that he found reports of

major fighting in the Changsha area to be widely current,
and it was no longer possible to procure transport by
steamboat.

He was able, however, to hire a sampan, and

in it he traveled south and east through the network of
interlacing canals which cuts through that area, passing

south of the lake, and finally arriving on the 24th of
September at a point about fifteen li from the Hsiang

River.

He asserts that the sound of the firing of heavy

guns was audible throughout that trip, and that he had

several times seen what looked to be armored steam
launches.

The launches were very cleverly camouflaged

to protect them from air attack, a canopy of grass,

leaves, etc., having been built over them to make them

indistinguishable from the surrounding landscape.

When

he had reached the point indicated, his junk encountered

three of the launches, one of which, in command of a
Chinese lieutenant, picked him up.
According to Mr. Foulton, the lieutenant stated that

he had been assigned to the task of assisting in the
collection

DECLASSIFIED:

E.O. 11652, See. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

collection of the rice harvest.

This year’s rice crop

in Hunan has been an excellent one, being rated, Mr.
Foulton stated, "eight parts good", - i.e., 80$ of

maximum, which makes it from ten to twenty percent bet
ter than an average year.

The Shaokwan Rice Control

Office described this crop, Mr. Foulton said, as the
best in years.

The present government policy in Hunan is to col
lect 10% of the crop in tax, to require the sale of 20%
of it to the Provincial Government at Government prices,

and to permit the grower to sell the remaining 70% at

his price.

The Government’s present purchase price on

rice is CNC $16 a tan for unhulled rice, according to Mr.
Foulton.

At Shaokuan unhulled rice is purchasable on the

open market at from CNC $40 to $50 a tan.
Hunan is a rice-exporting province, and Mr. Foulton

quoted Chinese in Hunan and northern Kwangtung as stating
that the Central Government planned to relieve the very

serious rice shortage caused by hoarding and the efforts
of certain of the landlord class in Szechuan and other

large areas of free China to speculate on the price of
that commodity by the purchase of Hunan rice and the sale
of it at Government prices in the districts affected.
Corroborating this view, the lieutenant on the steam

launch which picked Foulton up asserted that he thought
the object of the Japanese drive which was then in pro
gress was the destruction of this crop rather than the

capture of any particular city.

Accordingly, the Chinese

were doing everything they could to collect the crop as

rapidly
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rapidly as possible and move it out of the area.

The

launch that Foulton was on was tugging nine big junks
laden with rice.

These junks had collected at the en

trance to the Hsiang River and were taken in tow by the
launch.

Foulton states that he counted sixteen other

such launches in the course of the trip, and that he was
told that the launches were working continually in

shifts under what appeared to be a very well organized
plan to get as much of the rice crop as possible col

lected at several large central depots, one of which was

Changsha itself, and from them to move it on to points
out of reach of the immediate thrust of the Japanese

forces.

Foulton believes that, at the rate at which this
work was progressing, it is possible, if not probable,

that the Chinese were able to get the greater part of the

crop moved before the Japanese troops were able to reach
the area.

The military launch on which he was traveling

entered the Hsiang River about 70 li above (to the north
of) Changsha.

During the previous night the Chinese had

heavily mined the river - it was literally covered, Mr.
Foulton said - and it was necessary for Chinese military

and other craft to be conducted through the mine-fields
by junks stationed nearby said under the command of

Chinese soldiery.

The rice junks had to be taken through

one at a time.
Foulton reached Changsha on the night of September
24.

In his progress down river to the city the principal

activity that he had seen was in the collection of the

rice, although there was some movement of troops.
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- 6 The next morning Changsha was bombed.

Foulton saw

six planes, three of which proceeded directly over the
Ming Teh School, which he described as having been an
American missionary institution, but which at that time

was being used by the local Chinese authorities as a
storehouse for rice, and bombed it heavily.

This cir

cumstance Mr. Foulton regarded as further evidence of
the premise that the Japanese objective was the destruc

tion of as much as possible of the Hunan rice crop.
He stated also that three planes were seen over the
Standard-Vacuum Oil Company installation, and that an
employee of the Company had come into the mission hospital
where he was serving as an emergency helper to report
that both the Socony installation and* that of the Asiatic

Petroleum Company were being bombed.

Foulton stated that

he heard nothing further of that bombing.
He left that night by boat from Changsha for Hsiang-

tan.

The train at the latter point had been delayed,

but he arrived at Shaokuan on the morning of the 27th.

He observed heavy troop movements northward, and passed

a hospital train moving south filled with wounded.

On Sunday, September 28, Shaokuan was heavily bombed,
there being probably sixty-two planes altogether in the

bombing squadrons.

Attacks were largely directed at the

railway station, evidently to catch troops which were
moving through the city to the Hunan front, and at the
railway itself, which was damaged (but completely repaired

during the following night).

At one point, when there

were twenty-seven planes over the city, and the objective
appeared to be the railway station, a bomb fell twenty

three
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three paces from a house belonging to the American Bap

tist Mission, and which was clearly marked as American.
Foulton himself narrowly escaped death in this explosion,

as did Miss Sandlin and the Lockwoods, who were living
in the house.

An adopted Chinese boy of Miss Sandlin's,

who was in back of the house, was killed by another

explosion during the same bombing.

The house itself was

seriously damaged, Mr. Foulton said.

Speaking generally of his impressions, Mr. Foulton
said that the morale of the ordinary Chinese, both soldiers

and civilians, along his route of travel appeared to be

very high.

There seemed to be no doubt anywhere that the

Chinese would ultimately win, and he mentioned as illus
trating this feeling the fact that on the steam launch

on which he travelled up part of the Yuan River there had

been a Chinese singing-girl who kept the passengers amused
recounting in song the course of the war, making fun the

while of the Japanese army and its vaunted prowess.

Robert S. Ward
American Consul

Hong Kong, October 4, 1941.

800
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SAVAGE BOMBING
American Eyewitness In
Changsha, Shiukwan
HEAVY CASUALTIES

SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST
a large ^uanfity^v^e rice. Other

places nearby were also destroyed,
; but Ming Teh had obviously been the
chief objective in that area. After
putting \ all the wounded I saw in
conveyances bound for the HunanYale Hospital, I hurried up there
myself to see what one could do, and
I found immediate occupation as a
( bath-and-blood-giver during the next
few hours (the planes revisiting the
area several times while we worked}.
It had all been rather exciting be
fore, but the sight of horribly tom
and twisted bodies brought home the
stark tragedy of the whole beastly
business. A leg blown off, a foot in
shreds, a great
gaping shrapnel
1 WQund
in the back, intestines burstout—men, women, and little chil
’I ing
dren. I’ll never forget the expres
sion of terror and unspeakable grief
on the face of one man who brought
;i in his little four or five year old boy,
jÎ covered with wounds. The mother
(pregnant) had picked the little chap
•’! up
from his bed at the sound of the
planes and run out into the street—
only to meet sudden death, together
with a young nephew. If they had
stayed in the house, all would have
been well. But who can tell where
the infernal things will hit?
And then, either as a bitter joke,
or—more likely—as an indication of
I the utterly abnormal functioning of
the Japanese military mind, the
planes, having first dropped their
deadly bombs, then showered the
city with pamphlets urging friend
ship between the Japanese and Chi
nese people and opposition to the
bloodthirsty policies of Chiang Kaishek, Churchill and Roosevelt!

I the pilots to keep to safer altitudes—
। safer, that is, for them, but not for
the rest of us. For about 2.30 we sudÎ denly saw high above a group of 27
in regular formation flying in a path
i that would take them directly over
’ our hill. We shouted for everybody
to crouch down, a few of us who were
j watching from outside the trenches;
and then, hugging the ground aS
closely as we could we waited breath
lessly. A little Chinese boy next to
! me said, just as they were immediate| ly overhead. “Well, if they drop
any bombs now they won’t hit us;
we’re safe.” I had scarcely had time
to reply, “Yes, if they haven’t
dropped some already!”, when we
heard the terrifying whistle of a
bomb falling, seemingly right on us;
and the next moment there was a
terrific rush of air and a deafening
explosion, followed by à wave of dirt,
and iron (fortunately over our
heads) and a strong smell of
powder. Then another and another
and another hit a little further away,
though still uncomfortably near.

An American, Mr R. B. Foulton,
formerly on the faculty of the Yenching University, Peiping, and a
member of the teaching staff of Yalein-China in Changsha, has just ar
rived in the Colony.
Mr Foulton copies from Changsha
and was in that city and Shiukwan
when they were bombed by the Ja
panese at the end of September. He
gives a graphic description of the
1 bombings as follows:
■ We passed a mine-field several
miles below Changsha, on the Hsiang
A Narrow Escape
River, between three and four a.m.
When we had picked ourselves up
the morning of September 25 on the
we discovered a great crater directly
way back from
Yuanling, Hunan.
between us and the house—just 23
The military launch was the first
paces from where we’d been lying.
through; then the nine junks it was
The doors and windows of the
towing—each full of freshly collected
rice fron^JJymijÿ^bumper crop—
nearest house (in which mpst of us
were aaüteàewone at a time through
had beeri, doubtful as to whethet or
the danger zone; and afterwards we
not to leave whèn the alarm came)
re-assembled and pushed on up to
were all blown in and the floors
Changsha, arriving Just Ss the eastern
i covered with broken glass,
glass.
And
sky began to lighten up.
then we began to find
the
It was about six when I reached
broken bodies!
Some were still
the Yale-in-China campus, and a
alive,
and
almost
all
badly
half hour later they came-—six in a
wounded. Others were beyond fur
straight line—with no warning save
ther suffering. A seven year old
Hell
at
Shiukwan
the sound of the motors; for the
But if Changsha on the 25th was a Chinese boy—adopted by an Ameri
alarm man in the northern part of
kind
of purgatory, Shiukwan on the can lady who lived just below my
the city Was either asleep or away.
28th
was
hell itself. There had been friends’ apartment—would no longer
They circled to get their bearings,
no
serious
bombing since January, be able to play with his slingshot
and then one after the other went
that was still clutched tightly in the
...
J
and
though
there
was an alarm on
into power dives with engines roar-lj
ing in . a terrifying manner. Con- « Saturday, no plane appeared, so cold little hand. Further away, in a
fident that they would leave the 1 people were really not expectmg field, a crater was surrounded on four
sides by thé horribly mangled, bodies .
campus alone (even though they! anything very serious.
two men, a woman (absolutely ?
were circling and diving riirectly
I spent Saturday night with some of
overhead) because
of its being f American friends in their house on beyond recognition) and a little child
American property, I stood out on the top of a hill across the river from whose bloody insides were strewn
the lawn most of the time, watching I; the main part of the city—a place all over the groqncL And a bit off
and taking pictures. It was an en- ; regarded as so safe that the people were the remains of another woman
tirely unjustified confidence, as I was « living there and in the adjoining who had literally, been blown into
embankment near which she had
to learn a few hours later that the mission houses hadn’t bothered to I the
apparently been crouching for pro
same planes heavily bombed the prepare more than a couple of small ’ tection.
Her two little boys were
!
Standard Oil and Asiatic Petroleum trenches in the front yard.
They started corning a little before crying bitterly, and the father was
installations—both far out of the city
and clearly marked as American and seven on Sunday morning—the first holding a badly wounded baby; we
British property!
batch of the 68 planes that were to discovered later that its arm had
[visit the city during the day. It was had to be amputated at the mission
Huge Column of Smoke
hospital, where the doctors operated
When the first raid was over I ’obvious from the first that they were far into the night.
chiefly
(after
the
railroad
station
which
went out on a bike to see what places
And so they go on laying the
had been hit, arid was guided by a was fairly near the bottom of the hill, foundations of “The New Order in
but
still
far
enough
away
so
that
I
'
huge column of smoke to the home
Fast Asia”! Oh, no, its now “The
site of the famous Ming Teh Middle for one thought it hardly necessary East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere”, I
School. Their fine new building, to get into the trenches. Sitting in believe.
erected just before the war, was a stead under a dump of trees and | But Chinese opposition is strong
mass of flames. Spies must have watching the repeated dives, the flash " and morale is high.
done some of their filthy work, for of sunlight on thé descending bombs i When will the great mass of decent
the building 'had been recently used and the following geysers of smoke < Japanese people come to their senses
as a military headquarters which and dirt. The diving continued until and free themselves from their.in
housed over a hundred soldiers and ithe anti-aircraft gunners persuaded sane militarist masters? _
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Tokyo via N, R,
FROM

Dated December 1, 1941
Rec’d 5:03 a.m., 5th

Secretary of State

Washington
1869, December one, 3 p.m,.

held yesterday under sponsorship Imperial Rule Assis-

tance Association and Dai Nippon East Asia League in
commemoration first anniversary Joint Japan-China-

Manchukuo declaration follows: (from Dome! report in
ADVERTISER) "it is certainly the most fortunate lot

1

of the three powers to have the privilege of colla

7 9 o . 9 4 /1 7 0 4

Extract from Premier To Jo-1 6 message to rally

borating together under this banner for cutting open

the thorny way, and one year has already gone by since

not the greatest task of the present century what else o
m
o
can it be

P S /A D

we started this honorable work together, and if it is

However if we look around we find that there are j-'

still many countries who are indulging in actions hos-

tile to us.

In fact they are trying to throw obstacles

in the way of the construction of the East Asia cQ*pr&s

perity sphere and are trying to enjoy the dream of
exploitation

i.al
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#1869, December one, 3 p.m., from Tokyo via N. R.

exploitation of East Asia at the cost of the one

thousand million populace of the East Asiatic
peoples to satisfy their greed of possession.
The fact that Chiang Kai Shek is dancing to the
tune of Britain American and Communism at the expense

of able bodied and promising young men in his futile
resistance against Japan is only due to the desire of
Britain and the United States to fish in the troubled

waters of East Asia by putting the East Asiatic peoples
against each other and to grasp the hegemony of East

Asia.

This is a stock in trade of Britain and the

United States.
For the honor and pride of mankind we must purge

this sort of practice from East Asia with a vengeance".

Sent Department via Shanghai.,
GREW
ALC
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------- --------- Tokio via Shanghai & N.R.
Dated December 1, 1941

From
iv

Reo’d 5$14 a«m., 5th

Secretary of State
Washington

1870, firstjfour p.m

Excerpt from ASAHI report Foreign Minister’s

tion first anniversary Japan-Manchukuo-China alliance
follows: "The world at present is confronted with un
precedented disturbances.

In greater East Asia, how

ever the close relations among Japan, Manchukuo and

9 5 .9 4 /1 7 0 4 ^

address at dinner given by him yesterday in celebra

China must be strengthened to the utmost ofl the basis

of the principles of the Japan China basic treaty
and the Japan-Manchukuo-China joint declaration..

Needless to say we must proceed towards the establish

which has the co

existence and coprosperity of East Asia peoples as
its basic principle,

o
m
In its negotiations with the United States, trig

Japanese Government consistently has upheld this p^n-^

ciple.

The United States however is inclined not to

recognize the real situation in East Asia,

Not only

that, but also it most regrettably has shown a dis
position to apply coercively to the East Asiatic

countries

P S /A D

ment of a new order in East Asia
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#1870, first, four p.m., from Tokio via Shanghai

and N. R.
countries fanciful principles not adapted to the

actual world situation and thus to obstruct the

construction of the new order.

In undertaking the great mission of firmly estab
lishing a new order in East Asia and thus contributing

to the cause of permanent world peace, we must be
fully prepared to face difficulties and obstacles
greater than ever before.

I firmly believe however that if the three
countries Japan, Manchukuo and China with iron will

strengthen their ties and strive for realization of

this great object in perfect cooperation, they will
surmount these various obstacles, and that the East
Asia peoples have a great future".

via Shanghai .
GREW

DD

Sent Department
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
PM
_____________ Canton via N.R.
This telegram must bE
clos Ely paraphrased bEDated DEcember 5, 1941
fore bEing communie at Ed From
to anyonE.
(A)
Rec’d 9:42 a.m.

Secretary of State,
Washington•

94, December 5, 5 p.m.

My 92, DECEiribEr 2, 3 p.m
ThE Eastward movement through Canton of

JapanESE troops from thE West RivEr arEa appears
to have cEased.

On the basis of close estimates

(?) observers nearly 10,000 men and over 3,000
horses, including cavalry mounts, pack and dray
animals passed along reservation bund opposite

Shameen during the past three days.

It is believed

that there are relatively few Japanese troops

remaining in the above-mentioned area and that the
bulk of two puppet divisions is stationed there.
There have been no reports of (-«■) to the
east of Canton but the movement of supplies in
that direction apparently continues, the despatch

of large numbers of pack animals and several stj^re^
°

of carts loaded with ammunition having been se^g
4^
this morning. Due to weather conditions in the

P

t
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#94, December 5, 5 p.m., from Canton.

past few days airplanEs vzere grounded but today
they have been fairly active.

Sent to the Department.

king, Peiping.

Repeated to Chung

By pouch to Hong Kong.
MEYERS.

NK
Apparent omission.
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learned from him that on Friday, October 31, T. V. Soong
called on the President and brought to the President’s at

tention the telegram from Chiang Kai-shek.

In reply to

Inquiries on my part, the Ambassador said that he^had re
ceived from the Chinese Foreign Office a message that the
Foreign Office would send him shortly a message for the

President from Chiang Kai-shek and that the same message
would be communicated in Chungking to the American
Ambassador.

The staff of the Chinese Embassy here had

awaited receipt of the message until midnight of October 31.

The Embassy had not yet received the message.

The Ambassador

had finally inquired of T. V. Soong whether he had received

a message; and at that point Soong had informed the Ambas
sador that he had received the message and had taken it

to the President; that the message asked that the American

Government warn the Japanese against an attack on ïunnan

and urge the British to send air assistance to China; that
the President had stated to Soong that we might be able
to do something with regard to the requested warning but

that it would be difficult for the British to give the

assistance suggested; that Soong did not supply the
Ambassador
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Ambassador with a copy of the message; and that the
Ambassador hoped that we would be able to respond helpfully

to Chiang Kai-shek's requests.

PA/H:SKH:FLB
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

November 11, 1941»
1Œ40RANDUM FOR

GENERAL WATSON
I want to see Hu Shih

for five minutes on Wednesday , and

give this to me when he comes.

F. D. R.
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WASHINGTON

STRICTLY
CONFIDENTIAL

November 10, 1941.

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

There Is attached for your consideration a draft

of a message from you to Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek

delivered on November 4 by the Chinese Ambassador.

If

773.

in reply to his message to you of November 2 which was

this reply meets with your approval, it is suggested

that you deliver the reply to the Ambassador with the

request that he transmit it to Generalissimo Chiang
Kai-shek.

Enclosure:
Draft
message.

/ i ïû

that you ask the Chinese Ambassador here to call and
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Rovenber 10, 1941.

MEMORANDOM FOR MB PRESIDENT

4/

of a aestage from you to Oeneraliseiao Chiang Kai-shek

J

There It attached for your oonsideration a draft

I

delivered on November 4 by the Chinese Ambassador.

7044

In reply to hie neesage to you of Rovenber 2 which was

thia reply neats with your approval, it is suggested
,^that you ask the Chinese Ambassador hero to call and
■n U '

that you deliver ths reply to the Ambassador with the

request that he transnit it to Generalissimo Chiang
Kai-shek.

Q
O
Enclosure:
Draft
message.

“.'ip
FE:JWB:HES
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To Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek from Preaident Roosevelt:

X have for «one days had before ne your message of
November 2 which was delivered to ne through your Ambas
sador here on November 4; also, your earlier message

which was delivered to no through Dr. T. V. Soong on
October SO.

Ve have had for some time very much in mind the
situation created by the menace of a Japanese attack
against Kunming from Indochina to which you call special

attention.

When I received the first of your nossages

under reference, officers of this Government,

including

high officers of the Department of State, the Amy and

the Navy, entered immediately into consultations In or

der to give renewed and urgent consideration to all as

pects of the problems underlying that situation.

Zt

soon became our conclusion that, while It would bo a

grave error to underestimate the gravity of that situa
tion, it did not appear that preparations by Japan for

a land campaign against Kunming had advanced to a point
which would indicate probable immediate imminence of an

attack.

Given the difficult character of the terrain
and
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vtA. the formidable resistance which your land forces

would offer in Yunnan, an invasion of that province

from Indochina by land forces calls for substantial

preparation and extensive operations.

At the same tine

we fully realise that It io important that your forces
be adequately prepared, equipped and disposed in all
branches.

Under existing olroumotances, taking into

consideration the world situation in its political,
military and economic aspects, we feel that the most

effective contribution which wo can make at thio moment
io along tho lino of speeding up tho flow to China of
our Lend-Lease materials and facilitating tho building

up of the American volunteer air force, both in person
nel and in equipment.

We are subjected at present, as

you know, to demands from many quarters and in many
connections.

We are sending materials not only to

China and Great Britain, but to the Dutch, the Soviet

Union and some twenty other countries that are calling
urgently for equipment for eolf-defonse.

In addition,

our program for our own defense, especially the needs

of our rapidly expanding Bevy and Artsy, calls for
equipment in large amount and with groat promptness,

nevertheless, X shall do my utmost toward achieving ex
pedition of Increasing amounts of material for your use.

Meanwhile
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Meanwhile we are exchanging views with the British 3ov-

emment in regard to the entire situation and the tre
mendous problems which are presented, with a view to

effective coordinating of efforts in tho nost practica
ble ways possible.

X believe that you will share ay feeling that
measures such as the foregoing, together with suoh as
the British doubtless are considering, adopted and in

pl emented simultaneously with your intensive efforts to

strengthen tho defenses of Xunnan Brovinas are sound
steps toward safeguarding against such threat of an at

tack. upon Xunnan as may be developing.

fluencing that situation:

Indirectly in

American military and naval

defensive foroes in the Philippine Islands, which are
being steadily inereased, and tho Baited States Fleet

at Hawaii, lying as they do along the flank of any
Japanese military movement into China from Indochina,

ar^igxgB present and significant factors in the whole
situation, as are the increasing British and Dutch de

fensive preparations in their territories to the south.
Thio Government han on numerous occasions pointed
out to the Government of Japan various consequences in
herent in pursuit of courses of aggression and conquest.

Ye
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Wo shall continue to Inpress this point of view upon

Japan on every appropriate occasion.

Xn tho present state of world affaire, X feel—and

I an confident that you will agree with no—that there
rests on tho United States, in connection with every

novo which it considers and every deoieion which it
nakes, extraordinary obligation to give intensive

thought to widespread political stresses and strains,
to both long-swing and short-swing potentialities, and
to the weight of various possible and probable advan
tages in oonparison with the weight of other possible

or probable disadvantages.

Tho world conflict is now

being waged in many theaters and with a groat variety

of weapons, both physical and noral.

Resistance to the

forces of conquest takes nany foras.

In all probability,

the efforts of all of us who are engaged in that resist
ance, efforts of China and of tho United States and of

nany other countries, will have to be continued and bo

sustained over a long period of tine before our coun

tries, one and all, will again bo made secure and our
people again bo enabled to turn their whole thought and

effort to peaceful and constructive pursuits.
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X aoouro you that th* situation and the problona
which

tho «ubjeot of thia oorrospondonoo will oon-

tinuo to have ny own and ay country’« constant attention.

FE:JWB:HE3
PA/H:SKH
11-10-41
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The following was received from the Assistant Naval Attacne
Shanghai November 21, 1941:
AT W00SUNG MILITARY SUPPLY BASE INTENSE ACTIVITY SINCE 1JTH.
UNUSUAL NUMBER SHIPS PRESENT INCLUDING FORMER MERCHANT CRAFT
AVERAGING 10,000 TONS AND UP. WEDNESDAY 10 TRANSPORTS SAILED
8 OF WHICH CARRIED TROOPS. SAME DAY 32 ADDITIONAL SIMILAR TYPE

ANCHORED LOV.’ER WHANGPOO. LANDING BOATS CONTINUE PART OF OUTGOING
EQUIPMENT. ON DECKS 3 OUTBOUND SHIPS OBSERVED NUMBER CREOSOTED
HEAVY TIMBER TRESTLES IN SECTIONS EACH ABOUT 60 FEET LONG 8
THICK AND SAME WIDTH. SEVERAL VESSELS APPARENTLY RECENTLY

Q
TAKEN OVER APPEAR TO BE COMPLETING INSTALLATION MACHINE GUN MOUNTS CM
AFTER ARRIVAL HERE. 1,000 TROOPS DEPARTED FROM SWATOW LAST SATURDAY.*

9 4 /1 7 0 4

Mr. Hamilton?
Mr. Hornbeck.

01

Pwo’l'Kt’on of this material in any term h

K" -.1 '-J
1.0.
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EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Chungking, November 19, 1941

Subject: Remarks of Chinese Official Spokes
man at Press Conference on November
Air mail

CO
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»<X>

/

Jo .94/

§

a

I

The Honorable

/ O4t>

The Secretary of State
Washington, D. C.
Sir:
I have the honor to transmit, as of possible
interest to the Department, excerpts from the remarks
।made by Dr. T. F. Tsiang, Secretary-General of the
'Executive Yuan, as the Chinese Government spokesman,
at a press conference on November 10, 1941. Dr. Tsiang
discussed the questions of the defense of Yunnan,
American assistance to China and China's war aims.

V.J
rn
co
to

to

Respectfully yours,

Original and two copies to the Department by airmail
Two copies to the Department by pouch
Copy to Embassy, Peiping
■> 800 China
JSS:MCL

Z
Ü;
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Enclosure no. 1 to despatch no. 217 dated November 19,
1941 from American Embassy at Chungking

Remarks of Dr. T. F. Tsiang, Secretary General
of the Executive Yuan, at Press Conference on
November 10, 1941
(FrQ®1 CENTRAL NEWS)

In connection with Japan’s next move, Dr. Tsiang
said that the most likely move is an attack on the
Burma Road, 'but we should not exclude other possi
bilities.* When asked if the Chinese believed the
Japanese would attack by way of Yunnan, Dr. Tsiang
answered: ’Yes.’
’China is confident that other
nations will do their share,’ he added.
Questioned if the Chinese expect more active
British or American assistance or both in case the
Burma Road is attacked, he said that all the ABCD
powers will take measures, all of which will have
military value. To the question ’Will China be
satisfied with these measures?’ Dr. Tsiang answered
by drawing an analogy between the anti-aggression
front and a common fund in which every victim nation
is anxious to get as much out of the fund as possible.

Dr. Tsiang was asked whether there was any truth
in the report that America was fanning to take over the
control of the Burma Boad. He answered by saying that
China is hoping to get more technical help to run the
road, more mechanics and a better system of running
trucks. As far as he is aware, there is some talk of
a simplification of the Burma Road’s administrative
machinery.

Dr. Tsiang had no comment to make on the with
drawal of American Marines from Shanghai, Tientsin and
Peiping.

**********

In the light of the Japanese allegation of American
machinations, one American correspondent asked if China’s
will to fight would be affected if the United States were
to withdraw all her experts from Free China. Dr. Tsiang
pointed out in his reply that ’we had fought for three
years without the Americans pushing us. Their presence
will make our fighting technically more proficient, but
it will have nothing to do about our will to fight.’
He was then asked whether a Japanese attack on the
Burma Road would affect China's will to fight. His
answer was: *1 don’t think it will make any difference
to us.’ ’What about China’s technical ability to fight?’
Dr. Tsiang’s answer: ’We will have to use less heavy
armaments in favor of light armaments, but we will carry
on just the same.’

**********
During
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During recent weeks, our enemy has been active in
a number of directions. In the North, Japan made an
incursion into Soviet territory. She has also increased
her troops in Manchuria and Korea, getting ready to gather
some fruits out of the expected German victories, such
Italy gathered after the battle of France. I am afraid
Japan will have a long time to wait and will be dis
appointed in the end, for Soviet Russia is made of much
sterner stuff than Vichy France. In the South, Japan has
been increasing her forces in Indo-China. According to
my information, the present number of Japanese troops
in Indo-China is three times the number at the time when
Tojo took over the premiership. At the same time, she
has despatched Kurusu to the United States. Admist all
this activity, Japan through official and unofficial
statesments has tried to convince the world first that
she desires peace with the United States and secondly
that she is determined to estaolish her sphere of co
prosperity.
He*********

Japan’s talk of peace today is based on the same
strategy as that of Hitler in the years preceding World
War II. If the nations around the Pacific Ocean were
ready to accept Japanese domination, there might be a
respite for us. Such a Pax Japonica would be worse than
the worst war that man can imagine. There seems to be
no indication that any nation is ready to accept such a
peace. So far as the United States is concerned,
President Roosevelt’s message to the International
Labour Conference is definite. That message can be
summarized in one sentence: 'Full steam ahead, democracies
of the world.' Likewise, neither Australia nor the Dutch
East Indies seems to be convinced of Japan's intentions
of peace or overawed by her military preparations. As to
China, the determination to resist to the end is to be
taken for granted. In fact, the ABCB powers are in
complete agreement in regard to the latest developments
in the Far East.

s

**********

I wish today to take up with you particularly Japan's
second point, the so-called East Asiatic sphere of co
prosperity. I can state all I have to say in very simple
terms. It is not and cannot be a sphere of co-prosperity.
It is a sphere of co-misery, or rather universal misery.
In point of fact, the economies of China and Japan do not
supplement each other so much as some of Japan’s militarists
think. Japan is deficient in rice; so is China. Japan
lacks oil; so does China. Japan needs more iron and coal,
of which China has no surplus. Japan exports silk and tea;
so does China. China in addition exports wood oil, for
which we cannot find a market in Japan. Economically, both
China and Japan depend on the Western Hemisphere and the
South Seas much more than they depend on each other. One
would think that these simple economic facts must be wellknown to Japanese economists. Yet in face of such facts,
the Japanese persist in talking about a sphere of co
prosperity. It must mean that the dreamers in Tokyo intend
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to include much more in her sphere than East Asia.
That is an additional reason why I think that Japan’s
talk of peace is mere Hitlerian tactics.

Before World War II, there were already advocates
of economic blocs. Much effort had already been made
to realize such blocs. Japan’s sphere of co-prosperity
is just another name for an economic bloc. To us here
in China, it is clear that bloc economy is bloc misery,
in fact, it is not economy at all; it is war, continuous
economic war between bloc and bloc. We think that the
ideal of economic freedom and equality set forth in the
program of Roosevelt and Churchill in their historic
meeting on the Atlantic is much more realistic and hopeful.
After the sacrifices of this war, humanity must learn
enough to emancipate itself from such medieval notions of
economic blocs.

To Asiatic peoples, Japan today has really only one
message: ’Change your masters. Instead of allowing the
white man to dominate over you, let Japan, your yellow
brother, dominate over you.* To such a message, our reply
has been and is: ’Let us be free. We don’t want any
masters, white or yellow. As free China, we will be glad
to cooperate with all who respect our freedom.’ This is
the central message of Chinese nationalism today, j

**********
More recently, Japan has warned us against American
domination over China. Grady came here to control China’s
mines. Cochran and Fox are here to reduce China to
financial slavery, for which Dr. Arthur Young has pre
sumably been paving the way. Magruder and his corps of
American officers are here to control China’s army.
Lattimore came over to control both the Kuomintang and
the Chinese Communists. Earl Baker has been working hard
for almost a year to control the Burma Road. Now, above
all, Dr. Haas, Senior Surgeon of the American Health
Administration, has arrived to control China’s mosquitoes.
It is time that our Japanese brethern out of sheer kindness
should warn the blind and helpless Chinese against American
domination over China. I have met almost all these American
controllers. Every one of them upon his arrival says this
to me: ’Now, I am here, what can I do for China?' Some of
them would add, ’What can the United States do for China?’
When the Japanese in China should put similar questions to
us, peace and prosperity would immediately return, without
the exertions of Numura and Kurusu in Washington, to say
nothing of the strenuous efforts of the Japanese army and
navy to end ’the China Incident.’
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DEPARTMENT OF'STATE 194z . I
Adviser on Political* RELA+iâk^â,ezZ *

February 6, 1942
Reference, Chungking’s despatch
No. 219 of November 19, 1941 summarizing
(and enclosing a copy of the text of)
Chiang Kai-shek's opening address before
tne secona^Timary session of the People's
Political Council on November 17, 1941.

2X.JÀpaj;. s pQllçy and his views as to what
should be done to and required of Japan
are worthy of note.

Mr. Clauss summarizes the principal
pointa/in the address as follows:
/~-~nZ(l) Japan, despite the conversations
r in Washington, is resolved to embark upon
fresh campaigns of aggression in concert
with its Axis partners.
(2) Japan is evidencing determination
to strike at the Burma Road as a beginning
of a southward expansion.
(3) Compromise with Japan by Britain
and the United States is impossible both
on grounds of principle and of interest.
(4) This winter (1941-1942) is clearly
a period that ought to be devoted to the
smashing of Japan.
(5) Japan's national existence can only
be preserved on condition that Japan (a)
abandon aggression (including withdrawal of
all forces from the Asian continent) and
(b) withdraw from the Axis.

PA/H:SKH:BGT
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EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Chungking, November 19, 1941.
No. 219

Subject:

People’s Political Council.

(C
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The Honorable
The Secretary of State,
Washington, ^.C.

Sir:
I have the honor to refer to the Embassy’s^telegram
no. 452, and. to enclose a copy of a release by'the China
Information Committee which gives the substance in translation
of General CHIAN,,C .iMaahafcls.jmttLPg a,ddxa&s^,,hglpre.,, the second,
plenary session of the People's Political Council on November.,
17, 1941.

The Generalissimo's address is devoted almost exclusively^
î»
to discussion of the international situation with special eraA
phasis quite naturally upon China's resistance to Japan in
relation to the situation in the Far üast. Except for a briefîS
reference at the beginning of the address, no mention is made
01
of internal Chinese problems.

The principal points made in the address may be summarized
as follows:
*
•
..........
•

<<
O')

%
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(1)
Japan, despite the conversations in Washington,
is resolved to embark upon fresh campaigns of aggression in
concert with its Axis partners»

(2)
Japan is giving evidence of determination to strike
at the Yunnan-Burma Road as a virtual beginning of a south
ward expansion, but China is prepared to defend her territory*
Preparations for a united democratic defense in the ^ar Bast
are now complete as a result of China’s four years of resis
tance*
(3)
Compromise with Japan on the part of Britain and
America is impossible both on grounds of principle and interest*
They will not let slip the present opportunity for the defense
of peace in the
Bast*

(4)
This winter is clearly a period that ought to be
devoted to the smashing of Japsn as a potential danger to the
rear of the democratic forces in the world conflict.
(5)
Japan’s national existence can only be preserved by
fulfilling two conditions of first importance:
abandonment
of aggression (withdrawal of all forces from China, including
the northeastern provinces and withdrawal from Indo-Ghina);
and relinquishment of the Axis partnership.

A full report on the proceedings of the Council wij.1 be
submitted upon the termination of the present session.

Enclosure:

1/ As stated.

Original by air mail to the
Four conies by pouch to the
Copy to Embassy, Paining*
800 China
JCV/cwc
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GENERAL JSSIMu’S UFENING ALIRESS BEFORE
THE SECOND PLEfARY SESSION
OF THE PEOPLE'S POLITICAL COUNCIL

In his inau^ral address before the second plenary session of the

leople's Political Council on Nov. 17th Generalissi.no Chiang
began by expressing his appreciation of the work done by members
during the period of adjournment. He then went on to say that
during this period the govern lent had concentrated its efforts
upon ’’the development of local autonomy,

financial adjustments,

the general strengthening of national economy, and the opening

up of new lines of communication’’, all with a view to building up

the forces of resistance. He declared that China's war of

resistance and the international situation had now entered, upon
a supremely important and decisive phase. The nations opposing

the aggressors had come to realize that the present moment was
opportune for dealing with Japan. The substance of Generalissimo

Chiang1s address may be brought under four heads:
1. The most striking feature of events during the past

six months was the division of the whole world into two great
camps, with the Nazi-dominated Axis countries aligned on the one
side against the democratic nations on the other- The conflicts

in the Crient and in Europe were now seen to involve one and the
same issue. Solidarity of the forces resisting aggression had
been removed

fron the sphere of ideas to that of facts. The

passage of the Meric an Lend-Lease Bill, the heroic achievements

of the Soviet armies, the progress made in coordinating defence
in the Pacific, and President Roosevelt’s repeated declaration
of his country’s determination to assist China, Britain and

Russia, — all this was evidence of the genuine cooperation
achieved by the democratic nations.
The past three months have seen the Japanese initiate
negotiations with /America only to proceed simultaneously to
devote themselves to all manner of preparations for future acts of

aggression. They have established a so-called ’’Head luarters of
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National Defense" at home ,while abroad in Indo-China airl in

hnnchuria they have steadily increased the strength of their

armies. The present Tojo Cabinet has’announced its intention of
"disposing of the China Incident and breaking down the encircle
ment of Japan by hostile powers" and of bringing to bear to
that end "grar£tic resolution and lightning activity". Sufficient

proof of the Japanese resolve to embark on a fresh campaign in

concert with the Axis is to be found in the recent revision
of the conscription law whereby men between the ages of 40

and 50 and those of third-rate physique are being called to the
colours, and the increase of military expenditures by 3,800,000,000

yen fbr the next four months.

2. Chinese resistance has greatly exhausted the enemy’s
strength. His losses during the period between the Shang-Kao and

north Hunan campaigns were immense. His offensives against
Changsha and Chengchow were on a very limited scale and brought
him disastrous defeats. He has likewise been compelled to

withdraw from many garrisoned points of the first importance The war in China has after more than four years left Japan with
little remaining strength for attacks on other countries of

the world. Germany has nov been fighting with Soviet Russia

for nearly five months and the European war is more than two

years old; had it riot been for Chinese resistance Japan would

certainly have seized the ’priceless opportunity to launch
some predatory enterprise. The Tojo Cabinet is now summoning
up its courage to pierce the lines of encirclement and makeing a
show of determination to strike at the Yunnan-Burma Road as the
virtual beginning of southward expansion. A Japanese invasion
of Yunnan would lead to attacks on Thailand, Singapore and

other parts of the Southern Pacific region. The primary object

would be to sever contact between the armies of resistance in

China and the forces of the democratic powers without, as a
necessary preliminary to further moves southward. China will

2
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naturally defend every inch of her territory and spare no effort

to deal the enemy a blow hard enough to remove with his defeat

the greatest obstacle to peace in the Far East. You will all be
aware that the preparations for united democratic defence in the

Far East are now complete. Thathappy circumstance is to be
considered the fruit of China’s four years of resistance. It is

the achievement given the world by China’s dogged, efforts,

by her resilient and selfless spirit, and by continuing to display
shall
that spirit we^lend our full strength to the forces fighting
aggression-.
as to the responsibility of Britain and America

towards the Far East, I am sure they have no intention of
dealing lightly with any one of the aggressors. The time is ripe

for them to deal with Japan and they will not be diverted from

their purpose by any such negotiations as those undertaken by
Kurusu. My reasons for affirming this are as follows. Firstly, the
Japanese massing of troops in Indo-China with the object of
cutting China’s lines of communication contravenes two of the

principles declared by President Roosevelt and Mr. Churchill,
regarding the use and threat of armed force

and the freedom of

the seas and of trade. Secondly, Japan has for ten years been
violating her international undertakings and especially those of

the Nine-Power Treaty, of which America is the leading signatory.

She is not to be thought capable of deserting the principles
that have determined the whole development of her national

policy. Moreover by declaring herself the arsenal of the democraci

America' has signified her readiness to assert the cause of justice
against the law-breaking ambitions of the aggressors. With Anglo-

American military preparations in the Far East complete, she

will all the more readily take action to that end. .Thirdly,
despite all the honeyed, words of the Japanese, America will not

forget Konoye’s assertion af last October, when he said. "If
America cannot accommodate herself to the contentions of Japan and

3
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the Axis powers, thgre will definitely be war".

Nor can America

forget the words of" matsuoka : "xf America persists in the attempt
to maintain the status quo in the Pacific, there will be nothing
for it but war". Again, Mabuchi, a spokesman for the Army, declared

a month or so ago that Japan must break through the encirclement
of the ABCD bloc of powers and undertake a protracted war with

Britain and America as the chief powers that compose that
bloc. Fourthly, the long list of incidents that have occurred
since the war in China began, such as the wounding of the British

Ambassador, the sinking of the Pana y and the insulting treatment
of British and American men and women at Peiping, Tientsin,

Tsingtao and Shanghai, have left no room for doubt of the

»

Japanese intention to assail Britain and America simultaneously

with aggression in China. I am therefore certain that compromise
with Japan on the part of Britain and America is impossible both
on grounds of interest and principle, while I am equally confident

that they will not let slip the present excellent opportunity of

discharging their moral responsibility for the defence of peace in
jthe Far East.
4,. whereas the Japanese dream in voir of the settlement

the China incident"
yyimaririqgxmmsyg I think it may rightly be said that now is the
time when the powers fighting aggression can best, and most

liquidate "the Japan incident".
Those powers command the

•urgently ought, to

strength of about nine-tenths of the world’s population. In Russia

the situation on the central front has been stabilized and the

Nazi forces are at a standstill, confronted by unfavorable weather
conditions. Britain has gained the mastery of the iAediterranean

following successes won against the German and Italian naval forces
This winter is clearly a period that ought to be devoted to the
smashing of Japan

as a potential danger to the rear of the

democratic forces in the world conflict. President Roosevelt

predicts that 1943 will see the end of that conflict. I believe
he has good reason for saying this. It is unthinkable that the

- 4 -
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democracies should permit the Axis to threaten their rear and next

spring see the Japanese launch an attack on Russia coordinated
with a German offensive. Nor can they stand idle while
Germany triumphs in the Near East and Japan strikes towards the
:
Indian Ocean* A traditional maxim of the Chinese art of war is

"first to crush the weakest member of an alliance of enemies".

Japan is the we’akest link of the chain of aggressor nations
but if time is allowed her to. recuperate strength and

manoeuvre as she pleases the consequence may very well be

eventual defeat for the democracies. Now is the vital moment and
opportunity that must by no means be neglected. Britain and America

are undoubtedly aware of the facts to the full. Japan is now
wasting her time with resort to blandishments and intimidation.

Abroad, the Japanese militarists trample upon mankind’s boncep-

f

tions of justice and equity; at home they flout the rights of

their own people. By such conduct they are simply courting

destruction. The Japanese are now conscious of the fact that they
are hemmed in on all sides and face imminent ruin. To continue
in their reckless courses will inevitably bring then, to
disaster; their national existence can only be preserved by their

complete abandonment of thoughts of aggrandizement and submission

Lo the demands of justice and equity. In doing so there would be
two points of first importance in the conditions to be fulfilled:
(i) The abandonment of the policy of aggression, with the with

drawal of all forces from Chinese soil, including the Northeastern
provinces, and a similar withdrawal from Indo-China. Garrisons

in the Northeast are equivalent to forces

posted as a menace

to Siberia and garrisons in Indo-China equivalent to forces

posted as a menace to the Philippines and i«*alaya, and in neither

case therefore to be tolerated. The never-changing aim of our

resistance has been the total preservation of China’s territorial
sovereignty and the Japanese must realize that we stall never
accede to its infringement by a single Japanese soldier remaining
on our soil, (ii) Japan’s detachment from the Axis alliance. The
- 5 -
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utter incompatibility of the aims pursued by the Axis powers and
these opposing them necessitates for Japan's salvation her with
drawal from the .Axis camp and the rejection of its aggressive

principles and activities. Failing the willingness of the

Japanese militarists to take this course there is nothing for it

but their overthrow by the Japanese people. There is yet time for

Japan to repent. She has now to choose between sincere allegiance
or avowed opposition to the powers fighting aggression. There is

no third course; The mind of those powers is irrevocably made up.
Finally, let all of you here at this session realize that

the issue of our war of resistance is one with that of the struggle

between the forces of light and darkness throughout the world,
a straggle now? approaching its climax. In the Far East the
forces of justice and brute force are about to clash in decisive

cor. bat. It is the moment for us to exert our greatest efforts.
The enemy is intent upon the destruction of China and we upon her

preservation. He would plunge the Pacific into the darkness of
Hell, while we strive to make it a lighthouse for mankind. That
being the nature of the task we have undertaken we shall surely

stint no effort or sacrifice to accomplish it«

- 6 -
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................
Mr VX,*

Honorable CordeXL HuISSP^®®^

Secretary of St'ate
Washington, D. Ç

13 ' j

X
'

Dear Mr. SecreteX%W/fMriONS
In a pamphlet published October, 1937, entitled ’’THE
CASE FOR JAP»U, A Dispassionate Study, By Herbert H. Gowen,
D.D.”, the purpose of which was to state Japan's justifica
tion for her objectives in her assault on China, appears
this statement (p. 18):

"What she needs, and that to maintain
her own existence,
is obviously not ad
ditional territory,
but
freedom
to
carry on her industrial program with
access to raw materials and unmenaced by
the disorder, boycotts and anti-Japanese
movements which have been due not to the
general antipathy of the Chinese people
but to a propaganda fomented largely
from without and which has now become
for certain classes a form of hysteria."

This pamphlet was at once officially adopted by
Japan, it having since been continuously distributed
through her Consulates in the United States. The enclosed
copy was so secured.
Having thus officially stated the grounds of her ap
peal to the world for sympathetic consideration of her
cause, how in good conscience may she now enlarge them?
With what fairness to China, to America and to the
world may official Washington grant her more?

With assurance of my highest regard, I am

PHI:ml
Enclosure

>7
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WRITE this paper not only with diffidence and humility, but
with profound sadness—a sadness bred of disappointment and
disillusion. Public opinion, with apparently small regard for facts,
or small desire to seek them, has seen in the present conflict in the
Far East just another example of Japanese aggression, such as for
many years we have learned from California and elsewhere to ex
pect as the one giant shadow threatening our civilization.

I
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That public opinion has also, out of long habit, been totally
blind to the huge military machine which foreign assistance (not
exclusively Russian) and foreign sympathy (quite largely Ameri
can) have made it possible for China to call into the field. The
League of Nations, smarting, one may suppose, over past rebuffs,
has found itself unable to distinguish between its function as an
instrument for the securing of even-handed justice for all nations,
including the “have-nots” as well as the “haves,” and that of pro
tecting the vested rights (however acquired) of certain European
nations, especially those in the Far East.
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And our own America, which has so decisively repudiated the
League and its works in all that concerns itself, and has protested
so feelingly its intention for the future to remain deaf to all the
blandishments of propaganda and blind to all the seductions of for
eign flirtations, has proved, alas, as credulous as of yore and as
ready to be stampeded down the steep and slippery way which leads
to war and to those even greater ills which are war’s inevitable
sequel.
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FROM FIFTY YEARS OF STUDY

^ÙKn

Nevertheless, unwilling as I am, even on the smallest scale, to
essay the role of an Athanasius contra mundum, if I am to stand
for the integrity of my own mind and the freedom of my own soul,
I must risk the crushing confutation of my views which doubtless
awaits me by stating, with the least possible resort to surmise or
speculation, and with an honest dependence on what is factual, the
conclusion to which I have, at this stage at least of a great tragedy,
come for myself.

1
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Let me say, too, that this conclusion is not drawn from merely
propagandist material, Japanese or Chinese, but from journals any
where which have not prostituted the art of journalism to the de
sire to mislead and deceive a too credulous and sensation-loving
public. And to the day-by-day files of papers with a conscience,
such as the North China Daily Herald (to mention but one of the
papers published in China), I think I am entitled to add such
knowledge of Sino-Japanese affairs as I have been able to accumulate in a study of over fifty years.
In order, however, not to make our discussion fruitless from
the first through the fanning once again of the fires of old controversies, I shall limit my survey in the main to events which have
taken place since the Shanghai Agreement of May 5, 1932, and what
is known as the Tangku Truce signed by China and Japan in the
spring of 1933. These agreements furnish a convenient point from
which to start, since they mark the close of the Sino-Japanese difficulties which we associate with Japan’s restoration of the former
Manchu Empire and inaugurate, for the space of two years, for
China and Japan, a period of reasonable cooperation and goodwill.
There are, however, two anomalies which it is necessary to men
tion. For neither of these can Japan in any wise be held responsi
ble, but they are intimately related to the present situation and
without doubt have colored the opinions of a great many who are
ignorant of their history.
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HISTORY OF THE FOREIGN SETTLEMENTS
The first of these anomalies is in the existence of what is known
as the Foreign Settlements in the Greater Shanghai. The history
of these goes back as far as 1843, when an area of 138 acres,
purely British, was set apart in order that the foreign merchants
and their families might not interfere with the habits and customs
of the Chinese population. In 1848 the area of the Settlements was
extended to 470 acres, occupied by a hundred representatives of 24
separate firms. At a still later date, 1853, an American and a
French Settlement were established on similar lines, but ten years
later still the American Concession was amalgamated with the
British, under a single Municipal Council, while amalgamation was
declined by the French Government. So the French Concession, socalled, was organized as a separate jurisdiction.
In 1899 the International Settlement was again extended, this

2
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time to embrace 5,584 acres, and, subsequently, the Council en
larged by the election of Japanese as well as British and American
representatives of the tax-payers. The Chinese were at first ex
cluded from residence, as well as representation, within the Settle
ment. They began, however, to flock in at the time of th© Taiping
Rebellion and have since so appreciated the advantage of foreign
sanitation and foreign security as to increase their numbers to
something approaching the million. Many of these Chinese in course
of time became tax-payers, but their demand for representation was
until a decade ago resisted.
At present the total representation, which, of course, varies
from election to election, comprises three British, three American,
three Japanese and (since 1930) five Chinese. It was in 1928 that
the Chinese were awarded three representatives for the first time.
From the very beginning it was decided that no Chinese armed
forces should be permitted to enter the Settlement area or to menace
the Settlement boundaries.
In 1854 (April) an incident occurred which has some bearing
upon the present situation. The Chinese Imperial Army camped on
the northern boundary of the Settlement and the British Consul,
Rutherford (afterwards Sir Rutherford) Alcock, demanded its re
tirement. On receiving a refusal the Consul used the Settlement
troops to fight what is known as the Battle of Muddy Flat, in which
the Chinese were forced to withdraw. Like action was taken by the
Settlement forces in 1925, when 10,000 Chinese soldiers surrendered
and were disarmed; in 1927; and, by the Japanese alone, in 1932.
It will be obvious that in all this we have an anomaly such as
could exist nowhere else save in China, but history is history and
this partciular piece of history must be taken into consideration
in evaluating the significance of the attack made upon the Japanese
of the Settlement on August 14 of this year. The 4,000 Japanese
Marines in Shanghai at that date were not invaders but present in
pursuance of treaty rights and of the necessity of guarding from
violence 30,000 of their nationals.

FOREIGN TROOPS IN NORTH CHINA
"

The second anomaly is in the presence of foreign troops, in
cluding Japanese, in North China. For the explanation of this we
have to go back to the days of the Boxer Revolt and the Treaty
which followed the suppression of that particular manifestation of
3
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anti-foreignism. In order that the way to the coast should never
again be barred to the foreigners resident in Peking, Great Britain,
the United States, Italy, Belgium and Japan were charged with the
responsibility of maintaining a certain number of troops, propor
tionate to the number of each resident nationality, at different
points along the corridor from Peking to Tientsin.

For the past 37 years these Powers, with the exception of Bel
gium, have kept their garrisons at Peiping, Tientsin, Shanhaikwan,
Chinwangtao, Tangku and other places. It is in line with the per
mission given to the warships of Great Britain, the United States,
Italy and Japan to patrol the waters of the Yangtze for 1,500 miles
from the sea and to station marines at certain ports.
It is all, as you will readily agree, an anomaly, but one sanc
tioned by generally recognized treaties and without which, as at
Nanking in 1927, “when war-mad troops attacked foreign resi
dents and entered the city with the definite license, if not intention,
to rob and kill foreigners,” 1 much loss of life must at various times
have resulted.

Having now drawn your attention to these anomalies, I am un
der the necessity, before giving my factual summary of recent
events, of making some rather general remarks as to the respective
policies of Japan and China during the past two years.

JAPAN’S CHINA POLICY SINCE 1933
First, let us ask what has been the general trend of Japanese
policy, so far as China is concerned, during these years. In spite
of the general opinion of men to the contrary, I am thoroughly
convinced that since 1933 Japanese policy has not been in the direc
tion of aggression or of a developing militarism. Koki Hirota,
both as Foreign Minister and as Premier, has repeatedly gone out
of his way to be conciliatory to China, and has repudiated the like
lihood of war during his terms of office. To Mr. Hirota’s sincerity
both the Chinese Ambassador to Tokyo and Chiang Kai-shek him
self have more than once borne testimony in language equally sin
cere.
Even if we choose to regard “the affair of February 26, 1936” as
a military revolt (which it was not), its failure and the punishment
of its principals, together with the subsequent curbing of the army
heads, are sufficient to show the baselessness of the theory that

'ÿ

the Army has dictated the present policy of the nation. The admin
istration of General Hayashi, which went out of power last spring,
might seem to give some color to the assumption, but the complete
defeat of that ministry at the polls in April and the fact that the
General, however unwilling, had to bow to the will of the electorate
once again refute the theory of military dominance.

The choice of Prince Fumimaro Konoye to be Prime Minister
united all sections of opinion in the nation and the Japanese par
ties have closed all the gaps between in support of the national
policy. This choice was accompanied by the return of Hirota to
the Foreign Office and a renewal of his pacific pledges.

JAPAN PLANNING FOR PEACE
During the same period Japan, on the basis of her assurance of
continued peace, has planned for the commemoration of the
famous Charter Oath of 1868 in 1938, for the holding of an Inter
national Exposition in Tokyo in 1940 and for the holding of the
Olympic Games in the same year. Furthermore, she has been giv
ing the closest attention to the development of her foreign trade,
with China as with other countries. It requires some stretch of the
imagination to believe that she would by aggression in Shanghai
deliberately proceed to wipe out that trade by the destruction of the
huge investments she possesses in the industrial sections of that
city.
Such has been Japan’s general line of policy as it concerns
China, though we must remember that in the same period of time
we are considering she has been more than fearful of the danger
along the Russian frontier. The “incidents” of a provocative na
ture which have been more or less regularly occurring along the
Manchoukuo and Siberian frontiers are amply sufficient to justify
precautions taken by Japan in that direction, even if we choose to
think Japan overly nervous as to the danger of communist propa
ganda within her own borders.
At any rate the Empire has felt itself under the necessity not
only of maintaining a large force within reach of the Soviet boun
daries but also of cultivating the friendship of those countries like
Germany and Italy which are themselves inimical to Russian prop
aganda. It may be conceded that democratic countries like our
own and Great Britain would be slow to align themselves similarly
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and yet, were they in the presence of a menace equally dangerous,
it might be that of two evils the choice of support from the Fascist
side would prove the better for the future of civilization. Russia,
working for world revolution, has never failed in the past to let
down her allies and she can be depended upon to do the same in
the future.

his part in the revival of the fortunes of communism. A captive at
Si-an, Chiang was (according to the general account) given the
alternative of war with Japan (together with the calling off of the
anti-communist campaign) or death.
We can only surmise as to the negotiations carried on through
the medium of Madame Chiang Kai-shek and judge them by their
results. For immediately afterwards, and without notice, we find
the completest reversal of policy.

COMMUNISM HINDERS CHINA, FOMENTS WAR
Now let us turn to the story of China since the signing of the

Tangku Truce. I have already pointed out that for the two years

CHINA STARTS ANTI-JAPANESE ACTIVITIES

following this event the agreement was observed, to the general
advantage of China as well as of Japan. Anti-Japanese agitation
ceased and notable progress was made towards the unification of
China.

The operations against the communists ceased abruptly and the
face of the Chinese armies was turned towards the north and the
Japanese garrisons. Instead of the old ministers, reactionaries, hos
tile to Japan, found a welcome at Nanking. The man who helped
raise Chiang Kai-shek to power in the old revolutionary days, Gen
eral Vassili Bluecher, also known as Ga-Lin, is once more hovering
behind the battle-fronts, lending his military genius. Other foreign
military experts, at least thirty in number, who had learned the
secrets of modern trench warfare in the battlefields of France and
Flanders, proceeded to build their concrete redoubts, with wire
entanglements, sand-bags, and the like, right on the borders of the
International Settlement adjacent to the Japanese residential sec
tion.

The only obstacle to this unification came from the communist
elements in different parts of the country, notably in the north and
west. Against these Chiang Kai-shek, assisted by a group of con
ciliatory ministers (later, for their efforts, branded as pro-Japanese),
waged unremitting war and received from Japan only the friend
liest cooperation, so far as she was permitted to aid. It was indeed
for the equipping and maintaining of the armies despatched for the
suppression of communism that Chiang Kai-shek was able to ob
tain those huge supplies of armament and munitions which the
pacifically-minded altruism of the industrial West was so glad to
manufacture and sell.
Affairs were at this stage when the Seventh International Con
gress of Soviets was held and made it a chief feature of its pro
gram to foment a new drive for the sovietization of China and for
the promotion of war between China and Japan. Thereupon things
began to happen in rapid sequence. First, in November, 1936,
came the shooting by a reactionary of the conciliatory Acting Foreign Minister, Wang Chiao-ming, who fortunately was not killed.
But a few days after Wang’s right-hand man, Tang Yu-jen, was
assassinated, and reactionaries came in to fill the vacant places.
A month later, in December, 1936, the Generalissimo, Chiang
Kai-shek, was kidnapped by that somewhat tarnished patriot, Chang
Hsueh-liang, who after his expulsion from Manchoukuo, carrying
some $60,000,000 extorted from the exploited peasantry, had been
sent abroad for his country’s good, but had now returned to play

The Blue-shirts and other anti-Japanese societies recommenced
their activities in the land. And the Primary Schools began again
the carrying out of their program of training the youth of the na
tion to hate. It was again:
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Composition: Children shall be required to write anti-Japanese essays and verses. Penmanship: Children shall be required
to copy anti-Japanese slogans. Drawing: Children shall be re
quired to draw pictures representing atrocities committed by
Japanese—and so on, through the entire curriculum.

Thus while a credulous world was hailing the well-nigh accom
plished unification of China as a modern miracle, men failed to
see that the unification was a unification of hate and that the suc
cess of this kind of unification was merely the success of red propa
ganda. It was but a stage in a program which was intended to sweep
away the one Power in Eastern Asia which bad proved an obstacle
to sovietization as a prelude to the main effort in the direction of
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world revolution of which Russia had never lost sight or touch.2
So the stage was set for the incidents about to occur and while
the Generalissimo kindly removed a restraining hand by going off
to his holiday at Kuling, where he hobnobbed with the American
missionaries, the things began to happen which I will now proceed
to catalogue.
I will mention first those which took place in the neighborhood
of what are known as the demilitarized zones of the north, that is,
the regions south of the Great Wall extending all the way from
the borders of Inner Mongolia to the coast and north to Shanhaikwan. This region, as already mentioned, the Chinese had pledged
themselves to respect by the Tangku Truce and by subsequent
agreements.

THE OUTBREAK IN NORTH CHINA
On July 7, then, occurred what is known as the Lukouchiao af
fair, when, without provocation or previous warning, 150 Japanese
soldiers, drilling on their accustomed drill-ground, were suddenly
attacked by a portion of the 29th Route Army. The Japanese were
unarmed but for one musket ball apiece, and this in possession of
the commanding officer, so had no alternative but to concentrate
and send for reinforcements, when the assailing force was driven
off. There is no dispute as to this being the first clash and those who

maintain the theory of Japanese aggression will be hard put to it to
illustrate their view from this first episode of the undeclared war.
It should perhaps be added that at this time the total Japanese
force in the Peiping area consisted of something over 4,000 men,
there by treaty for the protection of their 16,000 scattered nationals.
The other Powers had 4,449 troops for the protection of 10,338 of
their own people.

Omitting several encounters on the days immediately succeed
ing July 7, encounters which were readily enough apologized for
by the civil authorities, we come to the Langfang incident of July
23, when, after notice given, a party of Japanese signal corps men,
sent to repair a cut telegraph wire, were attacked by an entire regi
ment of Chinese with machine-guns and hand-grenades, and only
escaped annihilation through the timely arrival of reinforcements.

Thirdly, on July 28, occurred the Kuangan-men affair, at one
of the wall-gates of Peiping, when a number of Japanese belonging

to the garrison, on their way to barracks, with the knowledge and
permission of the Chinese authorities, found themselves suddenly
trapped by the clanging to of the outer gate and attacked with guns
and grenades. The men cut off only saved themselves from extermi
nation by the forcible opening of the gate, after serious loss.

Fourthly, comes the attack of the 29th Route Army on Tientsin,
on the early morning of July 29. The attack was made at four dif
ferent points, the Japanese barracks, the Japanese Concession, the
Field, and the East Station. There was only a single Japanese com
pany in the Concession, but, assisted by reinforcements, they suc
ceeded in driving back their assailants.

So far there had been no retaliation on the part of the Japanese,
though the Cabinet at Tokyo, seriously perturbed over the situation,
was forced to consider the sending of military help to the North
China garrison, just as in 1927, under circumstances of consider
ably less menace, the Treaty Powers had considered the sending of
(and sent) their forces to Shanghai.
The next incident showed clearly enough the need for this help,
and is one of the blackest spots in the entire story, though it has
not attracted the sympathy of the world. This was the massacre at
Tungchow, a city on the borders of the demilitarized zone, of sev
eral hundred Japanese civilians, men, women and children, mur
dered in cold blood, after torture and mutilations of an indescrib
able nature.

All through these incidents, it must be remembered, the local
civil authorities show themselves conciliatory and anxious to main
tain the peace but from the first it was equally obvious that the
army was resolved on provoking war. Chiang Kai-shek expressly
refused permission to the civil authority to conclude negotiations
unless it was understood that the movements of the 29th Route Army
were not in any wise to be hampered.

So the Communist armies, released from all pressure and free
from any restraint on the part of the Generalissimo, were now in
full cry northwards. As many as 30 Divisions, if we include the
29th Route Army, were on the move and (possibly to the surprise
of those who insist that the Japanese, not the Chinese, have all along
been the breakers of treaties) were treating the demilitarized zones
as though the Tangku Truce had never been signed.
9
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It was under these circumstances that the Cabinet of Prince
Konoye deemed it necessary to send an expeditionary force to re
lieve the hard-pressed garrisons and to punish, not the Chinese peo
ple but the Government which had over and over again broken faith
with Japan. It is satisfactory to know that, with the sympathy of a
great many Chinese in these regions, the five northern provinces are
now in a fair way of being cleared of the presence of the Chinese
armies.

TENSION INCREASES IN SHANGHAI
Now let us turn south to the Shanghai area and take in the sit
uation which was there maturing. In this region, apart from the
few soldiers who were just enough to take their share in the inter
national patrol, there were just 4,080 marines to protect the 30,000
Japanese residents (one-half of the foreign population), while the
British had 2,000 and the Americans 1,000 to protect a very much
smaller contingent.

It is inconceivable by any sane mind that the Japanese had
any doubt as to the absolute inviolability of the International
Settlement at this time, much less that they were themselves
planning an attack whose first consequence would be the de
struction of property in which they had invested millions of
yen.
There had been a number of isolated cases of outrage stretch
ing back to Nov. 1935, but the first indication that trouble was
actually at hand came with the kidnaping of a Japanese sailor
named Miyazaki. Even this brought with it only a temporary in
crease of precaution. Real alarm appeared when a Japanese naval
officer, Lieutenant Oyama, was slain a few hundred yards from the
Shanghai aerodrome, together with his chauffeur, Saito. Oyama
was shot and his body pierced with forty-one bayonet thrusts,
surely an unnecessary piece of thoroughness.
The outrage, which caused a panic in the Japanese section of
Shanghai, naturally led to an immediate increase in the number of
Japanese war-craft in the Whangpoo, while other Powers took, on
a lesser scale, similar precautions. While some of the Japanese ves
sels were transferred to Shanghai harbor from Japanese bases be
cause of the increased tension, a large number of the gunboats were
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from the fleet patrolling the Yangtze, which had aided in evacuat
ing Japanese refugees from the interior. Nevertheless, steps in the
direction of peace were taken by the Japanese Consul-General, Mr.
Suemasa Okamoto, whom some of us will remember as a former
Consul in Seattle.
On the same day as the Oyama murder Mr. Okamoto requested
Mayor Yui to remove the sand-bags and other preparations for
war which had been placed around the Japanese residential quarter
and to withdraw the Chinese forces which had practically encircled
the same section. The Mayor agreed but found himself powerless
to carry out the agreement.
On August 12, at the request of Consul-General Okamoto, the
Joint Committee of the Powers, which had been created on May
5, 1932, and included representatives of the United States, Great
Britain, Italy and France, as well as of China and Japan, moved to
stop the violation of the pact by the Chinese. The Committee met,
recognized the situation, warned the Chinese of the consequences of
their violation, but failed to secure any withdrawal. Mayor Yui re
fused to guarantee compliance and said the matter was one for set
tlement directly between China and Japan alone. The Japanese
thereupon ordered all their nationals into the district for protection
and posted guards.

The next day, August 13, the foreign ambassadors, not includ
ing the Japanese, held a mediation meeting. But even while their
offer to mediate was being considered the Chinese regulars fired up
on the Japanese and these not unnaturally returned their fire. The
result was a brief skirmish, during which the mediation meeting
adjourned, but even yet people were slow to believe that open war
on the Japanese was intended.

CHINESE ATTACK FOREIGN SETTLEMENT
Then, on Saturday, August 14, without warning, Chinese bomb
ers started out to drop bombs on the International Settlement with
terrible loss of civilian life, and this Chinese, at crowded corners of
the Nanking Road and the Avenue Edward VII. Of the several
hundred lives thus sacrificed three were those of Americans, a
tragedy, however, which has apparently been speedily forgotten. An
editorial in the North China Daily News spoke of it as “A Tragical
Debut” which would do more harm to the cause of Chinese nation-
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alism than months of diplomacy could remedy. But diplomacy was
now put out of countenance. The bombs seemed to have been de
liberately dropped on the International Settlement to bring the
whole world into the fray, since both the Japanese Consulate and
the Flagship Izumo, which were supposedly the objectives were a
long way from the spots actually bombed. Yet the whole incident
seems to have passed out of the memory of a press bent upon mak

ing Japan the aggressor from first to last.

।

J

The following day an emergency conference of consular repre
sentatives of all the Powers met and invited Mayor Yui of Shanghai
to consider two points, namely : ( 1 ) The matter of restricting bomb
ers from flying over the International Settlement, (2) The offer of a
mediation attempt by the consular body.

But instead of commenting on the startling character of this
revelation, one which immediately placed in jeopardy the vast in
vestments of Great Britain in Shanghai, to say nothing of the prop
erty of other Powers, it is necessary to deal briefly with two im
portant aspects of the situation, one the question of the bombing of
civilians, the other that of propaganda and the falsification of news.

REGARDING AERIAL BOMBINGS

To these points Japan replied: (1) Japan’s policy now and pre
viously had been to keep airships from flying over the International
Settlement. (2) Japan will be happy to consider any mediation
suggestions.

On this first question it must, to begin with, not be forgotten
that the bombing of civilians was without doubt commenced by Chi
nese and has since been continued by them. The horrible details
of the Nanking Road massacre are in themselves sufficient to prove
this. That there has since been no let-up in the practice is shown by
the deliberate bombing, on August 30, of the S.S. President Hoover,
with further loss of American life. That this was deliberate, and
not an accident, is shown on the testimony of the ship’s officers and
on that of eye-witnesses.

China’s reply was: (1) The air over the Settlement is Chinese.
(2) Any mediation effort which may result is bound to be disad
vantageous to the Chinese, and we do not favor the suggestion.

So the Chinese, confident in their newly acquired strength,
renewed the attack on Japanese objectives and I for one can
hardly blame the Japanese that they now took the matter seri
ously and decided to do what the British had done as far back
as 1854, and the Allied forces in 1925 and 1927, namely, to
compel the retreat of the Chinese army beyond the lines into
which they had of set purpose dug themselves in preparation
for this very situation.

The bombing machine circled the vessel four times before re
leasing its deadly missiles and had it not been for the arrival of
Japanese assistance the ship would very likely have been sunk. This
is affirmed by Mr. P. V. Reeves, of the staff of the High Commis
sioner of the Philippine Islands, who was a passenger. He adds to
the account of what he calls “the wilful, wanton, merciless, inhu
man, savage-like” attack on the ship the words: “China’s claim that
the bombing was an accident is contrary to all facts.”

It must be remembered, too, that the Japanese were fighting
against tremendous odds, both numerically and otherwise, and were
obliged in self-defense to sacrifice millions and millions of yen in
their factories and other buildings which went up in smoke. Sheer
folly, of course, if one is convinced that Japan was only carrying
out a policy of deliberate aggression.

Moreover, as I have said, China has continued ever since the
bombing of civilians. As recently as October 20, United States Am
bassador Nelson Johnson “made written representations to the Chi
nese Government asking that Chinese planes quit flying over the
Shanghai International Settlement and dropping bombs in foreign
areas. The ambassador said previous Chinese assurances that planes
would not fly over foreign areas had not been fulfilled.”

Now it is obvious that it would be impossible, within the limits
of a paper, to give any connected account of all the separate inci
12

dents which have taken place since that tragic day in August. Thou
sands of people, Chinese fugitives as well as foreign merchants,
realized that day for the first time that the security of the Interna
tional Settlement and the French Concession was but an illusion.
That in itself marks the incident as ending a period which had
begun as long ago as 1843.

In the next place one cannot but discern a certain element of
4
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hypocrisy in the protests of nations which are themselves largely
responsible for the retention of bombing for warfare or for police
purposes. At the Hague Conference of 1923 Japan herself pressed
for the abolition of aerial warfare but her proposals failed of adop
tion through the opposition of France and Great Britain. Great
Britain has within a few months employed bombing for the de
struction of civilian life in Waziristan. Russia has assembled a huge
fleet of airplanes at Vladivostok for the express purpose, should war
break out, of wiping out the commercial cities of Japan without dis
tinction of military or civilian.

Even an American soldier has spoken of his plan to wipe out
the city of Tokyo by means of aircraft carried over to Japan in
airplane carriers. Practically every important nation today is, on
the one hand, feverishly increasing its air armament and, on the
other, providing municipal bomb-proof shelters to afford civilians
a modicum of protection.

Horrible as the thought is, I fear that war from the air, neces
sarily destructive of civilian as well as of military objectives, is
part of the technique which our so-called civilization has decided
to accept. Under these circumstances it seems to me that Japan is
justified in declaring:

“So long as it is an accepted arm and one employed by
the adversary, Japan certainly cannot forego its use. And so
long as railways, railway stations, barracks, arsenals and other
structures in populous centers are universally ticketed as fit
objects for attack—as indeed they logically must be—there
must inevitably be grave risks incurred by all who live in the
neighborhood. ”
In the third place, in the presence of the most extraordinary
falsification of facts (to which I must presently allude) it is not
fair to overlook the explicit Japanese statement as to the reasons
for using aircraft and for their method of employing them. The
official statement of the Japanese Foreign Office runs as follows:
“Since Nanking is the central base of the Chinese military oper
ations, with unparalleled land-defenses, it is unavoidable for the
purpose of attaining the military aims of the Japanese forces that
the military airdromes and establishments located in and around
14

Nanking should be bombed. The bombing operations of the Jap
anese forces are not carried on beyond the scope above mentioned.
It seems necessary to say that they are not directed indiscriminately
at non-combatants. The warning issued in advance to non-com
batants serves as a testimony to the above statement.”
And again: “Our request to the effect that officials and civilians
who are nationals of your countries should take refuge is due to no
other thought than our earnest desire to prevent any untoward mis
fortune befalling the nationals of third Powers, which it is their
wish to respect to the greatest extent possible.”

And furthermore: “Japanese aviators are under strict instruc
tions to bomb objects of military significance only. There has been
no case of ruthless bombing of civilian centers by Japanese flyers.
Japanese flyers have been ordered to take every precaution for ac
curacy before releasing bombs and many times Japanese airplanes
have returned to their bases with their bombing racks still fully
loaded because suitable military targets could not be approached
closely enough to make bombing accurate. Charges of civilians,
hospitals and schools being bombed are not true.”
It may be added, as a partial explanation of reports as to the de
struction of civilian life and property, that China is at present using
many thousands of so-called “plain-clothes soldiers” who easily
appear, in the event of their being killed or wounded, as civilian
casualties. If foreign property has been destroyed it is in most
cases because that property, as in the case of the British warehouse
at Pootung, from whence the torpedo was fired at the flagship Izumo,
was being used by the Chinese military.

EYE-WITNESS REPORTS PROVE UNRELIABLE
To come to the question of propaganda and the falsification of
news, it might have been supposed that after our experience in the
Great War, when avowed eye-witnesses reported every imaginable
fable, from the nailing of children’s hands to doorways in Belgium
to the passage of thousands of Russian troops through Great Britain,
the public would have been just a little wary as to the news fur
nished by eye-witnesses. But, with the assistance of a conniving
press, it would seem that men are as gullible as ever. I quote the
following from a recently received copy of the North China Daily

News*.
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“Shanghai, August 17, 5:40 p. m.—Julio Blaminck, a Belgian,
who arrived at Cathay Mansions today, stated that he was the last
guest to leave Broadway Mansions, where, he said, Japanese sail
ors, with fixed bayonets, entered his room at 11 a.m. today and
ordered him to evacuate. They then took over the building.”
In the same paper is a letter from the manager of Broadway
Mansions, as follows: “It is desired ... to acquaint Mr. Blaminck
that the Japanese sailors have never taken over the building, they
did not order him to evacuate his room, and finally that under no
stretch of his imagination can he claim the self-assumed distinction
of being the last guest to leave.”

Two or three more of these falsifications may be given and then
I must conclude.
One: A British newspaper in Hongkong brands as absurd the
report that hundreds of civilians had been killed in air-raids in
Canton. It says that the civilian casualties were limited to two or
three civilians wounded.

Two: Accounts sent from Hong Kong reported hundreds (one lo
cal paper has even said thousands) of fishermen ruthlessly torpedoed
off the southern coast. Responsibility for this report was assigned
to the captain of the German freighter Scharnhorst, who repudiates
the story in the following words : “We can’t believe that the Chinese
we picked up at sea had been attacked by any submarine. I was
, greatly surprised about the whole thing when I read the account
in the newspapers here (Manila). I talked with no newspaper men
about the affair. We tried to discover how they had come to be
shipwrecked, but failed to get any information, as our Chinese crew
and the fishermen could not understand each other because of dia
lect differences. Upon our arrival at Hongkong we handed the sur
vivors over to the police, and that is all there was to it.”
Three: I will repeat the quotation from the Shanghai Evening
Post and Mercury, which no one will accuse of being pro-Japanese:

“JFe have leaned backwards” says this editorial, “and the
same is true of others, in striving to get and present the news
from the Chinese side. But, in the first place, the Chinese af
forded us little contact with authoritative sources; in the sec
ond place they issued very little news on their own account;
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and in the third place they insulted the intelligence of any sane
person with the atrocious fabrications they put in. Time after
time of late the Chinese have indulged in the most bombastic
claims of glorious advances into Hongkew. The Japanese gave
the foreign press a chance to come in for discussion, denied
these claims, and issued passes so that the correspondents
could go and look for themselves. Seeing is believing. De
tail after detail could be checked off the Chinese reports, and
so far as local investigation within the Japanese lines could
determine, most of all these Chinese reports were wrong. A
great many foreigners and Chinese think that the Japanese
merely hand out a pack of lies. They were never more mis
taken. Correspondents at first tended to believe, but when their
own eyes showed that they had been getting first-hand truth
from the Japanese and second-hand fiction from the Chinese,
well, figure it out for yourself”
In this connection it will be recalled that Mr. Hallett Abend,
the correspondent for the New York Times, has quite recently him
self protested to the Chinese against the doctoring of the text of
his dispatches, in such matters as the substitution here and there of
the word “Japanese” for “Chinese” or the insertion of a convenient
not.
Well, it is all horrible enough, view it from whatever angle wc
will. One is tempted sometimes to ask whether the world has made
any progress since the day when growling cave-men hurled at one
another their hymns of hate. These did at least launch their curses
from the front lines of the battle, whereas our modern dissemina
tors of poison-gas, physical or spiritual, may lurk in the rear in
comparative safety from attack. What is to be the end of it all, in
Europe, in Asia, in America—a whole world involved without es
cape except through the exercise of an intelligence not at present
apparent?

SHOULD CHINA WIN—
If, in the present instance, China be so strongly supported by
the stupidities of popular feeling and international diplomacy as
to draw other nations into the conflict, including ourselves—who
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have been most voluble in the expression of our intention to re
main neutral—China may win through the exhaustion of Japanese
resources in men and money.
It would, however, from our point of view, be a Pyrrhic victory,
the triumph of a Red Russia creating in turn a Red China, and re
moving the one barrier which at present exists in the Far East
against world revolution. It would undo all that has been done in
these last years in Manchoukuo and North China towards substitut
ing law and order for the chaos of banditry. It would mark the
end of European and American influence in the International Settle
ment of Shanghai. The Chinese, having made their breach in the
foreign control of the great seaport, would not be slow to force
British and French and Americans to follow the Japanese and make
exclusion permanent.

SHOULD JAPAN WIN—
On the other hand, should Japan, by a supreme effort of na
tional self-sacrifice prove the possibility of weathering the storm
and defeating the present Communist conspiracy which has forced
the hand of Chiang Kai-shek, then the situation is by no means
hopeless. Japan has absolutely denied any ambition to extend her
territorial responsibility or to interfere with the foreign rights in
Shanghai of which, by treaty, she possesses a share.

f What she needs, and that to maintain her own existence, is ob
viously not additional territory but freedom to carry on her indus
trial program with access to raw materials and unmenaced by the
disorder, boycotts and anti-Japanese movements which have been
due not to the general antipathy of the Chinese people but to a
propaganda fomented largely from without and which has now be
come for certain classes a form of hysteria.
In this case it may be predicted that Shanghai will speedily re
cover her place as the great emporium of Eastern Asia, with as
much benefit to China herself as to the foreign firms which have
there invested their money. As for the rest of China, North China
will probably find its salvation in a separate autonomous state,
while southern and western China will go their own ways. It will

IN CONCLUSION
Which end will be reached I cannot, of course, venture to pre
dict. The future is veiled in the thickest of mists. Some have even
tended to adopt a kind of philosophic determinism, in affairs of na
tions as in affairs concerning the individual. As poor Othello was
caught in the toils and dragged down to the ultimate tragedy by
steps too undiscernible to afford warning or protection, so it may
be with the history of nations. Dr. Latourette of Yale seems to have
this in mind when he writes of the present course of events as they
concern Japan as follows:
“Can a case be made for Japan? Is it possible to give a reason
able defense for Japan’s political and military imperialism on the
continent of Asia? If one means by that a justification based upon
some widely accepted standard of morals, a dogmatic Yes or No
would be hard to defend. That way lie endless debate, reciprocal re
crimination and much confusion of issues. If, however, the case for
Japan be approached historically, the answer must be an unquali
fied Yes. When one comes to ask, in terms of the colloquial, How
did Japan get that way? one is startled to discover that about
Japan’s actions there has been much of inevitability. The still un
finished story of the modern foreign policy of Japan has a most
sobering resemblance to some ancient Greek tragedy. Given the
circumstances in which it is set, and certain initial deeds, the main
outline of events seems almost predetermined. Only the most reso
lute action which no Japanese government could take and hope to
survive can change the direction of a course which must lead either
to much greater aggrandisement or to ruin. Present-day Japan and
contemporary Japanese statesmanship are caught in a current of
events for which they are only slightly responsible and whose di
rection they may modify but cannot basically alter.”3

However little I accept this statement in its entirety, and least of
all any extreme doctrine of “manifest destiny,” for Japan or for the
United States, one must feel the force of the words quoted. But if
we add to an expression of this the conviction that the doctrine of
moral responsibility is not thereby nullified we will have to go fur

not be the first time in the history of China that the land has bene
fited by decentralisation rather than by an enforced and unnatural
unification.

ther and acknowledge that the moral responsibility for the present
situation is by no means so completely Japan's as to warrant the
representatives of the Powers to sit complacently in the League
Council and point a finger of a shocked and outraged righteousness
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ufactures. We built up our armaments largely on the theory that
here was the enemy against the menace of whose rivalry we must
some day fight.

to Japan as the aggressor. Only God in the final summing up when
the nations are assembled around the throne of perfect justice may
rightly assess the blame and divide it equitably among those con
cerned.

Short of some great act of repentance among all the peoples, we
at least should see to it that we view her case dispassionately and
without prejudice. Out of the passion and prejudice of the present,
whether disguised as the belligerency of military and economic
chauvinism or the belligerency of pacificism, can only come dis
aster and ruin for the civilization we have inherited.

Without attempting to forestall such a verdict it would appear
even in the light we have today that China must bear her fair share
of the responsibility. China, the spoiled darling of sentimental
America, without real faith in Westernism, without real sympathy
for the western Powers to whom she appeals for aid, always ready
to use force (and to boast of it) when she feels herself physically
strong, and always ready to pose as a pacific people trodden down,
abused and helpless, when she meets defeat, cannot forever evade
an adverse verdict on the history of the past twenty-five years.

Russia, too, must appear at the bar for judgment, still nursing,
even with Sovietism in the saddle, her dream of an Oriental im
perialism, with ice-free ports on the Pacific, still intriguing for the
break-up of the so-called capitalistic states, and in these last years
bent upon provoking a Sino-Japanese clash as a curtain-raiser for
the drama to come, still posing as the friend of democracy before
a France and a Britain whom she would in the hour of crisis be
tray without compunction.

Then when at last the exultant victor and the humiliated victim shall find themselves cheek by jowl in the ruin they have made
their grave, if feel they can, they must surely feel what fools they
have been, how little they have learned the history of the race.
Like the young English poet4 who, at the age of twenty, gave his life
in the Great War, they will exclaim to one another, foe to foe,

<1

“You are blind like us. Your hurt no man designed,
And no man claimed the conquest of your land.
But gropers both, through fields of thought confined,

We stumble and we do not understand.

You only saw your future bigly planned,

Other Powers, again, must answer to the indictment of having
allowed their own economic interests to weigh so heavily against
the principle of abstract justice that these interests need not be
concealed even in the Council Chamber of the League—a League be
come almost confessedly an organization for the protection of the
status quo and vested rights gained, sometimes by devious ways, in
a past not so very remote.
And, lastly, we, the United States of America, have our own
clear measure of responsibility. We brought Japan out into the
arena of international life because it was not good for nations to
live isolated and alone. We furnished the pattern by which Japan
was to emerge from feudalism and in due course take her seat at
the high table of international politics. We denied to the nation we
had fostered the right of racial, political or economic equality. We
showed little or no sympathy with her problems of over-population
and industrial expansion. We shaped our laws to discriminate
against her people and our tariffs to discriminate against her man

or (E)

And we the tapering paths of our own mind,

And in each other’s dearest ways we stand,
And hiss and hate. And the blind fight the blind.

When it is peace, then we may view again
With new-won eyes each other’s truer form,
And wonder. Grown more loving-kind and warm

We’ll grasp firm hands and laugh away the pain,
When it is peace. But until peace, the storm,

The darkness, and the thunder, and the rain.”

O'
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NOTES
1. p. 4: See statement of American Missionaries issued after the “Nanking
Affair” of 1927.

2. p. 8: So apparent in the early days of 1937 was China’s intention to wage
war on Japan that on May 22 an editorial in the North China Daily News
commences as follows: “At a time when Japanese statesmen have clearly
shown their desire to view Chinese affairs by a ‘new concept,* it is unfor
tunate that certain asperities in argument have lately manifested them
selves in Chinese comment on Sino-Japanese relations.” Again, in the
June number of Asia Mr. Nathaniel Peffer heads an article: “China must
not fight now” And again, in Current History for November, 1937, Mr.
K. K. Kawakami writes: “Last January, immediately after Chiang Kaishek’s release, the third plenary session of the Nationalist Party at Nan»
king was reported to have resolved that the ideology and technique of the
party be so revised as to expedite harmonious relations with the com
munists.”
3. p. 19: See the article by Dr. Latourette, originally in Amerasia, as quoted
in the Japanese-American Courier.
4. p. 21: Charles Hamilton Sorley, in Marlborough and Other Poems.
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The Case for Japan by Herbert H. Gowen, D.D.,
F.R.G.S., F.R.A.S., etc., was first read before the
Monday Club of Seattle on Monday, October 25,
1937. Dr. Gowen is professor of Oriental Studies at
the University of Washington, Seattle, and Hon
orary Fellow of St. Augustine’s College, Canterbury,
England, as well as author of a number of books
dealing with the Far East, among them An Outline
History of Japan, The History of Indian Literature,
A History of Religion, etc.

This paper, written at a time when reason suffers
and popular indignation and prejudice nurtured by
propaganda would condemn Japan without a hear
ing, is compiled from material gathered from di
verse sources, and culled in the light of more than
fifty years of study of the Far East.
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My dear Mr. Lysonsi
The Secretary of State has asked me to acknowledge

à
the receipt of your letter of ."Sovember 21, 1941 with
which you enclose a pamphlet entitled "The Case for Japan",

0!
u;

4-

1x
Tou any be assured that tho contents of your letter

1

have been carefully noted and that your courtesy In .making

your views available to us and in bringing the above»

C
ju

<£
mentioned pamphlet to our attention is appreciated.
Sincerely yours.

(s? •

.

George Atoheson, Jr.
Assistant Chief
Division of Far Eastern Affairs
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Mr. Fred K. Lysons,
Lowman Building,

ç

?£:W tilJK
12-3-41

Seattle, Washington.
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December 2,

The attached copy of a message dated
November 22 from the United States Treasury
representative at Hongkong contains state
ments based upon an interview with the
-c
former Chinese Vice Minister for Foreign
-a
Affairs in effect as follows:
1. There are "pro-Axis" and "peace"
groups in the Chinese Government which
consider tnat in the "negotiations" between^
the United States and Japan, the United
O
States will yield to Japan to a large
&
extent, and which see in these "negotiations"
opportunities to consolidate their own
position for their special interests in
China. The "pro-Axis" group tries to
arrange peace with Japan through Germany;
the "peace group" tries to bring about
peace by direct bargaining with Japan.
2. There is an anti-Axis group which
hopes that the United States will itself
bring about a peace involving the with
drawal of Japanese troops from North China.

3. The third principal body of opinion
in China is in favor of continued active
resistance and believes that a maximum
possibility of peace is less tnan 50 percent,
tnat the United States will not let China
tl
get worst
\~lnion of
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_____

2 9 1941
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DEPAR TMEftll OF STAT

ENT
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RECEIVED
NOV 2 6 1941
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

^^ATIOHS^^o r your information, I am
inclosing herewith copy of a cable
which we have received today from
our Treasury representative in
China.

TD
CM
TO

Honorable Cordell Hull,
Secretary of State,
Washington, D.C.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division of Far Eastern Affairs
December 10, 1941

- Mr. Greens

Reference SD's memorandum of
November 28 in which the suggestion is
made that FE may care to bring to the
attention of the Japanese Government
the question of the treatment accorded
Chinese in Indochina by Japanese military
authorities in that area.
In view of the existence of a state
of war between the United States and
Japan, action along the line suggested
would now seem to be wholly impracticable.
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MEMORANDUM
November 28, 1941
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.

SPECIAL
DIVISION

TO:

FE - Mr .' Ham li t on ''

FROM:

SD - Mr. Green

SUBJECT :

Detention and alleged ill treatment~Of------ -------------Chinese nationals by Japanese military
authorities in Indochina.

C 1 0 1941
T DEPARTMENT of state

7 9 3 .9 4 /

Telegrams 147 and 164 and despatch 249 from the

I

Consul at Hanoi, which are attached, Indicate that the

7051

Japanese military authorities in Indochina have arrested
a number of Chinese nationals, have taken some of their

property, have violated the premises of the Chinese
Consulate General, have taken away official property of

the Chinese Government and may possibly be subjecting
some of the detained Chinese nationals to ill treatment.
When a situation such as that described in the
attached documents arises elsewhere in connection with

the representation of foreign interests, it is customai^
° S
to inform the represented government in order that it ute^r H
formulate for communication to the government having

co

<3

control

U

' 7, fri.
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-2control of the area where the action objected to may have

taken place, such protests as it may deem desirable.

A

protest presented by a represented government for trans

mission In such circumstances is communicated to this
Government's appropriate representative for delivery
verbatim to the government to which he is accredited in

the name of the represented government without any comment

and without adding the weight of this government.

(The

policy involved is set forth in paragraphs 1 and 2 of the
Department's circular no. 101 of July 16, 1940 to the

Legation at Bern, a copy of which is attached, and is
based upon the considerations of international law normally

applied in such cases.)
In the case of this Government's representation of

Chinese interests in Indochina, an unusual situation exists
in that this Government's officers in Indochina are not
accredited to the power which is exercising military control

within their jurisdiction and that that power, furthermore,
does not recognize the government whose interests we are

representing.

In this connection, it is necessary to

point out that the representation of foreign interests

cannot be conducted effectively without the consent of the

local authorities.

Zt

f*
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-3It would seem of small practical use to Invite the

Chinese Government to formulate a protest to the French
authorities upon the basis of the attached reports from
the Consul at Hanoi although as a matter of record this
information should be and undoubtedly has been made avail

able to that government by the Embassy at Chungking which
received copies of Hanoi's reports.

however, be verified).

(This assumption might,

It would further seem that the

American Consul at Hanoi has taken all steps which might
properly be taken in order to bring the situation to the

attention of the French authorities to whom he is
accredited.

It would seem, therefore, that there is no

customary routine action which the Department can take on
the attached reports.

On the other hand it is possible,

in view of considerations affecting our representation of

Chinese interests in Indochina and our general policy in
the Far East, that FE may wish, for reasons of policy

quite apart from the representation of foreign interests,

to take some action to bring the situation described by
the Consul at Hanoi to the attention of the Japanese

Government.

Joseph C. Green.

LX

SD: AE(s4attenburg:RAM

/
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101.
Oopartaoat's otrealar ao. «v» April to» was la

aapllÇLoatloa of Metlon XIT-s of the Foreign Mrrtoo
RsgMlatlras» with partlralar refereeoo ta atntelstra*

tiw prooetaro «M«r Kata 0 thereof. It la tw
eenolterot atviaablo ta repeat te the fiait the fol*

lowing attitiraal atatoaont ef a rare general aatero
whioh haa boon prepare* aa a roaalt ef inqnlrlee fron
tariras offioeo.

One. I» the WW Iratraotloas ta tlploaatlo ont
eraralar efflaere «t the Mite* States ef Marisa

oatrastot with the interests of forait» gevoraaeate
at war WSQOOW, Aagnst IV» 1014» Foreign helatleaa ef
the Qnita* States • 1014» SeppleaMt» Fage V40» yoa
will flat «aofnl information ta faite yen la the oaarelae of year teat offlooe In hehsif of foreign interests

The elreeaetaneos of notera warfare» ef eonreo» aaha
it tlffloait to foresee the extent to whlah Um Déport

erai's rapreoratatlTOe any be able to oneroloo the
rights
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•t- no. 101* July 10* • p.a«, t* Bora.
fight* an* ««tie* ceaferret w®» the* by Aipleaatle
8Mgi to protect th* foreign iat*r**t* eatrv*to< to

their «ar**

mA th* Qowcrnaoate oenoerasA haw* 1mm* ••

inforaeA.

Tv*.

Xt 1* strasse* that th* representatlen *f

foreign interest* involve* th* oaerelse of lafornal
gooA offlee* *nl not of mb offioial function. T*u nay

not nAAro** * formal protect t* th* a*v*raa*at to iAii*h
you ar* aeercAlted la respect of natter* affecting
foreign interests, or put the weight of your official

position behind say request that th* represented
govemnent any Aosir* to hav* nag* to th* flovemaont to
which you ar* aeeroAlteA.

In general* ia approaching

th* Aevornacnt to which go* ar* aeerodlteA, you not
only a* th* medio* of traneniselon of aa*h ooasnuile*-

tiens *• it any ho appropriai* to traaaalt.
Three. Ten mgr net accept for *torag* ia a

country's enbassy or legation novabio property belong
ing to it* nationals vithoot th* *fr**n*nt both of th*

r*pr***at*A gorerammt an* the governaent to which yea
are aocroAitoA.

Xf such a reoueot is a*A* of you, th*

Departaent wool* wish to bo InformK of the *ir*wa*t*a***
aaA, la broaching th* natter to th* gorsmaeet of th*
national eoneemel woulA vieil to neation the possibility

that to permit aonAiploaati* proporty to bo place* la

it*

.

c(q)

or

11652,
ter, w®S,

-3-

ne. 101» July 18» 8 p.n., to Bara.

it* nte«iy ar legation» «van with the consent of the

belligerents conoorneA, night expose the Aiplonatio

property there etoroa to violation of ita Insanity.
Yon nay fiat it aAvantagsoua in thia eeameotion

Aiacrootly to confer in aAvanoo with the represent»*
ties of any country whoa* interests yen have been

The

authorise* to tako over in certain eventualities.
bopartnont'a policy with respect to the storing of

private property is sot ont in Section XXIV-457 a,
Fart XT» Foreign service Regulations.

You nay not

accept for storage in your office ray archives or
other property of a belligerent.

If ouch a request is

»Me of you, you any in Accusing to accept point out
that upon the eevorraeo of relations, *iplonatie usage

gives to you the right an* duty to protect the archives
and other diplomatic property within the niMien

premises of any country whoso interests you arc authorise*
to take over.
Four.

You ehculA, of course, pronptly notify th*

govsrnaent to which you are aoorogitog of your asranption
of the representation of any foreign interests.

Tn the

absence of objection en it* part, its tacit aoguleeoenoe
nay be rogarAe* as sufficient assent without foraal

agreenent.
nvo,
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»• Bern.

Its embassy or legation, even with the ooaeent of the
belligerents ooMcraod, night expose the llpbaaUt
property there stored to violation of Me insanity,

ïou may find M advantageous la thia waaeotion

discreetly to confer in advance with the représenta»
tire of any country whose interest» yon haw hews

authorised to take over In certain ewntualltloe. The
Department's policy with roepobt to the storing of
private property is sot out in ^action XXTV-497 a,

Part XX, Foreign Bervioe Régulâtions. Too any not

accept for stores» in your office any arohiwe or
other property of a belligerent.

If meeh a request 1»

made of you, you nay la declining to aooopt point out
that upon the oowraaoe of relatione, diplomatie usage

gives to you the right and duty to protest the arehiwo
and other diplomatie property within the aieaiea

premises of any country whoso interests you are authorised
to take owr.

Four,

feu should, of course, promptly notify the

govsrnnsnt to which you are accredited of your assumption
of the representation of any foreign interests. Xn the

absence of objection on Ito part. Me tacit acquiescence

any be regarded as sufficient assent without formal

agroenent.
nw
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m. loi, Jfuly It, • p.«., to tom.

nt».

Vootol iafematlea la reap*** •< the »•»*•

wmtatloa of foreiga lateroato m4 of • tolllgeroat

power’s rl|hte regardiag property «at iatoreste of aa
eaeay power eltoated la territory water the teni|N«al,i

eoatrol 1* to to feast la toe fellewlag rororeaeoai
Moore* Xatoraatloaal Lee* Voluee XV, Fago MM sat fol-

lewlag payee; Ooraor Xateraal tow aa4 toe Varie tor*
teleae 1* Chapters XI* XXX ant TV; Byte* Volaae oao*

Seetlon 490 mmI Vetoes too, Fart VTI, title Sj

Aaerleaa «Foaraal Xntoraatloaal tow* topptoaeat, Yotoae
tf, IMF* eeaaeats oa artlaloo ? aa4 Ml of too Braft

CoaeoatlM oa Mploaatlo mvitofos aai Xamaltleo.
sic.

Xf yea have serie»* eoabt eeaeemlag too

aotlea to to takes roepoatlag My spoolfle proWloa toot

say arise, toe topartoeat will* of oowroe, to glad to
Moo yoa eoaeelt It.
ftepoat to all aleoloaa for their gatoaaoo m« for

repotltlea for their laformtloa to eoaoalar offloos
under their jorlaAlotloa»
MULL

SDsAKClED

U

SV

FA/>

ft
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE
NOTE

SUBJECT

Chinese formal declaration of war on Japan:

Informs of

I

7 ^ 3 .9 4 / 7 0 5 3

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See —Tel. #485 10am.______________________

___

(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated ®ec*

File No.

From I

1941

China (Chungking)
(Gauss)
Tq
।---------------------------------------

740.0011 P.W./974

0. ». GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE

rk

1—1640
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
FROM
26wu eb 11

Division of
FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS

NASHVILLE TENN 917a Nov 19 1941
Sec State Cordell Hull

NOV 1 ;f 1941
Department of State

TOC
China must be free even if it means war for us

MARZ E SPENCE

7 9 3 .9 4 /

1059a

I

7054

A

è
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
FROM

Kiev

Kunming via Chungking
and N. R.

This telegram must bE
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone,
(br)

Dated December Ç1, 1941

Rec’d

3J24 a.m.,23rd

Secretary of State,

Washington.

December 21, 5 p.m»
Volunteer group of fighter planes, which have

group of ten Japanese bombers which were now attempting
to raid Kunming but did reach here.

It is believed that

two more bombers were seriously damaged or possibly even

lost.

No Japanese pursuit planes came in.

PERKINS
RR

V rfeiU'tU'

«Ait

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 7 0 5 5

just arrived here, yesterday shot down four of a
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
FROM

BS

Foochow via N.R.

This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone-»
(br)

Dated. Dec ember 27, 1941
Rec’d. 2:39 p.m.,28th

Secretary of State
Washington*

42, Dec Ember 27. 6 p.m*

A

The responsible Chinese authorities in Fukien

consider it very unlikely that the Japanese will in
the immediate future again invade this consular

district.

However they state they believe that pos

sible future developments may lead to a Japanese
attempt to reoccuoy Foochow at a later date.

In these

opinions I concur

CSB

OEC 31

RICE
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be-p
fore being communicated
to anyone. (A)

Secretary of State,
Washington*

£U

December 27, 6 p.m*
CONFIDENTIAL.

The Chinese naval authorities have at present
no (repeat no) barrier, minefield or batteries closing

thE mouth of thE Ilin River and tiiE Chinese military
authorities appear neither to have made preparations

seriously to resist possible reoccupation nor to have
taken steps to liquidate thE

six thousand or more well

armed and equipped puppet troops,based on islands near

the Fukien mainland*

A relatively effective Chinese

division which garrisoned this area has just been with
drawn and Japanese naval or land forces, were

they to

proceed inland from the nearby mouth of the Ilin River,
could probably reach Foochow within a few hours.
OF CONFIDENTIAL)

(PART TARff

(END

FOLLOWS).

RICE
1ÏK

u
Ü)

0?
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Foochow via N. R.
This telegram mi:st be
close 1;* paraphrased be
fore be inc communicated
to anyone. (A)

Dated

December 27, 1941

Rec’d

2:25 a.m.,28th.

Secretary of State,
Washington.

‘December 27, 6 p.m.

(PART TWO).

COL FI BERT I AL.

The Chinese naval authorities have at present

no (repeat no) barrier, minefield or batteries closing
the mouth of the lïin River and the Chinese military

authorities appear neither to have made preparations
seriously to resist possible reoccupation nor to have
taken steps to liquidate the

six thousand or more well

armed and equipped puppet troops,based on islands near
the Fukien mainland.

A relatively effective Chinese

division which garrisoned this area has

just been with

drawn and Japanese naval or land forces, were

they to

proceed inland from the nearby mouth of the Ilin River,
could probably reach Foochow within a few hours.

OF COUITDEITTIAL)

(PART TAREE FOLLOWS).

RICE

(E1TD
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Chungking via N. R.

This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be- pROM Dated December 24, 1941
fore being communicated rROM
RecJd. 4:10 a.mo27th
to anyone.
(C)
.... ..........
p <
t4fcicZoS1-

MH. BOKNtfbCR J

Secretary of/Sfâte,

“

f* ’ JAN 3“ 194 k
yashingflon .
4

LV. EASTERM AFFAIRS

2
Department of State

COPIES III PARAPHRASE

SENT TO O.IJ.I. AND
527, December 24, 1 p.
K. I. D. IN 'CONFIDENCE
-----#E4—t
• •«.< t îuccesses in the War have
z
Japanese
initial

undoubtedly affected Chinese morale for the tine
being.

Likewise, the realization that the

hostilities will place a further strain upon the
war managed economy in this area has come as a

distinct/shock. But I do not share the somewhat
or
v/ |
EUROPFAN^l^^fl ptimates critical (*) of China made by
division

JAN

(H9rt?\pbservers.

In my opinion they make the error

DEPARTMENT(rf^£x$é^t^ng too much from this country.

China is

not prepared physically or psychologically to
participate on a major (repeat major) scale in the

War but I believe that the Chinese can be relied

upon to continue resistance to Japan doing so to
overcome the substantial Japanese forces now in
It would be unwise to count on moreS
oo
than this whatever assurances or offers of greater
co
contribution may be made.
this country..

The Undeniable exls-t-enoa of political and
military elements

P
m
w
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-2- #527, DECEnber 24, 1 p.

m.,

from ChunskinQ.

military elements which, with little faith in the
democratic powers, lack enthusiasm in the conflict
will make it necessary to give all possible support

and recognition to Chiang Kai Shek as the principal

advocate of resistance and cooperation.

Inclusion

of China military and political coalition and such

material aid as may be possible while carefully

avoiding any prejudice to our general Pacific war
effort is certainly advisable.

Pending the (?)

calculated to maintain the confidence (?) the in

flationary process and encourage (?) will also be
needed.

In the publicity field emphasis should be placed

upon factual and convincing information demonstrating
that irrespective of the early reconnaissance events

the United States through determination and superior
material increase in power will be the victor in the

Pacific.
This policy should do a great deal toward the

dissident and doubting elements.
GAUSS

HPD
(*) Apparent omission.
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SECURITY CLASSIFICATION

UNCLASSIFIED

form^s-jot

request

FOR DECLASSIFICATION OR DOWNGRADING

department of state

---------------- SECTION A
TO’ 1. ORIGINATING OR ACTION DIVISION

FE//4

1EXTENS1 ON

___________________

_______
DIVISION

2. REQUESTER'S NAME

Wilson C. Flake________________

FE

BUILDING

| 5378

ROOM NO.

NS

EXTENSION

3008

BUILDING

4834

ROOM NO.

NS

3181

3. DIVISION OF RECORD:
DC/R, REF, PD, etc»

SECTION B
ATTACHED
THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED DOCUMENT APPEARS TO NO LONGER WARRANT ITS SECURITY CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF DOCUMENT

TaI «gram No. 527

V

1
-*■H ® 4 «- O V\ I .

TO:

i

DATE

1

Department__________________________________________ !____________________ 12/24/41
FROM:

Chungking
SUBJECT:

PRESENT CLASSIFICATION

CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION C
THE CHIEF OF THE DIVISION TO WHICH THIS FORM IS ADDRESSED OR A PERSON DESIGNATED BY HIM WILL REVIEW THE SUBJECT
DOCUMENT AND INDICATE THE DESIRED CLASSIFICATION.
RETAIN PRESENT CLASSI
FICATION □

<1

CHANGE TO:
□ TQf SeZ?0*

□ SECRET □ CONFIDENTIAL □ RESTRICTED £1 UNCLASSIFIED

*(I f rec laaa/i fied to a hither claaa 1ficat ion explain on reverse aide).

BY AUTHORITY OF:

DATE ,

.

. 12/10/51

OFFICE

D
INSTRUCTIONS—(1) The requesting division will complete lines (1) and (2) of Section A and all of Section B of
this form in duplicate.
(2) Both copies of this form, with one copy of the document or documents to be downgraded or de
classified, will be forwarded to the action or originating division concerned with the document attached where
practicable.
(3) The action or originating division will, if the contents warrant, declassify or downgrade the
document by completing Section C of this form in duplicate and routing both copies to the division responsible for
maintaining the official record copy.
(4) The division that is the custodian of the record copy, upon receipt of this form, will file the
original of Form DS-507, change the classification on tte record copy of the document involved, and forward the
duplicate copy of this form to the division initiating the request.
(5) The division which initiated the request will note the action taken, make the necessary changes
in classification of documents in its possession, and then route the duplicate of Form DS-507 to the Chief, Di
vision of Security and Investigations (CSA).
(6) In cases where the originating or action division wishes to initiate the declassification, the
entire form will be completed and routed to the division maintaining the official record copy.
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A telegreua of December 24, 1941 from ths Amerloan
Ambassador, Chungking, reads substantially as followst

There Is no doubt but that for the time being the
morale of the Chinese has been offooted by the initial

successes of the Japanese in the war.

Also it has boon

a distinct shook to the Chinese to realize that the war

will be an additional strain upon the war managed economy
in the Chungking area.

However, the

ratherralarmist

estimates made by some observers critical (?) of China

are not shared by the American Ambassador who thinks that
these alarmists make the mistake of expecting too much

from China which is not psychologically or physically
prepared to take part In the war on a major scale.

The

Ambassador Is of the opinion, however, that the Chinese

oan be depended upon to keep up their resistance to Japan
doing so to overcome the substantial Japanese forces in

China at the present time.

To count on more than this from

the Chinese would be unwise regardless of what offers of
greater contribution or assurances they may make.
On account of the fact that military and political

elementslacidngenthttoiaem in the conflict and having little

faith in the demooratio powers do undeniably exist, it will
be necessary to recognize and support General Chiang Kai-shek
In every possible way as the main advocate of cooperation

and

DECIASSIFIEDt E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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and resistance.

While being careful to avoid any

prejudice to our general war effort in the Pacific, it is
certainly advisable to include China in tho political and
military coalition and to givo China such material assistance

as may bo possible,

(?) will bo needed also,

pending the

(7) calculated to uphold the confidence (?) the Inflationary

process and encourage.

With regard to the field of publicity

put

stress should be/ upon convincing and factual information
showing that regardless of the early trend of events the

United States will be victorious in the Pacific through
superior material increase in power and determination,

a

great deal toward counter balancing doubting and dissident
elements should be accomplished by this policy.

FE : E(fC : M JF
12/29/41
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THE TANAKA MEMORIAL

AN OUTLINE
Presented to the Japanese Emperor

on July 25, 1927 by

PREMIER TANAKA
For the Japanese Conquest of China
and other Nations

By V. KWONGLEE KWONG
The world was startled beyond imagination on
September 18, 1931, when Japanese troops attacked
and invaded Mukden, capital of Manchuria. In
the brief space of forty-eight hours, Japan’s war
machine had occupied every important town and
strategic center in Manchuria. The pretext of the
Japanese was the much-used but ever-ready excuse
—to “protect” Japanese lives and property which
were endangered, as Japan claimed, by Chinese
troops blowing up a bridge on the Japanese-owned
South Manchurian Railway.

If the naked truth must be told, however, this
military attack was intended to be the first step
in the Japanese program for the conquest of China
and other Asiatic nations. Japan has harbored a
burning ambition to expand into a great superempire. Korea and Formosa comprised only the
first stage. The conquest of Manchuria was the
second stage. With Europe and the United States
in the grip of an economic depression and China
partially submerged by the greatest flood in his
tory, the Japanese militarists saw in September,
1931, the long hoped-for “golden opportunity”.
With Manchuria occupied, according to Japanese
reckoning, Japan would have ample natural re
sources such as iron, coal, aluminum, timber and
agricultural products to conquer the rest of China
and Asia. Japan would be fortified also for the
necessary battle with Russia and the United States
as she realizes that she will not be permitted to
overrun Asia without Russian and American inter
vention.

And these plans, systematic and far-reaching,
are being worked out step by step. The develop
ments in China from 1931 up to date bear out the
Japanese program in every vital aspect. Japanese
aggression is definitely on the march in China, and
the goal is the complete fulfillment of her “Contin
ental Policy” outlined in “The Tanaka Mem
orial ’ ’.
These statements are startling. But they come
from an official program submitted to the Japanese
Emperor by the late Premier Tanaka himself. Tan
aka was an outstanding military leader in Japan.
His plans are the plans of the entire Japanese
military-expansionists group which showed by its
actions in September 1931 that it is the real power
in Japan.

And this group is now embarked with grim de
termination on conquering the whole of China. The
present situation is best described in the words
of His Excellency Dr. V. K. Wellington Koo, First
Delegate of China to the Assembly of the League
of Nations, when he addressed the Assembly on
September 15, 1937 as follows:

“Since two months ago my country has been
once more subjected to armed aggression from
Japan. The Japanese Government has despatched
to China more than 300,000 troops, scores of war
ships, and hundreds of military aeroplanes in pur
suit of political domination and territorial con
quest. The Japanese army, equipped with the most

deadly instruments of war, have attacked and oc
cupied Tientsin, Peiping, Nankow and Kalgan in
the North, and are continuing to penetrate further
into the interior of the country. In the South it
has been attempting, with the aid of Japan “s
mighty fleet, to seize Shanghai, the great metropolis
of the Far East. The Japanese Navy has declared
an illegal blockade of the entire coast of China
and the Japanese warplanes have systematically
been carrying out air raids on cities and towns in
thirteen provinces, some of which lie hundreds of
miles inland. China, notwithstanding all her handi
caps, has found herself obliged to resist this re
newed armed invasion. A bitter conflict between
the ruthless invaders who seek to impose their will
by force and the determined defenders who wish
to save their country and protect their people is
raging at this very moment. Peace has been and
remains gravely disturbed.

“The systematic destruction of life and property
by the Japanese invaders has been appalling. I
do not wish to weary you with details but let mo
emphasize the horrible character of the deliberate
attacks by Japanese warplanes on unarmed civil
ians.

“The systematic burning and demolition of
schools, colleges, hospitals, Red Cross units and
other cultural humanitarian centres is sheer vandal
ism. As an illustration, let me refer to the case
of Nankai University, one of the largest and best
known private endowed educational institutions in
North China. Japanese artillery wantonly turned
its fire on the buildings of the University and
Japanese airplanes dropped incendiary bombs on
them. When the Japanese military authorities saw
that the concrete structures had not been entirely
razed to the ground, they burned them with oil
and blew them up with dynamite.
“As a result of the Japanese making use of the
International Settlement as the base of their mili
tary operations to attack the Chinese in Shanghai,
foreign life and property have also suffered and
are still suffering grevious losses. Scores of inno
cent foreigners have been killed or wounded. For
eign ships of commerce and war have been hit
and damaged by bombs or shrapnels. Foreign
plants, mills, warehouses and office buildings have
been occupied by Japanese troops. Seventy thous
and foreign residents have been obliged to evacu
ate the city. The illegal blockade of the Chinese
coast proclaimed by the Japanese fleet has been
interfering with foreign as well as Chinese ships
entering Chinese ports for lawful trade. The men
ace of Japanese aggression to life and property
has been so serious that even the Ambassador of
a great and friendly Power travelling on business
in a private automobile at a distance of 50 miles
from Shanghai was bombed and machine-gunned
by two Japanese warplanes.

“In a word, the situation in the Far East today
is one of the gravest character. Japan in the grip
of a ruthless war party has openly resorted to force
as an instrument of policy and let loose its gigan
tic, powerful war machine to seek domination and
conquest of China on the Asiatic mainland.”
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Japan’s actions have been condemned by the
League of Nations and President Franklin D.
Roosevelt in no uncertain terms. But to visualize
the full scope of Japan’s aggressive designs, read
this booklet which presents Tanaka’s program in
detail. The whole world must know the grandiose
ambitions of the Japanese. Japan’s selfish ambi
tions must be curbed. Otherwise, war must come.
And the conflict in the Far East can mean only
one thing—a world wide conflagration far more
tragic and destructive than the World War in 1914.
It may mean the very end of human civilization
itself!

China is now doing its utmost to check this
Japanese menace to world peace and stave off this
inestimable catastrophe to humanity. However, the
gigantic extent of the undertaking necessitates the
active cooperation of all nations.

Let all workers for lasting peace and
humanity read this Tanaka Memorial
earnest thought for the future to the
human civilization itself will not vanish
face of this earth!

PREFACE
The world was startled beyond imagination on
September 18, 1931, when Japanese troops attacked
and invaded Mukden, capital of Manchuria. In the
brief space of twenty-four hours, Japan’s war ma
chine had occupied every important town and stra
tegic center in South Manchuria. The pretext of
the Japanese was the much-used but ever-ready ex
cuse—to “protect” Japanese lives and property which
were endangered, as Japan claimed, by Chinese
troops blowing up a bridge on the Japanese-owned
South Manchurian Railway.

lovers of
and take
end that
from the

Oct. 8, 1937.

If the naked truth must be told, however, this mili
tary attack was intended to be the first step in the
Japanese program for the conquest of China and
other Asiatic nations. Fortunately, the peace efforts
of the League of Nations and the United States have
checked for the time being the extensive advance of
Japanese forces.

However, irrespective of how this particular dis
pute is eventually settled, the world must not deceive
itself that Japan will remain content. No! A thou
sand times no! Japan has harbored a burning am
bition to expand into a great super-empire. Korea
and Formosa comprised only the first stage.
The conquest of Manchuria is the second stage.
With Europe and the United States in the grip of an
economic depression and China partially submerged
by the greatest flood in history, the Japanese mili
tarists saw in September, 1931, the long hoped-for
“golden oportunity.”

After Manchuria is occupied, according to the Jap
anese reckoning, Japan will have ample natural re

f'

sources such as iron, coal, aluminum, timber and
agricultural products to conquer the rest of China
and Asia. Japan will be fortified also for the neces
sary battle with Russia and the United States as she
realizes that she will not be permitted to overrun
Asia without Russian and American intervention.

These statements are startling. But they come from
an official program submitted to the Japanese Em
peror by the late Premier Tanaka himself. Tanaka
was an outstanding military leader in Japan. His
plans are the plans of the entire Japanese military
expansionist group which showed by its actions in
September that it is the real power in Japan.
This booklet presents Tanaka’s program in detail.
Read it! The whole world must know the grandiose
ambitions of the Japanese. Japan’s selfish ambitions
must be curbed. Otherwise, war must come. And a
conflict in Manchuria can mean only one thing—a
world-wide conflagration far more tragic and de
structive than the World War of 1914. It may mean
the very end of human civilization itself!

China is now doing its utmost to check this Jap
anese menace to world peace and stave off this
inestimable catastrophe to humanity. However, the
gigaqtic extent of the undertaking necessitates the
active cooperation of all nations.
Let all workers for lasting peace and lovers of
humanity read this Tanaka Memorial and take earn
est thought for the future to the end that human civil
ization itself will not vanish from the face of this
earth !
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CONQUEST OF ASIA OUTLINED IN
DETAIL BY LATE PREMIER TANAKA
By V. KWONGLEE KWONG
Foreign News Editor “The Young China”
Since the occupation of South
Manchuria by the Japanese army
on September 18, the “Tanaka
Memorial,” a Japanese document
outlining Japan’s policy to con
quer Asia, has been given wide
publicity in the Chinese press.
The China Critic, published in
Shanghai, has issued a special
number containing the 5470-word
memorial in full. In the light of
this document the Chinese people
believe that it is Japan’s fixed in
tention to bring Manchuria under
her control as the first step in her
more ambitious program to con
quer all Asia.
The “Tanaka Memorial” was
presented to the Emperor of Jap
an on July 25, 1927, by the late
Premier Tanaka. It outlines “the
positive policy” in Manchuria—
meaning the policy of direct force.
Tanaka was one of the outstand
ing leaders in Japan. He led the
influential militant group of Jap
anese who dream of creating a
greater Japanese empire on the
mainland of Asia.

The foes this group contemplates
meeting and defeating are China
and Russia. Tanaka passed away
recently, but his death has not left
the military group any the weaker
in the councils of Japan as the at
tack and occupation of Manchuria
in September shows.
According to the memorial it is
a matter of life and death for Jap
an to expand on continental Asia.
Her annual increase in population
is 700,000. Every inch of cultivat
able land in Japan is already be
ing made use of. Her own natural
resources are insufficient to meet
the growing demands of her everincreasing population. She lacks
iron and coal, the basic essentials
for her industrial life.
For

these

vital

needs

Japan

must look abroad, and she finds
in Manchuria and Mongolia the
promised land of milk and honey.
As Tanaka says: “The attractive
ness of the land does not arise
from the scarcity of population alone ; its wealth of forestry, min
erals and agricultural products is
also unrivalled elsewhere in the
world. In order to exploit these
resources for the perpetuation ot
our national glory, we created es
pecially the South. Manchurian
Railway.”

Tanaka realized that Japan
could not take Manchuria and
Mongolia without a struggle. It
is taken for granted that a war
with Russia is inevitable. China
also would resist Japan’s aggres
sion.
As for Russia, Tanaka
states: “That we should draw
swords with Russia again in the
fields of Mongolia in order to gain
the wealth of North Manchuria
seems a necessary step in our pro
gram of national aggrandisement.”
What Manchuria and Mongolia
mean to Japan may be realized
from the estimates of the natural
resources contained therein as
made by Japanese investigators
sent out by the Japanese-owned
South Manchurian Railway.

According to the memorial, these
investigators estimate the total re
serve of timber is 200,000,000 tons,
which will last Japan 200 years.
With this supply, Japan expects to
discontinue her purchase of timber
from America, which runs into
$40,000,000 to $50,000,000 a year.

The iron deposits in Manchuria
and Mongolia are estimated at
1,200,000,000 tons; coal deposits,
2,500,000,000 tons. In the words
of Tanaka: “With such large amounts of iron and coal at our dis
posal, we ought to be self-suffici
ent for at least seventy years. We

shall have acquired the secret for
becoming the leading nation in the
world. Thus strengthened, we can
conquer both the East and the
West.”
The Fushun coal mine is ex
pected to yield 350,000,000 tons of
petroleum, estimated to be worth
$1,125,000,000. Again to quote Ta
naka: “Having the iron and pe
troleum of Manchuria, our army
and navy will become impregnable
walls of defense.”
Mention is then made of abun
dant supplies of valuable chemi
cals such as agricultural fertilizer,
ammonia sulphate, soda, soda ash,
magnesium and aluminum, which
Japan will obtain from Manchuria
and Mongolia. Produce such as
oats, wheat, millet and kaoliang
are also to be secured from these
regions.
The memorial goes on to out
line the preliminary steps neces
sary for the realization of this am
bitious program. Koreans, who
enjoy the legal status of Japanese
subjects, and regular Japanese will
be sent in first as immigrants,
while means will be devised to
check the annual influx of 1,000,000 Chinese immigrants into Man
churia. Railways will be construc
ted to reach every strategic mili
tary point and source of raw ma
terials. In all, there will be 1159
miles of railroad constructed at an
estimated cost of $57,500,000.
Japanese financial advisers are
to be installed as a preliminary
step to gain control of the currency
system, which is to be changed to
a gold basis. Foreign capital in
limited amounts will be encour
aged in order to allay possible
suspicion of Japan’s actions. Fin
ally there will be established a col
onial department, the special func
tion of which is to look after the
expansion in Manchuria and Mon
golia.

(Reprinted from the San Francisco Chronicle.)
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been constant changes in diplomatic as well as do
mestic affairs. The authorities of the Three Eastern
Provinces are also awakened and gradually work
toward reconstruction and industrial development
following our example. Their progress is ..sto ni th
ing. It has affected the spread of our influence in
a most serious way, and has put us to so many dis
advantages that the dealings with Manchuria and
Mongolia of successive governments have resulted
in failure. Furthermore, the restriction of the Nine
Power Treaty signed at the Washington Conference
have reduced our special rights and privileges in
Manchuria and Mongolia to such an extent that there
is no freedom left for us. The very existence of our
country is endangered. Unless these obstacles are
removed, our national existence will be insecure and
our national strength will not develop. Moreover,
the resources of wealth are congregated in North
Manchuria. If we do not have the right of way here,
it is obvious that we shall not be able to tap the
riches of this country. Even the resources of South
Manchuria which we won by the Russo-Japanese
War will also be greatly restricted by the Nine Pow
er Treaty. The result is that while our people can
not migrate into Manchuria as they please, the Chi
nese are flowing in as a flood. Hordes of them move
into the Three Eastern Provinces every year, num
bering in the neighborhood of several millions. They
have jeopardized our acquired rights in Manchuria
and Mongolia to such an extent that our annual
surplus population of eight hundred thousand have
no place to seek refuge. In view of this we have
to admit our failure in trying to effect a balance
between our population and food supply. If we do
not devise plans to check the influx of Chinese immi
grants immediately, in five years’ time the number
of Chinese will exceed 6,000,000. Then we shall be
confronted with greater difficulties in Manchuria and
Mongolia.

• OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS
Tanaka Memorial
Memorial Presented to the Emperor of Japan on
July 25, 1927, by Premier Tanaka, Outlining
the Positive Policy in Manchuria
Since the European War, Japan’s political as well
as economic interests have been in an unsettled con
dition. This is due to the fact that we have failed
to take advantage of our special privileges in Man
churia and Mongolia and fully to realize our ac
quired rights. But upon my appointment as premier,
I was instructed to guard our interests in this region
and watch for opportunities for further expansion.
Such injunctions one cannot take lightly. Ever since
I advocated a positive policy towards Manchuria and
Mongolia as a common citizen, I have longed for its
realization. So in order that we may lay plans for
the colonization of the Far East and the development
of our new continental empire, a special conference
was held from June 27th to July 7th lasting in all
eleven days. It was attended by all the civil anamilitary officers connected with Manchuria and Mon
golia, whose discussions result in the following re
solutions. These we respectfully submit to Your
Majesty for consideration.

General Considerations
The term Manchuria and Mongolia includes the
provinces Fengtien, Kirin, Heilungkiang and Outer
and Inner Mongolia. It extends an area of 74,000
square miles, having a population of 28,000,000 people.
The territory is more than three times as large as our
own empire not counting Korea and Formosa, but it is
inhabited by only one-third as many people. The
attractiveness of the land does not arise from the
scarcity of population alone; its wealth of forestry,
minerals and agricultural products is also unrivalled
elsewhere in the world. In order to exploit these re
sources for the perpetuation of our national glory,
we created especially the South Manchuria Railway
Company. The total investment involved in our un
dertakings in railway, shipping, mining, forestry, steel
manufacture, agriculture, and in cattle raising, as
schemes pretending to be mutually beneficial to Chi
na and Japan amount to no less than Yen 440,000,000.
It is veritably the largest single investment and the
strongest organization of our country. Although nom
inally the enterprise is under the joint ownership of
the government and the people, in reality the govern
ment has complete power and authority. In so far as
the South Manchuria Railway is empowered to un
dertake diplomatic, police, and ordinary administra
tive functions so that it may carry out our imperial
istic policies, the Company forms a peculiar organi
zation which has exactly the same powers as the
Governor-General of Korea. This fact alone is suffi
cient to indicate the immense interests we have in
Manchuria and Mongolia. Consequently the policies
towards this country of successive administrations
since Meiji are all based on his injunctions, elaborat
ing and continuously completing the development of
the new continental empire in order to further the
advance of our national glory and prosperity for
countless generations to come.

* It will be recalled that when the Nine Power
Treaty was signed which restricted our movements
in Manchuria and Mongolia, public opinion was
greatly aroused. The late Emperor Taisho called a
conference of Yamagata and other high officers of
the army and navy to find a way to counteract this
new engagement. I was sent to Europe and America
to ascertain secretly the attitude of the important
statesmen toward it. They were all agreed that the
Nine Power Treaty was initiated by the United
States. The other Powers which signed it were will
ing to see our influence increase in Manchuria and
Mongolia in order that we may protect the interests
of international trade and investments. This attitude
I found out personally from the political leaders of
England, France and Italy. The sincerity of these
expressions could be depended upon. Unfortunately
just as we were ready to carry out our policy and
declare void the Nine Power Treaty with the approv
al of those whom I met on my trip, the Seiyukai
cabinet suddenly fell and our policy failed of fruitation. It was indeed a great pity. After I had secretly
exchanged views with the Powers regarding the dev
elopment of Manchuria and Mongolia, I returned by
way of Shanghai. At the wharf there a Chinese
attempted to take my life. An American woman was
hurt, but I escaped by the divine protection of my
emperors of the past. It seems that it was by divine
will that I should assist Your Majesty to open a new
era in the Far East and to develop the new contm-

Unfortunately, since the European War there have
1
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Mongolia is to use this region as a base and under
the pretence of trade and commerce penetrate the
rest of China. Armed by the rights already secured
we shall seize the resources all over the country.
Having China’s entire resources at our disposal we
shall proceed to conquer India, the Archipelago Asia
Minor, Central Asia, and even Europe. But to get
control of Manchuria and Mongolia is the first step
if the Yamato race wishes to distinguish themselves
on Continental Asia. Final success belongs to the
country having food supply; industrial prosperity be
longs to the country having raw materials; the full
growth of national strength belongs to the country
having extensive territory. If we pursue a positive
policy to enlarge our rights in Manchuria and China,
all these prerequisites of a powerful nation will con
stitute no problem. Furthermore our surplus popula
tion of 700,000 each year will also be taken care of.
If we want to inaugurate a new policy and secure
the permanent prosperity of our empire, a positive
policy towards Manchuria and Mongolia is the only
way.

entai empire.
The Three Eastern Provinces are politically the
imperfect spot in the Far East. For the sake of self
protection as well as the protection of others, Japan

cannot remove the difficulties in Eastern Asia unless
she adopts a policy of “Blood and Iron.” But in
carrying out this policy we have to face the United
States which has been turned against us by China’s
policy of fighting poison with poison. In the future
if we want to control China, we must first crush the
United States just as in the past we had to fight in
the Russo-Japanese War. But in order to conquer
China we must first conquer Manchuria and Mon
golia. In order to conquer the world, we must first
conquer China. If we succeed in conquering China
the rest of the Asiatic, countries and the South Sea
countries will fear us and surrender to us. Then the
world will realize that Eastern Asia is ours and will
not dare to violate our rights. This is the plan left
to us by Emperor Meiji, the success of which ü es
sential to our national existence.
The Nine Power Treaty is entirely an expression of
the spirit of commercial rivalry. It was the intention
of England and America to crush our influence in
China with their power of wealth. The proposed
reduction of armaments is nothing but a means to
limit our military strength, making it impossible for
us to conquer the vast territory of China. On the
other hand, China’s sources of wealth will be entirely
at their disposal. It is merely a scheme by which
England and America may defeat our plans. And

Manchuria and Mongolia Not Chinese Territory
Historically considered, Manchuria and Mongolia
are neither China’s territory nor her special possess
ions. Dr. Yano has made an extensive study of
Chinese history and has come to the positive conclu
sion that Manchuria and Mongolia never were Chi
nese territory. This fact was announced to the world
on the authority of the Imperial University. The
accuracy of Dr. Yano’s investigations is such that no
scholars in China have contested his statement. How
ever, the most unfortunate thing is that in our de
claration of war with Russia our government openly
recognized China’s sovereignty over these regions and
later again at the Washington Conference when we
signed the Nine Power Treaty. Because of these two
miscalculations (on our part) China’s sovereignty in
Manchuria and Mongolia is established in diplomatic
relations, but our interests are seriously injured. In
the past, although China speaks of the Republic of
Five Races, yet Thibet, Sinkiang, Mongolia and Man
churia have always remained special areas and the
princes are permitted to discharge their customary
functions. Therefore in reality the sovereign power
over these regions resides with the princes. When the
opportunity presents itself we should make known to
the world the actual situation there. We should also
wedge our way into Outer and Inner Mongolia in
order that we may reform the mainland. So long as
the princes there maintain their former administra
tions, the sovereign rights are clearly in their hands.
If we want to enter these territories, we may regard
them as the ruling power and negotiate with them
for rights and privileges. We shall be afforded ex
cellent opportunities and our national influence will
increase rapidly.

yet the Minseito made the Nine Power Treaty the
important thing and emphasized our TRADE rather
than our RIGHTS in China. This is a mistaken
policy—a policy of national suicide. England can
afford to talk about trade relations only because she
has India and Australia to supply her with foodstuffs
and other materials. So can America because South
America anl Canada are there to supply her needs.
Their spare energy could be entirely devoted to dev
eloping trade in China to enrich themselves. But in
Japan her food supply and raw materials decrease
in proportion to her population. If we merely hope to

develop trade, we shall eventually be defeated by
England and America, who possess unsurpassable
capitalistic power. In the end, we shall get nothing.
A more dangerous factor is the fact that the people
of China might some day wake up. Even during these
years of internal strife, they can still toil patiently,
and try to imitate and displace our goods so as to
impair the development of our trade. When we re*

member that the Chinese are our sole customers, wt.
must beware lest one day when China becomes uni*
fled and her industries become prosperous. Americans
and Europeans will compete with us; our trade in
China will be wrecked. Minseito’s proposal to uphold
the Nine Power Treaty and to adopt the policy of
trade towards Manchuria is nothing less than a sui
cide policy.

Positive Policy in Manchuria

After studying the present conditions and possibili
ties of our country, our best policy lies in the direc
tion or taking positive steps to secure rights and
privileges in Manchuria and Mongolia. These will
enable us to develop our trade. This will not onlv
forestall China’s own industrial development, but also
prevent the penetration of European Powers. This
is the best policy possible!

As to the rights in Manchuria, we should take
forceful steps on the basis of the Twenty-One De
mands and secure the following in order to safe
guard the enjoyment of the rights which we have
acquired so far:
1. After the thirty-year commercial lease termin
ates, we should be able to extend the term at
our wish. Also the right of leasing land for com
mercial, industrial and agricultural purposes

The way to gain actual rights in Manchuria and

2

ities, we can employ the same method as in Tushiyeh.
Everywhere we should station our retired military
officers to dominate in the Princes’ affairs. After a
large number of our people have moved into Outer
and Inner Mongolia, we shall then buy lands at onetenth of their worth and begin to cultivate rice where
feasible in order to relieve our shortage of food
supply. Where the land is not suitable for rice culti
vation we should develop it for cattle raising and
horse breeding in order to replenish our military
needs. The rest of the land could be devoted to the
manufacture of canned goods which we may export
to Europe and America. The fur and leather will
also meet our needs. Once the opportunity comes,
Outer and Inner Mongolia will be ours outright.
While the sovereign rights are not clearly defined
and while the Chinese and Soviet Governments are
engaging their attention elsewhere, it is our oppor
tunity quietly to build our influence. Once we have
purchased most of the land there, there will be no
room for dispute as to whether Mongolia belongs
to the Japanese or the Mongolians. Aided by our
military prowess, we shall realize our positive policy.
In order to carry out this plan, we should appropriate
Yen 1,000,000 from the “secret funds” of the Army
Department’s budget so that four hundred retired
officers disguised as teachers and Chinese citizens
may be sent into Outer and Inner Mongolia to mix
with the people, to gain the confidence of the Mon
golian princes, to acquire from them rights for pas
turage and mining and to lay the foundation of our
national interests for the next hundred years.

should be recognized.
Japanese subjects shall have the right to travel
and reside in the eastern part of Mongolia, and
engage in commercial and industrial activities.
As to their movements, China shall allow them
freedom from Chinese law. Furthermore, they
must not be subject to illegal taxation and un
lawful examination.
We must have the right of exploiting the nine
teen iron and coal mines in Fengtien and Kirin,
as well as the right of timbering.
We should have priority for building railroads
and option for loans for such purposes in South
Manchuria and Eastern Mongolia.
The number of Japanese political, financial and
military advisers and training officers must be
increased. Furthermore, we must have priority
in furnishing new advisers.
The right of stationing our police over the Kor
eans (in China).
The administration and development of the Kir
in-Changchun Railway must be extended to 99
years.
Exclusive right of sale of special products—
priority of shipping business to Europe and Am
erica.

9.

Exclusive rights of mining in Heilungkiang.

10.

Right to construct Kirin-Hueining and Changchun-Talai Railways.

11.

In case money is needed for the redemption of
the Chinese Eastern Railway, the Japanese Gov
ernment must have the first option for making
loans to China.

12.

Harbour rights at Antung and Yingko and the
right of through transportation.

13.

The right of partnership in establishing a Cen
tral Bank of the Three Eastern Provinces.

14.

Encouragement and Protection of
Korean Immigration
Since the annexation of Korea, we have had very
little trouble. But President Wilson's declaration of
the self-determination of races after the European
War has been like a divine revelation to the sup
pressed peoples. The Koreans are no exception.
The spirit of unrest has permeated the whole
country. Both because of the freedom they en
joy in Manchuria due to incompetent police system
and because of the richness of the country, there
are now in the Three Eastern Provinces no less
than 1,000,000 Koreans. The unlooked-for develop
ment is fortunate for our country indeed. From a
military and economic standpoint, it has greatly
strengthened our influence. From another standpoint,
it gives new hope for the administration of Koreans.
They will both be the vanguard for the colonization
of virgin fields and furnish a link of contact with
the Chinese people. On the other hand, we could
utilize the naturalized Koreans to purchase land for
rice cultivation ; on the other, we could extend to
them financial aid through the Co-operative Society,
the South Manchuria Railway, etc., so that they may
serve as the spear-head of our economic penetration.
This will give relief to our problem of food sup
ply, as well as open a new field of opportunity for
colonization. The Koreans who have become natural
ized Chinese are Chinese only in name; they will
return to our fold eventually. They are different
from those naturalized Japanese in California and
South America. They are naturalized as Chinese
only for temporary convenience. When their num-

Right of Pasturage.

Positive Policy Towards Inner and
Outer Mongolia
I
4»,

<
*’

Since Manchuria and Mongolia are still in the
hands of the former princes, in the future we must
recognize them as the ruling power and give them
support. For this reason, the daughter of General
Fukushima, Governor of Kwantung, risked her life
among the barbarous Mongolian people of Tushiyeh
to become adviser to their Prince in order that she
might serve the Imperial Government. As the wife of
the Prince Ruler is the niece of Manchu Prince Su,
the relationship between our Government and the
Mongolian Prince became very intimate. The princes
of Outer and Inner Mongolia have all shown sincere
respect for us, especially after we allured them with
special benefits and protection. Now there are 19
Japanese retired military officers in the house of the
Tushiyeh. We have acquired already monopoly rights
for the purchase of wool, for real estate and for
mines. Hereafter we shall send secretly more retired
officers to live among them. They should wear Chi
nese clothes in order to escape the attention of the
Mukden Government. Scattered in the territory of
the Prince, they may engage themselves in farming,
herding or dealing in wool. As to the other principal
3
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bers reach 2J4 million or more, they can be instigated
to military activities whenever there is the necessity,
and under the pretence of suppressing the Koreans
we could bear them aid. As not all the Koreans are
naturalized Chinese, the world will not be able to
tell whether it is the Chinese Koreans or the Jap
anese Koreans who create the trouble. We can al
ways sell dog’s meat with a sheep’s head as a sign
board.

Of course while we could use the Koreans for
such purposes, we must beware of the fact that the
Chinese could also use them against us. But Man
churia is as much under our jurisdiction as under
Chinese jurisdiction. If the Chinese should use Kor
eans to hamper us, then our opportunity of war
against China is at hand. In that event, the most
formidable factor is Soviet Russia. If the Chinese
should use the “Reds” to influence the Koreans, the
thought of our people will change and great peril
will befall us. Therefore, the present Cabinet is
taking every precaution against this eventuality. If
we want to make use of the Koreans to develop our
new continental empire, our protection and regula
tions for them must be more carefully worked out.
We should increase our police force in North Man
churia under the terms of the Mitsuya Treaty so
that we may protect the Koreans and give them
help in their rapid advance. Furthermore, the East
ern Development Company (Totuku Kaisha) and
the South Manchuria Railway Company should fol
low then to give them financial aid. They should
be given especially favorable terms so that through
them we may develop Manchuria and Mongolia and
monopolize the commercial rights. The influx of
Koreans into these territories is of such obvious
importance both for economic and military considera
tions that the Imperial Government cannot afford not
to give it encouragement. It will mean new oportunities for our empire.
Since the effect of the
Lansing-Ishii Agreement is lost after the Washington
Conference, we can only recover our interests through
the favourable development arising out of the pres
ence of several millions of Koreans in Manchuria.
There is no ground in international relations for
raising any objection to this procedure.

Railroads and Development of Our
Neva Continent
Transportation is the mother of the national de
fense, the assurance of victory and the citadel of
economic development. China has only 7,200 to 7,300
miles of railroads, of which three thousand miles
are in Manchuria and Mongolia, constituting twofifths of the whole. Considering the size of Man
churia and Mongolia and the abundance of natural
products, there should be at least five or six thousand
miles more. It is a pity that our railroads are mostly
in South Manchuria, which cannot reach the sources
of wealth in the northern parts. Moreover, there
are too many Chinese inhabitants in South Man
churia to be wholesome for our military and econom
ic plans. If we wish to develop the natural resources
and strengthen our national defence, we must build
railroads in Northern Manchuria. With the opening
of these railroads, we shall be able to send more
people (Japanese) into Northern Manchuria. From
this vantage ground we can manipulate political and
economic developments in South Manchuria, as well

as strengthen our national defence in the interest of
peace and order of the Far East. Furthermore, ‘he
South Manchuria was built mainly for economic
purposes.
It lacks encircling lines necessary for
military mobilization and transportation. From now
on we must take military purposes as our object and
build circuit lines to circle the heart of Manchuria
and Mongolia in order that we may hamper China’s
military, political and economic developments there
on the one hand, and prevent the penetration of
Russian influence on the other. This is the key to
our continental policy.
There are two trunk lines in Manchuria and Mon
golia. These are the Chinese Eastern Railway and
the South Manchuria Railway. As regards the rail
road built by the Chinese, it will doubtless become
very powerful in time, backed by the financial re
sources of the Kirin Provincial Government. With
the combined resources of Fengtien and Heilung
kiang Provinces, the Chinese railroads will develop
to an extent far superior to our South Manchuria
Railway. Strong competition will inevitably result.
Fortunately for us, the financial conditions in Feng
tien Province are in great disorder, which the au
thorities cannot improve unless we come to their
succor. This is our chance. We should take positive
steps until we have reached our goal in railroad
development. Moreover, if we manipulate the situa
tion, the Fengtien bank-notes will depreciate to an
inconceivable degree. In that event, the bankruptcy
of Fengtien will be a matter of time. The develop
ment of Manchuria and Mongolia will be out of the
question for them. But we still have to reckon with
the Chinese Eastern Railway. It forms a T with
the South Manchuria Railway. Although this system
is a convenient shape, it is by no means suitable for
military purposes. When the Chinese build railroads
as feeders of the Chinese Eastern Railway, it is best
that they run parallel to it, west and east. But with
the South Manchuria Railway as main line, we must
have these lines run north and south. For the benefit
of the Chinese themselves, there are also advantages
for these lines to run in this direction. Consequently
our interest does not necessarily conflict with the
Chinese. Now that Russia is losing influence and
is powerless to advance in Manchuria and Mongolia,
it is certain that the Chinese must act according to
our reckoning in the development of railways in the
future. Much to our surprise the Fengtien Govern
ment recently built two railroads, one from Tahushan
to Tungliao and the other from Kirin to Haining,
both for military purposes. These two railroads
affect most seriously our military plans in Manchuria
and Mongolia as well as the interest of the South
Manchuria Railway. We therefore protested strong
ly against it

That these railways were built was due to the
fact that our official on the spot as well as the South
Manchuria Railway authorities miscalculated the
ability of the Fengtien Government and paid no
attention to it. Later when we did intervene the
railways were already completed. Besides, the Am
ericans have been anxious to make an investment in
developing the port of Hu-lu-tao through British
capitalists. Taking advantage of this situation, the
Fengtien Government introduced American and
British capital in these railways in order to hold our
interest at bay. For the time being we have to wink
at it and wait for the opportune moment to deal with

China about these two railroads.
Recently, it is rumoured, that the Fengtien Govern
ment is planning to build a railroad from Tahushan
to Harbin via Tung Liao and Fu Yu, so that there
may be a direct line between Peking and Harbin
without touching either the South Manchuria Rail
way or the Chinese Eastern Railway. What is more
astonishing is that another railway beginning at
Mukden passing through Hailung, Kirin, Wuchang
and terminating at Harbin is also under way. If
this plan becomes true, then these two lines would
encircle the South Manchuria Railway and limit its
sphere of activities to a small area. The result is
that our economic and political development of Man
churia and Mongolia will be checked and the plan
for curtailing our power by the Nine Power Treaty
will be carried out. Moreover, the completion of
these two railroads will render the South Manchurian
Railway completely useless. The latter company will
be confronted with a real crisis. But in view of
China’s financial conditions today, she cannot under
take these two railroads unless she resorts to foreign
loans. And on these two railways the transportation
charges will have to be higher than on the South
Manchuria Railway. These considerations give us
some comfort. But in the event of these two rail
roads becoming an accomplished fact and the Chinese
Government making especially low freight charges
in order to compete with the South Manchuria Rail
way, not only we but the Chinese Eastern Railway
will also sustain great losses. Japan and Russia
certainly would not allow China to carry out such
obstructive measures, especially as the Chinese East
ern Railway depends upon Tsitsihar and Harbin for
the bulk of its business. The consequence would be
even more serious to both Japanese and Russian
interests when the new railways are completed.

Let us consider more in detail the competitive rail
ways projected in Manchuria and Mongolia. China
contemplates:

1.
2.
Soviet
1.
2.
3.
4.

Suolun-Taonan Railway.
Kirin-Harbin Railway.
Russia proposes:
- Anta-Potung Railway.
Mienpo-Wuchang-Potuna Railway.
Kirin-Hailin Railway.
Mishan-Muling Railway.

The Russian plans are designed to strengthen the
Chinese Eastern Railway and thereby to extend its
imperialistic schemes. For this reason the railways
projected mostly run east and West. For although
the power of Soviet Russia is declining, her ambition
in Manchuria and Mongolia has not diminished for
a minute. Every step she takes is intended to obstruct
our progress and to injure the South Manchuria
Railway. We must do our utmost to guard against
her influence. We should use the Fengtien Govern
ment as a wedge to check her southern advance.
By pretending to check the southern advance of
Soviet Russia as a first step, we could gradually force
our way into North Manchuria and exploit the
natural resources there. We shall then be able to
prevent the spread of Chinese influence on the south
and arrest the advance of Soviet Russia on the north.
In our struggle against the political and economic
influence of Soviet Russia, we should drive China
before us and direct the event from behind. Mean

while, we should still secretly befriend Russia in
order to hamper the growth of Chinese influence. It
was largely with this purpose in view that Baron
Goto of Kato’s cabinet invited Joffe to our country
and advocated the resumption of diplomatic relations
with Russia.
Although we have an agreement with the Chinese
Eastern Railway concerning transportation rates,
according to which 45% go to the Chinese Eastern
Railway and 55% to us, yet the Chinese Eastern
Railway still grants preferential rates detrimental to
the interest of the South Manchuria Railway. More
over, according to a secret declaration of Soviet Rus
sia, although they have no territorial ambition they
cannot help keeping a hand in the Chinese Eastern
Railway on account of the fact that north of the
Chinese and Russian boundary the severe cold makes
a railway valueless. Furthermore, as Vladivostok is
their only seaport in the Far East, they cannot give
up the Chinese Eastern Railway without losing also
their foothold on the Pacific. This makes us feel
the more uneasy.

On the other hand the South Manchuria Railway
is not adequate for our purpose. Considering our
present needs and future activities, we must control
railways in both north and south Manchuria, especi
ally in view of the fact that the resources of North
Manchuria and Eastern Mongolia will furnish no
room for expansion and material gains. In South
Manchuria the Chinese are increasing at such a rate
that it surely will damage our interests politically
and economically. Under such circumstances, we are
compelled to take aggressive steps in North Man
churia in order to assure our future prosperity. But
if the Chinese Eastern Railway of Soviet Russia
should spread across this field our new continental
policy is bound to receive a set-back which will re
sult in an inevitable conflict with Soviet Russia in
the near future. In that event we shall enact once
more our part in the Russo-Japanese War. The
Chinese Eastern Railway will become ours as the
South Manchuria Railway did last time, and we
shall seize Kirin as we once did Dairen. That we
should draw swords with Russia again in the fields
of Mongolia in order to gain the wealth of North
Manchuria seems a necessary step in our program of
national aggrandizement. Until this hidden rock is
blown up our ship can have not smooth sailing. We
should now demand from China the right of building
all the important military railroads. When these
railroads are completed, we shall pour our forces into
North Manchuria as far as we can. When Soviet
Russia intervenes, as they must, that is our oppor
tunity for open conflict.
We should insist on the building of the following
railways:

1. Tungliao-Jehol Railway. This line is 447 miles
long and will cost Yen 50,000,000. When it is com
pleted it will be of great value to our development
of Inner Mongolia. As a matter of fact, this is the
most important of all the railways in the whole un
dertaking. According to the careful surveys of the
War Department, there are in Inner Mongolia large
tracts of land suitable for rice cultivation. After
proper development there will be room for at least
20 millions of our people. There is besides the pos-
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line is immensely important from an economic stand
point, for the wealth of Manchuria and Mongolia lies
all in North Manchuria. It will enable us to have
an easy access to North Manchuria on the one hand,
and prejudice the Chinese Eastern Railway to the
benefit of the South Manchuria Railway on the other.
It runs through the upper valley of the Sungari River
where the soil is fertile and agricultural products
abound. Further, in the vicinity of Talai there is
the Yueh-Liang Falls which could be harnessed for
electric power. That this section of the railway will
be a prosperous center for industry and agriculture,
is beyond doubt. After the completion of this line,
we shall be able to make Talai a base and advance
on Siberia through three directions; namely, by way
of Taonan, Anshan and Tsitsihar. The wealth of
North Manchuria will then come to our hands. This
will also be the first line of advance to Heilungkiang.
It will further form a circuit with the railway between Changchun and Taonan, which will serve well
for military purposes when we penetrate into Mon
golia. Along this whole line the population is sparse
and the land is rich and extensive. No fertilizer will
be required on the farms for fifty years. A possess
ion of this railway will ensure the possession of all
the wealth of North Manchuria and Mongolia. In
this region there is room for at least 30 million people
more. When the Tunhua Railway is completed and
joins up with the line running to Hueining in Korea,
the products will be brought to the door of Osaka
and Tokyo by a direct route. In time of war our
troops could be despatched to North Manchuria and
Mongolia via the Japan Sea without a stop, fore
stalling all possibilities of Chinese forces entering
North Manchuria. Nor could American or Russian
submarines enter the Korean Strait. The moment
the railways between Kirin and Huening and between
Changchun and Talai are completed, we shall be
come self-sufficient in food-stuffs and raw materials.
We shall have no worries in the event of war with
any country. Then, in our negotiation with Manchuria
and Mongolia, China will be cowed to submission
and yield to our wishes. If we want to end the
political existence of Manchuria and Mongolia ac
cording to the third step of Meiji’s plan, the comple
tion of these two railways is the only way. The
Changchun-Talai Railway will greatly enhance the
value of the South Manchuria Railway, besides dev
eloping into a profitable line itself. It is an under
taking of supreme importance in our penetration
into this territory.

sibility of turning out 2,000,000 head of cattle which
may be transported by railways for food supply and
for purposes of exporting to Europe and America.
Wool also is a special product. While the sheep in
Japan yield only two catties of wool per head per
year, the sheep in Mongolia can yield six catties.
The South Manchuria Railway has made many ex
periments, all of which confirm this fact. Besides, the
wool is many times better than that of Australia.
Its low cost and high quality combined with its abun
dance in quantity make Mongolia a potential source
of great wealth. When this industry is enhanced by
the facilities of railway development, the total pro
duction will increase at least ten-fold. We have
withheld this knowledge from the rest of the world,
lest England and America compete with us for it.
Therefore, we must first of all control the transpor
tation and then develop the wool industry. By the
time the other countries know about it, it would be
already too late to do anything. With this railroad
in our hands, we can develop the wool industry not
only for our own use, but also for exporting to
Europe and America. Furthermore, we can realize
our desire of joining hands with Mongolia. This
railway is a matter of life and death to our policy
in Mongolia. Without it, Japan can have no part
in Mongolia’s development.

2. Suolun-Taonan Railway. This line is 136 miles
long and will cost Yen 10,000,000. Looking into the
future of Japan, a war with Russia over the plains
of North Manchuria is inevitable. From a military
standpoint, this line will not only enable us to threat
en Russia’s rear, but also to curtail its reinforcements
for North Manchuria. From an economic standpoint,
this road will place the wealth of the Tao-er-ho
Valley within our reach, thereby strengthening the
South Manchuria Railway. The princes nearby who
are friendly to us can also use this road to extend
our influence in order to open up their respective
territories. Our hope of working hand in hand with
the Mongolian princes, of acquiring land, mines and
pasturage, and of developing trade with the natives
as preliminary steps for later penetration, all depend
upon this railway. Together with the Tungliao-Jehol
Railway, they will form two supplementary routes
into Mongolia. When the industries are fully devel
oped, we shall extend our interests into Outer Mon
golia. But the danger of this line is that it might
provide facilities for Chinese migration into a new
region and spoil our policy. Look at our experience
with the South Manchuria Railway.
Hasn’t that
served the interest of China ? The redeeming feature,
however, is the fact that the land and mines along
this railway are in the possession of Mongolian prin
ces. If we can gain possession of them first, we need
have no worries about Chinese migration. Moreover,
we can make the princes pass laws discrimating
against Chinese immigrants.
When life there is
made miserable for the Chinese, they naturally will
leave for places afar. There are other methods to
bar the Chinese. Only if we try hard enough, no
Chinese foot-prints will be found on Mongolian terri
tory.

.

*
<
4

'
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4. The Kirin-Hueining Line. ' While the KirinTunhua Line is already completed, the TunhuaHueining Line is yet to be built. The narrow gauge
of 2 ft. 6 inches of the track from Hueining to Laotoukow is inadequate for the economic development
of the New Continent. Allowing Yen 8,000,000 for
widening the tracks in this section and Yen 10,000,000 for completing the section between Laotoukow
and Tunhua, the whole undertaking will cost approxi
mately Yen 20,000,000. When this is done, our con
tinental policy will have succeeded. Hitherto, people
going to Europe have to pass through either Dairen
or Vladivostok. Now they can go on the trunk line
directly from Chingchinkwang via the Siberian Rail
way. When we are in control of this great system

3. A section of the Changchun-Taonan Railway.
As this line runs from Changchun to Fuyu and Talai,
the section between Changchun and Taonan is about
131 miles and costs approximately Yen 11,000,000. This
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we shall be in a position to suppress the Koreans.
Let me reiterate the fact that if we want to carry
out the New Continental Policy, we must build this
line. Manchuria and Mongolia are the undeveloped
countries in the East. Over this territory we shall
have to go to war with Soviet Russia sooner or
later. The battle ground will be in Kirin.

of transportation, we need make no secret of our
designs on Manchuria or Mongolia according to the
third step of Meiji’s plans. The Yamato Race is
then embarked on the journey of world conquest!
According to the last will of Meiji, our first step was
to conquer Formosa and the second step to annex
Korea. Having completed both of these, the third
step is yet to be taken and that is the conquest of
Manchuria, Mongolia and China. When this is done,
the rest of Asia including the South Sea Islands will
be at our feet. That these injunctions have not been
carried out even now, is a crime of your humble
servants.

When we carry out the third step of Meiji’s plans
with regard to China, we shall have to do the follow
ing things:
1. Mobilize the army divisions in Fukuoka and
Hiroshima, and send them to South Manchuria via
Korea. This will prevent the northern advance of
Chinese soldiers.
2. Send the army divisions in Nagoya and Kwansei by sea to Chingchin, and thence to North Man
churia via the Kirin-Hueining Line.
3. Send the army in Kwantung through Niigata
to Chingchin or Lochin, and thence by Kirin-Hueining
Line to North Manchuria.
4. Send the army divisions in Hokkaido and Sendai
to emabrk the ship at Aomori and Hakodate, and
sail for Vladivostok; thence via the Siberian Railway
to Harbin. Then they can descend on Fengtien, seize
Mongolia and prevent Russian forces from coming
south.
5. Finally these divisions in all directions will
meet and form themselves into two large armies.
On the south, they will keep Shanhaikwan and close
it against the northern advance of Chinese forces;
on the north, they will defend Tsitsihar against the
southern advance of the Russians. In this way we
shall have all the resources of Manchuria and Mon
golia at our command. Even if the war should be
prolonged for ten years, we need have no fear for
the lack of supplies.

In history the people living in Kirin, Fengtien and
part of Heilungkiang, are called Sushan. They are
now scattered along the sea coast and in the basins
of the Amur and Tumen rivers. They were known
as Kulai, Sushan, Hueibei, Palou, Wotsu, Fuyu, Kitan,
Pohai and Nuchen at different stages of history.
They were of a mixed race. The forefathers of the
Manchurian dynasty also began in this vicinity. They
gained control of Kirin, first, and then firmly estab
lished themselves in China for 300 years. If we
want to put into effect our Continental Policy, we
have to note this historical fact and proceed to
establish ourselves in this region first also. Hence
the necessity of the Kirin-Hueining Railway.

Whether the terminus of the Kirin-Hueining Line
be at Chingchu or Lochin or even Hsiungchi, we are
free to decide according to circumstances. From the
standpoint of national defence at present Lochin
seems the ideal harbour and terminus. Eventually
it will be the best harbour in the world. On the one
hand it will ruin Vladivostok, and on the other it
will be the center of the wealth of Manchuria and
Mongolia. Moreover, Dairen is as yet not our own
territory. While Manchuria is yet not a part of our
empire, it is difficult to develop Dairen. That being
the case, we shall be in a precarious situation in
time of war. The enemy could blockade the Tsushima
and Senchima Straits, and we will be cut off from
the supplies of Manchuria and Mongolia. Not hav
ing the resources there at our command we will be
vanquished, especially as England and the United
States have worked hand in hand to limit our action
in every possible direction. For the sake of self
preservation and of giving warning to China and
the rest of the world, we must fight America some
time. The American Asiatic Squadron stationed in
the Philippines is but within a stone’s throw from
Tsushima and Senchima. If they send submarines
to these quarters, our supply of food-stuffs and raw
materials from Manchuria and Mongolia will be cut
off entirely. But if the Kirin-Hueining Railway is
completed, we shall have a large circuit line through
all Manchuria and Korea, and a small circuit line
through North Manchuria. We shall have access in
all directions gaining freedom for the transportation
of soldiers and supplies alike. When our supplies
are transported through this line to our ports at
Tsuruga and Niigata, enemy submarines will have
no way of getting into the Japanese and Korean
straits. We are then entirely free from interference.
This is what is meant by making the Japanese Sea
the center of our national defence. Having secured
the free transportation of food and raw materials,
we shall have nothing to fear either from the Am
erican navy because of its size, or the Chinese or
Russian army because of their number. Incidentally,

Let us now analyze once more the Kirin-Hueining
Railway from the standpoint of its access from our
ports.
First with Chingchin as the starting point
1. To Vladivostok
— 130 miles.
2. To Tsuruga
— 475 miles.
3. To Moji
— 500 miles.
4. To Nagasaki
— 650 miles.
5. To Fushan
— 500 miles.

Second, take Tsuruga as the port of entry and
compare it with Dairen. In this case we should con
sider it from the point of view of Osaka as industrial
center.
1. From Changchun, to Osaka via Lochin, the
distance is 406 miles by land and 475 miles
by sea. In point of time the route will take
51 hours.
2. From Changchun to Osaka via Dairen and
Kobe, the distance is 535 miles by land and
870 miles by sea. In point of time it takes
92 hours.
If Tsuruga instead of Dairen is made the connect
ing link, there is a saving of 41 hours. Calculated
at the rate of 30 miles an hour on land and 12 miles
an hour by sea, we can use fast boats and trains and
cut the time in half.

Manchuria and Mongolia are the Belgium of the
Far East. In the Great War, Belgium was the battle
field. In our wars with Russia and the United States,
7
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products which we may both use at home and sell
in China. There are numerous other advantages
which will come to us from the building of the KirinHueining Railway. It is all gain without labour.
The coal will supplement the Fushun colliers. With
both coal mines in our control, we hold the key to
the industries of all China. Speaking of the Hsin
Chin coal, we shall reap a profit of Yen 5.00 on each
ton when it is shipped 'to Japan. With additional
chemical by-products, we shall reap a profit of Yen
16.00 from each ton of coal. Taking an average
profit of Yen 15.00 a ton, the total profit will amount
to 200 billion yen. All this comes as a by-product
from the operation of the Kirin-Hueining Railway.
There are, besides, the gold mines along the Mutan
River. The acquired rights of the South Manchuria
Railway in the gold mines of Chia-Pi-kou in the
province of Kirin and the timber in the neighbor
hood will all be within reach of exploitation once
the Kirin-Hueining line is in operation.

we must also make Manchuria and Mongolia suffer
the ravages. As it is evident that we have to violate
the neutrality of these territories, we cannot help
building the Kirin-Hueining and Changchun-Talai
Railways in order that we may be militarily prepared.
In time of war we can easily increase our forces and
in time of peace we can migrate thousands upon
thousands of people into this region and work on
the rice fields. This line offers the key to economic
development as well as to military conquests.
In undertaking the Kirin-Hueining Railway, it is
necessary to take advantage of the dry season and
finish it at one stretch. The mountains we must go
through are all granite. The tunneling would need
modern and up-to-date machines. As to the sleepers
and ballast required, there is an abundance all along
the line. Limestone and clay for making tiles and
brick are also to be had for the taking. Only rails,
cars and locomotives have to be brought in. The
cost of construction could therefore be reduced at
least thirty per cent and the time required forty per
cent.

In the vicinity of Tunhua, the agricultural pro
ducts such as oats, wheat, millet and Koaliang, yield
an annual output of over a million catties. There
are twenty distilleries of wines, thirty oil mills yield
ing an annual output of about 600,000 catties of oil
and 600,000 of bean cakes, besides many other places
for making vermicelli. All these will depend upon
the new railway. The trade along this road may
be estimated at 4 million yen a year. The transpor
tation charges of farm products alone will not only
defray the running expenses, but also yield a net
profit of Yen 200,000 per year. Including the net
profit from timber, coal and its by-products transport
ed by the railways, we can safely count on a profit
of Yen 8,000,000 a year. Besides, there are indirect
benefits such as strengthening of the South Manchuria
Railway, the acquisition of rights over forests, mines
and trade as well as the migration of large numbers
of our people into North Manchuria. Above all, is
the shortening of distance between Japan and the
resources of wealth in North Manchuria. It takes
only three hours from Chingchin to Hueining, three
hours from Hueining to Sanfeng and three hours
more from Tumen River to Lung-Ching-Tsun. In
60 hours we can reach the wealth of North Man
churia. Hence the Kirin-Hueining Railroad alone
can enable us to tap the immense wealth of North
Manchuria.

Now let us look into the economic interests along
this line. According to the careful investigation ot
our General Staff and the South Manchuria Railway,
the total reserve of timber is 200,000,000 tons. If
one million ton is fallen and imported to our country
each year, it will last two hundred years. This will
stop the imports of American timber which has been
costing us Yen 80,000,000 to Yen 100,000,000 a year.
Although our information is reliable we cannot make
it known to the world; for if China or Russia learns
that we get so much timber from America, they would
try to interfere with the construction of this line.
Or else, the United States may buy from the Fengtien Government all the timber rights on the one
hand to protect their own trade with us ; on the
other, to control the monopoly and incidentally kill
our paper industry.
Kirin was known as the “ocean of trees” even in
the days of Emperor Chien-Lung. Added to the
original forests are the growths in the intervening
years since that time. Imagine the vastness of the
resources! To transport this timber from Kirin to
Osaka via Changchun and Dairen, there is a distance
of 1,385 miles. For every cubic foot, we have to
spend 34 cents. Because of this high cost of trans
portation, we cannot compete with the United States.
If the Kirin-Hueining Line is completed, the distance
is reduced to about 700 miles. We can then ship
timber to Osaka at the low rate of 13 cents per
cubic foot. We can certainly defeat the timber from
the United States then. Supposing we calculate the
profit at Yen 5.00 per ton of timber and supposing
there are two billion tons of timber, the construction
of the railway will bring to us the easy profit of
10 million yen. Besides, we will bar the import of
American timber into our country. Furthermore, the
industry of furniture making, paper manufacture and
other usages which the cheap timber makes possible
will add 20 million yen more to our country’s annual
income.

4. Hunchun-Hailin Railway. This is 173 miles
long and costs Yen 24,000,000. All along this line
are thick forests. In order to strengthen the KirinHueining Railway and to exploit the forests and
mines in North Manchuria, this line is needed. In
order to transfer the prosperity of Vladivostok to
Hueining, this line is also urgently needed. The
greatest hope for prosperity, however, is the fact that
south of Naining and north of Tunhua there is Lake
Ching Po which can be used to generate electric
power. With this electric power, we shall have con
trol over the agricultural and industrial undertakings
of the whole of Manchuria and Mongolia. No amount of China’s agitation can matter in the least
to our industrial developments.
According to the
investigations of the South Manchuria Railway, the
water power in the lake can generate at least
800,000 horse-power. With such an enormous quan
tity of electric power, the industrial conquest of Man

There is also the Hsin Chin coal mine, which has
a reserve of 600,000,000 tons of coal. The quality
of this coal is superior to that of Fushun coal, easy
to excavate and suitable for the extraction of petro
leum, agricultural fertilizers and other chemical by
8

undersell our merchants in Manchuria. It clearly
shows the inability of our own people. When one
thinks of it, it is really pathetic. The Chinese is
single-handed, receiving no assistance from the gov
ernment. But the Japanese in Manchuria has every
protection from the government and long-term credit
at a low rate of interest. Still there are innumerable
cases of failures. Hereafter, we should organize a
co-operative exporting house to China. The steam
ship lines and the South Manchuria Railway should
give it special discounts, and the government in
Kwantung should extend to it financial credit at a
very low rate of interest. Then we can hope to beat
the Chinese merchants and recover our trade rights,
so that we may develop the special products of Man
churia and send them to all parts of the world.

churia and Mongolia can be easily accomplished. In
the neighbourhood of this immense power plant, there
will be phenomena] growth of wealth. We must build
this railway quickly, in order to provide facilities for
transportation. Lake Hsing Kai, which is owned
jointly by China and Russia, can also be developed
for the generation of electricity. In order that these
two countries may not combine to frustrate our plans,
we should introduce a resolution in the International
Conference of Electrical Engineering to be held in
Tokyo this year, to the effect that in the same area
of electricity supply there should not be two power
plants. Besides, in the vicinity of Niigata and Hailin,
the Oju Paper Mill has acquired extensive rights of
lumbering. They need the immediate establishment
of the power plant at Lake Chingpo and the early
completion of the Hunchun-Hailin Railway in order
to bring to the factory at home the raw materials
growing wild in Mongolia.

The first step in gaining financial and commercial
control of Manchuria and Mongolia lies in the mon
opoly sale of their products. We must have the
rights of monopoly for the sale of Manchurian and
Mongolian products before we can carry out our
Continental Policy and prevent the invasion of Am
erican capital as well as the influence of the Chinese
traders.

Moreover, the reason that the Feng-Kirin-Wuchang
Railway and the Kirin-tien authorities intend to build
the Wuchang Railway and the Kirin-Mukden Rail
way, with Hulutao or Tientsin as sea-port, is that
they want to recover to themselves the wealth of
North Manchuria. By building the Hunchun-Hailin
Railway we shall not only strengthen the Kirin-Huei
ning Railway, but also defeat the Chinese scheme
and draw the wealth of Manchuria to Chingchin
Harbour. The transportation charges will be twothirds less compared with the Chinese line and onethird less compared with the Siberian line. They
cannot compete with us. Our victory is a foregone
conclusion.

Although the products of Manchuria and Mongolia
may go through any of the three ports, Dairen, Yingko and Antung, nevertheless Dairen holds the key
to the situation. Every year 7,200 ships pass through
this port with a total tonnage of 11,565,000 tons. This
represents 70 per cent of the total trade of Manchuria
and Mongolia. Fifteen navigation routes radiate out
from it with definite sailing schedule. Most of it is
coastal sailing. We have in our grasp the entire
transportation system of Manchuria and Mongolia.
The monopoly sale of Manchuria’s special products
will eventually come into our hands. When that
comes true, we can develop our oceanic transporta
tion in order to defeat both Yingko and Antung. Then
the large quantities of beans which the central and
southern parts of China consume, will depend upon
us entirely. Moreover, the Chinese are an oil eating
people. In time of war, we can cut off their oil
supply and the life of the whole country will become
miserable. Bean cakes are important as fertilizers
for the cultivation of rice. If we have control of
the source of supply as well as the means of trans
portation, we shall be able to increase our production
of rice by means of a cheap supply of bean-cakes
and the fertilizers manufactured as a by-product at
the Fushun coal mines. In this way, we shall have
the agricultural work of all China dependent upon
us. In case of war, we can put an embargo on
bean-cakes as well as the mineral fertilizers and for
bid their exportation to Central and South China.
Then China’s production of food-stuffs will be greatly
reduced. This is one way of building up our con
tinental empire which, we must not overlook. We
should remember that Europe and America also need
large quantities of beans and bean-cakes. When we
have a monopoly of the supplies and full control of
transportation, both on land and sea, the countries
which have need of the special products of Manchuria
and Mongolia will have to seek our good-will, rn
order to gain trade monopoly in Manchuria and
Mongolia, we must have control of the complete
transportation system. Only then can we have the

The total trade in Manchuria is seven or eight
billion yen a year, all of which is in our hands. The
business we do in wool, cotton, soy beans, bean cakes
and iron, forms one-twentieth of the total volume
of world trade. And it is steadily increasing. But
the Namihaya Machi at Dairen (the wealthiest street
in the city) is still in Chinese possession.
The sad
story goes further. Oil is a basic industry in Man
churia. We control only six per cent of it. Of the
38 oil mills in Yingkow there is not one Japanese;
of the 20 oil mills in Antung there is only one Jap
anese and of the 82 or 83 oil mills in Dairen there
are only seven owned by Japanese. This is by no
means an optimistic outlook for us. In order to
recover the lost ground, we must first of all develop
transportation. Then, by securing a monopoly on
both finished products and raw materials, we shall
be able to gain the upper hand eventually. Further
more, we ought to assist our people in oil business
by extending to them financial credit, so that the oil
industry of the Chinese will be forced out of the
market. There are many Chinese on Kawaguchi
Machi in Osaka who are dealers of our manufactured
goods in Mongolia and Manchuria. They are strong
competitors of our own business men in China. Our
people are greatly handicapped because of their high
standard of living which compels them to figure at
a higher percentage of profit. On the other hand,
the Chinese also have their disadvantages.
The
goods that they get are of an inferior quality, but
the price that they pay is at least 10 per cent higher
than what our own people pay. Besides, they are
also obliged to pay Yen 2.70 more than our people
for every ton of goods transported, and yet they can
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then have to call in the loans and business failures
have often resulted.
2. The Chinese business men use silver money
throughout and are free from the effects of the ex
change fluctuations. Therefore their “junk” trade is
prosperous. Although they have no scientific know
ledge of the exchange value of gold and silver, they
always gain in the transaction. They have a natural
gift for it; we suffer the more. And we lose in spite
of our control of the transaction and special backing
of banking houses. Because of the handicap of the
monetary system, people in Central and South China •
always buy beans and bean-cakes from their own
people. We have no chance against them, In consequence, we cannot conquer the whole of China.
3. With the silver standard in existence, the Chi
nese Government can increase their notes to counteract our gold notes. Consequently our banks will fail
to carry out the mission of extending our country’s
influence.
4. If the gold standard is adopted, we can issue
gold notes freely. With the credit of the gold notes,
we can acquire rights in real property and natural
resources and defeat the credit of the Chinese silver
notes. The Chinese will be unable to compete with
us; and the currency of the whole of Manchuria and
Mongolia will be in our control.
5. The Government Bank of the Three Eastern
Provinces, the Bank of Communications, the Frontier
Development Bank and the General Credit and Fin
ance Corporation have in circulation silver notes
amounting to $38,000,000. Their reserve funds in
the form of buildings and goods are estimated at
$1,350,000. It is natural that the Chinese notes should
depreciate. It is only by acts of the Government that
these notes are still in circulation. Until we have
entirely discredited the Chinese silver notes, we will
never place our gold notes in their proper place in
Manchuria and Mongolia, much less obtain the mon
opoly in currency and finance of these two countries.
With the depreciated and inconvertible silver notes,
the government of the Three Eastern Provinces buys
all kinds of products, thus threatening our vested
interests. When they sell these products, they demand
gold from us which they keep for the purpose of
wrecking our financial interests including our trade
rights in snecial products. For these reasons, our
gold notes are having a harder time and a gold
standard for currency becomes the more urgently
necessary.
In view of the above-mentioned considerations, we
must overthrow Manchuria’s inconvertible silver notes
and divest the government of its purchasing power.
Then we can extend the use of our gold notes in
the hope of dominating the economic and financial
activities of Manchuria and Mongolia. Furthermore,
we can compel the authorities of the Three Eastern
Provinces to employ Japanese financial advisers to
help us gain supremacy in financial matters. When
the Chinese notes are overthrown, our gold notes will
take their place.

Chinese merchants under our thumb.

However, the Chinese are adepts in learning our
tricks and beating us at our own game. We have
yet found no way by which we can compete success
fully with them in oil-making and sail-boat trans
portation. After building up the new system of
transportation, our policy should be two-fold. On
the one hand, wreck the sail-boat trade by means of
On
the
heavy investment in our own system.
„
~
other hand, encourage our men to learn all they
can from the Chinese sail-boat business. Another
thing we should be careful about is teaching the
Chinese our industrial methods. In the past we have
established factories in Manchuria and Mongolia, and
carried on industries near the source of raw ma
terials. This gave to the Chinese the opportunity
of learning our secrets and establishing competitive
factories of their own. Hereafter, we should ship
the raw materials back home and do the manufactur
ing there, and then ship the finished products for
sale in China and other countries. In this way we
shall gain in three ways: (1) provide work for our
unemployed at home; (2) prevent the influx of Chi
nese into Manchuria and Mongolia, and (3) make
it impossible for the Chinese to imitate our new in
dustrial methods. Then iron of Penhsihu and Anshan
and the coal of Fushun should also be sent home to
be turned into finished products.
For all these considerations, the development of
ocean transportation becomes the more necessary. The
Dairen Kisen Kaisha Company should be enlarged,
and our government should extend to it loans at low
interest through the South Manchuria Railway Com
pany.
By next year we should complete 50,000 tons
of new ships for oceanic transportation. That will
be sufficient to dominate over the traffic of the East.
For on the one hand we have the South Manchuria
Railway for land transportation; on the other hand,
we control the large quantities of products in Man
churia and Mongolia waiting to be transported. The
success of this enlarged activity in oceanic transpor
tation with Dairen as center is assured by the iron
laws of economics.

Gold Standard Currency Necessary
Although Manchuria and Mongolia are within our
field of activities, yet the legal tender there is still
silver. It often conflicts with our gold basis and works
to our disadvantage. That our people have failed to
prosper as they should in these places, is due to the
existence of the silver monetary system there. The
Chinese have persistently upheld the silver basis, and
therefore have made it impossible for us firmly to
establish our colonization plans on a firm economic
foundation. We have suffered from it the following
disadvantages:

1. The money that we bring into Manchuria is
of gold standard, When we use it either for daily
livelihood or for industry and trade, it has to be
exchanged into Chinese silver dollars. The fluctuation
of exchange is not infrequently as much as 20 per
cent, resulting in serious loss to our people. Specu
lation becomes a regular business and investing money
becomes a matter of gambling. When one plans an
investment of two hundred thousand yen, one may
suddenly find that his capital has been reduced to
one hundred fifty or one hundred sixty thousand dol
lars due to the drop in exchange. The creditor would

Encourage Investment From A Third Power
It has been our traditional policy to exclude from
Manchuria and Mongolia investments of a third pow
er. But since the Nine Power Treaty is based on
the principal of equal opportunity for all the under
lying principle of the International Consortium which
regards Manchuria and Mongolia as outside its
10
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companies under the wings of the South Manchuria
Railway, so that we may take determined steps on
the conquest of Manchuria and Mongolia. On the
other hand, Chinese, Europeans and Americans
should be invited to invest money in the South Man
churia Railway on the condition that we have a
plurality of its stocks. In that event the control of
the company is in our hands, and our mission from
the empire can be discharged more vigorously. In
short, by inviting international participation in the
South Manchuria Railway, we can blind the eyes
of the world. Having achieved that, we can push
our advance in Manchuria and Mongolia at our will,
free ourselves from the restraints of the Nine Power
Treaty and strengthen our activities in that country
with foreign capital.

sphere becomes anachronistic. We are constantly un
der the watchful eyes of the Powers, and every step
that we take arouses suspicion. This being the case,
we better invite foreign investments in such enter
prises as the development of electric power or the
manufacture of alkali. By using American and Euro
pean capital, we can further our plans for the
development of Manchuria and Mongolia. By so
doing, we shall allay international suspicion and
clear the way for larger plans on the one hand and
induce the Powers to recognize the fact of our special
position in that country on the other. We should
welcome any power wishing to make investment, but
we must not allow China to deal with the leading
countries at her will. As we are anxious that the
Powers recognize the fact of our special position in
Manchuria and Mongolia in political as well as
economic affairs, we are obliged to intervene and
share all responsibilities with her. To make this a
customary practice in our diplomatic dealings, is an
other important policy for us.

The important appurtenant enterprises of the South
Manchuria Railway are:

1. Iron and steel. Iron and steel are closely connected with national development.
1Every country
today attaches great importance to it. But because
of the lack of ores, we have found no solution to this
problem. Hitherto we have had to import steel from
the Yangtze Valley and the Malay Peninsula. But
according to a secret survey of our General Staff,
a wealth of iron mines are found in many places in
Manchuria and Mongolia. A conservative estimate
of the reserve is 10 billion tons. At first when there
was a lack of technique, the Anshan Iron and Steel
Works was involved in an annual loss of Yen
3,000,000. Later, new methods were discovered, and
the technique developed so that during 1926 the loss
was only Yen 150,000 and a year later there was a
profit of Yen 800,000. If the furnace is improved,
we ought to earn at least Yen 4,000,000 a year. The
quality of the ore at Penhsihu is excellent. By amal
gamating it with the Anshan Iron Works, we shall
have the comfort of being self-sufficient in iron and
steel.

The Necessity of Changing the Organization
of the South Manchuria Railway
The South Manchuria Railway Company functions
in Manchuria as the Governor-General of Korea did
there before the annexation. In order to build up
our new Continental Empire, we must change the
organization of that Company so as to break away
from the present difficulties. The functions of this
Company are varied and important. Every change of
cabinet involves a change of the administration of
the South Manchuria Railway, and conversely every
activity of the South Manchuria Railway also has
important consequences on the cabinet. This is be
cause the South Manchuria Railway is semi-govern
mental, with final authority resting in the cabinet.
For this reason, the Powers invariably look upon
this railway as a purely political organ rather than
a business enterprise. Whenever a new move is
made for the development of Manchuria and Mon
golia, the Powers would invoke the Nine Power
Treaty to thwart the plans of the South Manchuria
Railway. This has greatly damaged the interests
of our empire.

The iron deposits in Manchuria and Mongolia are
estimated at 1,200,000,000 tons, and the coal deposits
2,500,000,000 tons. This coal ought to be sufficient
for smelting the iron ores. With such large amounts
of iron and coal at our disposal, we ought to be selfsufficient for at least seventy years. At the rate of
$100.00 profit on each ton of steel, for 350,000,000
tons of steel we shall have a profit of Yen 35,000,000,000. This is a tremendous asset to our economic re
sources. We shall save the expense of Yen 120,000,000 which we pay for the importation of steel every
year. When we can have sufficient iron and steel
for our own industries, we shall have acquired the
secret for becoming the leading nation in the world.
Thus strengthened, we can conquer both the East
and the West. In order to attain this goal, the iron
works must be separated from the South Manchuria
Railway. Such unified control will keep China from
preventing us to become self-sufficient in iron and
steel.

Considered from the point of view of domestic
administration, the South Manchuria Railway is sub
ject to a quadruple control. There are the Governor
of Kwantung, the Chief Executive of Dairen, the
Consul-General at Mukden, besides the President of
the South Manchuria Railway itself. These four
officers must meet and exchange views at Dairen
before anything is undertaken. What is discussed
in the meeting held in camera often leaks out to
the Chinese authorities of the Three Eastern Prov
inces. They in turn would try to obstruct any for
ward movements of the South Manchuria Railway
authorization, it again has to run the gauntlet at the
Departments of Foreign Affairs, of Railways, of Fin
ance and of Army. If these ministers do not agree,
the matter is dropped. Therefore, although the pre
sent prime minister realizes his own incompetence,
he has nevertheless taken concurrently the portfolio
of foreign affairs, so that our movements in Man
churia may be kept confidential and the execution
of our plans may be swift and decisive. On account
of these reasons, the South Manchuria Railway should
be radically reorganized. All appurtenant enterprises
which are profit-making should be made independent

2. Petroleum. Another important commodity which
we lack is petroleum. It is also essential to the exist
ence of a nation. Fortunately, there lie in the Fushun
Coal Mine 5,200,000,000 tons of shale oil, from every
hundred catties of which six catties of crude oil may
be extracted. By means of American machinery,
every hundred catties will yield nine catties of refined
oil good for motor cars and battleships. At present
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promising business (in Manchuria). Magnesium is
found in the surroundings of Tashichiao, and alum
inum in the vicinity of Yentai. The deposit is one
of the largest in the world. A ton of magnesite is
worth Yen 2,000 and a ton of aluminum is worth
about Yen 1,700. An estimate of the deposits of both
minerals in Manchuria is Yen 750,000,000. These
substances are especially useful for making aero
planes, mess kits in the army, hospital apparatus and
vessels, and other important industries. The United
States alone has extensive deposits of these substances.
The output of our country is one ton a year! Such
materials are becoming more useful every day, but
the supply is insufficient. Its price is growing high,
as if never reaching a limit. The deposits in our
territory of Manchuria and Mongolia are nothing less
than a God-given gift. This metal is really precious,
being indispensable to both our industry and national
defence. It also should be made an independent
business, separate from the South Manchuria Rail
way. Its manufacture should be in Japan, so as to
keep the Fengtien Government from imitating it on
the one hand and to avoid the watchful eyes of the
British and American capitalists on the other. After
we have gained control of it in the Three Eastern
Provinces, we may harness the water power of the
Yalu River to work on these metal ores. In view of
the development of aircraft, in the future all the
world will come to us for the materials necessary for
aeronautics.

Japan imports from foreign countries 700,000 tons of
minerai oils every year valued at Yen 60,000,000.
These figures are on the increase. As there are 50
billion tons of shale in the Fushun mines, the yield
calculated at five per cent would be 250,000,000 tons;
at nine per cent, 450,000,000 tons of oil. Taking an
average of the two, the yield would be 350,000,000
tons, and assuming the value of the oil to be fifteen
yen a ton, the oil shale contained in the Fushun Mine
would bring us Yen 2,250,000,000. This will be a
great industrial revolution for us. From the stand
point of national defence and national wealth, pe
troleum is a great factor. Having the iron and
petroleum of Manchuria, our army and navy will
become impregnable walls of defence. That Man
churia and Mongolia are the heart and liver of our
empire, is a truthful saying. For the sake of our
empire, we should be congratulated.

Agricultural Fertilizer—Ammonia Sulphate
and Other Products
Agricultural fertilizer is a great necessity for the
production of foodstuffs. Chemical fertilizers depend
upon the ammonia sulphate extracted from coal. The
Fushun coal yields especially good results. At present,
our total consumption of ammonia sulphate is 500,000 tons. Of this, only half is manufactured at home,
using the coal from the Kailan or the Fushun Mining
Companies. The remaining half is imported from
abroad at the cost of Yen 35,000,000 a year. With
our agricultural work daily increasing and in view
of the development of our new empire in Manchuria
and Mongolia, we shall easily need 1,000,000 tons of
ammonia sulphate every year during the next ten
years. From the soot gathered from the burning of
Fushun coal connected with the manufacture of steel,
we could produce large quantities of ammonia sul
phate. If the yield is put at 300,000 tons a year,
we shall add an annual income of more than Yen
40,000,000. In fifty years, this will mount up to Yen
2,000,000,000. This money could be used for the im
provement of our agriculture. If there is any sur
plus, we can buy bean-cakes with it and then invade
the farms all over China and in the South Sea Islands.
In order to accomplish this, we must separate this
enterprise from the South Manchuria Railway. We
shall then be able to control the fertilizers of the Far
East.

If all the enterprises mentioned Above are made
independent undertakings, they would make rapid
progress and bring us at least a profit of 60 billion
yen a year. The industrial development in South
Manchuria means much to our national defence and
economic progress. It will help us to build the foun
dation of an industrial empire. As to the cultural
undertakings such as hospitals, schools and philan
thropic institutions, they are our signal towers in our
advance into Manchuria and Mongolia. They are
the institutions for spreading our national prestige
and power. More specifically, they are the baits for
rights and privileges. Let us separate all these from
the South Manchuria Railway in order that we may
redouble our efforts and advance into North Man
churia to reclaim the sources of great wealth there.

When these important undertakings become inde
pendent and are free to develop without the inter
ference of our officials, they will naturally become
channels of national prosperity. On the wings of
economic development, we could make rapid advance
without either arousing the suspicion of the Powers
or the anti-Japanese activities of the people of the
Three Eastern Provinces.
Such hidden methods
would enable us to build the New Continental Empire
with ease and efficiency.

Soda and Soda Ash
We import 100,000 tons of Soda Ash at the cost
of more than Yen 10,000,000 a year. Both soda and
soda ash are valuable materials for military and
industrial purposes. Soda is derived from nothing
more than salt and coal, both of which are cheap and
abundant in Manchuria and Mongolia. If we go
into this manufacture, we can supply not only our
selves but can also sell it to China with a view to
controlling its industrial products. We ought to gain
from it a profit of at least Yen 15,000,000 a year. We
can also supply our own military and chemical needs.
Again this industry must be separated from the South
Manchuria Railway.

The foreign loans for the South Manchuria Rail
way must be confined to those railroads already com
pleted. Other railways built by us but nominally
under Chinese control, can either be amalgamated
with the completed lines or made independent accord
ing to the desire of the investing nations. The slogan
of “Equal Opportunity” help us to get foreign loans
as well as to dispel suspicion of our designs in North
Manchuria. At any rate, we shall need foreign
capital to develop our Continental Empire. When
the South Manchuria Railway is open to foreign in

Magnesium and Aluminum
According to the independent surveys of the South
Manchuria Railway Company and Dr. Honta of Tohoku University, magnesite and aluminum is a very
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has to be secured before anything can be carried out.
Because of all these obstacles, any undertaking will
take months and months before any definite results
are seen. In the process it is possible for the Chinese
to employ Japanese adventurers to steal our secrets
so that before a project is launched it is often re
ported to the Chinese and in turn it becomes common
property of the world. We are suddenly brought
under the check of world opinion, and more than
once we have incurred hardship in putting into prac
tice our policy toward Manchuria and Mongolia.
Furthermore, the opposition party has also made
capital out of what they find in these regions in order
to attack the government. All these have many seri
ous results with our diplomatic relations.
Hence
forth, we must change our practice in order to pro
ceed more adroitly. The center of control must be
in Tokyo. That will (1) insure secrecy; (2) stop
China from knowing beforehand our plans; (3) avoid
the suspicion of the powers before the thing is done;
(4) unify the multiple control in Manchuria and (5)
bring the government agencies in Manchuria and
Mongolia in close touch with the central government
so as to deal with China with undivided power. For
these reasons we should follow the original plan for
absorbing Korea laid down by Ito and Katsura and
establish a Colonial Department, the special function
of which is to look after the expansion in Manchuria
and Mongolia. The administration of Formosa, Kor
ea and Saghalien Island may be its nominal function,
but our expansion in Mancuria and Mongolia is its
real purpose. This will blind the eyes of the world
on the one hand and forestall the disclosure of secrets
on the other.

vestments the Powers will be glad to lend more to
us and China can do nothing to block It. This is an
excellent way to further our plans in Manchuria.
We should lose no time in doing it. As to the wealth
concentrated in the northern part of Manchuria and
Mongolia, we should be likewise. The two new rail
ways from Kirin to Hueining and from Changchun to
Talai, as well as the lumber and mining interests,
should also be managed as separate institutions.
The South Manchuria Railway will also be greatly
enriched by our exploits in North Manchuria. In
undertaking this, we must permit foreign investment
on the South Manchuria Railway so that any profit
that it makes is shared by other nations. When they
share in the profits, no one will interfere with our
activities in North Manchuria.
Already Chinese
immigrants are pouring into South Manchuria in
large numbers. Their position will become stronger
every day. As the right of renting land in the in
terior is not yet secured, our immigrants are gradual
ly losing ground. Even if our government’s backing
will maintain our people there, they cannot compete
with the Chinese due to the latter’s low standard of
living. Our only chance now is to defeat the Chinese
by heavy capitalization. This again necessitates the
use of foreign loans This is so, especially because
the riches of North Manchuria are even not accessible
to the Chinese immigrants. We must seize the pres
ent opportunity, and hasten the progress of immigra
tion by our own people and take possession of all
rights there so as to shut out the Chinese. But in
order to encourage immigration, rapid transportation
is essential. This will afford both facilities to our
people and bring the natural resources there to the
would-be market. Moreover, both Russia and our
selves have been increasing armaments. On account
of geographical positions, we have conflicting inter
ests. If we want to obtain the wealth of North Man
churia and to build up the New Continent according
to the will of Emperor Meiji, we must rush our
people into North Manchuria first and seek to break
the friendship between Russia and China. In this
way, we can enjoy the wealth of North Manchuria
and hold at bay both Russia and China. In case
of war, our immigrants in North Manchuria will
combine with our forces in South Manchuria
and at one stroke settle the problem forever. In
case this is not possible, they can still maintain their
own in North Manchuria and supply the rest of us
with food-stuffs and raw materials. As the interests
of North Manchuria and our country are so wrapped
up, we could march directly into North Manchuria
and pursue our settled policy.

It is my personal conviction that the fact that the
absorption of Korea could not be effected during the
administration of Ito, is due to the lack of a special
office for control. Therefore, there were always
differences of opinion and secret policies were im
possible. Such a state of affairs played into the hand
of international obstruction and Korean opposition.
Then a number of propagandists went to Europe and
America as well as Korea itself, declaring that we
firmly respected the independence of Korea and had
no designs on an inch of Korean territory. The result
of their work was the recovery of international con
fidence. After that, a Colonial Department was es
tablished under the pretence of Formosa. Then we
seized the opportunity and the object was gained r
It goes to prove that in order to undertake coloniza
tion and immigration, a special office for it is abso
lutely necessary. Moreover, the creation of a new
empire in Mongolia and Manchuria is of utmost
importance to the existence of Japan. It is necessary
to have a special office, in order that the politics in
that vast territory may be controlled from Tokyo.
The officers in the field should only take orders, they
should not interfere with the execution of policies
where they please. This will insure secrecy; and
the opposition nation have no chance of getting into
the secrets of our colonial activities. Then our move
ments regarding Mongolia and Manchuria will be
beyond the reach of international public opinion and
we shall be free from interferences.

The Necessity of Establishing a
Colonial Department
Our exploitation of Manchuria takes a variety of
forms. Often those in authority take such different
views that even the most profitable undertaking for
our country cannot be carried out. Because of the
lack of speed, our secrets are often exposed
and are made propaganda materials by the Muk
den Government much to the detriment of our
country in international relations. Whenever a new
undertaking is projected in Manchuria and Mongolia,
it will become the subject of discussion of tens of
meetings and conferences in Dairen. Not only the
approval of the four-headed government there is
necessary, but also the sanction of the cabinet at home

As to the subsidiary enterprises of the South Man
churia Railway such as the Development Company,
the Land Company, and the Trust Company, the
power of supervision and planning should also be
in the colonial office. They should all be under united
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This same company may also take care of horse
breeding and select the best out of Mongolia for the
use of our national defence.

control in order that they may all help in the general
policy of expansion in Mongolia and Manchuria of
the Imperial Government and complete the creation
of the new empire.

Precaution Against Chinese Migration

The Taling River Valley On the
Peking-Mukden Railway

Recently the internal disturbances in China have
driven large hordes of immigrants into Mongolia and
Manchuria, thereby threatening the advance of our
migration. For the sake of our activities in this
field, we should not fail to take precautions. The
fact that the Chinese government welcomes this mi
gration and does nothing to hold back the tide op- ■'
presses our policy even the more seriously. A notecr
American sinologue has made the statement the Muk
den authorities are carrying out such effective gov
ernment that all people are moving into their terri
tory. Therefore, the influx of immigrants is looked
upon as a mark of effective government of Mukden
authorities. We, of course, are concerned. Unless
we put a stop to it, in less than ten years our own
policy of emigration will prove an instrument for
China to crush us with. Politically we must use
police force to check this tendency as rquch as possible
and economically our financiers should drive the
Chinese out with low wages. Furthermore, we must
develop and expand electric power to displace human
labour. This will keep out Chinese immigrants as
well as monopolize the control of motor force as a
first step toward controlling the industries develop
ment of this vast region.

The Taling River Valley is a wide area sparsely
populated but infested with bandits. Many Koreans
have made investments here, especially in rice fields.
Judging from its resources, this region is bound to
be prosperous. It will also be an advantageous foot
hold for us if we want to expand into the Jehol re
gion. We should give full protection to our Korean
subjects here and wait for an opportunity to secure
from China the right of colonization so that our
immigrants may live here and act as our vanguards
to Jehol and Mongolia. In case of warfare, this
valley will be a strategic point to quarter large armies
of soldiers. We shall then not only check the Chinese
soldiers from advancing north, but also hold the key
to the immense wealth of South Manchuria. When
Koreans come into this region we should finance them
through our Trust and other financial organs with
a view to gaining for these organs the actual owner
ship while the Koreans may satisfy themselves with
the right of farming only. Ostensibly the ownership
of land must reside with the Koreans.
It
is a convenient way of securing rights from the Chi
nese government. Henceforth the Trust companies
and financial organs should give them full backing
when our own and Korean subjects wish to gain land
ownership. If they need money to buy farms from
the Chinese, the financial organs should also come
to their aid. Unnoticeably we shall gain control of
the better rice fields which we may give to our own
immigrants. They shall displace the Koreans who
in turn may go on opening new fields, to deliver to
the convenient use of our own people. This is the
policy with respect to the colonization of rice fields
and bean farms. As to the policy for herd farming,
the Development Company should be especially en
trusted gradually to expand, eventually placing all
the wealth of herds at the disposal of our country.

Hospitals and Schools
Hospitals and schools in Manchuria must be in
dependent of the South Manchuria Railway. For
the people have often considered these institutions
of imperialism and refuse to have anything to do
with them. When these are separated and made
independent institutions we shall be able to make the
people realize our goodness so that they will be
thankful to us . . . But in establishing schools em
phasis should be laid on normal schools for men and
women. Through these in educational work we may
build up a substantial good-willt among the people
towards Japan. This is our first principle of cultural
structure.

T. IF. Chinn Linotype Composition—S. F.
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My dear Mrs. Sohmers

Your letter of December 27, 1941, addressed to the

President,with which you enclose a pamphlet entitled
"The Tardea Meniorial*, has been referred to this Department. 2

You may be assured that your courtesy in sending
to the President the above-mentioned pamphlet is appre•

elated.

L
Sincerely yours,
For the Secretary of State:

””

C
g-A.
George Atcheson, Jr.
Assistant Chief
Division of Far Eastern. Affairs
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Attached is an account by Dr. Winston
Pettus, Surgeon, the Hunan Yale Hospital,
Changsha, China, of the Japanese seizure of
Changsha and the treatment of the Chinese
there. There is also attached a letter which
Dr. Pettus wrote to his parents with regard
to the treatment of Chinese in Changsha and
with regard to the medical work of Yale—in
China.
I do not know whether these have been
circulated in FE or not.' The first document
is the more interesting as the second contains
too many details with regard to the mechanics
of the medical work at Changsha.
If you
think it advisable, route these to whomever
you may care to route them.

iury :MJF
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By Winston Pettus, M.D., Attending Surgeon
Hunan Yale Hospital, Changsha, China
We were awakened by the full, steady thud-thud of artillery fire in the
distance.

This did not worry us; we had been hearing it off and on for several
days. The night before, the Shangshi radio had reported that the Japan
ese had advanced to a point twenty-eight miles from Changsha. Two years
previously they got within ten miles of the Hunan capital and then were
turned back. The booming of the big guns was much more pleasant than the
shrill whining of the dive-bombers that had swarmed over the mission com
pound and wrought plenty of destruction in our part of the city. Two
mornings earlier, we had spent the whole day in the operating room trying
to patch up some of the mangled bodies. One little boy had parted with
three-quarters of his intestines and miraculously survived an operation.
We were working against odds because on September 26th, four-fifths of
the doctors and nurses had left for the south rather than submit to an
intolerable tyranny. We had only two doctors and three nurses left but
a dentist and a bacteriologist offered to help. The operation room coolie
could give anaesthesia and deliver babies. A nearby lady missionary found
a job for herself washing blood and dirt off patients waiting for opera
tions and a university teacher travelling through Changsha acted as blood
donor.

The Changsha International Relief Committee had arranged for three refugee
camps to be opened if the fighting came too close. One was to be on our
mission high school campus now deserted. We were looking around the build
ings late in the afternoon planning where we might house refugees when the
gate man came rushing up with the news’. "The Japanese are here." He was
obviously mistaken; there had been no firing for hours. But he seemed very
excited so we followed him to the gate where I could hardly believe my eyes.
Five or six Japanese soldiers came sauntering by. It looked much more like
a Sunday afternoon stroll on Moto‘Machi than a frontal attack on Changsha.

One of the soldiers stopped and rummaged through the pedlars’ stand just
outside the hospital gate, dumped some things on the ground and took a few
articles that appealed to him, then went on down to the corner, fired a
few shots and passed on. (We found two dead policemen; three the next day.)

Petrified men, women and children came running from all directions and,
forming a mob tried to jam their way into the hospital. They had seen the
soldiers and were rushing for the only safe place they knew — American pro
perty. We ushered them across the street to the refugee camp just before
the next small group of Japanese soldiers arrived. Later they marched by
in full force — long lines of infantry, artillery and cavalry.
Whenever the soldiers ceased coming for a short time, a group of refugees,
arms loaded with baskets, bedding and babies, would run up to the mission
gate and pass in. By dark, over three thousand homeless civilians had
entered.
Since Changsha had been evacuated during the preceding week I was surprised
to see that many people were left behind. The next morning two other mission
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representatives and I hunted up the Japanese army headquarters and called
on the general in charge to arrange for the protection of foreign mission
property. He agreed to send inspectors around to the various mission com
pounds and when convinced that they contained no soldiers or military
supplies would issue notice forbidding the entrance of Japanese troops.
Foreigh property would be respected.
When I returned to the hospital I was informed that one of our carts carry
ing five hundred pounds of rice had been commandeered together with four
of our men who were pulling it. The missionary escorting it had been
threatened with violence if he attempted to follow the soldiers who made
off with it. However one of the cart-pullers escaped, returned and told
us where they had gone so we tracked them down and found the officer in
charge.

When we pointed out that he was violating American property he offered to
pay something for the rice but our provisions were not for sale. After two
hours of arguing in sign language and bad Chinese, I found an interpreter
to write the following in Chinese characters which the officer could read:
«YOUR COMMANDING OFFICER PROMISED ME THIS MORNING THAT AMERICAN PROPERTY
WOULD BE RESPECTED. IF YOU REFUSE TO RETURN THE RICE I SHALL HAVE TO TAKE
THE MATTER UP WITH HIM”. The officer’s next move was typically Japanese.
He opened one of the bags, examined the rice, made some disparaging remarks
about it, asked if all the rest were of the same poor quality and told us to
take it away; the rice was too poor for the Japanese army. All faces were
saved and everyone vzas happy.
The lodtng of the city was now in full swing. Every shop, even the ones
whose entrances had been bricked up, were broken into. Japanese soldiers
wandered in groups of two or three from house to house and street to street
looking first for money then for small valuable qrticles. Objects too big
to carry were generally smashed.

In a field near the hospital lay six bodies beginning to decay. All wore
Chinese uniforms; all lay on their faces with hands tied behind their backs
and bullet holes through their chests — a mute account of what happened to
Chinese soldiers who were taken prisoner.
One Japanese soldier, angered because a woman he sought had taken refuge in
the hospital gate demanded entrance. The largest foreigner in Changsha filled
the small door blocking his path. The soldier placed the sharp end of his
fixed bayonet against the foreigner’s chest but the latter was no coward and
stood his ground. The bluff failed and the soldier retired. No soldiers
entered the front gate of the mission compound where the refugees were, but
five or six times every day or night they climbed over the low back wall and
rummaged through some of the residences, indulging in petty looting.

Twice, foreigners who reminded them that they were on American property were
roughly handled following vdiich the soldiers left the way they had come. The
news of the establishing of a refugee camp spread over the countryside like
wild fire. Men, women and children, pigs, chickens and cows swarmed to the
gates. Many women had blacked their faces and rubbed manure on their clothes
to make themselves disgustingly revolting — a radical but effective form of
protection from the Japanese soldiers. One girl had crawled through a pig pen
to escape the fate of her sisters.
-2-
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By the third day there were eight thousand refugees in the camp. Every inch of
floor space in all the buildings was occupied; many of the door-ways were blocked
by people lying on the floor. Every tree sheltered a group. One little dugout
scooped out of a bank the size of the space under my dining room table was occu
pied by a woman and her three children. The kitchens worked all day long to
supply each refugee one bowl of rice usually served in the recipient’s lap and
eaten with the fingers.

Pte were forced to close the gates first to men, allowing women and children in,
later to all new-comers. A large crowd camped outside the gate begging to be let
in. Several Japanese soldiers passed by and searched their belongings for money
and other lootable objects. A number of the men were beaten over the head with
rifle butts. Some were commandeered to carry loot for the soldiers. Of these a
few never returned and were never seen again by their families. Early on the
morning of October 2nd, the Chinese troops reoccupied the city. What a relief!
We could again take a deep breath and feel that we were free. As the fighting
moved further to the northeast and transportation by stretcher became possible,
the civilians who had been wounded and were still alive found it possible to reach
the hospital. Ninety per cent of the wounds were dirty; almost all of the frac
tures had developed bone infections which required amputation or months of pain
ful treatment. A number of chest cases were bloated with air which escaped through
the skin. They were panting for breath. The air in their cheeks gave them a pe
culiar facial expression which could be recognized as soon as they came into the
dispensary. There were no abdominal cases - they had all died before they could
reach the hospital.
One old man had a bayonet wound through his head because the five soldiers who
searched his house were angered by finding nothing worth taking. About half of
the men gave similar histories. One was forced to carry a load for the soldiers;
when his strength gave out they left him with three bayonet wounds - one through
the chest resulted in pneumonia; one through the spine left him paralyzed on one
side of his body; another gave him a deep abscess of the flank. Another man ar
rived holding his head with his hands because all the muscles in the back of his
neck had been severed by an attempted decapitation with an officer’s heavy sword.
Six or seven others reached the hospital in the same condition.

The hospital filled so rapidly that we couldn’t keep up. An average day consisted
of seeing fifty in-patients, a hundred out-patients and doing five or six opera
tions. I had two deliveries at the same time and one of these was a double-header
(twins) followed by a profuse hemorrhage.
The Japanese bombed heavily to liberate some of their rearguard that had been cut
off. More casualties! Fresh ones this time. One man with both legs and an arm
and his abdomen injufed spent the day in the operating room getting two transfus
ions and undergoing three operations including an amputation.

We were beginning to wonder how long we could keep it up at this pace. I was al
ready six operations behind and more cases arriving every day. It was ten days
after the Japanese had left when I looked up at the end of an operation and saw
the resident surgeon standing before me. He is not particularly handsome but he
looked mighty good to me. As the doctors and nurses returned in the course of a
few days or weeks or months, we would be able to restore many of the bodies which
had been injured during this ruthless invasion, but how long would it take to re
move the hatred and bitterness which it had planted deep in so many hearts?
-3-
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Changsha, Hunan
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Dear Mother ana Dad;
What a job to try and tell you about the past three months I They are unquestion,
ably the most exciting, trying, ana important that I have ever experienced. It has
been a case of the more I have to vérité about the less time there is to write it.
bo now I have to do penance for my sms of omission. In fact, I have had to take
a vacation in order to get it done at all.

For a period of about three weeks, all the doctors at the hospital, except for
Dr. Hsiao ana me, evacuated. When they returned Dr. Hsiao took his much-needta
vacation. Now that he has returned, I am taking ten days off. The first four were
spent on a cruise in our "yatch” (bee below). The rest I am spending in an attempt
to clean up^iy long-neglected responsibilities to ïale-in-China, Hsiang-Ia Hospital
business correspondence, Changsha International Relief Committee, the Red Cross,
the Rotary, not to mention my family ana frienas.
What naturally interest you the most is what happened before, after, and curing
the Japanese occupation of Changsna. That is a long story which I expect to write
up in full during the next few aays. bo I shall not mention it in this letter,
except incidentally. However, I shall enclose a copy of the article which I was
asked to write on this subject for ’’Life” magazine. It was limited to 2,000 words;
so lus been cut rather extensively. Many of the most interesting experiences could
roL be printed at present, hence had to be omitted. Tiiis article was radioed to the
’’Life" representative in Chungking ana is being sunt from there to New Haven. If
it meets with the approval of the Trustees of Yale-in-China ana "Life" it will be
published. Otherwise it will lana in the waste-paper basket. I hesitated consid
erably before writing it because of the international implications, but finally
aec.idea to do so because my name ana that of tne Hospital has already unfortunately
appeared in news dispatches (Unitea Press, per my feoud but misguided friend Mac
Fisher in Chungking) whicn have been printed in bhang liai papers and gone out over
the radio from Shanghai and Manila. Hence I feel the damage has been done and we
are probably already on the Japanese Diack list, (along with my more famous father).
August was a month of heavy bombing over »aost of Eastern Hunan. Three days
after we got back from the West, 27 bombers flew directly over the hospital (I was
etching from the roof) ana suademy there was a deafening explosion. They droppec
aj1 their bombs at once around the region of the North Gate. The nearest one landed
about 50 yards from hôpital property ana au6 a large crater in the ground. There
liai been no bombing for four montas ana the people had gotten rather careless about
•sak’.tig refuge. Hence the casualties were heavy. Within three hours, 250 wouno.ed
<ic'G reached the hospital - the largest number of casualties to arrive in one aay in
the entire colorful history of this nospitai. The medical una gynecology services
saw rhe cases as they came in, dressea some, ana sent the worst cases to the oper
ating room, where the surgeons operated in three or four teams. We opened a new
wyru, admitted the 60 worst cases, and aid 55 operations that afternoon ana night.
We finished all the cases which were sent to the Operating room at about 9:00 p.m.
Then we maoe rounds on the cases winch had been admitted and founu seven more urgent
casas whicn hua to be a-mne tnat night, bo we started in again at 11:30 ana finished
about 2: 00 a.m. They included operations to cut away devitalizea tissues, compound
fractures, amputations, intestinal cases, heau injuries, etc, ^electing »hich cases
t. do first
- De^rt-renuerin o decision. It was a little like playing Goa to say
•’"Tits man will be given a chance to live; that woman will have to wait ana will prob
ably die."
In general, we took cases which were hemorrhaging first. Those in shoe
werè treated for shock and operation was delayed. Most fractures coUu.a wait a while,
abdominal cases were urgent. The worst cases, widen were probably hopeless hau to
wait •
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During August, Ur. John Lin was on vacation, bu I had to take charge of all
the surgical cases. At one time I haa 80 in-patients and it took three hours to
make rounds before wo coula start the operating schedule.

We were just beginning to get the cases sofrtea out ana find out where we stcod
as a result of the bombing of August 5ru, when it happened all over again on Aug.6th.
This time the bombing was actually more severe, ana involved a number of sections of
the city. But the people had learned a lesson from August 3rd ana most had evacu
ated from the city (There are practically no dug-outs in Changsha) when the warning
came. Hence we had only about one-half the number of casualties. This time we were
better organized, and the Chinese Red Cross Unit set up a dressing station in front
of our hospital to hanale tne lighter cases ana spare us for the serious ones.
A<iin we operated all afternoon and evening. By now the walls of the hospital were
Dulgiiit, we were so full. If it happened a6ain we would be sunk.- many would just
have to aie. Fortunately, it aid nut happen abain until August 24th, I happened to
be off duty ana the work was not heavy enough to require my help, bo I went down
town, visiting all the bombing sites before the raid was actually over. One bomb
lanaea ten feet from the Episcopal church, widch happily was built of heavy stone,
out lost its windows, bince I wore a hospital ^in ana an arm-bane from the arrayheadquarters permitting me to move during air-raius, the police directed me to each
boiut site, I was also able tu take a number of pictures. At one place I was able
to sort out a number of wounded senuing the serious eases (one haa three fractures)
io Esianfe-Ya and the lighter ones elsewhere. At another place, I helpea aig for
rouies for a couple of hours.

Some of these bombing cases nave maae miraculous recoveries. One little boy
with a severe brain injury which affected the nerves to his legs so that he could
fjt walk developed a stapholoccus meningitis which is over 95% fatal. He is now
commit,tely cured, save for a slight limp, another man haa a broken hip, a broken
lack, complete paralysis from the waist aown, and loss of bladder control. He was
aischargea last month having regained all his functions and now having only to wait
lor* nis hip to get solia before he can walk. The most interesting case to me, how
ever, was not a bomb case, but a man who came in with several hunarea polyps in his
rectum and large intestine, Bince this condition is precancerous it requires rad
ical treatment, hc were abfe to successfully remove his entire rectum and one foot
of large intestine. The procedure required three incisions, two spinal anaesthesia^
a transfusion and a continuous infusion. After having seen it performed a number of
times in New York, it was a real thrill to be able to carry it through here.
Since the days have been so full, we have to eet an early start. Our aaily
schedule runs something lifce this: 5:50 a.m.,Breakfast; 6:00-7:50 Office hours at
the Yale-in-CLma office, 7:50 to 9:00 or 9:50 hara rounds; 9:50 Milk ana crackers
(I fina six or seven hours too long a stretch without food to work efficiently);
9:50 to noon or 1:00 operations: Lunch, 2:00-4:00 P.M. Out-patient clinic; 4:U0 to
5:00 or later X-ray clinic, sometimes including operations for the removal of bomb
or shell fragments under fluroscopic vision, bupper; Evening, sometimes special
treatments on the waras.
The administrative work for Yale-in-China is something I wanted very much to
uoage. But there was no way out. Actually, everytiling has been done to make it as
lifcjht as possible, but the responsibility is considerable - the care of u plant about
twice the size of the College of Chinese studies, deciding matters of mission policy
(except when it can be referred to Dwight **Ugh at Yuanling), paying salaries, keeping
available funas when accounts are getting frozen ana exchange rates running all over
the scale, arranging for transportation of medical and <>ther supplies in from the
Coast by plane and other means, etc. Fortunately I have an excellent vhinese assist
ant, Mr. Lee* who keeps all the books and takes care of the office work. He also
acts as principal of a primary school with a couple of hundred students which we ran
on the campus for the kias of the neighborhood.
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he have been much concerned with the organization of the Gnangsha bub-office
of the International Red Cross Committee for Gentral Cuina (0 IRCC). Tnis was the
brain child of Phil Greene ana op, F. F. Tucker. The iaea is to get medical supplies
for Hunan in directly from the coast eight by airplane freight or by overland route
ana avoid the long ana costly haul over the Burma Roaa and then east to Hunan, he
received a grant of $50,000.00 for this work from the IRCC ana Pnil bought two large
orders of supplies at the coast in June. These Have both oeen shipped in b^ plane
(which is much cheaper than the Burma *fcoaa transport). he have set Up an office in
the Hsiang-Ya Hospital. The Norwegian Mission has àent us Mr. Thime, a trained nurse
who has dealt in drugs and hospital management for 20 years in Hunan, as a full time
general secretary. We lave a reliable ^liinese to travel with large shipments ana a
number of store-rooms in the bomb-proof aascment of the hospital. We nave actually
taken over the work in the IRCC (nut too efficiently yet) for Northern Awangsi,
Northern Kwangtung, Ki^ngsi, hunan, and theoreticalxy for *ukien ana Ghekiang. he
are sending off another large order for supplies as soon as we can get an appropri
ation fur it. In addition, we are actinu as the transport agent for the American
Red Cross supplies sent in by air from Hongkong to Hunan, Kwangtung, ana Kwangs!.
Mr. Tniiae has just returned from Kwanbtunb distributing 6 tuns of these supplies.
They have been paid for out of the $50,0u0,000 appropriated by Congress for relief
ana are a free gift of the People of America to the People of China. The HsiangYa Hospital has received nearly a hunarea cases of these supplies. What a lifesavcrl I am now taking three afternoons a week off from the hospital to banale the
correspondence for the office.
Early in beptember, one aay in walked ^rank Fulton. He was on his way from
Peiping (Yenching) back to America, ana evidently thought Changsha was on the way.
It «as great to see him especially since he announced that Boo Bmith, Executive
secretary of Yale-in-China ana the three new bachelors (Jim Elliott, Art Hopkins,
and Paul Bpringer) would be here the next day. xhey iua planned to leave America
in July, out havxng heard nothing from them we haa given up the iaea of seeing them.
Actually they haa cabled ana wirea but wora had not gotten through. Bub stayed huie
a couple of weeks asking many thought-provoking questions ana writing voluminous
I believe this trip, which has foone on to include Yuaniiag, Kunming, Tali, Chungking
and Chengtu will be a great thing for the Trustees ana for the work of Yole-in-China.
The bachelors have now gone on tu Yuanling and are teaching in the Middle School.
Marjorie Tooker went to Yuanling with Bob for a few days ana got caught curing the
fighting and could not return for several weeks. She was also away on vacation
during August. wo Maudie lias been in charge of the nurses almost continually for
the past three months. She certainly picked the right three months, Brunk also
went tu Yuanling ana further West. He came back tnis way just two days ahead of the
Japanese. To get here he went through a mine field on a boat in the river at night,
and arrived on the campus just m time to witness a most spectacular exhibition of
dive-bombing. He then spent the aay with us in the operating room helping to patch
peuple up, acted a blood aun^r, went on to Shaokwan when he wau almost killea by a
bomb. He wrote u^ his experiences in the Honkong paper and sent us a clipping wnich
we much enjoyed.

when the doctors ana nurses left , three days uefore the Japanese occupation,
Maudie and I moved over ana lived xn the hospital for auout three weeks. During
the occupation, Dr. Hsiao resigned as superintendant of the hospital and I took his
place, to facillitate relationa with the authorities. A week later I was very hapry
to resign and turn it back tu him. ^hen the uninese reoocupiea the city, the
wounded began to pour iç, ana our staff aid not get back for another Àen days. Dur
ing that period, we were almost snowea unaer. We were just uuout reaay to throw in
the towel, when the stuff returned ana we were saved by the uell. xor a while I was
seeino 50 in-ydtients, and 100 out-patients a aay, operating five or six times a day
ana running the X-ray everynight. When the doctors got back I wa^ eight operations
behind.
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The lar^e number uf infected compound fractures which camu m bave me a chance
to try a new method of treatment, first used extensively fur war-wounas in the Span
ish Civil \<ar, and liter employed on a branu scale in the British evacuation at
Dunkirk. It consists of a radical excision of the soft tissues, packing, with vaselene tau2fc> anQ applying a lar&t plaster c-st. It is followed by no dressing for
a nUiâber of weeks, which saves a lot of ^ain, hospitalization, ana after-carej but
also creates a very respectable stench, bo far I have found it very satisfactory
out have n-t used it luno enuub^ to evaluate my final results.
The most amazinfc case I haa lost month was a little boy wno haa much of his
abdominal wall and pelvio tom away by a boiâb fragment, leaving most of his intest
ines han&in& out, dirty and torn. We transfiflsed him ana operated removing what
later proveu to be all except une fuot of his small intestines, he developed an in
testinal fistula wnich later required five more operations, including a snort-cir
cuit insiae. His care involved many problems of digestion, fluid balance, blood
concentration, etc. We were able to keep ni# alive for six weeks, but just as we
kut the fistula closed he developed an infection ana died. I have never seen or
heard of a case before which survived that length of time with so little left in
siae nis uelly. But I must stop discussing cases or I shall write paees ana pabcs.
A cable from New Haven came last month informing me uf an extension of my ap
pointment to four years, he should like very xuuch to continue with Yule-in-China
However, we «ant very much to s^enu next year in lan^ua^e study. If that were done
in China, the logical tiling is to stay out here two more years. If, however, the
College is in berkeley I snoula prefer to stuay there, bos Mmith su^ested that
we return to U. B. at the ena of this year, complete our two-year term, and then
start a new one of four years, with the first year spent in lanbuabe study. That,
I believe, is a feooa solution, ana I shall ask the Trustees to act in this manner.

Shortly after the return of the Chinese troops to Chants no, all Germans ana It
alians were deported cither to the temporary provincial capital at utiyan6 or to
Shanghai. Knowing that x am very fond of sailing, Dr. Eitel ’’willed w me nis sail
boat when he left, even thou0h he was g,ivtn but a few hours notice in whichto pack.
That is typical of the unselfish spirit ana thou^htfuilness which lias won him so
many friends in Chantàha. Tne boat is a twenty-foot catboat with very graceful lim
it was built by him ana another man in Changsha, is mace for river sailing, and is
now the only sailboat (excluding junks) in Changsha, probably in Hunan, he hove hi-u
plenty uf trouble ana fun with it. *n attempt was maae to commandeer it, until I
6ot an American flato on her. I keep it in the river about a mile from the hospitaj .
A lumber-man who lives ri6ht besiae it takes care of it for me for ^50 Chinese mun*y
a month, whenever it is not in use, we have to take down the mast, sails, ruaac-r,
etc. so that nothin^ will be stolen at nibht. One time some soldiers ^ushea off in
her and let the 50 lb. centersoara down without the catch. It went through the
outtom uf the boat to the bottom of the river. Before I learned uf it the water
haa risen five feet. We spent many hours polinb ana uivinL for it, in over-coat
weather, but coulunrt fine it. He may bet it in tne winter when the v^ater drops, but
I need one now. bo we designed a new one, bought an old piece of scrap iron ana made
another. t>ailinL on a river, with a fairly stiff current, is quite different from
tne Maine coast. Once we fauna uurselves tacking through a mine field, five ..lies
aown the river (part of the Changsha defences) just after sunset. Fortunately we
missed a}J. the antennae. A few minutes later, væ runuieu the British bun-boat the
’’band-piper” but no aauafee was none.
Last week when my vacation started, Maunie ana I decidua to take a cruise to
oianbtan, 50 miles Up river, ana
the X-ray tube which was waiting fur us at the
Presbyterian Mission there. u>o we packed our Leaaine ana a cuurle of days’ food
under the decks ana startea off. The prevailing wina now is north (ux,-river) and
we expected it to Let us there in a day. But it just wouldn’t blow. The first day
we &ot a third of the way, stopped on the bank, built a fire, cooked supper ana carp
ed outThe next uay it rained all auy, we botxsoakea, ana haa to pole the boat alonb
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with an oar to reach the outskirts of wiaa^tun by lû:üü p.m. n»e were lucky taouth
to finu a aesertea ferry boat witn a cover, to bleep in out of the ruin, It took a
aay to ^et axiea out, ana we startea Lack, we muae it Lack in a aay, tacking against
btr-jnt wind. whut a fcruna feeling, with the rail bkimminfc the water, leaning *.ay
□ver, ana tearmL into the winul oumc of the time there bare white-caps. There were
hunureus of junks, some of them wita mas to sixty ana ei^ht^ feet hi6h ana tremendous
sails, nut we v.crc so xicht we coula pa^s them all if we manuevercu correctly, he
loaktu some , ana Muucie spent much of her time manning the pumps (with a cofee tin).
I have betoun Zinsser’s ”As I fteciemoer uim” which mother sent last spriuf
has the ucot sense of humor of any Harvard man I have run across anu I am enjoying
it immensely. Our bacteriologist here wants to read it a secern time when I finish.
I am tiau to hear that sad finally oucceeaea in oettinL of tne photographic sup
plies. I have uone almost nothinin the dark room fur tlx pust three months, but
will start in «1-aiii next month «ith enough work to no la me for months. I certainly
appreciate the time and effort it took to &et this oraer off.

Ciiarlotte btrintham was here for some ucntal work last week, bhe 6avt us the
message you sent over KGhI fcf v^eeks ueu. Our rauio battery has been dead since v.e
bot back to Changsha. »<e cet the news on one of the three ethers on the campus.
Hou ever, the current tuCb °t‘f at s>:LO p.m. which is too eany f or the mail-oa^
program uô Sunday nights. Toauy I fauna some Americun-made batteries in a store
They are very expensive, out if tney are satisfactory fith the radio I shall prob
ably &et them.

Your many letters are a treat cjmfort.,
L-’Ve,

win.
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It may be useful In the consideration of plans for

future military plans in China, to call attention to the
fact that Japan is dependent for vital supplies upon

Examples are:

the large steel plants constructed there, the iron ore

extracting establishments, and part of their synthetic

oil factories (for the extraction of petroleum from coal).
I believe that the Military Intelligence will have In their

9 3 .9 4 /1 7 0 6 3

productive establishments in Manchuria.

files fairly accurate details as to the location of these

plants.
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There are many near relations of Chinese leaders in Hongdcong and

the imminent fall of that place will pat these in jeopardy and they will
probably be used by the Japanese as hostages to force the Chunridng Govern

The prospective lose of the smuggling trade to free

ment to surrender

China will be a serious blow, as well as the loss of Americo^British face. t>J

Good news of some sort is seriously needed in Chungkdngt
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In China, there are available 1086 tons of demolition bombs of
„unknown quality—enough for aboat 35 group bombing missions—ani 1042

ris of fragmentation bombs.

Anmunition available is enough for supply.

Ing only one P-40 pursuit group for seventeen group mission^

Additional®

bonb stock or 30 and 50 caliber airplane amnurit i.on cannot be fund shed
by Chinese arsenals.
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There is enough fuel and oil on hand to accomplish

the aforesaid missions»

.original to
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The carrying capacity of the Bum/- Road will allow supplie»

Vi nt <5ii sufficient to permit one bombardment and pursuit group to function six
days each month or one pursuit ecmdron and one bombardment squadron
to function 24 days a month.

This is based on an estimated Burra read

capacity of 30,000 tons per month from Lashio for air operations ns®
only.

I

I

Ground echelon of air units, plug, airplane repair and maintenance

equipment should precede air ejphg^n?* "Operation

co

can begin in Running

I

eleven days after, and in Kweilin twejQ0^oïUj dà^s after subies arrive

in lashlo*

These operations wVàld be ^chfe^é^ without antl«<iUl'*cmift

B

ground defence from the Chiuesej^àpd''with an airplane warning çgrstem
»
t.
«’ •

which le questionable»

A logistical study 1« being made of the feasi-

hility of air operations in Chixia.

4' .

It is recommended that the Initial

air effort be made from Burma b-^ses only due to the foregoing conditions

and the present strategic demands
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I b. n?.

r
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Significant Jannn^«e ."»ir nnd ground concentrations arr located
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he safety of H^ngoon anc of Burma ae

To gurran*

for action? to north,

South and east, air on^r^tions puet nr-ende ground action ny.nlnst
these concentrations.

The Chinese air force is, anc probably vill continue to be.
ontir-.-ly ineffective.

Thn Chinee^ arry is on th- defensive only

rnc it is unlikely Ur t it '■’ill contain mJ or Jaonnese força?
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Paraphrased by Lt. Julian Arnold, Jr.
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CHINESE NEWS SERVICE
1250 6TH AVENUE

NEW YORK, N. Y.

_---------

Cable Address: SINONEWS

G L. HSIA, Director

JAN 2 81942

GEORGE KAO, Editor
New York, January 14, 1942

(Chinà^Newê^hy^hortwave Radio

War Communiques
FLEEING ENEMY ROUTED NORTH OF CHANGSHA;
CHINESE ATTACK IN HONAN, HUPEH, SUIYUAN

CHUNGKING, Jan. 12 (CNS)....Today's Chinese war communique states that
on the North Hunan front the bulk of the retreating enemy forces has been finally
dispersed.
The Japanese thus routed are now fleeing northward in confusion. The
enemy pocketed in the vicinity of Fulingpu, thirty-five miles northeast of
Changsha, was subjected to a devastating attack from surrounding .Chinese positions.
This attack continued for twenty-four hours ending yesterday and resulted in some
8,000 Japanese casualties. About 1,000 prisoners were taken during the engage
ment. Most of the enemy officers captured were found to be wearing Chinese civi
lian clothes. Huge quantities of war booty including artillery pieces, machine
guns, horses, radio apparatus and military documents are being counted. Enomy
remnants were on the run in small groups throughout the area between thirty-five
to fifty miles north of Changsha.
In north China in eastern Honan the Chinese made successful attacks on
our Japanese strongholds last Friday morning (Jan. 9). One Chinese unit stormed
Luyi that evening inflicting many casualties on the enomy during street fighting
which ensued. Another Chinese unit recaptured more than a score of villages on
the outskirts of Hwaiyang on Saturday morning (Jan. 10) penetrating enemy defen
ses to attack the west, cast and south gates of the city. Moanwhilo two puppet
units of about 1,000 mon each have turned against their former masters in that
section. The puppets have since been fighting shoulder to shoulder with regular
Chinese forces in engaging the enomy.
In central Hupeh, the area northwest of Hankow, the Chinese have boon
constantly attacking enemy positions along the Kingshan-Chunghsiang Highway.
Japanese reinforcements were intercepted last Wednesday afternoon (Jan. 7) and
the ensuing, encounters cost the enemy heavy losses.

In western Hupoh Chinese shock troops penetrated enemy defenses in tho
Ichang area where they killed and wounded over 200 enemy soldiers. This engage
ment took place Thursday (Jan. 8).
In Inner Mongolia on tho central Suiyuan front tho Chinese carried out
a successful attack on the enemy last Wednesday (Jan. 7). Many enemy war horses
were captured by the attackers and will bo greatly welcomed by tho Chinese forces
many of whom in that aroa are Mongols and all tho Mongol troops ride horses.

Burma Road
REPORT ALLIES’ LIFELINE FULL OF OUTGOING
CHINESE TROOPS, INCOMING MEDICAL SUPPLIES

Mr. Sharman expressed his highest admiration for the Chinese forces.
On his return trip from Burma ho brought back twenty-five truck loads of
January 14, 1942
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CHUNGKING, Jan. 12 (CNS)....Tho Voice of China’s observer in Kunming,
tcrmanal of tho Burma Road, reported last night that the famous international
highway was full of crack Chinese troops moving westward to the border with
tanks, motorized artillery units, Bron guns and other light weapons. Our ob
server quoted Christopher Sharman, member of the English Friends Ambulance Unit
who traveled to tho Burma border two weeks ago and returned to Kunming day be
fore yesterday. Mr. Sharman who met Chinese troops on both trips said, "Thou
sands upon thousands of them wore well-equipped crack fighters all moving west
ward. It is most reassuring to know that soon these Chinese veterans may
launch a southward push."
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medical supplies and kindred cargo in three convoys. The first two convoys com
prised nine trucks each while the third was made up of seven trucks. Mr. Sharman revealed that a hospital unit with medical supplies worth US$30,000 are
aboard an American ship which is due to arrive in the Far East shortly.

Singapore
CHINESE ORGANIZED IN SINGAPORE GREAT HELP
TO BRITISH DEFENSES AND FIGHTING SERVICES

CHUNGKING, Jan. 12 (CNS)....It is reported from Singapore that the
Chinese Mobilization Council in Malaya, although a little more than wo weeks old
has rendered great help to the British authorities and the fighting services. The
Council’s laVor recruiting committee has already supplied largo labor forces both
to the fighting services and to the municipal public works department. In addi
tion 500 Chinese will shortly strengthen Singapore’s defenses.

Organized on similar lines to those adopted with groat success in China
this force will assist both the publicin general and the defenses of the city.
Its duties will include helping the police to control looting, stop rioting and
round up fifth columnists. Another important work of the forco is to exhort the
populace to romain calm during air raids and to resume business as soon as all
clear signals ano given. Enrollment is done through clubs, associations or
business firms which guarantee the character and integrity of the nominees. The
forco will bo divided into small groups with each in charge of a particular road
or street. Organization of the force is entirely voluntary and the expenses
are footed by the Council.
The propaganda committee of tho Council is now touring the rural areas
distributing pamphlets and advising the villages what to do during air raids.
Tho goncrc.l committee recently registered 100,000 Chinese for security registra
tion while the ladies committee is already campaigning for war materials and
money. They have also started a large-scale program of noodle work.

Chinese Opinion
ARIl/Y ORGAN SEES DILEMMA FOR HITLER COMMAND;
RED DAILY SAYS CHINA’S DUTY MAINLY AT HOME
Sap Tang Pao (Army organ) Jan. 12:....Tho possible battlefields that
Hitler, having takon over the high command of the Nazi army, may create are the
following: Ho may attack the British Isles, push down on Gibraltar through
Spain, invade Turkey as a step to reach tho Caucasus and the Near East or send
more troops to northorn Africa to attack Egypt in order to cut tho Suez Canal.
There are difficulties for Hitler to start any of the above-mentioned operations.
An attack on England is unimaginable. A throat on Gibraltar needs the coopera
tion of Spain which will forco tremendous hardships as a consequence of the Bri
tish naval blockade and may also invite a joint Anglo-American expeditionary
force to copo with tho invading Germans. Turkey is a tough country and will re
sist any invasion with tho assistance of tho Allies. So tho only possible way
out for Hitler is to rush more troops to northern Africa in an attempt to occupy
tho Suez Canal Zone. But he has to manage to cross the Mediterranean, risking
himsolf to British naval assaults. Whether ho has enough oil to use air trans
port is still a question. Evon if all those questions wore solved it is still
difficult for Hitler to deal effectively with tho considerable Britidiforces in
Africa.

Hsin Hwa Jih Pao (Communist daily) Jon. 12:....China*s duty in tho
common anti-Axis war lies mainly in engaging tho enemy in her own country. An
exception, however, is tho case of Burma whoso defense vitally concerns China
in view of tho importance of the Burma Road as her lifeline. After tho fall of
Manila and with the situation of Singapore tense tho ontry of some crack Chinoso troops to Burma marked the beginning of offoctivo Chinese cooperation with
British and Americans in'particular and unified action among the Democratic
powers in tho Far East as a wholo.

#
(Shortwave Broadcast, "Voice of China," over XGOY, Chinese International Broad
casting Station at Chungking, picked up by Chinese News Service; broadcast of
Jan. 12.)
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The position taken by this Gove^nme^^j^jtoggg^gg^iy to Vichy

is as follows:
A neutral country should not associate itself with any

(1)

belligerent in any common action of an offensive or defensive

Inasmuch as the Indo-China Government has permitted

nature.

Japanese troops to move into Indo-China for the purpose of attack-

-J
(n

ing China, the movement of Chinese troops into Indo-China for the

CM

purpose of attacking the enemy there cannot, therefore, be a violation of the neutrality of Indo-China.

Since Indo-China has signed with Japan an agreement for

Ad
A

joint defense,

ment.

it should negotiate with China for a similar agree-

O
O

Failure to do this is clearly a violation of the obligations

of a neutral

Indo-China has permitted Japanese troops to enter and
has also signed an agreement for joint defense with Japan.

In doing

so, Indo-China has practically undertaken the duty of protecting

Japanese troops within its borders, and should therefore hold it- -rj
m
self responsible for the possible spread of the war into its own
LI

territory.

(4)

ij

China has absolutely no territorial design on Indo-Chinée

If China, for the sake of self-defense, should send troops into
Indo-China to attack our enemy, we sincerely hope the French Army

ff'z

would cooperate with us or at least would not offer any resistance.

?

r

■
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE
NOTE

SUBJECT
Propaganda phamplets dropped from air planes to
peoples in occupied countries;
Suggests that , - relative to the Japanese occupation
of China might encourage disloyalty of the ”Manchukuo”
Amy, make the civilian population even more restive
and uncooperative than it now is and add to the already
heavy policing burden of the Japanese.

O
o
n

For the original paper from which reference is taken

gcc State department Memorandum
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

From! par Eastern Affairs (Langdon)

Dated

File No.

TO f™

711.93/482
U. S. GOVOtNMKNT PRINTING OFFICI

1—1540
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CHINESE NEWS SERVICE, Inc.
MIDWEST BUREAU

04

201 NORTH WELLS STREET ♦ CHICAGO, ILL.
Telephone STAte 7713

OFFICES:
CHUNGKING
RANGOON
SINGAPORE
NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO

February 16, 1942

U. Se Department of State,
Washington, D.C.

Gentlemen:

This letter is to supplement previous communications addressed
to you during January and February this years
This letterhead will provide the office address and telephone
number# As previously stated, this is an official news agency
of the Chinese Government with head offices in Rockefeller Center,
New York, N#Y., with Dr. C. L. Hsia as president. The purpose
of the Midwest bureau is to expedite distribution and interpre**
tation of material issued by the New York office, and to aid
newspaper and radio comantators by providing information they
desire about China and China news.

The personnel of this office is composed of the following:
Henry S. ^vans-Manager, 4521 N. Malden St., Chicago, Ill.,
Telephone number, Longbeach 1445.

I
w

Miss Miriam Klein-Secret ary, 5240 Sheridan Rd., Chicago,
Ill. Telephone number, Longbeach 1400.
If any further information is desired, we will be pleased to
comply.

Respectfully yours,
NESE NEWS SERVICE, Inc

Henry S
Manager

vans
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT
Arrest by Japanese authorities of members of the
Chinese Customs on March 4, including Sir Frederick Maze,
former Inspector General of Chinese Customs.
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For the original paper from which reference is taken

See

A.P.S.5L*____________________
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated Kar- 12, 19*2

From ।

W

I"

France
(Leahy)

File No.___ 693.002/1148______________________________

a. »■ sovrsHuraT

frintino offick

i—1540
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This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be-FROM
fore being communicated
to anyone.
(B)

Chungking
Dated

May 3, 1942

Rec’d

2215 p«ni

Secretary of State,

Washington,

497, May 3, 1 p.m.

I

copies

IN PARAPHRASE

SENT TO O.&.I., AND
M. I. D.. IN^CONÉI WgJc y

The fall of Lashio caused great discouragement
and forebodings among Chinese as to the

(?) although

rumors that Lashio had been (?) and began to circu

late in Chungking as early as April 26 all news
and comment was excluded from the press until after

the release of a lengthy special statement by the
Chinese military spokesman on the evening of
April 30 immediately following the official communi

que announcing the Chinese withdrawal.

The importance

of this statement was stressed to foreign correspon

dents who were given to understand that it issued fr<3i
the direct authority of the Generalissimo and it was
given the widest possible play in t he Chinese press

which used it as the pattern for its comment on the
situation.

Although it did not mention Lashio it

was obviously to counter the unfavorable Chinese re

action to this news and its content is, therefore,
significant.

In summary, it affirmed Chinese

determination
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May 3, 1 p.m.

from Chungking

determination to continuE fighting in Burma, stated

that bEcausE of insufficient air support it hrs bEEn

dEcidEd to

use

mobilE tactics rather than positional

warfare and claimed that continued operations will

be possible because of previously prepared alternate

lines of communication»

The greater part of the

statement however, was given to refutation of "Mali
cious rumors" of dissention between British and Chinese

disunity of command, lack of adequate support and

supplies for the Chinese and hostility (?) of Burmese
population.

L morE Effective to Chinese morale however were
the President’s references to productions and China
in his speech of April 28 (?), not published here
until April (*)

(see my telegram 490 of May 1)

which were particularly timely and encouraging.

VINCENT

WSB
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PARAPHRASE
A telegram of Hay 3, 1942 from the American Embassy
at Chungking reads substantially as follows:
Lashio’s fall caused forebodings and great discouragement
among Chinese as to the (?)♦ Although there have been
rumors circulating as early as April 26 in Chungking that
Lashio had been (?) all comment and news was kept out of
the press until after a long special statement by the
Chinese military spokesman had been released on the night of
April 30 immediately after the official report announcing
the withdrawal of the Chinese, The importance of the
military spokesman’s statement was emphasized to foreign
correspondents who were given to understand that the state
ment was made by the direct authority of General Chiang
<
Kai-shek. ’fhe statement was given the greatest possible
publicity in Chinese newspapers which used it as a model
on which to fashion their comment concerning the situation.
Although Lashio was not mentioned in the statement it was
obvious that tho purpose of the statement was to counter
act the unfavorable reaction of the Chinese to the news
concerning Lashio and the content of the statement is
significant for this reason.

To summarize, the statement affirmed the determination
of the Chinese to keep on fighting in Burma, stated that cn account
of insufficient air support a decision had been reached to
utilize mobile tactics instead of positional warfare, and
claimed that because of alternate lines of communication
previously prepared continued operations will be possible.
However, most of the statement was concerned with refuting
"malicious rumors” of disunity of command, Kstility (?)
of Burmese population, dissention between British and
Chinese and lack of sufficient supplies and support for
the Chinese.
However, President Roosevelt’s references to China
and production ijj his speech of April 28 (?) which were
especially encouraging and timely were (?) effective to
Chinese morale.

5/5/42
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT

Editorial comments on Madame Chiang’s NEW YORK TIMES article,
entitled. "Such Are My Views".
Encloses- regarding Japanese aggression.

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See ___ -^57_____________________________________________
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, eta.)

Dated April J25,_1942_________

China (Chungking)

File No. ^-740^œil_.PaaifiÆ.War/jaa64__________________

rk

(Gauss)
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^~'~~~^~~~'l?ene818 of the Lansing-Ishii Agreement
On May 12, 1917 the Japanese Ambassador, Mr. Sato,

in a very brief note to the Secretary of State, Mr. Lansing,
referred to a suggestion by Mr. Lansing made in a conversa
tion of that morning “about a Japanese mission to the United
States*.

Mr. Sato in hie note asked for a memorandum "as to

the questions to be dealt with'and the composition of the
mission* and concluded as follows:

"Am I right to understand

that the commission being 'sentimental* as well as technical,

is expected to discuss matters pertaining to supplies to

' European Allies, naval cooperation, financing China, as well
as to exchange views on Far Eastern questions and possibly

on the so-called Japanese-American problem.

Am I also right

to understand that either Root mission will visit Japan on

its way home or a special mission will be sent to my country."

On May 15, 1917 Mr. Lansing replied as follows:

"In

view of the very Informal character of our conversation on the
12th regarding the possibility of Japan sending a mission to
this country^! would not, even in the most unofficial and
private way, presume to suggest subjects which might be
discussed with them.

"I think, in case your Government should deem it wiseS
hO
to send a mission, that they might follow the course of Great
Britain and France and merely ask whether a commission to
V
«
express
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-2express appreciation of our entry into the war would be

agreeable to this Government.

I do not think that it would

be wise to go further at present.If commissioners should
come they would be at liberty of course to take up other
matters.

"As to the Root commission's possible visit to Japan

on their homeward journey, nothing has been settled but I

hope and expect to arrange it."

On May 23, 1917 Mr. Sato left at the Department a

telegram which he had that day received from the Japanese
Foreign Office instructing him to communicate to the
Secretary of State the following:

• The Imperial Government

rejoice to see the United States enter into the war, espousing
the cause of the Allied powers.

Earnestly hoping that thereby

the friendship between Japan and the United States may be

strengthened more than ever, the Imperial Government have,
with that end in view, the intention of sending a special
mission to Washington for frank exchange of views on

important questions of common interest to both countries.
■If the United States Government should concur in the

idea, the Imperial Government will further communicate with

them when the personnel of the mission is decided upon.
"It is desired that this be kept strictly confidential
for the present."
On
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-3On the same day Mr. Lansing replied in part as
follows:

"My Government will consider the sending of

a special mission to Washington by the Imperial Govern

ment as an evidence of the friendly spirit which animates

tnat Government and will most heartily welcome them as

representing a Government and people with whom

we are

united not only by mutual interests which have long existed,

but who are joined to us by a new bond of cooperation against
a common foe."

Mr. Lansing concluded his note with the "hope" that
the mission "will be sent speedily since the time for action

is already here."
[ Source of foregoing:

Foreign Relations of the United

States 1917. Supplement 2, Volume 1, pages 62-63, 75. ]
On June 14, 1917 Mr. Sato in a very brief note informed

the Secretary of State that on June 14 Viscount Ishii had
been appointed Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
in order to proceed to the United States.

This note also

set forth the names of Viscount Ishii’s •feuite".

On June 15

Mr. Sato read to Mr. Lansing "an oral communication ... not
to be considered a document".

This statement made no

reference to the Ishii Mission. 'Its first sentence was as
follows:

"That Japan has special and close relations,

political as well as economic, with China, is well and has
long

..
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long been understood by the American Government."

The

remainder of the statement referred to a reeent "rumor"
to the effect that the American Minister at Peking "was

more or less involved in the present political oriels

in China" and to recent representations made by tne United

States to the Chinese Government "without previously
consulting Japan".

The statement suggested that the

United States might confirm the statement made by
Mr. Bryan in a note dated March 13, 1915.

(It may be

noted that in the paper left with Mr. Lansing on

June 15, 1917 the reason for the suggestion of the
Japanese Government is given as the fact that "the

Japanese public is specially sensitive toward Chinese
problems").

On June 18, the American Chargé d’Affaires at Tokyo

said that the Minister for Foreign Affairs had informed
him that a telegram from Mr. Sato stated that Mr. Lansing
"expressed himself as quite in accord with the deep sense

of the memorandum and stated that from more resent
developments in China he was inclined to think the
necessity for presenting an identic representation such

as had been suggested had now disappeared."
On June 27, the American Chargé d*Affaires at Tokyo
telegraphed in part as follows:

"The purpose of the

mission
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gratification that the

United States has entered

the war and to discuss present problems arising from

the latter, more particularly (1) the question of the
defense of the Pacific including such patrol of Pacific
routes by the Japanese Navy as might permit concentration

of our own Navy in the Atlantic, and (2) coordination of

effort in the supply of munitions to Japan’s European allies.
I have reason to believe however that Viscount Ishii’s

instructions as to conversation will be very general and

that he will be accredited to pake up any questions affecting
the Far East which the United States and Japan may mutually

deem expedient to discuss.

I am confidentially informed

that he will broacn the matter of the undesirable treatment
of Japanese who are lawfully in the United States and that
of economic cooperation of United States and Japan in China.

My informant, who is a member of the Foreign Office, referred
to an informal conversation between Mr. Bryan and Viscount

Chinda as to an ultimate solution of this question of

undesirable treatment.

He said that it had not been

determined whether Viscount Ishii would present the question
in the form in which it had then been presented.

In speaking

of economic cooperation in China he referred to an informal

suggestion which he said had been made some time ago by
Mr. Reinsch
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-6Mr. Reinsen to Baron Hayashi of a general plan which

should be based on the actual possession of concessions

In China by Japanese and Americans."
On July 6, the Department of State in a note to the

Japanese Ambassador reaffirmed the statements made by
Secretary Bryan under date of March 13, 1915.

In this

note occasion was taken to make the following statements:
* ... Ynile Mr. Bryan’s note tnus expressed the views

of the United States In regard to International relations
In the Far East,'I do not find that It anywhere went to
the extent of stating or recognizing that Japan has special

and close relations, political as well as economic, with

China as a whole, as your excellency stated at our interview
on June 15 last. x Mr. Bryan merely said that the United
States recognized that territorial contiguity created

special relations between Japan and the distriots of Shantung,
Southern Manchuria and East Mongolia, but he did not admit
f that the United States might not in the future be Justified
*

in expressing its views in regard to Chino-Japanese relations

■

involving even these districts.

...

"... I feel that in this restatement of the attitude

of the United States Government I ought to make it clear to
your excellency that I had no intention in our conversation

of June 15 to convey the impression that this Government

recognized that Japan possessed in China a paramount interest.
It

DECLASSIFIED:
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-7It was my Intention to vary in no way the formal

declaration of Mr. Bryan, and, as I recall my language,
I did not employ the word 'paramount* but spoke of

'special* interest in the same sense in which the term
was used in the note of March 13, 1915.''

On November 5, 1917 the Department of State informed
Ambassador Morris at Tokyo of the text of the press

statement to be issued on November 6.

That statement

contained, inter alia, the following:
"The visit of Viscount Ishii and his colleagues has
accomplished a great change of opinion in this country.

By frankly denouncing the evil influences which have
been at work, by openly proclaiming that the policy of
Japan is not one of aggression, and by declaring that there
is no intention to take advantage commercially or

industrially of the special relation to China created by

geographical position, the representatives of Japan have
cleared the diplomatic atmosphere of the suspicions which

had been so carefully spread by our enemies and by mis
guided or overzealous people in both countries.

In a few

days the propaganda of years has been undone, and both

nations are now able to see how near they came to being
led into the trap which had been skillfully set for them.
"Throughout the conferences which have taken place

Viscount Ishii has shown a sincerity and candor wh:
dispelled
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dlspelled, every doubt as to his purpose and brought the
two Governments into an attitude of confidence toward each

other which made It possible to discuss every question with
frankness and cordiality.

Approaching the subjects in such

a spirit and with the mutual desire to remove every possi

ble cause of controversy the negotiations were marked by a
sincerity and good will which from the first insured their

success.

“The principal result of the negotiations was the mutual

understanding which was reached as to the principles governing
the policies of the two Governments in relation to China.

This

understanding is formally set forth in the notes exchanged
and now made public.

...

"The removal of doubts and suspicions and the mutual

declaration of the new doctrine as to the Far East would be
enough to make the visit of the Japanese Commission to the
United States historic and memorable, but it accomplished a

further purpose, which is of special interest to the world at

this time, in expressing Japan's earnest desire to cooperate

with this country in waging war against the German Government.
The discussions, which covered the military, naval and

economic activities to be employed with due regard to relative

resources and ability, showed the same spirit of sincerity and
candor which characterized the negotiations resulting in the
exchange of notes.
N
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“It Is only just to say that the success, which has

attended

the intercourse of the Japanese Commission with

American officials and with private persons as well, is due

in large measure to the personality of Viscount Ishii, the
head of the mission.

The natural reserve and hesitation,

which are not unusual in negotiations of a delicate nature,
disappeared under the influence of his open friendliness,

while his frankness won the confidence and good will of all."
On November 16, 1917 Ambassador Morris in a despatch

from Tokyo made the following statements:

criticisms

"I heard no

[ by members of the Diplomatic Corps]

except

from the British Ambassador, who feared that the words 'special
interests’ might be the cause of difficulty in the future,

n
.
_
[Dr. Suehiro of the Kyoto Imperial Univ.]
* ... The Government, he/says, must at the risk of being

censured by the people for adopting a retrogressive and
effeminate policy, abandon its ambition in China, for otherwise,

even if it did not lead to a conflict with America, Japan

would be regarded by other Powers as an Oriental Germany and

be Isolated accordingly.

R

"I might add that I have observed two tendencies in the

comments of those Japanese with whom I have had the privilege
of talking during the past week:

One is to interpret very
broadly
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the definition of 'special interests,' and if

possible to disconnect it from any geographical considera
tions.

The second is to express a rather exaggerated delight

at what is termed in official Government circles 'Viscount
Ishii's great diplomatic victory."*

[Source of foregoing subsequent to last citation:
Foreign Relations of the United States. 1917. pages 258,

259, 261, 267, 271-272.]
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Secretary of state,
Washington «

COPIES SENT TO

5o(i# May 22, 1942

Chinese editorial

comment supports appeal of Govern

ment spokesman on May nineteenth for immediate assist
ance from the United Nations, for China*

The TA KUNG

states that important area of operations in the Pacific

area lies on Yunnan-Burma border and in Chekiang, that
timely assistance will enable China to strike heavy blows

at Japan on both fronts and that it is hoped there will

be no repetition of "too little and too late".

The SHIH

SHIH HSIN PAO refers to past assistance for China from

United States in developing communication routes and

appeals for weapons which will enable China to meet
Japan on equal terms emphasizing that assistance must

be increased in order to allow China to counterattack^
on Yunnan and Chekiang fronts♦

I»

GAUSS

DD

to
c*

I
1

g

k
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division of Far Eastern Affairs
July 14, 1942.

Reference Chungking’s despatch no. 440
of June 3, 1942 in regard to Chinese editorial
comment on the question of assistance to China.

The Chinese editorial comment in question
Menasses the Importance and urgent need
of assistance for China, p&rticularl^aiJaP&lfees;'
points out that the United Nations should
not lose sight of what a successful all-out
Japanese offensive against China would mean
to the entire position of the United Nations;
attributes the Japanese operations in central
China to a desire to prevent the use of that
region as a base for bombing attacks on Japan;
and states that China offers the most con
venient base for an attack on Japan and that
if the necessary aid for China is forthcoming
China will be able to launch an offensive
against Japan.

FE:Smyth:MJK
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no. 440

Chungking, June 3

Subject:

a
194a\SLgTAiVx'

Chinese Editorial Comment on the
Question of Assistance to China.

The Honorable
The Secretary of State,

Washington, D. C.

I

CÇPigS SENT TO
O.&M M.L.D.,
'■...... ....... Æ «r/±J

Sir:

, 7?3.

lynave the honor to refer to the Embassy's telegram

no. ,586 of May 22, 1942, concerning Chinese press comment
on the appeal for assistance to China, and in this connec

tion to enclose for the Department's information a copy of
an editorial from the NATIONAL HERALD* of May 25, 1942,

entitled "Air Strength as the Decisive Factor” and a
translation of an editorial from the TA KONG- PAO of May 25, "u

1942, entitled ”The Call for Assistance to China”.

r~’
50

C '

P i~

The Editorial from the NATIONAL HERALD indicates«(fhefe —
co lO ç
gratification of China that its appeal for air reinfoifêe......1

,

ments has met a sympathetic response“~on tke---par»t.^jf^the

British and American press and of many public leaders
*

two

?'

♦Controlled by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

, t

~

___

'

{

I
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the two countries.

The Editorial warns, however,

that while the Anglo-American response to Chi na *s appeal

is encouraging the importance of the time element must

not be lost sight of and that therefore aid should be

rushed to China.
The TA KUNG PAO expresses a similar view and states

that the problem of assistance for China is one for the
United Nations to solve rather than one for China alone.

The Editorial calls attention to the aid given to the
British in the defense of Hongkong and Burma and adds

that China’s resistance is not only for purposes of

self-defense but also as a part of the Allied Nations*

resistance to Japanese aggression.

Similar views are expressed in other Chinese
newspaper editorials.

The NATIONAL HERALD of May 22

editorially comments that the United Nations should

not lose sight of what a successful all-out Japanese

offensive against China would mean to the entire position
of the United Nations.

The CENTRAL DAILY NEWS in its

editorial of May 22 calls for a planned strategy on the

part of the United Nations which would bring an early

victory by timely and adequate distribution of war
materials to China, Russia and England.

The I SHIH PAO

editorial of May 23, 1942, attributes the Japanese
offensive in Chekiang to a desire to prevent the use of

that region as a base for bombing attacks on Japan and
that in Yunnan in order to close the Burma Road, both as
a prelude to the settling of the "China Incident" which

e

is

... . ,

.

-

•
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is the proclaimed policy of Japan.

The editorial adds

that effective assistance from the Allied Nations for

China will be necessary to defeat such an aim.

The

CHUNG YANG JIH PAO of May 24 comments in the same vein

stating that China offers the most convenient base for
an attack on Japan and that if the necessary aid for

China is forthcoming China will be able to launch an

offensive against Japan.

Enclosures

1. Editorial from NATIONAL HERALD of May 25, 1942.

2. Translation of Editorial from TA KUNG PAO of
May 25, 1942.
Original and four copies to the Department . ’
891
PDS/hgd
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National Herald Editorial
May 25, 1942.
Air Strength As The Decisive Factor

Airplanes, as an important part of a modern war machine,
fully demonstrated the great role they were capable of
playing as far back as the First World War of 1914-1918.
Now that over twenty years has elapsed since the conclusion
of the last war during which time wonderful progress has
been made in the field of aviation, warplanes are expected
to play a much more important part in present struggle
between the Axis powers and the democratic nations. The
events of the last three years, indeed, have amply proved
the importance of the air arm. Aside from other factors
involved, it was mainly Germany's superior air strength
which enabled her to win smashing victories over Poland
and France. And it is undeniable that Great Britain’s ability
to prevent a Nazi invasion following the collapse of France
was largely due to the heroic exploits of the R.A.F. More
recently, since the outbreak of the Pacific war, the Japanese
victories in the Southwest Pacific have again demonstrated in
modern warfare.

In view of the facts just stated above, we cannot but
admit that air strength will be the most decisive factor
in the present titanic straggle between the Axis bloc and
the democratic camp. However, it is far from our intention
to minimize the importance of military and naval forces.
However important warplanes may be, they alone cannot win
a war. What we wish to stress is rather the fact that
without adequate air support even the best army or navy
in the world will prove helpless against a foe who possesses
an amply supply of war planes. The truth of this statement,
as the whole world must now be fully aware, has been proved
beyond all shadow of doubt by what happened in the battles
of Malaya, the Philippines, the Dutch East Indies, Burma,
and the Coral Sea. Woe to any nation, therefore, who does
not possess a strong air arm or fails to make proper use
of her warplanes.
All that we have said serves to throw into bold relief
the necessity of determined air offensives by the Allied
powers in general and China’s need for an ample supply of
warplanes in particular. During the last few days it is
gratifying to note that China’s appeal for more bombers and
pursuits has met with the unstinted sympathy and support
of the British and American press and of many public leaders
of those two countries. Furthermore, British and American
endorsement of China's appeal is based not only upon sympathy
with China but also upon a clear realization of the importance
of the China front as a vital part of the democracies*
struggle with the aggressors. In other words, the British

and
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and American peoples fully realize that in order to avert
an Allied defeat they must prevent Japan from winning in
China.

The Anglo-American response to China’s appeal is very
encouraging indeed, but at the same time we hope that
British and American friends will not lose sight of the im
portance of the time element. If aid must be given, supplies
should be rushed to China without delay, and this is particular
ly true in the case of warplanes. At the present moment,
the Japanese are launching determined offensive against Chinese
bases in Chekiang and Yunnan. Although we are quite confident
of the Chinese defenders’ ability to check the invaders,
timely air support from our allies will be of great help in
inflicting heavy casualties on the enemy as well as in con
serving China’s valuable strength for future counter-attacks.
! Moreover, we must again urge upon our allies, especially the
United States, the necessity of staging air attacks on Japan
proper. We know very well that following the successful raid
on Japan staged in April, which was mainly experimental in
| nature, the United States has been making careful preparations
for large-scale air attacks in the future. The American air
force, however, need not wait until its preparations are
, considered ”adequate”. Even now, we believe, the United
I States must be capable of launching air offensives against
IJapane— at least once a week, if not everyday. Such air
'attacks, as we have pointed out before, will have a most
demoralizing effect on Japan and will not fail to check her
offensive on all the war fronts of the Pacific theatre.

( T-ue copy:
( ( ompared :

. ............ »
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Enclosure no. 2 to despatch no. 440 dated June 3, 1942
from American Embassy at Chungking

TA KUNG PAO May 25, 1942.

The Call for Assistance to China
During the last few days there have been insistent
calls from Great Britain and the United States for aid
to China. We must express our gratitude therefor.
Especially have the New York, Washington and London
newspapers called for effective aid for China. This cry
is not a new question but is one that has existed since
China began its war of resistance. The cry these last
few days has arisen because after the change in the Burma
situation the Far Eastern war spread to the interior of
China. It matters little whether the form of American
and British aid to China in strengthening the effectiveness
of its offensive action against Japan takes the form of
planning for action or the actual carrying out of such
action. Both are correct. We hot only agree but hope
that it will soon be a reality. At the beginning of her
war of resistance against Japan, China hoped for assistance
from the United States, as was only natural. But from the
beginning we believed in ultimate victory. We must espe
cially thank those friendly powers who have given us
assistance. When Japan opened hostilities in the Pacific
area China became one of the twenty-six Allied Nations
opposing aggression and sent troops to eastern Kwangtwag
to aid in the defense of Hongkong. Chinese troops bravely
faced danger in giving aid to Burma and suffered losses
and made sacrifices in so doing. Now that Japan has opened
hostilities in Yunnan and Chekiang, China resists again
not only for self-defence but as part of the Allied Nations
resistance to Japan. China sihee the beginning has waged
a war of resistance alone. Now we have strong allies with
whom we can share a common fate and common danger. Although
foreign aid has not yet arrived we can still continue our
war of resistance.

Our impression of the appeal from abroad for aid to
China is as follows: We should appreciate such aid and
hope that effective aid will quickly materialize. China
no longer fights alone and the necessity of aid to China is
one for the Allied Nations to answer rather than China alone.
Japan could now attack Australia and cut the American
lines in the Pacific; she could attack India in order to
destroy the British Empire; or she could coordinate her
attack with Germany’s by beginning hostilities against
Russia. But she can more easily attack China And"China in
turn could become the battlefield on which Japan’s ambitious
plans could be broken. Therefore, any aid that China
receives from the United States and Great Britain would be
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aid for their own defense. Suppose China were to give
up her war of resistance against Japan. Japan would then <
be in an unassailable position where the United States and
Great Britain could not reach her. China, however, will
naturally continue to resist.
The present problem, therefore, is to continue to
fight on the Yunnan and Chekjg^ng fronts and to launch an
offensive that will defeat Japan. That is our military
strategy and our governmental policy and we will naturally
carry them out. And naturally China needs effective
assistance from the United States to that end.

( True copy:

( Compared :

)
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ï V.
Please deliver to the Acting Chinese Minister for

Foreign Affairs the following statement and inform him

that it is the text of a message from me to him which is
being broadcast from the United States to China July 6
through the agency of the Office of War Information as

part of a program commemorating July
QUOTE

Five years ago today China took up arms in

defense of its soil against renewed Japanese aggression.

Since that time the Chinese people have been ceaselessly
and courageously battling for their liberty against the

ruthless invaders.

The American people have watched with

deep sympathy and admiration the heroic fortitude and
tenacity with which for five long and bitter years the

Chinese people have fought on against heavy odds.

>, </'

On the occasion of this anniversary I desire to convey
<? V
'
^through "you to the Chinese people an expression of the whole

hearted good wishes of the American people who, as comrades-

in-arms with the Chinese people, are now facing common
aggressors and share a common peril.
Enciphered by___________________________

Sent by operator______________ M„------------------------- 19____ ,
1--- 14C2

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTIN« OFFICE
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way before us is beset with formidable difficulties.
shall not falter.

We

China’s determination to continue resolutely

and valiantly as a leader in the fight for freedom constitutes

an inspiring part of the unshakeable unity of purpose of the
United Nations.

The consciousness of those nations of the

justness of their cause, their resolve to make all necessary

sacrifices, and their firm purpose to carry home to the enemy
the war/he/rapaciously inflicted upon humanity makep certain
final victory.

UNQUOTE

JÜL

2.1943M

PA/h
MMH:
Enciphered by____________________________

Sent by operator_______________ M.f---------------

__ 19.
1—1482

U. «, «OVERNMENT rnlMT»*® OFHCE
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$

Aim® ASSY,

Please deliver to General Chiang Kai-Shek the following

statement and inform him that it is the text of a message
from the President to him as President of the Executive Yuan
and Generalissimo of the Armies and through him to the
people of China on the occasion of the Fifth Anniversary
of the attack on China by Japan.

The message is being

broadcast from the United States to China on July 6

through the agency of the Office of War Information:
QUOTE.

In the name of the people of the United States,

your fighting allies in this war for freedom, I greet you

on this anniversary of the most despicable attack on you
in all your long and noble history.

The people of the United States hail you as brothers-inàrms in the great and difficult tasks remaining before the
free and freedom-loving peoples of all the earth.

We are united as nations and peoples have never before
been united. Me are united to the end that the common aims

Enciphered by_____________ ___

Sent by operator

M...........------------- 19_________________________________
1—1462
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of civilized men and women shall become actual and universal.
Five years ago, at the Marco Polo Bridge, you started
your fight against the forces of darkness which were hurled
against your country and your civilization.

You know, and all the world knows, how well you have

carried on that fight, which is the fight of all mankind.
Increasingly, your arms and our arms will thrust back
the enemy.

You, the people of China, and we, the people of the
United States and the United Nations, will fight on together

to victory, to the establishment of peace and justice and
freedom throughout the world.

UNyjOTBv*

CI/L:MJM:ÏW
Enciphered hy__________________________

Sent ly operator

M.,______________ , 19____ ____________________________
1—1462

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTINS OFFICE
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THE WHITE HOUSE
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MEMORANDUM FOR MR. MICHAEL MC DERMOTT, Chief,
Division of Current Information,
.State Department.

Dear Mac:
Will you please see to it that this

message is transmitted under the president’s

dgnature to General Chiang Kai-Shek.

I hope

that the cablegram can be so timed as to have

it reach China on the morning of July sixth

u.

China time
Many thanks.

vision of
AR EASTERN AFFAIRS

JUL 11,942 ^
Department of State*

'

STEPHEN EARLY
Secretary to the President

r

DBCIASSIFIBD»
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HOLD FOR RELEASE

HOLD FOR RELEASE

HOLD FOR RELEASE

July 4, 1942

The following cablegram, addressed by the President to
General Chiang Kai-Shek, President of tne Executive Yuan and
Generalissimo of the Armies, and through him to the people of
China, on the occasion of the Fiftn Anniversary of the attack
on China by Japan, MUST BE HELD FOR RELEASE

Release in the United States, either by the press or
the radio, MUST N0~TAKE PLACE BEFORE 8:00 o’clock, A.M., E. X. T.,
Monday, July 6, 1942. Release in the United States, at that hour,
is automatic.

STEPHEN EARLY
Secretary to the President

"In the name of the people of the United States, your
fighting allies in this war for freedom, I greet you on this anni
versary of the most despicable attack on you in all your long and
noble history.

"The people of the United States hail you as brothers-inarms in the great and difficult tasks remaining before the free and
freedom-loving peoples of all the earth.
"We are united as nations and peoples have never before
been united. We are united to the eno thau the common aims of
civilized men and women shall become actual and universal.

"Five years ago, au the Marco Polo Bridge, you started
your fight against the forces of darkness which were hurled against
your country and your civilization.

"You know, and all the world knows, how well you have
carried on that fight, which is the fight of all mankind.

"Increasingly, your arms ana our arms will thrust back
the enemy.

"You, the people of China, and we, the people of the
United States and the United Nations, will fight on together to
victory, to the establishment of peace and Justice and freedom
throughout the world."

1 - ! ' A R ih • r. N T 0 R S T A r

>z
IW JIjl 9

CHINESE EMBASSY
WASHINGTON

X ^'C.
AM II 07

The Chinese Ambassador presents his compliments
to the Secretary of State and has the honor to enclose

herewith a translation of a telegram
Secretary of State

addressed to the

from Generalissimo Chiang

President of the Executive Yuan and Acting Minister for

Foreign Affairs, under date of Chungking, July 7

1942.

of CU('’Re£>
Jul. 1 3 >942

"s%£partment
<

*,r^WW«*****^

Enclosure:

Translation of a telegram

JUL 3 01942

Chinese Embassy,

Washington, July 8, 1942

33

Translation

Telegram to Honorable Cordell Hull, Secretary
of State, from Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek,
President of the Executive Yuan and Acting
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Chungking,
July 7th, 1942.

I wish to convey to you the appreciation of the
Chinese Government and people for your telegraphic
7
h7oilL
message or good wishes on the occasion of the Fifth
Anniversary of China’s war of resistance against ag
gression.

China and the United States are now faced with

the same enemy and are engaged in a common struggle
in concert with other anti-aggression nations.

This

constitutes a most memorable event in the long history
of cordial relations between our two countries.

The

Chinese army and people will long remember your message
in praise of China’s war effort, and we will surely

spur^ ourselves to further endeavors in the fulfillment

of our duties in order to bring about the defeat of the

brutal aggressors for the common good of our two coun
tries and all the other United Nations.

(Signed)

Chiang Kai-shek
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Washington, D. C.
Office of Strategic Services
25th and S Streets, 17. W.

June 26, 1942

I am transmitting herevdth a
copy of Situation deport Ko. 7, "The
Importance of Salt in the Economy of the
Sino-Japanese Struggle," prepared in the
Research and Analysis Branch of the
Office of Strategic Services and clas
sified as confidential.

9 4 /| 7080

Dear lir. Atcheson:

.

nr. Seorge Atcheson, Jr.
Assistant Chief
Division of Far Eastern Affairs
Department of State
Washington, j. C.

P S /S G B
William L. Langer
'
Acting Director, Branch
of Research and Analysis

Enclosure
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OFFICE OF STRATEGIC SERVICES
Research and Analysis Branch

Far Eastern Section

THE IMPORTANCE OF SALT IN THE

ECONOMY OF THE SINO-JAPANESE STRUGGLE

Situation Report No. 7

June 17, 1942

56
Copy No.

(329)
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SUMMARY

Few people understand the basic and vital impor
tance of salt in the Sino-Japanese war economy. In
the first place, the welfare of the rural population
depends largely on the availability of salt at reason
able prices for use in curing pork, fish, and vege
tables in season, and on the manufacture of soybean and
other universally used food sauces. Ten pounds of salt
per capita per year is the estimated requirement.
Secondly, since the Government has for centuries more
or less controlled the transportation and production
of salt, the people definitely identify the Government
with the supply of salt. Therefore, if salt becomes
scarce or expensive or if the quality deteriorates,
the Government is blamed. Thirdly, most of the salt
fields are now in Japanese occupied territory; and
with increasing enemy blockade of the coast and con
trol of transportation routes, a salt famine in Free
China may easily be produced which would very adversely
affect the welfare of the people and lower the morale
in Free China.

(329)
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THE IMPORTANCE OF SALT IN THE
ECONOMY OF THE SINO-JAPANESE STRUGGLE

Source of Supply
The largest part of China’s salt is produced by
solar evaporation of sea water along the Chinese sea
board wherever there are tidal flats. In addition
there are three brine-well areas in Szechwan, and salt
lakes in Shansi, Shensi and Kansu, far to the west.
A small quantity of very inferior gypsum and earth
salt is produced in the central provinces; and the
mines in Yunnan produce enough to supply the require
ments of.' that province. Before the war dislocated
transportation routes, rou^ily three-quarters of
China consumed salt from the coast. A large propor
tion of this salt came up the Yangtze River as far as
Hankow for distribution all over central China.
Requirements
Salt requirements in China are calculated at about
ten pounds per capita per year. Since 19h0, however,
those provinces far removed from sources of supply
have been rationed at eight ounces per capita per month.
(Small additional amounts can be secured by black market
purchase.) In general, the poorer the population, the
greater their demand for alimentary salt. The poor use
more to preserve pork and fish and to salt down vege
tables when these are in season, and are very dependent
on soy sauce. The provinces of China which do not have
their own salt supply now have no more than a 60 dayà’
supply of salt in stock; and some have less than a
month’s requirements in reserve. China’s entire sea
coast is now occupied by Japan; and the Yangtze is enemycontrolled from Ichang, the gateway to Szechwan, to the
sea at Shanghai. Consequently, the supplying of approx
imately 37j500 tons of salt a month to some 90,000,000
Chinese in the unoccupied portions of Honan, Hupeh,
Anhwei, Kiangsi, and Hunan is a major problem for the
Government. This amount constitutes roughly one-third
of total Free China’s requirements.

Government Control
Production and transportation of salt have been
under Government supervision for 2,S00 years, with
actual production and distribution largely controlled
by private enterprise. The present emergency,.through
inflation, has so reduced the purchasing power of mer
chants’ capital that private resources are totally in
adequate. Since military necessity has upset all normal
(329)
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transportation, the Government proclaimed a state monopoly for
salt on January 1, 1942o A certain group in the Chinese
Government for years had been looking for such an opportunity
to establish stat-e monopolies for salt and half a dozen other
commodities r. For the tim* being, salt production will be
carried on by private merchants under Government supervision;
while merchants’ facilities for transportation will be used
as far as possible, also under Government control.

Even before the imposition of the state salt monopoly,
however-, the C?cvornment was closely identified with and held
responsible for the supply of salt to the people in return
for the collection of the salt tax. This meant that not only
the public welfare but also public confidence in the Govern
ment varied directly with the quantity or supply of salt.
When salt was adulterated or scarce, political unrest was
imminent* This has always been true in Hunan Province.
In addition, as coni’ide nee ..Ln Government paper
money has decreased, the hoarding of all commodities and food
stuffs, including salt, has increased* However much salt the
Government may now move to any market, there still will be a
shortage in the market* Constantly increasing costs of pro
duction and transportation will compel the Government to
increase its capital investment in the industry or to raise
retail prices for salt* or both* Government capital invest
ment in the salt industry now totals CNC$COO million, advanced
by the four Government banks, plus CNCQ1OO million from the
Treasury* The Ministry has stated that the Government will
not invest any more money in the salt industry, but they may
bo forced by continued inflation.
The tax burden has also been increased. Despite
inflation, in order to avoid popular unrest, duty rates on
salt remained unchanged until September 1941, when'they wore
raised to roughly ton times the prevailing level. (ThO pro
duction cost of salt had then increased from 25 to 35 times
the 1937 costs.) During 1942, Chungking is counting on
receiving about CNC$1,000,000,000 in revenue on about 1,313,000
tons of salt, the annual consumption requirement of Free China.
In 1939 and 1940, Free China collected only CNC$100,000,000
revenue on the same quantity of salt released. The duty is
now .incorporated into the cost of salt by the Government
under the new monopoly system. It is interesting to note
that the present ratio of duty on salt to the actual cost of
salt production is half or loss what it was before the war.
Effect of the Chekiang Campaign

One of the chief results of the occupation of Chekiang
Province by Japan will bo the closing off of an important source
(329)
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of salt for Anhwei, Kiangsi, and Hunan» Szechwan Province
cannot produce enough salt to supply all of Free China. In
any event, the cost of overland transportation of Szechwan
salt to Hunan or Kiangsi is prohibitive since Free China’s
stocks of gasoline, oil, and spare parts are very low. Coolie
transport, is slow and expensive. If the Japanese blockade
of the Yangtze remains effective and coastal salt from Kwantung
and Chekiang is prevented from reaching Kiangsi and Hunan in
quantity., a severe salt famine must results In the past, this
has always led to civil disturbances, as the Chinese Govern
ment from time immemorial has assumed full responsibility for
the supply of good quality salt at a reasonable price to all
areas under its control. Hence, a breakdown in the supply of
this essential commodity is sure to cause political discontent.
Furthermore, the knowledge that salt is plentiful and cheap in
Occupied China will have a bad psychological effect. On the
other hand, if through scarcity the price of salt roaches a
prohibitive level- largo scale smuggling through the linos
may resulto In the past, but prior to December o, 1941, the
Japanese military have been glad to share in the profits of
such trade with tho enemy — both at Shanghai and through
the Kwangtung coastal blockade. If, however, Japanese army
morale is now stiffened, a genuine blockade resulting from the
Chekiang campaign would have disastrous results — especially
for Kiangsi Province. In March of this year salt was retailing
in northwest Hunan for about CNCÿé.OO per catty as against a
pre-war normal of CNCCO.16. Since then, prices must have
advanced considerably. On the imposition of higher duty rates
by Chungking in January, 1942, large quantities of salt from
north Kiangsu flooded west into Hunan and Hupehwhile salt
from the Tientsin area poured south, down the Peiping-Hankow
railway into Honan. It is true, however, that a strict blockade
by the Japanese of the coastal saltworks areas could effectively
stop leakage through smuggling into Free China.

If the Chinese army could retake and hold Ichang
and Sha-shih (Shasi), Hunan and Kiangsi Provinces could easily
bo supplied with Szechwan salt, as there arc reserves sufficient
to afford a basic, minimum supply. Junie transportation down
river would then be possible and would greatly reduce shipping
costs. A steady market would be provided for the Szechwan
product, resulting in a favorable reaction on Szechwan economy
and National Government tax returns. Hunan’s surplus rice and
other needed products of central China could provide return
cargo for the junks, thereby considerably reducing living costs
in Szechwan. Apparently, however, the Japanese command fully
realizes the strategic and economic importance of holding Ichang.
On the opposite side of tho Sino-Japanese salt supply
problem is the fact of Japan’s production shortage. Due to the
rocky or sand-beach coast lines which predominate on the
Japanese islands, salt production is far from sufficient for

(329)
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their alimentary and fishery requirements — let alone their
huge r. industrial needs* In 1937, Japan produced 535,700 tons
of salt and imported 1,680,700 tons* Of this, some 500,000
came from Africa^ 511,000 from Manchuria; 227,000 from the
Changlu works near Tientsin^ 73,000 from Tsingtao$ 100,000
from Indo-Chinaj and 43,414 tons from Hawaii*
Before the war, Japanese steamers brought salt back
in ballast from Massawa, DJibuti and other north African ports*
In addition, imports cane from Nowchwang and Dairen and limited
purchases wore node from the Chinese salt fields near Tientsin
and Tsingtao* Since 1939, however, Japan has greatly increased
salt production in the Tientsin area (Changlu salt-works)*
She is also importing large quantities of salt from Chofoo
and Tsingtao, from Panpu (Huaipei salt-works, north Kiangsu),
and from San Ya, Hainan Island<» Under present conditions,
despite short production at hone, Japan has no vrorry as to her
own ample supplies of salt at reasonable prices*

Japan thus holds the whip-hand .in her control of
salt, benefitIng on at least three counts* Stimulation of
salt production in the occupied coastal areas of China has
greatly relieved rhe pressure of Japon^s own salt shortage.
Moreover, by purchasing the salt, Japon wins the favor of the
Chinese producer* Overproduction and control of snuggling
wore Chinais chief sali, problems prior to the war$ but now the
Chinese Government is doing everything possible to encourage
the smuggling in of salt from coastal areas of Occupied China,
and is buying up as much as possible for the state monopoly.
(Salt iron solar evaporated sea water now costs about CNC$15.
a picul of 110 pounds at the works, as against CNCftlOO for
salt produced by boiling brine from Szechwan brine wells. Prewar comparative prices wore about CNC$0.50 and CNC02.5O
respectively* To those prices, of course, must bo added salt
duty and transportation costs before the rota£l price is deter
mined.) Finally, both by buying up all the salt that can be
produced, and by maintaining a supply in the occupied area,
Japan has improved living conditions for largo numbers, in
contrast to the salt shortage and exhorbitant prices prevailing
in u large part of Free China.

It is difficult to understand why the Japanese did
not institute this form of coastal blockade at an earlier date,
for there is ample precedent to indicate the vulnerability of
China in this particular fields The most recent use of this
weapon was the formulation of a salt blockade around the
Communist area in Kiangsi Province in 1934 end 1935* It proved
effective in bringing sufficient pressure to bear on the Kiangsi
population so that they could not hold out longer, although
military pressure had been satisfactorily withstood for several
years. If the Japanese are determined to close the Chinese war
this year, a strict blockade of the coastal salt-works area
could break down resistance and morale in the provinces of
central China within three months.
(329)
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SUMMARY

Few people understand the basic and vital impor
tance of salt in the Sino-Japanese war economy. In
the first place, the welfare of the rural population
depends largely on the availability of salt at reason
able prices for use in curing pork, fish, and vege
tables in season, and on the manufacture of soybean and
other universally used food sauces. Ten pounds of salt
per capita per year is the estimated requirement.
Secondly, since the Government has for centuries more
or less controlled the transportation and production
of salt, the people definitely identify the Government
with the supply of salt. Therefore, if salt becomes
scarce or expensive or if the quality deteriorates,
the Government is blamed. Thirdly, most of the salt
fields are now in Japanese occupied territory; and
with increasing enemy blockade of the coast and con
trol of transportation routes, a salt famine in Free
China may easily be produced which would very adversely
affect the welfare of the people and lower the morale
in Free China.
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THS KfPCRTANCE OF SALT IN THE

ECONOMY OF THE SINO-JAPANESE STRUGGLE

Source of Supply
The largest part of China’s salt is produced by
solar evaporation of sea water along the Chinese sea
board wherever there are tidal flats. In addition
there are three brine-well areas in Szechwan, and salt
lakes in Shansi, Shensi and Kansu, far to the west.
A small quantity of very inferior gypsum and earth
salt is produced in the central provinces; and the
mines in Yunnan produce enough to supply the require
ments of.'that province. Before the war dislocated
transportation routes, roughly three-quarters of
China consumed salt from the coast. A large propor
tion of this salt came up the Yangtze River as far as
Hankow for distribution all over central China.

Requirements

Salt requirements in China are calculated at about
ten pounds per capita per year. Since 19h0, however,
those provinces far removed from sources of supply
have been rationed at eight ounces per capita per month.
(Small additional amounts can be secured by black market
purchase.) In general, the poorer the population, the
greater their demand for alimentary salt. The poor use
more to preserve pork and fish and to salt down vege
tables when these are in season, and are very dependent
on soy sauce. The provinces of China which do not have
their own salt supply now have no more than a 60 dayà*
supply of salt in stock; and some have less than a
month’s requirements in reserve. China’s entire sea
coast is now occupied by Japan; and the Yangtze is enemycontrolled from Ichang, the gateway to Szechwan, to the
sea at Shanghai. Consequently, the supplying of approx
imately 37,500 tons of salt a month to some 90,000,000
Chinese in the unoccupied portions of Honan, Hupeh,
Anhwei, Kiangsi, and Hunan is a major problem for the
Government. This amount constitutes roughly one-third
of total Free China’s requirements.
Government Control

Production and transportation of salt have been
under Government supervision for 2,500 years, with
actual production and distribution largely controlled
by private enterprise. The present emergency,.through
inflation, has so reduced the purchasing power of mer
chants’ capital that private resources are totally in
adequate. Since military necessity has upset all normal
(329)
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transportation, the Government proclaimed a state monopoly for
salt on January 1, 1942o A certain group in the Chinese
Government for years had been looking for such an opportunity
to establish state monopolies for salt and half a dozen other
commodities* For the tim« being, salt production will be
carried on by private merchants under Government supervision;
while merchants’ facilities for transportation will be used
as far as possible- also under Government control•

T

Even before the imposition of the state salt monopoly,
however, the Government was closely identified with and held
responsible for the supply of salt to the people in return
for the collection of the salt -sax. This meant that not only
the public welfare but also public confidence in the Govern
ment varied directly with the quantity or supply of salt.
When salt was adulterated or scarce, political unrest was
immi:-ieat. This has always been true in Hunan Province.

In addition, as confidence .Ln Government paper
money has decreased, the hoarding of all commodities and food
stuffs, including salt, has increased, However meh salt the
Government may now move to any market, there still will be a
shortage in the market. Constantly increasing costs of pro
duction and transportation will compel the Government to
increase its capital investment in the industry or to raise
retail prices for salt, or both. Government capital invest
ment in the salt industry now totals CNC§COO million, advanced
by the four Government banks, plus CNO§100 million from the
Treasury. The Ministry has stated that the Government will
not invest any more money in the salt industry, but they may
be forced by continued inflation.

The tax burden has also boon increased. Despite
inflation, in order to avoid popular unrest, duty rates on
salt remained unchanged until September 1941, when they were
raised to roughly ton times the prevailing level. (The pro
duction cost of salt had then increased from 25 to 35 times
the 1937 costs.) During 1942, Chungking is counting on
receiving about CMC§1,000,000,000 in revenue on about 1,313,000
tons of salt, the annual consumption requirement of Free China.
In 1939 and 1940, Free China collected only CNC§100,000,000
revenue on the same quantity of salt released. The duty is
now incorporated into the cost of salt by the, Government
under the new monopoly system. It is interesting to note
that the present ratio of duty on salt to the actual cost of
salt production is half or less what it was before the war.
Effect of the Chekiang Campaign

Ono of the chief, results of the occupation of Chekiang
Province by Japan will bo the closing off of an important source
(329)
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of salt for Anhwei, Kiangsi; and Hunan» Szechwan Province
cannot produce enough salt to supply all of Free China» In
any event, the cost of overland transportation of Szechwan
salt to Hunan or Kiangsi is prohibitive since Free Chinafs
stocks of gasoline, oil, and spare parts are very low» Coolie
transport is slow and expensive» If the Japanese blockade
of the Yangtze remains effective and coastal salt from Kwantung
and Chekiang is prevented from reaching Kiangsi and Hunan in
quantity, a severe salt famine must result» In the past, this
has always led to civil disturbances, as the Chinese Govern
ment from time immemorial has assumed full responsibility for
the supply of good quality salt'at a reasonable price to all
areas under its control»' Hence, a breakdown in the supply of
this essential commodity is sure to cause political discontent»
Furthermore, the knowledge that salt is plentiful and cheap in
Occupied China will have a bad psychological effect» On the
other hand, if through scarcity the price of salt roaches a
prohibitive level- large scale smuggling through the lines
may result» In the past, but prior to December 8, 1941 > the
Japanese military have been glad to share in the profits of
such” trade with the enemy — both at Shanghai and through
the Kwangtung coastal blockade» If, however, Japanese army
morale is now stiffened, a genuine blockade resulting from the
Chekiang campaign would have disastrous results — especially
for Kiangsi Province» In March of this year salt was retailing
in northwest Hunan for about CHC06.OO per catty as against a
pre-war normal of CNCCO.16. Since then, prices must have
advanced considerably. On the imposition of higher duty rates
by Chungking in January, 1942, large quantities of salt from
north‘Kiangsu flooded west into Hunan and Hupeh; while salt
from the Tientsin area poured south, down the Peiping-Hankow
railway into Honan. It is true, however, that a strict blockade
by the Japanese of the coastal saltworks areas could effectively
stop leakage through smuggling into Free China»
If the Chinese army could retake and hold Ichang
and Sha-shih (Shasi), Hunan and Kiangsi Provinces could easily
bo supplied with Szechwan salt, as there arc reserves sufficient
to afford a basic, minimum supply. Junie transportation down
river would then be possible and would greatly reduce shipping
costs. A steady market would be provided for the Szechwan
product, resulting in a favorable reaction on Szechwan economy
and National Government tax returns. Hunan’s surplus rice and
other needed products of central China could provide return
cargo for the junks, thereby considerably reducing living costs
in Szechwan. Apparently, however, the Japanese command fully
realizes the strategic and economic importance of holding Ichang.

On the opposite side of the Sino-Japancso salt supply
problem is the fact of Japan’s production shortage. Due to the
rocky or sand-beach coast lines which predominate on the
Japanese islands, salt production is far from sufficient for
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their alimentary and fishery requirements — let alone their
huge industrial needs* In 1937, Japan produced 535,700 tons
of salt and imported 1,680,700 tons* Of this, some 500,000
camo from Africa; 511,000 from Manchuria; 227,000 from the
Changlu works near Tientsin; 73,000 from Tsingtao; 100,000
from Indo-China; and 43,414 tons from Hawaii•

Before tho war, Japanese steamers brought salt back
in ballast from lüassawa, Djibuti and other north African ports#
In addition, imports came from Ncwchwang and Dairen and limited
purchases wore made from the Chinese salt fields near Tientsin
and Tsingtao. Since 1939, however, Japan has greatly increased
salt production in tho Tientsin area (Changlu salt-works).
She is also importing largo quantities of salt from Chefoo
and Tsingtao, from Panpu (Huaipei salt-works, north Kiangsu),
and from San Ya, Hainan Islande Under present conditions,
despite short production at home, Japan has no worry as to her
own ample supplies of salt at reasonable prices.
Japan thus holds tho whip-hand in her control of
salt, benefiting on at least throe courts<• Stimulation of
salt production ir. the occupied coastal areas of China has
greatly relieved tho pressure of Japan?s own salt shortage.
Moreover, by purchasing the sa.lt, Japan wins the favor of the
Chinese producere Overproduction and control of snuggling
wore China's chief so.lt problems prior to the war; but now tho
Chinese Government is doing everything possible to encourage
the smuggling in of salt from coastal areas of Occupied China,
a.nd is buying up as much as possible for tho state monopoly.
(Salt iron solar evaporated sea water now costs about CNC$15.
a picul of 110 pounds at the works, as against CNC$100 for
salt produced by boiling brine from Szechwan.brine wells. Pre
war comparative prices wore about CNCyO.50 and CNC02.5O
respectively. To those prices, of course, must be added salt
duty and transportation costs before the ro':.a£l price is deter
mined.) Finally, noth by buying up all tho salt that can be
produced, and by maintaining a supply in the occupied area,
Japan has improved living conditions for largo numbers, in
contrast to the salt shortage and exhorbitant prices prevailing
in a largo part of Free China.

It is difficult to understand why tho Japanese did
not institute this form .of coastal blockade at an earlier date,
for there is ample precedent to indicate the vulnerability of
China in this particular field.» The most recent use of this
weapon was tho formulation of a salt blockade abound the
Communist area in Kiangsi Province in 1934 and 1935. It proved
effective in bringing sufficient pressure to boar on the Kiangsi
population so that they could not hold out longer, although
military pressure had been satisfactorily withstood for several
years. If tho Japanese arc determined to close* tho Chinese war
this year, a strict blockade of the coastal salt-works area
could break down resistance and morale in the provinces of
centred. China within three months..
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Adviser on Political Relations

/<^0FST'-

^^Jy^ 1942.
Mr.^S^retary: j
JVJV $

\

Th le seems 'tourne .a good draft.
'■ ^^.v/GAriON^^’'

In the light ofTrfiat—tToeing
developed in the draft of your forth
coming speech, perhaps you would care
to add at the end a further sentence
along this line: "Beyond that
common goal there lies an even
greater goal, that of making the
world safe for men and nations that
seek to live and let live under
conditions of equal opportunity
and common responsibility.*

PA/H:SKH:FLB
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Division of Far Eastern Affairs

July 1, 1942
3
Mr. Secretary:
The Office of War Information has suggested
that it would be appropriate and helpful if
you would send to the Chinese people through
the Acting Chinese Minister for Foreign Affairs
a message in commemoration of July 7, the
fifth anniversary of the outbreak of the
present hostilities between China and Japan.
It is understood that the Director of the
Office of War Information is also endeavoring
to obtain messages from the President and from
General Marshall.
FE also believes that a message from you
in accordance with the above suggestion would
be appropriate and very helpful, and there is
attached hereto a suggested text of a message.
If you concur and ^>prove the suggested

£
f
>
k

‘

message, CI-L will dispatch to Chungking the
draft telegram attached hereto in
allow the Embassy to present the nïesèage^e«î»iy
July 7 to Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek,
who is Acting Chinese Minister for Foreign
Affairs. CI-L will also deliver the text of
the message to the Office of War Information
so that it may be broadcast to China from the
United States early on July 6.
Ml

FE:Adams:MJF
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In reply refer to
F£

The Secretary of State presents his oomplinents to

the Director of the Office of «ar Information and in socordanoe with an oral suggestion from the Office of ‘*'ar

Infornatlon attaches hereto the text of a neesage to the
people of China through the Acting Chinese Minister for

Foreign Affaira to be broadcast from the United States
on July 6 In commemoration of the fifth anniversary of
the outbreak of hostilities between China and Japan.

O
Enclosures

Text of message
to people of China.

VM/Sd

^3. 1 <y

FElWAAtMHP

FE
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TEXT OF A MESSAGE FROM THE SECRETARY OF
STATE TO THE CHINESE ACTING MINISTER FOR
FOREIGN AFFAIRS FOR THE PEOPLE OF CHINA

Five years ago today China took up arms In defense

of Its soli against renewed Japanese aggression.

Since

that time the Chinese people have been ceaselessly and

courageously battling for their liberty against the ruth
less Invaders.

The American people have watched with deep

sympathy and admiration the heroic fortitude and tenaolty

with which for five long and bitter years the Chinese
people have fought on against heavy odds.

On the ©cession of this anniversary I desire to con
vey to you and through you to the Chinese people an

expression of the wholehearted good wishes of the American
people who, as comrades-in-arms with the Chinese people,

are now facing common aggressors and share a common peril.

We realize that the way before us is beset with formidable

difficulties.

We shall not falter.

China's determination

to continue resolutely and valiantly as a leader in tho
fight for freedom constitutes an inspiring part of the
unshakeable unity of purpose of the United Nations.

The

consciousness of those nations of the Justness of their

cause, their resolve to make all necessary sacrifices, and
their firm purpose to carry home to the enemy the war which he has

rapaciously Inflicted upon humanity make certain final
victory.
CORDELL HULL
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
FOR THE PRESS

JULY 14, 1942
No. 364

The following is the text of a telegran received by the
Secretary of State from Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek,
President of the Executive Yuan and Acting Minister for
Foreign Affairs, Chungking:

(Translation)
"July 7, 1942.

"I wish to convey to
Government and people for
wishes on the occasion of
war of resistance against

you the appreciation of the Chinese
your telegraphic message of good
the Fifth Anniversary of China’s
aggression.

"China and the United States are now faced with the same
enemy and are engaged in a common struggle in concert with
other anti-aggression nations.
This constitutes a most
memorable event in the long history of cordial relations
between our two countries.
The Chinese army and people will
long remember your message in praise of China’s war effort,
and we will surely spur ourselves to further endeavors in
the fulfillment of cur duties in order to bring about the
defeat of the brutal aggressors for the common good of cur
two countries and all the other United Nations,
"CHIANG KAI-SHEK."
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GOVERNMENT PRESS:
FOREIGN SERVICE

DEPARTMENT OR STATE .
DIVISION OP CURRENT INFORMATION
July 14, 1942

Radio Bulletin No. 165
• *T' ■ ■

WHITE HOUSE
White House announced.: ”Queen Wilhelmina of the Netherlands was the guest
of the President at Hyde Park over the weekend. 'With the Queen were Crown
Princess Julianna; the Princesses Beatrix and Irene; Jonkheer Gorge van Tets,
the Que on1 s principle secretary; Baroness van Boetzelaer, her Lady-in-Waiting.
Dr. Eelco van Kieffens, Netherlands1 Minister of Foreign Affairs, was also the
Presidents guest on Sunday* Queen Wilhelmina left for New York today
President signed following Executive Order transferring merchant marine
training functions: ,r... 1. The functions transferred to the Commandant of the
United States Coast Guard by Section five of Executive Order No. 9083 are trans
ferred to the Administrator of War Shipping Administration. 2. All records,
property (including office equipment, floating equipment, and real property),
and personnel of the United States Coast Guard as the Director of the Bureau of
the Budget shall determine to have "been used primarily in the administration of
the functions transferred "by this order shall be transferred to the Admini st rartor of the War Shipping Administration for use in the administration of such
functions: Provided, That no officers or men of the regular Coast Guard shall
be so transferred and Provided, further, that no officers or men of the Coast
Guard Reserve now on active duty shall be so transferred without their consent,
•••

it

NATIONAL WAR EFFORT

WPB reported preliminary figure of four billion one hundred twenty-three
million dollars spent by United States on war effort during June.
War Manpower Chairman McNutt revealed that approximately twelve million five
hundred thousand persons were working in direct war employment on July first, .
compared with nine million on April first and six million nijae hundred thousand
on January first. MUnder present schedules, five million more will be- added to
the war industry forces during the last six months of 1942," he said.
Legislative Reference Service, Library of Congress, has issued bibliography
on'war production, WPB announced. There are four major parts: The Economics
of War, Mobilization of Resources, Fiscal Policy and Consumption Control, and
Economic Warfare. Copies are available from WPB Division of Information.
Two shipyards and three machinery plants, located on West Coast, East Coast,
and Midwest, have been designated by Board of Awards of Maritime Commission to
receive its wMn Burgee-Pennant, Victory Fleet flag and Merit Insignia badges for
outstanding production performances, Commission announced.
New Naval Reserve Aviation Base will be established in Midwest with facili
ties for training thirty thousand pilots annually, Navy Department announced.
War Department awarded contract for construction of Air Force Training
School and authorized expansion of eastern manufacturing plant, both items cost
ing in excess of three million dollars each. Department also announced that
new Pentagon Building in Arlington, Virginia will be completely occupied by ap
proximately thirty thousand War Department employees by November fifteenth.
Structure has nearly two and half million square feet of net office space and
will house workers from twenty-four of fifty-four buildings occupied by Depart
ment in Washington metropolitan area.
Navy Department said reserve officers, prospective reserve officers and
enlisted personnel are now attending fifty-seven colleges and training schools
throughout country for specialized courses.
:
MlçSCEJANEOUS

"

New York press reports Queen Wilhelmina of the Netherlands today paid her
first visit to New York. She was greeted by Mayor LaGuardia and escort of two
hundred
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United States Army Air forces Station in Great Britain announced that
Brigadier General Baker is commanding United States Bomber Command in European
theater, British press reports» American ground crews are steadily setting up
bases in Britain, and among newly arrived planes there are Plying Portresses
and Douglas fighter-bombers.
Commerce Secretary Jones said Export-Import Bank has signed contract with
Republic of Costa Rica under which nthe bank has agreed to extend a loan of two
million dollars to the Republic for the purpose of assisting in the stabiliza
tion of its financial and agricultural economy and to furnish dollar exchange
urgently required.u
Red Cross said emergency clothing kits, requested by Navy Department, will
be supplied survivors of torpedoed ships by Red Cross. Kits will become part
of regular stores of Navy*s inshore patrol boats, convoy escorts, and other
vessels engaged in rescue work.
Indian press reports that two United States Army Air ^orps bombers, push
ing over mountainous jungles through heavy tropical monsoons, blasted most
strategic railway bridge over which Japanese reinforcements were moving north
ward out of Burma.
Press reports that Edwin B. Kerr has been appointed to West Point 11 to fol
low in the footsteps of his father,11 Colonel E. V» Kerr who was killed or cap
tured on Bataan.
According to Egyptian press, four more .American field service volunteers
were reported missing today on Western desert, three of them apparently lost in
attempting to break out of Matruh and fourth probably captured at Tobruk.
International Red Cross announced that food parcels and relief supplies
are being received weekly by Allied internees and prisoners of war in Germany.
Chinese press reports capture of intact Japanese Zero fighter plane forced
down by United States aviators and seized by Chinese ground troops before pilot
could burn it. Plane now being studied by United Nations1 officials.
Australian press reveals that United States Army anti-aircraft crews shot
down one Japanese Zero fighter plane and sent another diving toward mountains
during their first twenty-four hours in New Guinea. Aside from Air ^orps, antiâircraft men were first American troops to take battle stations on Island,
across Torres Strait from Northeast Australia.
War Minister Porde revealed that American soldiers are being accepted at
Australian Army Physical Training School for instruction in latest method of
unarmed combat, with special emphasis on tough conditions existing in Australian
bush, according to Australian press. Minister Forde said that instructors have ,
praised keenness and athletic ability of Americans.
New Orleans press reports Rear Admiral James Kauffman, Commander of Gulf
Sea Frontier, said today Navy was nholding its ownn in Gulf sea area anti
submarine drive.
Major General McCoy, President of Military Commission trying Nazi saboteurs,
issued following statement at end of today1 s morning session: MThe Commission
convened at ten a.m. Most of the morning was taken up with the reading of docu
ments. The Commission adjourned at 12:30 p.m. It will convene at 1:30 p.m. and
sit’ without regard to hours. n
Volume of stock trading on Monday: 278,840 shares. Dow^-Jones closing
stock averages: Industrials — 108.22; Railroads — 25.64; Utilities — 12<00.
Stocks irregularly higher in quiet trading today. Bonds irregular; curb stocks
mixed; Chicago stocks steady. In Chicago wheat closed 1/8 to 5/8 cent lower;
com up 1/8 to 3/8 cent.
Major General McCoy late today issued following statement: nThe Commission
yeeonyened^aftar the noon recess at 1:30 p.m. The Government continued the
presentation of its case by the examination of certain FBI agents. Thus far in
the proceedings, a large number of prosecution exhibits, • including explosives,
clothing, shovels, and documents have been identified and introduced in evidence.
There has been presented to the Commission and accepted in evidence much in
formation of a military nature, the disclosure of which at this time would not
be in the interests of the United States. The defense has been permitted fully
to
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to cross-examine all Government witnesses* The procedure followed by the Com
mission has "been in general that followed "by military courts* The trial is
expected to continue for several more days. The Commission adjourned for the""
day at 4:30 p.m. and will reconvene at 10:00 a.m. tomorrow*”

STATE WARTMENT

In press conference today Under Secretary Welles outlined statements, which
United States Government has made to French Government at Vichy with regard to
French warships at Alexandria. He pointed’out at outset that these FWrach^vrar-^ ~
ships at Alexandria are understood by United States Government as bejjj^outsiaé" ’’
provisions of Armistice Agreement entered into between French Government at
'*
Vichy and Germany. Mr. Welles said these warships were in Alexandria at time
of Armistice signature and were there in accordance with naval understandings
between French Government and its then ally, Great Britain. Under Secretary
said that, on July third, in view of situation which existed at that time in
North Africa, President Roosevelt made following proposal to French Government
at ViChy# President made it clear that he hoped French ships at Alexandria - :
could be placed in protective custody of United States, to include-passage of
French ships through Suez Canal and thence to secure and remote part of this
hemisphere for duration of war, either in port of United States or some neutral
port, with guarantee of return of these ships to France at end of* war. Presi
dent said, Mr. Welles added, that he felt this proposal was in interest of
France; he stated further that if this offer on behalf of United States was
not accepted by French Government, the British, knowing of this offer, would of
course be properly and wholly justified in ordering tho French ships through
Suez Canal, and if order was not obeyed, they would be wholly justified in de
stroying the ships to prevent, them from falling into hands of enemy. Mr. Welles
said offer made at that time by President was rejected by French Government.
On July 9, Under Secretary continued, President made further proposal to French
Government. He proposed that if French Government agreed that French naval
unite now at Alexandria be withdrawn by way of Suez Canal, Government of United
States by agreement with British Government would grant safe passage to Martin
ique where they would not be used by either of the two belligerent governments,
namely, United States and Britain, but where they would be immobilized for
duration of war, on same basis as other French warships now at Martinique, with
assurance that at end of war they would be restored to French people. Govern
ments would further agree, Mr. Welles’ said, to periodical relief and repatria
tion of the crews after they had reached Martinique on same basis which would
have obtained had they remained at Alexandria. President made this proposal in
view of his belief that no matter what military situation might develop in
North Africa, these French ships would be in imminent danger because of possi
bility of enemy attack, and said specifically that in opinion of this Government
since these ships have from beginning occupied à special, and are now in pre
carious, situation, they are not within operative provisions of Ami st ice Agree
ment, and hence arrangement proposed by President would not violate said Agree
ment, Mr. Welles added. Under Secretary said he was sorry to say that that offer
of President has also been refused by French Government at Vichy which is in
sisting that French ships proceed to nearby French port. In other words, Mr.
Welles said, French Government at Vichy is refining proposal solely on ground
that French port suggested by President is not nearby, and apparently not suf
ficiently close to Gorman and Italian hands. Under Secretary said ho folt cer
tain that French people themselves will regard this offer made by President as
very much in their interest, since it would have assured safety of crews of
those vessels and would have assured French people themselves that at end of
war these French naval vessels would have been returned to them. Correspondent
asked if first statement regarding rejection of offer applied to rejection of
second offer as well. Mr. Welles said that appeared clear. Asked if British
had ordered ships through Suez Canal, Under Secretary said he was not in position
to comment on that particular phase. In response to question as to whether he
considered these negotiations ended, Mr. Welles said it seemed to him that of
fer is so highly in interests of French people that it should be subject to fur
ther consideration. That, he added, was his hope.
Asked
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Asked regarding reports from Bolivia that United States signed rubber pur
chasing agreement with Bolivia yesterday providing for acquisition of one
thousand five hundred tons of rubber at once at various prices, Under Secretary
said he believed that report was a little premature. Ho said he hoped it will
be signed in near , future but that it has not yet been signed.
Asked for information on progress of discussions with Bolivian Ministers
now in this country, Under Secretary said he understood discussions are pro
gressing very satisfactorily, and added that some statement will be released
before they leave but it is too early to make any announcement now. In re
sponse to question he said Ministers would probably be here ten days or two
weeks*
Correspondent asked regarding reports published today to effect that Mexi
can Militaiy Attache in Berlin was approached some months ago by Germans with
proposal that Mexico permit invasion of Yucatan with idea of attacking United
States and later repaying Mexico by acquisition of territory, presumably United
States territory. Mr* Welles said he had no official report though he had
read newspaper report with great deal of interest. Under Secretary said he
thought all would agree that only surprising thing about it is that Germans
could have thought any Mexican citizen would have listened to tho proposal*
In response to request for brief statement of encouragement to Trench people
oh Bastille Day, Under Secretary said he would like to subscribe to hope that
all of us have for speedy return of their liberty to Trench people. He said
he felt, however, that what President has said expresses clearly and succinctly
views of all of us*
In response to request for comment on visit of Uruguayan former Vice Presi
dent Dr. Charlone to United States, Mr. Welles said he understood visit would
be entirely on personal business*
Correspondent said he understood Wendell Willkie had said he hopes to visit
China, Australia and Russia* Mr. Welles said he had received no official word
of it and that he did not
what the plans are*
Tollowing translated t^t of telegram received by S ecretary from Generalis
simo Chiang Kai-shek, President of Executive Yuan and Acting Minister for
Toreign Affairs, Chungking, was released by Department: MJuly 7, 1942. I wish
to convey to you the appreciation of the Chinese Government and people for your
telegraphic message of good wishes on the occasion of the Tifth Anniversary of
China’s war of resistance against aggression. China and the United States are
now faced with the same enemy and are engaged in a common struggle in concert
with other anti-aggression nations. This constitutes a most memorable event
in the long history of cordial relations between our two countries. The Chinese
army and people will long remember your message in praise of Chinais war effort,
and we will surely spur ourselves to further endeavors in the fulfillment of
our duties in ordor to bring about the defeat of tho brutal aggressors for the
common good of our two countries and all tho other United Nations*M
WAR COMMUNIQUES AND REPORTS

Navy Department announced casualty list of Navy, Marine Corps and Coast
Guard reported to next of kin from June 18 to 30, 19421 dead, forty-nine;
wounded, seven; missing, two hundred twelve. Included in missing are eleven
Navy nurses.
War Department announced Brigadier Generals John E. Hull and Albert C.
Wedemeyer have been named assistants to Major General Thomas T . Handy, Army
Chief of Operations (Radio Bulletin No* 159).
Navy Department announced small Panamanian merchantman torpedoed in Atlantic
several months ago off northern coast of South America; survivors landed at
Gulf Ooast port. Medium-sized United States merchant vessel torpedoed in Atlan
tic; survivors landed at East Coast port. Small Panamanian merchant ship in
Caribbean several wooks ago and small Norwegian merchant vessel in Gulf of
Mexico; survivors landed at Gulf Ooast ports*
EDITORI Al
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EDI TOBI AL COMMENT

Note to Operators ;

U sual caption.

New York Times
1) Referring to Nazi advances in Russia says "If Hitler is able to seize
the oil fields of the Caucasus, the fact of chief importance will not be that
Hitler has got the oil but that Russia has lost it. ... The United Nations could
pick no more important time than the present for a diversion. They could pick
no more important time than now for opening a ’second front’ if they are pre
pared to do so. ... It is on the extent of present preparations that the judg
ment of the high command must be based# .
2)
Domestic interest.
3)
Domestic interest.
4) ’’Lidice, in Czechoslovakia! was, as Wendell Willkie said in his speech
on Sunday, ’a mining village, a mile off the main highway, with some lovely old
inns, a blacksmith or two, a shoemaker, a wheelwright, a tailor.’ ... Berlin
declared that the name of Lidice had been ’abolished.’ In this, as in some few
other things, Berlin was mistaken. Mr. Willkie12345s Sunday speech was made in an
Illinois town which will henceforth be known, not as Stern Park Gardens but as
Lidice. Lidice will live in Illinois. It will live in the hearts of free peo
ple everywhere. It will be rebuilt in Czechoslovakia. There will be a statue
in its central square, honoring the mon who relieved the earth of a vile boast,
honoring also those who would not betray those men or each other. ...”
5) ’’Daily men and women in Franco commemorate the fall of the Bastille.
They strike out against tyranny when, forming guerrilla bands, they attack Nazi
motor convoys, damage power plants, blow up munition stores. ... Sabotage is tho
rallying cry of the French. They arc victims of no delusion.
They rocognize
what lies before them under the Now Order. ... A people who flourished in an
atmosphere of liberty and equality, they need no reminder of their past. ...
Bastille Bay is the holiday of all free men. It is a day given us in trust
by tho people of France, against the day of their liberation, the restoration
of the rise of man.”
6)
Domestic interest.

1) Domestic interest.
2) "Pleasing sequel to the capture of the eight Nazi saboteurs now on trial
for their lives is the announced round-up of fourteen of their associates with
whom they established contact on landing from submarines in Florida and Long
Island, ... Each successive arrest of Nazi agents and sympathizers points anew
to the danger to which we have been exposed by the existence of Nazi organiza
tions in our midst and to the necessity, not merely of driving them underground,
but of annihilating thorn.”
3) Domestic interest.
4) Says now is the time, when Hitler is occupied in Russia, that America
and Britain should be utilizing every available resource "to batter the Reich’s
industrial strongholds, centre of Hitler’s war power. It is fairly certain
that before this war is won by the Allies there must he a gigantic invasion of
Hitler’s Europe. ... In general^the all-out bombing program'implied by Cologne,
Essen and Bremen has not been consistently followed. Why? ... Lot us stop
thinking of offensive warfare in terms of 1943 and 1944 weapons and supplies.Let us get busy and fight now with the bombers wo have. ... Primarily we must
do this: we must rouse ourselves
and the British too — from a habit of
mind that counsels waiting to see what Hitler is going to do next. To smash
Nazism and win this war with the least possible cost of life we must fight
Hitler when and where we can. We can bomb Germany while Hitler is busy in
Russia. Let us go to it. ...”
5) Says Mohandas Gandhi, seventy-two-year—old leader of Indian national
ism, won personal victory when All-Indi a Congress Party’s working committee
agreed on Saturday, after six days’ debate, to plan for mass movement of moral
pressure
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pressure to force Britain to give India full freedom at ;once. ”But whether
they represent a victory for India is another matter» ... The Japanese army
doesnrt debate» It plunders, ravages and murders, Britain long ago should .
have settled this dangerous Colonial problem by granting India complete dom
inion status with no strings attached. But by clamoring for independence with
the Japs at the door Gandhi is doing India no good, ..» It is time for Gandhi;
to forgot his feud with Britain and pass the word along for whole-hearted'coop
eration with the United Nations for the defense of India. ...”

WashiAgt,QA..£fts.i

1) Domestic interest,
2) Domestic interest,
»
3) Domestic interest,
4) Referring to reports some days ago that ’’Britain has won its Egyptian
Battle of the Marne”, says at that time statement seemed extravagantly opti
mistic,. ”It is still too early to assume that it is vholly true now, yet the
situation in Egypt does appear to be definitely looking up, and helps in some
way to offset the dark picture from Russia. ... if the British can now t hrow
sufficient weight into the struggle, the threat to Egypt and the Middle East
will definitely be lifted. Already units of the Royal Air Eorce and an un
told number of American bombers have carried out an unending number of punish
ing raids on Axis supply lines. On Sunday the British Navy joined them in
the fray, and for thirty minutes carried out a devastating bombardment of the
Axis supply base at Matruh. The advantages which Rommel previously enjoyed
by way of superiority of ground armaments is thus being whittled away. Yet it
is much too early to rejoice. ...”
5) ”If ever Russia required a second firont in Europe, that time is now,,,”
Outlines progress of German army, stressing importance of successful defense
of Stalingrad since its loss would ’’separate the Caucasus from the remainder
of the Soviet Union, ... It is hardly surprising, therefore, that Russia is
reviving and intensifying her demands for the immediate establishment of a
second land front in Europe,” Concludes that although such ventures may be
surrounded by enormous difficulties, it is obvious that this is the moment
to relieve pressure on Russia»
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No. 129
SUMMARY OF CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
Monday, July IJ,.1942

SENATE
p. 6267
&
6505

The Senate and House received a letter from the Administrator of Veterans’ Affairs transmitting a draft of proposed legislation to amend the act of October 9, 194-0,
to restrict or regulate the delivery of checks drawn
against funds of the United States, or any agency or
instrumentality thereof, to addresses outside the United
States; its Territories, and possessions, and for other
purposes; to the Senate Committee on Finance and the
House Committee on World War Veterans’ Legislation.

p. 6268

Mr. McKellar, from the Committee on Appropriations, re
ported H.R. 7519 making supplemental appropriations for
the national defense for the fiscal year ending June 50,
19'15, and for other purposes; with amendments (Report
No. 1542;.
The Senate began consideration of the bill
(p. 6277).
Mr. McKellar gave notice that he would ask
for a suspension of the rules for the purpose of submit
ting an amendment relating to the Visa Board of Anneals
(p. 6284).
HOUSE

p. 6291

The House received a message from the Chamber of Deputies
of Nicaragua on the occasion of the Fourth of July.

p. 6294

The House agreed to the conference reports on the follow
ing bills:
S. 2052 to amend section 7(a) of the act of May 21,
1920' as amended by section 601 of the act of June 50,
1952, to authorize interdepartmental procurement by con
tract .
S. 2404 to authorize officers and enlisted men of the
armed forces of the United States to accept decorations,
medals, etc. tendered them by governments of cobelligerent
nations or other American republics and to create the
decorations to be known as the Legion of Merit and the
Medal for Merit.

p. 6505 Mr. Bland, from the Committee on the Merchant Marine and
Fisheries, reported H. R. 7188 to amend the Canal Zone
Code; with amendment (Report No. 2551).
APPENDIX

p. A2899 Mr. Maybank had printed in the Record an Independence
Day address by Mr. Justice Byrnes.
p. A2902 Mr. Thomas had printed in the Record an address by Vice
Admiral Yarnell oh the fifth anniversary of the ChineseJapanese War.

p. A2907 Mr. Guffey had printed in the Record an address by Mr.
Justice Roberts entitled "Unity in the War Effort.”
p. A2909 Remarks
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p. A2909 Remarks of Mr. Randolph on the subject of the Improve
ment of the health of Federal Government employees.
p. A2908 Mr. Pepper had printed in the Record an address by Ivan
Subasic, the first elected Governor of Crotla in the
Kingdom of Yugoslavia.

p. A2916 Mr. Guffey had printed in the Record an article from the
New York Times entitled "Mr. May's Prediction."

A-S/F:LO
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'î. 1942

la «ply refer to
FS

FW

lây dear W« Wurster:

Tour letter of June 6, 1942, addressed to the

enclose excerpts from the ao-oalled "Tanaka Manorial",
has been referred to this Departaant.

The contents of your letter have bean carefully
noted and the spirit which prompted you to bring the
above-aantloaed excerpts to the Government’s attention

*

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 7 0 8 2

President and Prine Minister Churchill, with which you

ie appreciated.
Sineoraly yours,
for the secretary of state,

Robert L. Sayth
Assistant Chief
Division of Far Eastern Affairs

v7nï -

Mr, John Wrster,
4431 Phinney Avenue,
Seattle, Washington,
FE^ChAIM

7-3-42

P S /S G B

U-S ■
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TELEGRAM
HRL
This telegram must bE
clos Ely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone* (C )

R^6e|VE^
^"?^^ed "jti

Rec rd

1X2

10:45 a.#ra,

visiÿn<of

Secretary of State

R EASTE

Washington•

892, July 51, 11 a*m* (Section One)

There v/as little military activity of importance

in China during the past week,

iAfter thEir capturE

of Hengfeng and Yiyang on thE ChEkiang Kiangsi

Railway, thE ChinESE made

some

advance to thE East and

west but thEy have not as yet retaken any additional
important towns on or nEar thE railway.

that the Japanese night evacuate
and Kweiki have not been realized.

ChinESE hopes

Shangjao, Kwefeng
According to

Chinese intelligence the Japanese will probably continue

to hold '..enchow as well as the important air
field sites at Lishui, Chuhsien and Yushan.

Japanese

are attempting to repair the railroad from the coast to
Kinhua.

Traffic can probably soon be restored on
cr

Kinhua Chuhsien section.

The Chinese announce that Japanese forces in Central
JS

Hupeh on July 24 began a movement tm the east bank of60
the Han Rivtr toward Chunghsiang<
■««**.

GAUSS
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
HEL
Chungking
This telegram must be
FROM
closely paraphrased be—
Bated July 31* 1942
fore being communicated
to anyone.
(C)
Rec’d 10j49 a.m.

Secretary of State,
Washington,
892, July 31, 11 a.m., (SECTION TWO)

As the number of enemy troops engaged appears
not to exceed 3000 the operation is not expected

to develop into anything more than another mopping
up campaign against scattered Chinese forces in
the Tahung mountains.

A recent confidential Chinese report that the
Japanese have concentrated over 100,000 troops in
the Kalgan area (presumably for a drive through

Mongolia into Siberia toward Irkutsk) is accepted
with extreme reserve for the present.

Reports

from Chinese military intelligence to our Military
and Naval Attaches indicate that considerable num

bers of Japanese reservists have recently taken up

"residence" in Inner Mongolia especially observation

stewardess Failing Miao but no mention has been made
of a concentration at Kalgan.
GAUSS

CSB
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TELEGRÀM RECEIVED
kS
This telEgran must be
closEly paraphrased before being coi.r .unicated
to anyone#
(C)

Chungking
FROM

Dated July* 31, 1942

'Aec d 10:55 a*ra#

Secretary of State

’.7a s hi ng ton
892, July 31, 11 a.m. (SECTION THAEE)

There are unconfirmed rumors that the Japanese

>

are conducting indecisive engagement against Communist
forces stationed in northeast and southeast Shansi

which are interpreted as moves to secure the Japanese
flank in the event they decide to move against Siberia.
Since July 1 American bombers in China have carried

out over 10 missions which are described as thoroughly

successful.

No losses of planes or personnel by enemy

Canton, and other points have been

action.

Hankow,

bombed.

Air fields, military headquarters, stores, and

shipping of the lower Yangtze have been principal ob

jective.

One bombing mission contributed toward capture

by the Chinese of a town used by Japanese as a field

headquarters.

Commanders are sanguine with regard to

effectiveness with 'which operations can be continued,

and. extended if planes are made available.

Ho political or economic developments importance.

(E1T> OF MESSAGE. )

j
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(CONFIDENTIAL)

A telegram of July 31, 1942 from the American Ambaoeador at Chungking reads substantially as followsI

Curing the past week little Important military activity
h?s taken place in China.
Although the Chinese made sone
advance toward the east and toward the west after they cap
tured ïlyang and Hengfang (on the Chekiang-Klangsl hallway),
as yet they have not recaptured any more important towns on
the railway or near it.
The hope of the Chinese that the
Japanese forces might retire from Kwelkl, Kwefeng, and
hangjao have not been realized.
Chinese Intelligence in
dicates that it is likely the Japanese will continue to hold
not only *enchow but also the important airfield sites at
ïushan, Chuhsien and Lishui.
Attempts to repair the railway
from the coast to Klnhuft. are being made by tho Japanese.
It
is likely that traffic on the Xinhua-Chuhsien section of tho
railway will be restored before long.
According to an announce
ment made by the Chinese, on July 24 Japanese troops in the
central part of Hupeh Province started a movement on the
eastern bank of the Han River in tie direction of Chunghsiang.
It is not expected that the operation will develop into any
thing more then another campaign of mopping up against scat
tered forces of Chinese in the Tahung Mountains, as the num
ber of Japanese troops engaged seems to be not in excess of
3,000.
For the present great reserve is exercised in accepting
» confidential report made recently by the Chinese to the
effect that in the Kelgan area tho Japanese have concentrated
more than 100,000 troops.
Presumably these troops are for
use in r» drive through Mongolia into Siberia in the direction
of Irkutsk.
According to reports received by American Mill.
t»ry and »aval Attaches from the Chinese Military Intelligence,
great numbers of Japanese reservists hrve taken up "residence"
recently in Inner Mongolia, especially observation (I) Palling
: iao.
However, concentration st Kelgan has not been mentioned.
The Japanese ere carrying on, according to unconfirmed rumors,
indecisive engagements against Communist troops stationed in
the southeastern and northeastern parts of Shansi Province.
These engagements are interpreted as moves designed to secure
the Japanese flank In case a move against Siberia should be
decided upon by the Japanese.
More than ton ciselons, described
as being very successful, have been carried cut by American
bombers in Chine since the first of July.
There have been
no looses of personnel or planes ss » result of action with
the enemy.
Various points have been bombed, including Canton
and hgnkow.
The principal objectives have been military hordquprters, airfields, stores, and shipping on the lower*xangtxe.

Capture
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Capture by the Chinese of • townvhioh the Jepaneee used
at a field headquarters vas aided by one boobing Mission.
The ooBMandoFB are hopeful concerning tho offoetivenaaa
with which it will bo possible to continue operations, and
if planes are made available, to extend the operations.

There wore no important derelopnenta of a political
or eoonoaio nature.

al'0' '
FEFBOÇsMJF
8-3-42

FE
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE
NOTE

SUBJECT
Terms for settlement of SinoWapanese conf Hot
Document received from Father Drought relative
to proposed

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See------------- Memorandum________________________
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated .....April 9, 1841----------

To°m}
ConHdential Fi^

File No.

lt 94/3066-4/9_______________________
o. *. eovnamcMT hunting officc 1—1540
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE
♦

NOTE
fc-

F

SUBJECT
Settlement of Chin* conflicts

&

Document received through Postmaster General
relative to proposed termans for peaceful -♦
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For the original paper from which reference is taken

_____ ___________________________________________

(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, eta.)

711.94/2066.5/&

To |-------------

From! Post Office Dspartment

Confidential File

U. s. GOVKRNMCNT PRINTING OFFICK 1—1540

P S /A T B

File No.

*’rtl 6‘19“

Confidential File

Dated
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

*

SUBJECT

Continuation of Chinese resistance to Japan.
Reports is American support is not forthcoming the-might
might be given to a peace with Japan by the Chinese.

(D
04
<0

o
œ
a-

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See J6QB___________
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated. July. 9 ,.1942.

From I China (Chungking)

(Gauss)

*0
co

File No..... 740.0011 Pacific War/2680
a. s. covsrnmknt

muntins

>
owes 1—IMS
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NAVY DEPARTMENT

Office of the Chief of Naval Operat
In reply refer to No.

Office of Naval Intelligence

_

Op-16-B-7

— ASHINGTON

i

T J. ■ 1941
NOTEO

0F S?AZ

OCTI 8 1941

4H.

October 14> 1941
’ision of
FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS )

0C1211941
for Mr. Orme Wilson

Subject:

Current Conditions existing in the Orient

Attached is a report on current conditions in
the Orient made by Mr. Frank Murin, an American citizen,
who returned to the United States October 4, 1941, aboard
the "PRESIDENT HARRISON”•
This information may be of interest to you

17

->
Commander, USN (Ret.)

Mr» Orme Wilson
Room 185
Department of State
Washington, D. C.

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 7 0 8 7
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m

orikmt.

I*
Vx, Frank &VSN, m American eltisen, returned t* Sea Francisco, Calif»
October 4» "lèilaboaràiho *PUBSIDEBT HARR ISOM” • He la ttojug^orj^
Qoyator Colony ty Shaa^hali Chins , and has been stationed thereofor ' ojoyoh '
yesjrs» "Turing ‘ihls tlàe/'JiSse^rr W «ado numerous tripe frw China to thoU.t.

He is enroute to the

2.

Following

Bew

are

York office of the Otis Elevator Co#

Mr» KWB’S ccmentsi

Japan it used tû operating in snail areas ana they are bewildered with
the tm.mdow territory they are trying to handle in China.

The front line of Japan in China io thousands of stiles long, and scat
tered out»
Japan has a million soldiore in China.
•*- Shanghai ie supposed t > be under the control of Japan, but the Chinese

sake raids

in and about Shanghai regularity, evidencing the fact that
China is not whipped even in territory oooûplod»
Thé railroad tracks botwem Snanghal and banking are blown up or wreck
ed by tho Chinese on the average of ones every two weeks»

The Japanese are patiently waiting for the opportune time to have an
oxouse to take over tho International Settlement» *hon as and if they
decide to do this it will be impossible to stop them as U»S» marines
stationed there number approximately 1&00 with a civilian volunteer
reserve of about Ô00»
Japan has made rapid strides in building eomeroial air routes to and
from China and throughout it»
of tho routes In particular which
is very heavily traveled is from Tokio to Shanghai and has been in
operation about two years»
Civilians are allowed on their planes, but
the Japanese Amy and Bevy officers keep tho planes very well filled,
and it is difficult to got reservations» All of tie cowmorcial plane
routes and activities emanate from Shanghai»
the pianos are Japanese
jbuilt and have the appearance of a Douglas» *Moat of them liavoAmerican
/engines, however wore and »re Japanese built engines are being used.

Om

Chinese aviators are much better than the Japanese»

China with the help of tbe^U«§< or anyone will be able to hold out in
definitely, and Japan will never be able to whip China»
Japanese merchants of tho ssmll business typo are having an impossible
time In Japan» Many have gone to China and «re making more money than
they over made and have no doslro to return to Japan»
Japan generally speaking presents a very sad picture»
Cities such as
Yokohama end Kobo whoso streets used to bo very active and filled with
people are now much changed and except for anaamsnt business there is

no other real activity»
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As an illustration of movement of population out of Japan into China,
in a few months the population of Japanese in Shanghai has jumped from
22,000 to over 90,000.

The railroad from Tientsin to Poking io operated 100. by Japanese.
~
They have eliminated the Chinese from the laborer to the top eaoeutlvw ,
in the railroad office. All traîna at stations are announced in Japanese, no Chiasse la spoken or need in the operation of the railroad.
Territory now occupied by Japan mill never begirds back to China.
The activities going on in occupied territories evidence the tant that
Id planning on keeping them permanently.

(

Tien tali la a provision center but since Jspen has controlled thia clty
the provisiCM have been piling up.
Thousands of tons of all kinds of
provisions, spy beans, etc. are piled twenty feet high, covered with
straw netting, and evidently this is a supply «enter ft»r the Japanese
as in the past no accumulation of supplies of this magnitude has over
been observed.
The Japanese have a definite inferiority complex and assent any aggros*
elvenoss on the part of British and Aaorlean people.

ti Japan proper earn be protested by the Japanese navy, but the equipment.
If sise, etc. of the Kavy ®ake it Incapable of nesting any battle fleet
| of the U.S.

There le a rumor that power production in Shanghai will have to bo
curtailed duo to a shortage of coal caused by a laok of bottoms. Tikis
will effect the Japanese very materially as the cotton mills that they
operate will have their production reduced about BOX,

CLOSED
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE
NOTE

SUBJECT

China Incident:”
Part III of a memorandum by Mr. Grew concerning
relations with the United States•

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See

Memorandum_______________________________
(Despatch* tslsQioni# instruction, letter, •to*)

Dated.August.28J..1942.„XRec'd)

..Japan-----------(Grew)

File No.... 711-54/1836___________________________
e. «- eovuNMorr raiwnwe emos 1—

and Japan
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
MEC
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone. (SC)

"Chungking via Navy
FRdtated September 3, 1942

Rec'd 3:07 p.m., 4th

Secretpry of State,

^JMvision of
AR EASTERN AFFAIRS

Wpshington.

SgP 5- 1S42
Department of State

/

IMMEDIATE

1003, September 3, 10 a.m.

I suggest that Department see Naval Attache's
x

r Ï
^C\5>

CD
W

telegram 020450 to Navy Department regarding
Sinklang situation.

Information therein contained

has been verified in part by me in conversation with

political Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs,

It is

CO

believed that the Generalissimo has now proceeded to
Urumchi.
GAUSS
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Washington.

In Chekiang Chinese reoccupation of points

evacuated by Japanese continues.

Chinese arc now

in possession of Lanki and Japanese are withdrawing
from Kinhua.

\

Opinion expressed by Gcorgo Fielding

Eliot that Japanese failed in tho*-? sbjcctivc of

controlling eastern railway system is misleading.
Informed opinion here Chinese and foreign recognized
objective of destroying eastern air bases arc with
drawing.

CD

Small-scale fighting continues in northwest

Shans i.
Japanese troops in considerable force arc being

moved from central China to north, cxpecially to

area along Pcking-Suiyuan railway.

Our Military

attache interprets this as bringing reserves into

position as final move before early attack on Siberia.co
m
xl Chinese Foreign Office Department chief with
Ci
experience in Japan interprets Tojo assumption of
—
Foreign Minister post as indication that diplomatic

phase of

C
(0
O
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#1009, September 5, noon, from Chungking via N.R.
f

phase of Russo-Japanoso relations has torminatod in
failure and that Tojo is prepared to take military
action if final demand for arrangement satisfactory

to Japan is not met.

General Irnier is in Sian attending null it ary
conference (see Embassy’s 1005y/Sc^emberr 5, 9 a.m.)e

Ho has just ended five day visit in Tihua which is

said to have had satisfactory results.;
GJJJSS
RR
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paraphrase

A telegram of September 5, 1942 from the American Am
bassador at Chungking reads substantially as follows:

Re-occupation by the Chinese of points in Chekiang Pro
vince evacuated by the Japanese is going on. At the present
time I*anki is in possession of the Chinese,and the Japanese
are withdrawing from Kinhua. That the Japanese failed in
their objective of controlling the eastern railway system—
an opinion expressed by Major George Fielding Eliot—is mis
leading. According to Chinese and foreign informed opinion
in Chungking, (the Japanese realized their) objective of
destroying eastern air bases and are withdrawing. In the north
western part of ahansi Province fighting is going on on a
small scale. Considerable numbers of Japanese troops are
being moved from central part of China to the northern part,
especially to the area bordering on the Peklng-Suiyuan rail
way. This is interpreted by the American Military Attaché
as bringing reserves into position as a last move before an
attack on Siberia in the near future.
The assumption JS^Tojo of the post of Minister for

Foreign Affairs of Japan is interpreted by a Department Chief
in the Chinese Foreign Office, who has had experience in Japan,
as Indicating that the diplomatic phase of relations between
Jaran and the Soviet Onion has ended in failure and that if
final demand for an arrangement satisfactory to Japan is not
granted Tojo is prepared to take military action.

General Irnier, who has just completed a five day visit
in Tihua which is said to have resulted satisfactorily, is
attending a military conference in Sian.

FE:EGC:CDS

FE
R13
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The following excerpt from Chungking’s 1009 of

mation:

QUOTE A Chinese Foreign Office Department chief
with experience in Japan interprets Tojo assumption of
Foreign Minister post as indication that diplomatic

phase of Russo-Japanese relations has terminated in

7 9 3 . 9 4 / 17 0 9 0

September 5 is repeated for your confidential infor

failure and that Tojo is prepared to take military

action if final demand for arrangement satisfactory
to Japan is not met UNQUOTE.
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AMERICAN EMBASSY,
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Mode.
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In contrast to^interpretation contained in

and Vichy French sources are of the opinion that

Togo’s dismissal was due to his opposition to the
creation by General Tojo of Greater East Asia

O°

Ministry, the functions of which would encroach upon
the prerogative of the Foreign Ministry.
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FROM
Rec»d 3:38 p.m., 12th,
Secretary of State,

Washington.
IMMEDIATE

1031, September 11, 10 a.m.
Japanese still occupying Kinhua and have

recovered Lanki.

Chinese Military Intelligence

informs Naval Attache that Japanese now apparently
intend to hold Kinhua and Lanki from which they

ca.n control the trade routes from the ports from

Ningpo and Wenchow and likewise can quickly launch

counter attack to prevent our use of the big airfields

at Chuhsien, Yushan and Lishui.
In Kwang’cung the Japs have fallen back to their

original positions at Tsunfa and Samshui after
having made advances to the north of Canton
presumably for purpose of preventing the transfer
of Chinese reinforcements to Chociang.

No reports

of significant military action in other areas.

Movement of Jap troops northward continues,l"atrcording

to Chinese Military Intelligence.
Regarding recent developments in Sinkiang it
is understood that National Government troops have

fn

note yet entered the Province; that there is a "brigad^

so-called

S
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j"1031, Sept Ember llà 10 a.m.t from Chungking via N.R,

so«*callEd of Russian troops in the Province mostly

at Kami; and that withdrawal of these troops must
precede entrance of National Government tyoops
into Sinkiang*
Military conference at Sian continues.

No

information available with regard to its discussions
of either military matters or Communist problem.

Generalijaiuoifi attending but is expected back in
Chungking this week.

GAUSS

JRL
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A confidential telegram of September 11, 1942
from the American Embassy at Chungking reads sub
stantially as follows:

Lankl has been retaken by the Japanese who are
still in occupation of Kinhua. Our Naval Attaché has
been Informed by the Military Intelligence of China
that it now appears that the Japanese have the in
tention of holding Kinhua as well as Lankl from which
the routes of trade from such ports as Wfcnchow and
Nlngpo can be controlled and similarly our use of the
large flying fields at Yushan, Chuhslen and Lishui
can be prevented by quick counterattacks.

The Japanese have retreated to their original
positions in Kwantungf Samshul and Tsunfa) after they
made advances north of Canton in order, lx appears,
to prevent the transfer to Chekiang of reinforcements
of Chinese. There have been no reports from other
areas of military action of significance. Chinese
Military Intelligence reports that the movement to
the north of Nipponese forces continues.
It is understood with regard to recent develop
ments in the west that the forces of the National
Government have not yet entered Slnkiang Province.
It is further understood that in Slnkiang there is
what might be called a "brigade* of Soviet troops and
they are quartered for the most part at Hami, and that
these troops must be withdrawn before the entrance into
Slnkiang of troops of the National Government.

There is available no Information with regard to
the continuing military conference at Sian, - its
deliberation of the Communist problem or military matters.
General Chiang whoftin attendance is expected to return
this week to Chungking.

iÉ

d
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For the original paper from which reference is taken

W

(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, .to.)

Dated August—13-,-2942..

From
—-Fe-

File No. ..99^00/14992..
«. a. OOVMNMKNT PSIMTIN6 OTPICK 1—1540

P S /M E L

See .Despatch________________________
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TELEGRAM RECE

Chungki
GM
-----This telegram must be
closely paraphrased Ne- pROI5at;Ed September 21, 1942
fore being communicated
to anyone.
(SC)
Rec’d 10:17 p.m., 22nd.

Secretary of

‘

PARAPHRASE

WashingtcngENT TO O.N.I. AND

' Division of \
FAR rISTERh’ AFFAIRS ]

SEP 2 41942 |
£Department of State /

1071, September 21
regarding Sinkiang

Reference previous
ituation.

Following is from a well-informed source

The so-called "Russian Brigade" at Hami is re
ported to be two regiments of "white" troops recruited

by Sheng Shih
his command.

some years ago and still under

CD
CM

General Hoyaotsu was offered chairman-

ship of Sinkiang Provincial Government but declines

to accept post until he is assured control also of

troops in the Province»

Hence, settlement awaits

satisfactory disposition of Sheng’s military forces
including the Russian regiments.

CM

National Govern-

ment places little confidence in Sheng.

Chinese

mnist members of the Sinkiang Government have

CO

been permitted to resign but to remain in Tihwa
It is not anticipated that Soviet Russia will place
any obstacles in the way of settlement in Sinkiang

GAUSS
REP

O
ft)

CD
ft
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A confidential telegram dated September 21, 1942
from the American Embassy et Chungking repfia substantially
as follows:

The following has been received from a reliable
source in regard to the situation in Sinklang province.

The "brigade* of Russians at Baal is according to the
report made up of two regiments of "white* troops which
were recruited some years ago by Sheng Shih Tsai and are
still commanded by him.
The chairmanship of the Provincial Government of
Einkiang was tendered to General Ho ïao Teu but he
declined the post until control of troops in Sinklang
is also assured to him. Therefore, a satisfactory dis
position of the military forces of Sheng Shih Teal in
cluding the regiment of Russians must precede a settle
ment. Little confidence is placed in Sheng Shih Tsai by
the Knticr*al Government. Members of the Government of
Sinkiang who were Chinese Communists have been allowed
to resign, but they are to stay in Tihva.
It Is not
expected that a settlement in ulnklsng will he objected
to or hindered by the Beslans.

fe:hpf:bbh/mhp
9/24/42

tî
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FRONphunSking

Dated September 21, 1942

Rac'd 8j23 p.m. 22nd
/ Division of

( FAR PASTERM AFFAIR

Secretary of State,

Washington

|

&
op si ail

SAP 2 41942
'men^ °*

:
/

1072, September 21, 2 p.m.

FOR STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION OF THE

The information contained in Embassy’s Nos. 1070

and 1071 was obtained from Chouenlai, Communist Party
representative in Chungking»

I

7 9 3 .9 4 / 7 0 9 4

DEPARTMENT ONLY AND NOT FOR OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

GAUSS

KLP

Re Communist problem

P S / LMBCoofidential File-
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FOR THE PRESS1""’”*

state

*

No. 456

DIVISION Of

STATEMENT" BYriTHfi9 SECRETARY OF STATE IN RESPONSE
TO PRESS^TN^UIRIÊS ON THE ANNIVERSARY OF THE
MUKDEN INCIDENT

/
I

7095

In response to inquiries by press correspondents
whether he wished to comment on the anniversary of the
Mukden incident, the Secretary of State made a statement
as follows:

September 18th, as the whole world knows, marks
the eleventh anniversary of a fateful step of
aggression in Manchuria by the Japanese war lords.
The course of aggression there embarked upon*was fol
lowed by successive aggressions in Asia, Africa and
Europe, and has led step by step to the present world
conflict.

*

*

*

H
Lj
Çj

P S /M E L

The American Government and people admire sin- rn
cerely the gallant resistance offered by the Govern-°
ment and people of China to the ruthless and lawless1^
Japanese aggressor. We are confident that the mili-_^
tary efforts of free peoples which have been the
inevitable answer to brutal and predatory Japanese
attacks upon peaceful populations will defeat and
destroy the military caste that controls Japan.
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SUBJECT

Non-recognition of the Japanese occupation of
Manchuria:
Informs of communique of the American Office of
7ar Information reiterating the American policy
of - published fully on Sept* 18.
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O
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?
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Kunming via Chungking
and K. R.

Dated October 5, 1942
Recfd 5:15 p.m., 10th

Secretary of State,
Washington.

Unnumbered, October 5, o p.m.

Political summary for September.
Substantial troop movements between Kweiyang
and Kunming during the last wook of' September gave

rise to unconfirmed rumors that Central Government
troops in Yunnan wore being reinforced, possibly to
tec extent of 80,000 men.

Chinese sources close to

the Provincial Government maintained that the newly

arrived troops wore replacements.

In the local press the visit of Hr. uillkic was
hailed as an opportunity to promote closer relations
between Chine, and other members of the United Nations
particularly the United States* American successes

in the Solomon Islands and the activities of American

forces in other areas were reported prominently; the
attitude of Britain in dealing with the Indian situa

tion was criticized, the YUNNAN JIH PAO predicting
that unless a change of attitude occurs the future of
India would be similar to that of Burma; a communique

of the

......... —

T.

\

~

t^\

>

.

'

.
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-2-, Unnumbered, October 5, 3 p<m., from Kunming
via Chungking and 1T.R.

of the American Office of War Information reiterating
the American policy of non-recognition of the Jap

anese occupation of Manchuria was published full on

September 18.
Banque de L^Indochine suspended operations as

of September 1 after failure of negotiations with Min
istry of Finance in connection with registration as a

foreign bank under regulations promulgated by the
Ministry.

A reduction of the total of ths- land tax in
kind for the current year 'was announced by the Pro
vincial Commissioner of Finance.

Price control measures adopted in August failed
to check further sharp price advances during September,
îïo effective measures were taken to deal with largo

scale hoarding of goods.

LUDDEN
JRL
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4

CHUNGKING.

According to French sources at Tokyo large troop oon-

centrations are observed in the region of Kalgan, the object
of which is stated to be either to reinforce the Shansi army
or to constitute a menace against Urga which would support
the eventual efforts of mediation by the Japanese Government

\

The same source states that tbe

in the Russo-German conflict.

/ Japanese press believe® that Japan should turn its eyes more

and more toward stricken Russia and temporarily renounce India;
a general known for his pro-German sympathies has Just taken

command in Manchuria and Tokyo despatches allude to a German-

Japanese military accord by the terms of which the Japanese

R15

will attack Russia when Germany jahowM have reached a certain

point
The source of the above information should be kept
confidential
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CHINESE
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Telephone: Circle 6-5225-6-7
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NEW YORK, N. Y.

October 5, 1942

«
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Mr. Maxwell Hamilton
Chief, Far Eastern Division
Department of State
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hamilton:
Dr. Hu Shih asks me to send

I

you a copy of the enclosed letter , which he

7097

thought you might be interested to read.

Yours sincerely,

C. 1. Hsia
Director

Enclosure
CIH:eo
(f.
&

i-

I
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copy
SWEDISH AMERICAN LINE
m.s. Gripsholm, Atlantic Ocean
August 20, 1942

Hu Shih, Esq.
Chinese Embassy
Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir:

Knowing your position and your important office and work
for the salvation of China and her people, I wish herewith to
convey a few of my thoughts regarding the Sino-Japanese conflict.
First a line of introduction, although once I was intro
duced to you on Kuling, Kiangsi, but which most likely has slipped
your memory.

I have been a missionary in Kingmen, Hupeh (
since 1904. Have seen and have with great interest followed
developments in China the whole time and have done my small part
to help along and encourage all good work, whatever and whenever
given a chance to do so.
In June, 1940, being in the Japanese direct firing line,
I was taken by them, ordered out and brought down to Hankow.
Our mission-field, extending from Siangyang and Fanchang on the
Han River in the north down to Shasi and Kingchow on the Yangtze
River in the south, including "Hsiens" Nachang, lohang, Kingmen
and Tsienkiang, has since June, 1940, been divided about half and
half into "occupied" and "free" China. I have been planning
ever since I arrived in Hankow to return to the free parts of
our field, but it has proved impossible to do so. I have, how
ever, been able to be in constant contact and communication
with my Chinese co-workers in our district, mostly through
friendship and personal acquaintances with mail carriers, willing
and ready to help the "free," although themselves in service for
the "occupied" districts. And then after Deo. 8th we have been
strictly interned and now on the way to U.S.A. — May this serve
to show that I have hitherto and shall also hereafter continue
to do my small part hoping for - if possible - speedy victory for
China. And for this reason I wish to point out a few facts in
connection with my observations these last years, near to as well
as direct in the firing lines. I may state that inside our rather
small area of mission property in Kingmen — about the size of
a city block in U.S. — not less than 26 bombs at différend times
were dropped on us by the Japanese planes. That I am still alive
seems nothing short of miracles.
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May I here state that I have numerous times been astonished
to witness the willingness of the Chinese soldiers to faoe and
stay under the Japanese fire from the sky, often without any pro
tection whatsoever. It grieves my heart to think of the many,
many waves of Japanese bombing planes, which I have seen ever since
Christmas, 1938, sailing over KLngmen towards Szechuan and other
places west of us. It seemed to me that Kingnen should have been
one of the most advantageous places to head the enemy off, but
nothing was or could be done, undoubtedly in lack of effective
weapons. But ail those sad experiences belong now to history and
nothing can be done to change the past. But cannot something be
done to make the future history, even in those parts, to be more
.joy and bopefuT? Ï fully believe much can and ought to be done on
•Ehose lines, and it is therefore I venture to address you.
One thing, which seems to me being of greatest importance,
is that strong and effective measures should be taken to bring
the men in the army and the common people (farmers, merchants,
etc.) into full co-operation. I know a great deal has been done
these last few years, but ever so much more could and should be
done. We (missionaries), who have for years lived amongst and
freely mingled with the common people as well as with the soldiers
and their officers, we know in full how things are working. All
the different groups have my full sympathy. But why do the common
people avoid and try to get out of contact with the military men?
You know it, and I need not use any words to explain it. But
military men in China now are not, as a rule, what they used to be
some years ago. We know it and we understand it, but the common
people are too slow to apprehend it, and therefore some measures
should be taken to speedily open their mind. May I just relate
one of my many interesting experiences to illustrate what I mean:
In the spring 1940, before I was taken away from Kingmen, we had
then made us a small hut in the foot-hills about 20 li west of
the ruined city, because there was not a single house inside the
city walls undamaged. However, I used to go in to the ruins ever
so often to see mhat I could do in serving those who still tried to
stay on as well as assist travelers and soldiers — many wounded —
passing by. I could still use a few rooms in the ruins of the
mission property. Once, about midnight, I heard a hard knocking
on one of our nailed doors out to the street. I went out and faced
some 15 soldiers. Their officer stepped up and told me his errand
like this: "We have marched 90 li today from Kienyangli. All the
homes along the road are empty anti we have had nothing to eat.
And now wo find nobody at home in Kin^nen; can't find anything to
eat and no place where we can rest. We saw here was still a door
and hoped somebody would be found who could assist us. Exouse us
for troubling you, but we are under order to continue our march
tomorrow morning, but cannot do so without getting some food and
a few hours rest." What oould I do? I succeeded to find a
young man, mho had been my schoolboy. With his help I succeeded
to "find" a teo rice, arrange a place where to cook it, find
some straw for the tired men to rest on, went down into toy base-
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ment dug-out, where I still had some salted pork, and brought
some over to them. — I have never met with more thankful persons
than those soldiers, nor seen a more happy young boy in serving
and helping than that carpenter's son, housing those soldiers in
the ruins of his destroyed ho je. — Incidents could be multiplied,
but my point is that these friends — from both sides — need to
be advised, guided and helped by persons in whom they have con
fidence.

Another point is this, that I hope something effectively
could be done soon to save the common people from extermination
through starvation. Let me illustrate the way by which the
Japanese are working out their plans to exterminate — not the
army as much as the common people. From my stay in Hankow I will
relate just what I was told by one family. They had their family
home in T'ien-men (
) Hsien, neighbor to Kingmen. I was told
in summary as follows: - "We are a rather large relation.
(I will
leave out their names.) Many are still in T'ien-men, trying to
take care of our land and business. Good many members of our
family have gone west to Szechuan and are in Government service.
Some of us are here in Hankow, watching and waiting for a brighter
future. In T'ien-men we have more than enough of grain and every
thing we would need, if we were only allowed by some means to bring
it into Hankow. But — we are forced to sell all our rice for
$200.00 per tau in T'ien-men and then buy it back here in Hankow
for $800.00 per tau. In that way it works in a circle, they clean
out the country of rice and grain of which most of it goes to Japan,
and then we in the city are cleaned out of our funds. Ever so many
families are being starved to death, and when they see they have
no "pan-fah,"they then tie themselves together with ropes and jump
into some liver." — Sad, indeed) And this is not effective only
in the "occupied" parts. I was told that the Japanese "managers"
bring out so and so many dozens of sacks ( in lots 50, 100 or more)
to the Chinese leaders ('sheo-stt) in the occupied parts and demand
of them to bring the sacks back at a set time, filled with rice or
other kinds of grain. If they answer that it is impossible for
them to comply with the order, they are told: "If you wish to
keep the lives safe for yourself and your family, you must comply
with orders and bring in the grain — go out and take it from your
relatives, or wherever you wish in the "free" territory.
Could
not something be done to help these "helpless" good common people
before it will be too far gone and too late?
Another point that constantly comes to my mind is this:
Could not something be done to "sweep out or bottle up" the Japanese
ships on the Yangtze River? It seems it should be possible to do
so with some real good and able bombing planes. Where there is no
escape for the J. ships but to follow the River, the ships should
be easy to find and also attack.

My next point is this, I know through experiences that
there is no weapon which breaks down the strength and morale
faster of a people in common than being exposed to constant rumbling
of bombing planes in the sky, expecting a shower of bombs at any
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time. The difference on the nerves we cannot explain, when we
know the planes are not expected to bomb, or when we don't know.
À week or so without sleep works wonders in breaking down courage
even in the most courageous persons. I have seen and heard it.
If the comparatively small country of Japan could be kept under
the "music" of the bombing planes, we would hear a different
story henceforth from Japan, I am sure.
One more point in this lengthy — "choppy" — letter.
Am sorry I have no typewriter, as that has been smashed by a
Japanese soldier's gun-butt.

Now when Chinese and American men of war will be working
hand in hand in some parts of China, interpreters will be
needed. And by interpreters I don’t only mean men who are able
to translate or interpret from the one language to the other, but
rather such persons who fully understand the Chinese line in
thinking, planning, working, etc. etc. I dare say that nobody
does than better than many of the now returning missionaries.
But let me also hasten to say that ever so many missionaries
would be worthless in this line of work -- work in the war zone —
but I also know of good many whom I believe would be of inestimable
value to China, if they would be sent out to take active part in
these important matters.

I am being evacuated from China. Still my hope is that
I shall be able in some way to help along and rejoice in a coming
victory. In that mode I also send you this letter.
Very respectfully and cordially yours,

(signed)

(Home address:

5245 N. Christiana Avenue
Chicago, Illinois)

Joal S. Johnson
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October 6, 1942.

Dear Dr. Hsia:

I have your letter of October 5 in which you are
so good as to forward, at the request of Dr. Hu Shih,
a copy of a letter of August 20 from Mr. Joel 3.
Johnson.
I have found the information and the suggestions
contained In Mr. Johnson’s letter very Interesting and
shall bring the letter to the attention of a number of
my associates here.
Thanking you and Dr. Hu 3hih for your and hie
thoughtful courtesy in making a copy of Mr. Johnson's
letter available to us, I am
Sincerely yours,

Maxveil M. Hamilton
Chief
Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Dr. C. L. Hsia,
Director, Chinese News Service, Inc.,
1250 Sixth Avenue,
New Xork, New Xork.
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the honor to report that a mass meeting
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T

foie

SS

Chinawas held yesterday at Belle Vue Gardens,

Manchester, which about 4,000 people attended, the

hall being two-thirds full.

The meeting was

addressed by the Right Honorable Herbert Morrison,

Secretary of State for the Home Department and

Minister of Home Security, and Dr. Wellington loo,

the Chinese Ambassador.
Both speakers dealt with the subject of China’
position in the war todayDr. Koo emphasized the

military necessity of the reconquest of Burma in
order that supplies might again flow into China.

Mr. Morrison paid a tribute to China and the
Chinese.

Incidentally, he mentioned that women

did firewatching in China.

The enlistment of

women as fire watchers has been actively pushed by

his Ministry recently, and has aroused a certain
amount
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amount of local opposition.
No great enthusiasm was aroused by the speakers

though the applause was good.

A vote of thanks was

proposed to the speakers by Mr. Hartley William
Shawcross, the Regional Commissioner, and was seconded

by me as President of the Manchester Consular Associa

As a matter of record, my remarks are enclosed

tion.

herewith.

The Embassy’s permission to appear on this

platform was obtained before the invitation was
accepted.
A clipping from The Manchester Guardian of today
regarding this meeting is enclosed.

Respectfully yours,

George^Alexander Armstron
American Consul.

List of enclosures

No. 1.

Remarks of Mr. Armstrong,

No. 2.

Clipping from The Manchester Guardian,
September 28, 1942.

711.
GAA.ms
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch no. 115 dated September
28, 1942, from George Alexander Armstrong, American
Consul at Manchester, England, on the subject of
"Manchester Mass Meeting for China".
My Lord Mayor, Lady Mayoress, Your Excellency,
Mr. Secretary of State, Mr. Regional Commissioner,
Ladies and Gentlemen:

It is my privilege today on behalf of the

Manchester Consular Association, to second the motion
of thanks to the distinguished speakers this afternoon

This is an easy task, for I am only echoing the thoughts
that are in our hearts, that we, Mancunians and strangers

here, are grateful to have been privileged today to hear
something of the great Ally of many of us, China

A land with over forty centuries, ladies and
gentlemen, of cultural history and civilisation.

The

republican form of government has only existed in China
for forty-one years.
now covers 166 years.
been disunity at times.

The history of my own country
In the United States there has

In the middle of the last

century a Civil War occurred which, if I may say so,
was a war fought on a tremendous scale.

The miracle

of China is the unity with which that great people, so
soon after the foundation of the republic, has met the
foe, today our common enemy
For over five years a terrible foreign war has

waged in China.

War is force against force, but in

many periods in the Sino-Japanese War the flesh of
Chinese men, women and children has been the bare force

against the aggressor.

The millions of Chinese people

since 1937, who have given the last full measure of
devotion, truly speak louder than any words.

The

Ambassador has told me today that military casualties
alone, dead and wounded, are over 6,000,000.

And

there

WK
* # ‘ /Ji
£
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there are many brave who will yet die in this war-

cursed world.

Many have died for human freedom.

All the United Nations are fighting for human freedom.

Human freedom in the end will be won through such

sacrifices as are being made in China.

May I quote

the final words of the American Secretary of State,
Mr. Cordell Hull, in his speech of July 23 of this

year:
"For the immediate present the allimportant issue is that of winning the war winning it as soon as possible and winning
it decisively.
Into that we must put our
utmost effort - now and every day until
victory is won.

"A bitter armed attack on human freedom
has aroused mankind to new heights of courage,
determination, and moral strength.
It has
evoked a spirit of work, sacrifice, and co
operative effort.
With that strength and
with that spirit we shall win."
In the century of the common man, which must and

will come at the close of this war, there is no doubt
that China will play its part as nobly as it is playing

its part in the war(today.

My Lord Mayor, on behalf of this great audience
here assembled, I second the vote of thanks for the

speeches of the Right Honorable Herbert Morrison,
Secretary of State for the Home Department and Minister
of Home Security, and His Excellency the Chinese

Ambassador, Dr. Wellington Koo.

September 27, 1942
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Enclosure No. 2 to despatch no. 115 dated September
28, 1942, from George Alexander Armstrong, American
Consul at Manchester, England, on the subject of
"Manchester Mass Meeting for China".

THE MANCHESTER

GUARDIAN,

MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 28, 1942

THE ALLIES’ DEBT TO CHINA
Dr. Wellington Koo on the Urgency of
Retaking Burma
The Chinese Ambassador (Dr. V.
K. Wellington Koo) and Mr. Herbert
Morrison (Minister of Home Secu
rity) were the chief speakers at a
“ China Rally” held yesterday in the
King’s Hall, Belle Vue, Manchester.
The Lord Mayor of Manchester
(Aiderman Wright Robinson), who
presided, read messages of greeting to
the Chinese people from Mr. Jan
Masaryk (Foreign Secretary to the
Czecho-Slovak Government) and the
Anglo-Russian Friendship Committee
of Manchester.
Dr. Wellington Koo said that China
had been carrying on a fight against the
most powerful war machine in Asia.
Perhaps there had never been a struggle
in which the opponents were so
unequally matched. How was it that
China had been able so long to resist
the ruthless onslaught of the Japanese
invading forces ?
There were many
explanations. There was the unity of
the Chinese people ; never had they been
so united as they were now in the face
of the common enemy. Then there was
the leadership of General Chiang Kaishek, a soldier with an implacable will
who had come to be regarded by tfhe
whole nation as the embodiment of the
spirit of resistance. And there was the
Chinese perception of right and wrong,
the moral sense of the Chinese people.
China early realised the nature of the
Japanese plan in the Far East and her
resistance had foiled that plan.
Her
resistance wqs having far-reaching
results. Every Japanese division held
in China was one division less for the
struggle on other fronts.
That was
an important contribution which China
was making to the struggle of the
United Nations.

Japan and Russia
Emphasising the importance of this
contribution,
Dr.
Wellington
Koo
reminded the audience of the struggle
now taking place in Stalingrad and of
the possibilities of a Japanese attack on
Siberia and of Japanese forces striving
to link with the Axis through India and
Iran.
With the capture of Burma by the
enemy the problem of communication
and transport between the Allies and
China was very difficult at present. It
would be to the interests of the United
Nations that that vast territory should
be retaken as soon as possible. Only
after the recovery of Burma coüld large
supplies be sent to China and the
Chinese war effort be greatly intensified.
What we were after, however, was
not a military victory only but the
building of a new world order. In this
task he believed that China, with her
democratic outlook, her ardent love of
peace, and her lack of racial antagon
isms could play an important part.
There were many peoples in China—
Manchus,
Mongols,
Tibetans,—and
throughout the country there was a
feeling of comradeship that recognised
all other nations.
Chinese co-operation in the war and
in the making of peace would be in
valuable in * promoting an intimate
partnership with the other united
nations. Her aid and understanding
and goodwill would help to bring about
that meeting of East and West of which
m the past the poets had despaired, but
which he sincergly^-believed was capable

of realisation, and which was indis
pensable to the building of a peace that
would endure.

Mr. Morrison on China
Mr. Morrison said that the British and
the Chinese were discovering under the
pressure of rational crisis that they
had more in common than perhaps the
citizens of either country had supposed.
Their very tendency to live to them
selves and remain aloof from the rest of
the world became a kind of link. If
Britain was geographically an island
China had been «r island psychologically
for centuries. This attitude had cost
both countries dear, and he believed
that both were now learning better.
Both were learning that no nation could
live to itself alone either in trade and
industry or in its interests and sym
pathies,
Both countries entered the war largely
unprepared and had had to make their
preparations as they went along. The
power of improvisation was tradi
tionally a British trait. The rest of the
world had hardly learnt to think of it
as a Chinese trait until the astonishing
spectacle of Chinese resistance in this
war had taught it better. There was
another feature of the Chinese war
which should commend her people to
our’understanding and respect. Like us
in the crucial months after Dunkirk the
Chinese people had had to fight a war
of spirit against material equipment and
resources, and like us they had shown
that against all material odds an abso
lute determination to win through was
the^most powerful factor in victory.
One of the most remarkable facts
about China’s struggle was that she
had been able to wage a war for her
existence at the same time as she was
going through a vital stage in. her
economic and social development.
China was just becoming a modern
State when the war broke out. Chinese
society had long been democratic in
spirit, but lacked the institutions of
democracy.
In gpite of all kinds of
difficulties she went on constructing
these democratic institutions after the
outbreak of war and made substantial
progress even when considerable areas
of her country were occupied by the
enemy.
China was now in great need of many
things which the Western Powers could
supply, and though the means of com
munication were difficult they were not
impossible. “Let us therefore give as
generously as we can in China’s aid,”
said Mr. Morrison in conclusion. “ She
was the first great country, to resist
aggression. Her leaders were the first
to see that the war against Fascism was
one war, and to-day she holds a million
Japanese soldiers who would otherwise
be at the throats of the United Nations
in other theatres of war.”
Recalling the first Japanese, attack on
China, the seizure of Manchuria in
September, 1931, Mr. Moirison said :
We did not help China then. Perhaps
as the world then was we could not, but
we have had £ood cause to regret it
since.
This is the second time of
asking. Now the free world is united
.and this tima we will not fail.”
Thanks to
the
speakers
were
expressed by Mr. Hartley Shawcross,
K.C. (the North-west Regional Com
missioner) and Mr. George Armstrong
(United States Consul in Manchester).
A collection taken at the meeting
amounted to £96. A contribution of
£235 sent by the workers of A. V. Roe
was presented.

*&
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